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PREFACE 

• IT was the aim of tlo;e greatest among the early British adminis-
trators in India to train the peoples of India to govern and 
protect themselves, as Sir Thomas Munro "Tote in 1824, rather 

'-tj1an to e~tablish the rule of a British bureaucracy. The 
• method which. ~hey contemplated was doubtless that carried 

out with the most conspicuous success in Mysorc, which, thanks 
in the main to the efforts of Sir Mark Cubbon as resident, was 
h~nded back to lpdian rule in 1881 with the assurance that a 
tradition of sound. govcmment had been created which could 
be operated without detailed British supervision. Elsewhere 
this ideal proved impossible of accomplishment; the neCessity 
of securing justice and order led to the progressive extension 
of direct British sovereignty and the evolution of that splendid 
instrlilllent of govcmment, the Indian· Civil Service. That 
service, ho!l'ever, brought with it British political ideas and 
niade English the official language of the higher functions of 
government. The result was inevitable; with steadily increasing 
strength the Indian intelligentsia has demanded the fulfihnent 
of self-government, not in the form contemplated by Munro 
and his contemporaries, but in that of British Parliamentary 
institutions. To men deeply imbued with the fundan1ental 
principlts of democracy, such as Lord Morley of Blackburn, 
these demands seemed inconsistent with the structure of Indian 
society, which is founded on the basis of social inequality and 
racial and religious,. diversity. But theoservices of India in the 
war elicited a. formal declaration on August 20th 1917 of the 
policy of the Bdtish Government as involving steps to the 
gradual realization of responsible government in India as an 
integral part of the British Empire. 

It is possible to condenm the declaration as an ill-considered 
' piece of war propaganda; it seems clear at least that Lord 

Curzon did n'il; realize that the pledge involved parliamentary 
_ goverm11el!t of the British type. But, whether the adoption of 

'the policy w"" wise or n~t, it is Near that it had to be honoured, 
vii 
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viii A CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF INDIA 
• and the constitution of 19l!J was the method sug~ested hy 

Mr. Montagu and Lord Chelmsford to inaugurate the process 
of change. Whether the system of dyarchy" on which it was 
based was workable may be doubted; the insight tnt~ it which" 
I derived from membership of Lord Crewe's Comn1ittee on J;he 
Home Administration of India satisfied m~hat, for the reasons 
pointed out in my report (Cmd. 207) as• a member, radical 
alterations in the principle of control would be essential if the • 
principle of responsibility was to be tested. Naturally enouglj,
considerations of caution prevailed, and the•~onstitution as • 
enacted and as operated effectively negatived any real test of 
the capacity of Indian ministers to work responsible govern
ment. It is the ,essential merit of the Act; of 1935 that ,it 
recognizes the failure of the Act of 1919 and..presents, so far as 
Indian social conditions permit, the po~sibility in the provinces 
of true responsible government. It would, of course, be absurd 
to ignore the difficulties of operating the system under Indian 
conditions, which necessitate reserving large powers of inter
vention to the governors, but the task is at least not impossible 
as it was under the Act of 1919. • 

In the federal government also the semblance of responsible 
government is presented. But the reality is lacking, for the 
powers in defence and external affairs necessarily, as matters 
stand, given to the governor-general limit vitally the scope of 
ministerial activity, and the measure of representation given 
to the rulers of the Indian States negatives any possibility of 
even the beginnings of democratic control. It will be ! matter 
of the utmost interest to watch the development of a form of 
government so unique; certainly, if it operates successfully, the 
highest credit will be <iue to the political.capacity of Indian 
leaders, who have infinitely more serious diffk_ulties to face 
than had' the coloma! statesmen who evolved the system 
of self-government which has now culminated in Dominion 
status. 

Since this book was written, the British Government has 
taken the necessary decisions regarding the 'separation of Sind 
and Orissa from their present union with Bom~y and Bihar. 
The new provinces during the period of transitiolf'will have • 
a distinctive form of governm~t. E'loch will be ~overned by 
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a governor without either an executive or a legislative council, 
and without any form of dyarchy. A measure of aid will be 
afforded by advisory councils of not more than twenty-five 
and twel'lty'members respectively, nominated by the governor, 
of whom n"t more than three will be officials. The governor 
rna y choose one O":¥¥lore of the council to assist him in such 
manner as he thinks fit. Legislation rests with the governor-

• general in council under the procedure provided in the Govern- -
• :QJ-ent of lhdia Act (s. 71) for special areas; finance with the 

• governor, who, however, is required to submit his statement of 
revenue and expenditure and proposals for appropriation to 
his council, but only for general discussion. Revenue Com
~issioners are p~ovided for the two provinces, and arrange
ments are made for allocation of officers, and apportionment 
of property, assets and 'liabilities as between the provinces; in 

• the case of Orissa the matter is complicated by the fact that 
certain areas are transferred from Madras and the Central 
Provinces to constitute with the Orissa Division of Bihar and 
Orissa the new province. 

ReductiQns are necessarily made in the size of the Legislative 
Cornwils of the diminished provinces; that of Bombay is 
reduced to ninety-five members (sixty-seven elected): that of 
Bihar loses ten elected and two nominated official members, 
that of Madras two elected members. The High Court at 
Patna becomes the High Court for the whole of the newly 
constituted Orissa. 

The ~ew arrangements are obviously suited only for a brief 
transitional period; it is hoped that the .,necessary delimitation 
of constituencies under the Act of 1935 and the investigations 
of financial condit_ions will be carried •mt in time to permit of 
inaugurating.rrovincial autonomy by bringing Part III of the 
Act into operation in 1937; federation will be necessarily slower 
in reaching fruition. The selection of Commander A. D. 
Cochrane, M.P., as the governor of Burma marks the prepara
tion for the inauguration there of the new regime; the precedent 
indicates that under the changed conditions the chance of 
member& of ~1e Indian Civil Service attaining governorships 

• is greatly,educed, necessarily involving a further decline in the , 
•attractiven~s of a ser~ce wl11ch has conferred great benefits 

• • 



X A CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF nJDIA ' 
on India, but which inevitably must lose ;uthority under the 
new regime. . 

For purposes of convenience the original" Government of 
India Act, 1935 {25 & 26 Geo . .V. c. 42) has been ~-e~inted as 
the Government of India Act, 1985 {26 Geo. V, ot 2) and the 
Government of Bunna Act, 1935 (26 Ge~ V, .c. 3), and the 
section references in this book refer to these Acts accordingly. 
The Govenrment of India Act, without date, to which reference 
is occasionally made, is the Act of 1915 consolidating earlier: 
legislation, as reprinted by direction of Parliamejlt with altera· • 
tions under amending legislation passed before the Act of 1935. 
When the latter Act takes full effect, the earlier legislation will 
pass away, together with the historic system which it represen~. 
The vital change between the Act of 1935 _lmd 1919 is thus 
formally attested; if it was •ossiblc to fit the changes then 
made as amendments into t.1e substance of the old system 
that was out of the question with the Act of 1935. 

In this sketch of the constitutional history I have necessarily 
concentrated attention on those matters which appeared to me. 
of special significance as bearing on the evolution of self
government. Mtcr the earlier periods administrative .ana 
judicial details have, therefore, been passed over. Brevity 
also has dictated curtailment of discussion; otherwise I should 
have desired to deal fully with the views of the apologists for 
the action of Warren Hastings, and the defenders of the remark
able and in my opinion quite untenable claims put forward 
by the rulers of the Indian States. • 

A. BERRIEDALE KEITH 

THE UNIVERSITY OF .Jl;DINBURGH 

Fe~J:uary 12th 1936 
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CHAPTER I 

THE COMPANY BEFORE PLASSEY; ITS CONSTITUTION, 
RELATION TO ~ INDIAN STATES, AND THE ADMINIS

TRATION OF ITS SETTLEMENTS AND TERRITORIES 

• 1. •THE CONSTITUTION OF THE COMPANY 

•THERE was little to suggest the acquisition of dominion in 
India in the debut of the Governor and Company of Merchants 
of London trading into the East Indies to whom Queen 
Etizabeth, after !1JUCh hesitation, granted a.cha,rtgr_!lf •. !l)cor
poration on Decemberc:JJ~tJQ!JO._The aims of the Company 
were essentially commerciaL Trade with the East was essential 

• in order to obtain those spices necessary to render palatable 
the limited foodstuffs available under the primitive agricultural 
conditions of the day and other products prized for their 
utility or beauty in the West. The traditional route passed 
through th6 dominions of the Sultan of Turkey, and :Elizabeth 
in Uf!Lgrante<Ll}.c.]uy:ter_to.tl;te . ..LevllJlt.CO!l:lpany. to trade 
with these dominions under the terms of the concessions made 
by the Sultan in 1579, when he granted privileges of trade and 
residence, with exemption for most purposes from Turkish 
criminal and civil jurisdiction, to English subjects. The Com
pany sought to extend its trade to India, and in 1592 secured 
a fresh "charter authorizing them to trade to India overland 
through Ottoman territories. 

Serious difficulties, however, were placed by the Sultan in 
the way of the ~velopment of ov~land trade, while the 
discovery of a. practical passage to India by the ~ape of Good 
Hope suggested a new line of approach. Political conditions 
favoured action. The Bull of May 1493 of Pope Alexander VI 
had assigned India to Portugal in its division between that 
country and Spain of the undiscovered non-Christian, world; 
and subsequent treaties between these countries had recognized 
with modificaf!ons the allocation. Since 1580 the sovereignty 

• of Spain h:d been extended over Portugal, and the Portuguese 
rights over Indian terril<Pries hWI passed to the Spanish Crown. 

• I • 



2 THE COMPANY BEFORE PLASSEf [Chap. I . , 
But the Reformation had undermined the validity of Papal 
dispositions, and the revolt of the Netherlands involved the 
decision to strike a determined blow at Spain throui(h depriving 
her of the monopoly of Eastern trade. The ambition .tnd cour
age of Dutch merchants in association were displa)·ed to great 
advantage in the expeditions of 1595-6 ~d 1598-9 to Java, 
and, if they were not to find a Dutch monopoly replacing that 
of Spain, early action by the merchants of London was plainly, 
necessary. At a meeting at Founders' Hall under the auspic,.· 
of the Lord Mayor on September 22nd 1599, the vital resolution • 
was arrived at to form an association to trade direct with India. 
In securing this end the Levant Company was clearly much 
interested; the first governor of the CompaQy which receiv@d 
the royal charter in 1600 when aU h~pe of peace with Spain 
had been abandoned was also governor of the Levant Company. 

In these circumstances all that was contemplated by the 
merchants, and their more aristocratic associates who supported 
them at Court, was the creation of an association to carry on 
trade by dispatching ships to Indian territories and by founding 
therein trading stations with the permission of the local rulers, 
on lines similar to those on which trade was conducted •with 
the Ottoman dominions. There could be no question, as in 
the case of the patent granted to Sir Humphrey Gilbert in 
respect of Newfoundland, 1 of the assumption of sovereignty 
over newly discovered lands. But the Crown was entitled in 
the view of the lawyers of the day to regulate by the. prerogative 
f2_reigr>_ trade_ and the actions of its subjects beyond tlte realm, 
and on the basis of these powers the royal charter was issued. 

If It conferred _ _sorpo_!"ate.eh'!-l::iCtcr .. andj\lristic. personality on 
the Earl of Cumberlan<1, and the 217 kniiJI:lts, aldermen, and 
burgesses with him associated, granted them ~ssential com
mercial privileges, and provided them with authority to govern 
themselves and their S\Orvants. 

The Company was authorized freely to traffic and trade 'into 
and from the East Indies, in the countries and parts of Asia 
and Africa, and into and from all the islands, ports, havens, 
cities, creeks, towns, and places of Asia and Africlfl and America, 
or any of them, beyond the Cape of Bona Espcra!1za to the • 

• • 1 Keith, Gonet. Hist. of Pint British 6mpire., pp. 37'f. . - • 



Sec. I] TI\E CON.STITUTlON OF THE COMPANY :J 

Streights of Magellan'. This right was to endure for fifteen 
years, but might be determined on two years' warning, if the 
trade did pot appear profitable to the realm; otherwise a 
renewal ,or a further fifteen years was contemplated. It was 
to be an exclusive right, but the company might grant licences 
to trade. Unauthorized traders, on the other hand, were to be 
liable to forfeiture of their goods, ships and tackle, and to 

• imprisonment and such other punishment as might seem meet 
• and conv~nient for so high a contempt of the 'prerogative 

.. royal, which we will not in that behalf have argued or brought 
in question'. The legality of the grant of such a monopoly 
was not then seriously in question; it is part of the genius of 
tP>.e common law. that it accords with essential economic and 
political conditions, ant\ at that date the successful prosecution 
of trade with the East demanded the concentration of authority 
in the hands of a single body which could deal with native 
princes, regulate sailings, and contend against rival European 
traders. It is significant that in 1602 the Dutch traders 
consolidated their forces in the Dutch East Indies Company, 
which rapidly developed into a power able to dictate to the 
Sta~ the terms on which it was to be aided. Strengthened by 
this help, it was successful in its competition with the London 
Company for control of the Spice Islands, which formed the 
prime object of interest to both; the failure of James I to 
afford adequate protection or to avenge the massacre of English 
traders at Amboyna in 1628 resulted in the virtual exclusion 
of the "London Company and its restriction to the Indian 
peninsula, with decisive results for the future of British rule. 

The constitution of the Company was simple, falling within 
the type of 'regulated companies' as• opposed to 'joint:stock 
companies'. In such companies members were subjected to 
certain regulations and enjoyed certain privileges, but traded 
on their own capital. In practice the Company in its early 
days fm1ctioned as a syndicate with a concession for the Indian 
trade, which it worked by forming minor groups from among 
its members who formd the capital for each separate voyage, 
and whose li!bility was normally limited to the voyage for 
;vhich they had subscribed, though they might be forced to 
contribute ttl a furthe- vcntur<; if fresh capital could not be 

• • 
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raised from a new group of subscribers. Mter 1612 the sub
scribers threw their contributions into a joint stock, though 
not yet on a permanent basis, thl' joint stock beini formed for 
a series of voyages only. • 

Membership of the Company was accorded in the charter to 
those who had purchased a share in the fidt voyage, and was 
granted subsequently to such persons as took up shares in later 
voyages, the amount contributed varying from time to time. , 
Membership could also be claimed by the sons of members on ' 
reaching the age of twenty-one. Further, membership could • 
be secured through service or apprenticeship and the payment 
of a small sum on admission. Or members might be admitted 
in return for a fixed cash payment, usually of a hundrt!ll 
pounds, and membership was from till!e to time conferred on 
distinguished individuals who were deemed 'likely to be able 
to aid the Company. 

The control of the Company's business was democratic in 
principle. The .. Company was authQrized to elect annually a 
governor and. twenty-four committees, the .precursors of the 
later. directoJ:S, who were to have the direction of th~Company's 
voyages, the provision of shipping and merchandises, th<l' sale 
of merchandise brought to England, and the managing of all 
other things belonging to the Company. Other officers were 
soon added, including a deputy governor, secretary, and 
treasurer. In general the governor and committees managed 
the general detail of the voyages, but they called touether a 
general meeting of the members when they deemed it necessary. 

To the Company were conceded certain limited powers of 
a legislative. character, based on those recognized at the time 
as appropriate for mun~ipal and commercial corporate bodies. 
The Company might assemble themselves in any convenient 
place, 'within our dominions or elsewhere', and there hold 
court for the Company and its affairs, and might 'make, ordain, 
~md constitute such and so many reasonable laws, constitutions, 
~rders, and ordinances, as to .them or. the greater part of them 
being then and there present shall seem necessary and con
venient for the good govermnent of the said Co"'-pany, and of 
all factors, masters, mariners, ""'d other officers, e~ployed or 
to be employed in any of their voyages, and f<1r the bette~ 

• • 



Sec. I] TH:\ CONS.TITUTION OF THE COMPANY 5 

advancement and continuance of the said trade and traffick'. 
They were further authorized to impose such pains, punish
ments, and penalties by.iniprisonment.of body.or by.fines and 
amerciam"en!s as might seem necessary or convenient for the 
observation of such laws and ordinances. Both laws and 
punishments must l:ie reasonable and not contrary or repugnant 
to the laws, statutes or customs of the reahn of England. It 
.will be see,n that the power given is essentially a power of 
~inor legislation, forbidding any fundamental alteration of 

.. the principles of English law, and limited drastically by the 
character of the punishments which could be inflicted in 
respect of contraventions. The limited character of the Com
piny's authority is clearly marked in the earliest copy of such 
laws extant, that printeol in 1621. They deal chiefly with the 
management of the Company's meetings and its officers in 
England, the administrative arrangements in the East, whereby 
Bantam in Java and Surat were made the principal factories, 
and the employment of shipping. They assert in accordance 
with the charter the illegality of private trade and order factors 
to seize go"ds so shipped and to send them home, and they 
require-an ominous hint of evils to come-that all presents 
made by foreign princes, rulers, or commanders to members of 
the Company shall be brought into the general account of the 
Company. 

It is ilnportant to contrast the terms of this grant with those 
made to. the companies or individuals who contemporaneously 
were seeking to establish themselves in the newly discovered 
Western lands. The charter of Charles I to the gove:rnor and 
company of the Massachusetts Bay in New England confers 
on the general meeting of that company the right to elect 
officers and admit members, but.th_e.Jegisla.tive.power.is in 
wider... terms, _:to. make Lawes and Ordinances for the Goode 
ancfWelfare of the saide Company and for the Government 
.:.Ud-Ord;;;_ng of the saide Landes and Plantasion and the 
People inhabiting and to inhabit the same'. There.is.here 
unmistakably a definite power to legislate for. and govern 
territory, 'a'hi~ is not contemplated in the case of.the London 

• ~ompany. It was understood ip the widest sense by the people 
of Massachu~etts when the charter was, by resolution taken in 

• • 
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I,ondon, with the acquiescence of the Crown, carried to the 
plantation, and despite the restriction that the laws and 
ordinances should not be contrary or repugnant t<~ the laws of 
England, there was en11cted a code of legislatio.n ';vhich in 
certain vital respects went in severity towards dissident 
members of the community beyond English law. In the 
same spirit it was held in the colony that it was entitled to 
execute the fullest powers of penal jurisdiction, and. it was not. 
until 1683--4 that the Crown felt itself strong enough to secure" 
the forfeiture of the charter on the score that the colony had • 
usurped power not granted to it, as in the imposition of 
taxation on English imported goods. 1 

The powers of the London Company were manifestly uneqll'al 
to the situation unless supplemente<l, but the Crown made 
I{Ood this defect by a further exercise of prerogative. For each 
voyage the Crown granted to the 'General' in command of the 
vessel the right to inflict punishment for capital offences, such 
as murder or mutiny, and to put in execution martial law. 2 At 
this time the extent and the authority of the Crown's right to 
authorize martial law was quite uncertain, and it -was plainly 
necessary that there should be authority to maintain disc]t>linc 
during long voyages. The position of the Company itself 
became better defined in May 31st 1609 when James I granted 
a fresh charter making that of Elizabeth perpetual, subject, 
however, to the right of the Crown to determine it on three 
years' notice on proof of injury to the public. This was followed • up by a royal grant of December 14th 1615, authorizing the 
Company itself to issue commissions to their captains with the 
important proviso that in capital cases a verdict must be found 
by a jury. The power,"it will be seen, wa. intended to cover 
the case of the maintenance of discipline on board ships, but 
as soon as the Company established on the Indian coast trading 
settlements the question of maintaining discipline inevitably 
arose. In their transactions with the natives of India the 
Company's servants were of course subject in the absence of 
agreement to the contrary to the control of the native ruler, 
b1lt it was not to be expected that the local alhh..,-ity would 
I K~ith, Gonst. Hist. of First BritiRh ~mpire, PP· 26-32, 101-8. cr. Advocate- • 

G€1tY!'rTTl of Bengal v. Surnomoye Dos8U (~nee) (18~). 2 Moo. P,Q, N.S. 22. • 
z Lellingtcm'11 Case (1616), Kaye, Admin. of E.I. Co., p. 66 . 
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concern itself with disputes arising among the members of a 
foreign settlement. The difference between the local systems 
of law, whet!Jer Hindu or Muhammadan, and English law was 
inevitably such as to render it natural that local authorities 
would not ~oncern themselves with the disputes inter se of 
tolerated intruders. • 

James I, therefore, on February 4th 1623, extended the 
power of the Company by authorizing it to grant commissions 
f<> their presidents and chief officers for the punishment of 

'l:>ffences committed by the Company's servants on land, subject 
to the same provision for trial by jury in capital cases, thus, at 
last, placing the Company in the position to provide more or 
leo" effectively for. the due government of its servants, both on 
the high seas and in lndi;l. 

It is unnecessary to consider the adverse conditions which 
.. in the later part' of James's reign and in that of Charles I 

affected the prosperity of the Company, whose interests, as 
already noted, after 1623 were perforce concentrated on the 
Indian peninsula as a. result of the greater strength of their 
Dutch rival•, backed as they were by the whole force of the 
Stale The Company suffered also from the doubtful faith of 
Charles I, who granted to Sir \Villiam Courteen and his associates 
a licence to trade with the East Indies in 1635. The rival 
company is best known from its settlement at Assada in 
Madagascar; its success was limited, but it depressed severely 
the fortunes of the London Company. It was to Cromwell that 
the Company owed some alleviation of both external" and 
internal difficulties. Their just claims against the Dutch were 
recognized by the treaty of Westminster 1654 which awarded 
them £85,000 compinsation for the ma~sacre of Amboyna and 
for the illegal .exclusion from the trade With the Spice Islands. 
Moreover, the Dutch were required to restore the island of 
Pulo Run in the Bandas, which would have afforded the 
Company a renewed opportunity of competition in the trade 
in cloves. The island, however, was finally assigned to Holland 
by the Treaty of Peace of 1667. Moreover, Cromwell borrowed 
£50,000, whi~ was never repaid. On the other hand, he 

• imparted d~cisive strength to the Company by bringing about 
tt.e merger ~th it of weat wa; left ()f Courteen's association, 
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the separate stocks of the Company being united in a single 
joint stock. Cromwell's charter is lost, but there is no doubt 
that it virtually, on October 19th 1657, reco~stituted the 
Company in the form in which it was established by t1Ie charter 
of Charles II on April Srd 1661. 

Under the charter the Company was established on a regular 
permanent joint-stock basis, and voting power at its meetings 
was accorded to each member on the basis of one vote fon 
every £500 subscribed by him. To the Comp.;y thus rtl~ 
organized, and enjoying the royal favour largely through tht 
influence of the famous economic expert Sir Josiah Child, the 
King accorded wide powers which recognized the extent-to 
he noted later-of the Company's effective authority in In<!ia. 
It was recognized that the Company <Jwned fortresses and not 
merely trading factories. They were authorized to send ships 
of war, men, and ammunition for the security of their factories 
and to erect fortifications and supply them with provisions and 
ammunition free of export duty, and to transport volunteers 
to garrison them. They might choose commanders and officers 
and give them commission under their common seal or other
wise to make peace or war with any non-Christian peof>le in 
any places of their trade for the advantage and benefit of the 
Company and their trade. They were to exercise power and 
command over their fortresses and to appoint governors and 
other officers. They might govern their employees in a legal 
and reasonable manner and punish them for misd~meanour 
and fine them for breach of orders. 

The trading monopoly of the Company was reaffirmed; they 
might seize unlicensed ~ersons and send them to England, where 
they might suffer such punishment as the IRws would allow. 

In addition to the authority over their serv>~nts a general 
judicial authority was given to the governor and council of each 
factory 'to judge all persons belonging to the said governor and 
Company or that shall live under them, in all causes, whether 
civil or criminal, according to the laws of this kingdom, and to 
execute judgment accordingly'. In any place where there was 
no governor the chief factor and council were • eJ:Iy>owered to 
send offenders for punishmeni;. either to a place where the'<e • 
was a governor and council or to EI!Illand. Th~ same power 

• • 
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to send persons as prisoners to England was accorded by the 
charter in the case of appeal being made against their sentence 
by persons iliJ. the employment of the Company, when punished 
by its of!tce1s. But even at this period 1 there already existed 
grave doubt as to the possibility of taking punitive proceedings 
in England in respect of actions happening outside that country.' 
The chief advantage of this provision lay in effect in the recog

•• nition whi~h it accorded to the expulsion from India of unruly 
storvants. 

• The extended authority, both political and judicial, accorded 
to the Company by the charter of Charles IT was further 
reinforced on the occasion of the transfer to the control of the 
C~mpany of the island of Bombay, which was ceded by Portugal 
by the marriage treaty .,f 1661. Portugal had held the island 
in full sovereignt>' and the King at first proposed to govern it 
as a royal ceded colony. But the King soon found that his new 
possession was likely to be more trouble than profit, and by 
charter of March 27th 1668, he transferred the island to the 
Company to be held of the Crown 'as of the Manor of East 
Greenwich in free and common Soccage' for the aunual rent of 
ten ]1ounds, which was actually paid to 1780. The prerogative 
of the Crown to govern a ceded colony was absolute, 3 subject 
to the international obligation of respect for the terms of cession, 
and the King accordingly was in the position to confer on the 
Company full sovereign rights over the territory and the 
inhabitants of the island as well as over the servants of the • Company. The Company, therefore, were authorized through 
their general court or court of committees to make laws, orders, 
ordinances, and constitutions for the &:_ood government of the 
port and island and of the inhabitants thereof. They were 
authorized by their governors and other officers to exercise 
judicial authority. Moreover, they were to have po\i•er and 
authority of government and command in the island with power 
to repel any force which should attempt to inhabit precincts 
without licence or to annoy the inhabitants. The Company 

1 Cf. for Newfou'iPland, Keith, CO'Mt. Hist. of First BritiBh Empire, pp. 120, 171. 
2 Pointed ow,t in Young'" ca.re in 1670 by the Company; English Factoriea in 

• India, 160S-9, p. 263 n.l. 
• 3 Galvin's case,Jl608), 7 Co. Rep. 1; Oafttpbell v. Hail (1774),1 Cowp. 204; Keith, 

Ind. Bist. Quart., xv., 07 ff. • . 
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were also empowered to take into their service such of the 
King's officers and soldiers on the island as might be willing 
to volunteer, thus forming the nucleus of the CoVtpany's first 
European regiment, or Bombay Fusiliers. Recog~lit!on of the 
control necessary in respect of military forces was accorded 
by empowering the principal governor of tile island 'to use and 
exercise all such powers and authorities in cases of rebellion, 
mutiny, or sedition, or refusing to serve in wars, flying to the. 
enemy, forsaking colours or ensigns, or other offences again~· 
law, custom, and discipline military, in as large and ample• 
manner, to all intents and purposes whatsoever, as any captain
general of our army by virtue of his office has used and accus-
tomed, and may or might lawfully do'. • 

The definite establishment of the political authority of the 
Company was further marked by the grant by charter of October 
5th 1676 of the power of coining money at Bombay to be called 
rupees, pices, or such other name as the Company might think 
fit, such coinages to be current in the East Indies but not 
in England. The charter is of special interest as marking 
the complete sovereignty of the Crown over Bombay, and the 
necessity therefore of a royal charter for the exercise df the 
prerogative right of coinage. In Madras, on the other hand, 
a mint had already been established for the coinage of pagodas 
by the Company, but under the authority derived from the 
Company's Indian overlord. 

Further extension of the Company's authority was shortly 
to be granted in consequence of the decision take~ on the 
instigation of Sir Josiah Child to extend the power of the 
Company on the analogy of Dutch East Indies Company, and 
to create an Empire in "India. By chartcroof August 9th 1688 
the Company were given full power to declare and make peace 
and war with any of the .heathen nations of Asia, Mrica and 
America within the charter limits, to raise, arm, train, and 
muster such military forces as seemed requisite and necessary, 
and to execute martial law for the defence of their forts, places, 
and plantations against foreign invasion or domestic insurrec
tion or rebellion. This remarkable grant was ac.!ompanied by a 
proviso reserving to the Crm"" the power of making pea~e • 
and war 'when we shall be pleased• to interp<1se our royal 

• • 
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authority therein', and 'the sovereign right, powers, and 
.,.dominion over all the forts, places, and plantations'. We 

.i<4ave here expressed in umnistakable fashion the essential rule 
that the a"c(ijlisition of sovereignty by subjects of the Crown 

• 

is on behalf. of. the Crown and not in their own right. 
The charter also ;nade important provision regarding the 

judicial arrangements of the Company. It was clearly neces
"!'ry that s.omething should be done to strengthen judicial 
administration, and accordingly the charter provided. for the 
~tablishment of a court of judicature to consist of one person 
learned in the civil law and two assistants to be appointed by 
the Company. The court was to determine cases of forfeiture 
of "ships or goods• for trading contrary to the charter, and 
mercantile and maritime.cases concerning persons within the 
charter liinits, and cases of trespasses, injuries, and "'Tongs 
done on the high seas or within the charter limits. 

The favours of Charles II were renewed by James II_in 
1686 (April 12th) with certain additions. They were expressly 
authorized to appoint admirals and other sea-officers in any of 
their ships ll'ithin the charter limits, with power for these 
office~ to raise naval forces and exercise within their ships on 
the other side of the Cape of Good Hope in the time of open 
hostility with some other nation the law martial for the defence 
of their ships. The charter also accorded to the Company a 
general power within their forts to coin any species of money 
usually coined by native princes, such coin to be current within • the charter limits. The judicial provisions for the charter of 
1683 were likewise repeated, with some modifications. But a 
very important innovation was made in the decision to permit 
the Company to extood constitutional g;vermnent in its Indian 
territories by the establislunent of a municipal constitution for 
Madras. The decision must have been influenced by the prece
dent of Tangier, which had been granted such a constitution 
by Charles II in the hope of encouraging mercantile activity, 
and constitutionaJly the determination is noteworthy in two 
respects. It marks the development of the territorial character 
of the CompJtny• s rule in Madras, and it signalizes the readiness 

•o\ the Crown to accord the f~est power to the Company. 
Normally so 'high a prtl!"ogative would have been exercised 

• 
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directly, but the Company had found that difficulties had 
arisen from the claims of officers appointed under the powers 
of the charters of 1683 and 1686 to judicial offi~ to be royal 
rather than Company's officers, and accordingly tjle" Company 
was authorized by the King on December 11th 1687 to grant 
a municipal charter to Madras. The grant was inseparably 
bound up with the new policy of the acquisition of political 
sovereignty and the creation of sources of rev~nue based 
thereon; it was intended largely to increase the revenues t>i 
Madras, and it was hoped that the creation of a municipa.!ity 
on a generous basis would facilitate the increase of taxation. 

The project of Empire was rudely dissipated as .soon as the 
Company in 1686 seriously matched its strsngth with that" of 
the Mogul Empire, and the discredited Company was faced 
with a grave attack on its position as the result of the revolution 
of 1688, which was naturally prejudicial to the fortunes of a 
body which under the governorship of Sir Josiah Child since 
1681 was identified in the public eye with the cause of reaction. 
Its legal privileges as regards monopoly of trade had just been 
exposed to judicial examination in the cause co/Cbre of The 
East India Co. v. Sandys,' in which the Company brought an 
action against Mr. Sandys on the ground that he had traded 
to the East Indies without their licence. This long-drawn-out 
case ended in a decisive affirmation by Jeffreys, L.C.J., of the 
validity of the monopoly. It could be supported on many 
grounds. The King, as a good Christian, must be qeemed to 
be ever at war with infidels; it lay with him clearly to relax, 
if he chose in favour of the Company only, the normal rule 
that his subjects might not trade with the enemy. Or, more 
generally, it was the Kfng's absolute right to regulate all import 
and export trade whatever, and this included the power to 
decide by whom it might be carried out. Stress was also laid 
on the fact that the legislation under James I (1624), which 
struck at monopolies, was so framed as not to affect the London 
Company's Indian trade. In fact, as noted above, the monopoly 
when it was granted could be supported on the broad ground 
of public advantage, and the bitterness of th! a~ack upon it 

• 1 10 St. Tr. 371. Cf. ~/.,"inner v, Etut!ndia Oo.Jl667), Hargra_ve, Hale, Juriarlfc. 
tion of the HO'II8e of Lords, pp. cili ff . 
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was largely due to the change in the political situation and the 
conflict of interested personalities. The rivals of the Company 
formed them"S'lves into an association which struggled against 
the Old Com)lany both in Parliament and in the City. Petitions 
were presented by both to Parliament, which resolved in 1691 
that the trade with tfw East Indies was profitable to the nation, 
and that it would be best carried on by a joint-stock company 
with wide privileges. It seems clear that the view of the 
majority of the Commons favoured the maintenance of monopoly, 
tut its enjoyment by a body in which the newly formed associa
tion would be merged in the existing Company; but this project 
failed owing to the unwillingness of Sir J. Child to accept as 
adlquate the terrtli offered. The House of Commons therefore 
requested the Crown to ~ve the requisite three years' notice 
of the determination of the charter, but before this could take 
effect the Company, apparently by oversight rather than of 
fixed purpose, 1 incurred a forfeiture by failing to pay a new 
tax imposed on joint-stock companies. The Crown was, how
ever, not inclined to press matters against the Company, Sir 
J. Child being lavish in gifts to certain of its advisers, and on 
Octolmr 7th 1693 a charter was granted, confirming its existing 
charter but subject to the acceptance by the Company of such 
further regulation as might be imposed. The policy of the 
Government was directed towards giving effect to the wishes of 
the Commons, as indieated in the -resolution of 161!1 and the 
Bill founded thereon, which had failed through the intransigence 
of Sir J. ~hi! d. 

Accordingly, a supplementary charter of November 11th 1693 
opened the way to the wide increase of membership of the 
Company by adding.£7 44,000 to the capi'b! and forbidding any 
individual to subscribe more than £10,000. To prevent the 
gathering of voting power into the hands of a clique, while one 
vote was given for each £1,000 subscribed, the maximum 
voting power was restricted to ten votes. The qualification 
of the govern6r and deputy governor was fixed at £4,000, that 
of each committee at £1,000. A subsequent charter of April 13th 
1698 varied thlse rules; it reduced the amount required for a • • vzte to £500, and the total vot~ of any member to five, but 

1 As :uggested by ~unter, Bist. of British India, ii, 310 . 
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doubled the qualification of the committees. By a charter of 
September 28th 1694 the principle of rotation of office was 
made compulsory. Neither governor nor deP,uty governor 
was to continue in office for more than two years~ eight new 
conunittees must be elected each year, and, to • increase the 
control of the general court of members," it must be specially 
sununoned to meet within eight days on the request of six 
members holding £1,000 stock. The renewal of the Company:s 
powers was expressly made subject to the maintenance .df 
the right of the Crown to determine its privileges on thret! 
years' notice. 

Under the new charters the way was open for the introduction 
of new members, and it was provided that ajly merchant m;ght 
join the Company on payment of five ppunds. But naturally these 
changes left the former members in effective control, and their 
rivals were in no wise satisfied. The Company was far from • 
conciliatory; it immediately put its renewal of ,authority to 
the test by arranging for the detention of the Redbridge, while 
lying in the Thames, ostensibly bound for Spain but alleged to 
be meditating a voyage beyond the Cape of Good. Hope. This 
action so irritated the Commons that on January l9tli. 1694 
it resolved that 'all the subjects of England have equal right to 
trade to the East Indies unless prohibited by Act of Parliament'. 
A resolution of Parliament, of course, was not necessarily law, 
still less that of one House, but the view of the Conunons 
naturally encouraged the interlopers to persevere in their 
trade, while the Company urged its local representatives to 
exercise to the full their rights to seize offending vessels under 
the .eharter. 

The conflict thus r~ing was determi!ll'd by the power of 
the purse. Mindful of the precedent of Cromwell's raid on the 
assets of the Company, Montagu, the Chancellor of the Ex
chequer, sought aid thence, to find that he could have 
£700,000 as the return for a legalized monopoly. This was 
insufficient, and in any case Montagu was on tit\, side of those 
who desired to favour the plans of the new association. Accord
ingly, he arranged for the issue of a loan f"" £2,000,000 at 
8 per cent. Subscribers could be individuals llr corporate • 
bodies, but, all were to be U:,ited i~ a new cocporation, the 

• • 
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General Society, each member of which was to be free to trade 
to India to an extent not exceeding the amount he had advanced 
to the Govenpnent. This part of the plan met the views of 
those oppo,1ents of the Company who desired in place thereof 
the establish1;,ent of a regulated company on the model of the 
Levant Company. B'ut the view of the Commons that a joint
stock company was necessary was also provided for; all or 
r.art of the members of the General Society might unite under 
a' ~oyal charter for trading in common, surrendering the right 
fb separate trade. · 

The scheme was rendered operative by an Act, 1 following the 
precedent set by Montagu in 1694 when the Bank of England 
wa!f established in,consideration of a loan of £1,200,000, and 
by two charters. The first of these, dated September 3rd 1698, 
incorporated the General Society as a regulated company; the 

"' second, September 5th 1698, inc9rporated most. of the members 
of the Societ.~; as a joint-stock company, 'the English Company 
trading to, the East .• Indies'. The English Company was to 
have a mon(;poly of joint-stock trading, subject until Septem
ber 29th 1701. to the concurrent right of the London Company, 
whose•rights were to terl)linate on notice of three years. But 
the Old Company had secured £315,000 of the stock issued, and 
was the ·largest single holder in the English Company; its 
position in India was entrenched, its influence at home very 
strong, and in 1700 it procured an Act of Parliament' per
mitting it to continue trading until the improbable event of 
the repayinent by the Government of the £2,000,000 loan. It 
was therefore in a position to negotiate on advantageous terms 
with the New Company. Lord Godolphin exerted his influence · 
and the authority. o~ the Crown to sect!'re agreement, and on 
July 22nd 1702 an Indenture Tripartite between the Queen 
and the Companies attested -an accord. The Old Company 
was to ~aintain its separate existence for seven years, but 
thereafter to surrender its charter. In the meantime the trade 
of the two con'lpanies was to be carried on jointly in the name 
of the English Company by twenty-four '?anagers, half selected 
by either ComJ'l:my, while the English Company was to be 

erenamed "I:'tte United Co'!'panl of Merchants of England 
• 1 9 & 10 ~Vill. III, c.- ~ -'i1 & i2\vm:df·rN6R{ . 
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/- trading to the East Indies'. This body was to operate under 
the tenns of the charter of September 5th 1698, and it was 
only .by the Charter Act of 1888 that it receiv~d the shorter 
name of the East India Company, by which, l:J,owever, it is 
convenient to designate the united body. 

The agreement proved to have certain' obscurities affecting 
chiefly the financial relations of the two companies, and it was 
necessary for intervention by the Crown and Parliament to 

• adjust the issues. By an Act of 17081 the Company was 
required to advance £1,200,000 without interest, making i~ 
effect the debt of the Crown £3,200,000 at 5 per cent, and was 
given in return the continuance of its privileges at least until 
March 25th 1729. Matters in dispute were to be arbitrate<fby 
Godolphin, whose award was issued. on September 29th. On 
May 7th 1709 the Queen accepted the surrender of the Old -Company's charters, and the United Company attained sole 
control, the managers becoming the first directors under its 
charter. Its position was further strengthened by an Act of 
1711, 2 which provided that its rights were not to determine on 
the repayment of the £2,000,000 Joan, and suc~essive Acts' 
extended the duration of its rights to 1780 at the ct>st of 
further loans and reduction of interest on existing loans. At 
the same time Parliament fulfilled its duty of protecting the 
Company's monopoly now legally operative by strengthening 
from time to time the legislation penalizing interlopers, • and 
by countering the effort of the Emperor Charles VI to maintain 
the Ostend Company chartered by him in 1722 as a rival in 
the Indian trade.' 

1'he constitution of the Company as defined by the charter 
of 1698 was essentiaify similar to that of. the Old Company, 
though by adoption of more modern terminology the com· 
mittees were now styled directors. The qualification for 
directors was fixed at £2,000 stock; election was to be annual 
by the general court, in which only those with £500 stock could 
vote, no member having more than one vote. The general 
court must meet at lc~tst four times a year; a special meeting 

• 1 6 Anne, c. 71. 2 10 Jwme, c. 35. 
8 3 Gco. II, cc. 14, 30; 17 Goo. II, c. 17; 23 Geo. II, c. 22. • 
• 5 Geo. I, c. 2.1; 7 Geo. I, st. l, c1. 21; 9 Geo. I, c. 26; 5 Qpo. IT, c. 29. • 
6 Roberts, HiBt. of Brit. India, pp. 64-9. • 
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must be convened by the directors if requested by at least 
nine members duly qualified to vote. The carrying on.of the 
business of tJ;c Company was entrusted to th<;..£!lurt.gf.directors, 
subject td'thc by-laws, constitutions, orders, rules or directions 
of the gen~ral court. That court had also power to make 
reasonable by-laws; constitutions, orders and ordinances for 
the purposes of the Company, including the raising of money, 
the declaration of dividends, and the good government of the 
\rade and of the agents, factors, and other officers concerned 

'"in the same, with power to inflict reasonable punishment by 
imprisonment, fines, or the like for breaches of their enact-
ments. But their by-laws must not be contrary to the laws of 
El'lgland and musj; be made in due form . 

./(At the same time the,chaxter,contemplated the exercise of 
sovereign powers .in India by the Company, for it continued 

" the powers given by the Stuarts of rule and government of 
their forts, factories, and plantations, with authority to 
appoint governors and officers who should as directed by the 
Company raise, train and muster military forces for the defence 
of their forts, factories, and plantations, 'the spver!'ig!l"power 
and olominion over all the said forts, places, and plantations, 
to us, our heirs and successors, being always secured'. The 
charter further continued in operation the provisions of the 
charters of 1683 and 1686 for the erection of courts of judicature 
to deal with specified classes of causes. In essence the New 
Company was maintained by William III in the powers of the 
Old, and this regime remained unaltered under Anne and her 
Hanoverian successors. 

Changes, however, were introduced in the judiciary, as a 
result, it appears, 1 J)f the fact that tht Company in England 
found itself liable to suit in certain cases in part as the result 
of the non-existence of fully organized judiciaries in the settle
ments. The Company had authorized the local councils to 
take possession of the assets of deceased servants and to dispose 
of them for cash for the benefit of their heirs, but difficulties 
somctimes arose from this practice, as in the case of a certain 
Mr. Woolasto"' who brought several actions in respect of the 

• estate of h/!; deceased son. Another cause of difficulty was the 
• • 1 Fn.wcetli, First Centu.-.J of British J'IJ..Stice in India, pp. 215, 216. 
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assertion of the right to attach the goods of servants for alleged 
debts to the Company; this led not rarely to Chancery causes 
in which the action of the local councils was censured as 
arbitrary and illegal and decree given against fbeo Company 
where on balance the servant was creditor of tlfe Company. 
Hence, apparently, the Company changed its attitude from 
that which it had adopted under Charles II and James II. It 
no longer insisted that courts should be established under its 

~uthority and control, but secured a royal charter of Septerp.l Aer. 2~th 1726 whieb authorized the setting up of mayor',. 
courts in the three chief settlements, Madras, Bombay, and 
Calcutta, and gave them testamentary jurisdiction, which 
would be recognized in English courts. Moreover, a regular 
system of appeal from these courts to the go~ernor and council, 
and thence to the King in Council marked, together with the 
regulation of criminal jurisdiction and the use of juries, the 
definite establishment of justice on. a duly ordered basis. Of 
equal significance was the authority given to the governors 
and councils of the settlements to make by-laws and ordinances 
for the several corporations and to impose reas~nable pains 
and penalties in ease of breach, provided that the by-lawJ; and 
penalties were not contrary to the laws of England, and lmd 
beep. duly confirmed by the court of directors before they took 

·f effect. The Crown thus established in India itself a subordinate 
power of legislation, which was destined to supersede the 
authority in this regard vested in the Company itself. Plainly 
in the long run it was desirable that legislation for Indian 
conditions should be enacted in India, subject to the control 
of the Compa1Jy, or later tbl'~CrQwn, but it is notewor~hy that 
the Company was destined to lose that l'ower of legislation 
which it at first appeared to be given, and which corresponded 
to the power of the Crown to legislate by Order in Council for 
conquered or ceded colonies. 

On the other hand, the charters expressly recognized once 
more the right of the Company to appoint generals and other 
officers for their forces on sea and on land, with authority. to 
raise such forces and in time of war or open host61ity to exercise 
martial law. It seems doubtful if this repetition•of existing 
authority was wholly satisfactt>ry to .he Compa»y, as it hat! • 
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complained of the lack of authority to keep the military forces 
which served it in due order. 

The charteJ: _of. 1726 was. put in abeyance by the French 
conquest o1'¥adras in 1746, and to remove doubts of its validity 
on the recovery of the town by the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle of 
17 48 it was surrendered and a new charter issued in 17 53 
(January 8th) which embodied certain improvements on the 
\ormer instrument. The charters for Bombay and Calcutta, 
therefore, were also surrendered and replaced. But of much 
greater constitutional importance was the decisive aid accorded 
by Parliament to the Company as regards the control of its 
forces in 1754. 1 The need for such action had become acute 
with the development of an Indian army as opposed to the 
small European forces w]<ich had been controlled by the Com
pany. In 1748 a small force of sepoys was raised at Madras, 
following the example set by France four years earlier, while 
a European force was formed from sailors borrowed from the 
British ships on the coast and from men smuggled on board 
the Company's ships sailing from England, both bodies of 
troops being placed under the command of Major Lawrence 
with !1 commission from the Company. Clearly the control of 
such forces demanded further powers than those given by the 
charters to the Company, but in England itself it had been 
made clear that the Crown had no prerogative power to govern 
effectively troops in time of peace. Hence recourse to Parlia
ment was necessary, and the Act of 1754 made provision for 
the Indian forces of the Company on lines similar to those of 
the English Mutiny Acts. The Act laid down penalties for 
mutiny, desertion, and other military offences;· it permitted 
the Company, on the authority of the lt:ing, to authorize their 
governors and councils and commanders-in-chief to set up 
courts martial for the punishmel)t of military offences. Further, 
the King might make articles of war for the better government 
of the Company's forces. It is significant also that, at the 
same time as these wide powers were conferred, the precaution 
was taken of making oppression and other offences committed 
by the presiden'l:s or councils in India cognizable and punishable 

• it; England~ a provision which0 if of minor practical efficacy, 
1 27 Geo. II, ~. 9. The Confpa.ny ·had issued Milit.ary Regulations in 1748 . 
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was at least testimony to the feeling of responsibility for tile 
due goverruncnt of India by the Company. 

The successes of Clive, culminating in the baiotle of Plassey 
in 1757, evoked further royal grants. The recovcr_y of Calcutta 
had been effected by the co-operation of the Company's forces 
from Madras with the British Navy, and il had been agreed by 
those commanding to divide their booty into two halves, the 
one of which was retained by the captors, the other deposite\1. 
to await the King's pleasure. By charter of September 19th 
1757 the moiety of booty reserved was granted by the CroWJf 
to the Company, save only that any part thereof which was 
captured from the King's subjects should be returned on pay· 
ment of salvage. A more important chartGr of January 1\th 
1758 established generally the pri~ciple that the Company 
might keep any booty taken in wars legitimately waged in the 
charter limits against the enemies of the Company or the King, 
subject to the right of the King to distribute the booty at his 
discretion when royal forces took part in the operations con
cerned. It was further provided that the Company' might by 
treaty with any Indian prince or government res~ore, cede, or 
dispose of any fortresses, districts, or territories acquired by 
conquest from any Indian prince; in the case of territories 
acquired from the subjects of any European power the licence 
of the Crown was made requisite for any dealing of this kind. 

,..-, These charters are of special interest, as they rest on the 1\ doctrine that acquisition of territory by conquest necessarily 
vested not merely the sovereignty but also the property therein 
in the Crown, while peaceful acquisition gave the Crown the 
sovereignty m>iy but not proprietary rights. 2 But it was felt 
proper to grant the rigT>t to cede conquered. territory as a logical 
and necessary complement of the right to make war and peace 
which the Company had enjoyed under successive charters. 

2. THE COMPANY AND THE NATIVE PRINCES 

It was natural that the Company should direct its first 
endeavour to establishing trade relations wi1lh India to the 

1 Lachmi Narain v. Pariah Singh (1878), I.L.R. 2 All. 1; DamAhar Gordhan v. • 
Deoram Kanji (1876), 1 App. Cas. 332. • • 

2 Opinion of la.w officers, Dec. 24th 1757 {O.H.A, v, 593). • 
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Spice Islands, and that it should have sought to follow the 
line of ac,tion suggested by the foundation of the Levant 
Compan;v.. ;!'hat Company was established to take advantage 
of the conressions granted by the Turkish Sultan in 1579,1 

which in effect exempted the servants of the Company from 
local jurisdiction a;,d authorized them to manage under their 
own law their relations inter se. Such a system was almost 

,inevitable under the circumstances of the time, when even 
lh Europe the idea of a territorial law applicable to every 

• person within a given area was only slowly becoming definite. 
Both Muhammadan and Hindu law were definitely religious in 
origin and character and could not easily or with any justice 
b~ applied to European merchants, and the native princes had 
no interest in insisting. on attempting to apply them. The 
Europeans might without injury to the native State be allowed 
to govern themselves according to their own laws. Obviously 
a local ruler could not be expected to tolerate disorderly 
conduct or injuries inflicted on his subjects, and it is significant 
that the charter of 1605 of James I to the Levant Company 
avoids ascribing criminal jurisdiction proper to the Company's ' 
conshls in the East, and this branch of their jurisdiction seems 
to have been of later development. 2 

In the light of these facts it is easy to understand the terms 
of the charter of privileges which Captain Lancaster obtained 
from the King of Achin on his first voyage. It confers on the 
English traders the privilege of enjoying their own laws with 
exemption from compulsion to accept the local law or faith. 
It authorizes disposal of property by will or on intestacy by 
the law declared by the chief of the Jactory, •thus excluding 
the regular practic" of the confiscation by the sovereign of the 
property of a merchant dying in his territory. It authorizes 
the chief factor to execute justice, both criminal and 'civil, as 
between the merchants and servants, but it assumes that 
offences committed against natives will be punished by the 
local authorities, merely exempting the goods of tjle Company 
from seizure as punishment for the misdeeds of their servants . 

• 1 Of. TM. Ljwnw (1863), 2 Moo. P.1J. N.S. 161; and TM. lmlian Chief (1800) 
e 3 Rob. Adm. at p. 28; Advocate-General of Be:ngal v. Surrwmoye Dossee (1863) 

~:Moo. Ind. ApR> at 428, 429. • 
2 Cf. Wood, Hi8tory of the Lltant Company (1935), pp. 39 ff . 
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The Company, however, was not fated to effect much in the 
Spice Islands, and in India its contacts were with subordinates 
of the Mogul Emperor, who were not in the least inclined to 
treat on the basis of equality with the English .~erchants, 
especially as the influence of the Portuguese was exerted 
energetically against them. Hence the effort of James I 
through William Hawkins to obtain permission for regular 
trade from the Emperor ended in 1611 in failure, though, 
Jahangir had at first shown much favour to Hawkins durin~ 
his stay at Agra. Force, however, extorted local respect, and • 
the authorities at Surat agreed to grant trading privileges 
which an imperial firman confirmed. A more important effort 
to secure a treaty settlement was made by ~he King through 
Sir Thomas Roe, sent as ambassadoroin 1615--19. 1 He found 
that the Emperor was not prepared to conclude a treaty, and 
in the end he had to content himself with obtaining what was 
requisite in the way of permission to trade and to manage 
the affairs of the factory independently of local interference, 
in the form of a grant from Prince Khurram, the viceroy of 
Gujarat. Failure to effect more was inevitable, st> weak was 
the Company, and so engaged in conflicts with the Portu~ese 
and later in disputes with its former allies, the Dutch. It was 
not therefore surprising that Roe found it impossible to secure 
leave to settle in Bengal or Sind, and that the first settlements 
had to be confined to Surat, Agra, Ahmadabad, and Broach, 
the chief factor at Surat being.given authority over the other 
settlements and the style of president, while the control of 
trade with the Red Sea ports and Persia fell also under him. 
Further expansion bec6'ille possible with the growing decline 
of Portuguese power and influence at the ~ogul Court as the 
result of Dutch attacks. In 1635 the Viceroy at Goa gladly 
concluded with the English president ·at Surat a truce, which 
was confirmed by the Anglo-Portuguese treaty of 1642, con
cluded after the emancipation of Portugal in 1640 from Spanish 
control. Finally Cromwell in 1654 extracted from the Portu
guese Government a formal recognition of the right of trade with 
Portuguese ports in the East Indies, and the mahi~e treaty of 

1 The EmbM8Y of Sir Thomas Roe (ed.~osl.er); £'ester, The E1tt~lU!h Factories It!. • 
India, 161S-21, p. viii. 
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Charles II in 1661 guaranteed Portugal against the lossofitsfewre· 
maining po~sessions to the Dutch. Cromwell also in 1654 secured 
definite peac~ with Holland, though too late to save the English 
share in t~e.Spice Islands. Pulo Run was surrendered in 1667, 
Bantam in 1682, and Bencoolen in Sumatra, settled in 1686, was 
handedoverunderthetreatyofl824whenMalaccabecameBritish. 

Though Surat figured largely in the history of English trade 
i'n the coast, the Company was not destined to secure terri· 
t<lrial authority there. Its operations had to be carried on on 
\he basis of the permission of the local authorities confirmed 
by the Emperor and subject to imperial sovereignty. The 
same conditions prevailed within those areas in which the 
EIItperor had effective authority and even in the Jesser Muham
madan states. The first.real territorial authority which was 
acquired in India was obtained from a Hindu prince. In 1611 
the Company, following the example of the Dutch, had started 
a factory at Masulipatam, the chief port of the kingdom of 
Golconda. But trade advantages were found to be superior in 
the Hindu territory to the south, and in 1626 a subsidiary 
settlement was formed at Armagaon, which was the first 
fortifitd post of the Company in India. But it proved unsatis, 
factory, and in 1639 a grant was obtained from the local chief 
of Wandiwash, who empowered the English Company to build 
a fortress, to mint money, and to govern Madras, on condition 
that half the customs and revenues of the port should be paid 
to the grantor.' The English re'!loved from Armagaon in 1640, 
and in September 1641 the new station, named Fort St. George, 
superseded Masulipatam as the English headquarters on the 
Coromandel coast. In 1645-7 the surrounding dist~ict was over· 
run by the forces oo Golconda, but t~e grant made by the 
Hindu raja was continued in operation by the new ruler. The 
division of the customs, however, caused difficulty; in 1658 it 
was agreed that an annual payment of 380 pagodas should be 
accepted as the King's share. Iu 1672 the amount was increased 
to 1,200 pagodas, when it was expressly laid down that no local 
authority should be maintained at Madras, but that it should 
be wholly unde1, the English with unrestricted power of com-

• mand, gove:nment, and justice. 2• This grant remained effective 
• 1 Lovo, f'" eJtiges of Old !f adras, i, 17. 2 Ibid., i, 345 . 
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when in 1687 Golconda was conquered by Aurangzib. The 
position therefore was that the English power of government 
was plenary, but that the sovereignty of the Empire was fully 
recognized by the payment of a substantial quit "rent. The 
Company obtained also in 1698 the grant of three villages 
adjoining Madras, and under the admin1stration of Thomas 
Pitt five more were added in 1708, but were resumed by local 
officials in 1711. In 1717, however, confirmation of the right 
to these villages was obtained by the mission of John Surman1 

to the Emperor Farrukhsiyar, who also confirmed the Company's 
established privilege of freedom from dues in the' province of 
Hydcrabad. The quit rent of Madras remained payable and 
the Emperor's supremacy was attested by the pattern of 1:he 
rupees, which the Mogul authorities permitted the Company to 
coin at Madras. 

The situation in Madras, with the decline of the authority of 
the Emperor, became more and more in effect one of dependency 
on the local representative of the Mogul, the nawab of the 
Carnatic, who was in theory subordinate to the subadar of 
the Deccan. 2 The ontbreak of war with France resulted in the 
conquest of Madras in defiance of the prohibition of the rtltwab, 
and though the latter's position was recognized by Dupleix the 
real control rested in French hands. On the restoration of the 
town by treaty with France in 1748, the Company might no 
doubt have asserted its full sovereignty, but they contented 
themselves with his renouncing, in 1752, the quit rent, where
upon the English tenure of Madras and the limited area around 
its walls became absolute, but the rest of the country remained 
under the nominal sovereignty of the Emperor and the effective 
rule of the nawab, ;hose power, how8'1'er, was essentially 
dependent on his support by the Company. 

In Bombay, on the other hand, as we have seen, the Company 
had obtained from the King, who was its absolute sovereign 
by virtue of its cession by Portugal, full powers of government, 
and Bombay was indisputably British territory. 

From Masulipatam trade had been carried to the seaports of 
Orissa and factories established in 1633 at IIariharpur and • 

1 Wilson, Early Annals of Be:ngal, ii, I't. ii. 111 

2: The Nizam-ul-mulk, 'regulator of tlie state', ~f Jab in 176:!4 had withdrah 
to Hyderabad to establish a dynasty there nomiiiaJ.ly under the Emperor. 
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Balasore, while in 1650--1 a settlement was made at Hugli and 
later extended to Patna and Kasimbazar. But no effective 
sovereignty ~auld be obtained. The agents of the Company 
had to cont.cnt themselves with efforts to secure exemption 
from transit duties and customs in consideration of an annual 
payment of 8,000 rupees, and in 1656 they obtained from Shah 
Shuja a grant freeing them from demands on these accounts. 
rhe factors were especially interested in the concession which 
applied to their private trade as well as to that of the Company, 
'-'bile the latter bore the burden of the payments to the local 
authorities. Efforts to obtain imperial confirmation of the 
governor's grant met with comparatively little success, though 
in '1.678 apparently he renewed the grant with the approval of 
the Emperor, ru1d two y~s later a firm3Jl was obtained from 
Aurangzib himself. The failure of the local officials to pay 
respect to this gr3Jlt and the interference with the Company's 
trade in the inlportant commodity of saltpetre were a prinle 
cause of the determination in 1686 of the Company on the 
instigation of Sir Josiah Child to make war on the Mogul. The 
result of thi• rash enterprise was the realization of the weak
n~ss of the Comp3Jly, and on the initiative of the Bombay 
authorities peace was restored in 1690; and in February 1691 
an imperial grant was made of freedom from all dues in con
sideration of the payment of 8,000 rupees per annum in lieu. 
Under this pacification the English settlement was established 
in August 1690 at Sutanati, the site of the future Calcutta. In 
1696 a local rebellion afforded the factors an excuse for fortify
ing the factory, and in 1698 the Company purchased at the 
cost of 1,200 rupees a year the right of zamindar, over the three 
villages of Sutanati, Calcutta, and Govindpur. · The fortified 
factory was named Fort Willirun in honour of the King, and in 
1700 became the seat of a presidency. As zamindar the 
Company was entitled to collect the revenue and exercise civil 
judicial authority. It appears also that by the judicious 
exercise of bribery the Company was able to exercise criminal 
jurisdiction over Muhammadan 3Jld Hindu subjects of the 
Empire without interference either by the local faujdar of 

• H!'gli or his" superior authority, 
0
the nazim at Murshidabad. 

The uncer~in and lilt wholly satisfactory condition of 
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English rights in India as they existed in 1698 led to an effort 
by the New Company to establish relations on a more regular 
basis. The directors dispatched on a mission to Aprangzib with 
the authority of the Crown a special ambassador0 Sir William 
Norris. It was contemplated that he should obtain from the 
Emperor formal concessions for trade and"the right to exercise 
jurisdiction over their settlements, as in the case of the Otto· 
man dominion. For this purpose the representatives of th~ 
New Company were given rank as King's consuls and claimed 
authority as such over all Englishmen in India, including th~ 
representatives of the Old Company. The latter inevitably 
used their influence with the Indian authorities to defeat the 
efforts of Sir William Norris, while they carried on a bitter 
rivalry at their headquarters with the new-comers. The net 
result was the complete failure of the mission of Sir William 
Norris, who died en route home in 1702, and the abandomnent 
once more of the effort to assimilate conditions in India to 
those prevailing in the Ottoman territories. 

The United Company, therefore, had to content itself with 
the process of obtaining concessions by imperial grant in lieu 
of the formal treaty aimed at by Norris, and in practice each 
presidency normally had to negotiate with the local authorities 
separately. But in 1714--17 a definite and not unsuccessfnl 
effort was made by the mission of Surman already referred to, 
to secure from the Emperor a general settlement. Surman in 
fact procured from Farrukhsiyar three firmans addressed to 
the rulers of Gujarat, Hyderabad, and Bengal. A composition 
of 10,000 rupees was accepted for customs and dues at Surat; 
the rupees coined at Bombay by the Company were to be valid 
in the imperial do~inions. The position at Madras was 
regularized as above described, and the right to trade free of 
dues in Bengal subject to the annual payment of 8,000 rupees 
was established. Moreover, they were to be allowed to settle 
where else they pleased and to acquire fresh villages in the 
vicinity of Calcutta. But at this time the value of an imperial 
firman had come to be very slight with the decline of imperial 
power, and it proved impossible to secure •from the local 
governors, whose position ap~roached more and more closely • 
to that of effective sovereigns, the vil.liLges which"it was desired 
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to acquire. Nor was it possible even to secure the right to 
mint coins. But a vital change was effected by the events 
which Jed t~ tl•e defeat of Siraj-ud-daula and his acceptance in 
February 175'; of a formal treaty which confirmed the privileges 
of the Company, and, gave it the right to coin money and to 
fortify its town, which had proved fatally exposed to capture. 
The position was further consolidated under the terms 1 on 
which Mir Jafar was raised to the nawabship of Bengal. He 
was required to recognize English sovereignty in Calcutta; to 
;.ant lands sufficient to enable the Company to maintain a 
military force; to meet the cost of the troops used to support 
him~ and to accept the residence of a servant of the Company 
at his durbar. The twenty-four parganas, whose acquisition 
had been approved by th<.> firman of 1717, now at last passed 

• into the hands of the Company as zamindar, 2 paying a quit 
rent to the nawab who in 1759 assigned it to Clive. The 
Company naturally took exception to this abnormal position 
under which they paid rent to their own servant, but, after 
stopping payment in 1763, they sanctioned the resumption of 
the grant, first until 1775 and then for ten years more. 

The substitution of Mir Kasim by a fresh accord as nawab 
in 1760 brought further territorial powers to the Company, 
which received the districts of Burdwan, Midnapur, and 
Chittagong free of all payment. It must, therefore, be assumed 
that by this date the sovereignty over Calcutta, the twenty
four parganas, and the three districts, was definitely British, 
subject to whatever value might be attached to the vague ' 
cl8ims of the Emperor to be pa.mmount sovereign in India. 3 

"'c 
• • 

3. THE GOVERNMENT OF THE COMPANY'S SETTLE
MEN'l'S AND TERRITORIES 

(a) THE EXECUTIVE GOVERNMENT 

In the early days of the activities of the Company there 
was little need for elaborate organization. The Company had 

1 Keith, Speeches a?al Domtment8 on Indian Policy, i, 10 ff. 
2 The Emperoreconfirmed the nawab's grant in 1759, and again in 1765 (ibid., i, 

e24, 25). 
a (}f. Lord Stoweij, in 'l'he Indian Ghi('J (1~00), 3 Rob. Adm., at p. 28; ~~fay01' of 

Lyons v. East lwlia Co. (1836), :t'l\1oo. Ind. App. 175, 272, 273. 
• • 
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merely trading stations without territorial sovereignty, and it 
was only gradually that wider authority came to be exercised 
at l\ladras, Bombay, and Calcutta under the varfin_g conditions 
dictated by the different sources of its power. ':rhe general 
principle of the control of the business of the factories was the 
rule of a council, the chief member of whi~h was styled governor 
or president. The policy of the Company varied from time to 
time regarding the principle on which control should pe 
exercised. Surat and Bantam were at first selected to be the 
chief centres of th~ Company's affairs, other factories beiJ!g 
made dependent upon them, but this arrangement was later 
varied, until in the period of depression in 1657 the determina
tion was taken to have but one presidency, Surat, to w~ich 
Fort St. George, Bantam, Hugli, and Persia alike should be 
made subordinate. Surat, however, suffered from the dis- • advantage that territorial power there could not be obtained, 
and accordingly, when the policy of securing political authority 
was resolved upon, it was decided to terminate the dependence 
of Bombay on Surat. In 1686 John Child, who had been made 
president of Surat and governor of Bombay fom years earlier, 
was created captain-general, admiral and commander-1n-chief 
of the Company's forces in all its possessions as well as director
general of all mercantile affairs. His headquarters were 
normally to be Bombay, which from May 1687 superseded 
Surat as the headquarters of the western presidency, but he 
was empowered to visit Madras and Bengal to regulate affairs 
there. It was expressly explained that the high titles were 
intended to give the Company's general the same pre-eminence 
and authority as was enjoyed by the general of the Dutch • Company at Batavia, whose political policy was being adopted 
by the London Company. On the failure of Sir John Child's 
efforts and the disasters in Bengal, the Company's projects 
were modified. Mter Child's death the post of captain-general 
and commander-in-chief was given in 1693 to Sir John Golds
borough, but his headquarters were fixed at Madras, while Sir 
John Gayer was to act as his lieutenant-general and governor 
of Bombay. Gayer in 1694 succeeded to th~ st~le of general 
on Goldsborough's death, QUt remained at Bombay, wp.i!.
Higginson, president at llladras, """came lieutenant-general. 
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The latter title, however, disappeared in 1698 when the re
doubtable Thomas Pitt was appointed governor of Madras, 
and, after b<oing held by successive governors of Bombay, the 
title gene;aJ, was dropped in 1715, when the new post of presi
dent and governor of Bombay was created. In 1700 the 
independence of Calcutta was recognized by the appointment 
of a president and governor of Fort W'illiam, tenninating the 
.vicissitudes of the supreme control of the Bengal posts. The 
three presidencies now stood on a like footing, subject only to 

0the co-ordinating power of the Company, which naturally at 
so great a distance was able to do little to bring about a 
concerted policy. 

"rhe position of J:he president differed considerably from that 
of the governor of a Crown colony, because collegiate rule was 
encouraged by the Company, and the president was not nor
mally entitled to overrule his colleagues. The number of 
members of council varied from time to time and place to place. 
In 1674, for instance, Madras had a governor who was first 
member of council, a book-keeper, a warehouse-keeper, and a 
customer who collected customs, rents, and taxes. In Bombay 
the pPesident was aided by an accountant, a warehouse-keeper, 
who registered the European goods sold and the Eastem goods 
purchased; a purser marine who gave an account of imports 
and exports, paid porters and seamen, and supervised ships' 
stores; and a secretary who recorded proceedings, wrote letters, 
and kept the Company's seal. The higher officers of the 
Company, who constituted the council, had normally worked 
their way up from the position of writers through ·that of 
factor, obtained after five years' service, to .. senior factor, 
reached after thre0o years' fnrther se;vice, and to that of 
merchant. Naturally for effective action and decisions such a 
body was seldom well suited, and Clive had.to insist, when 
faced with the task of government, on being given effective 
authority to act without the necessity of carrying with him the 
whole body of the council at Fort William. It is significant of 
the Company's distrust of autocracy in any form that the 
original resolutfon taken by the Madras Council on the eve of 

o the dispatc~ of Clive to Calcutta would have associated with 
him two depbties to c001stitute a council to determine the 
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political conduct of the expedition. The project was dropped 
simply because of the opposition to it of a member of the 
Calcutta council, whose objection was based on the wholesale 
supersession of that body, with the fortunate res~l that sol~ 
authority was given by Madras to Clive. Fortunately, as a 
forerunner of the later difficulties between Crown and Com· 
pany's officers, Colonel Adlercron, commander of the royal 
~egiment which had come to India with Admiral Watson, had, 
disqualified himself from the command of the expedition to 
~elicve Calcutta by refusal to accept in advance the division of 
the prospective plunder on the basis laid down in the Com
pany's instructions, and to undertake to return when required 
by the Madras Council. • • 

The absence of authority by the ~esident was probably on 
the whole disadvantageous to the interests of the Company. 
This was revealed in a marked form in 1762, when V ansittart 
entered into an agreement with Mir Kasim to regulate on an 
equitable basis the dues on the internal trade. The agreement 
authorized the officers of the nawab to determine disputes, 
and this deprivation of the right of acting as judges in their 
own cause induced the council to reject an arrangement in 
itself meritorious and led to the conflict with Mir Kasim and 
his replacement by Mir .J afar. 

The control exercised by the chief authorities in the presi
dencies over the factories subordinate to them is shown by 
the correspondence to have been close and continuous, as 
in the case of Bombay, when its government was supervised by 
the president and coundl at Surat. But the presidencies them
selves were subject to a very close control by the Company, so 
far as that could be ~xercised, through the medium of corre
spondence. The Company had, of course, the supreme right 
of dismissing or. removing from the offices which they occupied 
any of its officers as well as of punishing them. Moreover, it 
could remove from India any persons engaging in trade without 
its licence, and so could prevent dismissed officers from trading 
after their dismissal. But it was difficult to make effective the 
exercise of its powers, and it was by no means" always possible 
for the Company to secure the effective carryi;g out of its • 
directions. • • • 
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(b) .JURISDICTION AND LEGISLATION IN BOMBAY 

Great constitutional interest attaches itself to the judicial 
arrangemellts operative in this period, the changes in which 
display a gradual evolution of the rule of Jaw in the affairs of 
India. The system ~n be followed most elearly in the ease 
of Bombay, because Bombay was, from the flrst, subject to 
the unfettered sovereignty of the British Crown and judicial 
arrangements were not affected by derivation from two sources. 
• In the flrst years of Bombay under the direct control of the 
Crown the chief concern of the government was military pro
tection, for the island was threatened by the hostility of 
Autangzib and th~ Maratha Sivaji and also from the Portu
guese and Dutch settlem~nts. In these circumstances it was 
natural that the island should· have been subject to martial 

' law regulations, which could properly be enforced under con
ditions akin to war proper. Apparently those which were in 
operation were adopted from the set issued by Peterborough 
for the garrison of Tangier in 1662. The adaptation may have 
been made by Henry Gary, who became governor of the island 
on th~ death of Sir Gervase Lucas in 1667. Otherwise the 
island appears to have continued under the existing Portuguese 
Jaw. The island had been since its cession by the Sultan of 
Gujarat in 1534 under Portuguese rule, and it would have been 
difficult for the governor, H. Cooke, who received it from the 
Portuguese in 1665 to introduce forthwith English law. As he 
explained on December 23rd 1665, the maintenance of the civil 
law gave great satisfaction, as the Portuguese on the mainland 
bad often possessions on the island and vice versa. The garrison 
was governed by m¢ial law, and libelty of conscience was 
accorded to all persons. Prior to the occupation judicial cases 
had not been dealt with in the island but carri\'d to the judge 
at Thana or to the higher court at Basscin. Cooke therefore 

. had to establish a justice of the peace to examine causes with 
the bailiff and to report to Cooke, who gave the final decision, 
a rough and ready mode of procedure which resulted in the 
probably well-fonnded accusation that Cooke accepted bribes . 

• His successof Lucas did not alt~r his arrangements, but put 
a ~p to the oexercise bJi Portuguese landlords of powers of 
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coercion over their tenants, taking upon himself, as royal 
governor, sole power of pw1ishment, either in his own right or 
through the justices of the peace. Gary, his ~uccessor, also 
tried cases personally, but he urged the appointm~n" of a judge 
advocate trained in the civil law. It seems, however, that the. 
courts martial dealt not only with Englishmen and military 
offenders, but might also pnnish natives accused of capital 
offences, such as ,,ifc murder. . 

The maintenance of the Portuguese law was of course 
entirely in accord with English law in its application to cmf
quered and ceded territories, the rule being as recognized in 
Calvin's case1 by the judges of James I and asserted as indis
putable by Lord Mansfield in Campbell v. Hall' that the taws 
of the conquered or ceded territory. remained unaltered nntil 
replaced by the command of the sovereign, so far, of course, 

• as such laws were not incompatible with the substitution of 
English for Portuguese sovereignty. It is curious, therefore, 
that in 1845 it was judicially held 3 that neither Portuguese law 
nor Portuguese courts survived in Bombay after the session of 
1661. 

With the transfer of the island by the charter of 166&to the 
government of the Company the position was completely 
changed. The charter, as already noted, gave to the Comp•my 
through the court of committees power to legislate and by t~1cir 
governors and other officers to exercise judicial authority, and 
it was required that their Jaws should be consonant to reason and 
not repugnant or contrary to the laws of England. Moreover, 
they were to be as near as may be agreeable to such Jaws, and 
the courts and their J!roceedings were to be like those used and 
established in England. It is clear, ther.,forc, that the Crown 
did not contemplate any deviation from the principle which 
had been acted upon in the case of Jamaica in 1661-4• that 
English law and English judicial procedure should be applied 
to a ceded territory. 

The orders from the Company reached Sir George Oxenden, 
president of Surat, in September 1668, and he hinlself visited 

1 7 Co. Rep., 1 a. 2 ti774j, 1 Cowp. 204. 
3 Advocate-General v. Richmond, Perry, Or. Cas. 573; cf. De Sl!veira v. Texeira, 

Morley, Digest, i, 34.9. • • • 
• Keith, Gonet. Hiet. of }'irat Briti8h Empirel ~- 127-31. • 

• • 
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the island in January 1669. In accordance with instructions 
from the Company he established the executive government 
under a dep~ty governor and council, but the current belief 
that he en~cp>d codes for the civil and military administration 
of the island rests on a mis1mderstanding. The laws and 
ordinances of war which then were operative in the island had 
clearly been in force before his arrival, and so far from enacting 
them he expressed grave doubt as to their effectiveness and 
warned the deputy governor of Bombay, who claimed that they 
~uthorized a court martial to pass sentence of death on a 
military officer for alleged mutinous conduct, that the powers 
given rested only on the prerogative and that a man might 
be "prosecuted for Qondemnation by court martial. Oxenden's 
doubts were natural. Nu state of war proper could be held 
then to exist, and the extent of the right of the Crown to 
authorize punishment of such offences as mutiny or desertion 
by courts martial in time of peace was wholly doubtful. 1 

James II had in 1685 asserted the right to punish drastically 
by courts martial so long as the insurrection of Monmouth was 
raging, but he had instructed recourse to the civil courts the 
momeflt warfare had ceased, and this was in accord with the 
spirit of the Petition of Right of 1628 and the contemporary 
debates in the House of Commons, which showed that it was 
held in legal circles under Charles I that even soldiers under 
the common Jaw could not in time of peace be dealt with by 
martial law, a system essentially intended for the government 
of armed forces when war was raging. It might be claimed that 
the authority of the Crown was greater when outside England, 
but Oxenden's caution was justified, nor was it lessened by the 
fact that so far as h<t knew the laws in question had not been 
formally issued by the King. Despite his objection, however, 
he could not absolutely prohibit their use; a1revised edition 
which mitigated the extreme severity of the original articles, 
the death penalty being excised from some twenty-five articles, 
was prepared apparently in Bombay and accepted by the 
Company. It continued to be operative for many years. At 
an uncertain date there were adopted, and were enforced in 

• 1729 at any ~ate, selections from_the articles of war which were 
• • 

1 Anson, Tit! Grown (ed. Koith), ii, 203. 

3 
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issued in 1717 in England under the authority of the Mutiny 
Act of that year. 1 These articles were applied in 1747 by the 
Madras go• Cl'nment to their forces,' and in 17 48 t,jle regulations 
framed by the Company itself provided that mi!itlry offences· 
should be tried according to the rules, customs, ai1d articles of 
war in His Majesty's service. · 

As already noted it was not until 1754 that the position of 
martial law in India was brought into accord with that ip 
England by the passing of an Act of Parliament, based on the 
analogy of the English Mutiny Act, which removed any doubt~ 
to the authority ofthe Crown by the prerogative to authorize the 
Company to punish by courts martial offences against military 
law committed by its officers and soldiers in time of peace. • 

Only after the death of Oxende11 in July 166\l did there 
arrive in India laws' which were enacted by the Company • under the charter for the government of Bombay. These laws 
were drafted by Thomas Papillon, the rival of Sir Josiah Child, 
and by the Company's solicitor. Their draft was revised by 
the Court of Committees and the Solicitor-General and duly 
engrossed and sealed. They were taken to Bombay by Aungier 
in January 1670. Translated into Portuguese and the coast 
dialect of 1\farathi, they were published in February. As the 
first important legislative work of the Company their contents 
are of special interest. Their first section dealt with religious 
observances, requiring attendance at public worship in accord
ance with English law, but freedom of religious belief, ob
servances, and customs was granted not merely to Roman 
Catholics, as required by the Treaty of Cession (Art. xi), but 
generally to all inhabitants, and fine or imprisonment might 
be inflicted for the tl'se of abusive or contemptuous language 
about another person's religion. 

Section 2, regarding the administration of justice, confirmed 
the existing rights provided for the impartial administration of 
justice, laid down the principle of trial and conviction by a jury 
of twelve men before deprivation of rights or the infliction 
of corporal punishment, and forbade commitment to prison 
without specific warrant. • 

• 
1 4 Geo, I, c. 3, 8. 40. 2 Wilson, Hi8t. of Madras A;my, i, 48. 
3 Fawcott, First Century of British Juaice in lwlia, pp. 18-28. • • 
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By Section 3 provision was made for the establishment of a 
Court of Judicature for the decision of all suits in criminal 
matters und<;r a judge appointed by the governor and council, 
trials to bt py jury of twelve Englishmen unless one party to 
the dispute was not English when half the jury was to be non
English. There was to be a right of appeal from the court to 
the governor and council, which was constituted the supreme 
fOurt for the island. Authority was also given for the appoint
ment of justices of the peace and constables, for the mainten
\.nce of order, apprehension of criminals,. etc. 

Section 4 provided for the registrati<y1 of transactions 
relating to houses or land, and Section 5 'laid down miscel
JaJeous penalties. for the chief crimes. In many cases the 
Company mitigated the .severity of English law, notably in 
the case of robbery. The same characteristics are marked in 
Section 6 touching military discipline and the preVention of 
disorder and insurrection. Mutiny, sedition, insurrection, or 
rebellion could be punished by death, but other offences were 
treated lightly; even a soldier who slept on duty could only be 
fined or imprisoned. Offences were to be tried not by courts 
martini but by the governor and council, or by a jury. Un
fortunately the temperate character of the laws in this regard 
raised bitter complaint locally, with the result that the president 
and council gave permission for resort on necessary occasions 
to the Articles of '"' ar. The two codes, therefore, continued to 
subsist side by side; in point of fact the more drastic remained 
in operation, when, less than fifty years later, the laws of the 
Company had passed out of remembrance. • 

The need of a judiciary was sufficiently indicated by the 
episode which was Y,c· immediate caus~ of Aungier's visit to 
Bombay. Young, the deputy governor, had quarrelled with his 
chief militarv assistant and had endeavoured to secure his con
demnation to death by court martial, an actlon disapproved 
by Oxcnden, and he had assaulted and confined the wife,of his 
leading member of council, whose death later was asserted by 
her friends to be due to his violence. Aungicr convened a 
grand council of thirteen persons in all to investigate the 

• chargeo', wh"ich were found not to be proved, and the only 
action taken 'l\·as to scndohomc the parties to the controversies. 
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But, as the Company pointed out, it was not possible to deal 
with the matters involved, including the allegation of murder, 
in England, 1 and Young was actually permitt,.! to serve in 
Persia, where his insane action elicited orders for. Ius removal 
which was anticipated by his death. 

Aungier was not in a position immediately to supersede the 
system of the administration -of Portuguese law in Portuguese 
by local experts, but he set up benches of justices at Bombay 
and Mahim, including besides natives of Bombay the English 
customs officer at each place to deal with minor disputes, up 
to 200 xeraphins2 in value, and petty offences. Appeal Jay to 
the deputy governor and council, who sat weekly and who 
heaTd major cases and matteTs affecting the-government of \.he 
island and the Company's interest t~rein. The superior court 
employed juries for the more important felonies at least, and 
applied the Company's laws; in the inferior courts Portuguese 
law was probably still effective. Englishmen were subjected 
to the jurisdiction of the superior court, and the Company itself 
and its officers were not exempt from its jurisdiction, though it 
was clear that the Company was not likely to suffer wrong 
from a court of its own servants. Appeal to the presideitt and 
council at Surat was discouraged. This system was well 
adapted to lead up to the formal introduction from August 1st 
1672 of English law and the setting up of the Court of Judica
ture as directed by the Company. Bombay was now divided 
into four Hundreds in imitation of English subdivisions of 
counties, and justices of the peace appointed, now English in 
lieu ·of Portuguese, for them, with power to hold preliminary 
investigations on the strength of which indictments were pre
ferred before the court. The justices als• assisted the judge, 
who in 1678 was renamed chief justice, apparently to indicate 
that his positi~n was reduced to that of primus inter pares. 
The court from.i672 dealt summarily and without appeal with 
civil Q~tuses under twenty xeraphins, and petty quarrels. In 
other civil causes juries were duly employed and paid; attorneys 
were allowed to practise; English procedure, including arrest 
and imprisonment, was followed, and English substantive law, • 

1 Foster, English FactoriJin India, 1668--9, p. ~. n. 1. 
2 A Portugue.so coin worth about ls!t6d . 

• • 
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including statute law, applied as closely as possible. Appeals 
to the governor and council were discouraged, and after 1677 
apparently. mot of use. The court also undertook probate and 
administratiQn work, and registered deeds affecting immov
ables, and, anticipating English legislation of 1854, bills of sale 
of goods. 

Criminal jurisdiction was exercised montl).ly in general 
sessions, juries were used for major offences, but minor infrac
tions against religion and morals were punished without jury 
frial. For theft the death penalty was sometimes inflicted, as 
in 1674-5, but the Company in 1677 definitely disapproved of 
it. Capital sentences were considered by the governor and • council, who might refer to the president and council at Surat, 
and in many cases wer<> "remitted for good cause. English 
common and statute law was applied freely to make good 
defects in the Company's laws. This was doubtless, as in civil 
cases, just and proper under the charter. To the credit of 
Child it should be put that he was reluctant to permit the 
execution of persons accused of witchcraft, thereby showing 
himself in advance of the sentiments of the day. The court on 
the Ehglish analogy asserted control of punch-houses, which 
had to be licensed by the council, the making and mending of 
highways, and the fixing of prices, a power still exercised as 
late as 1727. 

The regularity of the pos.ition of the court was established in 
1677 when an appeal against the attachment of certain property 
was considered by the Privy Council Committee for Trade ·and 
Plantations. Theco=ittee held on June 12th that the Company 
were right in contending that the issue ipvolved was one to be 
decided by the Bomeay Court by the verdict of a mixed jury 
as provided in the Company's laws, and the matter was ended 
amicably by submission by the complainant, Alvaro. 

In a few cases of special importance trial took place by the 
governor and council with a jury. Thus Captain Shrexton, 
deputy governor, was thus tried for complicity in the mutiny 
of his company in accordance with the Company's laws in 
167 4; founcJ.guilty on several counts he took exception to the 

• co,prt as interested parties, so tha.t it merely referred the matter 
to the Company. The sot<liers concerned were tried by martial 

• • 
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Jaw, on the ground that by mutiny they had put themselves 
outside the laws of the Company. It seems probable that the 
chief weakness of the court lay in the fact that the, judge was 
dependent on the good will of the council, as w~ seen in the 
dismissal of Niccolls in 1677, but there is no clear proof of 
injudicious interference with the court by the council. Under 
Gary in 1679 it reversed a decision of his as to the grant of 
administration in respect of a piece of land belonging to a 
widow dying intestate without relatives, but that was a jus1 
assertion of the right of the Company under the charter of 1668 
to escheats, which would normally fall to the Crown.' 

Keigwin's rebellion from December 1683 to November 11i84 
interrupted the orderly development of the court and inaugur
ated a period of innovation both in•judiciary and in the Jaw. 
As mentioned above, Charles II had granted a new charter 
(August 3rd 1683) providing for the erection of a court for 
maritime causes of all kinds, including all cases of trespasses, 
injuries, and wrongs, done or committed upon the high seas or · 
in Bombay or its adjacent territory, the court to be held by 
a judge learned in the civil Jaw assisted by two persons chosen 
by the Company. The causes heard were to be determined by 
the court in accordance with the rules of equity and good 
conscience and the laws and customs of merchants by such 
procedure as the judges might direct. The officer sent out was 
Dr. St. John, and this zealous judge succeeded in securing 
authority from the governor to act also as chief justice of the 
Court of Judicature, which remained necessarily in being, for 
the authority of the Admiralty Court did not cover all civil 
business, for instance,. matters affecting houses and lands, and 
probably did not extend to the punishnttnt of offences other 
than those connected with interloping. The Company certainly 
at the outset took the natural view that the new court was 
essentially a court to deal with what ranked in English Jaw as 
Admiralty causes. St. John, however, was not acceptable to 
John Child at Surat, and his work as chief justice ceased in 
1685 (March 27th) and he was removed from the Admiralty Court 
two years later. • 

But before this Sir Josiah Child had shown a newinterpretati,pn • 
• 

1 Cf. Joanna Fernandez v. De Silva (181">, Morley, Dig~t, i, 214 . 
• 
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of the rights and purposes of the Company, fortified in his 
view by the terms of the charter of 1686, under which he 
claimed that .the Company had become a sovereign state in 
India.' Fro~ a series of letters sent to the presidencies it is 
clear that he arrogated to the Company absolute power to 
legislate and exercise jurisdiction at its pleasure. Ignoring the 
terms of the charter of 1668, it was laid down (July 28th 1686) 
j)lat the law for Bombay was not to be found in statute books 
of English law, where it was still the custom of the court to 
:eek it, but such law as the King or the Company might Jay 
down, and such temporary by-laws as the general and council 
at Surat might find cause to make, until disapproved by the 
Ki~g or the Company. Moreover, it was asserted tha.t under 
the charters of 1683 and Jil86 the people of Bombay were to be 
governed by the law martial and the civil law, which only was 
proper to India. On February 3rd 1687 Surat was required to 
enact by-laws for Bombay, and it was reiterated that common 
law was quite unsuited for India, including, doubtless, in that 
term English statutes of general character. It was also made 
clear 2 that in Sir J. Child's view the letters of the Company 
ought•to be deemed binding as Jaw on all its servants in India. 
To strengthen the position the post of depqty. governor of 
Bombay was conferred on Sir John 'Vyborne~as an expert in 
the government of Tangier, in conformity with which Bombay 
was to be governed. En mute he was commissioned to try by 
martial law the planters and others concerned in the mutiny 
of 1684 at St. Helena, and the Company asserted that it had 
the royal conunission to govern both St. Helena and Bombay 
by martial Jaw. It is, however, obvious that the claims made 
by the Company we~ invalid. The King had not the power to 
authorize the use of martial law in civil matters, and, though 
the Company could make l»ws, it had to be dqne in due form 
not by mere letters, and the laws made were not to be re
pugnant to English Jaw. It would not, therefore, have 1 been 
possible for the Company itself to confer the power to govern 
by martial law, and the whole episode is suggestive of the 

1 Hunter, HisJ.my of India, ii, 304. 
• 

2 To Surat JUly 14th 1686; to Madms April 8th 1687. Cf. the Madras Charter, 
Detember 30th 16i7 as to martial law; it ~vcs power to the president and council 
to make temporary by-laws. • · 
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period of prerogative run mad which preluded the revolution 
of 1688. 

In point of fact civil jurisdiction was never c~nfined to the 
Admiralty Court by the Company. The Court ~·Judicature 
was temporarily held also by Dr. St. John as chief justice, but 
he failed entirely to meet the wishes of the two Childs, for, 
fortified by the fact that he held a commission from the King 
as well as from the Company, and embittered by the Company'$ 
refusal to continue him in charge of the Court of Judicature, 
he set up extravagant claims of judicial independence. ~ 
Thorllurn' s case, 1 where the Court of Judico-ture, under the new 
head John Vaux, had condemned him, he argued that the • court had no right to try a mercantile cause, his jurisdiction 
being exclusive, but this was clear!)' an illlpossible claim, and 
appears to have been negatived. In the co-se of Day v. King,' 
tried in the Admiralty Court, he strove to establish his right 
to pronounce the decision against the views of his two assist;,..ts, 
and he denied that an appeal lay to the governor and com1cil. 
Both claims were patently absurd, the first running counter to 
the rule of the charter that the determination of the court was 
to be that of the majority, the professional judge beillg one 
thereof, and the latter igncring the general appellate jurisdic
tion given to governor and council by the Company's laws of 
1669. Moreover, he claimed the right to try military offenders, 
and asserted that he had been promised the control of the 
Court of Judicature, so that, if his pretensions had been 
accepted, he would have been sole judge, a dangerous con
tingency, for we find him sending to prison on his own authority 
an alleged servant. 8 .on the other hand, while the Company, 
anxious over the rebellious spirit of the> territory as seen in 
Keigwin's rebellion (1683-4) and the loss of trade from inter
loping, might be excused for objecting to any imperium in 
imperio, it was obviously undesirable that Sir J. Child should 
insist that the judges must obey the general and council 'as it 
becomes all under command'. Dr. St. John was permitted to 
remain in control of the Admiralty Court until 1687, when he 
was dismissed; first Sir J. Wyborne, and from 1688 to 1690 

1 Fawcett, Firat Oentury of British .J.ustice in India, p. 142. 2 1bid., p. 145. • 
3 Sir John Child properly objected, quoting tio sa.yillg. 'I 'Wiill not bo judgE! in 

my own case.' Cf. Keith, Oonri. Hi8t. of Firat British Empire, p. 350. 
• • • 
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Vaux, succeeded him. The latter was at the close of his office 
a pluralist, acting on military service during the Sidi's in
vasion, as IllO)mber of council and as judge. His departure 
to win Aur7uJgZib's forgiveness marked the end of both courts 
for the time being, for John Child's death deprived Bom
bay of any person capable of resuscitating an effective 
administration to aid recovery from the injuries inflicted by 
the war. 

Neither court could be restored for years, and justice was 
.tdministered in a rough and ready way by the governor and 
council, whose action could be authorized under the charter of 
Charles II. But much doubt existed as to the power to punish • unless on confession, especially in the case of murders, and the 
Company returned no rep!~ to Sir John Gayer's appeal in 1702 
for power. Sir N. Waite, the chief representative of the New 
Company who took charge in 1704, Gayer being confined at 
Surat, took some action. He and the deputy governor shared 
jurisdiction; Waite and the council heard civil and criminal 
causes, but most of the work was done by the deputy, while 
crimes resulting in death were investigated by the coroner, 
whose 'office dates from 1672, the governor and council award
ing punishment. From 1708 when· Aislabie, the deputy, 
succeeded Waite, the same system of delegating authority to 
the deputy prevailed until1712, when the council itself resumed 
sittings, only shortly after to permit the former practice to be 
resumed. Only under Charles Boone in 1716 was orderly 
judicial procedure restored, and so completely had the charter 
of 1668 and the laws of 1669 been forgotten that application 
was made for power to try pirates ,~tnd murderers. The 
Company's reply is !ignificant; it sent out the charter and 
advised the council to remove from the island any who refused 
to obey the laws in force. .,. 

The new arrangements established a Court of Judicature 
mainly composed of the Company's servants, but including 
four Indians, representing the Hindus, Muhammadans, Portu
guese Christians, and Parsecs, though for cases between English 
persons thre,. English justices must sit. The jury system was 

•not revived, and only in the puni~ents inflicted is there much 
• • evidence of remembranc~ of the terms of the laws. The law 

• • 
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of England was not unknown and was applied where appro
priate, and even some knowledge of international law can be 
traced. Rough and ready methods of obtaini»g confessions 
were not unknown, and summary punishment W"i ~warded for 
perjury or contempt of court. Both in criminal and civil 
matters the court exercised a wide jurisdiction, but in cases 
where a capital sentence could be imposed, such as murder or 
rape, the court referred for sentence to the governor and counciJ. 
To that body appeals presumably lay, but appear to have been 

• rare. 
The Court of 1718-28 differed essentially in its basis from 

that of 1672-90, for the latter was definitely constituted by the 
laws of the Company, while the former was •stablished by o~der 
of the governor and council, approved by the Company only. 
No doubt it was legally enough constituted, but the fact that 

0 

capital sentences were passed by the governor and council only 
may be explained by the rather ;.u~:rnal chHr~~t.PT' nf +h,.,. 

courfs creation. Again the earlier court used juries, and its"\ 
judges might be, as in the case of Niccolls and Gary (1675-83), 
outsiders, while the later court was essentially a Company's 
court, the bench consisting mainly of members of <!ouncil. 
But it was undoubtedly an improvement on the haphazard 
system of 1690-1718, and it paved the way for the introduction 
of the Mayor's Court in 1728 under the charter of 1726. That 
court was based on the principle of the Mayor's Court intro
duced into Madras under the charter of 1687; it had been con
sidered in 1688 whether it should be extended to Bombay, but 
Child was doubtless opposed, and, though not formally adopted 
by Boone, it inspircd

0
part of the system of 1718. But the new 

plan rested on a royal charter, indicatin~, as noted above, the 
feeling that royal authority was necessary for a court if its 
judgments and grants of probate and administration were to 
be recognized by English courts. Further, the charter granted 
legislative power to the governor and council. Sir J. Child 
had asserted that the power to make by-laws was vested in the 
general and council of Surat, but we find that little had ever 
been done in this regard. The Bombay Council it~elf laid down 
regulations as to public-hopses, gaming, and other minor• 
matters, hut its regnlations were l.!rgely anafogous to those 
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under English law, and we have no evidence of any serious 
claim to possess legislative authority proper. 

The Lett~rs.Patent of September 24th 1726 provided for the 
establishment of a municipal corporation, the mayor to be 
elected annually from the aldennen by the mayor and alder
men, of whom there were to be nine, seven and the mayor 
being English. The aldermen were to hold office for life, 
vacancies being filled by the mayor and aldermen from the 
leading inhabitants. They could be removed from office by 
t'!>e governor and council for reasonable cause, but subject to 
appeal to the King in Council. 

11'e mayor and aldermen were constituted a court of record, 
the mayor and two-aldermen being authorized to hear all suits 
of a civil character arisiag in Madras or the factories sub
ordinate to it. Its process was to be based on English law and 
to be executed by a sheriff chosen annually by the govemor 
and council, but no juries were used. Appeal lay to the 
governor and council, with a further appeal to the King in· 
Council where the sum involved was over 1,000 pagodas.' 

Criminal justice was given to the governor and five senior 
memb<!rs of council who were to have the same powers as 
English justices of the peace. They were to hold Quarter 
Sessions four times a year, and were also given the powers of 
Commissioners of Oyer and Terminer and Gaol Delivery, but 
might not try cases of high treason. Procedure was to be by 
indictment as in England, and thus both petty and grand 
jmies became regular; the latter had only been known sporadic
ally under the Court of 1672-90. 

As a corollary to the creation of mupicipal bodies it was 
decided to grant legi!lative power for the better govemment 
and regulation of the corporations, and the governor and council 
were empowered to make such regulations and impose pains 
and penalties for their breach, provided that by-laws and 
punislunents were not contrary to the laws of England, and 
both had been confirmed by the Court of Directors before they 
took effect. 

The court 
0
was expressly authorized to grant probate and 

• 1 !\. gold coin wo.th about t~ rupees, turrent in Madms; its uso in rcga.rd to 
Calcutta is due to tbis fact. 
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letters of administration in case of intestacy. Moreover, in 1727 
(November 17th) it was provided by supplementary Letters 
Patent that the fines levied by the court shoold go to the • Company. This principle had long been operati'Oe in practice, 
but clearly under a royal grant the claims of the Crown would 
have been paramount but for the express provision thus made. 

The charter of January 8th 1758 which superseded those of 
1726 and 1727 contained some improvements. The aldermen 
were on vacancies occurring to be chosen by the governor and 
council. The jurisdiction of the Mayor's Court was restricte"d 
to matters where the value was oyer five pagodas. On appeal 
the governor and council could execute their decision if, the 
court failed to act. Evidence by Christian9 was to be on oath, 
and in the case of Indians in such a form as should most bind 
their consciences. Special provision was made for eases against , 
the Company or brought by it. The court might frame rules 
of practice subject to control by the Company. A Court of 
Requests, composed of at least three commissioners out of a 
larger number chosen by the governor and council, was estab
lished to deal with suits of value up to five pagodas. All 
members of council were made justices of the peace. Moteovcr, 
the Company systematically examined through its legal 
advisers the reports of the proceedings of the courts and 
pressed on them the duty of conformity to English law. 

It is, of course, obvious that it would have been impossible 
to insist on the government of natives in Bombay in regard to 
their civil rights by English law, and from the first this fact 
was recognized in various forms. Aungier, on the suggestion 
of the Company in lf178--4, recognized the authority of pancha
yats, or caste representatives, over aH inter-caste disputes 
which were submitted to them by agreement, though otherwise 
matters must be determined by the court. It is clear that the 
court had to apply caste rules in such cases. The panchayats 
were also given duties of watch and ward and reporting all 
sorts of offences to justices of the peace. Moreover, they were 
bound to look after the estates of orphans. Under the system 
of 1718 we find the chowghulas, headmen, and ~ereadores of 
the several tribes of inhabitants recogni'!'ed as empowered, to • 
decide caste and communal disputes as an "inferior court, 
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whence appeal lay to the Court of Judicature. The latter were 
a legacy of Portuguese times, and were elected by the land
owners; they .vere used to muster militia and collect taxes and 
seem to hav<o superseded the panehayats in charge of orphans' 
estates. Issues were often referred to them for report by the 
court, and in the case of Muhammadans the kazi and chow
ghulas played a similar part. The kazi seems to have had a 
1\linor jurisdiction in cases of inheritance and the like. For 
Hindus reference might be made to caste headmen pr merchants 
for opinions. So strengthened, the court could revise even a 
sentence of the casting out of caste of a pancbayat. 

'I]Ie Mayor's Court asserted naturally enough like power, but 
this led to dispute. in 1730 with the council, which denied its 
right to deal with issues of religion or caste, and dismissed the 
mayor from his post as secretary to the council as punishment 
for his insistence on his judicial independence. But the Com
pany very properly upheld the authority of the court against 
the council, and the mayor and aldermen as grand jurymen 
were able to express freely their views to the governor and 
council, using their power to refuse to find true bills of indict
ment to press their views on the due method of swearing 
Hindus. These conflicts had their effect in the Letters Patent 
of 17 58, where suits between natives were to be determined by 
the court only on submission by the parties. But it appears 
that this rule was ignored at Bombay in practice, even if it 
were legally binding tbere. 1 

(c) JURISDICTION AND LEGISLATION IN MADRAS 

The position in Maaras was vitally affe"cted by the fact that 
authority there as regards the natives was essentially derived 
from Indian suzerains, while that over Englishmen rested on 
the Company's charters. A regular judicature over the latter 
dates only from 1666, though the necessary power was accorded 
in the charter of 1661. In 1665 the Company pointed this out 
to the governor, and a grand jury duly indicted, and a mixed 
petty jury found guilty, a murderer. 2 Streynsham Master, who 

• _1 Donit!d by P:rry, J., in 1843 (Peroz~e Y. Ardast!er Ourseljee); see Morley, 
D'ftm, Intr., p. clxirc; ii, 343. 

Love, VB8tiges of Old MadrM, "i., 404, 406. 
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became governor in 1678, reformed the court on the Bombay 
model, and it sat with juries to hear civil and criminal causes 
save minor matters, following English law. In 1686, however, 
it was superseded by the Court of Admiralty, which in Madras 
fared far better than in Bombay, partly because in 1687 there 
was appointed as judge advocate Sir John Biggs, who was a 
protege of the Company and enjoyed its favour. The court 
served also as the Supreme Court, and when a corporation w~s 
instituted in 1688 under the charter given by the Company, 
appeal was made to lie to the court and not to the governor an"d 
council. 

The creation of a municipal corporation, as noted above, 
was motived by the desire to secure gcnOO"al acquiesccne~ in 
taxation, a strike and no co-oparation movement having 
greeted the imposition of a house tax in 1686. The corporation , 
was composed of an English mayor and twelve aldermen, of 
whom the three senior must be English, but the others were to 
be of any nationality, a ]<'renchman, two Portuguese, three 
Hindus, and three Jew or Armenian merchants being among 
those first appointed by the Company. Thirty of the 120 bur
gesses were to include the heads of the castes. In fa.'Ct, the 
institution did not work as desired; it neither raised taxes nor 
founded municipal institutions, but it was of considerable im
portance judicially. The mayor and aldermen were constituted 
a civil court, while the mayor and the three senior aldermen were 
justices of the peace with criminal jurisdiction. Appeal lay to 
the Admiralty Court where the value exceeded three pagodas, 
or in criminal cases the offender was sentenced to lose life or 
limb. Its power to i'lflict sentences of death was disputed, but 
conceded in 1712 1 by the council. Appe!Pl lay to the Admiralty 
Court when that existed from 1688 to 1689 and 1692 to 1704, 
and in the interim to a temporary court of the governor and 
four justices. After 1704 Admiralty jurisdiction was apparently 
exercised by the governor and council, who tried pirates and 
interlopers as pirates under the Piracy Act of 16992 by special 
commission. It also heard appeals from the Mayor's Court, 
and while it lasted the Admiralty Court, under the instructio»s • 1 ]~oYc, Vestiges of Old .l!adras, ii, 174, 175. • 

2 11 Will. III, c. 7. For intcrlopcrs~eing tri«i,d as pirates by Admiralty Cotrrts, 
see Wheeler, Madras, i, 320; Anderson, The Ji.'ngli8h in Wutern India, p. 21)7. 
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of the Company to Pitt as governor in 1698 to hear appeals in 
cases of not less value than one hundred pagodas. 

In the Admiralty Court, in criminal jurisdiction, and in the 
l\fayor's Coutt, juries seem to have been employed, but in civil 
causes juries seem not to have been employed in the Admiralty 
Court, the charters 'of 1683 and 1686 ignoring them, and 
certainly they were unknown to the Mayor's Court. 
• To the jurisdiction of these courts natives, it is clear, were 

regarded as subject probably from the time when they became 
!ffective, and by the eighties cases of hanging major Indian 
offenders are frequent; Europeannvere often suffered to escape 
with branding on the hand, doubtless because of the English 
legrslation as to b•nefit of clergy, which seems to have been 
accepted also in Bomb"¥ and Calcutta in the eighteenth 
century; when applied to Indians at Calcutta the additional 
penalty of expulsion across the river was often added. The 
source of this control of Indians was unquestionably the cession 
of authority by successive overlords, none of whom were 
especially strong, and all of whom were prepared to meet the 
wishes of the English for a consideration. At first naturally 
native' disputes were left to the Indian adigar, or town gover
nor, who administered justice according to long-established 
usage at the town house or choultry. About 1654 this practice 
was varied, two Englishmen being appointed to sit. In the 
reform system of Streynsham Master three justices were 
appointed, two to be a quorum, with authority in respect of 
small misdemeanours, breaches of the peace, and actions of 
debt to the value of fifty pagodas or under, unless the parties 
agreed to a larger amount. Appeal lay

0 
to the governor and 

council with jury triaol there. The court proved to have a long 
life; in 1688-9 aldermen replaced the magistrates, but the 
work proved to require special justices, who continued to 
impose sentences of whipping, fines, imprisonment, and the 
pillory. In 1727 the Madras Council purported to create a 
Sheriff's Court, with appeal to the l\fayor's Court if the value 
at stake exceeded five pagodas, but this attempt to supersede 
the Choultr~ Court was disapproved by the Company, who 

• were no doubt justified in hol<ling that the council had no 
authority thus'to act. Tbe need for a court of the type proposed 
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was recognized, as in the case of Bombay, by the charter 
of 1753, but it seems to have superseded this side of the 
choultry jurisdiction only in 1775, and, despite ~oubts cast by 
the Advocate-General at Madras in 1783 on the lfgality of the 
constitution of courts for the trial of matters affecting Indians, 
the Choultry Court continued to exercise a minor criminal 
jurisdiction until it was abolished in 1800. 

The major courts erected under the authority of the Comp9.l\Y 
were superseded by the Mayor's Court, established under the 
charter of 1726, which was on the same lines as that granted t"o 
Bombay. The new court soon showed a praiseworthy inclina
tion to defend its judicial powers. It insisted on committing 
to prison two merchants in 1736 for refusin~t to take the pagoda 
oath, i.e. an oath in a temple, and, .to calm the indignation of 
the Indian residents, the governor had to intervene and secure 
the release of the men on parole. The Company censured the 
spirit of the court, warning them that they would not allow 
those who failed to show proper deference to remain in their 
limits, but they also insisted that, so long as they acted within 
their charter rights, they should receive the support of the 
governor. • 

The question of the law to be applied to natives by the 
court naturally arose. The Company was insistent on due 
observation of English law in the court, but it was anxious to 
favour the continued recognition of any peculiar customs of the 
Indians. Hence, when the castes of Madras appealed to the 
Company its reply of February 12th 1731 insisted that disputes 
between natives should be decided among themselves according 
to their own customs• or by justices or referees to be appointed 
by themselves, or otherwise as they tho..ght fit. If, however, 
they desired the court to decide, it must do so by English law, 
and the same rule must apply in differences between natives 
and subjects of England where either party was obstinate and 
determined to go to law. The decision is interesting, and, in 
view of the terms of the charter, no doubt inevitable. In the 
charter of 17 53 jurisdiction of the court in matters between 
natives was made to depend on their submission. But this • seems in practice to have ca~d little change, and the awkward • 
position arose that the natives of Madras had no very effective 

• • 
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substitute for the Mayor's Court. The Choultry Court, or that 
of Requests had a very limited authority, and, though in 1770 
the idea of, establishing a special court to deal with cases of 
native law voas discussed, it resulted in action only in 1795, 
when a Court of Cutcherry was erected, only to be superseded 
by the Recorder's Court of 1798, in which an arrangement 
existed adapted to secure due regard for Indian law in cases 
affecting natives of India . 

• 
(d) JURISDICTION AND LEGISLATION IN CALCUTTA 

I~ its early days Bengal fell far short of Madras or Bombay 
in the character of its organization, executive and judicial alike. 
The settlements in the Bay were too unimportant as a rule to 
be considered worthy of the presence of a governor and council 
at any point, and the judicial authority given by the charter of 
1661 authorized trial only by a governor and council. The 
establishment of a Court of Admiralty never became effective; 
when war was declared on the Empire the officer in command 
of the naval expedition was given a commission (January 1686), 
but ptlze business alone was transacted, and no court seems 
ever to have sat under later commissions of 1688 and 1693. 
After Chamock's establishment at Sutanati in 1690 the 'position 
was clearer, but in 1693, owing to piracies in the Red Sea, the 
privileges of the Company were placed in abeyance by the 
Emperor, and the idea of setting up a Court of Judicature was 
dropped, the local council being instructed in 1698 to send 
prismiers for trial to Madras. At the close of 1699, however, 
Bengal was declared a presidency and the.governor and council 
thus became possessed of full judicial authority. In 1704 they 
established a committee of three members for the decision of 
minor causes, but the sittings of this body seem to have been 
irregular. 

Over Indians the Company had acquired jurisdiction by the 
purchase of the three villages, Sutanati, Govindpur, and 
Calcutta, which gave it the rights of a zamindar. 1 Under the 
regime then ...,Osting in Bengal, a zamindar was wont to exercise 

· a 'Yide crimina} jurisdiction, whi)lping, fining, and imprisoning 
1 Wilson, Jiiarly An?ial8 of tlu: English in Bengal, i, 163. 
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at discretion. The Company took full use of this authority, and 
a member of council regularly held a Zamindari Court for both 
civil and criminal business. Holwell, famous ~ the survivor 
and historian of the Black Hole, was collector of _r;;lcutta from 
1752 to 1756, and acted as magistrate; he tells us that the 
procedure was summary; in causes of property appeal Jay to 
the president and council, while in capital sentences the presi
dent was required to confirm the judgment of the infliction pf 
the lash until death.' It is clear that by this time the necessity 
under which an ordinary zamindar Jay of submitting scntench 
of death for confirmation to the local faujdar at Hugli and the 
nazim at Murshidabad had been got rid of, but the detail of • the mode of inflicting a death sentence c<lllfirms the assertion 
of Bolts, which has wrongly been disputed, 2 that hanging was 
prohibited for Muhanunadans by decree of the Emperor. It • 
seems, however, that at least on one occasion Muhammadan 
members of a party of criminals were spared lest the nawab be 
induced to assert his rights of supervision. 

''Vhat, however, is interesting is that this Court of Cutcherry 
dealt also with disputes between Europeans and Indians of 
European descent, a position attacked by the Mayor"' Court 
in 1755-7. As a result, in 1758, the Company ordered the 
constitution of two separate courts. The former dealt with all 
criminal causes, consisting of a quorum of three justices, the 
members of council sitting in rotation, each sitting for a month 
in turn as the acting justice to dispose of slight offences with 
an appeal to the quorum. men dealing with Europeans this 
court was clearly the governor and council under the charter; 
when dealing with 11atives it was a Zamindari Court. But it 
seems that the quorum of three was net persisted in, and by 
1772 Bolts 3 describes the Zamindari Court as held by one of 
the council or of the Company's servants sitting alone. Over 
Europeans presumably criminal jurisdiction in serious cases 
would be exercised under the charters of 1726 and 1753 by the 
Court of Quarter Sessions thereby created, which used juries. 

The second court dealt with civil matters exceeding twenty 
rupees in value; it was composed of five of the servants of the • 

1 Wilson, i, 220.• 2 C.H.l., v, 590• 
8 Ccm.ridl!ration~ on Indian A!Jair8, i, 80 . 
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Company below the conncil, with appeal to the president and 
council where the amount in dispute exceeded a hundred 
rupees. It se~s, however, that it tended to evade decisions 
and to refer, really difficult cases to arbitration by Indian 
merchants, who resented this tax on their time. 

Beside these courts was that called the Collector's Cutcherry, 
which was simply the mode in which the Company exercised the 
cqercive powers of the zamindar as collector of land revenue 
over the tenants or farmers of the revenue.' Its practice of 
oY.dering whipping of delinquents was merely in accord with 
native practice, as was the complete injustice of allowing 
punishment to be inflicted at the discretion of an interested 
party who acted as. judge in his own cause. 

The charters of 1726 and 17 53 established in Bengal the 
courts also set up in Bombay and Madras, the Court of Quarter 
Sessions, the Mayor's Court, the Court of Requests from 1753, 
and the governor and council as Court of Appeal from the 
Mayor's Court. But naturally for Indians the three courts of 
the Zamindari persisted. The Mayor's Court exhibited like 
those of the other presidencies a measure of independence 
sufficict1t to arouse the Company's displeasure, and it fulmin
ated also against the same spirit among the attorneys, whose 
activities in all three presidencies undoubtedly pointed the 
way to the emancipation of justice from any excessive executive 
control, an ideal expressed admirably in 1672 by Aungier but 
one slow to develop under the rather jealous eye of the Company. 

The development of connnerec and government alike had 
nndoubtedly ypllclJed a stage at which the Bervants of the 
Company could not suffice without traini~g for the purposes of 
a judiciary, and the time was ripe for far-reaching changes. 
One obvious defect in the systems which had prevailed was the 
absence of provision for Indians as judges; under the charters 
of 1726 and 17 53 Indians could serve as jurors in the Sessions 
Court, but only if Christians, a restriction removed only in 
1826. The Bombay Court of Judicature from 1718 to 1728 had 
admitted Indians, though hardly as fully equal to European 
justices; a like system had been tried at Madras from 1687 to 
1692, and the

0 
original intention ot the Madras municipality was 
• 1 Bolts, op. cit., i, 80 . 
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to include Indian aldermen, but this plan failed wholly to 
materialize. Small wonder therefore if the question of how to 
give just effect to Indian Jaw where Indians '.i'ere concerned 
remained to be solved. Calcutta indeed felt le¥t the incon
venience, for the exclusion of cases between Indians by the 
charter of 17 53 mattered little to a presidency in which these 
cases were capable of disposal by the Zamindari Court of 
Cutcherry. 1 

1 Legally, however, the right to judge natives in tho Zaminda.ri Courts ins~d 
of the Charter Courts was doubtful, as Warren Hastings pointed out (Monckton· 
Jones, Warren Hastings in Bengal, pp. 157, 158), and the 1\.fnyor'A Court in 1773 
was asked to exercise jurisdiction over a zamindar on a visit (pp. 328, 329). For 
the injustice of punishment by English law of natives for acts legal by H.i.IWn or 
Muhammn.da.n law see Verclst in Kaye, Admin. of E.l. Co., p. 324, anrl the successful 
petition of 1765 against t.ho execution of Rad~acharan Mitru. for forgery (p. 325; 



CHAl?TER II 
• 

THE DIWANI, THE EXPLOITATION OF BENGAL, 
DYARCHY; AND ANARCHY 

1. THE GR&'IT OF THE DIWANI 

WrTH Plassey and the following aiTangements with successive 
!>awabs of Bengal_, the real authority had passed into the hands 
of the Company. 'Vhen its unreasonable demands regarding 
freedom of private trade from dues and the right to act as judge 
in rts own cause had driven Mir Kasim to revolt and open war, 
a new treaty with Mir J<tfar provided further limitations on 
the nawab's power. He was to limit his forces, to receive a 
permanent resident at the durbar, and not to levy more than 
2! per cent duty on English trade, while compensation was to 
be paid for all losses, public and private, due to the disputes 
with Mir Kasim. This accord still left room for some indepen
dence on the nawab's part. He appointed Nandakumar as his 
chief tninister, and his attitude during the war with Mir Kasim 
and his allies, the nawab of Oudh and the Emperor, was 
deemed dubious. So at his death in 1765 the position was 
strengthened by the g)-ant of recognition to his son Najm-ud
daula only on condition that he agreed to appoint a minister 
as deputy subadar with the management of affairs, whom he 
was not to displace without the sanction of the Company. 
The position of the Comp;ny was thus definitely assured in 
fact though not in law. Clive indeed w

0
a8 indignant that the 

council had acted tl!.us definitely without his assent, for by 
1764 he had secured control of the Company and had decided 
to assume the governorship of Fort William in order to restore 
confidence. Public opinion in England had viewed with just 
reprobation the establishment of l\lir Kasim in 1760, and the 
contest with him, provoked by indefensible claims, and re
deemed only by the success of Mwno at the decisive battle of 
Baksar (October 22nd 1764). Utter confusion prevailed both in 
the domcst!c and the externaJ relations of the Company. 
v ansittart h:!d found his prudent projects rejected by the 
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council, and corruption raged among the Company's servants, 
who had violated the instructions of the Company in taking 
large presents on the accession of the new nawal>. 

Clive's solution for the situation as regards tl>~ nawab of 
Oudh and the Emperor alike was of the highest importance in 
determining the future history of India. He himself in his 
earlier stay in India' had contemplated the possibility of the 
direct assumption by the Crown and had approached Pitt o!l 
the subject, but without result, and his own views were now 
set on a different solution. He decided to secure the positio~ 
of the Company as the de facto authority in such a way as would 
shield it from claims either by foreign powers or by the Cro1"', 
to provide it with a faithful ally, and to \>ring the Emperor 
into the position of a grateful pensioner. He rejected, there· 
fore, definitely any idea of restoring imperial power, such as 
had been involved in Vansittart's suggestion of the grant to the 
Emperor of Oudh, which he restored to the nawab on payment 
of fifty lakhs and the cession of Kora and Allahabad. The 
Emperor was promised a tribute of twenty-six lakhs, and the 
districts ceded by Oudh. In return he regularized the position 
of the Company in Bengal by bestowing upon it formafly the 
diwani, covering the whole of the financial administration, 
including the collection of land revenu~ and customs, and the 
civil government. The diwani had hitherto rested with the 
nawab, who was also in control of the military government and 
criminal law, the combination of powers marking the decline 
of the former principles of the Ef\}pire. Now it was definitely 
detached from him as a matter of theory. But Clive did not 
contemplate the act1jill taking over of the authority and its' 
execution by the servants of the Com parry. His idea was very 
different. The actual administration was left in the hands of 
the four deputies of the nawab, and in his final directions to 
the Calcutta Council (January 16th 1767) he insisted that, while 
the nawab was but a name and a shadow, policy required that 
he should be venerated and be encouraged to show resentment 
at any lack of respect by foreign nations. His office should be 
used to repel any foreign efforts at control, i'nd genuine 
grievances should be adju10ted through him. While the . . 

1 January 7th li59; Keith, Indian Pulicg, i, 13 ff. 
• • 
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revenues belonged to the Company, the territorial jurisdiction 
must be exercised through the chiefs of the country acting 
under him and the presidency in conjunction. If the mask 
were thro"\,. off, foreign powers would be able to complain 
directly to the British Government, which might be compelled 
to look closely into matters with results likely to embarrass the 
Company. It was not forgotten that, by the Letters Patent 
of January 14th 1758, the Company's authority in case of war 
to deal with lands acquired from any foreign power was subject 
fo the approval of the Crown. The Company shared the views 
of Clive; on May 17th 1766 it definitely urged that the control 
of the Company should be confined to superintendence of the 
coll~ction of the re.venue and of its transfer from the treasury 
of the nawab to that of .the Company, and it was only by 
experience that it could be realized that the system of dual 
control was utterly inefficient. Moreover, time had to elapse 
before the servants of the Company could gain sufficient 
experience to be able to take over charge of the administration, 
and, before that happened, the country was fated to suffer 
enormously from their rapacity . 

• 

2. Tiffi WORKING OF DYARCHY 

Clive had fully realized the danger of plunder of the province 
following in his own footsteps. But, undeterred by reminders 
of his past, he insisted on the servants of the Company signing 
the new contracts ordered•by the Company forbidding the 
acceptance of presents a;;'d supplementing their existing 
toovenants. 1 On the other hand, he .recognized that the 
salaries paid were fru> too low, and tried to solve the problem 
of private trade and due remuneration by establishing a 
Society for Trade, which was allowed to work the monopoly 
in salt, and to pay thence handsome subventions to the princi
pal military and civil officers. The Company treated this step 
as a disregard for their orders for the abolition of private 
trade, and the business was stopped in 1768, but the problem 
was left unsolved. The reputed riches of the country had the • 

1 1Jcnce the terro joovenanted' civil se~icc, the practice of a signed contract 
persisting o.fter its first end had ceased. 
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result predicted by Clive. Influence was exerted from the 
royal family downwards to secure posts in India for hangers
on and younger sons of noble or rich families,.and the new
comers were intent only on acquiring fortune~. • The easily 
won wealth was brought home and expended on the purchase 
of seats in the Commons, with the result of offending the 
territorial magnates, who found themselves outbidden, and 
disgusting moderate men with the insolence and over
bearing character of the newly enriched ex-servants of the 
Company. • 

Clive, though aware of the danger impending, had nothing 
to suggest to keep it in check. The government of the presi
dency remained virtually in the same form as before 1756, 
with the exception that the select• committee of the council 
then instituted for prompt action in emergency was continued 
as a regular piece of machinery. The council, as laid down in 
1770,1 was to consist, with the governor, of nine members, all 
of whom were to reside at Calcutta-unless the resident at the 
durbar were a counsellor-and not to have any other employ
ment. The governor, commander-in-chief, and three senior 
members constituted a select committee, charged wl'th the 
conduct of negotiations with the country powers and the 
issues of war and peace thence arising; but any treaty, whether 
of commerce or alliance, must be approved hy the whole body. 
The correspondence on such topics was conducted by the 
governor, but must be submitted to the select committee, and 
copies sent to the Company. 'l'he supremacy of the civil 
authority was emphasized in 1769; the council could delegate 
its power to any ci¥il servant, who must be obeyed by the 
highest officer of the Company's armyr and the majority of 
the council might dismiss officers at its discretion. This 
insistence on military subordination had been emphasized hy 
Clive when he was confronted with a mutiny of officers on his 
carrying out the orders of the Company to reduce the allow
ances paid to them. Nothing but his firmness of character 
enabled him to quell the mutiny, the great majority of the 
officers being permitted to remain on after sig~g three-year 
contracts which, under the.East India Mutiny Act, would 

1 On Hastings' appointment fourteen were named (April lOth 1771). 
• • 
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have rendered them in the event of a fresh insubordination 
liable to the death penalty. 

Supreme as•vas in theory the council, it was wholly incapable 
of inducing JllOderation in the desire of the servants of the 
Company to enrich themselves, and its own members were 
inevitably subject to the sarne urge to attain easy fortunes 
and to leave a land for which they had no affection. Nor was 
tjle position improved by the activity of Parliament which, 
like the proprietors, desired to share in the plunder. While 
t,1e proprietors insisted in 1766 on raising the dividend from 
6 to 10 per cent and in 1767 demanded 12! per cent, the out
come of the inquiry by a committee of the whole House of 
Co~ons in 1766.-7 was the demand of the State for the 
payment of £400,000 a ·yoor for two years from February lst 
1767, in return for which the Company might retain its terri
torial acquisitions and revenues for that period.' Parliament 
also interfered in the disgraceful business of the management , 
of the dealings in the shares of the Company. It overruled 
the demands of the proprietors for 12! per cent, 2 and restricted 
voting to persons who had held their qualification for six 
month!;, while dividends could be declared only at a half
yearly or quarterly court.' In 1769 the bargain was continued 
for five years. • The pressure on the Company was thus most 
serious. Far from sharing in the riches of its servants, its 
debts were put at £6,000,000, it had an army of 30,000 men to 
maintain, and it paid £1,000,000 a year in subsidies to the 
nawab, the Emperor, and other Indian chiefs. 

The effect of the demands for money on the unfortunate 
province were described effectively by. the resident at the 
durbar who lamented-on May 24th 1769 the fact that the fine 
country which had flourished under the most despotic and 
arbitrary government was verging to its ruin when the English 
had so great a share in the administration. The governors 
who succeeded Clive were not men of the calibre necessary to 
deal with so grave a situation. Verelst, however, secured the 
appointment in 1769 of supetvisors who were to make a full 
study of the history of their districts, to report on their resources 

• 
1 7 Geo. lll, c~. 56, ll7. 
a 7 Geo. ill, c. 48. 

• 

1 7 Geo. III, c. 49; 8 Geo. Ill, c. 1. 
4 9 Goo. III, c. 24. 
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and the amount of land, to investigate all payments made by 
the ryots to the zarnindars or collectors, to report on nlanu
factures, and, as regards justice, to enforce it .when the law 
demanded, to encourage arbitration in disput~s as to real 
property and to discourage arbitrary fines. They were to 
examine the credentials of local officials and to see that records 
were kept locally and returns sent to Murshidabad. It was 
later determined mainly to make their functions advisory, bvt 
the system did not work as hoped. There were many cases 
of disputes with local officials who resented interference, an"d 
unhappily too many of the officers concerned merely regarded 
their appointments as an excellent mode of acquiring control 
of the trade of the district and making a rapid fortune~ It 
must be remembered that few officers were available of charac
ter or experience. It was in vain that in 1770 were added 
controlling councils of revenue for Murshidabad and Patna, to 
which later were added a controlling committee of accounts 
and a controlling committee of revenue at Calcutta {1771 ). 

The coup de grdce to the attempt to carry on on these lines 
was administered by the appalling famine of 1770, when at 
least a fifth of the population of Bengal, then perhaps•fifteen 
millions, perished while some of the Company's servants 
profiteered in necessities and the principal deputy added 10 
per cent to the assessments to make good at the expense of the 
living the losses involved in the wholesale depopulation . 

• • 

• 
• • 
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0 • CHAPTER III 

THE INl'ERVENTION OF PARLIAMENT, NORTH'S 
REGULATL'o/G ACT, A...'llD WARREN HASTINGS 

l. WARREN HASTINGS IN BENGAL 

Tim anarchy of Bengal was plainly intolerable, and Parliament 
"""" certain to intervene. But the Company was deeply moved 
by the facts revealed, and every motive of self-interest drove 
it to seek to establish order. before worse befell. As early as 
176!1 it had dispatcped V ansittart with two other experienced 
servants of the country to Jpdia with power to reform, but their 
ship was lost without trace, and the opportunity was gone, 

• for when in 1772 the Company proposed to entrust a like 
mission to six supervisors Parliament definitely forbade the 
act.' What the Company could do was to resolve to end the 
system of dyarchy and to require the president and council to 
stand forth as diwan, and by the agency of the Company's 
servan~s to take upon themselves the entire care and manage
ment of the revenues as laid down in the dheetors' letter of 
August 29th 1771. The man to accomplish this mission was 
Warren Hastings, who in Aprill772 succeeded Cartier and who 
had had much experience in Bengal and from 1769 as second 

·at Madras. While the determination to take over formal 
charge might easily be justified, the method of action was 
deplorable. Hastings was required to co-operate with Nanda
kumar in accusations, which were later proved false, against 
the deputy diwans of Bengal and Biha~, and Nandakumar 
after all was denied the succession to the office which he had 
anticipated. In other matters he had a freer hand, and his 
work for the two years before the intervention of Parliament 
became decisive was probably the most creditable of his 
career, 2 for the difficulties to be faced were enormous, and he 
was deeply handicapped by the necessity of securing funds 
whence dividends could be paid, and of avoiding too great 

• 
1 13 Geo. Ill, c. 9. • 
2 MonckMn-Jones,_Warren Hastings in Beng_al~ 1772-4 (1918). 
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offence to the mass of influential people at whose instigation 
the civil service had grown out of all proportion to the needs 
of the occasion, numbering in 1781 no less thaa 252 members, 
sons of the first families in the kingdom, aspiring •to the rapid 
acquisition of lakhs and to return home in their prime. When 
he started his work, the supervisors in the districts, the boards 
of revenue at Murshidabad and Patna, and the governor and 
council at Calcutta represented in that order the real hierarcpy 
of power, and it was his essential task to restore authority to 
the hands entitled to wield it. • 

The assumption of direct authority involved the disappearance 
of the offices of deputy diwan, and the useful step of rem~ving 
the treasury from Murshidabad to CalcuUa, thus revealing to 
Bengal the fact that Calcutta was •now the real capital of the 
country and remedying the undue authority which had been • 
enjoyed by the board of revenue at Murshidabad. At the 
same time the allowance of the puppet nawab was reduced 
from thirty-two lak!lS at which it had been fixed in 1769 as 
opposed to fifty-three in 1765 to sixteen lakhs, though careful 
adjustments seem to have increased the sum available for 
the nawab's personal pleasures. Much more dubious '\vas the 
decision, approved but not suggested by the directors, to 
appoint as guardian of the nawab Mir Jafar's widow. Hastings 
no doubt was quite pleased that the Munni Begam should 
leave the youth without administrative experience, since it 
formed no part of his plans to encourage the nawab to play 
any effective part in government. 

The revenue reforms of Hastings and his colleagues, four 
of whom formed wiJ;h him a Committee of Circuit (1772) to 
determine for five years a settlement> of the revenue, were 
instrumental in establishing the office of collector, an improved 
version of the former supervisor; in each district a diwan was 
appointed to aid the collector. The whole council became a 
committee or board of revenue' to audit the accounts of the 
diwani with the aid of the rai raian, an Indian official who 
supervised the provincial diwans. The treasury, now at 
Calcutta, was reorganized, and the office of accountant-• general created. But, whi,J.e improvements in form were 

1 Superseding that of 1771; the boards at Murahidabu.d a.nd Patna disappear. 
• • 
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made, the essential work of fixing the revenue was badly 
muddled hy adopting the putting up to auction of its collection. 
If the zaminO!ars had been oppressive, they now were often 
superseded py unscrupulous adventurers without that con
ncxion with the ryots possessed by hereditary zamindars. The 
latter in origin may have been mere agents for rent collection, 
but they had long since struck deeper roots in the system, and 
&orne measure of the relation of landlord and tenant had begun 
to appear. The collectors soon realized the degree of over
Lsessment, but the board of revenue at Calcutta was obdurate, 
and the Company destroyed the work of the collectors by 
or<j,ering in April 1773 their withdrawal and the substitution 
of some other agency. Their motive seems to have been the 
view that the collectors -.vere monopolizing the trade of the 
country. But the decision was unfortunate. The Company 
then and later knew nothing accurate of the amounts paid to 
the zamindars by the ryots and of the amounts retained by 
the latter. The information was mainly in the hands of the 
hereditary corporation of kanungos, whose business it was to 
act as registrars of land revenue and to secure that the ryots 
were ll.ot oppressed. These functions they had come to perform 
in such a manner that the ryots derived no profit from their 
existence, while they more or less intimidated the 7~mindars 
into sharing their profits with them. If the collectors had 
been persistently kept at work it might have been possible to 
obtain such an exact knowledge of the system as would have 
permitted of due protection of the tenant and of the interests 
of the government; as it was, lack of proper knowledge was to 
compel acceptance of the permanent se~tlement of Bengal in 
which the governmem and the tenants alike were losers in the 
interests of the zamindars or tax-collectors. 

The president and council, on November 23rd 1773, drew up 
a scheme which was to have been temporary but was not 
effectively revised by the Company. A committee of revenue 
was formed at Calcutta composed of two members of council 
and three other servants of the Company to supervise the 
first of the six divisions· into which the territory was divided. 
In the oth.; five provincial COllllCils were set up, apparently 
in the expectation that the Calcutta committee would ultimately 

• • • 
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take over their functions. In each district the collector was to 
be replaced by an Indian diwan; occasional inspections were 
to be made by commissioners of the board of revenue set up in 
1772, and the chiefs of the councils had to swear rv>t to engage 
in private trade, receiving in lieu the substantial salary of 
3,000 rupees a month. The new scheme proved no improve· 
ment on the old; the records show defaulting zamindars, 
absconding farmers, and deserting ryots; the diwans did thei; 
work both slowly and badly, and the provincial councils 
insisted, as had the collectors, that the land was ovcr-asscsse<f. 
that at Patna suggesting as the only remedy a settlement in 
perpetuity as the one way of securing stability. Hastings !vas 
not a revenue expert, and the problem was .unsolved when the 
regime of the Regulating Act depr)vcd him of the complete 
ascendancy which in fact he exercised over his colleagues, and 
which made his position for the two years one of unquestioned 
though informal authority. 

On the other hand, his reform in judicial matters are of 
greater note, because, while in the nature of things they had to 
suffer much change, they were on sound lines at the time and 
helped to the more efficient execution of justice. V ere!~ had 
quite fairly denounced the system of civil and criminal justice 
under the nawab: 'Every decision is a corrupt bargain with the 
highest bidder . . . Trifling offenders are frequently loaded 
with heavy demands and capital offences are as often absolved 
by the venal judge.' The Company, as holders of the diwani, 
were responsible for civil justice, as virtual masters of the 
nawab they were morally reponsiblc for criminal justice and in 
the reform scheme re~:ard was had to both duties. 

The system of justice existing in Beng>fl before the Company 
became responsible was summary and unsatisfactory. The 
chief criminal court was held by the local zamindar, who had 
a right to the fines exacted by reason of his tenure; he could 
pronounce sentence of death, but execution depended on the 
orders of the government at Murshidabad. The zamindar was 
also the judge of the civil court, or adalat, taking a fourth or 
fifth part of the amount recovered. Naturally, in lieu of 
litigation in this court arbit1011tion was often preferred. The 
law administered was that of the Koran and the ~ommentators; 

• • 
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where these afforded no guide, local customs and usage were 
relied on, but these were so ill defined that judgment was 
largely discre~ionary. Appeal lay to the similar courts at the 
capital, but in addition the government could interfere in the 
course of justice, and could give on complaint a remedy or 
inflict punishment without any judicial sentence. Moreover, 
in the districts the peasants were hampered even in seeking 
jp.stiee by the lack of local courts. Corrupt judges and a 
corrupt government added to the defects of the legal system, 
:!nd the absence of any register of judicial proceedings rendered 
appeals most difficult. 

Religious causes were not decided by the temporal judges 
without the aid in. cases affecting Muhammadans of the kadi, 
and in those affecting Hindus of a brahman, especially in cases 
where outcasting might be the result of condemnation. Clearly 
this rule afforded in inheritance cases a certain security for the 
observation of justice denied in issues of criminal law. 

In revenue cases the jurisdiction had been originally exercised 
by the zamindar, but some time before the diwani passed to 
the Company jurisdiction had, doubtless in the interest of the 
goverflment, been transferred to deputies, naib diwans, with 
appeal to the chief diwan at Murshidabad. 

The forms of justice thus existed, but it is clear that the 
courts were the instruments of power rather than of justice, 
useless as means of protection, but apt instruments for oppres
sion. It is significant of the position that the servants of the 
Company, when they had claims against Indians, not residing 
under the British flag but in the vicinity of the Company's 
settlements, used simply to sei7.e and hoW, them prisoners until 
they consented to pe,y, without asking the authority of any 
officer of the native government, but with its full approval. 
The government indeed was so complaisant as to overlook 
cases of seizure of persons who did not fall within this category, 
and after the Company's acquisition of the diwani both the 
French and the Dutch exercised like rights, the French at least 
disputing the demand of the president and council that recourse 
in such cas'ii' must be had to the law courts. 

The course of justice was furtller troubled by the revolution, 
which placed "Mir Kasim in power, for many Englishmen with . . . 
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or without the consent of the Company soon scattered through 
the interior to seize the trade, and exerted wide influence on 
the administration of justice, and the overthroVIO of Mir Kasirn 
led to further encroachments on native authority. the banyans 
or native agents of the English often controlling the local 
courts and even acting as judges. The beginnings of better 
things seem to have followed the appointment of supervisors 
in 1769, for they were encouraged to observe the maintenan~e 
of justice, to discourage arbitrary fmes, and the retention of 
a fourth of the value as a perquisite of the court. It seenfs 
that capital and other important eases were referred to the 
resident at Murshidabad in order that the pleasure of • the 
nawab should be taken, which, of course, in practice meant 
that of the deputy, who was undar effective control by the 
Company. 

For this unsatisfactory state of affairs the remedy proposed 
on August 15th 1772 provided for the creation in each district' 
of a provincial Court of Diwani-Mofussil Diwani Adalat--for 
all civil causes including real and personal property, inheritance, 
caste, marriage, debts, disputed accounts, contracts, partner
ships, and demands of rent. Over this court presidl'>d the 
collector and other officers of the Company; cases were heard 
twice a week in open court. From its decision appeal lay to 
the Diwani Sadr Adalat at the chief scat of government. In 
that court the president with at least two members of council 
sat, aided by the diwan of the treasury, the chief kanungos, 
and other officers. From this jurisdiction was excepted the 
right of succession to zamindaris and talukdaris, which remained 
reserved to the presidj>nt and council in their executive capacity. 

Crimllial courts were constituted on ~ similar basis. In the 
provincial courts sat the kadi and mufti of the district with 
two maulvis to expound the law, the Muhammadan criminal 
law, and decide if the accused were guilty of a breach thereof; 
but the collector was enjoined to see that evidence was duly 
submitted and weighed and the decision passed fair and 
impartial, and given in open court. The proceedings of the 

1 At Calcutta simiLu courts were set up, the civil replacing l,he court of 1758 
(Chap. I,§ 3 (d)), the criminal the Znmindari Court for natives, while it was presided 
over by a member of cotu1cil who as a.,ustico of the peace coulp apply English la.'V 
to Europeans; Warren Hastings in Bengal, pp. 327, 328. 
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provincial Faujdari Adalats were supervised by the Nizamat 
Sadr Adalat, presided over by the Darogo Adalat, appointed 
by the nazim, ~epresenting the nawab in his capacity of supreme 
criminal juil~:e, with the aid of the chief kadi, the chief mufti, 
and three maulvis. The chief and council were to supervise 
the proceedings of this court. In capital cases the court 
certified its view to the nazim, but Hastings arranged (1774) 
fpr the grant of authority to the darogo to affix the seal of the 
nazim to warrants of execution, thus giving in effect power to 
the court to pass final sentences. 

Much was also laid down to improve procedure, including 
due records in each provincial Diwani Adalat and their trans-• mission to the S~Wr Adalat. To relieve the ryots from the 
burden of travelling in soorch of justice the head farmers of 
the parganas were empowered to decide without appeal suits 
up to ten rupees. But the practice of the exercise of jurisdiction 
by creditors over debtors, as of moneylenders over ryots, was 
absolutely forbidden. Arbitration by consent as opposed to 
compulsion under the old system was advocated for partnership 
debts, disputed accounts, contracts, and the like, while in cases 
involV'ing marriage, inheritance, caste, and other religious 
usages the Koran for Muhammadans and the Shastras for 
Hindu were made binding, the maulvis or brabmans to 
expound the law and aid in the decision. In cases up to five 
hundred rupees in value the provincial courts could give final 
decisions, but thereafter appeal lay. The practice of heavy 
charges for delivering judgments was stopped, and officials 
were forbidden to take fees for themselves. The Faujdari 
courts were not permitted to pass death. sentences, but must 
transmit the evidenc~with their opinion to the Sadr Court for 
decision. Any fine over a hundred rupees must be confirmed 
by the Sadr Court, which alone could decree forfeiture and 
confiscation of property. Against daeoits great severity was 
provided; they were to be executed in their own villages, their 
families made state slaves, and their villages fined, w bile 
police officers were to be rewarded for activity in their appre
hension. In imposing the death penalty Hastings deliberately 
went beyonJ the Koran. • 

An importa'ht clause authorized the collectors to make 
5 • • 
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subsidiary regulations for the due course of justice and the 
welfare and prosperity of the ryots as local circumstances 
might require, the approval of the council bei~g eventually 
required. This is interesting as a recognition of tbe right of 
the Company through its officers to exercise the pO\ver of making 
regulations which appertained to the diwan. 

The abolition of the collectorships in 1773 interfered with 
the judicial arrangements in an unfortunate manner. Their 
place was taken in each district by the diwans, who reportea 
their proceedings to the provincial council. In each divisioJO 
there was a provincial court, presided over in succession by 
the members of the council other than the member of the 
presidency council, but with power to th~ whole counci.r to 
revise the proceedings of the superirjtending member. Appeal 
lay from the councils to the Sadr Adalat in matters above 
1,000 rupees in value. Complaints against the head farmers, 
diwans, zamindars, and other chief officers were assigned to 
the provincial councils with appeal to the council of revenue 
at Calcutta. Complaints against officers of the Faujdari 
Adalats were to lie to the governor, and by him to be referred 
to the Nizamat Adalat for inquiry and determination. Clearly, 
whatever the objections to the combination of revenue collec
tion and jurisdiction in the hands of the collectors, the change 
suggested by Hastings could serve no useful purpose. 

It must be added that Hastings was aware of the desirability 
of the due ascertainment of Hindu and Muhammadan law and 
contemplated the issue of codes of both, tentative preparations 
for this end being set on foot. In one regard, however, his 
inaction must be censured. When British officers were given 
oversight over the a~inistration, it wa,. intolerable that they 
should have been compelled to acquiesce in sentences of muti
lation and impalement, and these could have been abolished 
forthwith. 

Of Hastings' commercial reforms, part of which were only 
made effective later, little need be said. In March 1775 he 
swept away the abuse of the fraudulent employment of the 
free passes to exempt the goods of the servants of the Company 
from dues. The latter were reduced to 2! per .!'ent, payable 
by Europeans and Indians ;like, and the customs-houses in 
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the zamindaris were swept away, leaving only the central 
establishments at Calcutta, Jlugli, Murshidabad, Patna, and 
Dacca. M"n09olies in salt, betel-nut, and tobacco alone were 
retained, and the decaying internal trade was definitely 
stimulated. 

In his relations with the nawab, as has been seen, Hastings 
was utterly indifferent to the maintenance of the fiction of 
his sovereignty. In this period of his career he was no less 
~posed to any recognition of effective authority in the Emperor. 
lle had two good excuses ior his attitude. The Emperor. had 
most unwisely in 1771 permitted himself to accept the tutelage 
of tjle Marathas when, recovering from the disaster at Panipat 
{1761 ), they swarmed back to Delhi, and the Company was 
desperately anxious to saV'e the tribute of twenty-six lakhs of 
which he was in receipt. Hastings deter1nined not to pay, and so 
peremptorily declined to do so on the ground of the poverty of 
the province, denouncing to the directors the folly of aggran
dizing an enemy, and he sold Kora and Allahabad, which had 
been designed as an appanage of the Emperor, for fifty lakhs 
to the nawab of Oudh. Hastings has been applauded for his 
action oy serious judges, 1 but it clearly was a definite breach of 
a solemn promise and neither legally nor morally defensible, 
for the Company should clearly have warned the Emperor in 
1771 that his adherence to its enemies would compel it to stop 
the tribute, if that were its intention. Hastings seems indeed 
to have gone further, and to have contemplated establishing 
direct relations between the Crown and Oudh; he must have 
discussed the project at Benares in 1773 when he visited Shuja
ud-daula, and found him willing to strike his coinage in the 
name of the King, a •decisive feature. He seems in 1777 to 
have contemplated the possibility of such action as regards 
Berar also, but the project evidently never matured in his 
mind. 2 In any case, the British Government would never 
then have agreed to so decisive an assertion of sovereign power. 
In the Treaty of l'aris in 1763 it made no claim to sovereignty, 
contenting itself with an agreement with France under which 
Salabat Janli was recognized as suhadar of the Deccan and 
Muhammad ~i as nawab of the ~arnatic. Not untill7.69 was 

1 C.H.I.. !• 2i6. t Gleig, Warren H~iWJ6, i, 508; ii, 136. 
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direct action taken by the Crown, and then only in the shape 
of commissioning the commodore of the squadron, which was 
to escort the supervisors of the Company to lndj,a, as royal 
plenipotentiary, and sending through him gifts t0othe Emperor 
in return for those presented by the latter to the King on his 
accession. As the Company was not duly informed of the 
commission, its local councils questioned the authority of the 
commodore to interfere with their relations with the Indian 
States, and much friction arose between the Madras Councjl 
and Lindsay, and his successor Harland, who even projected 
the conclusion of a treaty with the Marathas in violation of 
the subsisting agreement of 1769 with Hyder Ali. The ex~eri
ence then gained would, it may safely be sttid, have negatived 
any desire on the part of the miniStry to add to its troubles 
direct responsibility for Indian affairs. • 

The unquestioned authority of Hastings displayed itself in 
his conduct of relations with Oudh and his disposition of the 
Company's military forces. He allowed himself to be induced 
to support the nawab in the destruction of the Rohilla power 
in Rohilkhand, an achievement accompanied by the gravest 
excesses on the part of the nawab's forces. Hastings in this 
matter is beyond excuse; happily in no later case were British 
forces placed at the disposal of a despotic ruler for the carrying 
out of a policy which resulted in the destruction of enlightened 
rulers in favour of the sovereignty of a dynasty whose govern
ment of its unhappy subjects was from first to last indescribably 
incompetent and unjust. 1 For Hastings the chief gain was the 
relief to the funds of the Company . 

• 
• 

2. THE INTERVENTION OF PARLIAMENT AND THE 
REGID"ATING ACT 

The period of Hastings' unquestioned authority was now to 
pass away, for Parliament had at last been driven to intervene 
with definite authority. It was now patent that the East India 
Company was no longer merely a company for the extension of 
commerce, 'but in reality a delegation of the wh,.le power and 
sovereignty of this kingdom 4!ent into the. East'. ·Such a body 

1 Thompson a.nd Garratt, British Rule in India, pp .• l28-3l. . . . 
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could not be allowed to remain outside the interest of the 
state. To leave it to carry on without further control was 
impossible~ e•·en Clive and Hastings, as we have seen, had 
held that di .. ect relations with the Crown might be desirable. 
To carry this farther to the logical conclusion of establishing 
the sovereignty of the Crown, in lieu of that of the Company, 

__.>Vas a step too bold to be expected. It would.havc.necessitated 
,1\t.he rejection of the .sanctity of property. rights, one of the 

!Paxims .mos'Lstrongly,.held .by. the Parliament. of the time. It 
would have placed directly in the hands of the government an 
enormous mass of dangerous patronage. It would have com
pelled an immediate definition of the rights of the diwani, for 
the Crown could n<>t with dignity hold as delegate of the Mogul, 
and much bitterness would assuredly be caused in India and 
among European powers if the necessary course of negativing 
Mogul sovereignty was adopted. There remained, therefore, 
only the alternative of subjecting in its political aspect the 
Company to legitimate control, and this step was strongly 
co_mmended. by. the current doctrines .. of_cons:t:jtutionat.law. 
There seems no reason to doubt the. soundness. of. the. view 
taken"by the law.officers on December.24th 1757: 1 .in the case 
of territory granted by Indian princes under peaceful conditions 
the right of property vested in the donees, but the sovereignty 
over the inhabitants as English subjects and over the settle
ments as English settlements vested in the Crown; in the case 
of territories acquired by conquest the property and the 
sovereignty alike vested in the Crown. Governor Johnstone, 2 

it is true, in the debates on the Bill proposed by the Company 
in 1772 for the better government of their territories, denied 
that lands gained by" conquest vested in the Crown, asserting 
therefore that the Company was lawfully owner. But in any 
case he suggested from his colonial experience that the Crown 
should grant the lands to the Company as in New England, 
asserting that foreign states would be perfectly well pleased to 
have the position regularized in place of the pretence of control 
by a cipher of a nawab. Clive spoke strongly against the 
directors, til& proprietors, the government, and the administra
tion of the Company in India,• and the Bill was decisively 

• 
~ f·ft:J., v, -~93. 2 Parl. ljist., xvii, 376 f. 
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rejected. Instead, Burgoyne secured the appointment of a 
select committee in April to inquire into the state of affairs in 
India, alleging that the prime evil was the intermixture of 
trade and government.' In August the Companf \vas forced 
to beg the government for a loan, despite the fact that in 
March a dividend of 12! per cent had been declared, and this 
elicited the appointment of a secret committee. The two reported 
from time to time with great rapidity showing such scriou,:; 
errors that Chatham wrote' in 1773, 'India teems with iniquities 
so rank as to smell to earth and heaven,' and Shelburne, wit~ 
his usual wealth of information, repeated the condemnation 
of directors, proprietors, the Indian administration, and 

0
the 

government. Parliament was so moved that in December 1772 
it forbade the proposed dispatch of supervisors to India as 
involving expense which the Company could not afford. 

The Company in March 1773 renewed an appeal for a loan, 
,.. and in May Burgoyne resumed his attack, and secured the 
)\,passing of a resolution, 2 'That all acquisitions, made under the 

influence of a military force, or by treaty with foreign princes, 
do of right belong. to the. State.' This resolution, as its wording 
shows, was specially aimed at covering the condition of hlfairs 
in Bengal, and, though a resolution of the House could not 
make law, it is clear that it correctly declared with all the 
authority of Parliament behind it the existing law. Decisive 
action by Parliament was forthcoming, though Burke denounced 
as unconstitutional interference with an established right. The 
pecuniary needs of the Company were relieved by a Joan of 
£1,400,000 at 4 per cent and the promise to forgo the Company's 
debt of £400,000 until the new loan had been discharged. The 
Company was forbidden to declare a dividend exceeding 6 per 
cent and required to submit accounts half-yearly to the 
Treasury. • But far more important was the accompanying 
Act imposing new political conditions, the Regulating Act,' 
which Burke denounced as 'an infringement of national right, 
national faith, and national justice'. This measure altered the 
constitution of the Company at home, changed the structure 
of the government in India, subjected in some de!Pjfe the whole 

1 Parl. Hiet., xvii, 454 8'. 
3 Pad. llist., xvii, 856. 

• 

• 
• 13 Geo. III, c. 64. 

2 oorr~wr.dtr.«, iv, 2i6. 
~ 13 Goo. III, c. 63. 

• 
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of the territories to one supreme control in India, and provided 
in .a very inefficient manner for the supervision of the Company 
by.the.mini~tiW. 

To secure ~ontinuity in the direction rumual election of the 
whole body of twenty-four directors was terminated, six being 
elected each year, to hold office for four years, and then to be 
ineligible for re-election for at least one year. In practice few 
c)J.anges were made, and thus a directorate of thirty members 
of whom six were temporarily out of office was constituted. 
V'oting power was restricted to holders for at least a year of 
£1,000 stock and measures were laid down to frustrate collusive 
tra11.'fers in order to multiply votes. The result was to deprive 
1,246 of the smaller-holders, but the measure failed to improve 
the quality of the Court "f Proprietors or to prevent power 
being readily purchased by servants of the Company returning 
with the spoils of the East, especially as holders of £.q,ooo stock 
were now given two votes, of £6,000 three, and of £10,000 or 
over four votes. 

For the government of the presidency of Fort William a 
governor-general and four councillors were appointed by name, 
Hastinlls as governor-general, General Clavering, Colonel 
l'llonson, Barwell, and Francis. They were given office for five 
years, 1 and could be removed earlier only by the King on the 
recommendation of the Court of Directors; a casual vacancy 
in the office . of goverl\or-general was to be filled by the 
senior member of council, while the Company was . to fill 
any casual vacancy in the.members of council with the assent 
of the Crown, and after five years to have .the full patronage. -'/ 
In this body was vested the whole civil and.military government 
of the presidency, and"the management and government of all 
the territorial acquisitions and revenues in the kingdoms of 
Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa, in like manner as they were or 
might have been exercised by the president and council or 
select committee hitherto. The Act thus evaded,in. the 

~haracteristic British manner the danger of definition by 
reference to a fait accampli. 

The other ~residencies were subjected to Bengal in so far as 
1 Hence appa.rentl;r the five years' normal &mure of the governor's office in India~ 

nnd of many minor posts. 
• • 
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no government of such a presidency might give orders for 
commencing hostilities or declaring war against any Indian 
power or for concluding any treaty of peace <!r pther treaty 
with such a power without the previous consent of.the governor
general in council, but two vital exceptions were allowed, those 
of imminent necessity which would render postponement 
dangerous, and the receipt of special orders direct from the 
Company. A president and council offending could be 
suspended by the governor-general and council. Moreover, the 
governors were to transmit regularly to the governor-gener~l 
intelligence of all transactions relating to the government, 
revenues, or interests of the Company. • 

On the other hand, the governor-general and council were 
to obey the orders of the Court elf Directors and to keep it 
fully informed of all matters affecting the interests of the • 
Company. In its turn it was to send the Treasury, within 
fourteen days after receipt, copies of ad vices received regarding 
the revenues, and to a secretary of state advices as to civil 
and military affairs. 

These provisions were supplemented by remarkable clauses 
regulating the judicial arrangements of the presidency. The 
committee of secrecy in its report of May 6th 1773 had stressed 
the unsatisfactory character of the existing system under the 
charter of 1753, since the trial of claims against the Company 
in the Mayor's Court and of charges against its servants in the 
Court of Oyer and Terminer and Gaol Delivery was vitiated by 
the fact that the judges held office subject to removal by the 
governor and council, from whose action there lay only the 
dilatory remedy of &ppeal to the King in Council. Moreover, 
the judges were supposed to act by Enlflish law, of which they 
were largely ignorant, with the result that they referred for 
the advice of the Company's counsel before decision-for 
instance, regarding their ecclesiastical jurisdiction and power 
of dealing with crimes committed by Europeans not under the 
Company's flag. In this regard it was pointed out that the 
charter conferred authority only over the town or district of 
Calcutta and its subordinate factories, and thit there were 
many of His Majesty's subjects resident in BenGal who did not 
fall under the jurisdiction of English law. 

• • 
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To meet these difficulties the Regulating Act provided for 
the erection. of-a .judiciary emanating directly from the Crown, 
and theref~re. able to punish the servants of the Company 
without feaJO of consequences and to adjudicate on claims 
against it. The charter of March 26th 177 4 gave effect with 
minor additions to the express provisions of the Act, super
seding for Calcutta the provisions of the charter of 1753. The 
Court was constituted of a chief justice and three puisne judges 
'!{'Pointed by the King from barristers of five years' standing, 
to hold office at pleasure, and their authority was assimilated 
to that of judge~ oL King's Bench in .. England. They were 
emgowered to appoint necessary subordinate officers, but the 
governor-general and council must approve their salaries. 
With like assent they could regulate court fees. The admission 
of attorneys and advocates lay in their hands, and they nomi
nated three persons for the office of sheriff when selection was 
made by the governor-general and council. 

The jurisdiction of the court was of the widest possible 
character, including the functions of a Court ofEquity according 
to the rules of the English High Court of Chancery, so that the 
same tourt combined both the common law and the .equity 
jurisdiction. It was also a Court of Oyer and Terminer and 
Gaol Delivery for Calcutta, the factory of Fort William, and 
the factories subordinate thereto as if in England, justice 
being administered through grand and petty juries summoned 
by the sheriff. As a superior court it was empowered to 
superintend the Court of Requests and the Court of Quarter 
Sessions and the magistrates thereof-the governor-general, 
members of council, and judges being made justices with power 
to hold Sessions by tll.e Act-and to issue to such courts and 
officers writs of mandamus, certiorari, procedendo, or error. 
Further, it was given ecclesiastical jurisdiction over British 
subjects in Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa, so far as circumstances 
required, to be exercised as in the diocese of London, and in 
special it might grant probates and letters of administration, 
to which was added power to deal with the estates of insane 
persons. It ¥'as also made a Court of Admiralty for Bengal, 
Bihar, and Orissa and the adjacent dependent territories and 
islands, and au,horized with a jury of British subjects resident 

• • 
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in Calcutta to punish treasons, murders, piracies, etc., committed 
on the high seas within its jurisdiction. 

In civil matters appeal lay to the King in Couni'il as in the 
colonies; it must be brought within six months a.Qd the matter 
must be over one thousand pagodas in value. In criminal 
causes its consent was required for any appeal. 

The jurisdiction of the court, however, was limited in 
respect of those to whom it was to apply. It had authorizy 
over all British subjects resident in Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa, 
and could hear and detennine all complaints against any ~f 
His Majesty's subjects for crimes, misdemeanours, or oppres
sions, and also to entertain, hear, and determine any 'iuits 
whatsoever against any of His Majesty's •ubjects in Bengal, 
Bihar, and Orissa, and any suit, aetion, or complaint against 
any person employed by or in the service of the Company or 
of any of His Majesty's subjects. Clearly many of the inhabi
tants of the areas mentioned would not fall within its jurisdic
tion, and a special clause modified this exclusion. The court 
could hear any suit or action by any of His Majesty's subjects 
against any inhabitants of India within the territories named 
on any contract in writing, where the cause of action e""eeded 
five hundred rupees and the inhabitants had agreed in the 
contract that in case of dispute the matter should be deter
mined in the Supreme Court; in such cases the action might be 
brought in the first instance in that court, or on appeal from 
a provincial court. It seems clearly to follow from this enumera
tion that normally suits by British subjects against Indians 
could be brought only by consent of the defendant, that suits 
by inhabitants agail}st inhabitants were not expected to be 
brought, but presumably could be heard by consent, but that 
suits Jay always against British subjects and persons employed 
by the Company or any of His Majesty's subjects. 

From the jurisdiction of the court were excluded offences 
short of treason or felony of the governor-general, council, and 
judges, and their arrest in civil proceedings was forbidden. 

Offences of which the court had cognizance were to be tried 
by a jury of British subjects resident in Calcutta. 

The court superseded the.Mayor's Court and that of Oyer 
and Terminer under the charter of 1753, bu't not those of 

• • 
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Requests and Quarter Sessions, which were to be held as 
before, the judges being added as justices to the governor
general and fOlotncil. 

Legislative .power was granted as in the charter of 1753. 
The governor-general and council could make rules, ordinances, 
and regulations for the good order and civil government of 
Fort William and the subordinate factories; such enactments 
were to be just and reasonable and not repugnant to the laws 
of the reahn, and reasonable fines and forfeitures' could be 
i~poscd for their breach. But they were not to have effect 
until registered in the Supreme Court with its approval;' 
copi._. must be sent home, to be exhibited at the India House 
and to be commliDicated to a secretary of state, and they 
might spontaneously or an representations being made be 
cancelled by the King in Council. This procedure substituted 
the court as the immediate check on hasty legislation, but 
avoided the long delay of obtaining home approval as required 
by the charter of 17 53. 

A series of clauses was aimed at the flagrant errors of the 
past. The governor-general arid council and the judges were 
not to "receive preSents or engage in trade save that of the 
Company. No officer, civil or military, might accept a present 
from any native prince or power on pain of forfeiting double 
the amount and being removed from India. No officers en
gaged in revenue collection were to engage in trade or any of 
the state monopolies. No subject of His Majesty was to lend 
money at more than 12 per cent interest. Servants of the 
Company punished for breach of trust nright be removed to 
England. A dismissed servant could be re.otored to office only 
with the assent of three'fourths of the directors and proprietors. 
Further, the Court of King's Bench in England was given 
power to punish any offence against the Act or any crinie, 
misdemeanour, or offence against any of His Majesty's subjects 
or of the inhabitants of India. 

At the same time. to recompense the officers for losses under 
1 The power to provide whipping was only given by 39 & 40 Geo. III, c. 70, 

sa. 18, 19, to two justices. 
2 A po.rallel ma~bo soen in the one-time requirement that corporations should 

enter by-la.ws on record with justices of tho f*1CO and have them examined by the 
chancellor or judges (15 Hen. VI, c. 6; 19 Hen. VTI, c. 7); Perry, J., in Ramchund 
Ur11amul v. Glaas jl844), Or~ Cas. 360. • 
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a mm:e regulm: regime, salaJ:ies were granted on a generous 
scale, £25,000 for the governor-general, £10,000 for members 
of council, and £8,000 for the chief justice. • • 

• 
3. WARREN HASTINGS AS GOVERNOR-GENERAL

EXTERNJ\L AFFAffiS 

Warren Hastings was unfortunate from the first in pis 
colleagues on the council and in the rule that he had no power 
to override them, though in case of equality he was give; a 
casting vote. The plan adopted was in accord with the existing 
practice in the presidencies. This differed from the usa,ge in 
the colonies, where the governor was advi<led by a council but 
not effectively controlled by it, having in emergency the right 
to displace members, and being normally responsible for 
recommending their appointment.' The system might have 
operated more successfully had the other councillors been men 
akin in spirit; it could hardly have been desirable in any case. 
As it was, Clavering, Monson, and Francis came to India under 
the influence of the general belief in the discreditable character 
of Indian officers of both races, and Francis at leAst was 
animated by dreams of winning the governor-generalship for 
himself. Hastings could rely on Barwell, who dropped interest 
in public affairs in. order to ttmass in fittt defiance of law and 
duty an enormous fortune. But, until Monson died on Septem
ber 25th 1776, the control of the council rested with his oppo
nents. Unquestionably they misused their power to harass 
needlessly the governor-general, and forfeited any claim to 
moral sympathy i~ their treatment of Nandakumar, whom 
they encouraged to prefer charges agaill!;t Hastings. The latter 
apparently could not refute the allegations of a man he hated 
deeply, and instead resorted to counter-attack, Nandakumar 
being accused of forgery, committed five years previously, by 
an Indian, Mohan Prasad. Nothing but racial prejudice can 
explain the efforts to minimize the part played by Hastings 
in this matter; twelve days after the corrunittal he prophesied 
(May 18th) his enemy's death, though the cas& against him 
was not tried until June a!id though, if the judges had done 

1 Keith, Canst. Hi8t. of Firat British Empire, pp. 191 ff. . . . 
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their duty, they would have refused to try the accused on the 
plain ground that he was not subject to the criminal jurisdiction 
of the court. But in fact the judges, seeing that even the twelve 
British juroro might not be convinced by the evidence for the 
prosecution, intimidated the witnesses for the defence by 
cross-examination in a hostile manner. Moreover, it is clear 
that the provision of the English statute of 1728 making 
f<>rgery a capital offence was not legally in force in India. 
AJ>art from the tentative terms of the charter of 1661, English 
Jaw was introduced by the charter of 1726. The subsequent 
charter of 1753 and the Act of 1778 could not possibly be 
regllol'ded, as they were by Impey, as substantive reintroductions 
of English Jaw up• to their date, and in any case to apply 
literally an English law wits a mere miscarriage of justice. No 
Indian after him was executed for the crime, and in 1802 the 
chief justice expressly admitted that it was not capital. 1 The 
sentence in any event should, as a matter of plain duty, have 
been respited by the court, but Hastings' private secretary 
intervened to prevent such action, and the councillors did 
nothing_ No more odious crime has ever been committed by 
a British court, whether or not on the instigation of a British 
governor-general. For Hastings it had the invaluable result 
of showing natives that with him final power Jay, and a complete 
veil was drawn over charges which but shortly before the 
councill<>rs were pressing against him with such violence that 
he refused to continue meetings as governor-general and denied 
that they could act without him. 

Monson's death gave Hastings control by his casting vote, 
but in June 1777 his position was challenged by C!avering, 
whose incompetence was only equalled by his greed for power, 
on the score that Hastings' agent had tendered his resignation, 
which the directors had accepted. Hastings had withdrawn 
the authority given, and the issue was decided by the Supreme 
Court in favour of Hastings, who thus owed a fresh debt to 
lmpey. On August 80th C!avering's death gave control 
definitely to Hastings, for the new-comer Wheler was gradually 
won over, a~d Sir Eyre Coote, when he succeeded Clavering 

• 1 Mor1ey, Digest,.Intr., pp. xi, xxiii; Thompson and Garratt, Britiah Rule in 
India, pp. 137-~. • 
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as commander-in-chief, was on the whole apt to follow Hastings. 
Wheler naturally preferred cash to credit, and acquiesced in 
Hastings' disgraceful treatment of Chait S>in11h and the 
begams of Oudh. Francis disappeared in November 1780, as 
the result of a duel which Hastings most disgracefully had 
fastened upon him, and for which later he took ample revenge. 
Barwell had gone home in 1779; in September 1781 and Novem
ber 1782 Macpherson and Stables were sent to the council
Both had difficulty with Hastings, but their opposition Wt' 
often justified and they restrained him from several errors. It 
is clear that he was a most difficult colleague, completely self
satisfied, and extremely jealous lest any credit for anytil.ing 
done should fall to others. 

The disunion of council was unftlrtunate, for the problems 
to be faced, external and internal, were of the utmost gravity, 
especially as the governor-general and council were now given 
a general controlling power over the other presidencies, and in 
Madras especially there had taken place events which showed 
the absolute necessity for such control. 

The successive governments at Madras were well content to 
remain on terms of intimacy with the nawab of the Carnatic, 
whose position France recognized in the treaty of Paris 1768. 
Clive in his dealings with the Emperor in 1765 was not unmind
ful of the nawab, and secured a firman exempting him from 
dependence on the Deccan, and another granting the northern 
sarkars to the Company at the expense of the Nizam to whose 
charge they had lapsed after the expulsion of the French, to 
whom they had earlier been granted. The grant to the Com
pany was resented by the Nizam, and accord was only reached 
with him in 1766, when Caillaud conclu"ded a treaty with him 
whereby in return for the tenure of the sarkars, the English 
undertook to provide a force to aid the Nizam when required, 
paying nine lakhs in any year when it was not called on, while 
the Nizam undertook to aid the Company. This was in effect 
an alliance against Hyder Ali, who had usurped power in 
Mysore, and with whom Bombay had meditated an alliance. 
War with Hyder followed; in 1767 the Nizam t¥iled to keep 
faith, but next year changed obis mind, and renewed the treaty 
of 1766 with a reduction of the British force "promised. The • • 
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successes of Hyder, however, compelled the council to make 
peace and to accept a defensive alliance. As noted above, the 
situation was ~omplicated by the appearance of Commodore 
Lindsay witl1. a squadron sent at the Company's request 
against a possible French attack, and a commission from the 
King to treat with the princes of India. 1 He endeavoured 
without success, as did his successor, to embroil the council 
wi_th Hyder by aiding the Marathas in their war of 1770-1 
with that prince. But Lindsay, aided by the financial influences 
be'aded by Paul Benfield, lent his aid to the nawab's demand 
for the conquest of Tanjore, which was finally carried out in 
17780 When the Company disapproved and Lord Pigot was 
sent out as governar to reverse the policy, he found himself 
faced by the opposition of 1lhe council, backed by Benfield, and 
when he attempted to suspend the chief councillors, a revolt 
took place; he was arrested (August 1776) and detained until 
his death next year in military custody. The guilty councillors 
were indeed recalled and tried by King's Bench, but escaped 
with the paltry fine of £1,000, while Benfield, sent back to 
England, bribed permission to return in 1781. 

The power which thus dominated Madras was as usual that 
of the purse. Instead of striving to reform the administration of 
the nawab, the councillors under Benfteld's influence joined in 
a system of loans from which the nawab paid off periodically 
some of his debts to the Company and bribed wholesale the 
council. In this way the nawab retained full power of misrule, 
bribing directors and members of Parliament, so that neither 
the Company nor the government stepped in to end the dis
graceful system, which is complete proof of ,the utter corruption 
of English political life~ 

Rumbold, sent in 1779 as governor, added to the misfortunes 
of the presidency by tactless relations with the Nizam, from 
whom the Company held the sarkars at nine lakhs, but, as 
Guntoor was in the hands for life of the Nizan1's brother, paid 
seven only. He irritated the Nizam by obtaining the transfer 
of Guntoor direct from his brother, and by adding to this 
injury the injult of asking him to drop any claim for the 

1 The government had the excuse that t~ Company hnd a-llowed in 1768 the 
French to mount gtms at Chandernagore in dt)fia.nce of the treaty of Pn.ria; O.H.I .• 
v. 277 ff. • 
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tribute. Hastings now intervened, as he was clearly entitled 
to do, repudiated the suggestion, and appointed as his resident 
with the Nizam Holland, the Madras agent whom .. Madras dis· 
missed for his obedience to Bengal.' Hastings, despite pro· 
tests, forced the return to the Nizam of Guntoor, but not until 
Hyder had begun war in the middle of 1780, finding that the 
Company would not renew the alliance of 1769, and in defiance 
of his protests had seized Mahe on the outbreak of war with 
France, whose alliance he now sought. Rumbold had gone 
home before the storm broke, and Whitehill, his successor, a~d 
the commander-in-chief Munro, hopelessly mismanaged matters. 
Hastings had to send Coote with six hundred European t~oops 
and fifteen lakhs, and with justice disi"issed Whitehill for 
disobedience regarding the return t>f Gw1toor. 

So far Hastings had had to deal with men inferior to himself, 
but· at the close of 1780 Lord Macartney was appointed 
governor, and, though he came to India with the intention of 
working with Hastings, he was forced to assert his own views. 
He could not obey the desire of Hastings to make an alliance 
with the Dutch, because Holland was at war and he had orders 
from the Company to seize the Dutch forts. He demulTed on 
his own judgment to the orders of Hastings to cede the sarkars 
to the Nizam. Further, Coote's independent position in waging 
war was jnstly resented by Macartney and his select committee 
which controlled political relations, for Coote did not discuss 
his plans and made extravagant demands for transport and 
supplies. Macartney took the wise step of requiring the nawab 
to transfer to the Company his revenues for five years, a fifth 
to be paid to the oowab, and so managed the revenues as to 
relieve the peasants and secure large ~ms for the Company. 
But Hastings, apparently to buy Benfield's interest in London, 
ordered the cancellation of the arraugement, and in 1783 sought 
to empower Coote, whom he dispatched to Madras once more, 
to suspend Macartney, a criminal folly from which his council
lors held him back, most fortunately, for Madras was deter
mined to f1ght the governor-general's project. This was 
followed up by the conclnsion by Macartney of.a treaty with 
Hyder on the only possible basis of mutual surrender of 

1 A. P. Dasgupta, The Central Authority in Briti8h I:a_ia, pp. 81 ff. • • • 
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conquests and restoration of prisoners. Hastings vehemently 
condemned it and once more vainly desired to suspend its 
author, thou2'h common sense showed that his action was 
inevitable.' !Jnhappily in 1785 the Company, more susceptible 
to bribes than Macartney, ordered the cancellation of the 
assignment, whereupon Macartney very properly resigned 
rather than carry out so foolish a policy. 

A further constitutional issue was raised by Macartney. 
§tuart, Coote's successor as commander-in-chief of the Com
J'any's forces and the King's forces, apparently meditated a 
repetition of the coup d'etat against Pigot, so that Macartney 
arrested him and sent him home, appointing a Company's 
offi&r with the rjjnk of lieutenant-general to command the 
Company's and the royal.forces. His right to take the latter 
step was denied by Sir John Burgoyne, the senior officer, wh0 
was than arrested by Macartney. 1 In this action he was 
probably without legal justification, but the issue was adjusted 
by the decision that in future royal offtcers holding commands 
under the East India Company should receive letters of service 
authorizing them to exercise their rank only so long as they 
continued in that service, so that dismissal terminated their 
authority in India. 

In the case of Bombay, Hastings had the opportunity of 
showing his great superiority in capacity of conception and 
execution to the other servants of the Company. Bombay had 
long cast eager eyes on Salsette and Bassein, and advantage 
was taken of the disputes as to the Peshwaship to seize by 
force Salsette at the end of 177 4, and to enter into an alliance 
with Raghunath Rao, uncle of the infant Peshwa. The Bengal 

• Council, overruling Hastings, justly censured the action of 
Bombay as both wrong and contrary to the restrictions of the 
Regulating Act, and sent Upton to negotiate a new accord, 
which was signed at Purandhar on March 1st 1776. In the 
meantime the Company had condoned the alliance with 
Raghunath, but later properly held that the terms of Purandhar 
should be kept if the Marathas did their share, which was not 
the case. A period of confusion followed, resulting in the 

• 
1 The central government admitted its iDe,bility to intervene; Dasgu,Pta., op. cit., 

pp. 250 ff. • 
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unwise and improper decision of the Bombay Council to make 
war on the Maratha Empire, with the resnlt of disaster and the 
conclusion by the commander of the beaten fo~ce of the con
vention of Wadgaon in 1779, which both the, governor of 
Bombay and the governor-general legitimately repudiated. 
Ultimately matters were rectified by Hastings' energy, which 
procured the funds necessary and found effective leaders. 
Goddard's successful march across India revealed the strength 
of the central authority at the expense of the presidency, and 
he captured Bassein in 1780, while Popham struck a mo~ 
effective blow by seizing Gwalior, and inducing Mahadaji 
Sindhia, greatest of the Maratha leaders who were now breaking 
away from the Peshwa's control, to act J!.S intermediary in 
securing peace. This was signed at.Salbai on May 17th 1782. 
The treaty is the chief contribution of Hastings to British 
power in India. It placed relations with the Marathas on a 
basis which lasted for twenty years, and left the Company 
visibly the controlling power in Indian politics. All conquests 
since 1776 were to be restored, the Gaekwad, whose close 
connexion with the Company was now consolidated, received 
back his dominions; Hyder Ali was to be required to c-eturn 
all conquests from the Company and the Carnatic, and the 
Peshwa and the Company undertook that their several allies 
shonld remain at peace with one another. ~o doubt the pro
vision as to Hyder was rendered of minor importance owing to 
Tipu's later successes, but it seems clear that before his death 
on December 7th 1782 II yder had recognized that the Company 
was to be predominant in India. Certain it is that after 
Hyder's death the P~shwa's great minister, Nana Phadnavis, 
felt bound to ratify the treaty which he <l.isliked. Sindhia from 
this time definitely embarked on that policy of personal 
aggrandizement in disregard of his duty to the Peshwa, which 
made him until his death in 1794 the dominant factor in 
northern India. 

Unhappily the wisdom shown in these proceedings by 
Hastings was sadly lacking in his other transactions with the 
country powers. The constitutional interest of these transac
tions, which arc condemned ~wen by some of his" admirers, is 
that Hastings enunciated in the most absolute terms the 
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worthlessness of treaties of any kind as a protection to those 
who were in relations with the Company. His demands on 
Chait Singh o.f Ben ares, 1 which ultimately led to the ruin of 
that chief "nd the grave desolation of his former territory 
under the n~ismanagement of the Company's resident who 
drew £40,000 a year in addition to his salary, were flatly con
trary to the agreement of 1775, and rested merely on the right 
which he asserted as inherent in every government to impose 
StiCh assessment as it judged expedient for the common service, 
w which the sufficient answer is that the tribute fixed in 177 5 
was a definite regulation of that right. In the same manner 
the demand made on the begams of Oudh, and enforced by the 
cru~l imprisonment of their ministers despite the very real 
objections of the nawab, \¥as flatly contrary to a most definite 
agreement in 1775. 2 Hastings' excuse was that money was 
needed for the Maratha war, but he added personal disgrace to 
official wrongdoing by accepting from Chait Singh £20,000 and 
from the nawab of Oudh £100,000, in fiat contradiction to the 
Act of 1773. Like Clive, Hastings in money matters was below 
any decent standard of honesty. From a further deliberate 
and SQanleful breach of treaty with Faizulla Khan of Rampur, 
Hastings was only withheld by the stern condemnation of the 
Company.• 

Much might be excused Hastings had he used his power over 
Oudh, helplessly tied to the Company, whose alliance, as he 
admitted, had become so much feared that Berar shrank from 
it, to protect the people. That something should be done he 
admitted, and visited Lucknow in March 1784 for that purpose, 
but all that he accomplished was the aboJition of the residency 
at the expense of setting up an agency which interfered as 
much with the administration as. did the residency, but at an 
increased cost of £48,000 a year. The nawab's finances and 
government remained in a state of complete disorder and his 
people in an utterly miserable condition. 

More surprising still was the tendency of Hastings towards 
the latter period of his rule, when he had got rid of Francis, to 
reverse his policy towards the Emperor, and to contemplate 

1 Thompson and Garratt, Brilish Rule in India, pp. 159-62. Oudh ceded 
sovereignty in 177p. • 

2 Ibid., pp. 162-4. ll O.H.I., v, 303-5. 
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the restoration of his power. Francis had revived the idea, and 
in 1782 Hastings dispatched an agent to establish relations 
with the Emperor, though with clear instruction'i not to permit 
discussion of the tribute or Allahabad. In 1784 at Lucknow he 

• entered into relations with the Emperor's eldest son, who was 
seeking aid to re-establish his father at Delhi, and in fear of 
the rise of the Sikhs he seems to have been eager to assist in 
restoring the imperial authority. Happily his council declined 
to concur, and he had perforce to desist from an enterpriSe 
which the Company had denounced as early as 1768, and which 
would have united the princes of India against the Company. 
Instead, Mahadaji Sindhia became dominant at Delhi.' 

Hastings' misdeeds did not go unnotice~ in Eugland, "and 
on May 30th 1782 the Commons han censured his conduct as 
contrary to the policy and honour of the nation and demanded 
his recall, which had been frustrated by the Court of Pro
prietors who, under Hastings' control, forbade the directors 
to act. The demand of his agent in 1786 for charges led to the 
famous impeachment, for which Pitt and Dundas voted. 
Their motives may have been mixed, but obviouslv thP Ph•~~p . .. 

. • -----~·~" .. J u.o"-..1. 1.o1 vc: . 

.Hut the procedure was quite out of date when it concerned 
actions done in India, and only twenty-nine peers took enough 
interest in the proceedings to vote on April 28rd 1795; on the 
issues of Chait Singh and the begams six pronounced him guilty; 
others no doubt shared the general belief that so long a trial 
was adequate .pun.islunent. Indeed the position was most 
difficult, as it always must be, when a country is asked to 
punish one who has '\t cost of much wrongdoing added greatly 
to its power and dominion. • 

4. WARREN HASTINGS AS GOVERNOR-GENERAL
INTERNAL AFFAIRS 

In the internal affairs of Bengal Hastings and his council, for 
once normally in accord, were confronted by a struggle with the 
Supreme Court, due ahnost inevitably to the circumstances 
attending the creation of that body. But at fifst Hastings 

• 1 C.H.I., v, 306; tho apologia at p. 601 is who11y iMffectivo . 
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established close relations with Impey. The latter revealed on 
his proposed impeachment that Hastings in defiance of his 
oath1 had g~ven him a copy of Nandakumar's accusation 
against hiill,and the judges of conspiracy, and must therefore 
have been on intimate terms with him. In concert with him, 
Hastings proposed to meet the difficulties which soon revealed 
themselves in the working of the court by a further inroad on 
the theoretic position of the nawab. Contemptuous of forms, 
Hastings would have treated British sovereignty as paramount, 
lfnd have extended the carefully limited jurisdiction of the 
Supreme Court over the whole of Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa. 
Secondly, he would have united the judges of the court with 
the' members of t]le council in control of the Sadr Diwani 
Adalat, the final Court of Appeal at Calcutta, and he would 
have put on a definitely legal basis the authority of the pro
vincial councils. 2 But the majority of council, relying· on the 
policy of the directors and of Clive in favour of maintaining 
the dual form of government, rejected the proposal, and matters 
between the court and the government became severely 
strained. 

Th<> Act of 1773 unquestionably aimed at giving an impartial 
court control over the excesses of the Company's servants. 
But what were the limits of its power? English Jaw itself was 
and is uncertain as to the extent to which a court can interfere 
in the actions of the execui(b'e: government, and in 177 4 the 
matter was much more obscure, than it now is, and the Com
pany's servants might well fear grave interference with their 
methods of revenue collection. Again the legislation left 
wholly untouched the nature of the Jaw to be administered in 
the court. It followeci, therefore, that it must be English law 
as far as it could be adapted to Indian conditions. Further, the 
legislation gave the court authority over British subjects or 
subjects of His Majesty, and persons employed by the Company 
or by British subjects. That was in itself natural enough, but 
whom did it intend to include in the number of British subjects? 
We may fairly say that the ordinary native of the provinces 
was not a British snbject at this time. But the residents of 

• 
1 Stephen, Nuneomar ~nil Impey. ii, 116. 

• 2 Gleig, Warren HMtingB, ii, 14, 35, 60. 
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Calcutta presumably were British subjects, and a claim might 
be made out in the case of the residents of the twenty-four 
parganas and even of Burdwan, Chittagong, "!'d lllidnapur. 
But did Parliament intend to cover such persons? • Did it not 
rather refer merely to European British subjects?' Further, 
what was included in employment by the Company? Did it 
cover a great native landlord farming the revenues? The court 
held that it did, and that it covered also natives imprisoned by 
the collectors, to whom it granted writs of habeas corpus. 
Again, what was the relation of the court to the provinci:ti 
courts of the Company already referred to? The council was 
certain that it was determined to keep the court out of any 
intervention in criminal justice, and Hastipgs seems to h'hve 
concurred for this purpose in recognizing once more the 
authority in form of the nawab. Muhammad Rcza Khan was 
in 1775 appointed deputy with superintendence of the criminal 
courts, and the Sadr Nizamat Adalat was moved to Murshida
bad from Calcutta, where it was in too close proximity to the 
Supreme Court. 

Conflict between court and council came to a head in three 
cases. In that of the Raja of Kasijura_the court claimeli that 
a zamindar must be held subject to their jurisdiction in a case 
of a claim for a private debt against him. The council ruled 
that zamindars were not subject to the jurisdiction of the 
court, and by use of a force of sepoys took captive the sheriff's 
officers sent to arrest the recalcitrant zamindar. This negatived 
the claim of the court that at least any person alleging that he 
was not subject to its jurisdiction must plead accordingly. 
The point was a most difficult one, but, though the Company • did not disapprove of Hastings' actior>, it was undoubtedly 
high-handed and dangerous. 

Another series of disputes touched the right of the court to 
punish English or native officers of the Company for acts of 
oppression committed in the collection of the revenue. Bitterly 
as this was resented the right of the Court was clear, and 
lmpey had some justification in declaring that the function 

1 Ameer Khan, In matter of (1870), 6 Bcng. L.R. 392, 443. The Calcutta. 
Supreme Court so held in Manickmm Ohattopadha v. Meer Obnjeer Ali Khan 
(1782), Morley, Digest, i, 374; but othi9I'Wisc In gor.xls of Bu.x Alley Gawnf':'IJ (1782), 
ibid., i, 383. Sec i, 89 and reff. • 
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of-the court should be to protect the peasants against the 
exactions of English magistrates acting through native 
subordinates .• 

Even m&~ important was~Ja;tp.a ~~~.)n which the 
Supreme Court awarded heavy damages against her nephew 
and the officials of the Patna Council to Nadera Begam. Juris· 
diction was exercised in this private suit on the inadequate 
ground that the nephew was a farmer of the revenue, but the 
essential point is that the court thus claimed power to penalize 
tlo!e judicial actions of officers of the Company, and that 
examination of the facts shows that the judicial work of the 
council, left to Hindu and Muhammadan legal experts, was 
dis~editably done.. On the other hand, it is very dubious if 
the new court were really. able to benefit the natives to any 
extent, and it is certain that governor and council and 648 
British subjects resident in Bengal petitioned the Home 
Government for relief. As an immediate remedy Hastings, 
without the approval of the Company, which clearly was 
requisite, obtained Impey's acceptance of the presidency of the 
Sadr Diwani Adalat, in the belief that in that office he could 
contrQ[ wisely the provincial councils and thus avoid conflict 
with the Supreme Court. 

The appointment of Impey followed on earlier steps to 
reform the provincial councils. On April 11th 1780 their 
revenue business was separated from judicial business con· 
sisting of suits between private persons, which were assigned to 
Diwani Adalats presided over by a covenanted servant of the 
Company, appeal in important causes lying through the chief 
of the provincial council to the Sadr Diwapi Adalat, over which 
the governor-general "'nd council were to preside. In fact, 
since the Regulating Act that court had not in practice sat, 1 

and on its resumption under regulations of April 11th 1780 it 
seems to have determined cases on the recommendation of the 
keeper of the treasury records. This was plainly unsatisfactory, 
and Impey's appointment certainly gave the court a better 
head, while he was authorized to superintend generally the new 
inferior courts. He did this part of his work efficiently, pre· 
pared a cod~ of procedure, and.had the courts increased to 

•l Stephen, Nuncomat and Impey, ii, 189. 
• • 
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eighteen, 1 of which only four were presided over by collectors 
as judges. But it was a fatal flaw in the project that Impey 
thus was granted at the Company's pleasure a lpge salary, so 
that the House of Commons in May 1782 proper!~ demanded 
his recall to answer the charge of compromising t"hus the inde
pendence of the Supreme Court, by taking a salary from those 
whom the court was to maintain in due subordination. But 
impeachment was delayed until'1787, when on the first chaq~e 
pressed, that regarding Nandakumar, Impey, a trained lawyer, 
succeeded in persuading the Commons to refuse to act. In fact, 
it was inconceivable that legal evidence could have been found 
to condenm him in that case. He has of course found advo
cates to whitewash him, 2 but it is sufficient to cite the ap1>eal 
of Cornwallis that he should not be allowed to return; 'all 
parties and descriptions of men agree about him'. 

In the meantime Parliament, in deference to the appeal of 
Hastings and the petition from Bengal, had inquired by a 
committee into the administration of justice, and an Act of 
1781~ effected important changes in the system of 1773. The 
preamble showed clearly who had won the contest; it asserted 
the necessity of supporting the government, the importance of 
the regulax collection of the revenue, and the maintenance 
of the people in their ancient laws. It was enacted that the 
governor-general and council, jointly and severally, were not 
to be subject to the jurisdiction of the court for anything done 
in their public capacity, and their order could be pleaded in 
justification of his action by any subordinate; this rule was not 
to apply to matters affecting British subjects; presumably 
Europeans were meant. But they were still liable in England, 
and facilities were given for securing c!li'tified copies of docu
ments which were to be available in England. This rule 
differentiates Indian from colonial government; but at the 
time when it was enacted the view still prevailed that a 
governor was not subject to legal process in his own colony 
for official acts. 

A further vital change was the rule that the Supreme Court 
was not to have or to exercise any jurisdiction in any matter 
concerning the revenue or an:); act done in the coll.!ction thereof 

1 J ud. Reg. m of 1781. 
• 

2 O.H.I., v. 247. 3 !n Geo. ill, c. 70 . 
• 
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according to the custom of the country or the regulations of 
the governor-general and council. Moreover, the extent of its 
general jurisdi~tion was precisely defined. It was declared that 
no one beca~!' liable to jurisdiction because of being connected 
as landowner or farmer of land revenue with the collection of 
rent, and that persons servants of the Company or of European 
British subjects should not be subject to such jurisdiction in 
matters of inheritance or succession to lands or goods or in 
contract, but only in actions for wrongs or trespasses and in civil 
stfits by agreement to submit. Moreover, due registers of the 
natives employed were to be kept and none not so registered 
could be employed. Over all inhabitants of Calcutta the court 
had jurisdiction, but in cases affecting Hindus and Muhamma
dans the law and customs "f the defendant were to be applied 
in matters of inheritance and contract. Moreover, the rights 
of fathers and masters of families by Hindu or Muhammadan 
law were to be respected, and acts done by the rule of caste 
must not be deemed criminal.' The court was authorized to 
frame, for approval by the King, suitable forms of process to 
be used in native causes. In the respect thus shown for 
native. law Parliament followed the rules of 1772 already 
mentioned. 

The Act also recognized the validity of the actions of the 
provincial councils by forbidding actions in the Supreme Court 
against judicial officers of the country courts or persons execut
ing their decrees. Those imprisoned in the Patna case were to 
be released on security being given by the governor-general 
and council for payment of the damages awarded, as was in 
fact done, though appeal to the King in <:;puncil was expressly 
permitted by the Act. • Moreover, the appellate jurisdiction of 
the governor-general and council as the Sadr Adalat was 
recognized, and its continuance authori7"'d, with appeal in civil 
suits to the IGng in Council where the value was £5,000 and 
upwards. It was also authorized to deal with all offences com
mitted in the collection of revenue, and severities beyond 

·what was customary or necessary, but punishment must not 
extend to death, maiming, or perpetual imprisonment. It 

• 
1 This provision was repealed only in tho ~overnment of India Act 1935, e. 301~ 

together with the lil!o rules (37 Geo. III, c. 142. a. 12) for Madra.e and Bomba.y. 
• • 
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will be noted that no jury was allowed in such cases, a logical 
corollary of taking from the Supreme Court its revenue 
jurisdiction. • 

The action of Parliament definitely did away ~ith the idea 
of Hastings of making the provincial courts subo';,dinate to the 
Supreme Court and bringing the judicial system into a state of 
unity. Henceforth the two systems remained side by side until 
a final fusion was achieved after the transfer of authority to 
the Crown. By direction of the Company in 1782 the governor
general and council resumed their duty of acting as the Satir 
Di wani Adalat. 

Apart from Parliament Hastings found it necessary to make 
innovations in the criminal system. The dtvelopmcnt of &ime 
necessitated more effective prosecution, so that in 1781 the 
judges of the Diwani Adalats were required to act as magis
trates, or in approved cases zamindars, with power to commit 
for trial to the nearest Faujdari court. The decision is im
portant as it foreshadows the transfer of jurisdiction to 
European hands. 

The question of legislation was also dealt with in the Act of 
1781. The Regulating Act had given a limited power of legis
lation subject to the control of the Supreme Court. But it was 
clear that this power was not intended to cover legislation for 
the inhabitants generally of the provinces. The nawab, as 
effective authority in the provinces, had exercised the power 
of issuing regulations, and the Company as diwan could doubt
less claim a like right, while it controlled the criminal powers 
of the nawab. Accordingly, in 1772, Hastings, as we have seen, 
had issued regulatiovs regarding the administration of justice, 
and in 1780 further regulations were made, which were consoli
dated in a new code with Impey's aid in 1781. These regula
tions were not passed under the form provided in the Act of 
1773, but their validity was definitely recognized by the Act 
of 1781.1 It allowed the governor-general and council to make 
regulations for the provincial courts and councils; copies were 
to be sent to the directors and a Secretary of State. They 
might be disallowed or amended by the King in Council, but 
were to remain in force unlets so dealt with wit~in two years . 

1 21 Gco. ill, c. 70, s. 23 . • 
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It must be admitted that the terms of this enactment are 
modest, but natv:rally the governor·general and council pre
ferred to rely o,n their power thus recognized rather than use 
the machinefy of the Supreme Conrt, though for some time it 
was justly doubted if the Supreme Conrt could be regarded as 
bound by such regulations.' 

On the vital revenue question Hastings and his colleagues in 
their capacity as the Board or Committee of Revenue set up in 
17t2 wrangled incessantly, Hastings and Barwell holding that 
th• land was the property of the sovereign, Francis that it •.4 
the property of the zamindars, and none showing proper regard 
to the rights of the ryot. Once in full power, Hastings insisted 
on a !lew plan (l'eb~ry 20th 1781) of administration based on 
centralization. The provincial councils disappeared in favour 
of a Committee of Revenue consisting of four officers of the 
Company and an Indian diwan, who was relieved of control by 
the rai raian and soon exercised a dangerous power. Collectors 
were replaced in the districts, but denied all power as to the 
settlement of revenue; their reports show the ryots miserably 
oppressed. Moreover, the kanungos were restored in 1781 to 
their misused authority. Gradually the errors made were put 
right. In 1782 an office was established to care for the zamin
daris of minors, females, and those incapable; in 1783 the 
collectors were urged to report on the state of the crops, and 
after Hastings' departure in 1786 the Committee of Revenue 
was reconstituted as a board under a member of council; the 
collectors were made responsible for making the settlements; 
a new division divided the province into thirty-five (in 1787 
twenty-three) districts, and the office of 1'hief saristadar was 
created to bring the laad records, hitherto the property of the 
kanungos, under government control. 

One point remains for consideration. How far did Hastings 
regenerate the civil and military services of the Company? 
The answer must be that, no doubt in order to retain control 
over the Company through favours done to proprietors, his 
disposal of patronage was recklessly generous, increasing 
the cost of the civil establishment from £251,533 in 1776 to 

• 
1 Am.eer Khan, In matter of (1870), 6 Be~. L.R. 392, 408; Morley, Digest., ii. 

370 if., 505 ff. • 
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£927,945 eight ye!ll's later. There were available, beside the 
offices of governor-general and councillors, one place of 
£25,000, one of £15,000, and five each of £10,QOO and £9,000, 
sums far in excess of any merits of the young meJt who formed 

0 

the service. It was left to Cornwallis to dispense with support 
purchased at so serious a price at the cost of the much ill-used 
ryot. 

• 

• 

0 

0 

0 

• 
0 

0 

0 0 



• • CHAPTER IV 

THE ESTABVISHMENT OF ORGANIZED ADMINISTRATION: 
PITT'S ACT Al\'D CORNWALLIS 

I. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF PARLIAMENTARY CONTROL 

TnE course of events in India necessitated and received close 
cqnsideration at the hands of the British Government and 
Parliament, policy being swayed this way and that according to •• 
the strength of Hastings' interest in the Company and its 
rela1oions to Lord North. The dangerous position of affairs in 
America proved a source of safety to Hastings, for in 17791 and 
1780' Acts were passed to' extend for a year in each case the 
privileges of the Company and to continue the governor
general and coundl in office, but the weakness of the Company's 
position was shown by the tentative motion of North in 1780 
to pay off the £4,200,000 due to the Company and to notify its 
dissolution. In 1781, as already noted, a select committee 
considered the administration of justice in India, a secret com
mittee • the war in the Carnatic. The former resulted in the 
Act of l7fU,_which readjusted the judicial arrangements in 
Bengal. It was based on the decision to maintain the authority 
of the Company, which by another Act• was accorded assurance 
of continuance until three years' notice after March 1st 1791, 
and placed under a slight measure of further control, being 
required to submit all outgoing dispatches on political, revenue, 
and military matters to a Secretary of State. Moreover, a new 
financial accord was .reached. The Co~pany was to pay 
£400,000 in quittance of all claims of the State up to March 1st 
1781, and might pay dividends up to 8 per cent, the State to 
receive three-quarters of any surplus profits. 

The secret committee's report resulted in a series of efforts, 
following on resolutions moved by Dundas, who had presided 
over it, in April1782. Bills of pains and penalties were prepared 
against Rumbold and Whitehill for misdemeanours as governors 

1 19 Geo. ill, c!l'61. 2 20 Geo. ill, cc. 56, 58. 
3 21 Geo. ill, c. 65. Further financial co-cessions were made by 22 Geo. ill, 

c. lil; 23 Oco. III, ccr 36, 83; 24 Geo. III, scss. 1, c. 3. 
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of Madras, but were dropped, through inability to keep a 
quorum, next year. On May 30th the Commons desired the 
directors to secure the recall of Hastings all,ji Hornby for 
action contrary to the honour and policy of the n'\tion, bringing 
great calamities in India and enormous expense on the Com· 
pany. But the directors were prevented by the proprietors 
from carrying out the wishes of the Commons, and, though the 
government could refuse to allow them to send a dispatch 
reporting the facts, it could not compel recall. Thus it was 
made clear that the Company's dirwtors could not control Pts 
servants, nor the State the Company, while events in India in 
the defiance of Calcutta by Madras proved that the main 
presidency could not control those subordlljate to it. It prtved 
naturally that to fly in the face of Parliament was a risky game, 
and the opportunity of the government came in 1783, when 
the Company had to apply for financial relief. Dundas in April 
proposed a Bill which purported to give the Crown full power 
to recall the principal servants of the Company, and authorized 
the governor-general to overrule his council and effectively to 
control the subordinate presidencies, while the zamindars who 
had suffered from the quinquennial settlement of Bastings 
were to be restored. He indicated Cornwallis as the saviour of 
the situation. Naturally, as Dundas was in opposition, it was 
impossible to proceed with his Bill, but on November 18th Fox 
introduced two measures. The former dealt specifically With 
details of administration and was obviously intended to render 
impossible in future most of the misdeeds of Hastings. The 
secon~.:>J:.I}~,a,.y.ig~fo¢.to..l"dow ... the whole. constitution. 
There was t;> be a-~oard of seven collllil!.ssiOJ!!;!o'.U!'med in the 
Aet;Irremovati'!e1or lour years except on an itddress from either 
House of Parliament, vacancies to be filled by the King. It 
would control the revenues and territories in India with power 
to appoint and remove all servants of the Company. It was 
to sit in London and Parliament was to have power to inspect 
the minutes of its proceedings. The commercial business of the 
Company, on the other hand, would have been carried on by 
nine (originally eight) assistant directors appointed for five • years by the largest sharehQlders, casual vacanmes to be filled 
by the Court of Directors. Burke's great s~ech on the Hill 
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denounced the many abuses of the Company's system, and the 
c!;iticis'!'s !lg~~t_,the.Bil.I.W~.!';' larw:ly in.~i!'c_e!«Y!d il)f&~ive. ~ 
'fhc oppositioQ denounced the power of patronage, but the 
corrunissioner~ could not have exercised it in a more dangerous 
manner than it was being in fact exercised, by Hastings' own 
admission when he spoke of 'a system charged with expensive 
establishments and precluded by the multitude of dependents 
and the curse of patronage from reformation. . . . A country 
oppressed by private rapacity and deprived of its vital re
sdbrces by the enormous quantities of current specie annually_, 
exported in the remittance of private fortunes' , 1 The-' 
weakest spot was the vague control of Parliament over the 
comffiissioners, but .doubtless that could have been adjusted. 
'fhe Bill was cal'J'ied by 208 to 108, but defeated in the Lords 
by George Ill, who declared as his enemy any peer who should 
vote for the Bill, and on December 18th the ministry was dis, 
missed. By a tactical etror Fox opposed the dissolution which 
might have condemned the action of the King, and £itt in due 
course with royal aid secured a majority, and in August 1 ';:84 
passed his Act. 2 It rather characteristically borrowed ideas 
from roo predecessor;-but it made a vital improvement from the 
point of view of tactics by leaving in being the patronage of 
the Company, and it purported not vitally to change its consti, 
tution instead of sweeping away the Courts of Directors and of 
Proprietors. But its essential plan was the same, the control 
by the British Govcrmnent of the conduct of public affairs by 
the Company. Fox had been willing to leave undecided the 
right to territorial possessions, and the new Act also avoided 
dealing effectively with this point. It el11Podied essentially a 
cornprorrllse. • 

The Act established a Board of Commissioners for the 
Affairs of India, usually known as the Board of Control. They 
were to be the Chancellor of the Exchequer, a Secretary of 
State, and four privy councillors holding office at the royal 
pleasure, and a~mointed btrthe Kinll'. Th1s essenbaJ d:lffer~il;)e 
from Fox's scTieme broug r'th'.f~oiitro(of the Company into 
the hands of the Commons. The quorum was three, the 
president to have a casting vote., They were to control all 

1 Oleig, Warren 1£Mting8, ii, 329. 
• 

2 24- Gco. III, sooa. 2, c. 25 . 
• 
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matters of civil or military government of the British territorial 
possession in the East Indies. Full access was given to the 
Company's records; its dispatches from India m'll't be submitted 
to it, and dispatches out could only be sent with ip consent and 
altered at its desire, while it might require its orders to be sent 
without the directors' concurrence. A committee of secrecy of 
not more than three members 1 was to be formed from the 
directors, and orders of the Board requiring secrecy were to be 
transmitted by the committee without informing the otfier 
directors. The Court of Proprietors was forbidden to alter a!ly 
decision of the directors approved by the Board, and thus lost 
its effective power, a proper punishment for defying the 
Commons in 1782. Against possible en$'roachment by the 
Board on its commercial business the directors were protected 
by the right to appeal to the King in Council. 

The constitution of the Indian governments was revised. 
The governor-general was to have three councillors, one of 
whom was to be the commander-in-chief, who, however, though 
having second place, was not to succeed in the ease of a vacancy 
pending a new appointment to the governor-generalship. The 
other two presidencies were placed under governors and three 
councillors, one to be the local commander-in-chief, but if the 
commander-in-chief of the Company were present, he took his 
place, though .the latter might sit. The governor-general or 
governor was given a casting vote. All these officers were to 
be appointed by the Court of Directors, but councillors only 
from the Company's covenanted servants in India. Any offict>r 
could be recalled b1 the directors or the King- Resignations 
of any of the high officials mentioned> must be in writing, a 
provision intended to obviate the confusion over Hastings' 
resignation in 1777. On a vacancy in the office of governot
general or governor, or if no person had been appointed to act 
by the directors, the senior councillor was to act. 

The power of the governor-general and council over the 
minor presidencies was to extend not only to transactions with 
the country powers or war or peace, but also to any other 
points referred to their coptrol by the Court • of Directors. 

1 Usually the chairman a.nd deputy, who were referred fit. as 'the Chairs'. 
• • 
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Moreover, the presidencies must obey the· governor-general 
unless they had received different orders from the directors, 
which were n~t known to the governor-general. In such a case 
the orders must be sent to the governor-general and council, 
who were t~en to issue such instructions as they deemed 
necessary. This new rule for the first time established a real 
subordination. 

In like manner subordination was enforced on the governor
general and council, it being asserted that 'to pursue schemes 
of conquest and extension of dominion in India are measures 
repugnant to the wish, the honour, and policy of this nation'. • 
They were forbidden 1 without the authority of the directors or 
the •secret committee to declare war, or commence hostilities 
or enter into any treaty for making war against any of the 
country princes or states or any treaty of guarantee, except 
where hostilities had actually been commenced or preparations 
actually made for the commencement of hostilities against the 
British nation in India or against some of the princes or states 
dependent thereon or whose territories were guaranteed by any 
treaty. The governors of the subordinate presidencies were 
simil"lly forbidden without the sanction of the governor
general and council or the directors to commence hostilities or 
make treaties except in sudden emergency or imminent danger, 
and any treaty thus made was to be subject if possible to 
ratification by the governor-general and council. Disobedience 
of the presidencies might be met by suspension. Moreover, the 
control of the central government was to be made effective by 
their obligation to send copies of papers of all kinds. 

In judicial matters an important prinfiple was laid down. 
Subjects of His l\lajes•y, whether servants of the Company or 
not, were made subject to the jurisdiction of Courts in India 
and Great Britain for crimes of any kind in the territories of 
the native states. 2 

Efforts were made to restrain the evil practices of the past. 
To demand and receive a present in the case of an officer of the 
Crown or the Company was declared to be extortion, disobedi
ence to the Court of Directors' order~ a misdemeanour, as also 

1 S. 34. Re.en~ctcd 33 Geo. Ill, c. 52, s. 42. 
2 S. 44. Re-enacted 33 Geo. III, c. 52, ~. 67. Soo 1\Iadra.s Reg. XI of 1809; 

Bombay Reg. III of 1809. 
7 • • 
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any bargain for giving up or receiving any office. The Company 
was not to release or compound any sentence on a servant nor 
restore to office one dismissed by a judicial sentence. Officers 
of the Company might be required on return to Jectare on oath 
their fortunes, and after five years' absence save on grounds of 
health could only be reappointed with the approval of a three
fourths majority of a Court of Proprietors. Proceedings in 
England in the King's Bench in case of extortion or other mis
demeanour might be by rule or information, and a special court 
of three judges, four peers, and six members of the Commoas 
was to be set up each session to try cases of information for 
extortion and other misdemeanours. This remarkable pro
vision, 1 which was amended in 1786, naturally never C!lme 
into use. • · 

Reductions and retrenchments in the establishments, civil 
and military, were to be made by the directors. In the civil 
service promotions under the rank of councillor, in the military 
under that of commander-in-chief, were to be made by seniority 
save in special cases where the directors were to be informed. 
Cadets were not to go out under age fifteen or over age 
twenty-two, or if they had served for a year in the arill¥ over 
twenty-five. 

Special powers were given to the governor-general and 
governors to authorize the arrest of persons suspected of carry
ing on illicit correspondence with persons in authority, whether 
in native states or European settlements, but this power seems 
to have been allowed to remain unused. 

The Act, so far as the powers of the government and Company 
were concerned, had_. very wisely, been matured in consulta
tion with the latter, and, though Fox .insisted that it under
mined the power of the directors, it is clear that they were left 
with a considerable possibility, which in practice was a reality, 
of control. The Board was not normally an originating, but a 
revising body, and enormous influence necessarily rested with 
those through whose hands the mass of business passed. More
over, the Board soon passed into oblivion as such; Pitt and 
Dundas at first attended meetings, later Dundas virtually acted 
alone, and in 1793 the office of President of the Boftrd was made 

1 Sa. 66-80; 26 Geo. Ill, c. 67. • 
• • 
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salaried, so that, although provision was made that the two 
junior members need not be privy councillors and might be 
paid, the maJJ.agement fell in practice to the president, the 
fiction of a b,pard surviving in the rule that an ex officio member 
signed also the President's decisions. The president was 
virtually a secretary of state for India, and Indian affairs 
became a matter for the Cabinet in the same manner as those 
colonial issues which were dealt with by a secretary of state. 
• Amendments of the Act were early found necessary .. Corn

"allis, appointed governor-general, would not accept the office 
unless he was given power in case of necessity to override his 
council, 1 a right attacked by Burke' as introducing arbitrary 
an! despotic gove~mnent, especially as it also permitted the 
combination of the offices <>f governor-general and co1nmander
in-chicf. Even so a further Act in 1791 8 was necessary to make 
beyond question his full power. At the same time the require
ment of the approval of the King for the person selected as 
governor-general was abolished, • but the King could recall any 
officer, as was done in Barlow's case, and the provision therefore 
was of small practical importance. A third Act 5 repealed the 
absurfl provision as to declaration of property and remodelled 
the court to try extortion. But its important provision dealt 
with the jurisdiction of the courts. The Supreme Court at 
Calcutta was given jurisdiction over all criminal offences com
mitted v.ithin the lin1its of the chartered trade, and the court 
of the governor and council and the Mayor's Court at Madras 
were given criminal and civil jurisdiction over all British 
subjects residing in the territories of the Company on the 
Coromandel coast or in any other part oi the Carnatic or the 
Northern Sarkars or lh the territories of the subadar of the 
Deccan, the nawab of Arcot, or the raja of Tanjore .. 

An issue of great constitutional difficulty was raised in 
1787-8. Prior to 1781 the Crown had paid for royal forces sent 
in the public interest to India, but in that year an Act• had 
provided that the Company should pay two lakhs a year for 
each regime~t of 1,000 men sent to India at the Company's 

1 26 Geo. Ul, c. lJ>. 
4 26 Geo. ill, c. 25. 

• 

2 Parl Hist., xiv, 1274. 
" 26 Geo. III, c. 57. 

• 
a 31 Geo. III, c. 40. 
6 21 Geo. Til, c. 66 . 
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request, wllile 'authority was also given to the Company to raise 
European troops and punish deserters. Discussions arose iil 
178~ regarding the strength of the force, and in 1787 the 
government decided to send out four regiments," offering to let 
the Company nonlinate seventy-five officers. The• cost annoyed 
the Company, which desired also to avoid issues of precedence, 
and it demurred. The government replied by an Act1 which 
gave the Board power to send out troops, but fixed the number 
which might be charged to the Company. Moreover, the 
Board was expressly forbidden to increase any salary e>r 
pension without the concurrence of the directors and notice to 
Parliament, and the directors were to lay annually before that 
body an account of its receipts and disbursements. • 

The A,ct evoked much constitu,tional "discussion. It was 
urged for the Company that its own forces were sufficient and 
cheaper, and that it was wrong that the Crown should have 
forces for which Parliament did not provide by annual votes. 
Pitt, for his part, insisted that armed forces should all be under 
the Crown, and that he would welcome any means of improving 
the control over armed forces which was so vaguely accorded 
by the Bill of Rights and the Mutiny Act. Lord Corv.wallis 
was indeed then considering the possibility of amalgamating 
the royal and the Company's forces, and the constitutional 
issue was again debated in 1878, when there was ahnost equal 
division of the highest legal authorities on the question whether 
the Crown could properly use her Indian forces as they were 
used for the protection of Malta in case of the outbreak of war 
with Russia. 2 

At the close of Cornwallis's regime the Charter Act fell to be 
renewed. Pitt was in full power, Duadas reputed expert in 
Indian affairs, war with France occupied every mind, Indian 
finances s'cemed less embarrassed, and the new Charter Act of 
17938 passed with minimal trouble. It was essentially a con
solidating measure, and its alteration struck at pomts of detail. 
The cost of the staff of the Board of Control and of the members 
if paid was placed on the Company. Its trade privileges subject 
to certain restrictions were contmued for twenty years. It was 

• 
1 28 Geo. III, c. 8; CJode, Militar.y F01'ces, i, 270. 
2 See Anscm, The Grown (ed. Keith), ii, 205 f. 3 33'1{;eo, III, (:, 02. 
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allowed to increase its dividend to 10 per centi> thereafter on 
various conditions a sum of £500,000 was to'• be"c'paid to the 
state, but these conditions never materialized. But the Crown 
might orMr the application of the whole of the revenue to 
purposes of defence if need he without regard to the investment 
of the Company. The Company must pay the actual expenses 
of the royal forces serving in India; hut matters up to the end 
of 1792 were adjusted by wiping out all debts. ' 
• In India the position of the commander-in-chief was varied 

loy making express appointment by the directors necessary for 
his being a member of council. The powers of the governor
general over subordinate presidencies were expressed in the 
widest term so as to apply to the civil and military government 
in general. His power to vverride his council was repeated and 
applied to the governors, hut the authority was declared not to 
apply to judicial matters or taxation or legislation proper.' 
When visiting a presidency the governor-general would super
sede the governor and might appoint a vice-president to 
act in his absence. Departure from India without permis
sion was to be tantamount to resignation in the case of the 
highcor officers. The King's approval was requisite for the 
appointment of governor-general, governors, and commander
in-chief. 

To remove doubts it was provided that the Admiralty juris· 
diction of the Supreme Court at Calcutta was to extend to the 
high seas. 2 Further the governor-general and council were 
authorized to appoint justices of the peace in any presidency, 3 

but they were not to sit unless invited in the Courts of Oyer 
and Terminer and Gaol Delivery. The sale of liquor was made 
subject to the grant <>fa licence, and po~er was given to levy 
a sanitary rate in the presidency towns. 

2. CORNWALLIS •AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS 

The Act of 1784, though it undoubtedly treats as subject to 
British sovereignty territories which were not in that position 
in 1773 evades, as did that of 1793, the question of the position 

1 33 Gco. III,•c. 52, s. 51. 2 S. 166. 
3 S. 151. '!'he power was trnnsferJ•cd to the governors in council of Madras and 

Bombay by 47 Ckltt. III, sess. 2, c. 6S, ss. 5, 6. 
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of the Crown in India. The treaty of Versailles (Article 13) in 
1783 is equally guarded. The French factories in Bengal were 
to be restored, and the King was to take measures to afford 
France a safe commerce there, and on the Coronfandel coast 
and Malabar. Troubles arose regarding French "rights which 
evoked vague declarations. Thus the committee of secrecy on 
July 19th 1786 was content to speak of the general controlling 
power of the Company as diwan. 1 Cornwallis on November 16th 
1786 expressed his dissatisfaction with the vague position 
adopted, and on February 6th 1787 Eden at Paris is found 
claiming the sovereignty of Great Britain in Bengal, Bihar, and 
Orissa, and relying on the terms of the treaties of Paris 
(Article 11) and Versailles in support of this thesis, a "tiew 
naturally denied by the French. Cornwalli; had no experience 
in Indian ways, and he did not share the respect for tradition 
which was marked even in Warren Hastings, who had experi
ence of the time when the Company ranked merely as a very 
minor factor in Indian life. 

The position of the Emperor, or as the English called him 
the King at Delhi, was now essentially a matter of ceremonial. 
The princes of India normally acknowledged in form his ~upre
macy. They asked his confirmation of their succession, and 
continuance of their formal titles, and for these they were 
willing to pay hard cash. They struck their coinage in his 
name, and on their official seals they described themselves as 
his humble servants, and in the mosques the prayers were still 
read in his name. But they never thought of obeying his 
orders for remitting regular tribute or troops. Their one wish 
was to carve out dmpinions for themselves, as had Azaf Jah, 
the last great wazir who had established.himself in Hyderabad 
(1724). Tipu went further; he declared hiinself padshah, thus 
asserting his independence of the Empire, but Muslims as a 
rule resented such action. Mahadaji Sindhia, on the other 
hand, apparently aimed at establishing a Hindu Empire. In 
1784 he secured control of the Emperor's person, and induced 
Shah Alam to give the Peshwa the title of Wakil-i-mutlak, 
vicegerent of the Empire, and to appoint Sindhia his deputy 
with command of the lllogul forces and charge of i!he provinces 

1 O.H.I .• v, 095 f . 
• • 
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of Agra and Delhi. Vicissitudes of fortune followed, and in 
1788 a Rohilla miscreant Ghu!am Kadir seized and blinded the 
Emperor, wh~ was rescued next year by Sindhia. In his 
extremity lltl' Emperor appealed to Cornwallis, but in vain. 
The latter replied in civil and respectful terms, dropping, how
ever, the 'jargon of allegiance and obedience' which he deemed 
absurd, and declining aid. He saw clearly that the Emperor 
could not be rescued permanently without being given an 
airny or money to pay one, and he held that it was not the duty 
of a statesman to attempt to restore a vanished Empire. 1 In 
the same spirit in 1790 he declined to accept the suggestion _ 
that the Company should obtain from the Emperor a sanad, 
or <!ced of grant, for Surat, whose nawab had died, partly 
because there was an heir .and partly because he was reluctant 
thus to admit imperial power. 2 Similarly the Company con
tented itself with recognizing Nasir-u!-mulk's succession in 
Bengal, without asking imperial approval, and the suggestion 
of Sindhia for the Emperor in 1792 that the payment of tribute 
should be made was met with so hot a reply that he hastened 
to assure the Company that its supremacy in its territories was 
unqu<~Stioned. Cornwallis recognized that he could not expect 
full acceptance by the princes of the royal family as an equal, 
but he demanded it from other states. The Company in his 
view now occupied the position of a major Indian state, under 
a nominal allegiance, which he disliked to admit, to the 
Emperor, attested by minor ceremonial which could not con
veniently be laid aside. 

As regards the princes Cornwallis was as faithful as he could 
be to the policy of Parliament, but nQt unmindful of the 
obligations of honour l1Ud humanity. In Oudh he deplored the 
administration, which was as bad under Sir .John Macpherson 
as under Hastings, and he demanded reduction of the excessive 
forces maintained by the nawab. He even offered to reduce 
the tribute from 7 4 to 50 lakhs if it were punctually paid, but 
insisted on maintaining two British brigades for security. In 
the Carnatic and the nawab's monstrous debts Parliament had 
interested itself by the Act of 1784, but the Board of Control 

1 CornwaUis C~rr., i, 295. 
2 Ibid., ii, 22. Sipce 1759 the Compn,ny hnd he1d the fort for the Emperor at 

the nawab's re1,uost. • • 
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made no proper effort to extirpate the evils of the position, and 
Cornwallis had to temporize. A treaty of 1787 assigned nine 
lakhs of pagodas to the state and twelve to th'< creditors and 
gave the Company full military power. In 1790 c~mplete con-

• trol had to be taken in the war, and on its conclusion a new 
treaty endeavoured to ameliorate the situation by placing under 
British control the poligars of Madura and Tinnevelly whose 
resistance rendered revenue collection especially difficult and 
by reducing by half the assignment for creditors. But Corn
wallis was perfectly clear that this was a mere stopgap, aP!d 
that it was imper,.tive to take over full control. 

With a vision unusual in India, Cornwallis realized that 
India presented a vital point in Anglo-Fre~ch rivalry and ~hat 
it was essential to hold in check 'l'ipu, whose plan of over
coming piecemeal the Nizam and the Marathas was obyjous. 
Cornwallis refused to attack, but he maintained friendly rela
tions with the Marathas and with the Nizam, with whom in 
1789 a new settlement of the Guntoor area was arranged, and 
he was prepared for war when Tipu insisted on attacking the 
raja of Travancore, though the latter was an ally of the 
Company. Madras as usual was unready to act, and CorQwallis 
had to exert his full authority to compel action. Treaties were 
made in 1790 with the Nizam and the Marathas, and after an 
exhausting struggle Tipu was driven in 1792 to surrender some 
half of his territory, which was shared by the Nizam, the abiding 
character of whose relation to the Company was now estab
lished, the Marathas, and the Company, which acquired Bara
mahal and Dindigul. Unhappily Tipu's temperament rendered 
abiding peace impos~ible. 

Cornwallis by his chivalry to the dereated Tipu won credit, 
enhanced by his generosity in refusing prize money and by his 
passion for justice, which made bini insist that his army should 
treat the invaded country with due humanity for non-com
batants. His troops, though numerous, some 70,000 in all, 
were of very inferior quality especially as regards the 6,000 
Europeans of the Company's army, the riffraff of the London 
streets and the gleanings of the jails, officered by ruined youths 
or greedy seekers for money. The King's troops numbered 
some 5,500 Europeans, with much better officocs; as we have 

• • 
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seen, Cornwallis would gladly have amalgamated the forces 1 

had this been permitted . 

• • 
3e THE REFOR111S OF CORNWALLIS 

The select committee of 1781 had been instructed to aim at 
securing inter alia the happiness of the native population. 
That issue had been stressed continuously in the following 
diScussions, and certain principles had emerged. The Company 
tloerefore was in a position, when it finally secured Cornwallis's 
promise to act, to lay down, on April 12th 1786, general principles 
of revenue and general administration, and Cornwallis had the 
judgment to select men of character and competence such as 
.John Shore, .James "Grant, ..Jonathan Duncan, and on the com
mercial side Charles Grant to guide him. In judicial matters 
he had the great advantage of the zeal and ability of Sir 
William .Jones, who was as convinced as Hastings of the 
necessity of the due study of Hindu and Muhammadan law and 
who was a Sanskrit student of insight and imagination. Corn
wallis's own contribution was cmmnon sense, a high sense of 
public. duty and loyalty to superior authority, and complete 
freedom from personal interests. If his indignation at the low 
standards of the Indians whom he came across rendered him 
anxious to secure that the higher posts should be in European· 
hands, he also was determined that these Europeans should be 
worthy of the place assigned to them. 

The commercial branch of the Company's business presented 
urgent need for reform. Supervised since 177 4 by a Board of 
Trade of eleven members under inadeqv.ate control by the 
council, it exercised tho function of providing the goods to be 
sent to England and had allowed contracts for supply to be 
made with the Company's own servants. It was recast in 
1786, and reduced to five members. Cornwallis's inquiries 
revealed serious wrongdoing by contractors and members, some 
of whom were punished. In future the board was to work 
through commercial residents as agents, and regulations were 
laid down to prevent oppression of the primary producer or the 

• 
1 OOTr,, 4 251, 341; ii, 316, 572. }~or Wellesley's demands for 142,000, see Roberta, 

India undtJ" WelleBU,, pp. 261 ff. 
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Indian or foreign trader for the benefit of British traders or 
the Company's servants. The officers employed were properly 
remunerated and a high standard of probity demanded, and 

• • the system was not materially changed so Ion~ as the trade 
endured. 

In the general branch of the Company's affairs revenue and 
justice were inextricably mingled, as has been seen, until under 
the reforms of 1781 a distinct separation ·between revenue and 
judicial functions had emerged. But the directors now de
manded economy, simplification, and purification, and as ttn 
essential part of these ideals the w1ion of revenue and judicis.! 
functions. In 1787 the number of districts was reduced from 
thirty-five to twenty-three, thus effectinil" an economy," and 
later in the year the collectors in charge of districts were again 
made judges of the courts of Diwani Adalat, appeal lying in 
important cases to the Sadr Diwani Adalat,' while in minor 
cases up to 200 rupees Indian registers were allowed to act. 
Revenue cases were excluded from these courts, appeal ,from 
the collector lying to the Board of Revenue and then to the 
governor-general in council. 2 The criminal powers of the 
collector as magistrate were increased to dealing with G~tSes of 
affray and inflicting punishment within certain limits, but in 
more serious cases they committed offenders to the Faujdari 
Adalats. Collectors were granted salaries <if 1,500 rupees a 
month with about 1 per cent of the revenue collected; they 
were provided with European assistants on fair pay and for
bidden to trade. Their functions were systematically pre
scribed in a code of June 8th 1789, and in 1790 they were made 
to preside in courts "f revenue, Mal Adalat, with appeal to the 
council in order to relieve the Board ef Revenue. This com
bination of power in the hands of the collector proved too 
great and elicited fresh provisions in 1793. 

In the meantime Cornwallis had been investigating the con
duct of criminal justice, finding that there were defects alike 
in the law and its administration, which was essentially, as 
held desirable by Hastings, in Indian hands, the Nizamat 
Adalat at Murshidabad being controlled by Muhammad Reza 
Khan; in 1790 he was removed, and the court 're-established 

' J ud. Reg. VIII of 17"7 . 2: R.cv. Reg. X~III of 1787. 
• • 
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at Calcutta under the governor-general and council aided by 
the chief kadi and two muftis. 1 The provincial courts presided 
over by Indians were replaced by four circuit courts presided 
over by two• covenanted servants aided by kadis and muftis; 
they were to make tours twice a year throughout the districts. 
Further magisterial powers were given to the collectors, in
cluding the custody of prisoners for trial or punishment and the 
execution of sentences of the circuit courts. Important police 
reforms were necessary to supplement the judicial changes. 
D<iubtful of his legislative powers, Cornwallis meditated an 
Act of Parliament, but finally proceeded by regulations pending 
a decision of that issue. In 1791 superintendents of police were 
crealt!d for Calcutta with functions of maintaining order and 
arresting criminals. • Next year in the districts the zamindars 
were deprived of police powers; in each district small districts 
were put under a daroga subject to supervision by the Com
pany's representative. This system was perpetuated and 
consolidated in the regulations ofl793, which set up a complete 
organization of civil and criminal justice, of police, of land 
revenue, and of commercial management. Cornwallis was per
suaded. that systematic regulation was imperative and that it 
could not suffice to trust to the character and sense of duty of 
individuals, and the directors concurred. 

The essential change of 1793 was acceptance of the view that 
revenue administration must be di voreed from judicial func
tions. This was, of course, a complete reversal of the policy 
hitherto enjoined by the directors and followed by Cornwallis, 
under which economy and simplification had resulted in the 
concentration in the collector's hands of the maximum of 
authority on both sides .• But, as he pointed out, it was obvious 
that, if the regulations for collecting or assessing revenue were 
transgressed, the fault must be that of the collectors, and they 
could not be expected as judges to redress wrongs done by 
themselves. Hence the revenue courts, Mal Adalat, of 1790 
disappeared and revenue cases were referred to the district 
courts, now reorganized as three city and twenty-three zillah 
courts, each presided over by an English judge. 

From thesc"courts appeal lay to four provincial Courts of 
1 Jud. Reg. XXVI ofl790 . 
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Appeal at Calcutta, Patna, Dacca, and Murshidabad without 
limit of amount. They might also require the subordinate 
courts to hear causes, and supervise their performance of duty, 
reporting to the Sadr Diwani Adalat, which or th~ government 
could refer causes to them for investigation. 1he Sadr Court 
consisted of the governor-general and council; appeal lay to it 
where the value exceeded 1,000 rupees, mth a further appeal 
to the King in Council where the amount in dispute exceeded 
£5,000. This court could deal with complaints against judges 
of the courts subordinate to it. For very minor causes jurisolic" 
tion was given to native commissioners up to 50 rupees and 
registers of the courts up to 200 rupees, subject to appeal to, or 
revision by, the city or district judge. • 

In order to make clear the extept of the jurisdiction of the 
courts, it was provided that their authority extended over all 
Indians and Europeans not being British subjects, where the 
property concerned or the defendant in the suit was within 
the limits of the court's area. European British subjects were 
compelled to undertake to accept their jurisdiction as a con
dition of being licensed to live beyond a ten-mile radius round 
Calcutta, the power to restrain such resistance sav~ under 
licence having been given by an Act of 1781. 1 

For purposes of criminal jurisdiction the judges of the city 
and zillah courts were made magistrates with power to appre
hend disturbers of the peace and persons charged with crimes 
and misdemeanours. They could punish minor offences; other
wise commit for trial or hold to bail for the ne,._i; session of the 
Court of Circuit. In these four courts the judges of the pro
vincial courts of appeal acted as judges with the aid of the kadi 
and mufti, half-yearly sessions being held in some zillahs, 
monthly in others and the cities. Final approval of sentences 
of death or imprisonment for life' was required from the Sadr 
Nizamat Adalat under the governor-general and council, aided 
by the chief kadi' and two muftis. It had power to consider 
all matters of criminal justice, including the submission of 

l 21 Gco. m, c. 65. 
2 Mutilation disappeared under Jud. Reg. XXXIV of 1791; relatives could not 

pardon (XXVI of 1790, s. 34), nor was prosecution depcnd~t on their action 
(XL ofl792). 

a He disappeared under Reg. VIII of 1809. 
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regulations or enactment. The right of pardon remained with 
the governor-general and council. The law administered, how
ever, remained Muhammadan law, modified by regulations and 
shorn of its" more barbarous punishments. Cornwallis hoped 
for improvements from the researches of Jones and ultimately 
the development of a case law. 

The judicial posts now created were filled in the main by 
the collectors, whose importance had been diminished by the 
revenue settlement, which disposed of the work of assessment 
bf fixing perpetually the rent to be levied. The desirability of 
a long-term settlement was laid down by the directors, who 
were inclined to regard the zamindars as English landlords. 
Graftt held that the land appertained to the state, and that it 
could fix as it deemed be~t the rate to be levied and decide 
freely on the mode of levying; Shore held that the zamindars 
should be regarded as landlords paying a customary rent; both 
held that a permanent settlement was premature. But Cornwallis 
held that permanency was desirable, and in announcing a 
decennial settlement in 1790 added that it would be permanent, 
if the directors approved. The decision was taken by the 
Board, of Control in 1792, Pitt and Dundas combining. It is 
clear that to Cornwallis the chief merit of the system was that 
it set free the ablest servants of the Company for the judicial 
service, though the encouragement of the development of the 
land and the reclamation of the waste were also adduced as 
reasons. But the issue of protection of the ryots remained 
unsolved. In 1790 the sair duties of customs and excise 
collected by the zamindar were abolished as the only way to 
prevent abuse, and in 1792 and 1798 efforts to restrict the right 

• of zamindars over their tenants were made, but with little 
success. Two results of the system were soon apparent: the 
loss to the public of the enhancement of revenue which would 
have normally ensued, and the divorce of the administration 
frt)m immediate and effective contact with the ryots which was 
ne~cssarily secured in any area where the government dealt 
directly with the cultivators. 

Finally must be noted the reorganization carried through all 
departments: with elimination of unnecessary staff, and the 
payment of pr.,per salaries without unauthorized gains. The 
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principal offices were allocated to the Company's servants, and 
no servant was to hold office under two departments. The 
treasury, paymaster-general's, and accountant-L!"cneral's offices 
were reorganized, the duties of the exchequer • defined, the 
customs establishment cut down, the postal serVice improved. 
Unfortunately Cornwallis's distrust for native officials, due in 
part to his coming into contact with inferior men, led to the 
Europeanizing of the service to a degree which rapialy shut 
out from any Indian in Bntish territory the prospect of high 
office, and Parliament lent its sanction to this system in ots 
insistence on limiting such offices to its covenanted European 
servants. On the other hand must be noted Cornwallis's fear
less refusal to make improper appointments even to gfatify 
the future Prince Regent. Almo$ incredible requests were 
proffered, a striking testimony to the utter demoralization of 
the system under Hastings, who had secured the support of 
the Archbishop of York by giving control of Benares to his son 
aged twenty-one,' and of Sulivan, chairman of the directors, 
by the grant of the opium contract to his son, who sold it for 
£40,000. 

• 1 It is absurd to attach tho slightest value to his testimony of Hastings as 'the 
most virtuous man of the ago', u.s does Davies. Warren II astings, p. 498. 



• • CHAPTER V 

THE SUPREMACY OF THE COMPANY IN INDIA 
AND THE CHARTER ACTS OF 1813-53 

I. Tim ESTABLISiilii:El'o"'I' OF 'J'Im COMPANY'S 
SUPREMACY 

P4RLIAMENT had announced in 1784 its opposition to the 
extension of dominion in India, and Cornwallis was a loyal 
servant. But even he had been compelled by force of circum
stanees to add to the Company's dominions, and it is curious 
to reflect that at one tim~ he chafed under the necessity of 
sending large remittances to Bombay, holding that a trading 
centre there with that at Surat should suffice. In fact, however, 
the state of India negated the possibility of any cessation in 
extension of power. India was a complete stranger to the 
conception of a system of international law regnlating the 
activities of a number of distinct fully sovereign powers. 
History had accustomed it to the claims of universal sovereignty 
by the Mognl Emperors. The reality of imperial power had 
passed away leaving it open for any ambitious officer to seek 
to establish his power, and the Company had resources which 
were manifestly certain to give it a great advantage over its 
rivals. It was now in political matters the agency of a first-class 
power with resources far superior to those at the disposal of any 
of its rival competitors for power. The chief drawback to early 
achievement of paramount authority lay in. the moral principles 
and political maxims o'the Home Government, which for long 
desired to limit dominion in India, and abandoned that policy 
only when its impossibility became too obvious to be longer 
ignored. 

Shore, whose value as an adviser on revenue issues had 
secured his succession, though a servant of the Company, to 
Cornwallis, loyally in the main adhered to the policy of non
intervention, permitting in 1795 the Marathas assembled for 
the last tim!! in feudal loyalty under the Peshwa to defeat 
the. Nizam at Kharda. But even he, with the approval of the 
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directors, had to strike a new bargain with Oudh, after 
determining the succession there. The treaty of 1797 not merely 
increased the tribute to seventy-six lakhs, but placed a British 
garrison in Allahabad and increased to 10,000 t~e number of 
British troops with whom defence was to r~st, while the 
wazir's forces were strictly limited, and he undertook to have 
no dealings with other powers without the assent of the 
Company. 

With the advent of Lord Mornington 1 the attitude of the 
central government became definitely one of acquisition• of 
paramount power. In the case of Oudh, Wellesley demanded 
security for the Company's possessions. He secured it by 
insisting in defiance of treaty on the ces.sion in 1801 b~ the 
wazir of the territory which he had acquired and paid for in 
the Rohilla War; the territory unquestionably profited and the 
subsidy ceased to be payable, but nothing effective was done 
for the amelioration of the lot of the people of the rest of 
Oudh where misrule continued, while the Company's support 
prevented revolution. The acquisition of full powers would 
have been wholly justified in the interest of the people; the 
actual steps taken were those dictated by British interests. 
In the case of Tanjore in 1799 the full measure of securing frorn 
the raja full powers of administration, civil and military, was 
adopted, a pension of £40,000 being paid in lieu, and the result 
fully justified the transfer. In that of the Carnatic a pretext 
for deposing the nawab was forthcoming in correspondence 
with Tipu alleged to prove disloyalty. This interpretation was 
denied, but overruled in a completely high-handed manner, and 
by a very marked "<'ercise of paramount power the succession 
was accorded in 1801 to a nawab who W'as content to hand over 
full control in return for a fifth of the net revenue. Final arrange
ments were at last made to discharge the nawab's debts, 2 thus 
rewarding the dishonest servants of the Company for their 
flagrant disobedience to its orders and their criminal disregard 
of the welfare of the natives. One justification of the decision 
is worth noting. The nawab had been made an independent 

1 Roberts, India under Wdluley, pp. 116-36. Wellesley ignored internationttl 
law. holding jt inapplicable to the Bta.tcs, but ho &lao ignored the tftctates of honesty 
and equity. 

l!Jbid., pp. R5-100; Pitt and Dundas were responsible for the scandal. 
• • 
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prince free from control by the subadar of the Deccan by the 
Company, and it rested with them to undo what they had done. 
In fact, as early as 1780 the old nawab had urged that he 
should be :l'oriually recognized as hereditary princ~, of the 
Carnatic with full power of administration and the ~ight to 
select his successor under the protection of the Company and 
the English nation, ignoring his suzerain. Further, on his death 
in 1795 the succession was approved by the Company as 
paramount, and again in the events of 1801 the Emperor was 
siJnply ignored. In the same spirit on the death in 1799 of the 
nawab of Surat, Wellesley annexed it, adopting the view that, 
where the Company displaced the Mognl Empire, it had the 
right' to decide the fate of principalities formerly subject to 
the Emperor. He added also part of Tipu's territory to that of 
the Company when his victory at Seringapatam in May 1799 
established the Company beyond doubt as the paramount 
power in India. Much of Mysore, however, was handed back on 
condition of strict vassalage' to the Hindu dynasty dispossessed 
by Hyder. In 1800 the Nizam accepted subordinate alliance, 
undertook to consult the company on foreign issues and to pay 
for a ,.ubsidiary force by ceding his gains from Mysore in 1792 
and 1799. 

As against the Marathas a fundamental blow was delivered in 
1802~ when the Peshwa, all the wisdom and moderation of the 
Maratha government having disappeared with the death of 
Nana Phadnavis in 1800, accepted the treaty of Bassein, which 
definitely forced upon him the acceptance of the system of 
subordinate alliance, which was to prevail henceforth with a 
short interruption and to form the basis Jlf relations with all 
states not already bolllld in this way. In form the treaty 
provided for a general defensive alliance for the reciprocal 
protection of the possessions of the East India Company, the 
Peshwa and their allies. But the Peshwa bound hiinself to 
maintain a subsidiary force of not less than six battalions to 
be stationed within his dominions; not to continue to employ 
Europeans of nations hostile to the British; to relinquish all 
claims on Surat; to recognize the arrangements made between 

• 1 The payment for the subsidiary force could be raised at pleasure, a.nd the 
administration could., in oase of difficulty, be taken over. 
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the Company and the Gaekwad; to abstain not merely from 
hostilities but also from negotiations with other states, except 
in consultation with the British authorities; and to accept • British arbitration in any dispute with the Nizam and the 
Gaekwad. The treaty unquestionably must be • accepted as 
giving the British the Empire of India, for it reduced the head 
of the Maratha confederation to a position of complete inferiority, 
and in matters external of absolute subordination, to the British. 
The merits of the system in British eyes were clear enough. 
The fidelity of the state concerned was secured by the presen<Oe 
of the subsidiary force maiotaioed at the cost of the state hy 
the Company; the evils of war were kept at a distance from the 
source of :British wealth and power; the military frontier "was 
thrown considerably in advance of the political frontier, which, 
however, it naturally tended to become. The states for their 
part usually ceded territory to support the force in lieu of 
tribute, and thus to a certain extent were safeguarded from 
constant friction over demands for unpaid sums. Further, they 
were protected from internal attack, with the result that they 
could misuse their subjects free from the fear of a rival raisiog 
the country agaiost them. In the case of the Peshwa, Baji Rao, 
the fifteen years which British intervention secured him of 
continued rule, free from fear of destruction by one of the 
confederates, were marked by persistent maladministration, and 
at the same time plotting against the power which had humili
ated as well as saved him. Small wonder that the other heads 
of the Marathas meditated war, but disunion resulted in their 
defeat in detail. Wellesley by Assaye forced the Bhonsle raja 
to accept, under the.treaty of Deogaon, December 15th 1803, 
terms similar to those of the treaty of B!LSsein and to surrender 
Cuttack, thus making Orissa a reality, while Lake reduced 
Siodhia to acceptance of subordinate alliance by the· treaty of 
Surji Arjungaon (December 30th 1803), and the Company 
acquired control of Agra, Delhi, Broach, and other territories. 
The operations so far completely successful were marred by 
war with llolkar, who belatedly joined in the fray and defeated 
Monson, but had to accept alliance in 1805, and with the raja 
of Bharatpur, who in 1805 repelled Lake, and had 'to be allowed 
to rctaio his stronghold. l\1orcovcr, the direetorsowcrc distressed 
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by the great cost and doubtful if they had not unduly extended 
their territories, so that they decided to recall the governor
general and

0
e11trust Cornwallis, now sixty-six years old and in 

bad health with making peace. The accords reached (January 
7th 1806) with Holkar and (November 22nd 1805) with Sindhia, 
surrendered a considerable area of the territory conquered, and 
released the Marathas from any obligation to respect the 
Rajput chiefs with whom the Company had begun to have 
reiations. But Wellesley had set the example, in so far as he had 
d~livered in April1805 the raja of Jodhpur to Sindhia when the 
former declined to accept the conditions ori which protection 
was offered. The Rajput states thus exposed to the Marathas 
in vrun pleaded that, as the Company was now in possession of 
the paramountcy of the M6gul, it should interfere to keep them 
safe. The argument is interesting, but Sir G. Barlow naturally 
rejected it. 1 

In their attitud; to the Emperor, Shore and Wellesley were 
in general accord. In 1797 Shore visited the begam and the two 
sons of the late Emperor at Benares, and professed humility 
and submission before these dependents on the bounty of the 
Compe.ny, who in their turn used the language of princes and 
invested him with a dress of honour. In 1803 the Emperor fell 
under British control on the defeat of Sindhia before Delhi. 
Wellesley attached great importance to this event, for impressed 
or obsessed as he was with the fear of French intrigue he 
accepted as serious the risk of the carrying out of the suggestion 
made by one of Decaen's officers that the Emperor might be 
induced to confer sovereignty on the French in lieu of the 
British. Henceforth the Emperor was 1Al live under British 
protection, exercising fUll sovereign rights within his palace at 
Delhi. Revenues were assigned to him from a district round 
Delhi, which, though administered by a British officer, was 
administered in His Majesty's name, and in which Muhammadan 
law was adininistered, subject to the elimination of the punish
ment of mutilation. No engagement was made with the 
Emperor, who was to receive all the forms of respect due to the 
emperors of 

0
Hindustan, and from whom Lake had already 

1 Thompson and Garratt, British Rule in India, p. 237; Roberts, pp. 289-94. 
Barlow, however, r,.t"used to relieve tho Peshwe. or the Nizam from their treaties 
of subordinate tJliance. • 
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accepted a dress of honour and a title: He could, therefore, if he 
pleased, regard the treatment as the outcome of due obedience 
from a dependent. In fact, the Company had. added to its 
power and prestige by being able to stand out as the agent 
through whom the theoretic paramount power ol the Empire 
could be exercised. As has been seen, this view immediately 
commended itself to the Rajput states. The policy which 
dictated the action taken was generous, and it did something to 
soften to the Muslim world the resentment felt at the virtual 
subjections of Bengal, Oudh, and the Carnatic and tloe 
destruction of Tipu, all signs of the final passing away of 
Muslim importance. 

It was of course impossible to preserve for long an attitude 
of indifference to attacks in India on state; not allied with the 
Company. Minto pointed out to the Company that military 
states such as were the Indian must aim at conque.ot and l!"lorv. 
and that the issue was whether the British were to maintain 
neutrality amid havoc, or intervene for the sake of suffering 
humanity, and the directors admitted that non-interference 
could not be rigid. But, while Amir Khan was driven from 
Berar in 1809, he was left to harry all non-allies. Of.great 
importance, however, was Minto's insistence through Metcalfe 
on the acceptance by Ranjit Singh 1 of British protection of 
the Cis-Satlcj states, Nabha, Sirhind, Faridkot, and Patiala. 
The position regarding the states was made clear by a pro· 
clamation of May 3rd 1809, which promised them exemption 
from tribute and full exercise of the rights and authorities 
which they enjoyed in their territories before coming under 
British protection. 1;be chiefs must assist with grain and other 
necessaries armies traversing their tetritories and join the 
British in full force to repel any attack. But it soon proved 
necessary to settle peace among the states themselves by 
paramount authority. 

With the advent of Hastings in 1813 the process of bringing 
all Indi~ into effective dependence was resumed. The British 
Government had finally thrown off any pretence, and in the 
Act of 18132 renewing the Company's privileges had referred to 

• 
1 Vide treaty of April 25th 1809; Aitchison, viii, 144. 
~ sa Geo. III, c. 155, a. 95. • 
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• the undoubted sovereignty of the Crown ofthe United Kingdom 
over the territories of the Company. In the treaty of Paris n~xt 
year with :France, Article 12 refers frankly to the British 
sovereignty• i~ India, and Holland in the same year, like 
France, aclaiowledged the fait accompli. It was urged by 
Metcalfe at Delhi that the office of Emperor should be abolished, 
and Hastings disliked the nominal subordination of the Company 
so deeply that he discarded from his official seal the admission 
of' subordination, and the usual ceremonial presents ceased to 
he presented in the name of the governor-general since they 
implied inferiority. He refused to interview Akbar II unless he 
waived all ceremonial expressing supremacy over the Company's 
dorr11nions, so that the two did not meet. At the same time by 
his overthrow of !0:arath~ power he completed in essentials 
the system of subordinate alliance. In this policy he had the 
prompting of Metcalfe, whose experience at Delhi filled him 
with a strong dislike of native rule. He urged the maintenance 
of powerful forces, the overthrow of rival powers, the acquisition 
of territory where possible, and the insistence on pecuniary aid 
from dependent states. Occasion for ad vance was accorded by 
the svffering inflicted on Bengal and the Northern Sarkars by 
the Pindaris, bandit cavalry, often on good terms with Sindhia 
and Holkar, who seemed likely to follow the career of the 
Marathas themselves. The directors were induced to remove the 
ban on action, and the Rajput states were at last taken under 
protection, the termination of the treaty of 1805 being 
notified to Sindhia and Holkar. Sindhia accepted the decision 
in November 1817 and agreements were at once (in 1817-18) 
made at Delhi with Udaipur, Jodhpur, Jajpur, Kotah, Bhopal, 
Bundi, and other states on terms of subordinate alliance. 
Later, on the evidence of further hostility, Sindhia was required 
by treaty of 1818 to cede Ajmir; Ho!kar, defeated in battle, by 
the treaty of Mandasor (1818) surrendered his dominions south 
of the Narbada, relinquished any claims on the Rajput chiefs, 
recognized the independence of Amir Khan, made nawab of 

• • Tonk by the British, agreed to reduce his army and to maintain 
a contingent for service with the forces of the Company, and to 
accept a restdent. The raja of Nagpur was deposed and the 
state was requw-ed to cede the Sagar and Narbada territories . 

• • 
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The Peshwa was ftrst compelled in 1817 to relinquish his head· 
ship of the Maratha confederation, to cede the Konkan, to 
abandon the claims he had on the Gaekwad whose independence 
he recognized, to grant him Ahmadabad for a trifmte of four 
lakhs a year, and to cede to the Company tli.e tribute of 
Kathiawar. Later, after war, he was deprived of all power, and 
exiled in 1818, but with an enormous allowance which he seems 
to have employed in stirring up troubles for the paramount 
power. The descendant of Sivaji, was recognized as raja of 
Satara, but on conditions demanding more explicity than usue.l 
co·operation with the Company. With the Gaekwad relations 
were made still more intimate. Already in 1802 Baroda had 
ceded territory and admitted the Company's right to supe~ise 
its political affairs. In 1805 it accepted a further treaty 
providing for a subsidiary force and for the submission to the 
Company of any differences with the Peshwa and of foreign 
policy in general. In 1817 a fresh treaty provided for the 
increase of the sUbsidiary force, and the exchange of Ahmadabad 
for certain other territory. 

It was necessary now to settle the regions in which anarchy 
had prevailed as a result of Maratha inroads and }l.ajput 
resurgence. Malcohn settled Malwa on the basis of drawing up 
agreements between the Maratha overlords, mainly represented 
by the States of Gwalior, Indore, Dhar, and Dewas, and the 
Rajput feudatories who claimed, while paying tribute, to be 
granted tankhas, payments for orderly conduct, which were 
guaranteed by the paramount power. Thus the duty of securing 
due performance on either side became a British engagement, 
and in this way peacr was early established. In course of time 
the actual control of the feudatories b~amc vested in British 
hands, and only in 1921 was the original system restored in the 
case of Gwalior by insisting that the feudatories must be 
regarded as under the suzerainty of the state subject only to 
British intervention in ease of breach of the agreements. 
To the Muslim state of Bhopal a grant of territory was made in 
consideration of its loyalty since 177 4, while another state, 
Jaora, was created under the treaty with Holkar. · 

In Rajputana the agreements with the states 0provided for 
their independence internally as distinct units,•but prohibited 
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' as usual any relations with any other state or foreign power. It 
was decided that tributes paid to the Marathas be continued 
but paid throui:h the British Government. 

In the cas~ of Oudh the worst aspects of the system of non
intervention appeared. The Company, on the score of the value 
to the nawab of the establishment of friendly relations with 
Nepal, insisted on forcing payment of two crores of rupees, but 
did nothing to compel amelioration of his administration. 
Moreover, by a mischievous innovation, Hastings in 1818 
imiuced the nawab to accept the style of King, which the 
Nizam of Hyderabad refused to do, thus alienating the 
Emperor and wounding Muslim sentiment without securing any 
real 1Hfection from the rather reluctant King. 1 The Nizam's 
dominions remained in disorder, and a scandal ruined the 
happiness of the governor-general. A firm, Palmer & Co., 
obtained permission to lend the Nizam funds at 25 per cent for 
the payment inter alia of the frightfully expensive contingent 
for which he had to pay, and it was only the exertions of Metcalfe 
which cost him the friendship of the governor-general, influenced 
by personal affection for a ward, the wife of one of the partners, 
which,ultimately secured some relief from this scandal. 

Against Nepal, Hastings had to wage determined war, which 
ended in acceptance in 1816 of peace, with the cession of 
Garhwal and Kumaun and withdrawal from Sikkim and 
acceptance of a resident at Kathmandu, relations with foreign 
countries to be subject to British control. 

To Amherst (1828-8) belongs the credit of adding part of 
Burma to the Empire. In this case the govermnent had little 
choice, for as conquerors of Arakan, Burllljl made demands on 
Calcutta and raided Bril!ish territory. War from 1824--6 brought 
cession of Arakan, Tenasserim, Assam, Cachar, Jaintia, and 
Manipur, the payment of an indemnity, and a promise, not 
kept, to send a representative to Calcutta and to recognize a 
British resident. A constitutional issue was raised during 
hostilities regarding Bharatpur, where the resident had 
sanctioned the succession of a minor to the throne and proposed ~ 
to maintain him there by force of arms. Amherst demurred to 

1 He was treate~ on formal terms of equality as late as the trea.tios of 1831 and 
1837. Both he and t.b() Emperor had higher salutes (21 guns) thn.n the Governor
General; Lee-Warner, Lord DalhoU8ie, ii. 230. 
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the view that recognition involved such intervention, but 
Metcalfe on succeeding the former resident persuaded him that 
the paramount power must be prepared to insist on respect for 
its decisions, and the fort was now at last stormeJ.. "Doubtless it 
was this incident among others which induced" Akbar II to 
accord the governor-general a meeting on the footing of 
equality; no presents as from an inferior were presented, 
the Emperor giving Amherst a string of pearls and emeralds, 
and in correspondence Amherst modified the terminology TO 
recognize superiority, not vassalage or allegiance. • 

Lord William Cavendish Bentinck came with instructions 
from home to restrict activity as regards the states, and this 
instruction led to the unfortunate condition of affairs dhder 
which states were allowed to drift, into disorder from which 
there was no rescue save in annexation. Against Coorg, whose 
raja was murderous and defiant, war was formally declared, and 
his state annexed (1834). It is interesting to note that the idea 
of treating the state as in rebellion in the technical sense of the . 
term was not entertained. It was also necessary to take over · 
control of Mysore in 1831 as the peasants revolted against 
misgovernment. In .Jaipur the murder of the assistant to the 
resident and of the child ruler was followed by intervention, and 
the appointment of a council of regency for a new child ruler. 
But in Gwalior, Indore, Udaipur, and Baroda disorder and 
hostility to the Company were rampant, nor could the governor
general intervene effectively. But the sacrifice of three British 
subjects resulted in the annexation of Jaintia, and misgovern
ment of a gross character ended the existence of Cachar. 
Hyderabad continuep in utter disorder, and a minister in Oudh 
who attempted reform was driven out~ in the absence of any 
aid from the Company. On the other hand Oudh, Hyderabad, 
and Gwalior proved helpful in the extirpation of thagi, but 
the central states successfully resisted his efforts to determine 
opium policy. Policy towards the Emperor was marked in 
1885 by the abandonment of the practice of striking the 
coinage in the nineteenth regnal year of Shah Alam, the rupee 
now bearing the King's image and superscription. 

Auckland's tragic rule (1836-42) was noted for ~e conclusion 
of an abortive treaty with Oudh, the depositi<>n, on uncertain 
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accusations of intrigue with Portuguese and Indian authorities, 
of the raja of Satara in 1839, and the·annexation of Karnul in 
Madras whose nawab was accused of trying to levy war. 

In 1840 J:tla~n lapsed, and in 1842 the titular nawabship of 
Surat also lapsed. 

Ellenborough (1842-4) felt bound to intervene decisively in 
Gwalior, where anarchy had steadily developed under the non
intervention policy of the Company, and a huge army of 
40;000 men controlled the state. He found justification in 
t!Jo, fear that the Sikhs and Marathas might combine, and 
relied for legal justification on the promise of Gwalior in the 
treaty of 1804 to accept a subsidiary force, though the treaties 
of 11!05 and 1817 did not contain this stipulation. The state 
force was drastically"limited, and a contingent of the Company's 
force placed in Gwalior fort, while for ten years British officers 
governed for the minor prince. Sind, on the other hand, was 
annexed in 1843 with the express authority of the Company. 
It is impossible to justify the action taken on any legal plea; 
its sole excuse must be that the people profited by the change, 
and the simple and effective administration therein established 
by S~ C. Napier anticipated that which was to prove decisive 
later in securing the Punjab. Ellenborough naturally in his 
strong imperialism meditated the possibility of ending the 
empty fiction of the Empire by inducing the princes to quit the 
palace and transfer the title to the Queen, 1 and despite the 
wishes of the directors he stopped the making of the usual 
presents in the name of the company. · 

Sir Henry Hardinge's tenure of office (1844-8) was marked 
by the two Sikh wars, the outcome of whic9 was the annexation 
of the Punjab in 1849. •Unquestionably there was no option to 
such action if the British power were to remain paramount in 
India. Less fortunate was the decision taken in 1846 to establish 
a. distinct Kashmir state under a Hindu prince in subordination. 

It will be seen, therefore, that' annexation was distinctly in 
the air when Dalhousie' in 1848 became governor-general. The 
principle had been laid down in 1841 that the Company should .
persevere in the one clear and direct course of abandoning no 

• 
1 A. Law, India under Lord. Ellenborough (1926), pp. 92 ff. 
2 Lee-WMner, Life (1904); Private Letters (1910) . 
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·just and honourable accession of territory or revenue, while all 
existing c!ainls of right were to be scrupulously respected. The 
difficulty, of course, was to value claims of rig~t, and herein 
trouble wtlS inevitable. The directors espoused the perfectly 
tenable view that they should sparingly recognize any political 
succession due to adoption in the case of a state which was 
fully dependent, that is created by the Company or held on a 
subordinate tenure, to the overlordship of which the Company 
had succeeded. The Indian rule of law thus adopted was well 
known and in regular use by the Maratha overlords of Raj puts. 
They recognized adoption only if permitted prior to the cere
mony; otherwise escheat was possible, but it was normally not 
enforced in full, though part of the territorY. might be with11c!d, 
the tribute raised, or the conditions of tenu;.c otherwise varied. 
The failure of the raja of Satara, who died in 1848, to obtain 
consent to the adoption he made doubtless gave a formal right 
to enforce escheat, and the directors approved. But Elphin
stone dissented, and, though doubtless technically Satara might 
be regarded as a state created by the Company, Indian opinion 
considered rather that it represented the line of Sivaji. Sam
balpur also lapsed in 1849. In 1853 the raja of Nagput died 
without making any adoption, and Dalhousie urged successfully 
annexation. He then classified the states as tributary and 
subordinate, when consent to adoption should be required; as of 
the Company's creation when adoption should not be allowed; 
and as independent when the Company had no right to 
intervene. Nagpur he classed as created by the Company. 
In vain did Colonel Low plead the maxims of Lord Hastings, 
Elphinstone, Munro,J1nd even Metcalfe in favour of permitting 
adoption to continue state rule, on the ground that British rule 
was unpopular, that annexation denied the aristocracy in the 
states any outlet for their energies, and that a childless raja 
was apt to misgovern the subjects who were not to pass to a 
descendant. But the directors approved an annexation of 
such obvious military and commercial advantage. 

In the case of Jhansi, which won notoriety because of the 
bitter hostility shown by the rani during the mutiny, the case 
of the Company was clear. The territory had mer"e!y been held 
by a provincial governor under the Peshwa, -who fell under 
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British control on the disappearance of his sovereign. J aitpur 
and Sambalpur in 1849 also lapsed justly. 

In another cotse, that of Karauli, a Rajput state claiming 
to date from ~he eleventh century, Dalhousie proposed annexa
tion, and, while ready not to urge the point against the view 
of Low, insisted that the right to annex was clear. He was 
overruled by the directors, who quite soundly urged that 
Karauli was not a dependent state but a protected ally. 
Dafhousie himself in cases where there was no immediate 
dej9endency was not prepared to intervene. Thus in 1852--,B 
against the wishes of John Lawrence he declined to interfere 
in a disputed succession in the Muslim state of Bahawalpur, 
thoug'h eventually a !ebel established himself there by force of 
arms. Similarly, though he used all his personal influence 
against suttee, he could not insist on its abolition at the funeral 
of the Rajput rulers; in Dungarpur, on the other hand, the crime 
was punished severely during a temporary British regency. 

There remained Oudh, whose wretched princes were so 
absolutely loyal that no excuse could even be imagined for 
depriving them of power. In 1837 Auckland made a new 
treaty .which gave power of intervention in case of misrule and 
the right to employ British officers to remedy abuses. But 
the directors rejected it, and Auckland failed so to inform the 
King, and by his carelessness the treaty was long believed by 
all concerned to be in force. Hardinge in 1847 warned the 
King that action might be necessary. Sleeman as resident in 
1849 and Outram in 1855 concurred in reporting the deplorable 
misgovernment of the country, though the former was decidedly 
opposed to annexation as likely to provoJo:e a sepoy mutiny. 
Dalhousie did not think annexation justifiable in view of the 
fact that no treaty had been broken. He regarded the situation 
as governed by international law, 1 so that all he thought right 
was to persuade the King to hand over the administration 
while maintaining the sovereignty. But the directors overruled 
him, and as the King refused to yield he was deposed in 1856, 
and unhappily there was serious delay in providing suitable ~ 
allowances for the dependants ·of the royal family. The 
,disbanded for"ces of the state became sources of disloyalty, 

., Letter8, p. 363 (December 15th 1855). 
• • 
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while the sepoys of the Company's forces, many of whom had 
homes in Oudh, were deeply perturbed. 

As regards the Nizam, Dalhousie was able to take a step of 
great value to Hyderabad. The misgovernment"ofthe territory 
was serious, and there was added constant friction over the 
pay of the contingent due by the state. In 1853 by taking over 
the administration of the Berars, while leaving the sovereignty 
in the Nizam, the claim for subsidies was dropped, to the great 
advantage of the ruler's position though annexation might hdve 
been better for his subjects at that time. o 

No criticism is possible of the decision not to continue the 
titles of nawab of the Carnatic on the death of the holder in 
1855 or the extinction of the title of raja of Tanjore ill like 
circumstances. Nor, despite the. infamous deeds of Nana 
Sahib during the mutiny, can it be made a matter of censure 
that Dalhousie declined to continue to a mere adopted son the 
vast pension which the undue charity of Malcolm had promised 
to the ex-Peshwa, when Baji Rao died in 1851. 

Dalhousie's policy, instigated and supported by the directors, 
thus completed the work of Hastings and of Wellesley. The 
states of India were brought into definite relations ~f sub
ordination or annexed, so that there could be no doubt where 
lay complete power in India. In Burma after provocation 
leading to war he annexed Lower Burma; the King, unable to 
sign a treaty of cession, in 1853 intimated his acquiescence in 
the loss and asked for renewed trade. 

Towards the Emperor Dalhousie's view was that natural in 
a firm believer in the advantage to India of direct British rule. 
On the death of Ba!Jadur Shah II he urged that the title should 
be allowed to lapse. The directors were..-equired by the Board of 
Control to approve, but with so much doubt that Dalhousie 
accepted the suggestion of reconsideration and agreed with 
Fakr-ud-din, the heir-apparent, that he should retain the title, 
if he vacated the palace which was desired as the ideal site for a 
military depot and accepted a new residence and undertook to 
treat the governor-general as an equal. On the death, however, 
of Fakr-ud-din in 185G this project dropped, the directors 
were induced to agree that the title should 0 die with the 
Emperor. In fact it expired before him; tried Wl the accusation 
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of complicity in the mutiny he was deposed, and died at 
Rangoon in 1862. 

The disappearance of the Emperor was an event of greater 
importance ift :fndian history than is commonly admitted.1 It 
rendered the d'irect sovereignty of the Crown natural as well as 
inevitable, and it rendered the Crown entitled if it so desired to 
make use of all the Jliogul prerogatives which the Emperor still 
claimed, though he could not effectively make them operative. 
Thto tone of the British contentions from this moment is 
detisively changed. Nothing more is heard of international law 
as regulating the relations of the Company and the states as 
under Bentinck and Dalhousie. All are now dependent, because 
the Bmperor had been, or had claimed to be, titular superior of 
every Indian state. • 

2. THE CONSTITUTIONAL LEGISLATION OF THE 
IMPERIAL PARLIAMENT: THE CHARTER ACTS OF 

1813-53 

The main structure of Indian government as laid down in tl~e 
Ch~r Act of 1793 remained unchanged during the long period 
Ol'"""..ruropean war, but minor measures were enacted by 
Parliament to meet emergent needs. The earlier attempts to 
save Indian states from the evil consequences of bad finance 
were reinforced by an Act of 17972 which forbade the lending 
or raising of loans to or for Indian princes by British subjects 
without the authority of the Company or the local government. 
Any person contravening this provision was to be guilty of 
misdemeanour and his security was to be void. It was under 
this Act that Hastings ~ave the consent to

0
loans to the Nizam 

which ultimately involved him in resignation. . 
The Act, however, had a far more important effect, for it 

gave further approval to the system of legislation practised in 
Bengal. Cornwallis had passed many regulations, consolidated 
in 1793, with the assent of his council, but not under the precise 
terms of the Act of 1773. Rather, he acted as inheritor of the 

1 His position de jure is tmderestima.ted by Dewar and Garrett (Tran.s. R.H.S., 
1924, pp. 130 ff.),whose contentions on points of law are untenable. Buckler 
(ibid. 160--5) certainly exa.ggerntes his influence on tho mutiny. 

2 37 Geo. m, c. ]4€ . 
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nawab's legislative power, but he had doubts as to the extent of 
the authority which could be exercised under the Act of 1781 
above referred to and desired further imperial.Jegislation. It 
came now in a cautious form. Cornwallis in his regulations, 
No. XLI, had provided for forming into a reg;uar code the 
regulations enacted for the internal government of Bengal. 
Parliament endorsed this provision and directed that all 
regulations affecting the rights, property, or persons of the 
natives and others subject to the jurisdiction of the provincla! 
courts should be registered in the judicial department, for~d 
into a code and printed with translations, the reasons for each 
regulation being prefixed. The courts were to be bound by such 
regulations, and copies were to be sent to the directors" and 
Board of Control. • 

The Act also reduced to two the number of puisne judges of 
the Supreme Court at Calcutta, and provided for the creation of 
Recorder's Courts at Madras and Bombay. Supreme Courts 
were substituted by Acts of 18001 and 1823 2 respectively, with 
powers discussed later. The Act of 1800 also extended over 
Bcnares and other areas annexed to Bengal the authority of the 
Supreme Conrt at Calcutta. In 18073 the governors and cQuncils 
of Madras and Bombay were given powers of legislation for 
these towns and their dependencies similar to those of the 
Regulating Act, subject to registration and approval by the 
Supreme Conrt and the Recorder's Court respectively. In both 
cases a power to legislate had already been exercised under 
the charters of 1753, and power to deal with regulations for 
the Company's Courts as in Bengal was given to Madras in 
1800,4 in view of t)oe fact that Madras had now vast Indian 
territories within its boundaries. • 

The constitutional issue of the European military force of the 
Company was simplified by an Act of 1799• which provided that 
the Crown should take in hand the enlistment of Europeans for 
service in India and should transfer them from time to time 
to the Company on its petition. The total number might not 

1 39 & 40 Gco. III, c. 79. 2 3 Geo. IV, c. 71, 
a 4.7 Geo. m, sess. 2, c. 68, s. l. Cf. fol" ce.t"ly irregulo.rities Mackintosh in 

Morley, DigeiJt, U, 505 ff. • 
t 39 & 40 Gco. III, c. 79, s. 11. Bombay's right waa recognized hy 47 Gco. III, 

sess. 2, c. 6B, s. 3, possibly Qy·37 Gco, III, c. 142, s. 11. • 
~ 39 Geo. 111, c. 109; Clo~e, .Milikzry FQ1'ces of the Crown, i, 289• 
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exceed 8,000 or such figure as was specified in the Mutiny Act, 
while the Company might raise and train not over 2,000 and 
appoint officers holding also the royal commission. All the men 
were to be su!lject to the Mutiny Act until embarked for India, 
and thereafter "to the Indian Mutiny Act. 

Searching inqmry preceded the renewal of the Company's 
charter. The conquests of Wellesley f1ad raised financial 
difficulties which necessitated applications for relief, and the 
Hobse of Commons in 1808 appointed a connnittee of invcsti
gallion which did its work so well that its filth report in 1812 is 
the standard authority on the judicial and police arrangements 
then in force and on land tenures. Finally, at the end of 1811 
Melviile intimated the decision of the government that other 
British subjects must" have a,ccess with their ships to India. The 
Company in vain urged that their commercial privileges and 
their political power were inseparable and that the commercial 
profits were essential as a source of revenue. Not only was this 
point disputed, but the continuation of the tea monopoly 
accorded the one real source· of profit. Stress was further laid 
by the Company on the danger of the admission of persons not 
under ;their control into India. It was pointed out, with the 
approval of Warren Hastings among others, that great injury 
might be done to the Indians by the presence of such persons, 
especially as they could be punished for offences only by the 
Snpreme Courts or other courts at headquarters. The solution 
adopted was licensing entry, subjection to regulations by the 
local governments, and restrictions on residence. 

The Act of 18181 therefore continued the Company in the 
e~i.9J.!Ilellt of its territorial possessions and r$'venues, over which 
the sovereignty of the €rown was now expressly proclaimed, 2 

for twenty years; gave the Company a continued monopoly 
of the China trade and that in tea, but threw open the rest of 
the trade to British subjects. The commercial and territorial 
accounts were to be kept apart, full powers of superintendence 
being assured to the Board of Control. The debt was to be 
reduced, the dividend to be at the rate of lOt per cent with 
five-sixths of any surplus for the state. The patronage of the 
Company was"retained, the Crown to approve appointments of 

1 133 Goo. Ill, c. 156. . -,h S. 95. 
. 1.-
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governor-general, governors, and commanders-in-chief, and the 
Board of Control certain other appointments. The college at 
Haileybury--{)pened in 1805-was to be continued, no person 
to be appointed writer until he had resided there• four terms and 
had duly conformed to the rules of the college.· For military 
purposes the seminary at Addiscombe was to be continued; 
the Board of Control was to have the right to control these 
institutions as well as those at Calcutta1 and Madras. 

The number oftroops which the Crown might send to India" at 
the cost of India was fixed at 20,000, save on special requisitien. 
In further elucidation of the rights of the Company it was 
provided that the governments in India could make laws and 
regulations and articles of war for the native troop,. and 
authorize the holding of courts martial. • 

The governments in India were also authorized with the 
sanction of the Court and Board of Control to impose taxes on 
persons subject to the jurisdiction of the Supreme Courts, and 
to impose imprisonment for failure to pay. This power, of 
course, was supplementary to that exercised under the authority 
inherited from the Indian states, which was of doubtful 
validity in respect of European British subjects. • 

In view of the influx of traders expected justices of the peace 
were given jurisdiction in ease of assault or trespass committed 
by European British subjects on natives of India, and in case of 
small debts due to Indians. British subjects residing, trading, or 
occupying immovable property more than ten miles from a 
presidency town were to be subject to the jurisdiction of the 
provincial courts in civil matters, and special arrangements 
were made for crimijlal cases. 2 

Persons desiring to go to India whether as missionaries, 
a point over which controversy had raged, or as traders, might 
be licensed for this purpose by the directors or on appeal the 
Board of Control, with authority to remain so long as they 
conducted themselves properly but subject to such restrictions 
as might from time to time be deemed necessary. Unlicensed 
persons were to be subject to the penalties imposed on interlopers 
by earlier legislation and to be punishable on summary 

• 
1 Created by Wellesley at the cost of a bitter stmgglo with the Directors. 
t See Morley. Digut, i. pp. xcvi ff. • 
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conviction in India. British subjects permitted to reside more 
than ten miles from a presidency town must register with a dis
trict court. Po~sibly in connexion with the influx of undesirables 
which was fcl'rcd, or for some other reason, special clauses 
imposed punishments for theft, forgery, perjury, and coinage 
offences. 

J.v. an innovation the Act sets aside a lakh of rupees each 
year for the revival and improvement of literature and for 
encouragement to the learned natives of India, and for the 
~roduction and promotion of a knowledge of science among 
the inhabitants of the British territories in India. Nor was 
r~jon neglected, for provision was made for a bishop of 
Calc~tta and three "!chdeacons, the bishop to have jurisdiction 
over the ministers of the. Church of England in India, hut 
naturally no attempt was made to establish the church 
therein. 

Curiously enough it became necessary in 18141 to enact 
specifically with retrospective effect that the governments in 
India might impose customs and other taxation on British 
subjects, foreigners and any other persons, an indication of the 
narrow ambit which it seems always to have been the practice 
to assign to Indian legislative power. In 18152 the Indian 
governments were authorized to extend the limits of the 
presidency towns and power was given to remove from India 
persons not being British subjects or natives of India. By 
a Foreign Enlistment Act of 18193 permission to engage in the 
military service of any potentate in India must be obtained from 
the governor-general in council or in conformity with his orders. 

In 1820, • the Company was authorised. to raise a corps of 
volunteer infantry not •exceeding 800 from its employees. In 
18235 the sum of £60,000 was charged on Indian revenues for 
the payment of pensions of the royal forces serving therein. 
Another Act 6 consolidated the regulations punishing mutiny 
and desertion of officers and men of the Company's Indian 
army. In 1828, 7 the Bombay marine was placed under the 
Mutiny Act. 

1 54 Geo. III, c. 105. 2 55 Gco. III, c. 84. 
' 1 Geo. IV~c. 99. 
6 4 Geo.IV, e. 81. It repeals 27 Geo. II, c. 9. 
7 9 Geo. IV, c. oi2. 

9 • 

a 69 Goo. III, c. 69. 
6 4 GeO. IV, c. 71, a. 1. 

Sec also 6 Geo. IV, c. 61. 
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The rules as to hiring of ships by the Company were codified 
in 1818, 1 and in 1828' a Navigation Act opened expressly the 
trade with all ports save in China to British vess;ls in general. 

In addition to legislation in 1828-5, 3 regarding salaries and 
pensions of bishops and archdeacons, an Act of 18.19' authorized 
the archbishops and the bishop of London to admit to orders 
persons intending to serve in His Majesty's foreign possessions, 
such persons not to be entitled to act in England without 
further permission, and an Act of 18235 allowed the bishop of 
Calcutta to ordain persons to act in that diocese only, excusfng 
those who were not United Kingdom British subjects from the 
necessity of taking the oaths requisite in England. 

Judicial matters were regulated as regards salarie! and 
pension by the legislation of 1828-6, ._; regards juries the 
restriction limiting as regards grand juries and the trial of 
Christians, the right to act to Christians disappeared finally in 
1832, • when the appointment of others than covenanted civil 
servants as justices of the peace was sanctioned. In 18237 a 
supreme court for Bombay was authorized. It is significant 
of the limited character of the legislative power ascribed to the 
presidencies that it was felt necessary in 18188 to legisJate to 
remove doubts as to the validity of marriages performed by 
Scots clergymen, in 18289 to enact a bankruptcy law, to make 
the real estate of British subjects dying within the jurisdiction 
of the Supreme Courts liable for their debts,' 0 and to extend 
certain an1endments of English cri1ninallaw. 11 

In 1824 it was agreed to take over all the Dutch possessions 
in India and Malacca in exchange for Bencoolen and the 
British holdings in ~umatra. Singapore was transferred to the 
Company by an Act of 1824, 12 and pro•ision for its government 
made in the following year, 13 when the ceded territory on the 
Coromandel coast and the Northern Sarkars were placed under 
Madras. 

1 58 Gco. IU, c. 83. 1 4 Geo. IV, c. 80, 
3 4 Geo. IV, c. 71; 6 Geo. IV, c. 85. 4 59 Gea. Ill, c. 60. 
5 4 Gco. IV, c. 71, s. 6. 
8 2 & 3 \Vill. IV, c. 117, amending 7 Ooo. IV, c. 37. 7 4 Geo. TV, c. 71. 
8 58 Oeo. IV, c. 84; Inter regulated by India. Acts, III & XV of 1872. 
9 9 Gco. IV, c. 73. 10 ft Gt..-o. IV, c. 33. 
lL 9 Gco. IV, c. 74; this accords power to try bigamy committed outside India. 
12 5 Gco. IV~ c. 108. u 6 Geo. IV, c. 85. 
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'!he Charter Act of 18331
1 like its predecessor was the outcome 

of much inquiry and consideration. It was produced at a time 
when Whig af>ld Liberal principles were politically victorious, 
when Maca~lay was Secretary to the Board of Control, and 
James Mill, the disciple of Bentham and admirer of his views on 
legislation and codification, was examiner of correspondence at 
the India House. It followed from the whole trend of affairs 
that the trade monopoly disappeared, 2 and the Company was 
required to wind up its commercial transactions. Its debts 
""'re charged on Indian revenues and they were authorized to 
pay lO! ·per cent, but arrangements were made for redemption 
of the stock at £200 per cent, for which purpose the Company 
was'required to pay two millions to the National Debt Com
missioners, to be accumulated at compound interest until it 
reached twelve millions. 

The territorial possessions of the Company except St. Helena, 
which was vested in the Crown, were continued to the Company 
for twenty years but 'in trust for His Majesty, his heirs and 
successors, for the ser..:ictofTh~i;"";;";~ii,;;-.;nt of fudi~',-and the 
control of the British Government was as before to be exercised 
through the Board of Control, which was expanded to include 
the great officers of state, but in fact the President continued to 
act. The Company received at long last a compendious name, 
the East India Company; it was relieved from the disability of 
the Act of 1773 under which any one in its service was ineligible 
for election as a director, but otherwise the system of control 
was continued, with special emphasis on the secret committee 
and on the retention of patronage. Macaulay defended this 
position and the retention of the Compalli' on the ground that 
it was not desirable to'give so much uncontrolled power to the 
Crown, for Parliament was incapable of exercising effective 
supervision over Indian government. 

The original proposal was to entrust to the governor-general 
and councillors the government of India, but that was in the 
Act reduced to the superintendence, direction, and control of the 
governor-general in council. Another project of> centralization 
had proposed the abolition of the councils of Madras and Bombay, 

• 
1 3 & 4 Will. IV, c. 86; in the main operative from April 22nd 1834 (s. 117). 
2 3 & 4 Will. IV:c. 59, gave power to regula.te the trade by Order in Council. 
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but it was felt sufficient to give the power to abolish or to 
reduce, and in both cases the number was brought down to two. 
The council of the govel'nm-general was fu<.eO. >¢ tour, one for 
legislation only, while the commander-in-chief ot commander
in-chief of the Bengal army might be made an extraordinary 
member. 

It was proposed to divide the presidency of Fort William into 
two, Fort William and Agra, both under a governor a~d 
coUilCil, and with Madras and Bombay subject to the governor
general in council, whose orders as to civil or miliWy 
government were to be obeyed and whose permission was 
necessary for creating new offices or granting any salary, 
gratuity, or pension. But the division w~s postponed by an 
Act of 1835 which authorized the aJ>pointment of a lieutenant
governor of the North-Western Provinces, and the Charter Act 
of 1853 continued the suspension. The governor-general of 
India' was left governor of Bengal, a position relieved in 
practice by his appointing under the Act a deputy governor. 

Alterations of vital importance were made in the legislative 
system of India. The aims stated by the government in 
justifying the measure included the simplification of !avo, and 
reform of legislative power rendered the more necessary 
because it had been decided to open India freely to the entry of 
British subjects as opposed to the permit system of the past. 
At the same time it was decided to centralize the wide legislative 
power to be granted, and to differentiate the function of legis
lation from that of administration. Hence the addition of a 
fourth member to the council of th.e governor-general who was 
not to be a membcro0f the Company's service; he was in theory 
entitled only to sit and vote at meetrrtgs for the purpose of 
making laws, but the directors suggested' that he should be 
allowed to sit at executive business meetings as a means of 
appreciating the great problems to be dealt with, and Macaulay 
was thus admitted to such meetings. The purpose of his 
presence wa.s primarily to secure that legal measures should be 
duly drafted,.by a professional hand, and Indian legislation 
henceforth is certainly technically improved. • 

1 This style superseded that of governor-general of Bengal. 
'Ellenborough insisted that they could not direct that he s!t; Law, pp. 117. 118. ' . . 
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The Act superseded the existing legislative powers of Madras 
and Bombay, and greatly extended the powers hitherto vested 
in the governor;general and council of Bengal. In all three 
territories power had been given to legislate so as to bind those 
Europeans and 'rndians who were subject to the jurisdiction of 
the Supreme Court by regulations duly registered by the Supreme 
Courts. But the govermnents agreed in objecting to this 
control, and refrained from this procedure, so that their 
regu1aticms 1 could be made effective only on Indians resident 
out!!ide the headquarters of each territory and such Europeans 
as were subject to the control of the provincial courts. This 
fact explains the curious instances above noted of legislation 
on lo&l issues for India by the British Parliament. English 
common and statutory law had been introduced for the guidance 
of the supreme judiciary by the charter of 1726, but unless 
specially extended to India subsequent legislation did not 
apply. For the guidance of the provineial courts, on the other 
hand, there were bodies of regulations, including the Cornwallis 
code of 1793 and subsequent regulations down to 1834, for 
Madras regulations from 1802 to 1834, and for Bombay 
Elphin~tone's code of 1827 embodying legislation from 1799 and 
additions dovm to 1834. It was obviously most undesirable to 
maintain this division of legal enactments and of courts, 
and the new provisions were calculated to render fundamental 
change possible. Moreover, it was clearly necessary to remove 
from dispute the legal authority on which legislation rested. 

The difficulties of the position are admirably stated in an 
opinion of Sir George Grey and Sir Edward Ryan, 2 which was 
before Parliament when it legislated. They pointed out that 
the bulk of the Indian t<!rritories had really become the posses
sion of the Crown by conquest or cession, and that therein its 
sovereignty was absolute, the ovcrlordship of the Mogul being 
merely formal. The Company exercised two sets of powers, 
those derived from the· Crown directly, and indirectly those of 
the rulers they supplanted which the Crown had acquiesced in 
their exercising in the judicial and legislative sphere, i.e. by 
the provincial courts and the regulations. The direct powers 

1 They were un~o-ordinated, the governor-general's veto being little used; 
Hansard, 3rd Ser., xviii, 727. 

2 Octob1;:r 16th 1830: in Fifth App. to Third Report of Select Committee. • • 
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from the Crown given by Parliament had superseded those of 
the charters of 1698 and 1726. The indirect powers including 
that of taxation might he called in question now that India was 
to be opened to European entry. They drew" altention to the 
extreme confusion which existed regarding tf1e term British 
subject as used in imperial legislation, and deprecated the 
confusion caused by the maintenance of two completely 
distinct judicial and legislative systems, under which the most 
important powers of the Indian government, including' the 
whole of the criminal law as applied to natives, lay outsid~the 
control of any power save the Company and the Board of 
Control. They strongly recommended remedial measures, 
justly criticizing the very unsatisfactory terms of the e"isting 
charters of justice which purported to carry out the legislation 
under which they were issued. 

The strengthened legislature was put in the position to 
legislate for all British territories in India with the same effect 
as Parliament, subject to certain limitations. It could (a) 
repeal, amend, or alter any law in force in the Indian territories; 
(b) make laws for all persons, British or native, foreigners or 
others and for all courts, chartered or otherwise; (c) legi~late for 
all places and things whatsoever in the territories; (d) legislate 
for all servants of the Company within the native states; and 
(3) make articles of war for the government of the native 
officers and soldiers in the Company's military service and for 
the administration of justice by courts martial accordingly. 
But it might not repeal any provisions of the Charter Act of 
1888 or of the Acts punishing mutiny or desertion of officers 
or soldiers of the Crown or the Company; or affect any prero
gative of the Crown, or the authority of Parliament or any 
part of the unwritten laws and constitution of the United 
Kingdom whereon might depend the allegiance of any person 
to the Crown, or the sovereignty or dominion of the Crown over 
Indian territories. Nor without the previous sanction of the 
directors might it authorize any save a chartered high court to 
sentence to•death any of His Majesty's natural-born subjects 
born in Europe or their children or abolish any chartered comt. 
There was also an express saving of the powe~ of Parliament 
to legislate for India and to repeal Indian A<Jts, which were to 

• • 
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be duly laid before it. Acts of the Indian legislature could be 
disallowed by the directors subject to the Board of Control, 
but otherwise Wfre to operate without registration as Acts of 

• Parliament. , 
It was proposed further that Indian legislation should be 

consolidated, and codified and that, where possible, general 
laws should be passed, and judicial systems and policy 
standardized, and an Indian Law Commission on which 
Macaulay sat was set up to report on ameliorative measures. 

ntdia was opened as regards the area under the Company on 
January 1st 1800, the Carnatic, Cuttack, and Singapore to 
British subjects, on condition of entering at a customs-house; 
for re~idence elsewhere a licence was still required, but other 
areas could be opened, and .without formal repeal the system 
of licences was dropped. But the Indian legislature was required 
to legislate regarding illicit entrance or residence, and thi~ was 
duly acted upon in Act III of 1864. 1 

It was further enjoined on the legislature to make regulations, 
in view of the freedom of entry conceded, for the protection of 
the natives from outrage on their persons, religion, and 
opinioQs. 2 

By s. 87 of the Act it_ was expressly provided that no native 
or natural-born subject of the Crown resident in India should be 
by reason only of his religion, place of birth, descent, colour, or 
any of them be disqualified for any place in the Company's 
service. This excellent sentimen~however,~.was not of.much 
practka) imporl;ance;5ince nothing was done, despite the views 
of Mun_!o, Malcolm, Elphinstone, Sleeman; .and Bishop-Heber, 
to repeal the provision of the-Act of -1793, whiCh excluded any 
but covenanted servantt from occupying places worth over 
£500 a year. A further reform was projected. The service was 
to be entered under the system of competition after nomination 
of four candidates at least for each vacancy, a period of three 
years' training at Haileybury to follow. But the directors 
defeated this wise proposal, inducing next year the passing of 
an Act postponing the operation of the proposal_ • 

Provision was made for increasing to three the bishoprics in • 
1 AUer Ca11jman v. Government of Bomba.y (1894), I.L.R. 18 Bombay, 636. 
~ F.mbodied in lndiun Penni Code, ss. 295-8. 

• • 
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India, giving to the bishop of Calcutta metropolitan status 
subject to the general superintendence of the archbishop of 
Canterbury. In each presidency two chaplains. of the Church of 
Scotland were to be provided and power was &ivcn to appoint 
ministers of other Christian sects. 

Of fundamental importance was the provision requiring 
the governor-general in council to take into consideration the 
mitigation of the state of slavery, the amelioration of the 
condition of slaves, and the ultimate extinction of slavery. 
They were to submit drafts of legislation for the approval ofthe 
directors, and the latter had each year to submit to Parliament 
the drafts received and their proceedings in respect thereof. 
Already by the Acts of 18111 and 18242 engaging in tht, slave 
trade had become first a felony, and thcn"piracy, whose penalty 
was death, and these Acts applied to India, but India was not 
included in the general legislation of 1833, it being recognized 
that Hindu and Muhammadan law had to be respected. By 
Act V of 1843 the necessary action was set on foot. 

The Act of 1833 was supplemented by two Acts' regarding 
the conditions of trade to India and China and the tea trade in 
special. In 18354 as noted above, permission was obtllined to 
defer the partition of Bengal, and in 1840' the Indian 1\lutiny 
Acts were consolidated and amended and power given to the 
governor-general in council to legislate for the Indian navy. In 
view of earlier legislation on insolvency a further Act' was 
passed in 1848 which stood until repealed and re-enacted for 
the presidency tO\vns in 1909 (Act Ill). 

When the extension granted by the Act of 1833 approached 
its close, the situa~on was most closely considered. The passage 
of time had shown a steady growth in favour of the substitution 

>!-· of Crown control in place of that of the Company, but the power 
of the directors was by no means obsolete. They had still 
normally the initiative in public business, and, while the 
appointment of the highest officials tended to pass from their 
hands, as when Lord Auckland was chosen in 1835 in lieu of 
Metcalfe, they could recall a governor-general they disliked, as 
in the case of Ellenboroughin 1844, despite the objections ofthe 

1 51 Goo. 111, c. 23. 2 5 Geo. 1.v, c. 113. 
3 3 & 4 Will. IV, cc. 93, 101. 4 5 & 6 tyill. IV, c. 52. 
~ 3 & 4 Viet., c. 37.- e 11 & 12 V~t., c. 21. 
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Queen herself. Moreover, their expert knowledge was obviously 
a great asset, which could not hastily be dispensed with. The 
decision therefore carried out in the Ast of 18531 continued the 
powers of t~lC· Company in trust for the Crown uirtil Parliament 
should other'-•ise direct. But it reduced the number of directors 
from twenty-four to eighteen, and made provision for the election 
of six by the Crown; of the others, six must, like the Crown's 
nominees, have served at least ten years in India, thus paving 
ti1e way for a council of advice essentially expert. The quorum 
"as reduced from thirteen to ten, thus rendering it even possible 
for the Crown directors to be in a majority. More vital as a sign 
of change was the taking away of the patronage of the directors 
and the substitution of competitive examination open to 
British subjects generalcy under a scheme prepared by the 
Board of Control. At the same time the position of President of 
the Board of Control was increased in importance by being 
placed ontcquality with a Secretary of State as regards salary, 
the reduction to £3,500 from £5,000 in 1881 having rendered 
the office a stepping-stone to higher positions, and the sanction 
of the Crown was required for all appointments to the councils 
in I11dia. 

The vexed question of the administration of Bengal was 
dealt with by authorizing the appointment of a governor, or 
until that was done a lieutenant-governor, a step taken in 
1854. A new presidency might be created, o~ a lieutenant
governorship, and the latter step was taken for the Punjab in 
1859. The former measure was long overdue, for the governor
general' in council was overburdened with work, and Bengal did 
not receive anything like the amount of "versight essential for 
its development or even for the elementary task of maintaining 
security of life. 

The legislative provisions of the Act were of considerable 
importance. The legislative member was now given full rank as 
a member of conncil with voting power in all business, as desired 
by Macaulay. At the same time the distinction between the 
council as executive and as a legislative body was marked by 
certain changes. Hitherto the governor-general in executive 

1 16 & 17 Vi~t., c, 95. 
2 He appointed a deputy, but these changing officers could do little; Curzon, 

British Government in India, ii, 74; Lee-Warner, Lord Dalhctude, ii, 246 ff. 
• • 
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business could act with one of the council and had an overriding 
power in executive business. In legislative business three 
councillors could legislate in his absence and he could not 
override them. Now he was given the right to• Withhold his 
assent, though not to pass legislation over the dissent of the 
majority of the council. Secondly the council was increased in 
size, to consist of the governor-general, the commander-in-chief, 
the four members of council, a representative of each presidency 
or lieutenant-governorship selected from civilians of ten yearS' 
standing at least by the head of the local government, the Chi<!'!' 
Justice of Bengal and another Supreme Court judge; two other 
civilians might be, but were not, added. The sittings of the 
council were made public and their proceedings published. The 
proposal to add unofficial European .and Ir:dian members was 
negatived on the ground 1 that it was impossible to select an 
Indian or a Muslim properly representative. The obvious 
solution, however, would have been to have a largo!~' advisory 
body, for, while the new council was much better equipped in 
legal and provincial knowledge, it lacked effective spokesmen 
of Indian or non-official European views. As it was, the new 
legislature fell rapidly into disrepute with the government, for 
it adopted parliamentary models, and showed an inclination 
to inquire into executive business and even to criticize the 
government in respect of its grants to the M:ysore princes. 2 

This attempt to cast doubt on the wisdom of the government 
was as little appreciated in tbe United Kingdom as in India, and 
the step taken was remedied in 1861. 

The law conunission in India established under the Act of 
1833 had worked hal;d, but no important positive enactments 
had resulted, and on the score of expense'it had been reduced to 
a skeleton organization. Provision was now made for com~ 
missioners in England to work into legal form the final work of 
the Indian commission. 

The regulations for open competition were drafted by a 
committee under Macaulay, and were destined to improve 
seriously the quality of the service. But they ignored the fact 
that by establishing this system of entry by examination in 

• 
/wood, Hansard, 3rd Ser., cxxix, 418 ff. 

2 Proceedings. 1860, pp. 1343-1402. 
• • 
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India a grave obstacle was being placed in the way of entry of 
::<"~dia~~:.? the civil service. :Moreover. it was decided1 to close 

,- ~Ha.ileybury as ~place of training. 
In 18542.the system of administration m India ·was supple

mented by a"n important Act. The growth of Bengal had been 
remarkable. It included the conquered and ceded provinces 
which in 1834 were styled the province of Agra, and renamed 
North-Western Provinces in 1836, being placed under a 
lieutenant-governor. Assam, Arakan, and Tenasserim were 
!!eded in 1826, small Dutch possessions exchanged in 1824, 
Serampur bought from the King of Denmark in 1845, the 
enclave of Darjeeling obtained from Sikkim in 1835 and a 
porioion of Sikkim in 1850. The Act of 1853 had contemplated 
a new presidency "and a .further lieutenant-governorship, but 
these powers were found inadequate, and provision was felt to 
be necessary for areas which were not suited for creation into 
a lieutenant-governorship. The solution now adopted was to 
permit the governor-general in council, with the sanction of the 
directors and Board of Control, to take under his immediate 
authority any territory and thereafter to provide for its 
adi1Ynistration. The officers placed in charge of such districts, 
to whom were delegated such powers as were not held proper to 
be reserved to the central authority, were styled in practice 
chief commissioners, a style recognized by an Act of 1870.' 
Thus when under the Act of 1853 a lieutenant-governor was 
~.rrrtedtOfllel}giiJ,\Jrlssa, and"Assam, Ten~rim was kept 
in the hands of the governor-general, and Arakan, ~rst 
1-ianded over to the lieutenant-governor, was sTiorHy afterwards 
restored to the governor-general. As li matter of fact the 
necessities of the cas<! had led, when the Sagar and Narbada 
territories were acquired, and later when Assam, Arakan, and 
Tenasserim were occupied in 1824-6 and Pegu in 1852, to the 
decision of the government to exempt them from the operations 
of the Bengal regulations, and to govern them as non-regulativn 
areas on simpler Jines, employing military as well as· civil 
officers. This practice may have been of doubtful legality; if 
so, it was now rendered possible to carry out the system 
legally. • 

l 18 & 19 Viet., c. 03. 217 & 18 Viet., c. 77. 3 33 Viet., c. 3, ss. l, 3 . 
• 
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The Act of 1854 further simplified government by taking 
from the governor-general his now unnecessary style of governor 
of Bengal, conferring on him in council all power\ not allocated 
to the governments of the areas into which the old presidency 
was now divided. Further power was given to the government 
of India with home approval to alter the boundaries of the 
Indian provinces as held desirable. 

3. Tiffi SYSTEM OF ADMINISTRATION • 
During this period, as already noted, the Company through 

its Court of Directors still remained an important factor in 
the system of administration, 1 and co~trolled personnel, 
recalling Ellenborough and driving .Wellesley to resign. The 
Board of Control doubtless had paramount power in all save 
commercial issues, but much depended on the strength of its 
president who came in practice to represent its authority. 
Dundas, Pitt's incompetent protege, was able as a rule to 
exercise the full authority of a cabinet minister, but the 
president might as in the case of Minto be left outside the 
cabinet. Even Castlereagh is found explaining to Wellesley.how 
delicate was his task in handling the directors. Doubtless the 
president could send dispatches to the secret committee for 
dispatch to India, and dispatches might be sent from India to 
that body which could not show them to the other directors. 
But nom1ally the business was settled between the chairman 
and the president informally, and only when agreement was 
reached was a formal draft submitted for the Board's approval. 
In the case of peiSistent disagreement the Crown could 
proceed by application to King's Bench for a mandamus to the 
Company,' but that was necessarily rare. The net result was a 
distinct improvement on the earlier chaos. 3 The government 
of India was brought into effective touch with the British 
Cabinet, but that body was not burdened by the patronage of 
India, nor was it left to attempt to devise policy without the 

1 Cf. Kaye, /tfemotials of Indian Govl., p. 483; Admin. of E.I. Go., pp. 129 ff.; 
Roberts, India under Wellesley, pp. 263-88. 

2 Cf. the dispute over Wel1esley's college a.t Calcutta; RoboA.a, India under 
W cllesley, pp. 167-65. 

3 Its disadvantages a.re stressed by Curzon, British Government in India, ii, 67 ff. 
• • 
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aid of an authoritative body which stood between it and the 
public. 

As regard~ l;.he government in India, the appointment of 
Cornwallis matkcd the decisive preference for sending men from 
England to fill the office of governor-general. Shore indeed 
succeeded. Cern wallis in 1798 for special reasons, but his 
management of affairs was not regarded as commending a 
re.eetition of the experiment, and the ineffective character of 
Barlow's tenure of office (1805-7) on the death of Cornwallis on 
hi~ second visit confirmed the objections. The government at 
home refused to allow Metcalfe to succeed, sending in lieu the 
inefficient Auckland, and it was only in exceptional circum
stances and after th~ Mutiny that the rule was departed from.' 
Unquestionably there were advantages in the plan. The 
noblemen sent from England had a wider grasp of foreign 
affairs and politics generally than could be expected in the 
servants of the company; they had higher moral standards, 
and their views were unquestionably received with far more 
respect by directors and Board of Control alike than would 
have been those of former servants of the Company. Applied to 
the oose of the governorships of Bombay and Madras the 
principle worked worse. With the exception of Bentinck the 
men who accepted office were second-rate, inferior to Lord 
Macartney, whose appointment in 1780 to Madras marked the 
beginning of the system. Dalhousie considered that it might be 
dropped with advantage, and in some cases it was ignored. 
Thus for their services in the last Maratha war Elphinstone 
was given Bombay and Munro Madras, where they both 
accomplished much valuable work. • 

The presidency governments were constructed on the basis 
of the central government, the governor being aided by a 
council of two civil members to whom was added the com
mander-in-chief of the local forces. He had the same power 
to override his council, and until the passing of the Act of 
1888 had legislative as well as executive powers, subject in 
the case of legislation intended to apply to those within the 
jurisdiction oj the Supreme Court to registration therein. 

After Cornwallis the subordination of the presidencies to 
1 In Lawrence's case (1864-9}; cf, Curzon, ii, 233. . . . 
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the governor-general was complete. The Act of 1793 made it 
clear that the governor-general could visit a presidency and 
there exercise with the local council his authotity as with the 
council of Bengal, and could issue orders to any. servant of the 
Company without previous communication with the local 
council. Thus Wellesley was not hampered by local resistance 
when in 1798 he took upon himself the burden of controlling Jtt 
Madras the preparations for the overthrow of 1'ipu Sultan.' 
Even he complained of lack of readiness to carry out his orders, 
and his predecessor Shore found Lord Hobart ordering about lhe 
naval squadron on the coast without reference to him, and 
their quarrel was so serious that Hobart went home and threw 
up his chance of succession. 2 • • 

If the servants of the Company lost the highest posts available 
they were amply compensated by the statutory security 
accorded in 1793, which gave the servants in each presidency a 
monoply of offices inferior to councillorships. No post with pay 
of over £500 a year could be a'\arded to any servant under 
three years' service, for £1,500 six years were necessary, nirte 
for £3,000, and twelve for £4,000. 3 The figures seem large, but 
it must be remembered that they were intended to replace the 
scandalous profits of the past. The new regime had the gre~tt 
merit of reducing the directors' patron~tge to writerships, and 
putting an end to the flood of greedy adventurers who visited 
India to seek employment. Only in areas exempted from the 
regul~ttion system was it possible to evade the rules of the 
statutes. But the system shut out Indians from superior 
office, and this was a serious disadvantage, which was not 
remedied by declarations of principle such as that of 1833 above 
referred to, and was pcrpetu~tted by the adoption of open 
competition in England under the Act of 1853. 

The special powers of the governor-general in council 
naturally resulted in the constant tendency to model government 
even outside Bengal on that system. The history of this 
period, therefore, is largely taken up with the different reactions 

1 Wellesley so dominated his council as to receive strong disapproval from the 
directors. and he personally dictated policy to the governors; see Roberts, India 
under Welksley, pp. 3-8, 279-85; for his control of Lord Clive a.~dras. pp. 44-8. 

2 Teignmouth, Life of Shore, i, 372. 
3 Reducerl by 63 Geo. III, o. 155, s. 82: tho periods feU to four, seven, and ten 

years. • • 
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outside Bengal to that model, while in Bengal itself tardily it 
was realized that the reforms of Cornwallis, necessary as they 
were at the ti111e, involved disadvantages which had slowly and 
tentatively to. be eliminated. 

(a) BENGAL 

Cornwallis's system was based on the permanent settlement 
of the revenue, the separation of revenue administration and 
tl'!e judicature, and the employment of Europeans in the higher 
offices, subjecting them to the control of a complex system 
of regulations designed to check any misdemeanours. Un
questionably his motives were excellent. The weakness of his 
plan lay in the fa.;t that. recourse to the courts was wholly 
ineffective as a means of protection to the ryots against the 
zamindars, while their existence encouraged among the richer 
Indians a love for litigation not unknown in other lands 
but accentuated in India. The permanent settlement worked 
badly at first; litigation choked the courts, and sales of estates 
became frequent. In 1795 and 1799 it was felt necessary to give 
zamipdars coercive powers over tenants, and in the latter 
year to authorize the arrest of the zamindars themselves. 
But only slowly was friction reduced and not until many of the 
original zamindars had disappeared. 

To remedy congestion in the courts various devices were 
tried, mainly in the direction of increasing the number and 
powers of subordinate Indian judges, in limiting appeals, and 
expediting proceedings. In 1801 the Sadr Diwani Adalat was 
handed over to three judges, thus ending.the judicial activity 
of the governor-gener.tl in council; 1 in 1807 the number was 
increased to four, and in 1811 provision was made to augment 
the number of puisne judges as need arose. z Provision was 
made in 1797 for hearing appeal cases, when the provincial 
courts were on circuit, while magistrates were given increased 
powers in petty cases. But none of these experiments served 
seriously to improve matters, and only in 1814 were effective 
steps taken to modify the basis of Cornwallis's system. 

1 Until 1818 h6 continued to bear appeals from Madras; Madras Reg. Y of 1802, 
ss. 31-6. 

2 Reg. II of 1801; Xll of 1811. • • 
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In 1814 the directors and the Board of Control raised the 
question whether it would not be right to give the collectors of 
revenue some part in civil justice as a mean§ of aiding the 
ryots, and to associate them with the control of .the police and 
magisterial fw1ctions. But there was much reluctance locally 
to undo the work of Cornwallis and reforms were slow. In 
1813-14 the police were reorganized, in 1814 and 1821-81 
munsiffs and sadr amins were given wider powers in civil 
cases, a fifth judge was added to the Sadr Diwani Adalat and 
the work apportioned among the judges.1 The number • of 
r.illah judges was increased, and slowly some revenue matters 
were referred to the collectors, in 1819 claims to freedom from 
assessment, in 1822 rectification of errors at sales. The action 
of the courts was aided by the definition ~f the rights of ryots 
and others in land by Regulation VIII of 1819, though by 
this time it was impossible satisfactorily to protect the ryot. 
In criminal justice Regulation IV of 1821 permitted the govern
ment specially to authorize collectors to act as magistrates. 
In 1824 and 1831 steps were taken which led to collectors 
dealing with summary suits as to rent, though a regular suit 
could be brought in the civil courts. The collectors worked.under 
the control of the Board of Revenue at Calcutta. 

In 1829 commissioners of revenue and circuit were appointed, 
who controlled the collectors and the judge magistrates, and 
themselves held courts of sessions, the provincial courts' 
duties being handed over to them. But in 1831 sessions work 
was given to the district judges, who handed over their 
magisterial powers to the collectors. In 1837, however, 
separation once moliC took place; each district tended to have a 
district civil and sessions judge, a coll~ctor, and a magistrate; 
these officers were aided by assistants of the civil service, by 
deputy collectors, and deputy magistrates, often natives, and 
at headquarters the collector's office included a treasury. The 
posts of deputy collector was legalized in 1833, that of deputy 
magistrate in 1843, while Bentinck created the post of joint 
magistrate to which senior subordinates could be posted to aid 
the collectors and the magistrates; later these o!Jicers became 
subdivisional officers, being stationed at subdivisions where it 

1 :r:g. XXlll of 1S14-; V of 1831. 
• 
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was specially desirable to bring justice close to the people and to 
supervise the police. In a few cases collectors also held magis
terial function~. Bcntinck, in a desire to extend the services of • Indians in t)1e judicial service, established principal sadr 
amins who could try cases up to 5,000 rupees value, and from 
them in certain cases appeal lay only to the Sadr Diwani 
Adalat. 

The system was unsatisfactory in operation, and Dalhousie 
in' 18.54, the first lieutenant-governor, and Canning in 1857 
"~ere at one in a demand for the union of powers in the collector, 
so that he might take the place occupied by the corresponding 
officer of the time in Madras, Bombay, and the North-\Vestern 
Provinces. This pr.,ference for patriarchal rule unquestionably 
corresponded with the need of the time and received effect after 
the Mutiny. It was not realized by the supporters of the system 
of Cornwallis that the protection of courts means nothing to 
persons without the means to make use of their advantages. 

As regards the added territories, in 1795 a city and three 
zillah courts were created for Benares as well as a provincial 
Court of Appeal. In 1803 the Bengal system was introduced 
into the ceded area of Oudh, and extended in 1804 to the Duab. 
In 1831 a distinct Sadr Diwani Adalat was created for the 
North-\Vestern Provinces. For criminal purposes in 1795 the 
judges of the Bcnares city and zillah courts were made magis
trates and the provincial court given the power of a Court of 
Circuit. Over all was extended the jurisdiction of the Sadr 
.Kizamat Adalat. In 1803 in the Oudh districts the seven zillah 
judges were made magistrates, the provincial court made a Court 
of Circuit under the Sadr Nizamat Adala1;. Similar provisions 
were made in 1804-5 i'or the Duab. In 1817 Dehra Dun and 
Kummm were brought under the legal system, and in 1831 a 
separate court of Sadr Nizamat Adalat was set up at Allahabad, 
with authority over the North-Western Provinces, Kumaun, 
and the Sagar and Narbada territories. 

Cuttack, acquired in 1804, was brought under the judicial 
system as two zillahs under the Court of Circuit for the Calcutta 
division. • In addition to these courts, whose powers were extended 
over all persons in 1836, there existed the courts established 

• • IO 
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under direct parliamentary authority. The jurisdiction of the 
Supreme Court as it existed in 1853 applied to all persons within 
the area of Calcutta proper with a population ~f ~13,182. The 
only limitation was that its ecclesiastical jurisdjction was not 
exefcised in the case of Hindus and Muhammadans beyond the 
grant of probate of wills. It also applied to all subjects born 
in the British Islands and their descendants, resident in the 
presidency or the province of Agra. Further, all persons 
resident in these areas who kept a house and servants' in 
Calcutta, or carried on business in any place there through 
agents, were deemed subject to the common law and equity 
jurisdiction of the court. Indians who had bound themselves by 
written contract to accept its jurisdietioL' were subject to it 
where the cause of action exceeded 500 rupees. Persons who 
made usc of the court thereby subjected themselves to its 
jurisdiction in the same matter on another side, e.g. if probate 
was taken out, the person so acting fell under the equity 
jurisdiction for due administration of the estate. Servants, 
past and present, of the Company or any British subject were 
liable in case of wrongs or trespasses, and by agreement in 
other civil suits, while they were liable in crime, misdemeanour, 
and oppression to its criminal jurisdiction. The Admiralty 
jurisdiction applied fully criminally in respect of crimes on the 
high seas and civilly in respect of the provinces of Bengal, 
Bihar, and Orissa. 

Moreover, the court had jurisdiction in respect of any crimes 
committed by British subjects at any place within the charter 
limits or in the territories of Indian states. 

The law adminstoced in the court was complex. It comprised: 
(I) The common law as it existed in '1726 so far as not sub
sequently modified by imperial or local legislation; (2) English 
statute law under the same conditions; (3) English statutes 
expressly applied to India, or adopted for India by local 
legislation; (4) the civil law as followed in the ecclesiastical and 
Admiralty jurisdictions in England; (5) regulations made by 
the governor-general in council prior to the Act vf 1838 if duly 
registered in the court, and Acts made under that measure; 
(6) Hindu and Muhammadan law and usages in cases regarding 
inheritance and succession to lands, rents, or goods, and all 

• • 
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matters of contract and dealing between party and party where 
a Hindu or Muhammadan was defendant. 

It must b~ a,Pdcd that under each head the law was hard to 
ascertain, 1 an >I the judges had also to take into consideration 
the charter of the court, commissions from the government, 
circulars from the Nizamat and Diwani Adalats, treaties and 
arguments from international law. In the Company's Courts 
th~ matter was still more confused if possible, though English 
common and statute law were not regularly in force, for they 
fe,t bound in a manner unknown to the Supreme Court by the 
directions issued from the government and the Appeal Courts. 
It can easily be understood, therefore, that there was great 
difficulty throughm1,t this period, even after the Act of 1833 
gave full legislative authority and extended the jurisdiction of 
the Company's Courts, in ascertaining legal issues. 

Police also remained inefficient, and an experiment from 
1837 to 1854 under which the commissioners ceased to supervise 
the forces, which were placed under a superintendent, did 
nothing to improve matters. Not until1856 was the protection 
of villages improved by appointing chaukidars subordinate to 
the district magistrates and paid by a local cess. The country 
was overrun by thugs and dacoits, who rejoiced in an immunity 
greatly helped by legal niceties. Special legislation in 1836 was 
necessary to condemn to· life-imprisonment any associate of 
a band, and Sleeman's efforts gradually diminished the evil. 
Similar legislation in 1843 and 1851 reduced the curse of dacoity. 

Matters were not helped by the financial straits caused by the 
permanent settlement, the zamindars objecting to pay cesses 
even for roads or education; customs and excise, the salt 
monopoly and opium '~ere the other chief sources. The final 
control rested with the Board of Revenue in subordination to 
the supreme government. 

1 e.g., how far was English law capable of application in tho presidency towns, 
etc.: Lyons Corpn. v. East. India Go. (1836), 1 .Moo. P.C. 175 (rules against land
ownership by aliens not in force); Advocate-General of Bengal v. Surnomoye Dosaee 
(1863), 2 Moo. P.O. N.S. 22 {English law of suicide inapplicable); Fruman v. Fairlie 
(1828), 1 Moo. Ind. App. :~05; llam Goom.ar Goondoo v. Ghurukr Canto .Mookerjee 
(1876), 2 App. CaR. 186 (law as to maintenance and champerty). The &Jlplication 
of native law wa,most complex; Morley, Digest, i, pp. c.ix ff. The Sikhs and Jains 
had special usages, the ParsE-cs their own practices, which received legislative effect 
in part in 1837, the ArmenianR claimed English law. See Eggar, Laws of India, 
i, 2(i ff. 

• • 
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(b) MADRAS 

Efficient administration of any kind at .1\!adras dates 
virtually from the acquisition of Dindigul and )3aramahal by 
Cornwallis, for the Northern Sarkars had been carelessly 
managed by incompetent agents and the Company's jagir was 
in no better case. A Board of Revenue was set up in 1786, and 
in 1794 Hobart installed district collectors under the Board in 
the sarkars, and placed the jagir under a single collector. 
Efforts were made by the latter, by Place in Baramahal, and 'by 
Munro in Kanara, to establish direct relations with the ryots 
for raising the land revenue, but Bengal in 1798 ordered the 
adoption of the system there in force. .Jt was therefore in 
1802-4 arranged to set up in the sarkars, the jagir, Baramahal, 
and Dindigul a permanent zamindari system, and the judicial 
organization of Bengal was brought into force with district 
judges who were also magistrates and in charge of the police 
darogas; with provincial Courts of Appeal from the judges, 
which acted as Courts of Circuit; and a code of regulations 
which vainly attempted to protect the peasants. Later the 
system was forced on the poligars of the Carnatic, but gra.lually 
its defects became visible, and Bentinck, governor from 1803--7, 
realized the claims of the ryotwari views of Munro. But the 
Board of Revenue preferred and experimented unsuccessfully 
with a plan of village settlements. The way was now open to 
revert to Munro's views, which included the conviction that 
the collector should have magisterial and police authority, 
that local panchayats should as far as possible be used to settle 
disputes, only appeals and serious criminal cases going to 
British judges, whose employment in g~neral was too expensive, 
while legal complications denied justice to the ryots. This 
policy was adopted in 1818. The collector received magisterial 
powers and the control of the police, the darogas being dis
banded and their work carried out by the collector's revenue 
staff and village watchmen. Paid munsiffs were stationed at 
convenient centres to try causes up to 200 rupees, village head
men could try petty civil suits, and panchaya~ suits of any 
value on subn1ission. 

The zillah courts' judges were given certain criminal powers, . . 
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but these in the main were ~onfcrred on the four provincial 
courts of appeal as circuit courts. The final court was from 
1807 composfd.of judges presided over by a member of council; 
as a civil court it was styled the Sadr Adalat, as a criminal 
court the Sadr Faujdaxi Adalat. In 1827 the use of native 
judges was extended for both civil and criminal cases where 
natives were concerned, while auxiliary judges with jurisdiction 
also over Europeans and Alhericans were set up in chosen 
diStricts. The introduction of jury trial in the circuit courts 
wk also provided for. 

In 1848 the provincial courts were swept away and the 
zillah courts replaced in part by civil and sessions judges, in 
part by increasing t!>e powers of the sadr amins. 

Reversion to ryotwari settlements in place of zamindari was 
approved in 1818, and since then the former system has been 
widely extended. In 1822 the collector was empowered to 
interfere as a summary arbitrator, but this plan was unfavour
ably affected by decision of the courts in favour of determining 
rents on a competitive basis. Other sources of revenue were 
licence duties, a tobacco monopoly, abolished in 1852, transit 
dues,..abolishcd in 1844, the salt monopoly, taxation of liquor 
and drugs, and customs duties. 

As in the case of Bengal, Madras had a distinct Supreme 
Court, which was created by charter of December 26th 1801, 
under statute' to replace the Recorder's Court, consisting of 
the mayor, three aldermen, and a recorder, created by statute 
of 17972 with jurisdiction similar to that of the Supreme 
Court at Calcutta. Its jurisdiction extended over the town of 
Madras, and over British subjects in Wte narrower sense 
"~thin the territories &pendent on Madras and the territories 
of princes allied to Madras. The principles of the statute of 
1781 affecting the Supreme Court at Calcutta applied to its 
jurisdiction. 

(c) llOMBAY 

The extension of the territorial authority of Bombay was 
slow. The b~ islands were yielded by the treaty of Salbai in 
1782, Bankot in the south Konkan ceded by the Marathas in 

1 39 & 40 Geo. m, c. 79. 2 37 ~o. III, c. 142 . . • 
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1755, and Surat from 1759 was administered for the nawab by 
one of the Company's servants; in 1800, on the nawab's death 
the administration was completely taken over. Shortly after 
great accessions of territory resulted at the exp~.n;e of Sindhia, 
the Peshwa, and the Gaekwad, which were largely augmented 
after the last Maratha war. 

Judicial organization tended to follow the lines of Bengal 
at first. Thus in 1812-13 for Gujarat there was a Sadr Adalat 
with criminal judges and magistrates subordinate to it, while 
it acted as a Court of Circuit and heard appeals in civil cau;es 
from the sadr amins who heard cases in the towns. In 1818 the 
important change was made of giving the collectors magisterial 
powers and control of the police. In 18.27 the Sadr Diwani 
Adalat, now composed of four judges, and the Sadr Faujdari 
Adalat, consisting of a member of council and three judges, 
were removed to Bombay. In the districts there were judges 
with civil and criminal jurisdiction, subject in Gujarat until 
1830 to a Court of Circuit. In 1830 the usc of native judges 
was widely extended, most civil cases going before them; the 
magisterial powers of the collectors were increased, and they 
were authorized to take cognizance of civil suits regarding land · 
and to decide issues of ownership subject to appeal to the 
district court. To secure due administration of justice special 
commissioners were appointed for Gujarat and the Deccan, 
who toured these areas. 

For Bombay there was under the Act of 17971 a Recorder's 
Court similar to that of Madras which was transformed into a 
Supreme Court by Act of 1823.2 It had jurisdiction also over 
British subjects in .the territories dependent on Bombay, and 
the native states, and its jurisdiction'was based on the same 
principles as that of the Supreme Court at Calcutta. A small 
causes court for cases up to 175 rupees was set up in 1799, and 
courts of the senior, second, and third magistrates of police in 
1812--80, and petty sessions were held from 1812. The jury 
system was confined to the Supreme Court's jurisdiction. 

In Bombay; as in Madras, the confusion of law applicable 
was much as in Calcutta, but in 1827 a local code superseded 

• Muhammadan criminal law. Regulations were codified in 1827, 
1 87 Geo. III, e. 142. 2 3 Goo. IV, c. 71; Charter. December 8th 1823. 
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embodying twenty-eight years' earlier work; from 18071 regnla
tions registered in the Recorder's, or later Supreme, Court could 
bind that coqrt, 2 

In Sind aftp its annexation control was exercised by a 
commissioner, while the collectors in addition to magisterial 
powers presided over the administration of justice in the civil 
and criminal courts. 

The land revenue was after a few years of farming out 
settled on a ryotwari basis, the government appointing the 
vi~age accountants whose services enabled due assessments to 
be made. In addition funds were desired from customs, excise, 
including a tax on salt, fines on succession to property, pasturage 
fees, and fees for cut~ing wood on government land. 

(d) THE NORTH-WESTERN AND OTHER PROVINCES 

The North-Western Provinces were formed in 1886 from 
the territory around Benares ceded by Oudh in 177 5; the 
ceded territories covering most of the modern United Provinces 
save Oudh, ceded by Oudh in 1801; the conquered territories 
acquiaed from Sindhia in 1803; a portion of Bundelkhru1d then 
acquired from the Peshwa; the northern hill districts acquired 
in 1816 from Nepal; and, until1861 when the Central Provinces 
were created, the Sagar and Narbada territories ceded by 
Nagpur (1818) were included therein. 

Further territories acquired were the Cis-Satlej states 
which in 1809 accepted protection, and with the exception of 
six gradually fell to the Company; the Jalandhar Duab acquired 
in 1846 after the Sikh war; the Punjab acqvired by conquest in 
1849; Nagpur and Jhahsi which lapsed to the Company in 
1853; Berar, assigned by the Nizrun, in that year; and Oudh 
annexed in 1856. The fate of these areas varied. The Cis
Satlej states and the Duab, at first under commissioners, were 
merged in 1849 in the Punjab. Nagpur was included in the 
Central Provinces when created, and Jhansi in the North
Western Provinces. Berar remained under a· commissioner 

1 47 Geo. III, s~s. 2, c. 68. 
2 The court made cxtravaga.nt claims of jarisdiction over the natives but was 

overruled; JustictUJ of Supreme Court, In re, I Knapp I; .bforo Ragcnudh'IJ ca.se, 
Mill, Hi8t., i:x, 190; Drcwitt, Bombay in the Days of George IV, pp. 303-9. 
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until 1903, when it was attached to the Central Provinces. 
Oudh was placed under a chief commissioner until in 1877 the 
charge was amalgamated with the lieutenant;g<jvernorship of 
the North-Western Provinces, the whole being 11ow the United 
Provinces of Agra and Oudh. The Delhi territory was in 1858 
transferred from the North-Western Provinces to the Punjab. 

The earlier acquisitions were treated as extensions of 
Bengal, and the regulations of that presidency were apJ>lied 
thereto with necessary modifications.' But the areas taken 
from Nepal and the Delhi territory were excepted, and 1:ter 
acquisitions remained outside the area of regulations. For them 
the governor-general issued on his executive authority such 
orders as he thought fit, and he used su.ch officers as seemed 
desirable unhampered by the rules in force in Bengal. The 
local authorities similarly issued rules on their executive 
authority, and the system was regulated only in 1861 and 
1870.2 

To the regulation districts, the ceded and conquered 
territories, and the Bundelkhand area were applied the full 
administrative and judicial regulations of Cornwallis. The 
collector was confined to revenue functions, the judse and 
magistrate dealt with civil and minor criminal cases subject 
to the control of the provincial Courts of Appeal and Circuit, 
which were subject to the Sadr Diwani and Sadr Nizamat 
Adalats at Calcutta. In 1829 commissioners of divisions were 
created, and given the sessions work of the provincial courts; 
in 1831 separate Sadr Adalats were created at Agra, and in 
1833 they took over the civil jurisdiction of the provincial 
courts, which disappeared. Next the commissioners handed 
over their criminal work to the dist!rict judges who became 
district and sessions judges, while the collectors took over the 
magisterial powers of the judges and became collectors and 
magistrates, there being no reversion here as in Bengal from 
1837 to 1859 to separation of functions. In 1831 the powers of 
the subordinate Indian judges was largely increased to cover 
most civil litigation in first instance; in 1843 provision was 
made for the appointment of Europeans and I,lldians, not in 
the covenanted service, as deputy magistrates. As in the other 

t See 39 & 40 Gco. m, c. 79, s. 20. 
• z Sec Chapter VI, § 3 below . 
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provinces 'lliuhammadan criminal law had to be applied, much 
modified by regulations and decisions, while in civil causes 
Hindu or l\i:'l0ammadan law was applied to the defendant, and 
custom as re~:ards landed estates. 

Revenue administration followed at first Bengal methods, 
but happily the directors decided by 1811 against permanency 
and in 1822 onwards sounder principles came to be followed, 
recognizing the need of a cadastral survey of the land, the 
r<;cording of rights, a moderate assessment, and protection of 
~nants. Agreements were made with village communities of 
the zamindari type, and from 1832 twelve years' continuous 
occupation was held to justify a permanent and heritable 
tenure at a rent iu.dicially fixed, and an Act on this basis was 
passed for Bengal also in 1859. Revenue was also derived from 

. the liquor excise and the opium monopoly among other 
sources. 

In the non-regulation provinces the principle adopted 
was the concentration in the hands of the district officer, 
styled deputy commissioner, of the executive, magisterial, and 
judicial powers, subject to the appellate and supervisional care 
of tbe commissioner. l\iuch therefore depended on the personal 
character, vigour, and integrity of these officers, but responsi
bility often brought out latent strength, and unquestionably 
the system afforded greater access to the government for the 
people and that personal touch which they desired. It was 
applied with minor success in the Sagar and Narbada territories, 
but its complete fulfihnent is best seen in the Punjab, after 
final annexation. Under the governor-general full powers of 
government rested with a board of adJilinistration of three 
members, who controlled the eight divisions under com
missioners and the twenty-four districts under deputy 
commissioners, which again were divided into small areas 
under Indian tahsildars. Revenue settlement was arranged 
tentatively, avoiding the etrors of Bengal. As a rule the villages 
were controlled by communities of the zamindari type with 
whom it was easy to fix terms; in other cases ryotwari tenure 
was arrange~, while where scigniors existed, they were provided 
for by a fixed rent-charge instead of being made proprietors 
as in Bengal. Tenant right was safeguarded by giving judicial . . 
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authority to the settlement officers and by adopting the twelve 
years' rule of the :North-Western Provinces. 

In order to secure settled conditions a larg<o ~ody of civil 
police, 7,000 in number, under the deputy comfilissioners, was 
supplemented by 8,000 military police under separate com
mand, and the province was disarmed. The criminal law fol
lowed with modifications that of Bengal, while a civil code, not 
made law, was issued in 1855, embodying much local custo.m 
and usage, as a guide to judicial officers. The Bengal regula
tions were also applied in substance in cases where no speci:._l 
rule applied. 

In 1853 the board disappeared, Jolm Lawrence becoming 
chief commissioner with a financial co;nmissioner and a 
judicial commissioner, who also controlled the police, education, 
and local and mw1icipal funds. 

In Oudh on annexation a chief conm1issioner was appointed 
as a non-regulation province, and a summary settlement of 
revenue wa.s made. In this Dalhousie pronounced in favour of 
arrangements not with the talukdars, former revenue-farmers 
who had acquired a qua.si-proprietorial status, but with the 
subordinate communities, a fact which naturally was refi,.cted 
in the disloyalty of the talukdars in the Mutiny. 

Nagpur from 1818 to 1830, during the new raja's minority, 
was virtually ruled by the resident, who utilized native institu
tions and agencies while reforming abuses. Thereafter, until 
his death in 1853, the raja followed the same lines. 

The judicial development of India took place largely without 
the advantage to Joe derived from the supervision of the 
judicial activities by the Privy Council. An appeal in causes 
where the amount in dispute was over 1,000 pagodas wa.s given 
by the charters of 1726 and 1753, and this principle was 
followed in 1773 when the Supreme Court was set up at Cal
cutta. It was also adopted by the Act of 1797 establishing 
Recorder's Courts at Madras and Bombay and continued for 
the Supreme Courts, which superseded them in 1801 and 1823, 
the limit in the case of Bombay being fixed at ~,000 rupees. 
But the Crown could grant special leave in any case. 

In the case of the Company's Courts the Act of 1781 provided 
• • . 
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' that appeals might be taken from the governor and council 

when the amount in dispute was £5,000 or over. Rules of 
procedure w~re.Jaid down by Regulation XVI of 1797 requiring 
action within ,six months, the giving of security for costs, etc. 
In the case of Madras and Bombay appeal was provided for at 
least from 1818,1 but without restriction on the amount at issue. 
It seems, however, that appeals were few and not very satis
factory in the absence of experience on the part of the agents 
eniploycd. 

"In 18332 the Judicial Committee was formally constituted 
as an effective Court of Appeal with provision for the inclusion 
therein of members with experience of overseas jurisprudence. 
Rules were provide<! under the Act, a new set in 1888 reducing 
the amount at stake to 10,000 rupees. In 18453 the practice 
by which the Company after 1838 managed Sadr Adalat 
appeals by their agents was stopped, appellants in future 
instructing their own agents and counsel in England to handle 
their cases, while the transcript of the record was officially 
sent to England, where the parties had to take action within 
two years . 

• 
4. THE ARl\IED FORCES OF THE COl\IPk,.Y 

In the latter part of the seventeenth century the ports of the 
Company were usually provided with small detachments of 
European troops under an ensign, while the ships lent a gun
room's crew to work the guns mounted for defence. In 1668 
the Company took over the poor remnant of the royal force 
which had held Bombay, and which formed the nucleus of the 
1st Bombay European Jlcgimcnt. Madr.S in like manner had 
a small European and half-caste Portuguese force which grew 
in 17 48 into the 1st Madras Fusiliers. Sepoys had been em
ployed by France from 1721 first at Malle on the west coast, 
and from 17 44 on the east coast, and in 17 48 Lawrence arrived, 
with a royal commission as major, to command the Company's 
forces in India. In 1754 the 39th Foot arrived, as well as 
detachments of Royal Artillery. After Plassey the forces of 
the three p~sidencies were reorganized; each had European 

1 Madras VJI1 of 1818; Bombay V of 1818; Morley, Digest, i, pp. cxix ff. 
2 3 & 4 Will. IV, c. 41. 3 8 & g Viet., c. 30. 
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troops and sepoys whose subordinate officers were Indians. 
Officers for the Company's forces were obtained from various 
sources, often from the regular army. Af; the s"r,.-ice increased 
in popularity, the directors took interest in the patronage, and 
in lieu of local appointments sent out cadets who after training 
were given commissions. In 1796 a further reorganization of 
the armies led to the increase of British officers to the loss of 
Indian subordinates, but the strength of the officers attacped 
to a native regiment was much depleted by detachment for i'll 
sorts of purposes-public works, trunk road supervision, 
service at native courts, surveys, administration and control of 
native contingents and irregular troops raised in newly annexed 
territories, etc. These officers returned to their battalions when 
ordered on active service, or when by seniority they succeeded 
to the command, for which they were naturally ill fitted. 
Seniority prevailed for promotion, a fact which explains the . 
feebleness and senility shown by too many of the colonels in 
the Mutiny. In 18'24 a new reOl'ganization divided the native 
regiments into single battalion regiments, sh:ty-eight for 
Bengal, fifty-two for Madras and twenty-four for Bombay. 
The artillery was converted into brigades and batteries of Morse, 
and battalions and companies of foot, artillery. Madras had 
eight regiments of regular cavalry, Bengal and Bombay had in 
addition to eight and three such regiments five and three of 
irregulars. The Bengal army was largely recruited from Oudh, 
in that of l\fadras Muslims, Telingas, and Tamils supplied the 
most in numbers; they were clcal'iy inferior to the forces of 
Bengal or Bombay. But in Madras and Bombay ·Jess slavish 
attention was paid• to seniority in promotion, and the caste 
prejudices of the men were less seriousfy considered than in the 
case of the Brahmans and Rajputs in the force of Bengal, and 
the other two armies showed no inclination to join the Bengal 
army in revolt. 

Relations between the Company and its European forces 
were not marked by anything like the loyalty due from the 
King's troops. Minor revolts in Bombay in 1674 and 1679 were 
followed by Keigwin's rebellion in 1683, which <OUded only by 
persuasion of the royal admiral sent to reduce the mutineers. 
The European Bcng:;l Regiment mutinied in 1764: followed by 
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• the sepoys, whom Munro sternly suppressed. In 1765 Clive 
was faced by a mutiny of the officers due to reduction of field 
allowances, .wl;lich he firmly repressed. In 1806 the native 
forces at Maqras at Vellore mutinied because they had been 
forbidden to wear caste marks and ear-rings on parade, and 
were required to shave their beards and wear shakos in place of 
turbans, but the revolt was speedily quelled. The Burmese 
war in 1824 evoked a despairing outbreak at Barrackpur, 
i~mediately suppressed. A mutiny among the European 
officers of Madras in 1809 was with some difficulty repressed. 
The chief complaint of the officers arose from their inferiority 
to the officers of the royal regiments and the preference shown 
to the latter in aw11rding outside employment. 

Reference has been made above to the series of statutes1 

which, superseding the vague powers of the charters, authorized 
the maintenance of discipline in the forces of the Company, 
native and European, and the holding of courts martial. The 
grant of commi~sions to officers was not regulated by statute, 2 

but must be assumed to have been an essential part of the 
general executive power of the governor-general in council. 
But ~uch commissions would not convey any power of command 
over British forces proper, and from 1788-9 this difficulty seems 
to have been solved by the grant by the commander-in-chief 
under special authority from the Crown of brevet commissions 
in the army to all Company's officers. 3 

In addition to the regular forces of the Company it was found 
expedient to employ other less formal corps to defend newly 
acquired territory or the possessions of allied princes. Thus 
Hyderabad had to pay for a contingent 8f infantry, artillery, 
and cavalry, officered" hy Europeans. After 1816 irregular 
forces of Gurkhas were raised, and in 1838 an irregular force 
which served in Afghanistan. Of great importance were the 
irregulars and the corps of guides raised for service from 1846 
on in the Punjab. 

1 Beginning 1\ith 27 Geo. II, c. 9, a.nd ending with 20 & 21 Viet., c. 66. Tho in
ability of tho Supreme Court to interfere with regular military court proceedings 
is laid down In ~e MMk Porrett, Morley, DigMt, i, 62; ii, 353; 7 & 8 Viet., c. 18. 

2 Cf. Bradley l- Arthur, 2 St. Tr. (N.S.) at p. 190, per Brougham in argument. 
Commissions had regularly been given under the Charter regime, and this power 
doubtless continued. 

3 Cornwallis qorr., ii, 428; Chesney, Indian Polity, C:h. XII. 
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Throughout this period the control of the governor-general 
over the conduct of military operations is noteworthy. Welles
ley planned the campaigns which subdued .Tum and the 
Marathas, 1 Hastings the operations which reduce<j the Marathas 
to subjection, while Auckland had a share in the plans for the 
Mghan war which ended in disaster. Ellenborough was 
involved in controversy owing to the instructions given to the 
commander-in-chief a11d his generals for the evacuation. of 
Mghanistan, which might have deprived the British arms _of 
the distinction of capturing Ghazni and Kabul,' and was 
actually engaged with his commander-in-chief in the Gwalior 
operations. Hardinge went so far as to serve under the same 
officer in the Sikh war, but had in view of ]lis initial failures to 
apply for his recall; in fact he was given, but did not find it 
necessary to use, a letter of service giving him authority to 
exercise his superior rank as lieutenant-general over the 
commander-in-chief. 3 Dalhousie' was emphatic in asserting 
his political control of his successive commanders, forcing 
Napier to resignation, and asserting his right to dismiss if he 
deemed it necessary, thus remaining true to the traditions of 
1772. • Such independence inevitably was only possible inoview 
of the slowness of communications of the time. In acting, of 
course, the governor-general required to carry his council with 
him, and it seems that even Auckland succeeded in winning 
them over to his policy, 6 while Ellenborough was suspected of 
undue proclivity to accept military advice and to value too 
little the principle of civil authority. 

The marine forces.of the Company trace their origin to 1613, 
when at Surat a squadron was formell to protect their ships 
from Portuguese and pirates alike. Its size gradually i11creased, 
while after the cession of Bombay there was begun there the 
construction of small craft to protect the Arabian Sea and the 
Persian Gulf trafiic. In 1686 the squadron's headquarters were 

1 Roberts, India under TVellaley, pp. 54, 212. 
2 His defence is given in Law, india under IM"d Ellenborough. pp. 121 Jf. 
3 Hardinge, Vi8count IlardingP., pp. 104, lOfi. 
f. See Curzon, Briti8h Government in India, ii, 207 ff. Lee-\lamer, i, 303 ff.; 

ii, 257 If. 
1i Cf. Monckton-Jonos, Warren Ha8ti11{}8 in Bengal, 1772-4, p. 154. 
e O.H.I .• v, 498. 
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moved to Bombay; an officer was annually appointed admiral 
to control the Bombay marine, while men were supplied by 
drafts from ~nzland. An early example of tl>e co-operation of 
the British Na_vy is found in the unsuccessful expedition of 1722 
in which the fort of Alibag was attacked with the aid of 
four English ships under Commodore Mathews. Conflicts with 
Portuguese, 1\iarathas, and the Sidi of J anjira led to the 
increase of the marine, and in 1785 the Bombay Council deter
mined to fix at Bombay their shipbuilding yard under the 
control of Navji Nasarvanji Wadia, whose family connexion 
with the great dockyards constructed from 1754 to 1810 lasted 
until 1885. In 1756 the marine in conjunction with Admiral 
Watson's royal fore,. and Clive's troops captured Angria's Fort 
Gheria, and lent valuable aid in the capture of Chandernagore. 
Its services during war with the 1\iarathas were recognized by 
the revision of its regulations in 1798, when its functions were 
declared to be protection of trade, suppression of piracy, and 
gehera1 war service, convoy of transports and conveyance of 
troops, and marine surveying. It was placed under a superin
tendent, a civilian, with four officers, constituting a Marine 
Boalld. In 1827 a royal warrant gave its officers rank with 
those of the Royal Navy within the charter limits, another 
warrant from the Admiralty empowered the flying of the Union 
Jack and pennant, and an order was issued that the superin
tendent should be an officer of the Royal Navy. In 1828 the 
marine was made subject to the Indian Mutiny Act.' In 1830 
the title of Indian Navy was recogni7.ed, and in 1848 the title 
commander-in-chief replaced that of superintendent of marine, 
and the pennant of the Royal Navy was ~uperseded by a red 
flag with a yellow cross,' having in the corner near the mast the 
cognizance of the Company, a yellow lion and crown. Its 
services were many and honourable not merely in Indian waters 
but at the capture of Aden in 1839, and in New Zealand in 
1846, in Burma and Borneo in 1852, and in aid of the Turks at 
Hodeida in 1856. 

I 9 Geo. IV, c. 72 . 
• 
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/ 5. RELIGION, EDUCATION, AND SOCIAL REFORM 

The charter of 1698 had provided for the maintenance of 
ministers and schoolmasters in the Company's !actories, but 
the Company's representatives in India were far from anxious 
for any missionary efforts. In Madras the existence of a strong 
Roman Catholic element induced a certain rivalry, and German 
and Danish missionaries received some support from the direc
tors. But the essential attitude of the governments was 
exp!cssed in Bengalinthe regulations of 1798 which gave'an 
assurance of protection of the Indians in the free exercise of 
t~eir religion,. the maiptenance of customs and of endowments. 
In 1793 Wilberforce failed in an attempt to inculcate on the 
Company the duty of favouring missionary enterprise, and the 
v ell ore mutiny in 1806 apparently frightened the government 
at Calcutta into hostility to missionary effort. 1 The directors in 
the dispute between the govern-ment -and the Serampur mission-
aries endeavoured to hold the scales even, and feeling in 
England pressed for more just treatment. In 1813 the Board 
of Control was made the final authority to grant licences to 
n1issionaries to proceed to India, and provision \Vas mad-e for 
a bishop at Calcutta and three archdeacons. In 1883 licences 
were dispensed with, and two sees added at Madras and 
Bombay. The educational work of the !Jlissionaries was also 

'. acknowleclgcd _by the rule in 1854 that their ~chools might 
,receive grants in aiel_ for _purely se~~ar teaching. 

But conversion of Indians brought problems, for it entailed 
loss of property. In 1832 that was abolished for Bengal, 2 and 
in 1850 Dalhousie'~ government passed a law' rescinding all 
laws and usages inflicting loss of property rights on renunciation 
of, or exclusion from, the conununion of any religion. This 
was necessarily a very strong measure, for Hindu Jaw imposes 
religious duties on family members, but it was persisted in 
despite loud protests, renewed when in 1856 the remarriage of 
Hindus' widows was authorized. 

There remained the practice under which a pilgrim tax was 
levied in each province for religious purposes, and religious 

1 In 1819 n. converted sepoy was dismissed and the army ~rtually closed to 
Christians. Cf. Kaye, Admin-. of E.I. Co., pp. 625 ff. 

2 Reg. VII of 1832. a Act XXI of 1850; Morley. DigeRt,: i, p. clxxxiv. 
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funds and buildings were controlled by government servants. 
The discontinuance of these practices was suggested by the 
Board of C<;>ntrol in 1838, but it was not until officials and 
unofficials in. Madras with the support of their bishop had 
protested against firing of salutes and other ceremonials that 
in 1888 orders were given to discontinue all such signs of 
homage. It was much less easy to discontinue the care of 
religious endowments, and it was not until 1868 that public 
servants were by legislation relieved of all such duties. 
·s~yery, as has been.seen,_w_as attacked..def\nitely~by_t_he 

Charter Act of 1838 and the legal status __ a])_o}ishcd in 1843, 
while keeping or trafficking in sla ve-5' ,;;-as included-in the crimes 
punished under the. Penal Code of 1860. 

While the abolition of slavery raised no serious difficulties of 
principle, the case was very different with the practice of the 
burning with a dead husband of his widow or widows. Warren 
Hastingsw--asiiOt prepared to interfere with a rite approved by 
some Hindu authority, but the Supreme Court, to its credit, 
forbade the practice in the limits of its authority. Cornwallis 
and Shore unfortunately failed to take the opportunity to dis
CoUJll1ge it officially, though urging dissuasion, and Wellesley 
left India before he could act on a report of the Nizamat 
Adalat, which suggested abolition in some districts and limita
tion in others. This advice was not acted on; instead in 
1812-17 a foolish policy was adopted which appeared to give 
official sanction to the rite if it was in accordance with the 
religious law. Various civilians protested, the directors in 1828 
were definitely uneasy, but it_wasJeft.toJ3entiJ1ck in_l821l_ to 
prohibit th~ praeti~,_despite _thq_ doubts "'ve_Q..PJ~Ram_Mohan 
Roy, who had led an active campaign against the rite, and to 
make those who assisted it guilty of culpable homicide or 
murder. Like action was taken in 1830 in Madras and Bombay. 
The result in Bengal was a petition which was laid before the 
Privy Council against the regulation, but it was decisively 
answered by the Company and rejected. No ill effects followed, 
and it seems clear that it was unwise so long to acquiesce in a 
stupid barbarity.' 

1 E. Thompson, Suttee; Peggs, ltulia's Cries to British Humanity (1832); Reg. 
XVll of 1829. The rite still excites admiration in Bengal. . . 

II , 
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To Wellesley belongs the credit of striking the first blow 
against infanticide in the form of the sacrifice of children at 
Sagor island and elsewhere in fulfilment ot vows. Other 
measures from 1795 were directed at infanti"ide pure and 
simple, and a prolonged struggle was waged against the practice, 
which greatly diminished it before the transfer of authority to 
the Crown. Human sacrifice in Orissa was extirpated ill 
1837-52; thagi from 1830 to 1837. 

In the field of education 1 the essential issue from the consti
tutional standpoint was the question whether to encourage t'he 
classical languages of India, to develop the vernaculars, or to 
spread the employment of English. To the latter movement 
Macaulay, who was appointed president of.the council of public 
instruction, contributed very valuable support when he urged 
o':' Bentinck the infinite superiority of English over any 
oriental language. Macaulay was not concerned with the use 
of English for teaching science or agriculture, holding that these • 
matters could be taught th~ough the vernaculars, but he was 
convinced of the cultural and religious importance of English, 
expecting that ill thirty years there would not be a single 
idolater among the respectable classes of Bengal, whence ~unJ 
principles would filter through to the lower classes. He entirely 
failed to realize that Hinduism and Muhammadanism had a 
hold of the people in such a degree that his panacea could have 
nominal effect. But only in Bengal was the pursuit of Western 
learning adopted permanently as the end of education, and 
even there encouragement continued to be given to the main
tenance of the classical languages of India. In 1844 Hardingc's 
government definitely promised preference in the governmental 
service to candidates who knew English. Only in 1854 did Sir 
Charles \Vood, president of the Board of Control, lay down a 
generous system which promised encouragement for vernacu
lars, for classical languages, and for English, and resulted in 
the founding in 1857 of the Universities of Calcutta, Madras, 
and Bombay as examining bodies. 

Freedom of the Press was established by Metcalfe in 1835.' 
English journals had appeared in Calcutta as earl¥ as 1780, and 

1 Arthur Mayhew, The Educalion of India. By resolution of .March 7th 1835 
English became the official language for India.. 

" Kaye, Life, ii, 249 ff; ~t XI. 
• 
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control of the Press had been enforced by Wellesley' and 1\iinto, 
when they found their actions severely and unfairly attacked, 
in many cas-.s <Joubtless by dissatisfied civilians. Hastings was 
wiUing that th,e Press should say what it liked and enable India 
to obtain education. Under Adam, who acted in 1823, Bucking
ham, the editor of the Calcutta Jaurnal, excited his disapproval, 
and evoked attack by a rival, Bryce, who, however, was held 
by the Supreme Court to have libelled his critic. Adam then 
imposed stringent control, revoking Buckingham's licence; he 
returned home to vex the Company, to obtain a seat in the 
House of Commons in 1832, and to receive a pension of £200 
as compensation from the Company. Elphinstone, Munro, and 
Malcolm for v;:triou~ reasons disapproved of freedom of the 
Press, but Metcalfe held that it was indispensable for the 
education of the Indian people. In 1857 the intemperate 
attacks of the vernacular Press, which was suspected of having 

• had something to do with the Mutiny, resulted in temporary 
restrictions being imposed by Canning, but he was opposed to 
any permanent interference with Press opinion. 

1 Roberts, India under Wellesley, pp. 175-7. 



CHAPTER VI • • 
• 

THE DIRECT RULE OF THE QUEEN EMPRESS; THE 
GOLDEN AGE OF BUREAUCRACY 

1. THE ASSUMPTION OF GOVERNMEJ.\'T BY THE CROWN 

IT cannot be asserted that the Indian Mutiny, a somew~at 
misleading description of what was mainly the revolt of a single 
army, was due in any degree to constitutional causes proper. 
Many factors influenced those who took part in it. Landlords 
in the North-Western Provinces and Oudh}lad seen the Govern
ment make terms with their tenants as they claimed. Annexa
tions under the doctrine of lapse, the refusal to Nana Sahib 
of the ex-Peshwa's pension, and the appropriation of Oudh, 
and, still more, the careless method in which it was carried into· 
effect supplied grounds for indignation. The advent of railways, 
of telegraphs, even of the Ganges canal, European education, 
the project to allow remarriage of women, offended Brahman 
sentiment. The courts and the police, both by their merilo!; arra 
their demerits, raised in some districts bitter feelings of dislike. 
The fatal defect, however, lay in the existence of a discontented 
mercenary force, the Bengal army, whose caste restrictions 
were respected, and whose faith in the Company's star was 
shaken by the disasters of Afghanistan, while the annexation 
of Oudh offended their pride and' lessened their privileges. The 
European forces, moreover, were reduced at the critical moment, 
partly because of tile Persian war, while rumours of Crimean 
defeats lessened their prestige; there 'were only 42,200 Euro
peans to 243,000 natives. Moreover, the order that recruits 
must be willing to serve overseas added to the latent resent
ment. Wild rumours of endeavours to destroy their caste and 
the incident of the greased cartridges resulted in an outbreak 
which, ineffectively handled, resulted in disaster. Of definite 
conspiracy there seems to have been little that was effective. 
The proclamation of the titular King at Delhi by ~uhammadan 
zealots was a vain attempt to secure an effective head for a 
movement which lacked all supreme direction,.nor was Nana 

• • 
16~ • 

• 
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Sahib's appeal to the Marathas of more importance. Sikhs, 
Punjabis, and Gurkhas rendered invaluable aid; the rajas of 
Patiala, Jhin~, Jlnd Nabha were of decisive service. 

Inevitably t}le blame for the debacle fell on the Company, 
and its rule was doomed. It was anomalous in any case, and 
the Mutiny had stressed the anomaly of two navies and two 
armies. In vain was a very weighty petition 1 presented asking 
for. delay. Palmerston introduced proposals, 2 but was turned 
out of office before carrying them. Disraeli 8 urged by Ellen
borough, put forward a scheme under which the responsible 
minister for India would have been advised by a council, part 
Crown nominees, part elected by men who had served or 
possessed interests iQ India, part by the electors of the great 
commercial cities. This proved unacceptable, and Ellenborough 
having resigned as the result of his criticism of Canning's 

• proclamation as to Oudh, Stanley carried resolutions which were 
embodied in the Government of India Act, 1858. • 

'!:he government of India w~sferred to the Crown 
acting through a secretar_LQf state, who received the powers 
of the Court of Directors and the Board of Contrgl. He was 
tfb~ aided by a council of fifteen members, eight appointed 
by the Crown, seven by the directors. They were to hold office 
during good behaviour, subject to removal on petition of both 
houses. The major part of both categories were to be qualified 
by ten years' residence or service in India, and must not as a 
rule have left India more than ten years before appointment. 
In future nine members at least must be so qualified. Vacancies 
were to be filled by the Crown, and as regards the elected 
members by the council. The council -.s to be advisory, 
without initiative; the secretary of state was to preside with 
a casting vote, and his written approval was required for any 
decision taken in his absence. He could normally overrule his 
council, but not in certain cases, including appropriation of 
revenues or property, the issuing of securities for money, sale 
or mortgage of property, contracts, alterations of salaries, 
furlough rules, etc. It must meet once a week, the quorum 
being five. AJl dispatches to India must be communicated to 

1 Hansard, 3rd Scr., cxlviii, App. t Ibid., 1276. 
3 Monypenny ~nd Buckle, Disraeli, iv, 138, 164 f. • ' 21 & 22 Viet., c. 106. 
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it, unless they were too urgent, when this must be notified to 
the members, or unless they dealt with war or peace or treaties 
or policy towards any prince or state, when they might be 
marked secret and withheld from the council.• 'fhe governor
general and the governors of Madras and Bombay might 
similarly1 mark their dispatches, when they could only be seen 
by the council by express permission of the secretary of 
state. 

The nucleus of the India Office staff was furnished by· the 
establishments of the Board of Control and the Company. 'l'he 
salaries of the secretary of state and of his establishment were 
charged on Indian revenues. These revenues were also to bear 
the burden of the debt of the Company 3;nd the dividend, artd 
otherwise must be applied only for Indian purposes, and a 
safeguard against unwise use was provided, as noted above, in 
requiring the assent of a majority of the council. The property 
of the Company was vested in the Crown, and the secretary" 
of state in council was rendered able to sue and be sued as the 
successor of the Company in respect of contracts and such 
other matters as could have formed the subject of litigation 
by or against the Company. This necessary innovation~.
simple matter of justice. 

The Crown was to appoint the governor-general and the law 
member of his council, the governors and the advocates-general; 
the members of councils generally were to be selected by the 
secretary of state in council acting by a majority; lieutenant
governors by the governor-general, subject to approval by the 
Crown. 2 Appointments made in India were to continue to be 
made there. In the case of appointments made from home the 
secretary of state in council with the advice of the Civil Service 
Commissioners was to make rules for the admission of all 
natural-born British subjects to competitive examination. 
Military cadctships were to be shared between the secretary 
of state and his council. 

The naval and military forces of the Company were trans
ferred to the Crown without alteration of their local character. 
The sending of any order to commence hostilities in India must • 1 They could also mark other dispatches secret, in which case they would jf 
neccseary be referred to tbe council. 

2 Minto was resentful o£.Morley's initiative in o.ppo~ting coun~illors. 
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be communicated to Parliament within three months. Save 
to prevent or repel invasion or under other sudden or urgent 
necessity, the .reyenues of India were not to be used without 
parliamentary '}SSent to defray the cost of operations carried 
on beyond the frontiers by Indian forces.' 

The form of the council and its powers represented the 
deliberate decision of the government, and Gladstone' for the 
opposition approved giving weight to the council, though recog
nizing that the secretary of state must be supreme. The Bill 

• was amended in its passage so as to secure the need of a majority 
of the council for expenditure, the obvious difficulty that the 
powers of the secretary of state to send secret orders might 
involve expenditure y;hich the council could not veto being 
passed by. It was stressed that government must mainly be 
carried on in India, but that the supreme direct.ion must be 
retained in the hands of the ministry and Parliament. The 
council was a device to secure that so far as possible there 
should be no rash experiments. 3 

The proclamation of the new regime of November 1st 1858 
contained reassurances to the princes that 'all treaties and 
~ments made with them by or under the authority of the 
East India Company are by us accepted and will be scrupulously 
maintained, and we look for the like observance on their part . 
. . . We shall respect the rights, dignity, and honour of native 
princes as our own.' The principle of religious toleration was 
inculcated, differentiation on grounds of race or creed in the 
public service was disapproved; the ancient rights, usages, and 
customs of India were to be respected, and due regard to be 
had to rights in land. An amnesty of a genocous character was 
offered to those who had· rebelled. 

No change in the royal title accompanied the assumption of 
direct rule, though Ellen borough had contemplated the transfer 
to the Queen of the imperial style. In 1876, however, the 
Royal Titles Act' gave power to alter the title in India of the 
sovereign, and on January 1st 1877 Victoria was proclaimed 
as Queen Empress, and in 1903 and 19ll similar action was 
taken as regargs Edward VII and George V. The step caused 

1 s. 05. 
3 Ha'IUJa.rd, 3rd Ser., eli, 1464 f. 

• 
2 lla11.aard, 3rd Ser., eli, 4-70, 757 f. 
" 39 & 40 ~ct., c. 10 . 
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curious and needless anxiety in England. It was unquestion
ably a perfectly prudent and justifiable measure, for the Crown 
possessed unquestioned empire over the peni~ula in so marked 
a degree as to render fomml acknowledgmen1; most desirable. 
The Queen, who since Ellenborough's time had corresponded 
with the governor-general, took much interest in Indian affairs 
until pressure of business compelled her to limit herself to great 

. changes and matters affecting the state. Edward VII, and 
George V followed the same tradition, including that of c~rre
spondence with the Viceroy, and at the former's bidding Lord 
Curzon did not press on retirement his grievances.' 

2. THE HOME GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 

The council form of government was unquestionably essential 
in the initiation of the important measures which accompanieli 
the transfer of authority, including the reorganization of the 
legislatures, of the courts, and of the armed forces. Sir Charles 
Wood, secretary of state from 1859 to 1866, bore testimony 
to its essential value,' but its formalism and delays chaf~ 
1866 the energetic spirit of Lord Cranborne and induc.rd him 
in 18693 to propose to limit the power of the council which, he 
asserted, claimed the right to control general policy against 
the secretary of state by its power over expenditure. But the 
Duke of Argyll insisted that the true view was that the power 
of the council ceased when the Cabinet had decided on any 
policy, and this undoubtedly was the accepted position; Lord 
Salisbury's grievance apparently arose out of commercial pro
posals to which his council wisely or not demurred. But 
legislation in 18694 strengthened with Salisbury's help the 
secretary of state's position. It gave to him the filling of 
vacancies, acting for the Crown, and similarly as regards 
memberships of the Indian councils, while the term of office of 
members was reduced normally to ten years. In 1876• this rule 
was modified virtually to secure the services of Sir H. Maine 

1 Ronaldshay, ti, 412. • 
2 Cf. Dalhousie, Private LdterB, pp. 416-22, on councils. 
3 Hansard, 3rd Ser., cxciv, 1074; cxcvi, 700. 
• 32 & 33 Viet., c. 97. 5 39 & 40 Viet., c. 7. • • 
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without limit of time, while in 18891 power was given to 
allow the number of the council to fall to ten. Lord Salisbury 
when next. iQ office carried his foreign policy, including the 
occupation "f Quetta and the separation of the trans-Indus 
region from the Punjab, without decided opposition from his 
council, and his chief conflict of view was with Lord Northbrook. 
He was desirous in effect of determining Indian policy by private 
correspondence between himself and the governor-general, 
~isregarding official views, but Northbrook sturdily insisted 
that Parliament had conferred on his council rights which 
differentiated it from mere officials. There was great force in 
this contention. Patently Indian history had given the council 
at home and thos<: in India a position quite different from the 
public servants in the office of a secretary of state, and we may 
agree with Lord Cromer that Salisbury, who was more or less 
contemptuous of the staff of the Foreign Office when head of it, 
was always inclined to disregard the opinions of subordinates. 
Lord George Hamilton' and Lord Randolph Churchill, on the 
other hand, bore enthusiastic testimony to the value of the 
council, which unquestionably controlled carefully expenditure 
~h a continuity of oversight which afforded a valuable check, 

while it aided the secretary of state in resisting any reckless 
efforts to add to Indian burdens. Lord Ripon resented its 
views on the division of army control, and for its part it failed 
to warn him of Maine's considered advice against the proposals 
of the law member in India for extending to Indian judges 
power of trial of European British subjects. Sir Alfred Lyall's 
view was that the council served to prevent mischief but could 
not do much positive good. In fact, of -course, the control of 
government was necessarily restrictive rather than suggestive, 
and it was not desirable that members of the civil service who 
had left India should attempt to direct fresh policy from 
Whitehall. Parliament \vas content in the main to trust the 
government of India, and did not press its views on the 
ministry, even when in 1889 and 1891 resolutions on the opium 
traffic were disregarded or in 1894 when a Liberal ministry 

t 52 & 53 Viet., c, 65. • 
2 Of. his defence of it against Lord Curzon; Ronaldshay, ii, 235--8. The Cabinet 

had to be invoked to ovciTUle his appeal to the King to sanction a promise of 
remission of t~xa.tion at tho Durbn.r of 1903. • 
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after consulting the government of India declined to hold 
simultaneous examinations in England and India for the 
Indian Civil Service. But in matters where the ministry felt 
strongly the council, like the government of ip.dia, had to 
yield, as in the case of the decision in 1879 to exempt cotton 
goods from the general imposition of a 5 per cent import duty, 
and that in 1894 to impose a countervailing excise on Indian 
cotton. Normally, however, the council saw eye to eye with 
the minister, even when they did not inspire his views; thu~ 
they stood behind the secretary of state in his controversy 
with Lord Curzon, 1 which cost India the prolongation of the 
latter's services. 

The system undoubtedly was cumbrous, i,nelastic, fruitful of 
delay, but it served well its purpose of preventing home inter
vention in any lighthearted spirit in Indian government, and 
it accorded well with the underlying conservatism of British 
government up to 1906. 

Parliament, not inactive nor uninterested under the old 
regime with its great periodic reviews of Indian conditions, lost 
interest under the new conditions, especially as growing compli
cation in Indian govemment coincided with domestic, Irish and 
foreign crises of such importance as to render attention to 
Indian affairs seldom easy. Nor were secretaries of state 
anxious for interest to be taken, peace in their time sufficed, 
and the constructive suggestion of Maine in favour of a joint 
committee of both Houses to study Indian finance and other 
issues was not taken up. A report on moral and material 
progress was laid yearly before Parliament as required by the 
Act of 1858, and the socretary of state once a year laid accounts 
before Parliament when a perfunctory debate attended by a 
handful of members with Indian interests convinced resentful 
Indian visitors to the Commons of the complete indifference of 
the British people to Indian affairs. 

1 Briti8h Government in India, ii, ll5 If. In the decision to undo the partition 
of Bengal and fix the capital ut Delhi the councils in England and India. were 
ignored, and under Morley a.nd Minto the plan of substituting private letters and 
telegrams for official correapondence, condemned justly by the .Mesopotamin.n 
Commission, ran riot. • 

• • 
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3. THE CEJ\'TRAL AND PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS 
IN INDIA 

• • 
• (a) THE CENTRAL EXECUTIVE 

171 

As a sign of the changed position the governor-general was 
now styled officially, though not by statute, viceroy also, 
indicating his position as direct representative of the Crown as 
well as the authority directed to control, superintend, and direct 
t~e civil and military administration of India, with the aid of 
his council. The latter indeed almost suffered extinction early 
in. Canning's regime, for impatient of restraint he disliked 
council government and desired to substitute secretaries, whom 
he might consult collectively at discretion but decide at his 
own judgment. Happily this innovation, which would have 
transferred too much authority to the secretary of state's 
council, was dropped, sufficient improvement being effected by 
the adoption of the portfolio system, under which the council
lors were given powers to deal with minor matters and the 
council was left to deal with greater general issues or questions 

-•eolliP;vecial difficulty. 
The situation was regularized by the Councils Act of 1861, 1 

which added a fifth member to the council in recognition of the 
necessity of expert financial advice. A member for public 
works was added in 1874, 2 and converted under legislation of 
19048 into a member for commerce and industry. Power was 
given in 1861 to make rules as to the conduct of business, and 
acts done under these rules were deemed acts of the governor
general in council. Hence the portfolio S)OStem was worked on 
cabinet lines, and the council as a whole was chiefly concerned 
with issues which were in dispute between departments, which 
involved the overruling by a department of a local government, 
which were of general importance, or on which the governor
general and the member in charge of the department differed. 
The governor-general had, however, power to overrule the 
cow>cil majority if he _held the measure affected essentially the 
safety, tran'luillity or interests of the British possessions in 
India. Instances of disagreement were rare; Lawrence resented 

1 24 & 25 Viet., c. 67. 
• 

2 37 & 38 Viet .• c. 91. • a 4 Ed:w. Vll, c. 26. 
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the control of his council, but he had come to office from 
freedom in the Punjab, and was a tired man. Very varying 
types of men such as Northbrook, Ripon,' C~r~on accepted 
their councils as of value, and Minto in 1907 ivsisted that it 
should not be ignored in the matter of relations with Russia. 
It was in the legislative activities of executive councillors that 
the issue became serious, and it will be discussed below. 

The governor-general himself held the portfolio of the foreign 
department, conducting correspondence with foreign pow .. rs 
neighbouring India, advising the British Government on rela
tions with Asiatic powers as affecting India, and supervising 
the relations of the Crown with the native states; the represen
tatives of the Crown at the courts of thes~ states were agents 
of the governor-general, not of the governor-general in council. 
The commander-in-chief was regularly made an extraordinary 
member of council, side by side with the military member, and 
controlled preparations for war and promotion, while the 
military member was responsible for supply and transport, 
including ordnance, clothing, medical stores, and remounts, 
military works and military finance, including preparation of_ 
the budget, suggestions for which were made by army head
quarters, presided over by the commander-in-chief, and 
criticized by the finance department. If governor-general, 
military member, and commander-in-chief agreed action could 
be taken; in event of disagreement the council decided subject 
to revision by the Home Government. This division of 
authority was resented by Earl Kitchener, 2 who contended that 
he should be the sole 3dviser on military matters 3nd that it 
was unsound that advice should be tendered by a military 
member of inferior status and experience. Curzon justly 
objected on the ground of the excessive authority which would 
thus be concentrated in one man's hands. He was unwisely 
induced to accept a compromise which lowered the status of 
the military member, and was forced to resign; the new military 
member was dispensed with in 1909 and in 1910 his place 
was filled by a member for education. But, though both a 
Conservative and a Liberal government acceptell Kitchener's 

1 He overruled it as to the retention of Kandahar; Wolf, !.life, ii, 164. 
2 Cf. Roberts, Hm. of India, pp. 552 If; RonaldshR.y, Lord Curzo-n, ii, 373--4-14, 

conclusively \I indicates Curaon against Mr. Brodrick a.~d Mr. Balfgur. 
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views, India paid the penalty in the ghastly fiasco of Mesopo
tamia, due unquestionably in the ultimate issue to the undue 
burden placed,on the commander-in-chief. 

The council. throughout this period was essentially European 
in constitution; 1 not until 1909 was an Indian admitted. In 
one respect it differed fundamentally from a British cabinet, the 
secretaries of the departments were not treated as merely 
adyisers of the member in charge, and their views were regu
la,rly submitted to the governor-general and council, while in 
practice the secretary normally· called the governor-general's 
attention to all matters of importance in the department. This 
procedure was all the more useful because only three of the 
council were neceSS'Iol"ily qualified by ten years' service in India, 
and it would patently have been unwise to trust wholly to the 
views of a member who might ignore the value of Indian experi
ence. At the close of this period there were nine departments: 
foreign, home, legislative, finance, revenue and agriculture, 
public works, commerce and industry, education, and army, 
divided among the six members of council and the governor-

= general. During his absence from the capital the governor
gefleral might appoint a member to preside, and be given by 
himself in council full powers alone to execute the powers of 
the governor-general in council, an authority which seems little 
to have been used, Lawrence wisely imitating the rule of taking 
his council with him to Simla. 2 In the absence of the governor
general from indisposition the senior member presided; on 
death or incapacity he acted pending the arrival of the senior 
of the governors of Madras and Bombay. It was forbidden to 
leave for Europe during tenure of office, !In anomaly removed 
only for governors in 1924.3 

(b) THE CENTRAL LEGISLATURE 

Dalhousie' had taken no exception to the independence of 
the legislature acting under the Act of 1853, but Canning and 
Wood disliked criticism, and doubted whether anything was 
necessary be¥ond the executive council. Frere, whose influence 

1 Tenure of office was regularly (sinco 1801) five years. 
2 Cf. Life of MaitU, pp. 318 ff. 3 14 & 15 Geo. V, c. 28. 
4 ¥e·Warner, Life. ii, 237. • 
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on the governor-general's council was considerable, demurred,' 
and ultimately the legislature was reconstituted. 2 Forlegis
\ath•e purposes the council was to be reinforced py.not less than 
six nor more than twelve p(!rsons nominated by. the governor
general for 1:_\VQ y~rs, one-half at least of whom must not hold 
any governmental office. No legal provision required such 
persons to be Indian, but an assurance was given in the 
Commons that Indians would be appointed. 

The powers of the legislature were restricted wholly to legis
lation, including the consideration of motions for leave "to 
introduce a Bill. Moreover, the sanction of the governor
general was required to the introduction of any measures 
affecting the public revenue or debt, religi9n, military or naval 
matters, or the relation of the government with foreign princes 
or states. 3 The governor-general had the right to assent, 
reserve, or refuse assent, and a Bill assented to might be dis
allowed by the Crown, or a reserved Bill assented to, in both • 
cases through the seeretasy of state in council. 

The powers of the new legislature were those granted to that 
of 1853. But it was forbidden' to repeal or amend the Charter 
Acts of 1833 and 1853, the GDvernment of India Acts, 1858oand-
1859, any Act enabling the Home Government to raise funds, 
the Acts punishing mutiny and desertion in the British and 
Indian forces, subject to the power to make articles of war 
under s. 73 of the Act of 1833, the Indian Councils Act, and 
other Acts of 1861, and subsequent Acts. Moreover, it might 
not affect the authority of Parliament, the constitution and 
rights of the East India Company, which survived for business 
purposes to 1874, or<1ny part of the unwritten laws or constitu
tion of the United Kingdom whereon might depend in any 
degree the allegiance of any person to the Crown, or the 
sovereignty or dominion of the Crown over any part of the 
said tcnitcn·ies. 

The governor-general personally was given a new power' 
whose absence was felt in 1857-8. He might issue on h1s own 
authority ordinances which could remain in operation for six 
months, unless disallowed or repealed by ordiJVlllce or law. 

1 Corr. in Life of Frere, i, 336 ff. 
2 Indian Councils Act, 1861 (24 & 25 Viet., c. 67). 
3 S.IP. • 4 8.22. 6 8.23 .• 
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The power was to prove later of great use. It was laid down 
that the cause of issuing such a measure should at once be 
notified to the secretary of state. 

Further, it ;as enacted that rules and regulations made 
before the p..;sing of the Act by the governor-general and 
certain local authorities for non-regulation provinces should be 
deemed valid, though not passed in the forms required by the 
Acts renewing the charter. This validation did not affect the 
future, and its terms were vague, so that in 1872, for instance, 
Indian legislation became necessary to declare what measures 
had been so validated. 1 

In 18652 the powers of the legislature were extended to cover 
British subjects even if not servants of the Crown in native 
states. It has been" suggested that only. non-Asiatic subjects 
are intended, but that is not probable, though in practice legis
lation in such cases has also been based on the Foreign Jurisdic-

• tion Act, 1890. In 18693 power was given to legislate for native 
British subjects in any part of the world. 

In 18704 an important power of legislation was conferred on 
the governor·general in council to place on a regular basis the 
po 104r of dealing with special areas. The preliminary step was 
taken by the secretary of state in council applying the Act to 
specified areas; thereupon the local government could submit 
regulations which if approved by the governor·general in 
council would have the effect of laws. Many measures were 
passed "w1der this power, while the Indian legislature by the 
Scheduled Districts Act, 1874, itself declared that in certain 
specified districts the normal legislation and jurisdiction were 
in force only in part or with modifications, and authorized the 
application with modifications if necessary of any enactments 
in force at the time in any part of British India. Hence many 
areas were both 'regulation' and scheduled areas, all the former 
being scheduled. 

In 1884' the legislature was given the power to regulate 
within the former charter limits the Indian Marine Service, 
which had been created for transport and survey work, and 
minor duties . • 1 Hunter, Lord .lr!ayo. ii, 214 ff. 2 28 & 29 Viet., c. 17. See Penal Code, s. 4. 

3 32 &. 33 Viet., c. 98. 4 33 & 34 Viet., c. 3; Life of Maine, pp. 360 ff. 
6 47 & 48 Viet·• c. 38. • 
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Of the questions arising from these Acts the most interesting 
was that in 1870, 1 when Lord Mayo and the Duke of Argyll 
discussed the extent of the authority of the Jn.di~n legislature. 
For the former it was argued that the power gjven by Parlia
ment was one to be exercised to the best of their judgment: 
the Crown could disallow, but it could not enjoin legislation. 
The Duke very properly insisted that the final control and 
direction of affairs in India rested with the Home Government, 
and it made no real difference if its directions related to le~is
lative affairs. This principle was recognized in all governments 
where power was derived from the Home Government and not 
from representative legislatures, and the government of India 
on February 1st 1871 accepted the doctril.)e. In the same yettr 
it was provided explicitly that the power of the governor
general to override his council applied generally, and in 1879 
Lord Lytton used his power to exempt from customs duty the 
coarser cotton cloths imported. In 1894 the dispute was carried" 
to more logical conclusions. 2 The secretary of state pointed 
out that the cabinet system must be followed; executive 
councillors must vote for the final decision of the governor
general and the British Government; if they could not de s.s;
they must resign office. The argument was clearly conclusive; 
there must be homogeneity in the government at Whitehall 
and at Calcutta. 

Democratization of the constitution of the council was long 
in coming. Political claims in Bengal were furthered by the 
activities of S. N. Banerjca 3 after his early removal on inade
quate grounds from the civil service in 1874, and in 1876 be 
succeeded in founding an Indian Association, which a year later 
was given a legitimate grievance in the lowering of the age for 
entry to the civil service, thus penalizing Indians. Further, the 
Press legislation in 1878, due to violent attacks on government 
in the vernacular Press, told against the administration. Lord 
Ripon repealed the measure and pressed for local government 
as a prelude to political development, and the political interest 
of Indians was deeply excited by the withdrawal under reckless 

1 Accounts and Papers, 15, East India, lvi, 6-10. 
2 Cf. Mrs. Hamilton, fJOrd Wolvtrhampton, pp. 31&-17. 

•. 5. 
a A Nation in tM. Maki71,9 (1925). 

• See 33 & 34 Viet., c. 3, 

• 
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pressure of the indigo- and tea-planters of the Bill to extend the 
power of Indian magistrates in cases concerning Europeans. 
In ISSB the ~Jitical group in Bengal held a conference, which 
was followed ~y one in Madras in the next year, attended by 
theosophists from various parts of India. The result was a 
National Congress 1 whose first meeting took place in 1885. It 
demanded ·inter alia the presence of elected members in the 
councils, the right to discuss tbe budget and to ask questions, 
the reference to a standing committee of the House of Commons 
of.issues between the councils and governments, simultaneous 
examinations at a later age for the civil service, the limitation 
of military expenditure, and the abolition of the secretary of 
state's council. Des.Pite the indifference of the Muslims on the 
instigation of the able Sir Sayyid Alnnad, who recognized that 
their lack of education would hamper them in politics, the 
demands were put forward with growing strength. Full con-

• cession was impossible, but Dufferin contemplated election at 
least for the local legislatures, and Bradlaugh introduced a 
Home Rule Bill for India at the request of Congress. Ulti
mately the maximum then deemed possible and wise by the 

-g~rnment took shape in an Act of 1892, 2 which increased the 
number of additional members of the Indian legislature to 
sixteen, and permitted the making of regulations under which 
indirectly election could be introduced, through the nomination 
by the governor-general of persons chosen in various ways. 
Ultimately for the Indian legislature the plan adopted was that 
five of the ten non-official members were chosen by the non
official members of the legislatures of Madras, Bombay, Bengal, 
the North-Western Provinces, and Oudh .• Moreover, the Act 
authorized the discussion of the annual budget, thus permitting 
a critical examination of the financial position, and the asking 
of questions subject to careful limitations to avoid incon
venience to the government. 3 These additional powers were 
not very important, but it was advantageous that the principle 
of representation should be given effect, and in the case of the 
provinces the gains of the system were more considerable. 

The power~ of the legislature were treated by the courts with 
1 Lovett, HWory of the Indian Nationali8t Mo-vement (1920), 
2 55 & 56 Viet., c. 14. Maine favoured discussion in 1868: Life, pp. 362 :If. 
3 Cf. Pari. Ptper, Cd. 9109, pp. 55-e2. • 

X2 
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generosity. In The (lueen v. Burak' the issue was raised of the 
validity of the grant of power to the lieutenant-governor of 
Bengal to extend to certain districts the provisions exempting 

0 0 

the Garo Hills from the ordinary judicial syste•p and laws. It 
was argued that the legislature having a delegation of power 
could not delegate authority to another. The Privy Council 
ruled that conditional legislation of the type in question was 
not open to doubt; the legislature, when acting within the 
limits set by the Act creating it was not in any sense an agent 
or delegate of the Imperial Parliament, but had plcn;.ry 
powers of legislation as large and of the same nature as those 
of Parliament itself. This places the Indian legislature on the 
same plane as the colonial and Domini,on legislatures, save 
those which have obtained freedom from the supremacy of 
their constitutions as have the Parliaments of the Irish Free 
State, and the Union of South Africa by the Statute of West
minster, 1931.2 • 

The restrictions on Indian legislation, however, are neither 
numerous nor have they been applied in any narrow spirit. It 
had been ruled under the previous system that as no power 
existed to affect the prerogative it was illegitinmte to att-p~ 
to limit appeal to the King in Council. 3 But the Act of 1861• 
expressly gave the Indian legislature power to affect the 
prerogative, and so it was ruled in 19145 that the Indian 
Limitation Act, 1908, could not be deemed invalid in so far as 
it affected appeals. In the same spirit the provision forbidding 
the legislature to affect the unwritten laws or constitution of 
the United Kingdom whereon allegiance might depend was 
refused any wide B.f>plication. In Ameer Khan's case' in 1870 
an effort was made to use this clause, dating from the Act of 
1833, to invalidate arbitrary detention under Regulation III 
of 1818, hut the effort failed, though it was ingeniously argued 
that if the Crown withdrew protection it also affected the 
allegiance due in return. The same argument was revived in 
1909, again vainly, to impugn the validity of the Criminal 

'(1878), 3 App. Caa. 889. 
2 Keith, Con-atituti<mal Law of the British DominiOM, pp. 24 ff. 
3 Hormusjee v. Cooverbluu!e {1856), 6 Moo. Ind. App. 448. • 4 S. 24. 
5 Abdullah H08sein Chowdhury v. AdminMlrator-General of Bengal, I.L.R. 42 

Cal. 35. '(1870), 6 Ben. L.R. 392. 
0 • 
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Procedure Code in providing for cases where British subjects 
need not be tried by jury, 1 and again in 1920, in the latter case 
an ordinance pf,;the governor-general being attacked because it 
deprived snbje~ts of trial in the ordinary course of law by the 
normal courts. The Privy Council pointed out' that the enact
ment referred not to laws by which the accused might deem 
his allegiance affected, but to laws transferring or qualifying 
allegiance or modifying the obligations imposed thereby. Thus 
viewed, the clause probably coincides in effect with the pro-• vision retained in the Government of India Act, 1935,3 that the 
legislature may not affect the sovereignty or dominion of the 
Crown over any part of British India. That provision was held 
in Damadhar Gardha7J v. Dearam Kanji• to invalidate any Act 
of the legislature purporting to cede territory, while the Privy 
Council denied that the legislature could by any provision of 
the Indian Evidence Act prevent the courts inquiring for 

'themselves into the. validity of any cession. This of course 
affects in no way the prerogative right of the Crown to cede 
territory. But these restrictions negative any legislative effort 
to alter British sovereignty. 

- It:-has also been held' that no Indian legislature may impair 
the right to sue the secretary of state in council in cases where 
the Company might have been sued, so that the Burma legis
lature could not bar the civil courts from deciding claims as to 
land against the govermnent. 

It remains to add that it was ruled in Keyes v. Keues' that 
the Indian legislature had not power to provide for the grant 
of divorce by Indian courts to persons whose domicile was in 
England. The actual decision was clearly sound, namely, that 
in England a divorce based merely on residence as opposed to 
domicile was invalid, and it is impossible to hold that the 
Indian legislature could not validly allow divorce of persons 
merely resident which would be effective throughout British 

1 Barindra Kumar Gkose Y. King Bmperor, 37 Cal. 467. 
2 Bugga v. King Emperor, L.R. 47 Ind. App. 128. 
3 S. 110 (b) (i) extended to 'sovereignty, dominion or suzerainty of the Crown in 

any part of India'. 
' (1876). I AppoCM. 332. 
6 ln 1912 in Secretary of State far Ind£a in Oouncil v . . Moment, 40 Ind. App. 48: 
6 (1921] P. 204. followed in ( 1923) 47 Bam. 843, but not at Lahore (1924), 5 Lah. 

147. • 
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India. But the difficulty of the invalidity of such marriages 
outside India would remain, and the knot was cut by British 
legislation under which Indian courts act as ~b&J;itutes for the 
English and Scottish courts in decreeing divGrCes of persons 
resident in England and in Scotland respectively, acting in both 
eases rather absurdly on the doctrines of English law.' 

The Act of 1861 gave power to make rules of council proce
dure, and under them the practice grew up of publishing j3ills 
with a vernacular rendering in the gazettes and also a staten]l'nt 
of objects and reasons, like action being taken if important 
changes were made. Usually after introduction a Bill was sent 
to a select committee and then considered by council, but it 
might be circulated before or after introO!uction for criticisms, 
or dealt with by the council on due notice. The measure there
fore was assured of proper publicity and suggestions of desirable 
changes. • 

(c) TilE LOCAL GOVERNMENTS 

Madras and Bombay under the Crown retained a special 
position as presidencies. They were governed by governqrs in
council, of two members qualified by twelve years' service under 
the Crown, to whom was added, until the posts were abolished 
by an Act of 1898,2 the local commander-in-chief. On matters 
not financial they could correspond with the secretary of state, 
they could appeal to him against any order of the government 
of India, were free to fill their principal appointments at dis· 
cretion, and were less strictly subjected to central authority as 
regards forests a~ land revenue. They could override the 
councils in case of necessity, but the additional authority in 
legislative issues of 1870 did not apply to them until 1915. 
The post was normally filled from England and the governors 
naturally relied greatly on their official advisers. 3 

Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, and Assam, the Lower Provinces of 
Bengal, remained connected under a lieutenant-governor until 

1 See Dicey and Keith, Conflict of Laws (ed. 5), pp. 943 ff. At tho same time the 
Indian Divorce Act, 1869, was amended to require domicile (XXV of 1926). 

2 56 & 07 Viet., e. 62. • 
• 3 Curzon complained of Lord Sandhurst's failure to correspond and suggested 
reducing the status of the presidencieB: Ronaldshay, ii, 58-60. But see Maino's 
view, Life~ pp. 372 ff. • • 
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187 4, when Assam was made a separate province under a chief 
commissioner. But in 1905 the territories were rearranged as 
Western Beqg~l, Bihar, and Orissa, and Eastern Bengal and 
Assam both llllder lieutenant-governors, an arrangement whose 
fate will be described below. 

The North-Western Provinces, under a lieutenant-governor, 
and Oudh, under a chief commissioner, were distinct until1877, 
when one officer was appointed to both posts. In 1902 the two 
teri-itories were styled the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh 
in order to distinguish them from the North-West Frontier 
Province. The latter was separated from the rest of the 
Punjab in 1901 1 and placed under a chief commissioner. The 
Punjab itself had b~en converted into a lieutenant-governor's 
province in 1859. The Central Provinces were created in 1861 
by the placing under a chief commissioner of the Sagar and 

• Narbada territories and Nagpur. Berar was placed under the 
same control when it was leased perpetually in 1902 by the 
Nizaw.. Lc"":t~"!" Burm9. was placed in 1862 under a chief com
missioner; in 1886 Upper Burma was added to it, and in 1897 
it became a lieutenant-governorship. 

- · Coorg was a chief commissionership, an office conjoined with 
that of resident at Mysore, Ajmer-l\Ierwara in like position 
since 1871 was administered by the governor-general's agent 
for Rajputana. British Baluchistan was placed in 1887 under 
a chief commissioner, who acted as agent in dealing with the 
neighbouring tribes, and a like system prevailed as regards the 
chief commissioner of the North-West Frontier Province. The 
Andaman and Nicobar islands were united in 1872 under a chief 
commissioner. • 

In the governments other than Madras and Bombay no 
provision was made for councils for executive business, the 
theory being that personal supervision and complete responsi
bility to the governor-general in council were essential. 
Lieutenant-governors had to have at least ten years' Indian 
service, and the governor-general's choice was normally 
accepted by the Crown. 

Power to Jl]ter the boundaries of provinces and to create 
lieutenant-governors and chief commissionerships2 was vested 

1 Ronal<\9hay, ii, 131 ff . 2 24 & 25~ict., e. 67, B:S. 46--9. . 
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in the governor-general in council by statute, subject to the 
control of the secretary of state in council. 

•• 
(d) THE LOCAL LEGISLATURES • 

The destruction in 1853 of legislative power in the case of 
Madras and Bombay was remedied in 1861.1 The governors 
were instructed to add to their councils for legislative work the 
advocates-general and from four to eight members, half non
officials, to hold office for two years. Moreover, the Indran 
government was required to establish a similar council for 
Bengal, as was done in 1862,2 and provision was made for 
establishing lieutenant-governorships witq legislative councils. 
So in 1886 the North-Western Provinces, in 1897 Burma and 
the Punjab were provided with legislatures. But no such 
authority was given for the chief conunissioners' provinces. 

In legislative power the provinces differed from the central' 
legislature in territorial extent of their legislation, which wtts 
confined to the province. But in addition the prior consent' of 
the governor-general was required for any legislation affecting 
the public debt or customs or other taxation imposed by· the·· 
central legislature; currency; posts and telegraphs; the penal 
code; religion; naval and military matters; patents and copy
right; and relations with foreign states or princes. They could 
not alter Acts made by the central legislature from 1861,4 nor 
affect any Act of Parliament. This category included the 
Indian High Courts Act, 1861, but it was ruled that this did 
not affect the right to regulate local courts, though indirectly 
this might increase or limit the appellate business of the High 
Court, 5 nor to alter the rights and duties of subjects in Bombay, 
though not to affect the jurisdiction of the court over such 
subjects. 6 The right to deal with the prerogative was not 
wholly clear, for the express grant in the Act of 1861 to the 

1 24 & 25 Viet., e. 67, ss. 29 ff. 
2 Lawrence actuaUy proposed ita abolition in 1868; Life of Maine, pp. 364 ff. 
3 Ss. 42, 43, 48. 
" Limit removed by 55 & 66 Viet., c. 14, a. 6, since otherwise legislation was too 

restricted. • 
5 PYenuJhankar Raghunathji v. Government of Bomha1J, 8 Bam. H.C. Rep. O.C. 

J, 195. 
6 OoUector of '1'/u:l..na v. Bhaska,- MaJuulev (1884), I.L.R. 8 Ik.m. 264. . . . 
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central legislature might be held to exclude any such right in 
the locallegislature. 1 In 1871 full power to enable magistrates 
to deal with European British subJ. ects was conceded. 2 

• • 
The authority of the legislatures was purely legislative as in 

the case of the central legislature. Like extended authority 
to discuss the budget and ask questions was accorded by the 
Act of 1892.3 That Act also provided for the increase of the size 
of the legislatures of Madras and Bombay by making the 
additional members not less than eight nor more than twenty, 
whtle the members of the councils of Bengal and the North
Western Provinces might be raised to twenty and fifteen 
respectively. Nomination was in certain cases based on election 
by select constituen~ies. Each of the great capitals had a 
representative, as also the trading associations and the senates 
of the Universities. Others were chosen by representatives of 
the district boards and smaller municipal boards, large land
"owners in Bombay, and later in Bengal were given a representa
tive. But, of course, the number was minimal and the only 
important point was that the principle of election was thus 
indirectly recognized. 

(e) THE RELATION BETWEEN THE CENTRE AND THE 

PROVINCES 

The essential position of the local governments was that of 
complete subordination in administration and legislation to the 
centre, which exercised also, as will be noted below, full financial 
control. As has been seen, the legislative power of the provinces 
was completely controlled by the requirem<ont of the governor
general's previous consent to the introduction of many kinds of 
Bill and of his assent to any measure passed, though matters 
were simplified by allowing as valid any Act once assented' 
to even if not introduced with the requisite consent. 1\iore
over, the central legislature maintained the practice of legis
lating on a wide field, including the penal and procedure codes, 
police, prisons, forests, mines, factories, and public health. In 

~ He1d ot\~twi~ in Bell v. ~u"!'icipality of MadrM (1901), 25 Mad. 457,_ 4-74. 
34 & 35\ let., c. 34; passed m VIew of R. v. Reay, 7 Bom. Cr. Ca. 6; cf. lndta Act 

XXII of 1870. 
3 55 & 56. Viet., c. 14, s. 2. 4 24 & 25 Viet., c. 67, s. 43 . 

• • 
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practice the local governments did not attempt legislation 
without first consulting the government of India, which in its 
turn was bound to ascertain the views of the India Office. The 
legislatures in effect were useful instruments for "carrying out a 
centralized policy controlled from home. • 

No exact delimitation of functions was ever desired or 
attempted. Some matters the central government necessarily 
controlled, such as foreign relations, defence, general taxation, 
debt, currency, tariffs, posts and telegraphs, insurance, patents 
and copyrights, mining, explosives, railways, accounts and 
audit. The provinces were concerned with ordinary internal 
administration, police, civil and criminal justice, prisons, the 
assessment and collection of the revenue, education, medical 
and sanitary arrangements, irrigation, ·buildings and roads, 
forests and the control over municipal and rural boards. But 
the centre had an active supervision over provincial subjects. 
It laid down principles to be followed and examined the reportS 
made to it to ascertain if they were obeyed. It appointed 
commissions of inquiry on such topics as police, education, 
famine, irrigation, agricultural and archaeological research and 
laid down principles to be respected. It undertook the support •· -
of central institutions on scientific matters connected with 
bacteriology or agricultural and veterinary science, since small 
local institutes obviously were comparatively inefficient. It 
appointed experts to advise and inspect many provincial 
matters such as agriculture, forests, irrigation, medical and 
sanitary matters, education, archaeology,' printing and sta
tionery, excise and salt. Of vital importance was the control 
over the creation .of new appointments, the grading of the 
service, the rules for salaries, pensions, and leave of absence, 
and such matters as the Public Works and Forest codes were 
laid down by the central government with the approval of 
the Home Government. Moreover, the right of appeal from 
decisions of local governments was widely permitted and 
utilized. It followed necessarily from the responsibility of the 
secretary of state to Parliament, and added necessarily to the 
elaboration of the records kept by the governments, local and 
central. • 

1 (.)urzon's services were invaluable; Rona.Idsha.y. ti, 2U, 212, 333 ff. 
• • • 
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It was inevitable that at times disputes should arise regarding 
the limits of authority on either side. Men of energetic nature 
such as Frere 1 and Sydenham2 complained of undue inter-• . 
ference, whil~ Curzon 3 deprecated the heptarchical condition 
of educational policy and would have liked to see Madras and 
Bombay reduced to lieutenant-governorships so as to be more 
amenable to his control. But the variety of conditions un
questionably demanded variation of treatment, even if at the 
close of this period we find Morley' and Minto in accord in 
regarding with some dismay the headstrong character or the 
weakness of some of their subordinates, who, it may be feared, 
might with equal justice have been critical of their superiors. 

4. INDIAN FINANCE 

The transfer of authority to the Crown brought with it 
essential changes in Indian finance. 6 Final responsibility was 
now vested in the secretary of state in council, and in lieu of 
the haphazard control by the governor-general in council over 
the rest of India, a finance member of council became respon
sible in 1859 for the preparation of an orderly financial system. 
The principles of the English budget system were adapted as 
far as possible to India, the first budget presented being 
that for 1860-1, the year ending on March 31st as in England. 
That sound steps were taken was largely due to the debt of 
£42,000,000 added by the Mutiny, making the total debt 
£98,000,000, while the year 1859-60 showed a deficit of 
£7,250,000. James Wilson increased taxation by imposing an 
income tax and drastically reduced civil iilld military expendi
ture, so that in 1864 the deficit was a thing of the past. 

The revenue which in 1860 was £43,000,000 was derived 
primarily, to the extent of 40 per cent in that year, from land 
revenue, which was reassessed usually at thirty-year intervals. 

1 Life. i, 441, 442. 
2 My Working Life, pp. 229 ff., 247 (on relations with Morley). 
3 Ronn.ldshay, Lard Ourum, ii, 57 ff., 4J6. He demanded private correspondence, 

a bad precedent. . 
4 Recollections, ii, 263. IDs view of Minto and the latter's view of him are 

amusing contrAts. 
6 Strachcy and Richard, Finances and Publie Works of India, 1869-81 {1882); 

P. Banerjea, Provincial Finanu in India (1929); History of Indian Taxation (1930) . 
• • 
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The tendency was unquestionably for assessments to fall in 
comparison with the real value of the land, and at the end of 
the century only 25 per cent of the revenue c~Ille from this 
source. The opium monopoly on sales to China flnd elsewhere, 
local sales being ranked as excise, was important, until in 1907 
its gradual extinction was provided for. The most important 
source of taxation was salt. Full control wa.' long delayed by 
the necessity of dealing with the rights of native states and only 
in 1882 was it possible to fix a uniform price of two rupees per 

• maund (82 lb.). The rate was varied from time to time, being 
increased in emergency but lowered as soon as practicable when 
finances improved. 

Customs duties in 1860 were generally lO.per cent on imports 
and 4 per cent on many exports. After fluctuations, in 1882 
general import duties were abolished, as affording protection 
against British cotton exports inter alia. Rut, later, duties had 
to be rein1posed. Excise revenue was levied on intoxicating 
liquors, hemp, drugs, and opium consumed in India. The 
yield was in 1860 only a million-later it was greatly increased. 
Stamp duties were represented by stamps on judicial proceed
ings and on commercial documents. 

Governmental policy aimed at keeping as low as possible 
land and salt revenue, and instead developing the possibilities 
of more elastic sources, customs, excise, and income tax. The 
last-named was originally imposed for the war emergency, but 
from 1886 it became recognized as absolutely indispensable. 

At first expenditure was devoted merely to the essentials of 
government. Only at the close of the Company's existence had 
roads, public buildings, public utility services, railways, and 
irrigation come into consideration. Railways from 1853 were 
at first constructed by British joint-stock companies, which 
received 5 per cent on the cost and half any surplus profits, a 
system gradually superseded by direct governmental construc
tion, while the older railways were acquired from time to time 
under the terms of the original contracts. About 1900 receipts 
from railways and irrigation began to form a substantial 
element in the public revenue. • 

Untill872-8 currency caused little anxiety, the rupee remain
ing steady about 2s. Thereafter it declined in value owing to 

• • • 
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world changes involving the demonetization of silver by Ger
many and the Latin union. Finally in 1893 the free coinage of 
silver ceased. 'V'd a gold standard was introduced, which hy 
1898 resulted in a stable rupee at 1s. 4d. 

Relations between the centre and the provinces were fixed 
by the regulations laid down by James Wilson on the basis of 
meticulous control, necessary at the time, but more and more 
ve'!Catious as time passed. The local governments had the 
rewonsibility of collecting and developing important branches 
of revenue, but their expenditure was narrowly supervised, and 
they gained nothing from economy in administration. The 
competing claims of the provinces were naturally urged with 
one-sided energy, with the result that the winner of the com
petition might not be the most deserving claimant. In lllayo's 
government in 1871 a begimling of a better system was made, 
and extended in 1877. Certain branches of revenue were 
treated as wholly central, such as the post office, railways, and 
tributes from the states. Other sources retained as central to 
meet its enorn1ous burden ·of expenditure were customs, salt, 
and opium. The income from other sources, land revenue, 
excise, stamps, registration, and forests, was divided in certain 
proportions between centre and provinces. At first periodic 
arrangements 1 were made, which had the disadvantage that a 
province might be discouraged if it managed matters too care
fully, and more permanent assigmnents came to be made. 
From their shares of revenue the provinces were expected to 
defray their expenditure for the most part in addition to the 
cost of collection. The arrangement, however, was purely a 
business one, without constitutional q!iality; the central 
government determined the allocation from time to time at its 
unfettered discretion, and the whole appeared as one budget, 
the provincial expenditure making about a third of the imperial. 
It was only in 1904-5 when definite shares in certain sources of 
income were awarded to the provinces, that a real beginning 
was made in the direction of genuine autonomy.• 

1 1882, 1887, 1892, and 1897. 
2 Only in 1912 was tho settlement made permanent. Cf. Pari. Paper, Cd. 9109, 

pp. 89 tf. • 

• • 
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5. DEFENCE 

The Act of 18581 transferred the military and naval forces of • • the Company en bloc to the Crown. The transf~r seems for no 
very adequate reasons to have been resented by officers and 
men alike, and evoked a minor mutiny, which passed over 
without serious consequences. But it was decided to abandon 
the idea of a separate European force for India, once favoured 
by Canning, and an Act of 1860 2 formally abrogated the Acts 

• permitting the raising of such a force. The officers and men of 
the existing forces were with a few exceptions merged in the 
regular army under an Act of 1861, 3 some officers joining 
instead the native regiments. Thus the artillery and engineers 
of Bengal, Madras, and Bombay became part of the Royal 
Artillery and Royal Engineers, and the nine European regi
ments, including those raised during the Mutiny, became 
regiments of the line. The Bengal army had to be reconstituted • 
of cavalry and infantry, and it and the armies of Madras and 
Bombay were reorganized on a new footing, under which native 
officers commanded troops of cavalry and companies of infantry, 
while British officers commanded squadrons and wings, i.e. half 
battalions. British officers served under the Army Act of the 
United Kingdom, the rest of the Force under Indian legislation, 
which finally became the Indian Army Act, 1911. 

To render service with native regiments attractive officers 
were treated as staff appointments carrying extra allowances. 
Addiscombe• was closed and appointments made from British 
regiments. Later, entrants for Sandhurst who desired to serve 
in India competed tor vacancies, being attached for a year to 
British regiments in India before posting to a native regiment. 
Promotion in the staff corps was regulated by strict time limits, 
but officers in civil employment ceased later to be promoted 
above the rank of lieutenant-colonel. 

The whole force as reorganized and reduced was divided 
between the armies of Bengal, Madras, and Bombay, the 
Punjab frontier force, the Hyderabad contingent, and local 
irregular corps, the total being 65,000 British, and 140,000 

1 21 & 22 Viet., c. 106, as. 56, 57. 
a 24 & 25 Viet., o.J4. 

2 23 & 24 Viet., c. 100. 
' Opened in 1812 . 

• • 
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native troops. The danger of Russian aggression after 1885 
resulted in the increase of the numbers to 73,500 and 154,000. 
After Mahya'9d (1880) the practice of permitting officers 
seconded for .l)ivil employment to return to the regiments was 
abandoned; though they were allowed to advance to the rank 
of lieutenant-colonel for pension purposes, they were retired 
at age fifty-five on pension . 

• The practice under which each presidency had its distinct 
a,pny took curiously long to disappear. In 1891 the three staff 
corps were amalgamated into one, and in 18931 Parliament at 
last swept away the offices of commander-in-chief at Madras 
and Bombay and the control of the local governments over 
their armies ceased. A logical conclusion was the renaming of 
the staff corps as the Indian Army in 1903 at the Coronation 
Durbar. 

In 1895 the old armies became four army commands, Bengal 
being divided into the Bengal and Punjab commands, and in 
1904 the renumbering of the regiments removed one of the last 
traces of the old regime. In 1903 the new arrangement regarding 
Berar had rendered it possible to merge the Hyderabad contin
gent in the regular army. 

From experience in 1886 the poor quality of the Madras 
army was generally recognized; eight regiments therefore were 
permanently stationed in Burma, and recruited from the 
north-western areas. In 1895 Telingas ceased to be recruited, 
and between 1902 and 1904 Moplahs, Gurkhas, and Punjabis 
replaced local recruits in infantry and cavalry to a large 
extent. 

In 1900 the native infantry was reorg~nized as four double
company battalions. Native officers remained in charge of 
each company for internal administration, but British officers 
commanded on parade and in the field. 

Under Lord Curzon2 important changes were carried out 
partly prepared before Lord Kitchener's appointment as 
commander-in-chief, partly the result of his initiative. The 
moment was favourable, as the cessation of the frontier rising, 
which had ~ed Indian finances and occupied the full attention 
of the commander-in-chief, had relieved the financial strain 

1 56. & 57 Viet.,• c. 62. 2 RonaVJ..shay, ii, 368-72. 
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and left funds available for reforms. At the same time the 
ad vance of Russian strategic railways and the proof in Manchuria 
of the carrying capacity of even a single line weJ;e jj. warning of 
the necessity of greater strength for the field fore~, while South 
Mrican experience pointed the way to reform. It was therefore 
found possible to reduce the garrisons kept for the purpose of 
securing internal order and to increase to nine divisions the 
size of the field army, the danger from external aggression n9w 
ranking above that from internal disturbances. In 1907 cffe,l't 
was formally given to the changes carried out by transforming 
the four Army Commands into Army Corps Commands, the 
northern with divisions at Peshawar, Rawalpindi, and Lahore; 
the eastern with divisions at Quetta, MhQw, and Poona; the 
western with divisions at Meerut and Lucknow, while the 
Secunderabad and Burma divisions remained directly under 
the conunander-in-chief. 

In the matter of army control Lord Kitchencr's influence 
proved disastrous. He determined to secure for himself 
complete authority over military matters, executive and 
administrative, and for this purpose to reduce to impotence the 
military member of council whose presence had given the council 
the benefit of a second informed opinion on military matters 
and had relieved the commander-in-chief of a vast mass of 
administrative work. It is clear that in England the exact 
force of his project was not appreciated by Lord Roberts or 
Lord Lansdowne, who supported the compromise scheme for a 
Member for Military Supply decided on by the government.' 
Curzon saw the error made, and resigned on that score; the 
useless post' disappe:!red in 1909, and his opinion was vindicated 
at the expense of Indian soldiers and British honour in the 
Mesopotamian fiasco, when the commander-in-chief lamentably 
failed to sustain his prime duty of command. 

In the second Afghan war the value of the troops offered by 
the Punjab states was proved, and 1885 evoked fresh offers in 
case of war with Russia. Hence there arose in 1889 the plan of 
accepting, where deemed suitable and not too burdensome to 

1 Ronaldshsy, ii. 383. Cf. § 3 (a) above. • 
2 The officer h11d only minor duties, not two honl'B' work a. day in Curzon's 

estimate, for Kitchener would not allow him to advise the council on a.ny military 
matters proper. • • 
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state finances, the offer as available for service with the 
British forces of imperial service troops. These troops are 
trained and. ~isciplined under the supervision of British 
inspecting offi~ers appointed by and responsible to the govern
ment of India, but they are controlled in time of peace by 
the state government and arc commanded by Indian officers 
appointed by the state. 1 

The Indian navy .;vas transferred to the Crown under the 
Act of 1858, but in 1863 it was renamed the Bombay Marine. . . 
Its long record of war service was continued in the China war 
of 1860, but thereafter its employment as a fighting force 
became minimal. 2 In 1877 it was reorganized as the Indian 
Marine, with a western division at Bombay and an eastern at 
Calcutta, and its duties were defined as the transport of troops 
and stores; the stationing of ships in Burma, the Andamans, 
Aden, and the Persian Gulf; maintenance of gunboats on the 

• Irawadi and Euphrates, and the building, repairs, etc., of 
governmental vessels. In 1882 a single director from the Hoyal 
Navy was appointed to reside at Bombay. The discipline of the 
force was, as already mentioned, provided for by the Indian 
Marine Service Act, 1884.3 The Admiralty conceded the right 
to usc the blue ensign with the star of India, and in 1891 the 
title was altered to the Hoyal Indian Marine, and its officers 
were given rank immediately after officers of like title in the 
British Navy. 

In 1871 for coast defence there was set up a Naval Defence 
Squadron which in 1889 consisted of two turret ships and seven 
torpedo-boats manned by officers and men of the Indian Marine. 
In 1892 a British naval officer was placea in command, while 
other officers were chosen from the Hoyal Navy and the Royal 
Indian Marine, the crews including British sailors and lascars. 
In 1903, however, Indian defence was taken over wholly by the 
Royal Navy and the squadron was abolished. 

1 See, e.g., agreement with Flyderabad, 1900; 1\lukherji, Dor.umenl8, i, 573. 
2 The Admiralty was to undertake defence from aggression; Wood to Admiralty 

October 20th 1862. 
a 4 7 & 48 Viet., c. 38 . 

• 

• 
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6. • FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

Prior to the transfer of power to the Crown, circumstances 
of distance and difficulty of communication •hruJ. made the 
government of India largely independent of eflective control. 
But the advent in 1870 of the telegraph and cable curtailed 
enormously the power of the Indian government and rapidly 
transferred the effective control of foreign policy to London, 
with the result that at the close of this period it had become 
possible to contemplate an entente with Russia with little 
concern for Indian views. Naturally also foreign relations were 
the point in Indian affairs which could most easily be under
stood by British politicians. 

The Crimean war had destroyed the understanding of 1844 
which had checked the Russian advance towards India, but an 
agreement of 1855 with the Amir of Mghanistan and joint 
action agairut Persia in 1857 had placed relations on a footing· 
of mild friendship. Dost Muhammad's death in 1868 led to a 
disputed succession, and Lawrence refused to countenance any 
decided policy until 1867, when the Russian command of 
Bokhara induced a change of attitude and SherAli was enabled 
to establish his authority. In 1869 he met Mayo, but the 
latter was unable to promise him aid against external and 
internal enemies, and his request for a definite assurance of aid 
against external attack in 1873, though favoured by North
brook, was rejected by the Duke of Argyll, and the Amir 
could not obtain any promise to recognize as his heir his son 
Abdulla Jan. He turned then to Russia, and messages were 
freely exchanged wilh Kaufmann, governor-general of Turkes
tan. The British government decided that the Amir must 
accept a British envoy, and Northbrook resigned office rather 
than carry out a policy of which he and his government dis
approved.1 Lytton as his successor had to overcome opposition 
in his council' to the new policy, which was accompanied by 
the much more defensible decision to occupy Quetta by agree
ment with the khan of Kalat. In 1878 the Amir received a 
Russian envoy, and in September a British envoy had to turn 

1 Pari. Papers, 1878-9, lvi, 503 ff. 
£Lady :B. Balfour. LytlQn's Indian Administration, pp. 64 ff. . . 
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back. The Cabinet after bitter disputes approved Lytton's 
plan of insisting on acceptance of the British proposals by an 
expedition. Sher Ali retired to Russia and the treaty of 
Gandamak in 1.l.ay 1879 provided for the acceptance of an 
envoy and of B~itish control of foreign affairs. But thecnvoywas 
massacred on September 3rd and a new campaign was necessary. 
Finally, the new government in London found a solution by 
accepting as Amir Abdur-Rahman, who agreed· to follow British 
advice in external relations and to agree to the British retention 
of~ibi and Pishin, while in return he received a subsidy. 

Russian movements towards Afghanistan naturally continued. 
Mcrv was seized in 1884 and in 1885 Afghan forces were 
ejected from Panjdch. After much discussion Salisbury, who 
succeeded Gladstone in the midst of discussions, accepted 
delimitation of the boundary to give Russia Panjdeh, while 
Afghanistan kept Zulfikar. In 1895 a further accord gave 

• Russia some territory north of the Panjah and Afghanistan 
an area south of the Oxus, and settled the boundary question. 
But the refusal to permit direct relations with London asked for 
by Nasr-ullah, the second son of the Amir, when he visited 
England in 1895 was resented. On the other hand, in 1893 an 
accord was reached by Sir M. Durand, fixing the boundary 
between Afghanistan and the British sphere of influence, which 
gave the Amir an increased subsidy and permission to import 
munitions of war. On his death in 1901 the Indian government 
claimed that the treaty was personal, and disputes followed so 
that Habib-ullah only received a mission in 1904 and not until 
March 21st 1905 was a treaty accepted renewing the existing 
arrangements.' Habib-ullah next year visited the Viceroy, but 
gave assurances to Russia that he would not permit British 
influence in Afghanistan and would expect H.ussian aid to 
prevent it. 

For other reasons, however, Russia was now seeking an 
entente with the United Kingdom, and dire offence was given to 
the Amir by the fact that the treaty of 1907, which continued 
the exclusion of H.ussian influence from Afghanistan, was 
concluded behind his back, and very naturally he declined to • 

1 For Curz.on's disputes with the British Govc:rnmcut sec Ronaldshay, ii, 261-71, 
3~8. 360-8. 
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take any notice of it. In this matter the governor-general and 
his council were overridden by the secretary of state, whose 
attitude was clearly mistaken and unfair. 1 

The same control of the British Governmen\ Ts seen in the 
treatment of relations with Tibet. 2 That stat"e, nominally a 
dependency of China, had remained closed even to Indian 
trade, though in 1890 and 1893 China had agreed to treaties 
providing for such trade. Under Lord Curzon the matter was 
complicated by Russian issues. The Dalai Lama, who contro1led 
temporal relations, had succeeded in growing up to exercise 1-lis 
nominal authority, and had the Russian Dorjieff as his adviser. 
Dorjieff entered into attempts to interest Russia in Tibet, and 
the Indian government conceived that it should take up the 
matter and counter Russian intrigue by insistence on its trade 
rights. The British Government demurred, but an unjustifiable 
protest against any expedition evoked permission for an advance. 
This was successful despite Tibetan attacks; and a treaty was • 
signed at Lhasa in 1904 which established trade marts, imposed 
an indemnity, and claimed the occupation of the Chumbi 
valley for three years aB a pledge. But the British Government 
felt indisposed to encourage any attempt at political influence. 
It recognized that to establish British control at Lhasa, when an 
effort was being made to stabilize relations with Russia, was 
unjustifiable, and accordingly in 1904 it gave a pledge to Russia 
not to annex Tibet, assert a protectorate over it, or interfere in 
its internal affairs if no other power intervened. 

Constitutionally for these negotiations with powers outside 
Indian limits the governor-general was invested on occasion 
with specific authorj,ty from the Crown which enabled him to 
enter into engagements and to declare war and make peace, 
following the old tradition of the delegation of sovereign 
prerogatives to the East India Company. 

In the same way the governor-general was maintained as 
the channel of relations with Burma, though King Mindon 
(1853-78) sent a mission to the Queen to ask for the right of 
direct relations, but he accepted from 1862 a British resident, 
and agreed to further British trade with Burma and through 

1 Cf. :Buchan, Lord Minto, p. 226. • 
2. Pad. Pttpers, Cd. 1920, 2054, 2370; Rona.ldshay, Lord Curzon, ii, 204 f., 272 ff., 

344; iii, 43. 
• • • 
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it with Yunnan. In 1875 he agreed to recognize Karenni as 
independent, and thus now that state is the only substantial 
part ofBllrl113-IVhich is not also British territory. Unfortunately 
his death le~ to anarchy under Thibaw, while France and 
Britain prevented any of his brothers ousting him by interning 
them. Finally Thibaw in 1885 entered into negotiations with 
France, which induced the government of India to take the 
opportunity of the King's reckless mistreatment of the Bombay 
B=a Trading Corporation to send him an ultimatum, 
requiring him to receive without undignified ceremonial a 
British resident, to accept British control of his foreign relations 
and the governor-general's arbitration in the dispute with the 
Company. On the wefusal of these terms annexation followed, 
to be succeeded by a long and tedious process of suppressing the 
resistance of the disbanded army which took to dacoitry. The 

• annexation as opposed to a protectorate seems not to have been 
desired by the Indian government, and the imposition of direct 
administration had the disadvantage of ignoring• the native 
form of government and the legitimate influence of the Buddhist 
church, which vainly offered its aid in 1887 if the government 
would conlirm its traditional jurisdiction over the clergy. 

7. FRONTIER RELATIONS 

The annexation of the Punjab brought India into close 
relation with the Pathan tribes, just as that of Sind made them 
neighbours of the Baluchis. In the latter area Jacob as agent of 
the governor-general with the Sind irregular horse succeeded in 
protecting the border by effective patrol~, and in addition to 
acting as political agent performed the functions of chief of 
police, magistrate, and revenue officer. In the Punjab, on the 
other hand, it was necessary to trust largely to managing 
the tribes, and the task was at first entrusted to the deputy 
commissioners of the six border districts, which in 1876 were 
grouped under the commissioners at Peshawar and the 
Derajat. Political agencies were created first in 1878 for the 
Khyber, in i892 for Kurram, and in 1892-5 for Malakand, 
Tochi, and Wana, the agents save that of Malakand being sub
ject to the funjab g?vernment. 

• 
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In Baluchistan, relations with the khan of Kalat were 
regulated by treaties of 1854 and 1876 which subjected his 
external relations to British control, allowed tJ,., ctccupation of 
Quetta, and authorized the location of British> troops in his 
territories and the construction of telegraphs and railways. 
In 1877 this led to the appointment of an agent to the governor
general in Baluchistan, which was induced to peace by subsidies 
paid on condition that outrages were duly punished by the 
tribal authorities or jirgas. The agent was entrusted with tbe 
control of the Sibi and Pishin areas ceded by Y akub Khan in 
1879, which were declared British territory in 1887 and became 
British Baluchistan; the area includes besides agency territories 
and the native states of Kalat and Las Bela. 

The drawing of the Durand line in 1893 presented a frontier 
beyond which the Amir was not expected to interfere, but as 
the . boundary does not rest on any natural division it has • 
alwa,..ys been difficult to secure that it should be respected, while 
the lribes near it have normally shown no desire to accept 
British rule, an exception being the Kurram valley which was 
handed over by its people in 1892. Later Chitral became from 
1893 to 1895 the source of much anxiety, as its retention 
involved the making of an effective communication from 
Peshawar. The Liberal government in 1895 declined to approve 
this action, but the policy was reversed by the Conservative 
government. The decision to maintain a garrison in Chitral 
and other causes, including religious incitement and the 
dubious attitude of the Amir, resulted in 1897 in widespread 
risings in the Malakand, Afridi, and Maizar regions which 
involved much fighting. Curzon's policy' withdrew British 
forces from advanced positions, protected tribal areas by local 
militia, concentrated British forces behind them in British 
territory as a support, and improved communications in the 
rear. Thus Kashmir imperial service troops were used until 
1985 to garrison Gilgit, the Khyber Rifles and the Kurram 
Militia replaced regulars, and the Northern and Southern 
Waziristan Militia were created. Regulars held Dargai, 
Malakand, and Chakdarra, where the Swat is brid~d, and light 

1 Ronn1dahay, ii, 4.0 H. A raihrny to the Khyber was at last opened in 
1925. • • 
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railways or roads provided the probability of eaxly relief by 
British mobile colwnns held in readiness for action. 

The polit~ counterpart of this action was the creation 
(1901) of the•North-West Frontier Province, in order that 
relations with the frontier tribes should be brought under the 
immediate control of the governor-general, instead of falling to 
the government of the Punjab. The province was divided into 
two areas, the settled area of Peshawar, Kohat, Hazara, Bannu 
and Dera Ismail Khan, and the axea between the administrative 
frontier and the Durand line. In the latter direct government is 
not attempted. In the axea from Chitral to the Kabnl river 
there axe chiefs with whom dealings can be carried on, thereafter 
the tribal jirga, wh.ich consist of elders, and often of most 
members of the clan, is dealt with. In the settled districts 
power was given under the Frontier Crimes Regulation III of 

• 1901 1 to deal with causes by referring them for the opinion of 
tribal jirgas. 

In one set of cases the Indian goverlllllcnt was recognized to 
have special interests, which have remained unaffected to the 
present time. The Persian Gulf has in history essentially 
concerned India and accordingly Aden, occupied in 1839, was 
placed under the controLof the government of Bombay. India 
also was used as the centre to regulate the officers deputed to 
manage relations with the chiefs in the gulf. These relations• 
which established British supremacy were the object of serious 
challenge under Lord Curzon's regime when both France and 
Russia showed signs of denying the British monopoly. Eventu
ally the British Government, though reluctantly, supported 
Curzon's policy and a visit backed by a n!val force to Maskat, 
Kuwait, and Bahrein in 1903 marked the re-establishment of 
British authority. 3 The officers who act as political agents in 
these territories are in direct relations with the government 
of India. The trucial chiefs' on the Pirate Coast similarly 

1 Amended by VII of 1926. The crontion of the Province was marred by 
Cnrron's failure to let the lieutcnant-go\'Crnor express his views; Ronaldahay, ii, 
136 ff., 170 f. Since 1924 the state of Swat has been formed in the borderland. 

2 The chiefs undertook not to· cede territory to any other power, Bahrein in 1880, 
Kuwait in 1899 "Ronaldshay, Lord Curzon, ii, 50). 

3 Ronaldshay, ii, 305-19. It was reasserted in 1935. 
f. They are bound by treaty of 1892 not to code territory to any other power. 

Their di~utes ftc arbitrated for by tho resident. • 
• 
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fall m the sphere of the political resident in the Persian 
Gulf. 

8. THE INDIAN SERVICES • • 
• 

The executive and legislative power in India was under the 
system above described virtually controlled by civil servants, 
subject to the authority of the Home Government and the 
personal views of the governor-general. Their training, therefqre, 
and selection have been always a matter of vital interest. Tpe 
Act of1858 1 transferred their services to the Crown and gave the 
governor-general in council with the aid of the Civil Service 
Commissioners the duty of determining the conditions of 
admission by competitive examination, an<i in 1859 the prelim
inary step was taken of reducing the maximum age of entry to 
twenty-two and requiring a year's probation in England. In 
1861 a more important step was taken in the passing of the • 
Indian Civil Service Act, 1861. 2 It was necessitated by the 
wholesale neglect which had been shown of the strict rules of 
the Act of 1793 regulating appointments in India. Contrary to 
its terms posts had been freely given to military officers, 
domiciled Europeans, Eurasians, and Indians, and it was 
realized that the practice was reasonable and must he legalized. 
But at the same time it was held essential that the civil service 
should be left definitely attractive to men of high ability. 
Accordingly, a schedule of posts was prescribed which were to 
be filled only under normal conditions by members of the 
service recruited by competition. If, however, the governor· 
general in council desired to make an exceptional appointment 
of any person who h:!d resided for at least seven years in India, 
he might do so, but the final decision lay with the secretary 
of state acting with a majority of the council. Moreover, 
officers for the revenue and judicial departments must pass the 
same examinations as for the covenanted civil servants, whose 
appellation was due to the continuance of the practice of making 
a formal agreement with each recruit. Other offices could be 
filled without regard to the Act of 1793, and the rule of 
promotion by seniority was banished. In 1876 the-schedule was 

1 21 & 22 Viet., ('. 106, s. 32. 
2 24 & 25 Viet.; c. 54. Sec O'Malley, The Indian Oivil Service (1931) and Curry, 

The Indian Police (1932). • • • 
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in effect extended by the addition to the reserved posts by the 
secretary of state in council of corresponding posts in the non
regulation prpvjnces, the original having been chiefly confined 
to posts in the. regulation provinces. 

The age for competition was lowered in 1866 to twenty-one, 
and two years' probation in England was required. In 1869 
three Bengalis were successful, next year one out of seven. But 
the,rate of progress was slow and the Duke of Argyll regarded 
th<o position as a virtual failure to honour the pledge of 1833 in 
favour of equality of opportunity for Indians. In1870, 1 there
fore, authority was given to admit Indians without regard to the 
existing conditions, but the rules of the government of India 
must be approved h,y the secretary of state in council. This 
condition proved hard to fulfil. Rules approved in 187 5 proved 
unsatisfactory, and in 1879 Lytton set aside one-sixth of the 

,posts available each year for Indians recommended by their 
local governments and approved by the governor-general 
in council. Of these statutory civil servants sixty-nine in all 
were appointed, but their educational deficiencies prevented 
some at least of them proving adequate to their responsi
bilities. 

The work not appropriated to the covenanted civil service or 
to military officers was done by the uncovenanted service. Some 
of its members in non-regulation provinces might hold posts of 
high importance, but, as we have seen, in 1876 this state of 
affairs came to an end as regards most of these areas, and it 
stopped in Sind in 1885, in the Punjab in 1903, and in Assam in 
1907. The great majority of this service were natives of India, 
appointed by the local governments with orowithout a qualifying 
exanrination and probation. 

The police force was reorganized generally on the basis of 
the recommendations of a commission of 1860. The force was 
under inspectors-general in each province, district-superinten
dents, and assistant-superintendents, the inspectors and superin
tendents being usually British. Appointments of these officers 
at first were made from the military forces; from 1893 they were 
recruited by ~ompetitive examination from age seventeen to 
nineteen in England for Europeans only; a smaller number of 

• : 33 & 34 Viet., c. a. s. 6. • 
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appointments was made in India by nomination and examina
tion for which Indians were eligible. 

The engineering service was filled after 1871 JJ<aiply from men 
trained at Cooper's Hill, established in 1871 fo> that purpose, 
and Indians trained in the Indian engineering colleges at 
Rurki, Bombay, and Madras, while some recruits came from the 
Royal Engineers. Other branches of the public works depart
ment included state railways and accom1ts, each witl;l a 
superior and a subordinate staff. • 

The fmance department was directly nnder the government 
of India. It brought to acconnt and audited the expenditure of 
all the branches of the civil administration, and dealt with 
questions of currency, coinage, and loan operations. The 
acconntant-general in each province was further required 
through his staff to audit local governmental accounts and was 
treasurer of charitable funds. All were subject to the comp-. 
troller and auditor-general. The l1ighest officers were taken 
from the civil service, the lower were appointed, both European 
and Indian, in India until1899, when it was found necessary to 
decide that at least four out of nine should be selected in 
England. Ten years later it was agreed that half the posts 
should be reserved for Indians. 

The forestry service owes its effective inc<ption to the 
conquest of Ava, and Dalhousie's recognition of the danger of 
the destruction of its forests. In 1864 Brandis was appointed 
inspector-general and next year the first Act was passed for the 
protection and management of forests. In 1866 the recruitment 
of officers was arranged for, their training to be carried out on 
the Continent. Fr~ 1885 to 1905 training took place at 
Cooper's Hill, supplemented by Continental tours. In 1905 com
petitive examination was replaced by selection by an India 
Office Committee. The high posts were reserved for Europeans, 
and the management of forests was assigned to the local 
governments, subject to the powers of the inspector-general of 
the Indian government. 

The Indian Medical Service was primarily military in purpose, 
but lent its officers for civil work, such as the administration of 
hospitals and dispensaries, medico-legal work, attendance on 
government servant§, jails, and public health generally. Each 

• • 
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province had an inspector-general of hospitals or surgeon
general, and an inspector-general of jails; below them were 
civil surgeon." ~ith subordinates, usually Indians, who also 
filled some superior posts. A director-general of the govern
ment of India supervised the officers who worked under the local 
governments. 

In the education department of each province from 1865 
omyards, officers were either graded as superior and appointed 
by. the secretary of state, or as teachers and inspectors selected 
by the local governments. A director was at the head of each 
province, and definite subsidies were awarded by the central 
government. The governments shared responsibility for higher 
education "~th the. universities, 1 which were subject to a 
certain measure of control by the central government in the 
case of the University of Calcutta, by the presidency in the cases 

• of Madras and Bombay. 
In the numerous other services, agricultural, posts and 

telegraphs, customs, excise, salt, opium, mint, prisons, 
archaeological, geological, survey, meteorological, anp regis- · 
tration, the higher officers were British, the rest of the staffs 
recruited in India. 

Naturally with the passing of time the demand for the 
admission of Indians to the higher posts increased. The lowering 
of the examination age to nineteen in 1878 pressed hard on 
Indians, so that from 1892-1905 it was raised to twenty-one to 
twenty-three, and from 1906 to twenty-two to twenty-four, and 
thus assimilated to the examination for the home civil service. 
The number of Indians who succeeded was low, for example, 
only two in 1900 when fifty-two vacan!!les were filled. The 
Indian National Congress in 1885 and subsequently pressed for 
simultaneous examinations, but Muhammadan opinion was 
hostile to a move which must benefit Hindus and Parsecs at 
their expense. A public services commission under Sir C. 
Aitchison devised a plan which was finally approved. in 1889. 
Under it the number of posts reserved for covenanted civil 
servants was reduced, and below the Indian Civil Service were 
created provincial services, below which were subordinate civil 
services whence the provincial services were in part recruited, 

• 1 Cf. Ron~ldBhay, Lord Curzon, ii, I 8.1-94. 
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while other members were chosen for executive work by 
examination, for judicial by selection from barristers or pleaders. 
Ninety-three posts were ascribed to the new Sj!tficc to begin 
with, and one-sixth of the appointments USJlttlly given to 
the Indian civil service were to be filled from the provincial 
services after the claims of the existing statutory civil servants 
had been duly met. The results of the reform were unques
tionably to improve greatly the services, but Indians remaiped 
dissatisfied with the inferior status of the provincial serviG,es, 
especially in the case of the civil service, education, and 
public works. 

In 1893 the House of Commons pressed for simultaneous 
examinations, with the result that the .situation was very 
carefully reviewed by the Indian governments with a result 
decidedly unfavourable to the proposal save in the case of 
Madras.' It was pointed out that there were only 731 posts in • 
the general executive and judicial administration of the 
country reserved for the covenanted service and military 
officers,. ~he latter especially in the Punjab, Burma, and Assam, 
and on them rested the welfare of 217,500,000 people. It was 
undesirable to reduce the European element, and Indians could 
best be added to the service by promotion after good work in 
the subordinate services. This decision was adopted by the 
government. In 1893 the fall in value of the rupee resulted 
in the grant of exchange compensation allowance, but the 
pressure of work steadily increased with the expansion of trade 
and commerce, of education, and of political agitation. 

Lord Curzon's regime marked the further perfection of the 
bureaucracy for its task. His police reforms were significant. 
The higher posts, down to assistant-superintendent, were 
ranked as imperial posts, and recruitment was carried out by 
competitive examination from candidates between nineteen and 
twenty-one years of age, who were placed on probation for 
training for two years after arrival. They were reserved for 
Europeans. The deputy superintendents and those below them 
were recruited normally from Indians, and for exceptional 
merit promotion to the imperial service was possible. Pay of all 
ranks was increased in order to secure better service and to meet 

1 ParL P,pers, 1894, Accounts 10, T~~ 1~110. • 
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many of the abuses produced by the wielding of power by 
underpaid subordinates. 

The public .w9rks department was reorganized, the creation 
of a Railway ]loard being carried out to secure more efficient 
management but without change in mode of recruitment. The 
public works department thus fell into two main groups, 
concerned with irrigation, and roads, buildings, and bridges. 
In a;ll these services there was the usual division of an imperial 
an<! a provincial service. In 1906 Cooper's Hill College was 
abolished as unnecessary and superior appointments were 
made by nomination of the secretary of state on the advice of a 
selection committee from candidates, technically qualified, 
between ages twenty-one and twenty-three. In 1910 the 
accounts branch of the public works service was merged with 
the civil accounts branch of the Indian finance department. 
• Other services, including the agricultural, received the 
governor-general's care, but he recognized clearly that the ser- . 
vice was overburdened with reports and office work to the 
sacrifice of personality, initiative, and dispatch, and of personal 
touch with the people. But he could do nothing to deal with the 
enormous increase of legal work, the result of the growth of the 
legal profession, and his enthusiasm for efficiency rendered him 
a practiser of centralization, provincial autonomy inevitably 
hampering efficiency. 1 

9. THE JUDICIARY AND THE LEGAL SYSTEM 

(a) THE JUDICIARY • 
One of the essential gains of the new regime was the termina

tion of the duplication of jmisdiction as between the courts of 
the Company and of the Crown. The Indian High Courts Act, 
1861,2 the third of the great measures marking the reforming 
sp1rit of the new regime, authorized the creation by letters 
patent (December 28th 1865) of high courts at Calcutta, 
'Madras, and Bombay,, and on th~blishmcnt the Supreme 
Courts and tae Sadr Adalat Courts of the Company were to 

1 Cf. Ronaldsba.y, Lord Ourzon, ii, 62 ff.; L. Fraser, India under Curzon and After 
(1911). • • • 2 24 & 25 Viet., c. 104. 
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disappear, their powers and jurisdiction being conferred on the 
new courts. The result was in a certain degree anomalous, since 
the jurisdiction of the Supreme Courts h~d. been rather 
anomalous, but the advantages of the change .far outweighed 
any considerations of symmetry. The courts were to consist of 
a chief justice and not over fifteen judges; one-third were to be 
barristers, including the chief justice, one-third members of 
the covenanted civil service. All were to hold office at the rpyal 
pleasure. The way was left open for the appointment to .the 
court of persons who had acted as pleaders before a high court 
for ten years at least or as subordinate judges or judges of 
small cause courts for five years. In 1866, under the powers 
conferred by the Act a new high court was established at 
Allahabad, with jurisdiction over the ~orth-Western Provinces. 

The jurisdiction of the high courts was thus original and 
appellate, the former being derived from the Supreme Courts~ 
the latter from the Sadr Courts. Their exclusive jurisdiction 
over European British subjects in the districts in serious 
criminal cases disappeared in 1861, special provisions for th, 
protection of such persons being made in the Criminal 
Procedure Code. But the limitations on their original juris
diction, as provided in 1781 and noted above, were duly 
retained. No great extension of jurisdiction was either necessary 
or accorded. Before they came into existence by the Admiralty 
Jurisdiction (India) Act, 1860,1 persons charged with offences 
within the Admiralty jurisdiction and punishable in Indian 
courts under the Admiralty Offences (Colonial) Act, 1849, 2 

which applies' to India, were given the right to claim trial by 
the Supreme Com't in certain circumstances. The Courts 
(Colonial) Jurisdiction Act, 1874, • which regulates punishment 
for Admiralty offences where there is no corresponding colonial 
offence applies also to India, and so does the Colonial Courts of 
Admiralty Act, 1890, • under which the Indian legislature 
declared the high courts at Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, and 
Patna, the Recorder's Court at Rangoon, the court of the 
resident at Aden, and the district court at Karachi, Courts of 
Admiralty with the jurisdiction of that Act. Tlo.e courts have 

1 23 & 24 Viet., c. 88. 2 12 & 13 Viet., c. 96. 
3 23 & 24 Viet., c. 88, a. 1. ' 37 & 38 Viet., c. 27. 
6 63 & 54 'fict .• c. 27; Indian Act XVI of 18!)1, a.~-
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also jurisdiction under the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894,1 

over British subjects for offences committed on foreign ships to 
which they c4> ~ot belong and on British ships in foreign ports, 
over aliens for 1>ffences committed on British ships on the high 
seas, and over members of ships' crews or ex-members for 
offences committed anywhere outside the British dominions, and 
under the Territorial Waters Jurisdiction Act, 1878, over 
offepces committed by aliens on alien ships in territorial 
w~ers.• 

How far the original jurisdiction of high courts in revenue 
matters is excluded was a matter of dispute. It was ruled in 
1873 that the court at Calcutta could not issue a mandamus 
requiring the Board of Revenue to prescribe rules fixing liquor 
licence fees, 3 but it was also suggested at Madras that the rule 
applied only to land revenue. In any case it can be varied by 

.the legiSlature. • 
The high courts were invested with administrative superin

tendence of courts subject to their appellate jurisdiction, and 
might call for returns, direct the transfer of suits, make general 
rules for proceedings, prescribe forms, and settle fees, but only 
with the approval of the government of India in the case of 
Calcutta, of the local government in other cases. In 18655 

power was given to the governor-general in council to transfer 
any area from the jurisdiction of one high court to another, 
and to authorize any high court to exercise its jurisdiction over 

1 57 & 58 Viet., c. 60, sa. 686, 687. Where persons subject to tho Penal Code 
are concerned, its terms can be applied; where others arc concerned, the true view 
seems to be that the crime is to be determined by English law, the penalty under 
t-he Act of 1874 by local law, a.s held in Queen Empre11s v. BartQn,I.L.R. 16 Cal. 238 
(1889), and 21 Ca.l. 782 (1894-). Cf. Mayne, Criminal Ltw of India, ch. ii. 

2 41 & 42 Viet., c. 73, passed to. undo the effect of R. v. Keyn, L.R. 2 Ex. 63; 
the permission of the governor-general or governor is requisite for prosecution. 
That territ;orial waters are subject to jurisdiction was assumed in R. v. Edmonstone 
(1870), 7 Bam. Cr. Ca. 109; R. v. Kastya Rama (1871), 8 Born. Cr. Ca. 63. 'fho 
sovereignty and property in the soil up to t;he three-milo limit and in islands 
emerging belongs to the Crown: Secretary of State for India v. CheUikani Rama Rao 
(1916), 39 Mad. 617. 

a AUdhur Chundm Shaw, Re, 11 Beng. L.R. 250. But in Alcock, Ashdown dJ Oo. 
v. Chief Revenue Authority of Bombay (1923), 47 Bam. 472, the Privy Council 
allowed ma-ndamus to the revenue to carry out the procedure of the income ta.x 
legislation. 

4 Colledor of Se,.Cmtoms v. Panniar Githambaram (1874), 1 Mn.d. 80. Ita validity 
in land revenue cases is established by the Privy Council in Spooner ..-. J'Uddow 
(1850), 4 Moo. Ind. App. 363. 

6 28 & 29 Viet., c. 15: this power was extended by 1 rt. 2 Geo. V, c. 18, s. 2. . . 
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any Christian 1 subjects of the Crown resident in the Indian 
states. 

The court may sit in divll;ions according to osu_ch rules as it 
makes. A vacancy in the chief justiceship was Q.lled provisioo
ally by the Indian government in the case of Calcutta, by the 
local government elsewhere. 

While the number of chartered high courts was not altered, 
courts of like authority came to be established from time to 
time. Thus in 1866 the Punjab received a chief court, in iooo 
Lower Burma was given a like court, between 1861 and 1!!68 
judicial commissioners were set up for Sind, Aden, the Centr>tl 
Provinces, Oudh and Coorg, while in 1890 a judicial com
missioner was appointed for Upper Burm.,. These courts were 
given the same powers over subordinate courts as the high 
courts, and their decisions subjected in the same way to appe>tl 
to the Privy Council. o 

In Bengal the subordinate courts remained without sub
stantial change after the magistrate and colleetor, or district 
officer, was established in 1859 as the head of his district. The 
higher criminal and civil jurisdiction was exercised by the 
district and sessions judge, while minor jurisdiction was added to 
in 1860 by establishing small cause courts, whose judges were 
in 1867 amalgamated with the corps of principal sadr amins and 
munsiffs into a single provincial department of subordinate 
judges and munsiffs. From 1859 to 1869,2 cases between land
lord and tenant were referred to the revenue courts of the 
collectors, but then returned to the ordinary courts. For 
Calcutta stipendiary magistrates were appointed for minor 
cases and a municipt.l magistrate for offences against municip>tl 
regulations. The general powers of criminal jurisdiction were 
settled for British India by the Criminal Procedure Code, which, 
as re-enacted in 1898, recognized sessions judges, and permitted 
the appointment of additional, joint, and assistant judges. 
Under it presidency magistrates and those of the first class 
might pass sentences of imprisonment up to two years, and 
impose fines up to 1,000 rupees; magistrates of the second 

1 The term 'Christifln' WE!!!- probably used to extend mat.riwmtio.l and testa.metl· 
tary jurisdiction over Christian native subjects for whose causes provision otherwiee 
would be lacking. 

2 Acta X of 1859; VITI lilf 1869; VITI of 1885. 
0 
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class could imprison up to six months and fme up to 200 
rupees; those of the third class might fine up to 50 rupees and 
imprison for a month. But in certain parts of the country 
first-class magLstrates might be empowered to try offences not 
involving the death penalty and magistrates of the first or 
second class might impose sentences of whipping. 

European British subjects, subjected in 1872 to the juris
diction of the provincial courts, were prior to 1883 entitled 
when in the districts to trial by a sessions judge or a justice of 
the peace of their own race. Sir C. Ilbert's Bill to take away this 
privilege as obsolete raised a bitter controversy, 1 which no one 
in India seems to have expected, and Sir H. Maine's warning 
was not communicated to the governor-general by the council 
of India. In the end the govemment yielded to the popular 
clamour, thus setting a.n ominous precedent of concession to 
unregulated violence, and the Act as passed merely conferred 

"jurisdiction on all sessions judges and district magistrates of 
whatever race, and on justices of the peace being magistrates 
of the first class and of European race. Moreover, a European 
British subject, 2 if tried by a district magistrate was authorized 
to claim trial by a jury, one half of which must be European or 
American, and, though the power of the district magistrate to 
inflict punishment was increased, it still remained necessary to 
commit offenders in more serious cases to the high court. 3 

The code allows appeals freely on fact and law, and provides 
machinery by which questions of law could be brought under 
review by the high courts. The jury system, hitherto confined 
to the presidencies where grand juries were abolished in 1865, 
was applied tentatively to the districts iil such cases as the 
governments might direct, the alternative being trial by a 
judge a.nd assessors. The number of the jury in the high court 
was fixed at nine, in the districts it was decided within the 
limits of three and nine by the local government. But a judge 

1 Curzon, Briti..sh Government in India, ii, 243; Cowell, Oourl8 and Legislative 
AuthoritiM (1905), pp. 189 ff. 

2 European covers persons born, nntural_ized. or domiciled in tho United King
dom, the European, American, Austrn.lasia.n, and South African colonies, their 
children and grandchildren. 

3 The discrimin\tions in substance disappeared under Act XII of 1923 which. 
accorded similar advantages to Indians and provided special rules for all cases 
involving racial issues, 

• 
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may refer even a unanimous verdict to the high court which 
may convict. In the high courts a majority numbering six 
jurors, and in the districts a majority at the discretion of the 
judge, may decide. Appeals against acquittals a\e ·permitted. 

In Madras the introduction of the Penal Code and the Code 
of Criminal Procedure resulted in the repeal of a mass of 
legislation and the cessation of the exercise of criminal juris
diction by the civil courts. In 1873 the civil jurisdiction was 
reorganized as district and sessions judges, with unlimited civil 
jurisdiction, subordinate judges (formerly principal sadr 
amins) with the same civil jurisdiction, and munsiffs with 
jurisdiction in the districts up to 2,500 rupees. In 1889 the 
powers of the village civil courts was e.:<tended and village 
benches created. 

In Bombay in 1868-9 the civil courts were reorganized in four 
grades-district judges, assistant judges, first- and second•class 
subordina•e judges, the old titles of sadr amin and munsiff" 
disappeari{g"'" The judge of Poona acted also as agent for the 
sardars in the Deccan and decided disputes between certain 
noblemen under Regulation XXIX of 1827. The Deccan 
Agriculturists' Relief Act, 1870, resulted in the appointment of 
village munsiffs and conciliators with powers to settle petty 
disputes and to persuade agreement or arbitration in major 
issues. Small cause courts were also created in Bombay and 
the smaller towns. 

For Sind a separate judicial commissioner was appointed in 
1866, and was later recognized as a high court. It acted also 
as district and sessions court for the Karachi district and as a 
colonial Court of A<!lmiralty. The resident at Aden was given 
in 1864 (Act II) rather wider powers than a district and sessions 
judge, and the collector of West Khandesh acted as the court 
for the Mewasi chiefs. 

In the former non-regulation provinces, the Punjab and the 
Central Provinces, the system of the Criminal Procedure Code 
was introduced, and the civil jurisdiction was soon assimilated 
to that of the regulation provinces, the collector losing his 
civil jurisdiction except as regards suits betweel}landlord and 
tenant. As early as 1884 in the Punjab the divisional com
missioners handed .over their criminal and civil powers to 

• 
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divisional judges, later assimilated in name to the district and 
session judges to whom they corresponded. The employment 
of Indians in judicial work was rapidly extended, nearly the 
whole of the' ofdinary civil litigation being in their hands by 
the close of this period. 

In Burma in 1862 the chief commissioner was himself the 
high court; he had three commissioners who were sessions and 
divisional judges trying murder cases and second civil appeals; 
below them twelve deputy commissioners and district 
magistrates and district judges tried cases not requiring more 
than seven years' imprisonment, major civil causes and first 
appeals; subordinate officers, mostly native, tried minor 
criminal causes and !"lost civil causes. In Rangoon (1864-1900) 
and .Moulmein (1864-72) there were recorders subject to the 
Calcutta High Court. In 1872 a judicial commissioner relieved 
the chief commissioner of judicial functions; in 1890 a judicial 

·commissioner \vas appointed for Upper Burma, and in 1900 a 
Chief Court at Rangoon. A beginning in the separation of 
judicial and executive functions was made in 1905 in Lower 
Burma, the commissioners ceasing to deal with judicial work, 
and the deputy commissioners confining themselves to major 
crilninal causes. In Upper Burma commissioners and deputy 
commissioners continued to try most criminal and some civil 
causes . .Moreover, in the Shan states, though British territory, 
the major chiefs were allowed to retain powers of life and death 
and to administer their customary law, not British code law. 

There are in the provinces in greater or less degree areas 
which, under the imperial legislation· of 1870 or the Indian 
legislation of 187 4, are exempt from tb4' ordinary laws and 
often subject to special judicial arrangements, which are usually 
based on combining judicial and executive functions. The 
history of India proves that with primitive peoples any other 
system is certain to work the greatest injustice. In the North
West Frontier Province, even in the settled districts, some use 
is made, as noted above, of the tribal jirga or assembly as a 
means of settling or suggesting settlement of civil and criminal 
causes, and J;he system prevails in the unadministered areas 
beyond the region of settlement. 

• • '4 
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(b) THE LEGAL SYSTEM 

The transfer of the government to the Crown was rapidly 
followed by the settling in final form of the Code of Civil 
Procedure pending which the establishment or the new high 
courts had been held up. In 1860 followed the Penal Code, 
in 1861 that of Criminal Procedure. The Civil Procedure Code 
did not apply to the Supreme Courts, but was in part adopted 
in the Letters Patent setting up the high courts. In 'the 
presidency towns the English criminal procedure was retai1led 
until 1875--7, when it was introduced into the high courts and 
magistrates' courts. These measures were followed by one on 
succession in 1865, 1 the work of the commission appointed in 
1861, but its other projects failed to receive approval and its 
members ceased to work in 1870. The work then fell to the 
legal member of council in India, who produced in 1871-2 a new 
Limitation Act to replace that of 1859, 2 a second edition of the" 
Criminal Procedure Code, 3 an Evidence Act, and a Contract 
Act. • Later measures included in 1877, a Specific Relief Act and 
in 1881-2 measures on negotiable instruments, private trusts, 
transfer of property, • and easements. In 1890 a Guardians 
and Wards Act, and in 1908 a Provincial Insolvency Act, and 
a Presidency Towns Insolvency Act, 1909, marked the con
clusion of this sphere of activity. 

Important as these measures of codification are, it must be 
noted that they leave untouched most of the essentials of 
private law. Thus the Succession Act was not to apply to any 
Hindu, Buddhist, or Muhanimadan, though by special enact
ment it has been 101ade applicable in certain cases, and the 
Contract Act was ruled not to apply between parties if one or 
more were a Hindu or Muhammadan, in the presidency towns. 
That regarding negotiable instruments is not made applicable 
to instruments in Oriental languages. 

Hindus retain their family law, regulating marriage, adoption, 
the joint family, partition, and inheritance. Muhammadans 
preserve their law of marriage, of testamentary and intestate 

1 Revised in 1925 (XX, XIX.) and 1926 (XXXVII and XL). 
2 Now IX of 1908. 3 tow V of 1898. 
4 Sale of goode and partnerships are regulated Ly Acts HI of 1930, IX of 1932. 
6 Amended by XX and XXI of 1929 . 

• • 
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succession, and of religious endowments. In the legislation as 
to rent and land tenure Indian principles are intermingled with 
English doctrines. The law of torts is practically English law, 
as pronouncec(by the judges, an effort to enact as a code having 
failed to secure sufficient support. 

The application of Hindu and Muhanunadan law is com
plicated by the existence of different systems which prevail 
more or less definitely in different parts of the country. More
over, in many places local usages differ from any system of 
either law; in Bombay under Regulation IV of 1827 such usage 
is given preference over the personal law of the defendant, 
the normal doctrine applied under legislation, and the same 
rule was laid down fpr Oudh in 1876 and by Acts IV of 1872 and 
XII of 1878 for the Punjab which has peculiar usages of its 
own accordant neither to Hindu nor to Muhanunadan law. 
Few changes were attempted in the great systems of law, 

' though for certain cases of making wills authority was given by 
the Hindu Wills Act, 1870, and the Probate and Administration 
Act, 1881. 1 But on grounds of humanity the Age of Consent 
Act, 1891, practically forbade consummation of marriage before 
the age of twelve of the girl. 2 In the Indian Majority Act, 
1875, children are protected against the earlier attainment of 
majority and legal capacity. 

Hindu law has l)aturally been developed considerably by 
the jurisprudence of the courts, partly in the direction of 
recognizing more widely the right of the individual to deal 
otherwise than by gift with his share of property and the 
right to dispose by will of property independently acquired, in 
the latter case legislation being involved tn order to guide the 
courts. 3 

The Parsec community has special rules of succession which 
were codified in an Act of 1865. The native Christians of 
Coorg preferred to keep their own -law of succession as was 
permitted under the Act of 1865, and some twenty years after 
the Act had been accepted for the Jews of India in general, 

1 Now XXXIX of 1925. 
2 Ages eighteen and fourtcon a.ro pl'6Scribcd by Act XIX of 1929 for marriage; 

cf. XXIX of 19ll6. 
3 Sec Mayne, Hindu Law and Usage, and TreYelyan, Hindu Law; for Muham

madan law, see Vescy-Fitzgerald, Muhammadan Law; Wilson, Digest of Nuham• 
m.adan Law. • • • 
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those of Aden obtained sanction for the retention of their own 
code, the Pentateuch. 

Buddhist law, which prevails in Burma, is based on Hindu • • law, but with various important deviations. lt)1as not shown 
any special lines of development since annexation. From 
Hindu law it has departed partly because the idea of the joint 
family has been gravely weakened, though heirs still have a 
right of pre-emption, partly because women are recognized 
as equals, so that marriage creates equal rights in property. 
The chief authority1 in existing conditions is the Manugyc 
Dhammathat, promulgated as authoritative by King Alaung· 
paya in 1756. Only since 1926 has the legislature started on 
codification. • 

The case of Christian natives naturally caused the necessity 
of special legislation for marriage, the Indian Christian Marriage 
Act, 1872, while for non-Christians was passed the Special 
Marriage Act, 1872, which also includes provision for divorce, • 
supplied for Europeans and others, where one party is Christian 
by the Divorce Act, 1869. That measure was deliberately' 
intended to allow divorce in case of residence, as opposed to 
domicile; when it appeared that such marriages were invalidly' 
dissolved, it was replaced by legislation based on domicile and 
supplemented by British legislation. The high courts, of course, 
recognize and give civil effect to divorces carried out under the 
personal law of non-Christians. • 

10. THE INDIAN STATES 

·(a) ·ADMIKISf'RATIVE AND POLITICAL RELATIONS 

A vital change in the relations of the. government and the 
Indian states resulted from the transfer of authority to the 
Crown and the deposition of the last King of Dellii. The 

1 Privy Council judgment (1914), 8 L.B.R. l; Forchhammer, PJssay on the Sources 
and Development of Burme.se Law (1885), Cf. Phan Tiyok v. Lim Kyin Kauk (1930), 
8 Ran. 57. . 

2 1Afe of Maine, pp. 99 :If. The Special Marriage Act was extended by XXX of 
1923 to Hindus, Buddhists, Sikhs, a.nd Jains. 

a Keyes v. Keyu, [1921] P. 204. See Dicey and Keith, Confticteof Laws (od. 5), 
pp. 043 :If.; § 3 (b) above. 

" Remarriage of Christian converts was permitted by Act XXI of 1866; Maine, 
pp. )30-54. Soo a.lao KlumiJ,<U14 v. Khambalta (1935), 59 Born. 279. 

• • 
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paramount power of the Company had been long undisputed, 
but the nominal sovereignty of the Emperor had never been 
renounced bx hjm, and with his passing a new position emerged. 
Xhe Crown w~ now in India what the Emperor once had been, 
a completely sovereign power predominant over all others and J claiming allegiance. The tone adopted by Canning is explicable 
only by his realization that the Crown had succeeded to the 
wh9le authority of the Empire, in so far as it chose to exert it, 
an~ the Crown, unlike the Emperor, had means fully adequate 
to make effective use of its power. 

Under the Company's regime no meticulous regard had ever 
been paid to tl:!'aties. Many states had none; only some 
forty states now possess such compacts. Intervention in 
internal affairs might be excluded specifically or by silence, but 
it would be exercised if necessary to secure the carrying out 

• of financial obligations or to maintain order. The system was f. capricious, for ~a.l~ousie, 1 for instance, refused to interfere in 
Hydcrabad, despite wretched misrule. Canning' was emphatic 
on the right to. interfere to set right such serious abuses in a 
native government as might threaten any part of the country
with anarchy or disturbance, and to assume temporary charge of 
a native state in the event of there being sufficient reason for 
such a step. Elgin!.equally.recognized,that the alternative to 
intervention in case of misrule must be annexation. It is clear, 
therefore, that both these viceroys placed no literal meaning on 
the assurances of the maintenance of engagements given in the 
Act of 1858' and the royal proclamation. The treaties were 
taken over as interpreted in the course of time. What was 
essentially new was the royal assurance that no extension of 
territory was desired, which negatived the Company's conviction 
that no honourable po·ssibility of acquiring territory should be 
passed over. The -policy was implemented by the sanads, 
or instruments of grant:-some 140 in all-----of adoption issued 
in 1860 and later to Hindu princes assuring them that adoptions 
w.ould be recognized, and to Muhammadan princes stating that 

1 Fraser, Memoir of J. S. FraiJer, p. 291. Yet from 1811 there had been constant 
intervention. Cf.•l..oo. Warner, i, 124 ff. 
j~ April 30th 1860;.J.,ce.-Warner, Native States of India, pp. 164, 165. 

3 Walrond, .Elgin/s-.Letten~ _and J.ournal8, _p. 423. 
• 21 & 22 Viet., o. 106, a. 67 (now colitaincd in 25 & 2Q; Geo. V, c. 42, e. 284). \., 

• 
' 
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any succession legitimate by Muslim law would be upheld. 
The princes, who eagerly welcomed the concession, recognized 
that their security was essentially dependent• ~s under the 
Empire in the days of its strength, on the a'lthority of the 
Empire, and their action was quite inconsistent with any claim 
to be sovereign independent states on a footing of equality 
with the Crown. As Canning wrote in 1860, 1 'There is a reality 
in the suzerainty of the sovereign of England which ha.' never 
existed before, and which is not only felt but is eagerly 
acknowledged by the chiefs.' Loyalty to the British Crown 'l. is 
referred to in the sanads of adoption, and in 1875 the Prince of 

··Wales received every sign of loyal devotion on his visit to 
I India, and at the durbar to proclaim the. Queen Empress the 

leading Maratha prince rose to hail her as Shahin-shah 
Padshah, the old imperial title. The corollary of loyalty was its 
reward by titles of honour, such as the princes had been wont 
to seek at the hands of the Emperor; the Nizam himself was" 
happy to accept (January 1918) the style His ExalteC.Uighness. 
Moreover, no prince is treated as of royal rank, f~'!owing the 
Delhi precedent, and the order of the Star of India is freely 
granted, since its creation in 1861, to Indian princes. 

The external relations of the states had already under the 
Company been subjected to effective control, and the only 
important change was the defmite assertion of the right in the 
case of Kashmir. 8 On its creation as an independent state in 
1846 the government had required that any disputes with 
neighbouring states must be submitted to British arbitration, 
but had not insisted on appointing a resident. In 1873 matters 
had changed througl!. the advance of Russia to the Pamirs, and 
Northbrook wished to send a resident but the secretary of 
state refused to overrule the objections of the maharaja. In 
1884, however, the appointment of a resident was insisted 
upon and made effective on the death of the maharaja. It was 
claimed for the state that it was independent and outside the 
Indian political system, but neither claim could possibly be 
deemed valid. The principality was merely the creation of the 
Company for reasons of policy at the time, and 1;he suggestion 

< 1 Lee-Warner. op. cit., p. 317. /e.g. to Sindhia. March 11th 1862. 
<~ farl. Papers, 1890, LIV, ~1 if. • 
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that it was independent is hard to take seriously. In 1889 this 
step was followed by the acceptance of enforced resignation by 
the maharaj'}, ~uspected of treasonable relations with Hussia, 
and the appoiptment of a council of regency. It is possible 
that so drastic a step might have been deemed unnecessary but 
for the importance of Kashmir as a factor in securing India 
from foreign aggression. 

¥regards succession to the throne of the state the Company 
h"4 insisted since 1834 on its approval, and the Crown naturally 
did the same. The new ruler was formally installed by the 
British agent, and no person could be regarded as prince without 
formal recognition.' The justification for this principle under 
the Company's regiJVe may be difficult to find outside the cases 
in which it acted as successor to the Peshwa. But the Crown 
clearly could claim the rights of the Emperor, whose approval 

.for successions had been regularly sought and paid for even in 
the days of his decline, as by the Nizam in 1803.2 It followed 
clearly from the right to control successions that the deposition 
of a ruler could not be carried out without the approval of the 
Crown. The issue came to the front in the case of Manipur in 
1890. The then raja was expelled by his hcir·apparcnt and his 
leading supporter, a turbulent chief. The government of India, 
after consideration, decided to recognize the new raja but to 
expel the chief in question, but the chief commissioner of 
Assam and four officers sent to carry out this decision were 
murdered. The retribution taken was firm; the chief and the 
new raja were executed after trial as murderers, despite the 
objections of the Queen, and the attempt to claim that they 

'should be treated merely as guilty of acts <l'f war was overruled. 
• The. government of India in a notification of August 21st 1891 

pointed out that 'the principles of international law have no 
bearing upon the relations between the government of India as 
representing the Queen Empress on the one hand, and the 
native states under the suzerainty of ller Majesty on the other. 
The paramount supremacy of the former presupposes and 
implies the subordination of the latter.' It will be remembered 
that in the CQ.ie of Coorg in 1884 war was formally declared and 

1 See letter, January 1884 (Kolhapur); Lee-Warner, p. 323. 
2 Cf. the position in 1838; ibid., p. 318, • . . 
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that Dalhousie had treated relations with Oudh as governed by 
international law. The disappearance of the Emperor had 
disposed of any possibility of such a view of relatjons with the 
states. • 

An extension of the same principle led to the rule that in 
case of misgovernment intervention was necessary, though it 
might not be consistent with an early treaty. Thus the pro
hibition of interfering with the prince's country in the t~ty 
of 1803 with Alwar was held to be consistent with the 
supersession of the ruler in 1870 in favour of a council of regency 

. aided by the British resident. Similarly in 1867 the nawab of 
Tonk was deposed in favour of his son as punishment for his 
complicity in the massacre of the supporters of a dependent 
chief, who was released from the control of the state. Two 
years earlier the ruler of Jhabua was fined and deprived of his 
salute for allowing the mutilation of a temple thief. The. 
khan of Kalat in 1892 was deposed for brutal executions and 
barbarous conduct towards his wazir. But the most striking 
ease was that of the Gaekwad of Baroda (1878-5), who was 
arrested, and the administration ~Y!i"isstate taken over by the 
government pending investigation by a commission of his 
alleged attempt to poison the resident, who had been urging on 
him compliance with the requirements of the government of 
India for the removal of evils in his administration, determined 
by an impartial commission. The British commissioners were 
satisfied of the attempt to poison the resident, but the three 
Indian members found that the Gaekwad's complicity was not 
proved. He was, however, deposed on the score of malad
ministration, not in "view of the presumption of his guilt. But 
the state was continued in being to the satisfaction of the 
contemporary opinion of the states.' In this case, however, 
unlike the others above mentioned, the treaty of 1802, confirmed 
in 1805 and 1817, gave the right of intervention should the 
prince commit anything improper or unjust. 

Six years later the Crown gave a further and signal proof of 
its loyalty to its pledge not to extend its territory. Mysore had 
been administered since 1831 under British coatrol, and the 

1 Pnrl. Papers C. 1252, 1271. 'the form of commission ma.y have been dno 
to the Quoon, who had sua;gested it in 1859. . . 
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late ruler had left only an adopted son when he died in 1868. 
But it was decided to place him on the throne if he grew up 
worthy to ruJe._ and this was deemed to be so in 1881. At the 
same time th~ Crown 1 laid down a set . of.. principles which 
illustrate the claims which it deemed proper to make from a 
native state. They summarize what its policy had become in 
the light of the new conditions of communication by road and 
rail. and telegraph, and of commercial activity in India, which 
de!]landed that the states should lend active co-operation in 
furthering the common interest. 

;... The prince was granted possession and administration, !l.Qt 
sov.ereignty._.. ..... and his possession was made conditional on his 
remaining faithful .in allegiance and subordination to the 
Crown. Each succession must be recognized by the governor
general in council. The military forces of the state must not 

• exceed the limit fixed by the same authority and the production 
of munitions was strictly limited. For the British cantonment 
in the state exemption was required from customs dues or 
other control. 'the laws and the system of administration in 
force must remain unaltered unless change was approved by 
the governor-general in council. Land requisite for telegraphs 
and railways must be granted, telegraphs must be worked as 
part of the British system and full jurisdiction over railway 
lands must be ceded. No action must be taken to the injury 
of the salt and opium monopolies of the Indian government. 
The doctrines here laid down authoritatively and as of right 
were followed where possible in regard to other states, by 
persuasion, by taking advantage of minorities• when the Crown 
claimed the right to secure due safeguar<Hng of the minor and 
the state alike, and_ by appeals to the dut~ . of princes to 

; ~o-operate in the interests of India as a whole. In this way the 
political department under the viceroy built p more or less 
of a system which it could appeal to when any issue arose in 
B.I)Y state. The treaties admittedly_ were. old and had never 
been revised. ,It might have. been possible .to declare them 
/i March 1st 1881; ·:Lee. Warner, pp. 179 ff. This ~ntis replaced by a new grant 

of 1913, and since 1934 the state bas been freo to legislate without prior permission. 
But the osaentia1eonditions stand, and {a. 21) the right to intervene generally for 
good government and rights a.nd interests of the British. 

2 Adoption favoured minorities and was preferable to <~olla.teral succession on 
that score; Life~f Maine, p .• 394. • 
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abrogated since circumstances had completely changed since 
· their conclusion. Instead, the milder and less provocative 
r device of ~'Q;.lli.W~.,!;i.Q,J.l~~ relied, upon to secure 

like results without raising unpleasant controv~rsies.' 
The whole tendency of the time was towards the doctrine of 

Lord Curzon. 1 wlrich demanded that the princes should become 
essential parts side by side with the governor-general in the 
working of the scheme of Indian government. In this spirit he 
treated absence in England or on the Continent for frivoious 
ends as unworthy and improper, and undoubtedly he tended 
to strain the prohibition of any prince entering into foreign 
relations in treating the government as entitled to object to 
absence of princes overseas. 2 Unquestiol)ably it was putting 
an extensive interpretation on treaties to demand that princes 
should be the hardworking servants of the people, and resent
ment of this attitude was natural, especially as it lowered the 
prestige of the princes in their states, threatened as it was in" 
any case by Press criticism in British territory over the borders 
and the growth of a critical spirit amm{g subject' who could 
see the advantages of British rule. 

It is dubious if the princes felt repaid by the insistence of 
the viceroy that the residents should cease to receive allowances 
from their revenues and that they should show greater courtesy 
to them. They resented his assertion that their relationships 
were neither feudal nor federal but tended to a type not based 
on treaty."' The skill and efficiency with which they were 
drilled for the durbar for the proclamation of Edward VII 
reminded them too painfully of their subordinaJion and excited . 
them to efforts at seli-assertion at a time whentthe government A, 
of India was beginning under political pressure to contemplate 
'ili!izing ~~eiJ ~!'tvJ...""~~!!?~C()'E\!~r .re,vs>lution.\ 

There was maintained almost intact through this period the 
doctrine of isolation of each state from the others. The 
Company had insisted upon it, and the Crown was little dis
posed to relax the condition which was normally inserted in 
every treaty that relations with other states, like those with 

t1 Speech at _Gwalior, 1899; Raleigh, Curzon in India, p. 217 ·• 
2 Ronaldshay, Lord Curzon, ii, 91. The right to regulate visits to, and acquisition 

of froperty in, British India is clear. 
~ Speech at Baha.walput .. November 121ih 1903; Raleigh, p. 2.26. • ' 

• • 
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,..-external powers, must be conducted through the government 
1 of India. Lytton1 .was disposed to reverse this policy, adducing 
tlw not very, opposite experience.of.Ausl;ria._wbo§e.failure in 
her Italian proyinces he ascribed to her repression of the native 
noblesse, though she governed well. He wished, therefore, at 
the durbar to proclaim the Queen Empress to announce the 
formation of an Indian Privy Council confined to the great 
chiefs, who were to confer with the governor-general on topics 
of corrunon interest. The project was not favoured at home, 
and dwindled down into the conferring on a few princes of the 
style of Councillors of the Empress. 

On the other hand, there disappeared the distmst of native 
forces which resulte,d in the order sent to Sindhia in 1867 
to disband his military police and to refrain from massing 
his troops at his capital. In this it is curious that the foreign 
department took the lead, at a time when military opinion was 
'adverse, continuing to treat state forces as a possible source of 
danger. From the offer in 1885 of aid against Russia came the 
initiation of the imperial service troops already mentioned. 
They were differentiated from the earlier examples of forces 
maintained by the states because their_ raising and maintenance 
was voluntary, their officers were Indian save in so far as 
British officers were appointed to train them, and the com
mander-in-chief had no control over them except in war. 
Instead of being a burdensome obligation these forces represent 
the participation by the state on its own volition in the effective 
security of India as a whole. 
~ One episode of this period was fated to have repercussions 
/'later, the agreernent .. rcached-<with,the .• :N!zam-.in .1902. under 

'vhich.Berar~ ,~a.s- .. pliteed permanently under Btitish control. 
It was later contended that the accord then achieved with the 
Nizam was virtually procured by undue pressure, and was not 
morally binding.' 

The general principles which guided British telations with 
the states during this period may therefore be summed up as 
follows: 

(I) Their Jl>reign relations were entirely in British hands, 
E 

'iLady 13. Balfourt Lytton's Indian Administration, pp. 109 ff. 
~Pari. Pap_ers. Crud. 2439, 2621; Ronald!!hay, l.JOfd OurZ0'/1,, ii, 214-20. . . 
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with the result that it was in the power of the British Govern
ment to include the states in treaties affecting India if it felt 
it necessary to do so. A declaration of war by the United 
Kingdom involved the states in war and ::, declaration of 
neutrality or peace was likewise applicable. It followed that 
in foreign states the British Government was bound to protect 
state subjects as British protected persons, and in cases where 
the Crown exercised jurisdiction in foreign states to exercise 
jurisdiction over them on that score.' Accordingly they were 
provided for in the Orders in Council regarding jurisdicti01; in 
Zanzibar, Maskat, etc., and the Foreign Jurisdiction Act, 1890, 
lays down the general rule that Orders in Council dealing with 
persons under the protection of the Crowv. bind natives of the 
states. On the other hand, the British Government was respon
sible to foreign countries for the proper treatment of their 
natiot''lls in the states, and it\vas of course equally responsible 
in a different way to the Dominions. • 

(2) Partly as a result of the duty owed to foreign states, 
partly in the interests of India as a whole, and partly in the 
interest of the welfare of the people of the state, the British 
Government was bound to take a certain measure of interest in 
the conduct of the affairs of each state. It was bound to secure 
proper conditions for British subjects who entered lawfully the 
states, and for foreigners. It exercised a control over succes
sions, interposed its authority during minorities, could depose 
a prince whose misgovernment was exciting revolt, but would 
aid on its own terms' a prince against unjust internal agitation. 

(8) Each state was definitely bound to facilitate defence by 
affording to the British Government all necessary facilities in 
regard to the Indian army. Thus lands must be made available 
for the maintenance of garrisons if necessary, all facilities for 
these garrisons must be afforded, and nothing done which might 
endanger the security of India. Hence careful control was 
exercised over the production of arms in any state or the 
maintenance of forces likely to be a danger to the public peace. 
On this ground also could be justified the demands made frolll 
tinte to tinte on states to facilitate railway devilopment and 

1 So on the high aoas as regards slave trading: 39 & 40 Viet., c. 46. 
ra Lord Harris to nawab,of Cambay, October 9th 1,.890; Lee-W:zner, p. 301. 
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telegraph construction by cessions of land and jurisdiction, and 
to aid in the construction of military roads. 

( 4) In a fe~v ;rea ties the nuers had been required definitely 
to aid economi,c schemes for the welfare of the country. But 
the right to make claims on this account was not asserted as 
necessarily inherent in the relation of the states to the Crown. 
Rather persuasion and concessions of various kinds were 
employed to secure co-operation in such matters as the closing 
of local mints, the surrender of the right to levy customs on 
seaborne goods, ,and the placing under governmental control 
of salt production. 

(5) The paramount power of the Crown resulted in the 
decision resting witlj it regarding the precedence and salutes 
due to the states and all matters of ceremonial. 

On the other hand the British Government made no effort to 
alter the constitutions of the states or to enforce the adoption 
of principles such as the separation of state and personal 
revenue, the independence of the judiciary, the organization of 
the civil service on an effective basis free from corruption, the 
maintenance of the rights of the subjects to liberty and pro
perty, and so forth. Gross inhumanity would not be tolerated; 
very poor government was acquiesced in freely enough. 

(b) JUDICIAL RELATIONS 

Complex questions necessarily arose regarding jurisdiction 
in respect of native-states. British subjects, European and 
native, frequently resided in these states, and to a limited 
extent foreigners might be found there. It "Was in several cases 
necessary to have cantonments for troops in strategic situations 
or in healthy stations. Further, it was requisite that over rail
ways which often must enter states there should be a single 
system of jurisdiction. A privileged position necessarily 
attached to the resident who represented the Crown in the 
larger states, and who necessarily had a considerable body of 
subordinates and dependants. Hence there developed con
tinuously from the days of the Company several forms of 
jurisdiction resting on various bases: 

(I) The Crown exercises through the ~:overnor-general in . . 
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council exclusive 1 jurisdiction in every state over Europe11n 
British subjects, requiring them to be tried by British courts 
established in the native state' or by ,. British court outside 
the state. It doubtless would exercise a similaX.,right regllrding 
any European foreigner. 

(2) It is not customary to claim jurisdiction over native 
British subjects, but the right to do so doubtless exists and 
could be asserted in any suitable cases, as is the practice as to 
servants of the Crown. It is clearly possible that the local' law 
might be such that though the government could not dem~nd 
its abrogation as regards subjects of the state, it could refuse 
to allow British subjects to be judged under it. 

(3) In certain cases the Crown exercises.complete jurisdiction 
over all kinds of persons on ,. given territory. Instances are 
(a) the Bemrs, permanently transferred to British control; 
(b) the residencies, which by custom exercise jurisdiction over 
an area wider3 than the mere residency itself, and a few civil 
stations such as Rajkote; (c) the cantonments, 4 which in any 
case would on the principles of international law be exempt 
from local jurisdiction; (d) railway lands. In their case an 
occasional cession of territory was obtained; later mere transfer 
of jurisdiction was required, and it was ruled in 18975 by the 
Privy Council that the jurisdiction must b~ understood in the 
case to be restricted to jurisdiction for railway purposes only. 

(4) In other cases we fmd that the jurisdiction of the state 
is shared with the Crown. Thus in the Kathiawar' peninsula 
the early policy of Bombay had recognized rights of sovereignty 
in those whom it found in possession of a measure of judicial 
power. In 1831 the government set up a criminal court pre
sided over by tbe political agent to assist the durbars of the 
states to try serious crimes. In 1863 the situation was further 
developed. The powers of the chiefs were defined, and in each· 

1 Insisted on against Bhopal in 1863 (Lee-Warner, pp. 345 ff.). 
l Travancore was allowed to try by a. European magistrate; MemoiT of Sir H. 

Maine, p. 400. 
s e.g., at lnrlore or Srina.gar, recently curtailed; Panikkar, The Indian StaJ.es 

(2nd ed.), p. 96. 
4 e.g., Secunderabad, Ba.nga.lore (re Haye~~ (1888), I.L.R. 12'Mad. 39), Mhow, 

Sialkot, Hhuj (Panikkar, pp. 74, 75). 
6 Muhammad YUS'Uf-wl-d.in v. Queen Empre88 (1897), L.R. 24 Ind. App. 137. 
II Panikkar, op. cit., pp .. I79-81. 
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of the four divisions into which the peninsula was divided for 
administrative purpose an assistant to the political agent was 
set up with power to exercise a wide civil and criminal residuary 
jurisdiction. ·This slowly developed into a more formal 
organization With a judicial assistant to the agent who aided 
him in trying serious criminal cases and heard appeals civil 
and criminal from the decisions of the political agents of the 
divisions, who received the aid of assistants for minor juris
diction.' Various other instances of this division of jurisdiction 
occurred, as in the Bihar and Orissa states, and as regards 
feudatories in Cutch and Kolhapur, and even where jurisdiction 
could be exercised, it might be necessary to receive authority 
from the local political agent for the execution of a sentence of 
death or imprisonment for life, as is the case with all the chiefs 
of Central India, and the Simla hill states. 

{5) For temporary purposes, as in the case of disturbances 
1n a state or a minority, jurisdiction might be taken into 
British hands to be restored again when matters had become 
normal. 

The formal authority under which these powers of jurisdic
tion were exercised was originally the royal prerogative, which 
authorized the Crown to acquire jurisdiction and to exercise it 
by such officers as _it thought fit. The existence of the power 
was recognized and its exercise in some measure regulated by 
the Foreign Jurisdiction and Extradition Act, 1879, of the 
Indian legislature, which followed in its recitals the doctrines 
of the British Foreign Jurisdiction Acts. But it was obviously 
far from clear what right the legislature had to exercise the 
authority it purported to exert in that Act, and in 1902 the 
decision was taken to resort to the Foreign Jurisdiction Act, 
1890, of the Imperial Parliament. The Indian (Foreign Juris
diction) Order in Council, 1902, therefore confirms all existing 
steps taken under the Indian Act and authorizes the governor
general in council to exercise any authority of the Crown or 
of the governor-general in council existing in parts of India 
outside British India or elsewhere. The authority may be 
delegated and

0
provisions made for the law to be followed, the 

1 No appeal lies to the Privy Council from such jurisdiction: Hemchand Devchand 
v. Azam Sakarlal Ghhotamlal, [1906] A.C. 212; Talulca of Kotda Sangani v. State 
of Gondal, ibid . 

• 
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persons by whom it is to be administered, and also the courts 
by which jurisdiction ancillary to that in question may be 
exercised by courts in British India. This last provision 
obviates the necessity of Indian legislation conferring such 
duties on the courts of British India. • 

The powers of the Order are in judicial matters exercised by 
orders constituting civil and criminal courts and prescribing 
the law which is to be applied to persons subject to the juris
diction in question. This, of course, accords legislative power 
over such persons. The executive power exercised in •the 
states would also be covered by the order, while the Act itself 
makes the declaration of a secretary of state conclusive 
evidence of the existence and extent of any jurisdiction which 
may be claimed in any state. In this w~y Parliament, which 
normally does not legislate for the states, secures the effective 
exercise of legislative authority to such extent as it believes 
itself to have the right to legislate for persons and places in th<! 
state", and the final decision in law of such issues lies with the 
Crown itself.' 

Extradition between the states and British India was 
formerly largely regulated by treaty, but the Indian Extradi
tion Act, 1903, provides a simple procedure which renders 
treaties unnecessary. The states are boupd in any event to 
surrender fugitive criminals' from British India. Where the 
state seeks extradition of an offender from British India it may 
proceed under its treaty, but it may simply ask the political 
agent to issue a warrant, which will be executed by a magistrate 
in British India subject to the right to appeal to the local 
government, or to make application to the local government 
for surrender. European British subjects, of course, are not 
surrendered under normal conditions, and other subjects need 
not be, if the agent certifies that the case is suitable for trial in 
British India, for offences committed by British subjects and 
servants of the Crown in the states are justiciable under the 
law of British India. a 
f 1 The Cro\m can authoritatively decide what is British territory. though the 

courts may have to consider the issue; Empress v. KMhub Maha;"un (1882), I.L.R, 8 
Cal. 985; Rt Bicitramund (1889), 16 Cal. 667. • 

2 Descrtel'f3 from the Indian army and Indian state forces (Act XVI of 1922) llro 
also handed over. 

8 Penal UQde, a. 4; Cod; of Criminal Procedure, s .• ISS. 
• 
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In British India the position of Indian princes is governed 
by the Code of Civil Procedure, 1 which deals with sovereign 
princes, ruling chiefs, and ambassadors and envoys of foreign 
states. Suit is 'not permitted against such persons unless he 
(a) has instituted a suit against the person desiring to sue him, 
(b) by himself or another trades within the local limits of the 
jurisdiction of the court, or (c) is in possession of immovable 
property and is to be sued in respect of it or of money charged 
thefeon, when suit lies with the permission of the govenwr
genhal in council. But no assent is necessary where the plain
tiff sues as tenant. Execution can only issue in case of suit 
with the assent of the governor-general in council. The pro
tection given is more restricted, for obvious reasons, than that 
accorded in England:' 

1 S. 86, No exemption in case of c.rirno is given by the Penal Codo. Cf. Gael.:war 
Baroda State Rail'Way v, Habib Ulllth (1933), 56 All. 828. 
• 2 Statham. v. Statham and Gaek10ar of Baroda, [1912) 'P. 92. Ta.xation is leviable 
under the Act of 1935 (25 & 26 Gco. V, c. 42, a. 155} on a ruler's private pwperty 
in British Jndiu, and public property used for trade. 

I5 



Cl!APTER VII 
• 

POLITICAL UNREST, THE MINTO-MORLEV REFORMS, 
AND THE NEW DELHI 

1. THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLITICAL UNREST 

THE Indian National Congress in its earlier efforts was doooin
ated by men trained in British political principles, who •de· 
manded the gradual application to India of the doctrines which 
had triumphed in the United Kingdom. But it was soon to be 
deeply affected by a very different influence, that of a Hinduism 
proud of its past and intolerant of all chsnge. In Bengal the 
passing of the Age of Consent Act, 1891, induced by the scandal 
of the death of a Hindu child-wife, raised bitter protest, and 
so vehement were the denunciations of the Bangabasi that it. 
editor, manager, and publisher were prosecuted for sedition. 
The freedom of the Press had been re-established in 1882 by 
Lord Hipon, but it had degenerated into licence. This was soon 
shown in Bombay, where, under the aegis of the Sanskrit 
scholar, Bal Gangadhar Tilak, reactionary Hinduism had made 
rapid strides. In 1896 to famine was added bubonic plague, 
and the measures of segregation attcmpt"d, in carrying out 
which British troops were used, gave admirable opportunity to 
the Kesari, his organ, to excite indignation against the bar· 
barians. This took the practical shape of the assa%ination of 
two officers and led to Tilak's conviction of exciting disaffection 
against the government. Tilak's action in encouraging school 
boys and students to join gymnastic societies with revolutionary 
ends was imitated in Bengal, and by 1902-3 a definitely 
revolutionary movement was there in being. Strength was 
lent to it by Curwn's well-meant schemes of educational 
reform, which were interpreted as designed to lessen the 
influence of the Bengali intelligentsia, and by the decision to 
divide Bengal into two provinces. Justified as this step was 
by considerations of public interest and sound administration, 
it evoked much bitterness among the Hindus ~f Bengal who 
resented the fact that the new province wonlrl be specifically 

226 • 
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Muslim, while lawyers were jealous of the establishment of a 
new High Court at Dacca, ignoring the injustice with which 
Eastern Bengal had so ,long been treated. Moreover, the 
resentment of'Curzon's action was increased by his attitude of 
benevolent despotism and mental superiority, while the prestige 
of the European race was suffering gravely from Japan's 
victory over Russia and the economic success of the Japanese 
was attributed to freedom from British exploitation. Secret 
soNeties were speedily formed, arms were collected, funds 
se~ured by political dacoities, and the weapon of Press attack 
and of assassination directed against the lieutenant-governor 
and leading to the murder of two ladies at Muzaffarpur on 
April 30th 1908. The weapon of boycott of British goods under 
cover of promoting the use of local products was employed 
freely. It was advocated by the Indian National Congress at 
its session of 1905, and again in 1906. In the Punjab the 

• revolutionary movement waxed strong in 1907, when the 
Colonization Act of the legislature was deemed to be a breach 
of faith with the colonists, and when efforts were made to sap 
the loyalty of the police and the troops alike. But there some 
relief was attained by the deportation under a regulation of 
1818 of Lajpat and Ajit Singh and Minto's disallowance of the 
Punjab Act, despite his reluctance to encourage agitation by 
seeming to yield to it. 

Congress during this struggle was divided between the 
moderates or party of constitutional advance and extremists, 
whose views were represented in London by India House, 
established by Shyamaji Krishnavarma, which became the 
headquarters of revolutionary propag'l,Jlda leading to the 
murder of Sir W. C. Wyllie and Dr. Lalkaka at the Imperial 
Institute on July 1st 1909. In 1906 a split in Congress was 
avoided by the adoption of swaraj, which to the moderates 
meant parliamentary self-government, to the extremists inde
pendence, to English sympathizers self-government of colonial 
type. In 1907 an effort of the extremists to capture Congress 
was defeated by the efforts of G. K. Gokhale and Pherozeshah 
Mehta of Bo~bay, and of Surendranath Banerjea from Bengal, 
and not untill916, after Gokhale's unfortunate death, was the 
hold of the moderates lost. Tilak, for his part, by his comments . 
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on the Muzaffarpur case, brought upon himself a sentence of 
six years' imprisonment at Mandalay. The prosecution, 
though deprecated by Gokhale ·and Morley,' was manifestly 
essential if any regard were to be had to law. "l'he action of 
the government for the time checked extremist action, and the 
same result was effected by the Maniktollah conspiracy case, 
where fifteen of the Bengali agitators were found guilty of 
conspiracy to wage war. Deportation was also used to remove 
prominent extremists from Bengal. The extreme violence "of 
the Press was met by the Indian Newspapers (Incitement !o 
Offences) Act, 1908, and when that failed by the Press Act, 1910, 
which was based on the principle of requiring scctirity which 
might be forfeited on conviction of the use of the Press to pro
duce seditious matter, while in case of repetition of the offence 
the Press itself might be confiscated. Legislation was also 
passed in 1908 to prevent the holding of seditious meetings, to 
regulate the control of explosives, and to accelerate trials and 
to suppress associations formed for unlawful acts. These 
measures were passed with the reluctant assent of Morley, who 
was exposed to constant criticism in the ranks of the Liberal 
Party for failure to respect the principle of freedom of the 
Press and the rule of law, both points on which he was very 
sensitive. 

• 

2. THE MINTO-MORLEY REFORMS 

In addition, however, to these methods of assertion of the 
law the government planned constitutional changes which 
might secure the support of the Indian moderates and of the 
aristocracy of India for the government. Congress had in 1904 
and 1905 put forward claims for extension of representation in 
the legislatures and the presence of Indians selected by the 
elected members of the councils on the executive councils in 
India and the secretary of state's council in London. Minto 
and Morley were prepared to meet these suggestions in some 
measure, but the preparation of proposals was a very lengthy 
business, partly owing to the very proper desirw to consult 
important bodies and individuals in each province before 

l Sydenba.m, My Working Lift, pp. 224, 225. . . . 
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taking decisions, and it was only in 19091 that legislation 
became possible. The most important aspect of the measure 
carried was the increase of the representative element in the 
legislative counbls and the extension of their powers. The 
additional members of the governor-general's council were 
increased from 16 to a maximum of 60, those of Madras, 
Bombay, and Bengal to a maximum of 50, which was assigned 
also to the United Provinces, and Eastern Bengal, while the 
Punjab and Burma wete to have up to 30. It was decided by 
Moi!Jey that in the provincial councils there was no need to 
keep an official majority, but that such a majority was essential 
in the Indian legislature. In the result the immediate increase 
of members was from 124 to 331, and of elected members from 
39 to 135, who were formally elected. The electoral regula
tions were necessarily very elaborate. They were intended to 
secure due representation of all important interests. Thus the 
Jhunicipal boards in the larger cities were to select mem hers; 
in the smaller cities they were to act with district councils, 
landholders, and chambers of commerce, Indian commercial 
interests, special interests such as jute and tea-planting, and 

',.-;"the universities were to be represented. By a vital decision the 
/4de!llands of the Muhammadans for separate representation by 

members chosen b~ themselves only were conceded, and the 
further concession was made that in assigning representation 
regard should be had to its political importance and its services 
to the Empire as well as to its proportionate numerical strength. 

In the case of the Indian legislature an important element 
was to be derived from election by the provincial councils, the 
non-official members alone voting. As constituted after the 
changes in 1912, which will be referred to below, it included 
the six members of council, the commander-in-chief, the head 
ofthe province where it happened to sit, 33 nominated members, 
not more than 28 being officials, 13 members selected by the 
legislative councils, 6 by landholders, 5 by the Muhammadans of 
the greater provinces, 1 by Muhammadan landholders, and 2 by 
chambers of commerce. In Madras and Bombay, in addition 
to the three noembers of the council and the advocate-general, 

j, 9 Edw. VII, c. 4; Pari. Papers, Cd. 4425 (1908); 4987 (1910); Morley, Reoolko. 
tion.!; La.dy,Minto, Minro,atul.M.,.!ey. .. . ~ . 
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there were 21 nominated members, not more than 16 official, 
2 experts, and 21 elected members. Bengal had actually 28 
elected members to 20 nominees (16 officials), 2 experts, and 
3 councillors. In all cases the elected elemcnt•was substantial 
save in Burma, where the Burma chamber of ;ommerce alone 
elected a member. 

The functions of the legislatures were definitely extended so 
as to cover the serious discussion of the fmances. The esti
mates of the governor-general in council were to be presented 
to the council; and thereafter it was open to any member to 
move any resolution relating to alterations in taxation, new 
loans, or additional grants to local governments mentioned in 
the financial statement of the explanatory memorandum. 
Mter these resolutions had been disposed of, the member in 
charge explained the statement in detail, and resolutions could 
be moved on any points. The effect of such resolutions was 
mereiy that of recommendations, to which the government 
gave such effect as seemed wise. The final budget was pre
sented to the council by March 24th, when any changes made 
were explained. It could be discussed, but no resolutions might 
be moved. There were excluded from discussion military, 
political, and provincial affairs, under the heading 'revenue' 
stamps, customs, assessed taxes, and courts_, under the heading 
'expenditure' assignments and compensations, interest on debt, 
ecclesiastical expenditure, and state railways. Moreover, dis
cussion was prohibited on any matter which the governor
general in council might not deal with by any law, any matter 
affecting relations with foreign powers or Indian states, and 
any matters unde~ legal adjudication. The president was 
further authorized to disallow any resolution on the ground 
that it could not be moved consistently with the public interest 
or that it should be moved in a provincial council. 

The ~c of the provinces was dealt with as follows. The 
draft budget after being fixed in discussion with the govern
ment of India, which determined the limit of expenditure on 
new projects costing over 5,000 rupees, was considered by a 
small committee of the provincial council, at least half of which 
was elected. It then went to the government of India to be 

1 Rules, Nove.wber 15th HJ09. . . . 
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incorporated in the general budget and to be discussed as 
described above. Any changes made were reported to the 
provinces, where a like procedure was adopted. 

A further cqimge of great importance was the authority given 
for the movement of resolutions on matters of public interest. 
There were excluded from such discussion in the central legis
lature any matters excluded from the legislative competence of 
that legislature, any matters affecting relations with foreign 
powers or Indian states, and any matters under legal adjudica
tion. The president could disallow any resolution as incon· 
sistent with the public interest or as proper to be moved in a 
provincial council. Resolutions might be amended, and as 
passed had merely the force of recommendations. Questions 
also could be asked· excluding matters of foreign relations and 
relations with the native states, and matters under legal 
adjudication, and as an innovation supplementary questions 

"were permitted, though the member in charge might decline to 
answer. The president had the usual power of disallowance. 
There were analogous rules for the provincial councils, and in 
addition to his other powers the presiding officer was given a 
wide authority to control the length and relevancy of debate. 

The Act of 1909 contained also a provision permitting the 
increase of the nuJVbers of the executive councils of Madras and 
Bombay to a maximum of four, two to be qualified by at least 
twelve years' service. It was also proposed to enable an 
executive council to be constituted for any province under a 
lieutenant-governor, but that proposal was strongly opposed in 
the House of Lords, and finally the government had to be con
tent with accepting such a council for Bengal, and providing 
for the possible creation of others subject to the right of either 
House of Parliament to disallow, a right exercised in respect of 
the United Provinces in 1915. It was also provided that vice
presidents should be appointed for the several councils. 

The Act was accompanied by a declaration of intention to 
secure the appointment of an Indian to the governor-general's 
council, a proposal which was not acceptable to the majority 
of that body 0 and which was only permitted by the King after 
learning that the whole of the cabinet favoured the project 
and asked f!>r its sanction. It was unque~tionably of far more 
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importance than the step taken by the secretary of state in 
1907 in admitting to his own council' two Indians, and it was 
accompanied by the addition of an Indian to each of the 
councils of Madras and Bombay. There were;. undoubtedly, 
difficulties in appointing a Hindu to the governor-general's 
council without adding a Muhammadan at the same time, but 
the step was a decisive indication of the doctrine of racial 
equality and a tardy fulfilment of the policy of 1833. The 
authors of the reform scheme were fully consistent in this 

• action. They absolutely disclaimed the idea of introducing 
responsible government or parliamentary institutions into 
India, but they held that they should spare no efforts to rally 
to the support of the Crown against th~ growing forces of 
anarchy the loyalty of the upper classes of India. In this spirit 
Minto had thought of reviving Lytton's conception of an 
advisory council wherein would sit great chiefs and substantial 
landholders, similar bodies with extended representation of" 
interests being appointed for the provinces. The idea was to 
revive the Indian practice of consultation of interests before 
legislation, but the chiefs declined to consider sitting with 
persons not their peers, and the suggestion reduced itself to an 
imperial council of chiefs which was not at the moll}cnt con-

/' sidered worth while pressing forward for ac~eptance. t But the 
( incident is important as marking a definite step towards the 

i<¥:aJ..of..en. listing..tle chiefs in . .tb.e..s.truggl~ ag!J,inst "'!archy,and 
even demoer;wy, _ ;._. ___ ...,._.. 

8. THE DELill DURBAR 

The reforms of 1909 failed in their object, if that was to 
check the propaganda for self-government. But they had the 
merit of securing improvement in legislative measures, not so 
much through actual proposals by Indian members as through 
the circulation of Bills for suggestions and the use of com
mittees to examine in detail their proposals. The passing of 
resolutions was often fruitful; it is reckoned that of 168 resolu
tions passed to the end of 1917 in the imperii! legislature 

1 By 7 Edw. VII, c. 35, the number of tbe council was fixed at ten to fourteen, 
the term SC\'CD years, appointment not later than five yes.rs from office in India., 
in lieu of ten years in prior. legislation. .. • 
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73 produced definite action, and the provinces showed analo
gous results. An interesting example of action even in a very 
highly constitutional issue was that regarding the appointment 
of an executive," council for the United Provinces, in favour of 
which the local council passed a resolution. It commended 
itself to Lord Crewe, but the House of Lords negatived the 
proposal in 1915. 

In the meantime, however, the government of India and the 
Home Government had decided on a far-reaching step, the 

• removal of the capital of India to Delhi.' No doubt, if a 
change were to be made, on geographical, political, and histori
cal grounds Delhi offered the only alternative. The grounds 
for change were alleg~d to rest on the essential conditions which 
must govern future political development in India. The just 
demand for a larger share in the government of the country 
must be met by increasing the limits of provincial autonomy 
and retaining the government of India, with its absolute con
trol of the legislature, as the authority to deal with matters of 
imperial concern, while empowered to intervene in ease of 
misgovernment. This involved the separation of the central 
government from close connexion with any province, a step 
which would encourage the growth of local self-government 
while it would follpw the precedents of the United States, 
Canada, and Australia. Administrative advantages would also 
be achieved. The Indian legislature would be relieved from the 
close pressure of the local opinion of one province which raised 
jealousies elsewhere, and the government and the legislature 
alike would be freed from the responsibility which was wont to 
be attributed, however wrongly, to them for matters really 
dealt with by the Bengal government. It was impossible 
indeed to select a capital where the government could be 
housed all the year, but Delhi.could.be used.from.October. to 
April, and its greater proximity to Simla would reduce the cost 
of transfer thither. It would be more convenient for control of 
the railways, posts, and telegraphs to be centrally situated, and 
the commerce and industry department would be in closer 
touch with Boillbay and Karachi, and less open to the influence 
of Calcutta. It was admitted that the European community 

• 
l.Pa.rl. Paper, Cd. 5979 . 
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of Calcutta would suffer loss, and that the Bengalis might 
resent the transfer, but other changes would compensate the 
latter. It was believed that it was desirable to conciliate the 
Bengali resentment over the partition of Ben!fal, by reuniting 
the province, so far as this could be done wit~out leaving, as 
before the partition, an unmanageable area to govern. The 
solution must provide convenient administrative areas, must 
conciliate the Bengalis, must safeguard the interests of the 
Muhammadans of Eastern Bengal who had been markedly 
loyal, and generally conciliate Muhammadan sentiment, and 
must be so clearly based on principles of administrative or 
political expediency as to negative any presumption that it had 
been exacted by clamour or agitation. Unfortunately, no 
amount of words could conceal the plain fact that the partition 
was reversed under pressure of unlawful agitation, and it is no 
wonder that there passed round the Muhammadans at Dclbi 
the bitter jest, 'No bombs, no boons.' • 

The concrete proposals were, therefore, the creation of a 
province confined to speakers of Bengali, viz. the Presidency, 
Burdwan, Dacca, Rajshabi, and Chittagong divisions, 70,000 
square miles in area with 42,000,000 of a population, to be 
governed by a governor in council on the same basis as Madras 
and Bombay. Bihar, Chota Nagpur, and Orissa were to be • placed under a lieutenant-governor in council with a legislative 
council; the area would be 113,000 square miles, but the 
population only 35,000,000. Assam, with 56,000 square miles 
and 5,000,000 people would become a chief commissionership 
once more. The reunion of Bengal could be justified on the 
plain ground that jn the two provinces the Bengalis found 
themselves outnumbered, in the one by Biharis and Uriyas, in 
the other by Muhammadans and Assainese. This disadvantage 
would become increasingly felt with the increase of the im
portance of the legislatures, and the concession proposed might 
go far to remove the existing bitterness between Hindu and 
Muhammadan. The choice of government by governor and 
council for Bengal was justified on the ground of efficiency 
and of the satisfaction to Bengali amour propre0 

The new policy was duly announced by the King at the 
durbar which marked his visit to India, and unquestionably 

• • 
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this mode of procedure was curiously unconstitutional for a 
Liberal government, since it precluded the exercise by the 
House of Lords and the opposition in the Commons of the right 
of criticism of .~o far· reaching a change in policy. It was made 
effective by a series of notifications and proclamations resting 
on miscellaneous earlier power. Thus the creation of the 
governorship of Bengal by the secretary of state in council was 
based on the Government of India Act, 1853, 1 the constitution 
of a new province on the Indian Councils Act, 1861, 2 of the chief 
commissionership of Assam on the Government of India Act, 
1854, 3 while the delimitation of the boundaries of Bengal was 
carried out under the Indian Councils Act, 1861, • and the 
Government of India Act, 1865. • Certain further steps which 
were necessary were taken by the Government of India Act, 
1912. 6 It conferred on the governor of Bengal those powers 
which since 1833 had been added to the functions of the 
'governors of Madras and Bombay, reserving, however, to the 
governor-general in council control of the high court. It made 
the advocate-general's membership of the legislative council 
optional, as he might not conveniently be available. It pro
vided an executive council forthwith for Bihar and Orissa, and 
the grant of legislative councils to provinces under chief 
commissionerships• Assam receiving a council on November 
14th 1912 and the Central Provinces on November loth 1913. 
Minor enactments included the fixing of the strength of the 
legislatures of Bengal and Bihar and Orissa and the recognition 
of the right of the governor of Bengal to succeed equally with 
those of Madras and Bombay according to seniority to the 
office of governor-general in the case of a temporary vacancy. 
~It was also made clear that transfer of territory was possible 
from or to a chief commissionership. A change of wider im
portance removed the rule of 1793 under which promotion was 
restricted to officers serving in the same presidency. 

The changes of 1912 necessitated consequential aJterations in 
the regulations regarding the constitution of the legislatures 
under the Act of 1909, and these were duly made in 1912.' 

1 16 & 17 Yict., c. ~5. s. 16. 2 24 & 25 Viet., c. 67, s. 46 . 
.:l 17 & 18 Viet., c. 77, s. 3. 4 s. 47. 
11 28 & 29 Viet., c. 17, s. 4. 6 2 & 3 Geo. V, c. 6. 
7 Parl. Paper, Cd. 6714 (1913); Centml Provinces, Cd. 7370 (1914). . . . 
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Under the authority of the Government of India Act, 1854, 
there was effected in September 1912 the transfer of Delhi from 
the lieutenant-governorship of the Punjab to the direct control 
of the governor-general, to be exercised througit a chief com· 
missioner, who exercises the functions of the co~issioner of a 
division, financial commissioner, registrar of births, etc., and of 
joint-stock companies, inspector-general of registration and 
of police. Other functions are carried out by Punjab officials. 
The powers of government are regulated by the Delhi Laws Act 
XIII of 1912, which allot some functions to the govern~r
gcneral in council, some to the lieutenant-governor . of the 
Punjab. With an area of 673 square miles, it forms a sort of 
enclave, similar to the district of Columbia and Washington in 
the United States. • 

Finally, there should be mentioned the Indian High Courts 
Act, 1911,' which raised to a maximum of twenty the number 
of judges of the High Courts, permitted the creation of further• 
such courts-the power accorded in 1861 2 being thought to 
have been exhausted by the creation of the court at Allahabad 
-and permitted the appointment for a period not exceeding 
two years of temporary additional judges to any high court. 

1 1 & 2 Geo. V, c. 18. High Courts were created a.t Patna. (1916), Lahore (1919), 
and Burma (1922). • 

2 24 & 25 Viet., c. 104, a. 16. 



CHAPTER VIII 
• 

THE WAR nND CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM; THE 
MONTAGU-CHELMSFORD SCHEME 

I. THE WAR AND POLITICAL UNREST 

TnE.reforms of 1909-12 were clearly unlikely to satisfy the 
extn:mists' demands for self-government, and in fact went but 
a small way to conciliate the moderates. Inevitably the con
trol of the central government over policy was reinforced by 
reminding the local governments that their officials must not 
adopt in the legislahres, central or provincial, any attitude 
critical of the decisions of the Indian government, a fact which 
excited resentment through the spectacle of the official bloc in 
tbe legislatures voting as a solid unit whenever any govern
ment measure was under consideration. 1 l\forcover, separate 
representation for Muslims was soon resented, and a motion 
was proposed in the imperial legislature on January 24th 19ll 
asking for the discontinuance of the scheme, an act which 
greatly increased Muhammadan ill-will to the Hindus. The 
Muhammadans also were perturbed at the war between Italy 
and Turkey, and the Balkan wars with their weakening of 
Muslim power, and they resented the carving out of spheres of 
influence in Persia by the Anglo-Russian treaty of 1907. Their 
loyalty to the government was further weakened by the 
undoing of the partition of Bengal, while the Hindus merely 
concluded from this act that they could extort further con
cessions by terrorism, and the state entry into Delhi on 
December 23rd 1912 was marked by an attempt on Lord 
Hardinge's life. 

India in general was also strongly moved by the increasing 
realization of the humble status Indians occupied in other parts 
of the Empire. 2 The growth of anti-Indian feeling had recently 
manifested itself in South Africa with special vehemence. It 
was remembered that lVlr. Chamberlain had urged the Transvaal 

• 
1 Lord Hardingc (1911). Lord Crewe (1912), Pa.rl. Paper, Cd. 9109, pp. 74-6. 
2 Keith, Responsible Government in tlu! Dominione, Part V, ch. iv. 
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to redress the grievances of British Indians, and that this 
had been followed under crown colony government by the 
drastic enforcement of pre-war restrictions and the proposal to 
impose new disabilities, which the Home Government was 
unable to sanction. But responsible government for the 
Transvaal was followed by an Act of 1907 virtually excluding 
inunigration. Natal also was systematically endeavouring to 
restrict the possibilities of earning a living by Indians after 
the expiry of their periods of indentured service and by t1:tose 
born in Natal itself. • 

The British and the Indian governments alike took up the 
matter energetically. In 1910 further indentured inunigration 
to Natal was forbidden from a year later, and the Union 
government was urged to modify the terms of its exclusion 
legislation and to make concessions in respect of the entry into 
the Union of a wife and children of those lawfully there resident, 
if in fact monogamously married. An Act of 1918 gave n 
measure of relief, but not all that had been expected, and much 
resentment was expressed in the Union at the outspoken pro
tests of Lord Hardinge. Naturally it was easy to make anti
British capital out of these facts. It is important also to note 
that the weapon used against the Union government by the 
Indians in the Union inspired by 111:. K. Gandhi was that of 
passive resistance, which was fated to play a great part in 
Indian history. But more inunediate harm resulted from the 
activities of a Punjabi who, after stirring up discontent there, 
proceeded to organize a mutiny (ghadr) movement in the 
United States, whence the contagion spread to Canada, where 
some Sikhs had settled in British Columbia only to find that 
fear of their competition had resulted in legislation intended 
to exclude further immigration. A Sikh endeavoured to force 
the hands of the Dominion government by chartering a ship 
to carry 878 inunigrants to Vancouver, where they were re
jected, returning to Calcutta in September in a rebellious spirit 
which led to a clash with the police and bitter hostility to 
the government. A rising was planned ·with Bengali aid for 
:February 1915, but was successfully countere<J, and an out
break at Benares was likewise foiled. 

Muslims also contributed to the spirit of revolt. The 
• 
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declaration of war against Turkey led to a khilafat movement 
based on the view that the Sultan of Turkey was the legitimate 
khalif, an opinion which men like Sir Sayyid Ahmad had 
repudiated. S"me students entered tribal territory and joined 
with a German and Turkish mission at Kabul in an absurd 
plot to overthrow the Indian government. The ghadr party 
in the United States worked more effectively, through Siam 
against Burma, having some success in weakening the allegiance 
of -an Indian regiment and of the military police. Germany 
naturally lent a hand, endeavouring to land arms in the Bay of 
Bengal or to secure arms from the Far East for the use of the 
revolutionaries. The Irish rebellion had naturally an exciting 
effect on Indian aspirations, and Mrs. Besant started a Home 
Rule League, advocating her doctrines with a certain intemper
ance and acting in close co-operation with Tilak, who had been 
released in 1914. The government met some of these attacks 

•by passing the Defence of India Act, 1915, which provided for 
trial of revolutionary offenders by a strong bench of judges 
without appeal and the internment of suspects. It also relied 
on the Press Act, and both these measures were used in the 
endeavour to restrain Mrs. Besant and her associates from doing 
serious harm. The value of the latter measure was insisted on 
by Lord Chelmsford when asked to withdraw it in 1917. Its 
efficacy wa.' shown in the fact that, while 143 newspapers had 
once been warned, second warnings were infrequent and 
forfeiture had been necessary only in 3 cases; of 55 presses 
warned only 13 had their first security forfeited, and only 1 the 
second. Nor had the Act checked the rapid growth of news
papers, periodicals, and presses. Of the reality of the revolu
tionary movement and its extent there can be no doubt in view 
of the report of Mr. Justice Rowlatt and his colleagues in 1918, 
and, though two high court judges were detailed in 1918 to 
examine the cases of over 800 prisoners detained under the 
legislation of 1918 and the Defence of India Act, only in six 
cases were they able to recommend release. Unhappily the 
two Bills which the Rowlatt Committee suggested 1 were pro
ceeded with jn 1919, when the end of the war rendered their 

1 Pari. Paper, Cd. 9190. Only tho Anarchicn.l and Revolutionary Crimes Act, 
1919, was passed . 
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enactment far less easily acceptable, and they were destined to 
have a most serious effect on the Indian situation. 

At the same time the action of India' in the war was creating 
conditions incompatible with the maintenance of the status quo. 
The government of India, of course, was involved immediately 
in the war by the royal declaration, and the task to be faced 
was specially heavy, for the government of India had adopted 
the doctrine laid down by the Army in India Committee 1918 
that she must provide for defence against local aggression and 
against any attack by a great power pending the arrival• of 
reinforcements, but that she was not called upon to maintain 
troops to be placed at the disposal of the Home Government 
for wars outside the Indian sphere. But in fact from the first 
enormous demands of the type ruled out were made and met. 
The princes offered their Imperial Service troops with alacrity, 
Nepal afforded generous aid in Gurkhas, Tibet the prayers of 
her lamas, and the imperial legislature on unofficial initiative• 
desired to share the costs of war. The loyalty of India allowed 
the British forces for the moment to fall to 15,000 men; in 
addition to the western fr9nt Indian forces hastened to East 
Mrica, to Egypt, to Mauritius, the Cameroons, Mesopotamia, 
and the Persian Gulf. Later, Gallipoli, Salonika, Palestine, the 
Sudan, Aden, Somaliland, North-West Persia, Kurdistan, 
South Persia, Transeaspia, and North Chin~ were the scene of 
their activities. The troops that could be spared from Britain 
for the relief of the situation were in the main territorial 
battalions and field batteries. The numbers raised in addition 
to the 80,000 British and 280,000 Indian troops in being at the 
outset amounted to over 800,000 combatants and 400,000 non
combatants. The Punjabi Mussulrnans provided 186,000 fight
ing men, the Sikhs 88,000. India accepted the burden of the 
normal cost of maintaining her troops now overseas, amounting 
to between £20,000,000 and £80,000,000, accepted further 
liabilities in September 1918 which cost her £12,000,000 and 
gave £100,000,000 as a free gift. Her people raised £75,000,000 
in loans, and the Imperial Munitions Board from 1917 assisted 
in the development of Indian resources to reliev& pressure on 
the allies. Unhappily there can be no doubt that the earlier 

1 India'~ Co:-tribution to tM rh~at War (1923}. 
• 
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stages of the Mesopotamian campaign were beyond the capacity 
of the Indian administration, weakened as it had been by the 
unwise concentration of all authority in the hands of the 
commander-in·c'hief. It was an error also to refrain from 

• placing the supreme direction of the expedition in the hands of 
the Army Council instead of acting through the India Office, 
which manifestly could not deal independently with the matter 
and did not attempt the impossible. The defects in organiza
timi revealed in the Mesopotamian Commission Report were 

• grave, and, though the personal responsibility of the secretary 
of state' was not involved, Mr. A. Chamberlain's resignation 
was valuable as an admission of failure. Incidentally it had 
the result of affording Mr. Montagu his historical position as 
a reformer of Indian· government. 

The collapse of Russia and the German advance resulted in 
a war conference at Delhi attended by ruling princes, leading 
politicians, and governmental representatives, whose efforts 
resulted in the intensification of war effort, as regards recruit
ing, communications, production, and war propaganda. The 
European community with some ~xccptions put themselves 
loyally at the disposal of the government, and the establish
ment of the Indian defence force mobilized the British and 
Anglo-Indian cornrllunity for internal security purposes. 

The political reactions of the war were momentous. The 
great majority of Indians had espoused the British cause, and 
naturally they expected due reward for thus showing their 
solidarity with the Empire in the vindication of public Jaw and 
the protection of national rights. Extremists, on the other 
hand, saw their opportunity in the fratricidal conflicts of the 
Western powers and found in the grave mismanagement of 
Mesopotamia a means of exciting dislike as well as contempt. 
The Muslims resented the downfall of Turkey, ignoring the 
disgraceful treatment of the troops lost at Kut. Moderates 
could point out that the country had seen administrative work 
largely in Indian hands, and that Indians had at last been found 
worthy of the grant of the King's commission. Moreover, in 
stress of war it. had been found necessary to abandon the unwise 

1 Lord Hardinge was much to blame for ignol'ing his council; Curzon, British 
Oovf':mment in India, ii, 118, 
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policy which excluded India from the Imperial Conference and 
to admit her to share in the Imperial War Cabinets and con
ferences of 1917-18. There was every ground therefore for the 
expectation that India must be granted self-government at no 
distant date. In 1915, when the Congress met ~t Bombay and 
for the first time exchanged visits with the All-India Muslim 
League, Sir S. P. Sinha asked that the British Government 
should announce the goal of Indian government. Lord Chelms
ford, who succeeded Lord Hardinge as governor-general in 
1916, found no difficulty in holding that tjle endowment of 
British India as an integral part of the British Empire with 
self-government was the goal of British rule, but the specific 
steps presented difficulty. Apparently at this time the govern
ment of India' was not prepared to go further than the increase 
in the representative character and powers of the municipal 
councils and district boards, the increase in the number of 
Indians in the higher administrative posts, and the paving at 
the way for the increase in the powers of the legislatures by 
lowering the qualifications for the franchise and increasing the 
numbers of the elected members. The latter suggestion did not 
evoke any hearty approval by Mr. Chamberlain, who criticized 
the idea of increasing the numbers of elected members while 
denying them power of control. • 

On the other hand, far wider plans were proposed by nineteen 
members of the Indian legislature in October 1916, and in 
December Congress and the Muslim League formally approved 
a scheme devised by representatives of the two parties in 
November. This plan demanded the increase of the numbers 
of the councils to 150 for that of India, and from 50 to 125, 
according to the size of the provinces, four-fifths in each case 
to be elected on a wide franchise. There was to be wide pro
vincial autonomy as suggested by the government of India in 
1911, certain heads of income and expenditure were to be 
imperial, there might be imperial legislation on matters of 
common interest, and a vague power of superintendence was 
left to the Indian government, but in the main the provinces 
were to be free. Each legislature was to elect its "wn president, 
supplementary questions were to be freely asked and motions 

1 Ronaldshay, Lord Ourzon, iii, 165. . . . 
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for the adjournment permitted as a means of raising dis· 
cussions. Resolutions passed must bind the government unless 
vetoed by the governor in council, but would become binding 
if repassed arter a year's interval. But no Bill or clause or • resolution might be passed if opposed by three-quarters of the 
members of any community. The executive government would 
be conducted by a governor, not chosen from the service, with 
a council, half of which would be elected by the elective mem· 
hers of the council. Of vital historical importance is the fact 
tl;at Muslims were to be accorded representation in certain 
proportions which gave them excess members in provinces 
where they were a minority chosen by special electorates, but 
were to be debarred from electing members in other electorates. 
Thus was perpetuated by deliberate Hindu and Muhammadan 
agreement the principle of communal electorates which had 
been accepted by Lord lllinto.l 

2. THE JIIONTAGU-CHELMSFORD SCHEME 

The British Government, an.xious to meet Indian aspirations 
but wholly at a loss how best to proceed, on August 20th 1917 
committed itself to a formula, whose final form was due to 
Lord Curzon:• 'The policy of His Majesty's government, with 
which the governinent of India are in complete accord, is that 
of the increasing association of Indians in every branch of the 
administration and the gradual development of self-governing 
institutions with a view to the progressive realization of re
sponsible government in India as an integral part of the British 
Empire.' It was made clear that the ideal could be attained 
only in successive stages to be controlled by the governments, 
and that advance must be conditioned by the progress in 
co-operation received and the confidence inspired. The term 
'responsible govermnent' was of course vital. It had a per· 
fectly well-known meaning, as connoting the form of govern· 
ment in the great Dominions, and, if Lord Curzon did not 
understand that it essentially implied parliamentary govern· 
ment, his igv.orance was surprising. At any rate lllr. Montagu, 

1 Keith, Indian Policy, ii, 116. 
51 Ronaldsha.y, iii, 167. Quite unintcUigibly Curzon did not realize that respon

sible government moont Parliamentary democracy (ibid., 168-74). . . . 
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who was deputed with a small committee to consult the Indian 
government and politicians, had no doubts on the score. He 
succeeded in having his own way with the governor-general, 
Lord Chelmsford, and the report which bears rheir names is 
certainly an expression of his personality.' It is ~ominated by 
a complete belief in the necessity of applying to India the 
traditions of British democracy, ignoring the fact that India is 
divided by race, sect, and religion in a manner which has no 
parallel in those countries, mainly British, in which parlik
mentary democracy has been effectively worked. The idea 
that men should, like the average Indian peasant, remain 
satisfied with material interests and good government was 
repudiated by Montagu, who was anxious to complete their 
humanity by stirring them to demand control of their destinies 
through the ballot-box. It is interesting if vain to conjecture 
whether he would have held the same views fifteen years later 
when the failure of European nations to work democratic 
institutions effectively was becoming a patent fact. 

The report' rejected the proposals of congress as unsuitable. 
Without accepting the dogma of the necessity of perpetual 
British control, it recognized that for the time being the 
government of India must remain in essence unchanged, better 
machinery for criticism and expression of public opinion on its 
actions being supplied. Full provincial auto~omy in the same 
way was premature. The election of half the executive was 
clumsy, and responsibility to the electorate could be obtained 
in more orthodox ways. The provincial councils could not be ' 
given full control of legislation and finance until it was possible 
to give full responsible government, and it would result in 
hopeless confusipn to bind any government to act on resolu
tions. There is in fact no doubt that the congress scheme was 
unworkable. There remained the possibility, suggested un
officially by both Indian and European authority, of setting up 
smaller areas than the provinces in which genuine responsible 
government could be given to administrations and legislatures 
entrusted with local government, primary education, public 
works, etc. But this suggestion was necessarily. rejected as 
resulting in constant friction between these new bodies, clainting 

1 An Indian Diary (1930). 2 Pari. Paper, Cd. 9109 . . • 
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to represent the people, and the provincial governments essen
tially official. Hence the report adopted a compromise. In 
each province there should be a governor who would be assisted 
by an executivf council of two members, one an Indian, and 
by one or more ministers responsible to the legislature. There 
would be distinct spheres of action, subjects reserved and 
transferred, and in regard to the latter the governor would 
normally take the advice of a minister, though he would have 
a real discretion to refuse such advice. He would also en
cou:age joint action as far as possible, especially where action 
taken in one department might affect that to be taken in 
another. Subjects to be transferred might include local govern
ment, education (ex~ept universities), medical and sanitary 
matters, agriculture, public works (except major irrigation 
works), excise, and provincial taxation. The legislatures would 
be largely increased in siz~, with direct election wherever 
Ifossible. Communal representation was denounced, with a 
grudging exception for the Muslims, in view of the existing 
practice. In proportion as the power of the legislatures to 
control action by the government was increased, that of the 
British Parliament must cease to be exercised, and it must 
be clearly recognized that responsible government was the 
inevitable outcome .of the Minto-Morley reforms, despite the 
disclaimers of both these officers. 

The report when published in July 1918 was not welcomed by 
official opinion which regarded the form of dyarehy suggested 
as certain to operate with the maximum friction and ineffi
ciency. But the plan suggested in lieu by five heads of provinces 
in January 19191 was clearly of minor value. It suggested that 
the executive councils should be constituted in equal numbers 
of officials and of Indians elected by the elected members of 
the councils, and that the government should remain unitary, 
the governor allocating portfolios and exercising the right to 
decide on his own discretion after hearing advice. Further 
advance would take the form of increasing the number of 
Indians in the council, giving them increased functions .and 
surrendering t"e right of overruling the cow>cil. But it must 
be admitted 'that this plan had the plain defect that it could 

• 
'Of. P~l. Paper, Cd. 123 (1919)., 
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hardly be deemed to lead to responsible government. Hence it 
is not surprising that the Home Government and the govern
ment of India agreed in accepting in principle the Montagu
Chelmsford scheme as preferable. It was su;:>plementcd by 
the inquiries of a committee which visited India to suggest 
franchises' and constituencies on the basis of the suggestions 
of the local governments, with due regard to the possibility of 
polling effectively the votes conceded. In rural districts the 
problem to be solved was to devise means for putting' the 
well-to-do peasants on the register, and, while this pro"ved 
extremely difficult, it was found impossible to secure effective 
means of electing representatives of the lower castes in many 
cases. Then prolonged consideration was also given to the 
question of the division of functions 'between centre and 
provinces and of provincial subjects as reserved and trans
ferred, and the fmancial relations between centre and provinces 
received special attention, while a strong committee unde1-
Lord Crewe examined the subject of the home administration 
of Indian affairs. 2 Most important of all was the decision to 
refer the governmental proposals embodied in a Bill to a joint 
select committee' of the two houses of Parliament. This step 
was a signal admission of the importance of the House of Lords 
in this regard from its wealth of men wit,jl experience of the 
government of the United Kingdom and of dependencies. The 
committee sat from July to October 1919, and examined 
seventy witnesses, but none who could speak as representatives 
of the rural or working classes, of the landlords, or the martial 
elements. Its main conclusion was entirely in keeping with the 
views of the government; the time had come to give to India 
a generous grant of self-government, with the opportunity so 
to exercise it as to indicate to future parliaments the justice 
of according further liberty. That was, unhappily, a point of 
view which struck no responsive note in the hearts of Indian 
politicians who did not realize that they were being presented 
with an opportunity unique in character of proving their full 
capacity to exercise power wisely, and could only see the mass of 
restrictions imposed on the measureofsclf-govermnent conceded. 

1 Parl. PaperR, Cmd. 141, 176. 
a H. of C. Pn.per. 203 .of HHO. 

2 Pari. Pa.pcr, Cmd. 207 of 1919. 
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8. THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT 1919 

(a) THE PROVINCIAL GOVERN .. EXTS 
• 

The essentil!.l novelty of the Act' was the provision for rules 
to classify subjects as central, under the government of India, 
and provincial, and to divide provincial subjects into 'reserved' 
and 'transferred', to be dealt with by the governor in council 
and the governor acting with a minister or ministers respec
ti"l'ely. The latter distinction involved the alteration of the 
form of government of the United Provinces, the Punjab, Bihar 
and Orissa, the Central Provinces, and Assam, so that each fell 
under a governor with an executive council. 2 The number of 
members of such councils remained four, but only one need be 
a civilian of twelve years' standing, so that it was open to 
reduce the council to two, one an Indian. The joint committee 

• while insisting that the character of any decision as that of 
the governor in council or the governor acting with ministers 
should be made clear urged the adoption of the practice of 
close consultation between the two sides of the government, 
whose actions might at any time seriously interact; thus a 
restrictive excise system such as might be anticipated in certain 
provinces would clearly impose special duties on the forces of 
Jaw and order. Irr debate the committee pointed out members 
of council and ministers should act together, but no minister 
or councillor should be required to speak or vote for a policy 
which he disapproved. This obviously emphasized the differen
tiation between a unitary government even if composed of 
diverse elements and the system of dyarchy. 

The question of finance presented great difficulties. The 
existing system under which there was no need for an annual 
Finance Bill, sources of revenue being relatively stable, did not 
require immediate variation, but it was obviously imperative 
to devise some way of deciding as to expenditure. The most 
logical plan would have been to imitate what had more or less 
tentatively been done as regards the relations of the centre and 
the provinces, and to assign certain revenues to the transferred 
subjects, so "that ministers would have been responsible for 

1 9 & 10 Oeo. v. c. 101. 
2 S. 3. Burma was o.dded under s. 15 (I) with effect from January 2nd 1923. . . . 
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making the best use of the money in the knowledge that they 
must ask for fresh taxation if expansion of services were 
desired, which could not be effected by economies. This view 
had the support of the government of India a~d of common 
sense. But the joint report and the select committee decided 
in favour of annual distribution of revenue by discussion, with 
power to the governor to allocate if there were division of 
opinion which could not be overcome. It insisted, however, 
that the ministers were not to be allowed to use the financial 
issue as an indirect method of controlling the reserved heads, 
but of this there could hardly be any direct danger. It left 
unsolved the clear difficulty that must arise regarding fresh 
taxation if ministers were disinclined to suuport it on the score 
that it was really needed to provide for increased expenditure 
of which they disapproved on reserved subjects. 

It was obviously necessary to provide for the case of the 
refusal of the legislature to pass measures deemed necessary for • 
reserved subjects, and in this matter the select committee 
improved on the joint report. The latter had proposed that 
the governor might certify that a Bill of such a nature was 
essential to the discharge of his responsibility for the peace or 
tranquillity of the province or any part thereof or for the dis
charge of his responsibility for the reserved ~ubjects. The Bill 
would then be referred to a grand committee of from 40 to 50 
per cent of the legislature, with a government majority nomin
ated by the governor, but at least one-third must be non
officials. The plan was singularly unsuitable, and might have 
resulted in the government being defeated even in grand 
committee. Lord Carmichael insisted that direct responsibility 
was wiser, and this accordingly was accepted. The governor 
may certify that a measure is essential for the discharge of his 
responsibility, in which case it becomes an Act. But such a 
measure must be reserved for the signification of the pleasure 
of the Crown by the governor-general, and be laid before both 
Houses of Parliament before assent, unless the governor
general held that a state of emergency justified his assent forth
with. But such an Act must be laid before P!OI!iament and 
might be disallowed by the Crown.1 No similar power was 

1 s. 13. • 
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granted as regards transferred subjects. In case of emergency 
the necessary legislation might be passed by the central 
legislature or enacted as an ordinance by the governor-general. 

In the case offmance the provision of funds was safeguarded 
in the case of reserved subjects by authorizing the government 
to restore a grant which the council refused to pass or reduced 
if the governor certified that the expenditure was essential for 
the discharge of his responsibility for a reserved subject.1 In 
the ,Ca.se of transferred subjects no such wide power was given, 
but the governor was given power in case of emergency to 
authorize such expenditure as might in his opinion be necessary 
for the safety or tranquillity of the province or for the carrying 
on of any department. 2 

Subject to these wide safeguards a genuine effort was made 
in the Act to afford a measure of responsible government. 
Ministers 3 were to be selected by the governor and to hold 
otfice during his pleasure. This gave them a less secure position 
than the joint report had contemplated, since under it they 
were to be appointed for the duration of the council. More
over, their salaries were left to the discretion of the council, 
which thus was enabled to destroy the tenure of office of any 
minister by withholding his pay. Moreover, no minister might 
hold office for more than six months unless he was or became an 
elected member of the legislature, a provision imitating certain 
Dominion usage but without special value, since plainly 
membership of the council was virtually essential under the 
plan. The goverr10r was to be guided by the advice of his 
ministers unless he saw sufficient cause to dissent from their 
opinion, in which case he might require action to be taken 
otherwise than in accordance with that advice. Moreover, to 
meet the case of resignation of a minister and inability at once 
to replace him, rules might be made for the temporary 
administration in such an event of the subjects concerned. 
The governor might also appoint council secretaries from the 
non-official members of the council to assist the government 
in such manner as he might direct. 

The provincidllegislative councils fell to be largely increased 
in size. • Madras was given 127 members, Bombay 111, Bengal 

1 S. 11 (2) (a). 2 S. 11 (2) (b). a S. 4. " S. 7,a.nd rules thereunder. . . 
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139, United Provinces 123, Punjab 93, Bihar and Orissa 103, 
Central Provinces 70, and Assam 50. The number of official 
members was not to exceed 20 per cent, those elected must 
make 70 per cent at least. It was reluctantly teit necessary to 
continue communal electorates for Muslims and to grant them 
to Europeans, to Anglo-Indians, and to lnd1an Christians 
where their numbers rendered such action proper; thus 
Christians were provided for in Madras alone, Anglo-Indians 
there and in Bengal, Europeans in all provinces save the Pmijab. 
Central Provinces, and Assam. There were also special 
constituencies for the Universities except in Assam, for 
landholders, and for commerce and industry including mining 
and planting. Thus in Madras 13 seats .fell to special, 20 to 
communal electorates, leaving 65 for general constituencies, 
rural and urban. In Bengal there were 21 for special electorates, 
46 communal and 46 general; in the Punjab 7 special, 44 
communal, including 12 Sikhs, and only 20 general. Tlie 
figures show the essential difficulty, the fact that, while in the 
other provinces Hindus predominated, Muslims were in strong 
force in Bengal and the Punjab, while the Sikhs were of much 
greater importance than their nmnbers suggested as a martial 
race indispensable to the recruiting of the Indian army. A 
further complication arose in the necessity of reserving 28 
seats for non-brahmans in Madras, in view of the predominance 
there of the brahmans who, though only 3 per cent of the 
electorate, had secured practically all the representation in the 
legislature in the past and held three times as many post' as 
all the other Hindus. The reservation proved needless. A like 
difficulty was raised in the case of Marathas in Bombay. 

For the franchise certain general principles were laid down 
for the exclusion of women until decided-as was the case
otherwise by the provinces, the restriction of the vote to persons 
aged twenty-one or over, the exclusion of persons of unsound 
mind, and of persons not British subjects or subjects of the 
Indian states. A property qualification was required based on 
land revenue where such revenue is periodically revised, on 
local rates in other cases, on municipal rates Ill urban areas, 
and on income tax. But all officers, commissioned and non
commissioned, of the Indian army, retired or pensioned, were . . . 
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given the vote. In the case of membership similar dis
qualifications were provided to those for the franchise, but in 
addition a member must be twenty-five years of age, and must 
not be an undfscharged insolvent or a legal practitioner under 
discharge or suspension, and conviction of crime or of illegal 
corrupt practices in connexion with an election was in certain 
conditions a bar. 

The duration of the councils was fixed at three years, subject 
to )he power of the governor to dissolve at any time and to 
extend it for one year in special circumstances.' After dis
solution a new council must be sumlhoned within six, or with 
the secretary of state's permission nine, months. The governor 
was authorized to summon and prorogue the council, while the 
presiding officer might adjourn it. The presiding officer had 
only a casting vote. As a sign of the new regime the governor 
ceased to preside, and for the first four years a president 

·appointed by the governor presided; thereafter the president 
was elected by the council, which could remove him, in both 
cases subject to the governor's concurrence. 2 

The powers 3 of the councils extended to legislation for the 
peace and good govermnent of the territories in the province, 
including the right to repeal or alter any law made for the 
province before or. after the Act of 1919 by any authority in 
British India. But this power was subject to the rule that the 
previous sanction of the governor-general was required before 
the legislature made or took into consideration any law 
(a) imposing new taxation unless the taxation fell within 
specified heads; (b) affecting the public debt or customs duties 
or any other tax or duty imposed by the central legislature; 
(c) affecting military, naval, or air forces; (d) affecting the 
relations of the government with foreign princes or states; 
(e) regulating any central subject or any provincial subject 
declared to be subject to central legislation. Such sanction was 
also necessary before affecting any power vested in the governor
general in council by any law or altering any law made before 
the commencement of the Act which was declared by rules to 
be unalteral* without prior sanction or any later central 

1 S. 8. Power was extended by 23 & 24 Geo. V, c. 23, to allow of constitutional 
changes. 

2 s. 9. This p.nction WM. given in the case or Btmp.a in 1936. s s. 10 
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legislation forbidding alteration. But the fact that assent was 
given to a Bill passed without due sanction was to render the 
omission of no effect. Finally, the council could not make any 
law affecting any Act of Parliament. • 

The limitations imposed by earlier legislation o;,_ the functions 
of the councils were swept away, but special rules were laid 
down for finance.' Each year a statement of estimated revenue 
and expenditure was to be submitted to the council, and the 
government's proposed expenditure was to be submitted in the 
form of demands for grants. The council might assent, ref.ise 
assent, or reduce the amount asked for either by reducing the 
total of the grant or by omitting or reducing any of the items. 
No appropriation could be proposed save on the recommenda
tion of the governor, thus maintaining ihe principle which 
forbids members of the legislature to suggest expenditure, since 
they have no responsibility for the budget. There have been 
noted above the powers of the government to disregard the• 
refusal of the council to vote items. There were exempted 
from consideration by the council: (1) contributions payable 
to the central government; (2) interest and sinking fund on 
loans; (3) expenditure the amount of which was prescribed by 
law; ( 4) salaries and pensions of persons appointed by or with 
the approval of the Crown or by the sc .. retary of state in 
council; and (5) salaries of judges of the high court and the 
advocate-general. The governor was given the power to decide 
whether any expenditure fell within these categories. 

A general power was given to the governor to prevent further 
proceedings on any Bill, clause, or amendment if he deemed 
that the safety or tranquillity of the province or any part 
thereof or of another province was affected. Moreover, rules 
could be made to regulate the proceedings of the council, and 
where rules made no provision standing orders might be made 
with the assent of the governor. In any case there was to be 
freedom of speech subject to the rules and the standing orders, 
and no person should be liable to proceedings in any court for 
any speech or vote in the council. 

The governor was given power to assent to ow. Bill, refuse 
assent or return for reconsideration with any suggested 

1 s. ll . 
• • 
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amendments or to reserve. 1 Ife was required 2 to reserve Bills 
containing provisions not previously sanctioned by the governor
general affecting religion, Universities, making a reserved 
matter transferretl, providing for the construction of light rail
ways or tramwaYs, or affecting land revenue, and might reserve 
matters affecting any matter with which he was specially 
charged by his instrument of instructions, or central matters, 
or the interests of another province. A reserved Bill might 
with•the governor-general's assent be returned to the council 
for consideration within six months and again presented with 
or without change to the governor. Or the governor-general 
might assent within six months; failing such action or the return 
of the Bill, it was deemed to be dropped. An Act assented to 
by the governor required the assent of the governor-general to 
be valid; that assent might be withheld or the Act be reserved 
by the governor-general when it would take effect· only if 
approved by the Crown in cow1cil. 3 Any Act might be dis
allowed by the same authority. 

The provisions of the Act were rendered effective by a mass 
of regulations made under the Act' by the Indian government 
with the sanction of the secretary of state in council and the 
approval of both Houses of Parlian1ent. The transferred sub
jects' were declared to be local self-government; medical 
administration; publrc health and sanitation and vital statistics; 
pilgrimages within British India; education other than Euro
pean and Anglo-Indian education and certain specified institu
tions, including the Benares Hindu University, the Aligarh 
Muslim University, chiefs' colleges and institutions for the 
education of children of governmental servants; public works; 
agriculture; civil veterinary department; fisheries; co-operative 
societies; forests in Bombay and Burma; excise; registration of 
deeds and documents; registration of births, deaths, and mar
riages; religious and charitable endowments, development of 
industries, including industrial research and technical education; 
stores and stationery required for transferred departments; 
adulteration of foodstuffs and other articles; weights and 

1 s. 12. , 
2 Notification No. 313-S., December 16th 1920. In Coorg all Billa must be 

reserved (Ja.nua.ry 28th 1924). 
aS. 43. "S. 2. 5 Notification No. 308-S., December 16th 1920. 

' 
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measures; libraries, museums, and zoological gardens; and in 
Burma' regulation of betting and gambling; prevention of 
cruelty to animals and the protection of animals and birds; 
control of dramatic performance and cinemafographs, subject 
to Indian legislation as to exhibition of films; ·and pounds and 
the prevention of cattle trespass. There were various limita
tions even of these powers, but their importance was minimized 
by the fundamental rule' that no Act of a province or of the 
Indian legislature was to be deemed invalid because it \vent 
beyond the sphere of such legislation, and in the same way no 
governor's Act on a reserved matter was to be deemed invalid 
because it touched on a transferred matter. This was natural, 
since the governor-general was made an integral part of the 
authority of legislation. • 

The choice of topics was dictated by the consideration of the 
matters which most easily could be entrusted to ministers and 
which offered them the greatest scope for social and econorrllc 
development, the nation-building activities, and the sphere of 
social reform, the latter a sphere in which British officials could 
not safely operate. Hence the power of superintendence, 
direction, and control of the governor-general in council was 
in respect to transferred subjects to be exercised only (1) to 
safeguard the administration of central s'lbjects; (2) to decide 
disputes between two provinces; (3) to safeguard his position 
in respect of duties regarding the High Commissionership for 
India, the raising of provincial loans, the civil service, and any 
rules made with the authority of or by the secretary of state 
in council. 3 In the same spirit the intervention of the secretary 
of state in council was limited to the same heads, with the 
addition of the safeguarding of imperial interests, and the 
determination of the position of the Government of India in 
matters arising between India and other parts of the British 
Empire.• 

To the official side of the government of the provinces were 
ascribed matters frequently if inaccurately described as law 
and order, and a wide control of finance. Thus the reserved 
subjects included water-supplies, irrigation, !llild canals; land 

1 Notification No. 519-V, February 2nd 1923. 2 Act, s. 16 (2). 
3 Devolution Rules, December 16th 1920, e. 49. 
'Notification No. 8~5-G, December 14th 1920: 
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revenue administration; famine relief; land acquisition; adminis
tration of justice, including courts, civil and criminal, subject 
to Indian legislation as to high courts and criminal courts; law 
reports; the "fministrator-general and official trustees; non
judicial stamps subject to Indian legislation and judicial stamps 
subject to such legislation as regards fees in the original juris
diction of high courts; development of mineral resources; 
factories, settlement of labour disputes, electricity, boilers, gas, 
smoke nuisance, and welfare of labour, including provident 
fur'tds, industrial insurance, and housing subject in most cases 
to Indian legislation; ports other than major ports; inland 
navigation subject to Indian legislation; police, betting and 
gambling, prevention of cruelty to animals, protection of wild 
birds and animals, control of poisons subject to Indian legisla
tion; control of motor-vehicles on the same condition, and 
control of cinematographs subject to Indian legislation as to 
'!ianction of films; control of newspapers, books, and printing 
presses, subject to Indian legislation; coroners; excluded areas; 
criminal tribes; and European vagrancy subject to Indian 
legislation; prisons and reformatories subject to Indian legis
lation; pounds and prevention of cattle trespass; treasure-trove; 
provincial government presses; elections for Indian and pro
vinciallegislatures.i regulation of professions, subject to Indian 
legislation; local andit fund; control of government services; 
sources of revenue not included under other heads; borrowing 
of money; any matter declared by the governor-general in 
council to b" of a merely local or private nature, e.g. gazetteers, 
statistics, and ancient manuscripts; and any matters relating 
to central subjects on which powers were given to local govern
ments by Ia w. 

Doubts as to the classification of any subject as provincial 
were solved by the governor-general in council, as to that of 
any subject as reserved or transferred by the governor, who 
when any matter affected both sides of his government was 
instructed to have it considered jointly, but must finally decide 
in which department action was to be taken. Officers dealing 
with transfer.,d subjects were controlled by the governor with 
a minister, but were safeguarded by requiring the personal 
concurrence of the governor in matters affecting emoluments 

'-- . 
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or pensions, formal censure or unfavourable replies to memorials, 
and his assent was necessary also for the posting of All-lndi11 
service officers. Further, each government was required to 
employ on such conditions as the secretary of §tate in council 
thought fit officers of the Indian Medical Service; a rule inserted 
to secure due facilities for medical attention to officials in the 
service. 

Elaborate arrangements were provided as to finance.' The 
provinces were granted as sources of revenue (l) balances to 
their credit at the time of the Act taking effect; (2) receipts 
from provincial subjects; (8) a share in the growth of revenue 
from income tax collected in the province so far as the increase 
was due to an increase in the amount of income assessed; 
(4) recoveries of loans and advances made "by the local govern· 
ment and of interest thereon; (5) payments made by the Indian 
government or any province for services rendered or otherwise; 
(6) proceeds of taxes imposed by the province; (7) proceeds of 
loans; and (8) any other sources assigned by the Indian 
government. The Berar revenues were given to the Central 
Provinces, but conditionally on proper sums being expended for 
its due administration. All government revenue was to be paid 
into the public account, of which the governor-general in 
council w:J.s custodian, and the latter was '\uthorized to make 
rules regarding the mode of dealing with the account. Provision 
was made for annual contributions from the provinces to the 
centre, but these it became possible to remit in 1927-8. The 
central government was also authorized to limit the extent to 
which any province might draw on its balances, but in that 
case interest had to be paid. Provision was made for the rate 
of interest on sums due to the centre on provincial loan account 
of April 1st 1921, and for the liquidation of the sum due in 
twelve ye:J.rs. Capital expenditure by the centre on irrigation 
and other works handed over to a province was to be treated as 
an advance on which interest was to be paid, and the centre 
might lend sums on agreed terms as to interest and repayment 
fixed by the centre. 

Local governments were also required to 'Ollake annual 
payments at specified rates to a famine insurance fund, which 

1 P. Banerjea, Provineial Finance (1929). . . _./ 
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could be used only for direct relief or construction of protective 
irrigation or other ·works for famine :t;elief or on loans to 
cultivators. Interest -.yas made payable· by the centre on the 
sums to the croclit of the province each year, and assignments 
could be suspended when a sum equal to six times the annual 
assignment had been acCumulated. • ' .• 

Proposals for taxation or borrowing must be considered by 
the .whole ·government, but the decision must be arrived at by 
the. side of the government which initiated the proposal. For 
expenditure in the event of dispute the governor could decide 
by allocating proportions of the revenue and''balances; failing 
agreement or allocation the proportions of the preceding year 
were made applicable; in fact, agreement was preferred. The 
local government was authorized to sanction expenditure on 
transferred subjects up to the amount voted by the legislature, 
'\nd in the case of non-votable items subject to any consent 
required from the centre or the Home Government. Control, 
however, was exercised by the Home Government in the form 
of forbidding the local government to include certain matters 
in any demand for grants without the sanction of that 
government. The items in question were matters affecting any 
permanent post usually held by members of the All-India 
service; the creation of a permanent post on pay exceeding 
1,200 rupees a month or the extension beyond two years of 
such a temporary post or the creation of a temporary post 
with pay exceeding 4,000 rupees a month; the grant of 
extraordinary pensions or gratuities except in certain specified 
minor cases; and expenditure irregularly incurred on imported 
stationery. Request in these matters must be sent through 
the centre for the sanction of the Home Government. 

To secure the effective working of the financial system the 
creation of a finance department under a member of the execu
tive council was required in every province. Its head was a 
financial secretary to whom if ministers desired could be added 
a joint secretary specially concerned with the finance of 
transferred subjects and proposals for borrowing or taxation 
made by mini~rs. It was made responsible for the local loans 
account, the famine insurance fund, the examination of all 
proposals fo~he i~1crease or reducti011 of taxation, the 

'7 
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examination of proposals for borrowing and the raising of 
loans sanctioned, the laying down of rules for keeping of 
accounts, and the preparation of the budget and supplementary 
estimates. It was required to receive reports •from the audit 
officers of unauthorized expenditure, and to require the depart
ment concerned either to obtain sanction or to cease, and it 
prepared and laid before the committee of the legislature on 
public accounts, which was annually appointed, the audit and 
appropriation accounts, calling special attention to unauthorlp,d 
expenditure. The committee normally was constituted to the 
extent of two-thirds of members chosen by the unofficial 
members of the council, and its procedure was based on that of 
the corresponding committee of the British.House of Commons.' 
The power of approving transfers within a grant between 
major, minor, and subordinate heads was given to the depart
ment, ministers and members of council being restricted to 
transfers between subordinate heads. It must be consulted on 
all proposals affecting establishment charges, on all grants and 
concessions of land, water-power, mineral, and forest rights; 
on abandonment of revenue budgeted for and on proposed 
increases of expenditure. When consulted it was empowered to 
require that its report should be laid before the governor for 
the order of the local government, and ijle governor might 
direct the laying of the report before the public accounts 
committee. 

As regards borrowing for permanent works, for irrigation, 
for famine relief, for the provincial loan account and repayment 
or consolidation of loans the assent of the Indian government 
•was requisite for any Joan to be raised in India, that of the 
Home Government for any loan to be raised outside India, the 
Indian government being consulted in that case. 

As regards expenditure on reserved matters the sanction of 
the Home Government was required in those cases where it was 
requisite in respect of transferred subjects, and in addition 
it was requisite for capital expenditure on various classes of 
public works where the interests of more than one local 
government were concerned, where the ori~nal es.timate 

1 Fina.nM Committ.ees t-o advise the Finance Department Oii .i,&;,ut::tJ referred 
were set up at the centre, Bombay, Madras, United Provinces, Punjab, and Burma., 
a~d later in .Assam; Cmd. t3668, p~. 370, 371. • ~ 
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exceeded fifty lakhs of rupees,' where a . .revised estimate ex
ceeded by more than 15 per cent an approved estimate; where 
a further re~ised estimate was . proposed; for changes of 
establishment.costing more than five )akhs, or if the legislature 
had recommended the charges exceeding fifteen lakhs; and for 
certain expenditure on the governor, his residence, and transport 
for his or other high officials' use. •· · 

;rhe powers of the legislatures to impose fresh taxes' were 
reitricted by rules. to· .the ·ca.Se. of taxation of betting or 
gambling; of advertisements; of amusements; on specified 
luxuries; registration fees and stamp duties other than those of 
which the amount was fixed by Indian legislation. They could 
also authorize wit!JOut previous sanction of the governor
general taxation for local purposes iri the form of tolls, taxes 
on land or land ·values; buildings, vehicles or boats, animals, 
menials and domestic servants, octrois, terminal taxes on . 

import or export, taxes on trades, professions and callings, on 
private markets and in respect of services rendered such as 
water, lighting, sanitary, drainage and market rates. In other 
cases prior sanction was necessary and the free activity of the 
legislatures in general legislation was distinctly reduced by 
the length of the list of Acts which they might not affect 
without such sanation, for the rules included in this list most 
of the important legislation of the Indian legislature. 

In finance, therefore, and in legislation the freedom left to 
the provincial legislatures was very narrowly limited, for the 
control . of the governor-general in· council precluded much 
freedom on the part of the governor, who was thus compelled 
as well as authorized closely to control the actions of his 
ministers. Nevertheless it was intended that ministerial 
control should be preserved whenever possible. While it was 
recognized· that provision must be made for the case where a 
ministry was vacant for any cause, it was provided that the 
portfolio should if possible be given temporarily to another 
minister, and if the governor had to act himself he must report 
to· the governor-general in council that an emergency had 
arisen, eompf,lling such action, and it- was expected that a 
minister should be appointed so soon as possible. t 

1 Notification No. 311-S, December 16th 1920. '- . . . 
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In addition to provincial functions proper it was provided 
that the governor in council might be employed by the Indiatt 
government in the performance of central fun~tions, the cost 
of such action to be defrayed from central fUilds. 'Vhere a 
department served both central and provincial purposes, and 
there was divergence of view aS to the J~roportion of cost to 
be borne by each, the secretary of state in council was given the 
decision. 

• 
(b) THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 

The joint committee went farther than the report itt 
reconstructing the Indian legislature. The report had con
templated that the second chamber, tht> Council of State, 
should be mainly nominee, only 21 out of 250 members being 
elected, chiefly by the non-official members of the provincial 
legislatures. It would have occupied a lninor position in. 
ordinary legislation, measures passed in the assembly being put 
before it, a joint session following if the council desired 
amendments which the Assembly did not wish to accept. The 
joint committee preferred that the Council should be placed ott 
the footing of an ordinary second chamber, and rejected the 
idea that it should be elected in part by the provincial 
legislatures, a decision which was to affec1: in an important 
degree the constitution of 1985. Hence the Council was 
composed 1 of 19 official and 6 unofficial nominated members 
and 84 elected members, general 20, Muslim 10, Sikh l, and 
European 8. The franchise was fixed at a high property 
qualification. The president was appointed by the governor-

. general, and nominated as a member of council, an experienced 
British parliamentarian being selected. The Legislative 
Assembly was composed of members of whom not less than 

· five-sevenths were elected, while of the rest one-third must 
be non-officials. The first president was chosen for four year~ 
by the governor-genera!, the office thereafter being filled by 
election with his approval. There were in the frrst Assembly' 
148 members, officials 25, non-officials nomi~ted 15, and 
·elected 108. 3 Of the latter 51 were returned for general 

• 
:!.. Act of i919~ s. IS; nnd rules. 
2 S. 19 and rnles. 3•In 1934 the figures were 2~. 1~. a~; Cmd. 4939. 
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constituencies, 30 f;r Muslim ·constituencies, 2 represented 
Sikhs, 7 landownlers, 9 Europeans, and 4 represented Indian 
commerce. In ,the ease of the Assembly as of the Council 
a high franchise was required, though of much more generous 
type, women being admitted. In 1934 the' electorate was 
1,415,892, but only 81,602 women. • 

The duration' of th~ Council was fixed at five, of the Assembly 
at J;hree years.' The governor-general was empowered to 
disoolve either house separately, and to extend their existence 
if necessary; thus the Assembly: of. 1930 was continued to 
1934. After dissolution a • new chamber must be summoned 
within six, or, with the secretary 'of state's approval, nine, 
months. The goverwr-general was authorized to summon and 
prorogue, and the presiding officer to adjourn the chamber; to 

• • ' -'\. .. r" 

him was accorded only a casting vote . 
., As' i': the case o\. the . provincial ·councils, no official was 
permitted .. to stand for .election to the legislature, 2 and any 
non'official ceased to be a member on appointment ,to office. 
An elected member of either chamber ceased to be so on 
election to the othCJ:,chamber, and if any person were elected 
to both, he. was required to signify in 'Yl'iting''his choice, 
whereupon his seat in the other chamber 'became vacant. 
Every member of lite executive council mi.Ist be nominated to 
one chamber or other, but had, further, the privilege of • 
attending in and addressing the other chamber, but not of 
voting therein. • . • , -

There were similar provisions regarding the making of rules 

• 

of procedure and of standing orders. The existence of two 
houses 'necessitated deadlock provisions, but all that was laid 
down was that, if either chamber did not within six months 
a.c"cept, with or without agreed amendments, !' Bill from the 
other, the governor-general might at his discretion summon a. '. 
joint session.' i . . . . . . 

In finance• it was. required that the estimated • a:nnual ' ' 
revenue and expenditure should be laid before the legislatUre; •, • I 

all initiative of appropriation was reserved to the governor: . . . 
general, but c!rtain matters were not merely excluded from the • ~ .. 
vote of the aSsembly but also from discussion· withoqt Jiis · ' 

~ .. : ~. ... . - 18.21._ ... ,_ --- ~·2$.2! .. ~· ' 
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sanction: (1) interest and sinking-fund charges on loans; (2) 
expenditure the amount of which was prescribed by law; 
(8) salaries and pensions of persons appointed by the King or 
the secretary of state in council;' (4) salarie&, of chief com· 
missioners and judicial commissioners; and (5) expenditure 
classified by the governor-general in council as ecclesiastical, 
political, and defence. The governor-general was given fin>1l 
power to decide whether any expenditure fell within .the 
categories mentioned. • 

The governor-general in council's demands might be 
accepted, refused, or diminished by the Assembly, but he 
might declare that any demand was essential to the discharge 
of his responsibilities and act as if assent.had been given, and 
he could further authorize any expenditure necessary in his 
view for the safety or tranquillity of British India or any part 
thereof. 

In the ease of failure by the chambers to pass legislation in 
the form recommended by the governor-general he might 
certify that the passage of the .Bill was essential for the safety, 
tranquillity, or interests of British India or some part thereof, 
in which case the Bill would become law forthwith if already 
accepted by one house, or on being accepted by the house 
which had not yet considered it; failing tWs it would become 
law on his signature. Such an Act had to be laid before both 
Houses of Parliament before it could be assented to by the 
Crown and become operative, but it could be given immediate 
effect by the governor-general if a state of emergency existed.' 

To the restrictions already existing on the action of the 
legislature were added the requirement of prior sanction of the 
governor-general to the introduction of any Bill dealing with 
provincial subjects which were not made subject to Indian 
legislation; repealing or amending any provincial Act; or 
repealing or amending any Act or ordinance of the governor· 
general. The governor-general was also given power to prevent 
proceedings on any Bill or amendment by certifying that it 
affected the safety or tranquillity of British India or any part 
thereof.' • 

l This provision was expanded by 15 & 16 Gco. V. c, 83, to cover payments 
made by order of the Government on appeal. 

2 8. 26. - • II S. 27. • 
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The powers of the legislature were thus largely expanded 
through the representative character of the Assembly, and it 
was made a more effective means of criticizing and holding the • government within lines of action approved by Indian feeling. 
The executive, however, remained wholly free from direct 
authority of the legislature, and the changesl made in it were 
simply intended to strengthen it in order to secure greater 
effi¥iency, all the more necessary with a legislature so 
str~ngthened. The limit of numbers was removed, and the 
qualification of the legal member enlarged by permitting 
the appointment of a pleader of the high court for ten years, 
the original five years being similarly extended for barristers 
and advocates. Pow,er' was also given to the governor-general 
to appoint council secretaries who might assist the executive 
councillors in the legislature, the idea being that thus closer 

· contact might be established between the legislature and the 
.7xecutive. It was understood, though not provided by law, 
that half of the executive council would normally be Indian. 

The subjects which were 'confided to tlie central legislative 
and executive control were as follows: 

'Defence of India and all matters connected with His 
Majesty's Naval• Military and Air Forces in India, or with 
His Majesty's Indian Marine Service, or with any other force 
raised in India, other than military and armed police wholly 
maintained by local Governments; naval and military works 
and cantomnents; external relations, including naturalization 
and aliens, and •pilgrimages beyond India; relations with 
States in India; political charges; communications to the 
extent described under the following heads, namely-(a) 
railways and extra municipal tramways, in so far as they 
are not classified as provincial subjects; (b) aircraft and all 
matters connected therewith; and (c) inland waterways, to an 
extent to be declared by rules made by the Governor
General in 'Council or by or under legislation by the Indian 
legislature; Shipping and navigation, including shipping 
and navigation on inland waterways, in so far as declared 
to be a central subject; light-houses (including their 

1 s. ~s. ~ s .. 29. 
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approaches), beacons, lightships and buoys; port quarantine 
and marine hospitals; ports declared to be major ports by 
rule made by the Governor-General in Council or by or under 
legislation by the Indian legislature; posts, telegraphs and 
telephones, including wireless installations; customs, cotton, 
excise duties, income-tax, salt and other sources of All-India 
revenues; currency and coinage; public debt of India; 
savings Banks; the Indian Audit Department and exclu.Jed 
Audit Departments, as defined in rules framed under section 
96D (l) of the Act; civil law, including laws regarding status, 
property, civil rights and liabilities, and civil procedure; 
commerce, including banking and insurance; trading com
panies and other associations; control of production, supply 
and distribution of any articles in respect of which control by 
a central authority is declared by rule made by the Governor
General in Council or by or under legislation by the India,. 
legislature to be essential in the public interest; development 
of industries, in. cases where such development by a central 
authority is declared by order of the Governor-General in 
Council, made after consultation with the local' Government 
or local Governments concerned, expedient in the public 
interest; control of cultivation and manufacture of opium, 
and sale of opium for export; stores al1tl stationery, hoth 
imported and indigenous, required for Imperial Departments; 
control of petroleum and explosives; geological survey; 
control of mineral development, in so far as such control is 
reserved to the Governor-General in Council under rules 
made or sanctioned by the Secretary of State, and regulation 
of mines; botanical survey; inventions and designs; copyright; 
emigration from, and immigration into, British India, and 
inter·provinciai migration; criminal law, including criminal 
procedure; central police organization; control of arms and 
ammunition; central agencies and institutions for research 
(including observatories) and for professional or teclmical 
training or promotion of special studies; ecclesiastical 
administration including European cemeteries; survey , of 
India; archaeology; zoological survey; meteo;ology; census 
and statistics; all-India services; legislation in regard to any 
provincial subje~ in so far as such !OUbjec~tated to be 
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subject to legislation by the Indian legislature, and any 
powers relating to such subject reserved by legislation to the 
Govemor-GeQeral in Council; territorial changes, other than 
inter-provin<>ial, and declaration of law in connexion 
therewith; regulation of ceremonial titles, orders, precedence 
and civil uniform; immovable property acquired by, and 
maihtained at the cost of, the Governor·General in Council; 
the Public Service Commission; all matters expressly excepted 
f .. om inclusion among provincial subjects; all other matters 
not included among provincial subjects.' 

(c) MINOR PROVINCES AND BACKWARD TRACTS . 
The proposals of the Report left for the direct control of the 

government of India the frontier provinces, the North-West 
Frontier Province and Baluchistan, and the smaller tracts of 
:l'ndia such as Delhi, Coorg, and Ajmer-Merwara, while Burma 
was left out of account on the score that the people were in 
another stage of political development 'and problems were 
different. It was suggested that in these areas advisory councils 
might be associated with the personal administration of the 
chief commissioner. In addition attention was called to the 
fact that even in ilie eight provinces there were certain back
ward areas, generally the tracts mentioned in the schedules to 
the Scheduled Districts Act, 187 4, which required specific 
treatment, The Act of 19191 therefore authorized the governor
general in council to declare any territory to be a backward 
tract, and with the sanction of the Home Government' to direct 
that the Government of India Act should apply to the territory 
subject to such exceptions and modifications as he might 
prescribe. Thereafter, he might direct that any Act of the India 
legislature should not apply to the territory, or should apply 
only subject to such exceptions or modifications as he thought 
fit and might authorize the governor in council to' give similar 
directions as regards any local Act. These areas, of course, 
remain subject to the existing powers of the making of regu
lations by the•executive under the powers of the Government of 
India Act. 2 In accordance with these proposals certain areas, 

1 S. :ij) (2}. 2 S. 71, derived from ihe Act of 1870. 
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including in Madras the Laceadive Islands and Minicoy, in 
Bengal the Chittagong hill tracts, in the Punjab Spiti, in 
Burma all the backward tracts' and, in Bihar and Orissa, 
Angul were excluded from the legislative powe:.of the central 
and the provincial legislatures, though the governor in council 
might apply provincial Acts subject to modifications; proposals 
for expenditure need not be submitted to the legislature, nor 
questions asked, or matters affecting tracts discussed ther~in. 
In the case of other tracts legislative power was not exclu~d, 
but Acts made were only to come into force to the extent 
determined by the central or local government. Darjeeling and 
Lahaul were otherwise totally excluded. In the other areas, 
including those of Assam, Chota Nagpur, the Santal Parganas, 
and Sambalpur, ministers were given authority over transferred 
subjects, subject to the ppwer of the governor to protect 
backward classes. Some attempts, not very successful, were 
made to represent the interests of these tracts in the legislatures': 

Of the other territories not dealt with by the Act, Burma was 
soon brought into tbe provincial system on the wish of her 
government and legislature. 2 In her case the proportion of 
elected members was put at 60 per cent, and the maximum 
number of members at ninety-two. Coorg was offered inclusion 
in Madras; when this proved unacceptable,. there was created 
under existing authority a legislative council with the former 
drastically restricted powers as under the Acts of 1892 and 1909, 
consisting of fifteen elected and five nominated members. 8 

The territory of Ajmer-Merwara, under a chief commissioner 
since 1871, Ajmer having from 1832 been associated with the 
North-Western Provinces, was held to be too small to allow of 
a legislature being created, and it remained accordingly subject 
to the central legislature, with power for the governor-general 
in council to make regulations under the Government of India 
Act, and to extend laws of other parts of India to it as a 
scheduled district under the Act of 187 4 of the Indian • 
legislature, which applies to every district placed under the 
system of regulations. The Andaman and Nicobar Islands were 

1 The governor a .. asumed charge of tb~ Shan states. In 1923 a \'ederated Council 
wa.s formed. 

J Notification 225, October 7th 1921, operative January 2nd 1923. 
3 Notifications F. 248, 2~ I, October 30th 1923. • • 
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in like case, while Delhi remained under the regime o~ Act XIII 
of 1912. 

The North-West Frontier Province, after discussion at the 
Round Table Gonference, was given the status of a governor's 
province in April 1982, with a governor, executive councillor, 
minister, and a legislature of forty members, twenty-eight 
elected. A subsidy of a crore of rupees yearly was provided 
for.three years. 

Aden became a chief commissionership from April 8th 1982, 
for civil government, but for military and political affairs 
there and for the protectorate the chief commissioner was made 
subject to the British Government; 1 he was aided especially 
for protectorate bus.iness by a political secretary; his judicial 
assistant was drawn from the Indian Civil Service. 

• (d) THE SECRETARY OF STATE IN COUNCIL 

The home administration of Indian affajrs was examined by 
a committee under Lord Crewe, whose recommendations were 
in part modified by the joint committee. The essential proposal 
of the former body was the vesting of control of Indian 
government in the secretary of state alone, thus depriving the 
council of any controlling power. He would have been able to 
obtain advice from an advisory council. The joint committee, 
recognizing that this meant a very important step in relaxation 
of control was unwilling to go so far, and merely agreed to 
modifications of detail. 2 Thus the personnel of the council was 
reduced from ten to fourteen to eight to twelve, one half to be 
qualified by ten years' residence or service in India, and not 
merely British India. The term of office was reduced to five 
years, and payment was provided at £1,200 a year plus £600 
for persons of Indian domicile, in order to render it easier to 
secure well-qualified Indians willing to serve. Weekly meetings 
gave place to monthly meetings and a wide discretion was given 
to the secretary of state in council to prescribe matters affecting 
the form of conununications to India and from India. But no 
concession w:.S made, directly at least, to the secretary of 

1 See 20 & 21 Geo. V, c. 2; Order in Council, August 15th 1929. 
2 Sa. 31, 32, 34. For t.he writer's views as member of the Crewe Committee see 

Cmd. 207, pp. 36--60. • • 
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state of power to withhold matters at his discretion from his 
council, as had been proposed in a Bill which Lord Crewe1 

had endeavoured to secure in 1914 but to whi~ the House of 
Lords was clearly opposed. Nonetheless the position of the 
council was recognized as clearly subordinate to the secretary 
of state, with an exception to be noted below. 

A change of great constitutional importance was made by 
providing that the salary of the secretary of state must be ~tnd 
that of his staff might be met from funds voted by Parliament. 
The principle by which India paid for the India Office was a 
relic of the days of the Company which had remained operative 
to save expense to the British treasury; it was disapproved by 
Lord Crewe's committee and the joint. committee heartily 
concurred. 

The secretary of state in council was authori7.ed to restrict 
by rules 2 the power of superintendence, direction, and contr'll 
vested in him, and such rules, if dealing with transferred subjects 
had immediate eflerJ;, but must be laid before both Houses of 
Parliament and rescinded if an address was passed by either 
House asking for annulment. Other rules were not to be 
effective until expressly approved after being laid in draft 
before the Houses. The Crewe committee urged that in any 
matter legislative or administrative the ~ncurrcncc of the 
legislative assembly as regards non-official members and the 
government of India should carry with it approval of the Home 
Government unless the secretary of state felt that his respon
sibility to Parliament for the peace, order, and good government 
of India or paramount considerations of imperial policy 
required him to seck reconsideration of the issue by the 
Assembly. The joint committee favoured the growth of a 
convention that the secretary of state might consider that only 
in exceptional circumstances should he intervene in matters 
of purely Indian interest where the government o! India and 
the legislature were in accord. In the case of tariffs it was 
suggested that a convention should be allowed to develop under 
which the government of India and the legislature might 
impose such duties as they desired without ;egard to the 

1 House uf Lords Debatea, XIV, 1574 ff.; contrast Corzon, XVI, 484, 
!. s. 33. • • 
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interests of British manufacturers. but with due consideration 
for Indian consumers as well as manufacturers. The concession 
thus made was. very important, for the government of India 
was naturally more or less indifferent to the interests of British 
trade, especially as popularity with Indian politicians could 
easily be obtained, and it was natural that the Indian 
manufacturers, who had many friends in the legislature, should 
pre~s for the adoption of a policy of high protection for their 
products which paid scant attention to the needs of consumers. 
The principle of acceptance of the combined view of the 
government and legislature of a province in transferred matters 
was accepted, and the joint committee recommended its 
adoption in respect pf reserved matters also. It is dubious if 
in making these recommendations the joint committee intended 
that India should be at liberty to negative the idea of imperial 
]Jreference, but. the point was not specifically taken and the 
Indian government showed no desire to make it effective. Yet 
the joint committee had suggested that 1hat intervention in 
fiscal matters was justified to safeguard the international 
obligations of the Empire or any fiscal arrangements within the 
Empire to which His Majesty's Government was a party, and 
the principle of imperial preference might well have been 
regarded as includod in the latter head. 

The many matters dealt with by rules under the Act were to 
be effected by rules made by the governor-general in council 
with the sanction of the secretary of state in council, and such 
rules were not alterable by any legislature. They must, however, 
be submitted after enactment to both Houses of Parliament and 
might be cancelled on the request of either house. In his 
discretion the secretary of state might present them in draft 
for approval by both Houses in which case they need not 
subsequently be laid.' In order to secure due consideration of 
rules laid before the Houses and of enactments similarly laid, 
the joint committee favoured the appointment of a joint 
committee of the Houses, and this course was duly adopted. 

While the power of advising the disallowance or assent to 
Acts or Bills femained with the secretary of state in council, 
it was provided that the formal disallowance or assent should 

• 
1 s. 44 . 
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be expressed by the King in Council.' This change, recom
mended by the Crewe committee, was manifestly proper when 
the legislatures became representative. 

By an important decision recommended ·,by the Crewe 
committee it was resolved to separate the agency work of the 
India Office from its political business, and to establish by 
Order in Council a High Commissioner with such functions as 
might from time to time be imposed on him.' The ~igh 
Commissioner thus differed in large measure from the o~crs 
representing the Dominions in London whose functions tended 
to increase in political importance. 

(e) THE CIVIL SERVICES IN' INDIA 

Special provisions were felt necessary to regularize the 
position of the civil services in India, as they had developed in 
somewhat haphazard manner, and the advent of control Jjy 
the legislatures even in minor degree rendered it essential to 
remove all legal doubts and to distribute control for the future. 8 

All existing rules by whatever, authority made were declared 
valid, but alterable by the rules to be made in future. The 
general power of making rules regarding the classification of 
the civil services in India, the methods ~ their recruitment 
and the conditions of their. se~ice, pay, and allowances, 
discipline and conduct, was vested in the secretary of state in 
council, who might delegate tbe power to make rules to the 
governor-general ill council or to local governments and might 
authorize the Indian or local legislatures to regulate the public 
services, subject to the rule that any civil servant appointed 
before the commencement of the Act should retain hiS" rights 
or receive equitable compensation therefor. Pensions similarly 
could not be varied to the disadvantage of existing rights. 
The general principle was laid down that every person in the 
civil service of the Crown held office at pleasure and might be 
employed in any manner required by a proper authority within 
the scope of his duty, but no person could be dismissed by 
an authority inferior to that by which he was llppointed, and 
the secretary of state in council might reinstate any pe1-son 

1 s. 43. 2 s. 35. as. ;s. 
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dismissed. Any person appointed by the secretary of state in 
council was given a right to secure the review by the governor 
personally of any order by an official superior by which he 
believed himsel.r to be wronged. 

In imitati'!n of the Civil S~rvice Conu;nission in the United 
Kingdom and like bodies in the Dominions power was given 1 

to establish by Order in Council a Public Service Commission 
of not more than five members, to hold office for five years, but 
witp eligibility for reappointment, and removable only by 
the s~cretary of state in council. Its functions were to be 
prescribed by rules by the secretary of"statc in council, and 
might extend not merely to recruitment as in. the United 
Kingdom but to control. The secretary of state in council was 
also' authori•~d to facilitate the aCtmission of Indians to the 
Indian Civil Service by making rulcsrespeeting the admission 
of persons domiciled in Indi>\. The fnterests. of ,the services 
were in all these matters safeguarded in some degree by the 
rule that the majority of votes in council was required for action, 
while in the case of rules for admission of aomiciled Indians to 

. the service they must be l~~ci. before bpth Houses of Parliament 
for thirty days before taking effect. • 

Finally, the diminution in detailed control of finance by 
the I11dia Office w~ in part compensated for by the provision 
that no office might be added. to or removed from the civil 
service, and. no remunerationyv·aried, without consultation by 
the government concerned with a,finance authority designated 

·in rules, i and the secretary of state in co)li)cil was authorized 
·to appoint an auditor-general with such functions as might be 
assigqed to him. These rules and all those made regarding the 
civil services required the assent of a majority of votes at a 
council meeting, and formed part of the independent functions 
assigned to the secretary of state in council. • 

The structure created by Parliament was obviously so complex 
that revision must be contemplated. It was thought fit to give 
a breathing space of ten years from the passing of the Act. 
Thereafter the secretary of state .with the concurrence of both 
Houses of Padiament was to appoint, with the approval of the 

1 S. 38. Commissions were provided for Madras (Act XI of 1929) and the 
Punjab (Act II of 1932). 

2 6.37. • as.39. 4 8.40. 
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Crown, a commission to inquire into the working of the system 
of government, the growth of education and the development 
of representative institutions in British India. and the com
mission was required to report whether and w what extent 
it was desirable to establish the principle of responsible 
government or to extend, modify, or restrict the degree of 
responsible government then existing therein, including the 
question whether the establishment of second chambers in the 
provinces was or was not desirable. The Crown might a.lso 
refer to the conunission for report any other matter affecting 
British India and the provinces.' 

(f) THE INDIAN STATES 

The Report recognized to the full the importance of the 
position of the states and the effect which the reform schem~ 
must have on their interests. It recognized that a certain 
degree of uncertainty as to their future was being widely felt, 
and this was attributed to certain causes. The term Native 
States had been applied to states of very different standing, and 
the rules applicable to minor rulers might have been applied to 
major states without sufficient regard for the difference of 
stature. Further, the treaties had come •to be interpreted 
largely by usage, and there had been derogation, often necessary 
and proper, from their strict terms. It would be desirable to 
codify the existing practices with due regard to treaty rights. 
Further, it was desirable to place on a regular basis the system 
of consultation with the princes, inaugurated by Lord.Hardinge 
and carried further by Lord Chelmsford, by establishing a 
Council or Chamber of Princes' to meet the viceroy annually 
for discussion of issues of conunon interest. A standing 
committee of that body might be consulted by the political 
department on issues referred to it. Difficulties between two 
states or a state and a local government or the government of 
India might be referred for report by a commission presided 
over by a judge, and consisting of one nominee of either side. 
If the viceroy could not accept their finding, i'{e would refer 

1 s. 41.. 
t Tho minor rulers were :~tot to share in the cham be¥. See Cbapt&r X, §24, below. 
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to the secretary of state. Similarly in the case of charges 
against a ruler investigation might be entrusted to a judge, two 
ruling princes, and two other persons.' It was further proposed 
to place all impqrtant states in direct relations with the viceroy 
instead of with local governments as was then often the case, 
and to arrange for some means of consultation between the 
princes and the representatives of British India. 

,. :The vision of. .the authors was of the provinces as self
governing units under a central government dealing with 
issues of common concern, defence, tariffs, exchange, opiun1, 
salt, railways, posts and telegraphs, all.matters.interesting 
the states, whence. it followed that an ultimate fedcptj,op 
must be the ideal. But they deprecated any efforts to hasten 
a result, for which natural causes were working . 

.. Resolution 426 R., October 29th 1920, applies the procedure to (I) cases of 
depriving a ruler of rights or dignities, (2) debarring the heir apparent or other 
mer:1 hera of tho family from succession. 

IS 



CRAPTER IX 

THE OPERATION OF THE REFORMS, THE REPORT 
OF THE SIMON COID\HSSION, AND THE ROUND 

TABLE CONFERENCE 

I. THE OPERATION OF THE REFOIDIS 

BEFORE the Act of 1919 could be passed into law, matters in 
India had assumed an aspect unfavourable to the atmosphere of 
good will indispensable for working so complex a machine, 
for which the King in his proclamation l'f December 23rd and 
the Duke of Connaught in opening the Indian legislature made 
earnest appeal. The post-war conditions of India were as 
unsatisfactory as those of Europe in general. Large fortunes 
had been made in which the workers and peasants did not 
share, the influenza epidemic had killed thirteen millions and 
left others debilit;.ted, and politicians soon concluded that 
there was no serious intention to make good the hopes excited 
in 1917. Unfortunately, among those who formed this 
conclusion was a man of remarkable character, M. K. Gandhi, 
whose appeal to his countrymen was due.to many causes, his 
approximation in outlook and practices to the Hindu ascetic 
ideal, his humble bania caste which won him wide sympathies 
among men of substance, his knowledge of industrial issues, 
his readiness to take up the cause of the depressed classes, the 
mill-workers, and the Indians overseas, where he had won 
honourable renown for his championship of the Indians in 
South Africa. He had practised with success in South Africa 
the doctrine of passive resistance and had proved the merits 
of the tactics of driving the government to repression measures 
which attracted sympathy to those against whom they were 
directed. He had the advantage that his idealism had won him 
high repute overseas, especially in America, and that through 
him there was a growing tendency outside the United Kingdom 
for the giving of sympathy to any cause he aavocated, while 
in the United Kingdom he was certain of appealing strongly to 
Liberal and Lahom;. idenlism. 

• 
274 
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An opportunity to attack the government on favourable 
ground was soon presented by the Bills introduced to carry 
out the recommendation of the Rowlatt Committee regarding 
the control of the Press, and the ti-ial of political offenders by 
judges without juries, and the internment of persons suspected 
of subversive aims. Violent protests were directed at projects 
of no great importance, and Gandhi put in operation his 
doctrine of passive resistance under which the law was defied 
on"the plea of adherence to the ideal (satyagraha) but without 
resistance (ahimsa). The old Indian plan of a hartal, or day of 
fasting and abstention from business, was revived with spectaqu
lar effect. In March and Aprill919 disturbances were not rare 
in the Punjab and the west of India; the pressure of the war
period recruiting had been grave in the former, and the west 
had been distinguished by scandalous profiteering, none of the 
profits being expended on the proper and necessary improve
lbent of the conditions of the overcrowded and badly paid 
workers. Unhappily the outbreaks coincided with strained 
relations with Afghanistan, which resulted in Afghan attack 
and defeat in May' and led to the declaration of martial law 
in the Punjab on April 15th. 2 This followed on rioting on the 
lOth when several Europeans were disgracefully murdered, 
and on the 13th till' episode of the J alii an walla Bagh, when, on 
the defiance of General Dyer's orders forbidding meetings, a 
meeting was held, and di£persed by his orders with the Joss of 
379 killed and over 1,208 wounded. The general appears not 
to have realized that the space was enelosed so that dispersal 
was impossible, but his official defence, probably owing to 
second thoughts,' insisted that the firing was carried out to 
produce such a moral effect as would secure order in the 
Punjab. At the time his action was approved by the local 
government and under martial Jaw which lasted until June 9th 
a good many indignities were. imposed on Indians in areas 
believed to be disaffected. Unquestionably the episode should 
forthwith have been inquired into in fairness to all concerned. 
pnly in October was a committee under Lord Hunter• appointed 
to investiga~, and it condemned General Dyer's action on the 
irrefutable ground that the duty of the military in such cases 

1 Parl. Paper, Cmd. 324. 
• 

' Crud. 534 (19~0). a Cmd. 681.. 
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is to take such action only as is essential to prevent loss of life 
and destruction of property by the rioters, and that ulterior 
views such as that of striking terror into the rest of the province 
must be disregarded. General Dyer's adion was also dis
approved by the secretary of state' and the Army Council, 
but it found defenders in the Press, the House of Lords, and 
years later in the considered opinion of Mr. Justice McCardie in 
a case in which the officer who had been lieutenant-governor 
of the Punjab at the time successfully defended his conduct on 
that occasion. The episode unhappily cast a dark shadow over 
the inception of the reforms and brought racial feeling out far 
more bitterly than at any time since the Mutiny. Lord 
Hunter's committee unfortunately divided on racial lines on 
the questions of the effort of the war administration of the 
province and the necessity of enforcing martial law. Here 
again the delay in the investigation tended to unsatisfactory 
results, for by the time it was held the menace from Afgha:nisuth 
had passed away in the defeat of the Afghan forces by the 
resources of aircraft~ high explosives, a:nd wireless telegraphy, 
now for the first time employed to full advantage in frontier 
war, and it was easy to overlook the fact that at the time the 
situation was one of great da:nger. Even when peace was signed, 
the government of India recognizing the AQJ.ir as independent, 
dropping the former subsidies and closing the frontier to 
transit of arms, it remained to subdue the Mahsuds and 
Waziris, whose enmity was rendered serious by the enormous 
mass of modern rifles which had passed into the country.' 
After investigation by a committee in 1921 the plan of opening 
up the Mahsud and Waziri country by providing roads and 
raising local levies, backed by regular forces at Rasmak and 
Manzai, was adopted. But the risk from the frontier remained 
operative, though Amanulla gradually became more friendly, 
his propensities for modernization leading to his overthrow in 
1928 and the advent to the throne of Nadir Shah, whose 
assassination in 1933 did not alter the friendly relations he had 
established with the Crown. 

A further cause of estrangement between • Indians and 
British affected the Muslims in the first instance. The attitude 

1 Crud. 705. t ParJ. Papers, Cmd. 310, 398 (1919). . . 
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of the British Government towaxds Turkey, as seen in the 
treaty of Sevres, was deeply resented, and unhappily Mr. 
Montagu, by P.ublishing in 1922 tl).e views of the government 
of India on the course of relations' offended against a funda
mental principle of cabinet solidarity and was forced to resign, 
thus giving India the impression that its friend had been forced 
out of office by intransigent Conservatism. With their in
evitable skill in fishing in troubled waters, the 1\foplahs, part 
Arab Muslims in Malabax, broke into revolt which took the 
form of forcible conversion of many unfortunate Hindus and 
massacre. This fact weakened the affection of political 
Hinduism for the khilafat movement, which further suffered 
from the decision of the Angora Assembly in 1924 to abolish 
the office and exile the last holder of it. But it had sent 
thousands of devout Muslims on a fruitless mission to Afghani
stan and very naturally, if illogically, the blame for their 
si'ifferings fell on the British Government when the disappointed 
emigrants returned disillusionized home. 

It was .under these unhappy circumstances that the reform 
elections were held in October 1920. The Congress party 
boycotted them, but about a third of the electorate of six 
millions went to the polls which was no mean result in view of 
the boycott, the vast extent of the constituencies, the absence 
of any immediate issues, and the painfully high proportion of 
illiterates among the voters. It was found fairly easy to secure 
ministries in the provinces, but the ministers had to be chosen 
from a vaxiety of political and communal groups, and it early 
appeaxed that collective responsibility would be impossible 
to secure. Ministers could not be, and were not, chosen because 
they had a common policy, but because they were leading men 
of groups strong enough to insist on representation in the 
ministry. There 'vas, however, an exception in Madras, where 
the non-brahmans had secured unexpectedly a laxge number 
of seats and the ministry could be selected so as to present 
their views. In that case Lord Willingdon contrived to secure 
something reasonably approaching a British cabinet. through 
the co-operat!m of both sides of his government. z 

1 RonoJdshay, Lord Gurzon, ii, 285, 286; Keith, GovernmenUI of the British Empire, 
p. 277. 

2 On the worlWng of dyo.rclly, see ParJ. Paper, Cmd. 6568, pp. 203 IT. In Bengal 
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Unfortunately ministers fell on evil days in the matter of 
finance. The contributions to be required from them were 
fixed by the Meston Coll1Jl1ittee at rates whic~ were certainly 
high, but which had to be enforced, because the campaign 
against Afghanistan, the partial failure of the monsoon in 
1920, and world conditions all contributed to confusion in 
Indian economics and finances, the rupee falling in no great 
period of time from three shillings to half that amount in 
value. At the same time the bad harvest and the increased .;,st 
of anti-revolutionary measures affected provincial finances. 
There was small scope for expenditure on nation building in 
any form, and ministers soon realized that, when challenged 
on issues of e!Hcicncy, they were able to. meet criticisms and 
add to their popularity by disclaiming responsibility on the 
score that finance was in the hands of the official government 
which required so much for reserved subjects as to leave 
wholly inadequate sums available for the ministry. Titc 
difficulties of the financial system thus manifested themselves 
in their most complete form, and proved the essentiaJ unreality 
of talking of responsible government when ministers were not 
effectively in control of any side of finance. Yet another 
obvious disadvantage lay in the fact that the ministers had 
only a limited control over their officials; iQ fact they received 
in the main willing and effective service, but it was always 
possible for a minister to suggest that his work was hampered 
by the fact that officials could defy him. The rule under which 
the permanent heads of the departments were required to bring 
to the notice of the governor matters of importance affecting 
his responsibilities, and had direct access to him, unquestionably 
secured efficiency in large measure, but it did obscure the 
responsibility of ministers. But even more destructive of tru.e 
responsibility was the need as a normal rule of winning the 
support of the official bloc. A ministry which was on good 
terms with the official side of the government possessed a 
sound basis of support which rendered it possible to hold office 
although the parties represented by ministers were weaker than 
also when ministries could bo fonned they ncted with tho ex~cutive council, but 
transferred subjects had to be ta.ken over for a timo in 1925; cf. Bancrjea, A NaJicm, 
in Making, pp. 333-91. The Central Provinces had a. like experience. See alt;o 
Paper 70-230 (1928). 

• 
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their opponents. A healthy development on normal party 
lines, which is requisite for the working of responsible govern
ment as unde;stood in the Unite.d Kingdom, was impossible 
when each council was composed of so many sectional interests, 
and though in different circumstances the system developed 
rather in the direction of ministers supported precariously by 
combinations of groups based on agreements to further sectional 
e'<ds rather than on any wide divergence of policy. Nor could 
the enormous influence of the governor as an expert be ignored; 
it tended to weaken ministers' importance and initiative and 
to reduce them to the advisers of a more or less independent 
governor. But that did not prevent much good work being 
accomplished in edvcation, in sanitation, in local government. 
The chief errors in these fields lay in the reluctance of the 
ministers to impose adequate control or when imposed to exer
cise it, and it was to this factor that there was due some of the 
deterioration of the effectiveness of the administrative machine 
which marks this period, side by side with a genuine desire to 
effect important reforms. In 1920 a very striking example 
was given of the desire of the government to make the share 
of Indians in government real, when Lord Sinha was made 
governor of Bihar and Orissa. 

The legislative "'ssembly during this period showed its real 
importance and value as a critic of the government; naturally 
its interests were focused on the issues which had so often 
been dealt with by the National Congress, finance and army 
expenditure. Substantial victories were achieved on every 
side, though their importance was underrated by men who had 
demanded responsible government at the centre and disliked 
everything done by an official government. The old dispute 
over tariffs was largely ended. The Indian government 
without much regard for British interests set about evolving a 
system of protectoion for Indian industry, in which the interests 
of the consumer as usual went to the wall. A Tariff Commission, 
the precursor of the Tariff Board, was set up to report on projects 
of protection and soon the principle was in full force, suggestions 
of British preference being greeted with much coldness. 

Currency and loan issues evoked deep interest, and censure 
was freely ~avished, jlot perhaps without cause, at the raising 
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in 1921 of a loan at 7 per cent, while all manner of criticism was 
addressed against the mode in which the secretary of state 
managed financial relation~ between India BJjd the United 
Kingdom; always a delicate operation, it had become more and 
more complex with the breakdown of the normal exchange 
system. The complaints led to the appointment of the 
Currency Commission and to an understanding that India 
should have a larger say in regard to the flotation of loaps. 
The same spirit of criticism was addressed to the budget, and 
when Sir B. Blackett in 1923 determined to end the period of 
deficits by doubling the salt tax, the opportunity of winning 
popularity as protectors of the poor was eagerly seized by the 
legislators, whose intransigence forced the.govemor-gcneral to 
certify the measure rather than remain in deficit. Yet in the 
main the legislature was not disposed needlessly to oppose the 
government. The process of certifying Bills was avoided; 
feeling, however, against the princes ran sufficiently strong in 
1922 to compel the. certification of a measure intended to 
protect the princes from attacks on them in Britjsh India 
calculated to bring them into disrepute in their states. There was 
distinct need for the measure in theory, but it proved in practice 
difficult to operate and the certification was rather unfortunate. 

In the field of defence great strides wore made, though 
scant recognition was accorded to this fact. The war had had 
the essential result of rendering in 1917-18 Indians eligible for 
the King's commission as opposed to that of the governor· 
general, and a small number of such appointments had been 
made. But it left India with an army whose cost in 1921 was 
eighty-two erores of rupees as against a pre-war average of 
thirty crores, a burden of the most severe character. No 
wonder that it was easy and popular to denounce the cost of 
the army, to assert that it was largely due to the heavy charges 
involved in employing British troops, and to denounce the 
government for failing to build up an Indian army manned and 
officered by Indians. Unfortunately the politicians were 
presented with a genuine grievance in the report issued in 
October 1920, of the Esher Committee, 1 for t~at document 

j Om d. 943; see Sir Sivaswamy Aiycr, Indian CanBtitutional Problems, pp. 111 ff., 
176 ff. for .n. etrong criticism. • 
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unquestionably could .be .understood to advocate treating the 
Indian army as maintained as part of the scheme of imperial 

·defence, a concfption not adopted. in pre-war days. It was 
of course in the light of war experience easy to feel that the 
earlier policy had from a military standpoint been mistaken, 
but it was not realized that the vital political changes rendered 
it impossible to decide army policy in India without regard to 
Indian national feeling. Fortunately in the commander-in
chief, Lord-Rawlinson, Indian politicians found an authority 
who sympathized with their aspirations while conscious of the 
essential dangers of the position in a manner which was foreign 
to his critics. He explained authoritatively in 1921 the essential 
functions of the army, the field army for foreign service, the 
covering troops to hold the frontier, and the internal security 
forces, to preserve security at home, and the mode of application 
of these doctrines in India. He spared no effort to secure 
ef1leiency at less cost, and in four years the expenditure fell to 
fifty-six.crores, the British troops being brought down from 
75,000 to.Jj7,000, .. and the Indian from i59,000 to 140,000. 
The foundation of a territorial force purely Indian in 1923 
opened up the army to middle-class Indians in a manner 
similar to that in which the formation of the auxiliary force 
had opened it to :&!ropeans and Anglo-Indians. But of vital 
importance was the question of lndianizing the command of 
Indian regiments, and for this purpose in_1923,,eight units 1 

were marked out that arrangements might be made to render 
them .in the rather distant future completely Indian in 
pcr.sonnel. This necessitated, of course, opening training at 
Sandhurst to Indians specially selected, and this naturally led 
much later (1928) to their admission to Woolwich and Cranwell 
also, bnt for the time being the establishment of an Indian 
counterpart to Sandhurst2 was naturally deemed premature. It 
must be remembered that even thus early the difficulty of 
securing suitable Indian candidates for the army had presented 

1 Five infantry battalions, two cavalry regiments, and a pioneer unit only. No 
commissions in artillery, engineers, etc., were then contemplated. Cf. Maudce, 
Lord Rawlinson, Pil· 284-6. In 1922 a. complete technical reorganization was 
carried out;. 

2 l_tecommcnded by the Indian Sandhurst Committee under Sir A. Sk;ecn (1926). 
It. dlsR.pprovcd tho eight-unit. plan, but _its views on that point were rejected. 
Pari. :Paper, CmtL. 3568, pp. ~8 ff. 
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itself. The elements in India whence officers could be expected 
to come were limited, for the prospects of civil service or law 
or commerce rendered abl!' youths singularly ~nwil\ing to seek 
commissions. But this fact was deliberately and not very 
candidly ignored by the critics of the government, who were 
naturally appalled to find how long it must be before there 
would exist Indian units under Indian control, forgetting that 
the process of evolving a capable commander is necessl'rily 
slow. 

Much useful legislation was passed both by the Indian and 
by the provincial legislatures. The former amended the 
Factories Act, passed a Mines Act and provided for workmen's 
compensation, while the latter made setious contributions in 
provisions for local government, education, and health. 

At the same time steps were taken by the British Government 
to enhance in the eyes of the world the new position of India. 
Despite the admitted domination of Indian foreign policy-t:.y 
the British Government, India was treated as on a footing of 
equality with the tlominions in the issues which arqse from the 
treaties of peace, and these treaties were duly signed specially 
for India, as they were for the Dominions. Of essential 
importance was the grant to India of a place in the Leagne of 
Nations on a footing of equality with ~e Dominions, and 
India was not merely included in the Labour Organization 
under the Leagne Covenant, but received in the former the 
recognition due to her position as one of the chief industrial 
countries of the world. Moreover, the policy of treating India 
as on the same footing as the Dominions was shown by her 
representation at the Imperial Conference of 1921 and 1923, 
where the Indian representatives manfully struggled to secure 
practical recognition of the admitted anomaly of the position 
of India as an equal member of the Empire and the existence 
of disabilities upon British Indians lawfully domiciled in other 
parts of the Empire. All these matters, however, failed to 
secure appreciation of the British attitude. It was felt merely 
that the Indian delegates to the League and the Imperial Con
ference were no more than mere spokesmen•of the British 
Government and that India was not accepted in either body as 
really of Dominion ~tatus. The result 'Yas disap~JOinting, as it 
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might have been hoped that consciousness of national status 
would have reconciled politicians to acceptance of necessary 
delay in evolviJlg responsible gove.rnment. But Gandhi and 
Congress with him had definitely declined any programme of 
moderation. He had secured control over Congress in 1920 by 
preaching the doctrine of swaraj to be conceded within a year, 
and his failure, together with the Moplah rebellion (August 
192].) and the riots induced by his non-co-operation policy 
when the Prince of Wales visited India (November 1921), dis
credited him and his principles, 1 and these adverse factors were 
followed by the ghastly murder of twenty-one police-officers 
by his National Volunteers at Chauri Chaura in February 1922. 
It elicited from Gan9hi a declaration of horror at the outcome 
of his teaching, and, luckily enough for him in his distracted 
condition of mind, the government acted, and on its charges 
he was convicted and sentenced to six years' imprisomnent, 
laTer reduced to two. 

This eclipse of the advocate of non-co-operation led to the 
control of fongress by Mr. C. R. Das and Pimdit Motilal Nehru, 
who preferred to enter the legislatures and obstruct the govern
ment from that vantage-point. Common sense of course would 
have induced from the first entry into the legislatures and 
effective working oi the machinery of government with a view 
to obtaining control of it. But the new policy at least was 
better than mere negation; as such it was widely approved and 
the elections for the provinces and the assembly showed sub
stantial success for the policy, the Congress men carrying two 
provinces and providing the central legislature with a solid 
bloc of forty-five members. Their position negated, inevitably, 
the possibility of the gradual evolution of dyarchy into full 
responsible govermnent. The Congress was determined to 
destroy the constitution, and naturally enough was concerned 
not with the morality but the efficacy of the means which it 
employed for this end. Moreover, their hopes were encouraged 
by the advent to office of the Labour govermnent in the 
United Kingdom, as the Prime Minister with wonted lack of 
balanced jud!tlnent had pronounced himself in earlier days in 

f 
~ 1 Congress at Ahmadabad (December 1921) authorized mass civil disobedience 

and gavo Mr. qandhi dictatorial powers to cllallenge.the government. 
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favour of great concessions to Indian sentiment, and Congress 
did not realize how much a politician may change his views 
when he is in a position ":here he may carry them into effect. 
Disillusionment increased bitterness, and led to the deliberate 
destruction by the Congress majority of the working of dyarchy 
in Bengal and the Central Provinces, compelling the governors 
to take administration into their own hands. In the central 
legislature, where the government was safe from attack,. the 
Swaraj party in 1925 walked out from the legislature in a body 
and remained outside, declaring that in their absence the 
legislature had no right to continue functioning . 

..-, It was under this feeling of captious criticism that.the.report 
;<:...or th~Lee_Co"'iiiili.iSsiOil, 1 appointed by_Liii'<l'Peelin 1928, was 

received. The !£pOrt -in fact went very far in urging the 
acceleration of the lndianizatio;;Qr the services, suggesting that 
two-fifths of the annual requirement of new members for the 
Indian Civil Service should be selected in India, two-fifths--m 
England, and one-fifth promoted from the provincial service. 
It was also willing" to provide for the steady equijlization of 
numbers in the Indian police, and the government accepted its 
suggestions, with the result that from 922 Europeans in the 
Indian Civil Service in 1928 there was a decline by January 
1932 to 843, and for the police the figure.; were 569 and 528 
respectively. Moreover, the Commission recognized that save 
in these two services and in such teclmical work as irrigation 
engineering the process of Indianization had definitely taken 
root, and the elimination of Europeans was merely a matter of 
time. It might have been expected that the sincerity of 
the government's policy in this regard was proved, but 
in fact the chief attitude was complaint at the slowness of 
progress. 

Play was also made with considerable success with the 
Asiatic grievance regarding the anti-Asiatic attitude of the 
Dominions,' and the fact that the government of India could 
do little to secure just treatment of Indians overseas was 
naturally made the occasion for propaganda to secure the 
separation of India from an Empire which c'tmld not treat 

1 Pari. Paper, Cmd. 2128 (1924). 
i Keith, The ~menta of the British Em.pite (1935), PF· 195 ff. 
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Indians abroad with decency. General Smuts, in 1928, in fear 
of a general election, was peculiarly intransigent, declining Sir 
Tej Bahadur Sapru's suggestion of the appointment of a 
Committee of lnquiry to visit the' Union. Naturally General 
Hertzog was still less favourable to Indians, and pushed 
forward proposals which would have further and most seriously 
restricted the rights of Indians to live and trade in areas where 
as _Petty traders they could earn profits. Fortunately it was 
found possible at last to establish personal touch, and an accord 
was reached in the Union in 1927. But this agreement, though it 
bound the Union government to seek to aid domiciled Indians to 
attain a European standard of life as the condition of their per
manent settlement in the Union, was essentially intended to 
secure Indian govern;, ental co-operation in repatriating Indians, 
on the score that they formed an unassimilable element in the 
population, and added seriously to the complexities of a 
d'IT!icult situation as between Europeans and natives and 
coloured persons. Even more harm was done by the discus
sions over Kenya, for which the imperial government was 
responsibl~. At one time (1922) it seemed as if racial dis
crimination would be dropped, but Conservative dislike of 
recognizing the equality of native races prevailed, and the 
result was in 192l) the acceptance of communal electorates 
which gave the European population an unfair share of the 
seats available. Segregation, which had been proposed was 
stopped, largely because it proved impracticable, and immigra
tion was not absolutely barred. But unquestionably the 
position presented a serious grievance, for the reservation of the 
highlands for European settlement only was racialism un
disguised, and the hectoring attitude adopted by the European 
settlers towards the government of the colony and the reluct
ance of the Colonial Secretary to assert his authority encouraged 
Congress in the belief that justice was unobtainable by peaceful 
persuasion, and that the British Government could yield to 
force what it denied to reason. The very justifiable feeling 
that neither there nor in any other part of the Empire were 
Indians heartil'y welcome went far to embitter resentment and 
to encourage propaganda in favour of independence. 

High hopes were in·some quarters entertained-when.in 1924 . . . 
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a committee under Sir A. Muddiman' was set up to examine 
the working of the system, but these were overthrown when 
the report was actually presented to Lord Birkenhead in the 
following year. It turned C:ut that the majority• of three British 
and two Indian members held their function to be restricted 
to the making of suggestions for the better working of dyarchy, 

,/ ~bile the minority of four Indian members including Sir Tej 
I Sapru held that dyarchy was unworkable and possessed 

inherent demerits explaining the difficulties enumerated i~ its 
operation by the provincial governments. This denunciation 
of dyarchy was readily taken up in India by politicians generally, 
and Lord Birkenhead welcomed it on July 7th 1925 on behalf 
of the orthodox Conservatives, holding .that dyarchy was a 
pedantic arrangement unsuited to Anglo-Saxons and therefore 
to those whose political ideas were based on Anglo-Saxon ideas. 
Congress for its part sponsored a National Demand movement 
for a Round Table Conference whose business it would be-,;o 
draw up a constitution according India full Dominion status. 
Some members in&ed showed a more realistic attitude. Mr. 
V. J. Patel consented to become President of the A;sembly on 
the expiry of the four years for which the first President had 
been appointed, and Mr. C. R. Das before his untimely death 
(J1me 16th 1925) entered into communkations with Lord 
Birkenhead which suggested that, had he lived, he might have 
sought to guide Indian politicians along the path of fruitful 
co-operation, 2 based on the value to India of the imperial 
connexion and on recognition of the difficulty inherent in 
establishing self-government in a country permeated with 
comnlwlal spirit, excited to fresh manifestations by the pros· 
pect of the passing away of British control. Unhappily with 
him perished the best chance of the evolution of a party of 
responsive co-operation. 

Another unhappy feature of the operation of the reforms was 
the inevitable impetus given to sectarian strife. It was obvious 
to Hindus and Muslims alike that the change in the form of 
government meant the possibility of securing effective domina
tion by legal means; especially in the case of 'Bengal and the 

1 P,lrl. Papera, Cmd. 2360, and 2 vols. of evidence; Pole, India in Transition, 
pp.~S ff.; Sir Siva.swl\my Aiyer, l't'.dian Comtitulional Rt:-furm, pp. 59 ff. 

fBoso, The Indian StNt(lflle, pp. 123-.!12. • • 
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Punjab, where numbers are fairly balanced, was this effect 
seen in operation. Hindu-Muslim 1 tension showed itself 
fiercer and fiercer with the passag~ of the years, and confusion 
was increased by the efforts made on either side at conversions. 
It must be remembered that perhaps five-sixths of the Muslims 
of India are the descendants of converted Hindus. It was 
natural that the Arya Samaj should seek to proselyti•"' the 
pqorer Muhammadans, while the lower-caste Hindus offered a 
fertile field of missionary enterprise for the Muslims. A further 
complication was produced by the movement patronized by 
Gandhi to improve the status of lower castes and outcastes in 
the Hindu commwtity. Reform movements appeared among 
the Sikhs, which h!jd grave political consequences; the Akalis, 
in their zeal for purity of religion, fell foul of the vested interests 
which opposed reform; a ghastly massacre perpetrated (1921) 
by Pathans employed by the Mahant of Nankana Saheb proved 
n\e necessity of government intervention and of legislation 2 

for the due management of the holy shrines, but not w1til 
grave unrest had been caused between the rulers of Nabha and 
Patiala. It was one of the minor disadvantages of the new 
state of affairs that communal tension spread to the Indian 
states, since it was obvious that the Crown must interfere to 
maintain order ia case of grave unrest- Among the Muslims 
also there was propagated a wild but not negligible scheme for 
the creation of a Muslim state based on Afghanistan and em
bracing all those north-western areas where the faith is strong .. 
Such a state inevitably would form a permanent source of 
danger to India. 

It was manifest that no solution of the difficulties of the 
position lay in dyarchy, which had never operated in any 
effective sense and in which no one, European or Indian, had 
any real belief. But the policy of 1919 had a definite effect in 
diminishing the driving power of the Indian Civil Service, whose 
members realized that the old possibilities of high office and 
power were vanishing and that they would be well to seek some 
other career for their sons, even if they cared to stay to the 

• 1 The census of 1931 gives 177·2 million Hindus, 66·5 million :Muslims, 3·2 
million Sikbs, 3 ·6 million Christians. 

2 Punjab Act VIII of 1926 (superseding an Act of 1922); Indian Act XXIV of 
1925, as to appeals, these ~eing beyond provincialllPwor. 
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end of their normal years of service, instead of accepting the 
possibility of retirement on a proportionate pension. It was 
therefore of real importance. that Lord Readinl{s successor as 

, governor-general, Lord Irwin, came to his task in 1926 with the 
~C .!:_'/' constructive ideal of achieving harmony in India between 

l[;.,'tJ .~ ,., Hindu and Muslim, and co-operation with the British elements 
C,'f! ~~ecuring the political advance of India. He found Hindu
ltf' A-<JV"'' Muslim bitterness at its height, and one of his first efforts ":as 
8 • /<:~ . J. •,JB means of conferences at Calcutta and Delhi to bring the 
~ v . .:;,ffiaders of the two religions into agreement, though without 
, 12 .:Jclok much success. Moreover, at this critical period a new rein-

1"" rr. r ,.. ~ forcement was gained by the cause of Congress. The Currency 
-f.~~ r Commission' recommended that the rupee .should be stabilized 
Jhvj~J. t Is. 6d., while Sir Purshotamdas Thakurdas in a dissenting 
, W~. ( report urged the adoption of Is. 4d. This plan naturally 
.

1

' appealed to the cotton manufacturers of western India, who 
argued that they were speaking also in the interests of tire 

· agriculturists, and Congress now received the influential 
I support of the representatives of Indian commerce. ;.rhey had 

long been jealous of the position of British commercial interests, 
and American agents had been quick to assure them that 
British industry and finance were declining fast, and that it 
was wholly to the disadvantage of India to l'emain tied to the 
British system. They added to the strength of Congress and 
impressed on its policy a definite tone of hostility to British 
trade which was to affect substantially the future constitution. 

2. THE SIMON COMMISSION REPORT 

It was in these difficult conditions, aggravated by the clever
ness of the Congress in sponsoring at the suggestion of J a wa

S:. ~ harlal Nehru and Subash Chandra Bose a youth movement 
£ owh_i<t- appealed to the excitable and half-educated young men 

~)'I' ~4\;itllirresistible force, that the British Government decided to 

t -IF--
1 

t...v1 obtain the sanction of Parliament' for the acceleration of the 
t.{ .. ~ppointment of the Commission of Inquiry provided for after 
:~ ,('- 'YI he lapse of ten years by the Act of I919. TH!! matter was 
1. l 1 Pari. Paper, Cmd. 2687 (1926). 

IV' ,. _A • ~ 17 & 18 Geo. V, c. 24. The comm1ssion of seven inrl\tded two Labour members , ~~-~~~r··' .. , --- . . 
. ¥"~~ 
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mismanaged from thefirst, 1 and Indian moderates were induced 
to share the Congress attitude of unreasoning hostility. The 
seven members first selected were all British, and it was only 
later that it ,;as laid down that tt.ey were to co-operate with 
the elected members of the Indian legislature, who were to 
report simultaneously but not jointly with the British members. 
The necessity for information was clear, but shortsighted 
agitation resulted in the great parties and the Central Assembly 
bo'ycotting the Commission, though the provincial councils as 
a rule took a much more sensible view and enabled the Com
mission to acquire much essential information. ''Vhat was 
worse, local branches of Congress openly condoned the cam
paign of political assassination which broke out in Bengal and 
the Punjab and spread to the rest of India. Violence also 
marked the strikes which cost the country thirty million 
working days in 1927-8, and which in some degree were 
J'f'ompted by communist propaganda, 2 working on the perfectly 
intolerable conditions under which Indian labourers were 
employed in the textile factories. • 

" In resp~nse to the challenge of the Commission a party truce 
•. was arranged, and in 1928 an All Parties'. Conference drafted a 

constitution of an interesting kind,. resting essentially on the 
doctrines of full J;tsponsible government, though some effort 
was made to safeguard the question .. of.defence.preparations. 
But the report contemplated the system of joint electorates 
with rcserved•seats,for·minorities.only3 and for ten years as 
the manner in which effect should be given to the guarantee of 
Muslim rights, and this introduced a serious clement of discord 
between the Muslim and Hindu members of the Congress. At 
its Lucknow session Maulana Shaukat Ali attacked the pro
posals, and the result of the project was the revival of the 
Muslim League as the outcome of the belief that agreement 
with the Hindus would not accord the safeguards for Muslim 
interests necessary. On the other hand, the importance of the 
backing of the Congress programme by the industrialists was 

1 Pole, l11dia in,.,:I'ransition, pp. 72 ff. 
"·~In December ~27 Communist strength wa.~ aeon at the All-India Trade Union 
vqngreas. 
J 3 Tills donied the Muslirb,donumd for rcsorvBtion of a majority of seats in Bengal 
and the Punjab• The Sikhs. also refused to accept thf proposals. 

19 
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seen in the support given by Muslims and Hindus alike to the 
proposals of Mr. S. N. Haji's Bill to regulate the coasting trade 
by the process of reserving the right to participate in it to 
Indians. It was of course impossible to secure•the passing of 
so confiscatory a measure, but it afforded a warning of the 
hostility to be shown to British trade and the necessity of 
anxious safeguarding. Further, the strength of Congress was 
focused and strengthened by the decision at the meeting of 
Congress at Calcutta in December 1928 to welcome Gandhi" as 
leader, for he was able to consolidate the alliance of the indus
trialists with political extremists and to secure the necessary 
funds for the payment of volunteers to carry out the policy of 
Congress, and his popularity in the United States was deemed 
an asset in the campaign to eliminate British influence. More
over, his connexion with South Africa was taken advantage of 

·to determine on the taluka of Bardoli in the Surat district as 
the scene of a no-tax agitation, because many of the ryots th~ 
were emigrants who had returned from South Africa. On the 
other hand, the genl!ral belief that concessions must be made 
by the British Government was strengthened by tile Labour 

· victory of 1929, for the new Prime Minister was judged by his 4 

ideals for India expressed in the irresponsibility of opposition 
by a politician whose talent was chiefly jo~rnalistic, and the 
anticipation resulted in renewed efforts of groups of interests 
to perfect their organization. Hence the Hindu Mahasabha 
stressed orthodox Hinduism, and the depressed classes began 
to organize under the leadership of Dr. Arnbedkar, and Rao 
Bahadur M. C. Rajah. · • 

For the moment the government of India was content' to 
urge the passing of the Public Safety and the Trade Disputes 
Bills,' justifying these unpopular measures by allegations of 
serious communist conspiracy, and fortifying their arguments 
by instituting proceedings against three'Bfitish and twenty-six 
Indian industrial agitators. The proceedings were deliberately 
protracted by the defence, showing clearly the defects of the 
judicial system when the accused desire to exploit them, but 
the prosecution was doubtless badly planned, f"" when it was 

1 Act VII of 1929. It adopte part of the Trade Disputes and 'l'rade Unions 
Act, 1927. 

• 
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at last after five years concluded, the sentences imposed were 
drastically reduced on appeal and some convictions were not 
upheld. The c,purt unquestionably,did its best, but it was easy 

/to misrepresent its proceedings. Moreover, the government was 
' harassed in the Assembly by the quite.unfair tactics of the 

Speaker,. who instead of confininghis activities to the control 
of debates lent his energies to endeavouring to frustrate the 
plans of the government and so bring it into contempt, 1 just 
as his lirother was attempting to do as leader of the agitation 
at Bardoli. It must be admitted that the futility of the session 
was not without importance in moulding policy. It seems to 
have led to the decision of Lord Irwin to impress by a personal 
visit to England op the new_ ministry the. impossibility of 
working a government which was purely official, when exposed 
to irresponsible criticism by an Assembly whose members were 
not restrained by the knowledge that, if they defeated govern-- . mental proJeCts, they must be prepared to take office and 

,....-themselves become the object of attack., The.fruits.of this 
1 ;'isit were .momentous, for the governor-general came back with 

authority to ask representatives of Indian opinion to meet in 
~onf~ce British representatives, and on October 31st it was 

intimated •that• Dominion status was the natural issue of the 
constitutional pr~ress of India. The statement was far
reaching in its consequences, and strengthened the claim that· 
India should deal on a footing of equality with Britain. Mr. 
MacDonald at the British Commonwealth Labour Conference 
on July 2nd 1928 had welcomed the idea of seeing within a few 
months a new Dominion added to· the Commonwealth as an 
equal, and Indian politicians might be excused if they assumed 
that he meant what he said, and that the Round Table Con
ference contemplated was intended to settle the basis of a 
constitution of Dominion type based on equality as proclaimed 

..-by the Imperial Conference of ·1926. But neither the. Con
~ servatives nor the Liberals were prepared to accept so radical 
r~lm idea, and the result was seen when Gandhi was recei~ed by 

Lord Irwin, a few hours after an attempt (December 23rd 1929)· • to assassinate him. The demand that the Conference should 
1 As ho impt'operly refu~ to allow discussion of the Public Safety Bill, it was 

passed as an O~nance. 
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' ·· draw up a scheme for full Dominion status to operate forthwith 
was ·necessarily denied, and Congress at Lahore retaliated by 
demanding complete indep~dcnce. • 

In striking contrast to the ideals of Congress stood the views 
of the Simon Commission which were issued in May 1930. The 
report' received little of the sympathy which was its due, and 
its merits were such as to render it unpopular throughout India. 
It emphasi7£d in a perfectly fair manner the fundame11tal 
difficulties of the Indian situation, the racial and communal 
dissensions, the problem of defence and its bearing on British 
control, and the necessity of considering the position of the 
states in any constitutional reconstruction. These matters 
essentially demanded candid reflection iQ India, and it was 
imperative to make them clear to British politicians. The 
s!iJ.!;G gpe:;tion had been long allowed to remain in abeyance. 
British Indian politicians seem to have contented themselves 
with the view that, when responsible government was attained, 
as it must be in d'll' course, the government of India would 
continue to exercise the powers which it then pq,<;sessed as 
regards the states. But such a view was naturally wholly 
repugnant to the minds of the rulers, who had taken e.:J.·_,tagc
of the changed attitude towards them of the paramoUI)t power 
since l\liu.to~w.d~.Y.dop ... c!aims.f()_r full cOIW>idcration of their 
views before any fundamental change was made in the Indian 
constitution. They had become increasingly conscious of the 
fact that with the new policy of high protection their subjects 
were being affected by increased cost of imported goods, with 
results unfavourable to the state revenue. They strongly dis
liked the idea of Indian defence and other questions being 
settled by a responsible government in India in which they 
had no part, and they were quite determined to refuse to 
accept the dictation of a responsible ministry in India. They 
were, on the contrary, most anxious -as against the Crown 
itself to secure a definition in the narrowest terms of para
mount power and to reverse the process of encroachment on 

<1' · their rights. ~ ' · • 

1_ • In pursuit of these views t_h~ pri'!c~ !_~C?re~\t)sg\l!.p.rinion 
by eminent counsel which exhibits iliiliVpily singularly little 

1 Pari. P.r, Cmd. 3568, 3569; cf.-3700, 3712. • 
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sense of constitutiona] law. 17 It was perfectly e.Sy to prove 
that the terms of the treaties with the states had been often 
disregarded an<l were probably in nv case fully respected. But 
to ignore the course of usage was absurd. The rulers had· 
accepted the invasions on their teclmical rights as the condition • 
of continued existence as independent entities, arid to repudiate • 

t"the means by which they had been able to live was inad· 
/'mi&.•ible. The hollowness of the arguments used by the ad

visers of the princes was easily exposed by the Indian States 
Committee,·but the unfortunate result of the advice given was 
seen in the demands which the princes were shortly to make as 
the price of their eo-operation. • 

The actual recom1pendations of the Commission, which was 
not authorized to investigate the issue of the states as a factor 
in a possible federation, were treated at the time with complete 
dissatisfaction by Indian politicians and with little respect by 
the British Government. Moderate and prudent, they failed 
to plerue extremists and offended Conserv;tive opinion in the 
United Ki.ngdom as dangerously generous. Their solid value 
is proved by the fact that, though the report seemed to be 

r.iscaMM.with indifference, much of its substance is embodied 
, m the reform scheme. It was recommended that responsible 

government shoul~ be made real in the provinces. Dyarchy 
had not worked, and should be definitely laid aside. The 
matters generally comprised in the popular phrase 'law and 
order' should be placed .under control of ministers. In a care
fully reasoned argument it was shown that to deny these 
matters to the ministry was to negate 'responsible government 
and to perpetuate the worst features of dyarchy. Safeguards 
were no doubt necessary, but they must be supplied in part by 
the grant of special powers to the governor, in part by the 
maintenance of complete control of the Indian government. 
The existence of dyarchy in the central administration was 
absolutely negatived; there must be unity and freedom from 
domination by the legislature. The Commission, however, did 
not regard thj,;; position as intended to last indefinitely. It 
looked forward to the possibility of a federation 2 to include' the 
state';.;whieh would ~der it possible to reconsider the issue of 

FParJ. Pal¥lrj Cmd. 3~02, pp. 69-73. 'Gmd. 3569, pp. 193 ff. 

' t 

• 
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responsibility, provided that arrangements could be made for 
defence which would facilitate transfer of authority. In 
sympathy with Indian ide.als it suggested that the protection 
of India from external attack might be taken over by the 
British Government, 1 leaving to India the far less formidable, 
if difficult, task of maintaining forces sufficient to secure internal 
order. It was hoped that in this way a considerable reduction 
of cost might ensue, which would enable India to spend IIJ.Ore 
on nation-building services. The suggestion, "naturally, was 
open to many difficulties and was hastily ignored both in the 

' United Kingdom and in India. 
It was probably foolish of Indian opinion to repudiate the 

report out and out. If it had been al'cepted, the British 
Government could hardly have failed to work on it, and 
responsible government in the provinces would have been 
achieved much earlier than it could be under any later scheme. 
Moreover, the pressure of such governments on the centre 
would doubtless hll;ve operated strongly in the direction of 
inducing the British Government to aim at federatipn and the 

r states to come to terms with Indian political leaders. It is 
r noteworthy that the Commission endeavoured to s~ thatt 

responsible government in India need not follow rigidly existin~~ 
models, a fact which at once rendered it s111pect in the eyes of 
Indian politicians, whose views on these topics have throughout 
shown a remarkable lack of ingenuity and a determination 
slavishly to copy Western models hardly compatible with the 
national spirit by which they are animated. 

3. THE ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE 

(a) THE MOTIVES AND ASPIRATIONS OF THE PARTIES TO 

'l.'HE CONFERENCE 

As against the calm wisdom of the Commission's report must 
be set the revolutionary violence by which the Congress under 
the scheme of civil disobedience endeavoured to destroy the 
prestige and power of the government of India. Jhe movement 
for the manufacture of salt in defiance of the government 

1 Comd. 3569, pp. 173 ff. For tho Government o(India's criticism, see Cmd. 
3700, pp. 130 :ff. • • 
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monopoly was skilful, for the monopoly was unpopular, and it 
was easy to insist that the unhappy peasants were compelled' 
to pay an unju~t tax on a prime necessity of life. But the 
government failed to take the matte~ sufficiently seriously and 
this attitude evoked violent attacks on governmental and other 
property and the assassination of officers, both British and 
Indian. A conunercial boycott was called into being, and 
popular feeling was excited to picket liquor shops, with the 
inevitable result of struggles with the police. Agrarian unrest 
was excited in the United Provinces, disaffection on the frontier 
encouraged as well as rebellion in Burma. A most daring raid 
against the armoury at Chittagong secured arms for the mal
contents, while towns like Peshawar and Sholapur for a time 
fell under the control ~f the mob. An ominous feature was the 
appearance in the North-West Frontier Province of a 'red shirt' 
movement under Abdul Ghafur Khan which claimed to support 
Co$ess views, but was also marked by a strong pan-Islan1ic 
feeling. The value of the aid of the Indian business world 
was soon s~en. Their contributions enabled the payment of 
volunteers for the cause, their teclmical knowledge guided the 
~cqtt of hanks and insurance, and terrified the British com

mercial conununity into willingness to make terms with Indian 
aspirations. 1\ioreo'f"r, the boycott showed by its success that 
successful appeal was being made to the lower classes of the 
people who were losing respect for a government which failed 
lamentably to counter the movement in its inception. 

Fortunately the widespread character of the disorder roused 
the government to assert its strength. The power of the 
governor-general to issue ordinances was invoked, and drastic 
measures 1 passed to counter the different features of the boy
cott. Many supporters of Congress including Mr. Gandhi were 
arrested, troops were placed in the more disturbed areas, and 
martial law applied locally. 2 The results were considerable. 
The prevalent idea that the government had abdicated its 
functions received a useful check, and the strength of the 
administration when it chose to exert it was revealed. 

1 Tho Preas ln.w w: revived; the property of associations declared unlawful could 
bo seized; intimidation by pickets. boycotting of public servants, and incitenient 
to pay no rent or taxes bee!lple illegal; see Ordinance 10. 

2 Ordinances 4 and 8 (Shola.pur and Peshawar). . - . . . . 
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But mere repression was no part of the governmental pro
gramme, for it set great store by the Conference which it had 
authorized the governor-general to invite to p1eet at London. 
The personnel collected was remarkable for the strength of the 
spokesmen of the states, who included Sir Akbar Hydari for 
Hydcrabad and Sir Mirza Ismail from Mysore as well as the 
Maharaja of Bikaner. But every great interest in India save 
Congress was represented, and much unanimity prevailql. on 
vital principles. The states were prepared for federation pro
vided the federation was independent of British control, 
though for a transition period that independence might be 
modified by the existence of limitations. The motives for this 
attitude have been indicated above. It .was felt that by such 
an attitude it would be possible to secure in framing the consti
tution a much stronger position for the states than mere 
numbers would give them, and that at the same time they would 
be able in non-federal matters to secure freedom from inter
vention by the Crown except on definite and agreed grounds . 

• It was argued that British interference in the narve of better 
government and satisfaction of the growing demand for some 
degree of control on the part of the people would bGBRW? w
and more insistent unless bounds could be set to paramountcy, 
which had been declared by Lord ReadiQg to depend on the 
will of the Crown when the Nizam of Hyderabad had en
deavoured to reopen the assignment of Berar by his father on 
the score that his consent had been virtually due to unfair 
pressure. · The British Government was clearly being impelled 
towards responsible government in the provinces; it eould not 
safely concede that if the central government remained auto
cratic, since the result would be a constant assault on the 
centre by the provinces relying on their position as exponents 
of the will of the people. It must therefore build up· a Con
servative central authority, and the states could serve that 
purpose and achieve their own ends, for the British Govern
ment would be prepared to pay a price. Hence throughout the 
long period of negotiation the states stood out clearly as seeking 
to attain the maximum advantage for themse~ves, and above 
all security from intervention in their ~mestic affairs by the 
federation or the Crown. No doubt rr}any pr~ces were also 
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moved by the ideal of a united India soon free from British 
dominion, and there is no ground to suppose that any of them 
were prepareQ for such an end to sacrifice anything of their 
internal autocracy. They naturally believed in that system of 
rule; not even the Gackwad of Baroda claimed to accept 
democracy in India as wise, and that being so their attitude 
was inevitable; it was their duty to their country and 
tqemselves to entrench as far as possible the principle of 
autocracy. 

British Indian politicians welcomed at first with enthusiasm 
the idea of making with the princes a common stand against 
British control. Many of the leaders were decidedly oligarchic 
or aristocratic and. Conservative in their views, and they saw 
no objection to having in the representatives of the princes an 
assured strength of Conservatism to prevent any risk of 
democratic encroachments. It was only graduall.),' that it came 
tO be realized by the more advanced of moderate politicians 
that the princes were engaged essentially in the business of 
securing ;t definite position whence they· could defy the intro
duction of any form of democracy in their dominions, and that 

¥bcp 355~ ld act rather as a support for British control than as 
furthering Indian autonomy. Moreover, a further difficulty 

. presented itself. a'he princes in the main were Hindu and their 
presence in the federation might well strengthen the Hindu as 
opposed to the Muslim element. :From another point of view 
the objection was taken that Muslim rulers like the Nizam 
might well select Muslims as his spokesmen, so that Hindus 
would be misrepresented by Muslim nominees. Others again 
took exception to the status of representatives of the states, as 
bound to vote according to the dictates of the rulers as opposed 
to the representatives of provincial electorates. ·But the 
original feeling was one of readiness to co-operate as a means of 
replacing British control. 

The British commercial community also favoured federation. 
Their motives were largely enlightened self-interest. They 
realized that concession to Indian demands for responsible 
government '~as inevitable in view of the attitude adopted by 
the Labour party,-.1md they concluded that the best way,in 
which to s$'cure su~)> safeguards as mi,llht be possible. lay in 
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co-operating with moderate Indian opinion. They were there
fore not concerned with the wider question of the proper form 
of government for India, a subject on which they were not 
well qualified to judge, since they had little co~tact with the 
issue of government outside the commercial centres. But they 
did reali7.e that the Congress movement was backed by a strong 
nationalist economic policy on the part of Indian manu
facturers and merchants, and they knew that a mere attitude 
of opposition would merely result in the utter disregard of th~ir 
interests. Nor, it must be remembered, were they necessarily 
interested in the development of the control of British manu
factures; they were in part interested in other countries' export 
trade, and this fact explains the comparative indifference 
shown by them to all attempts to secur~ opportunities for 
British exports. Moreover, they had been convinced by 
experience of the danger of the boycott, and they believed, 
whether rightly or "Tongly, that it was less likely to be used a§a 
weapon if they appeared in Indian eyes as favouring reform. 

The Labour goveriunent in the United Kingdoll] was in 
control during the early stages of the Conference, and un
questionably it was largely affected by the doctrine that_, 

democracy was essentially justifiable and could not properly 
be withheld from the Indian people. The r'V'k and file of·the 
party were also under the impression thafthe reforms contem
plated conferring on the workers of fudia control of tlic govern
ment, and thus would replace capitalism by workers' control. 
Only gradually did it come to be realized that the proposals 
which would emerge from any Conference could never be 
successful in according any control to workers, and that any 
scheme must place the power in the hands of a middle-class 
intelligentsia and the Conservative retainers of the Indian 
princes. It was then impossible for the party to do more than 
reiterate its conviction that India should have a constitution 
far more generous in concession than that proposed. But 
throughout every effort was made to ignore the salient fact 
that the project meant sacrificing any power that still existed 
of preserving the interests of the lower classes. l'lccasional use 
was made of the argument that the grant of_.responsiblc govern
ment opened the way for the masses of Ir¥1.ia to secure power . . . 
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of controlling their own destinies. But it was ignored that the 
structure of the constitution presented no means by which the 
classes whom it enfranchised, and J;he intelligentsia to which it 
accorded power, could be forced to surrender any share of 
authority to the lower orders of the people, and that, on the 
contrary, it entrenched them in an unassailabie position 
fortified by the knowledge that any revolutionary efforts to 
OVGrthrow their rule, should such happen, would be destroyed 
by the British forces. 

The Conservative opposition 1 to the proposals was open to 
attack on many specious grounds. It was urged that 1t was 
based on old-fashioned ideals of domination, expressed by 
retired officers who .could see no good in change. This view 
was reinforced by insistence on the fact that the reforms were 
accepted by the heads of the provincial governments and 
members of the governor-general's council, a contention which 
deliberately ignored the obvious fact that after 1919 it would 
have been absurd for the British Government to entrust high 
office to rven who were not genuinely in lavour of the reform 
movement. That such men should remain adherents to it was 
~ 's . 1 

e expected; critics naturally either retired prema
turely or on completion of service without achieving the 
highest offices. A!ain the opposition was charged with the 
desire to exploit India for the benefit of British trade, and no 
credence was accorded to their contention that extreme pro
tection in India was working hardship on the consumer, a fact 
which was candidly admitted in 1985 by the member of council 
in charge of finance, though he confessed that revenue con
siderations precluded the serious reduction of tariff rates. The 
opposition stressed also, quite fairly, the fact that India owed 
much to British protection, and that some favour in trade would 
have been not inconsistent with imperial history. Canada 
when she gave her early preferences recognized that in this 
way she was paying her debt for British defence. It pointed 
out also the grave danger of the removal of British control over 
sectarian vehe;nence; a view sadly strengthened by the de
plorable bitterness which was to he shown at Cawnpore and 
Karachi between Hindus and Muslims, now actuated by the 

1 Qt. Sir R. Cl\ltddock • .Lhiatic Review, 1925, pp. 217 ff. 
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hope or fear of political domination. It contended that the 
vast mass of the people of India was wholly unused to demo
cratic ideas and only dcsi.J;ed effective and impartial govern
ment, which would disappear in the introduction of responsible 
government under the quite unsuitable conditions of India. In 
the course of the discussions the failure of democracy in most 
lands was naturally stressed as an argument against its exten
sion to India, and great importance was attached to the attitpde 
of Congress which asserted the right of India to full indepen
dence, while even more moderate men spoke of drastic revision 
of the burden of the Indian debt and the transfer of such part 
of -it as represented wars of aggression to British shoulders. 
The utter inconsistency of yoking Brifjsh India with the 
autocracy of the states was adduced, and great stress came to 
be placed on the danger of anarchy, once the police force fell 
under ministerial control, with the resulting danger that it 
would fail to act impartially as between Hindu and Jll:usf:m. 
To this argument stress was lent by the constant manifestation 
of anarchic movem~nts in Bengal, which proved .extremely 
difficult to counter, and which showed in what constant danger 
lived the men who were engaged In combating th's ,... 
It was not very difficult to adduce evidence of deterioration of 
public services under ministerial control; il\ fact, the desire to 
give local government institutions free room to develop had 
resulted in an unwise relaxation of central control, and in 
inefficiency and increased cost. 

At the first session of the conference it was clear that, while 
the general principle of federation was accepted, there would 
be grave difficulty in arranging the details, for each great 
interest was determined to secure the maximum of concessions 
as the price of co-operation. The principle of democracy as 
understood in the Dominions, the rule of the majority, could 
not be accepted by the Muslims· nor any other of the great 
minorities represented at the Conference. Nor were the Hindus 
themselves united in demanding orthodox democracy, for the 
depressed classes among them felt much appre~ension lest the 
new constitution should place them helplessly m the ·hands of 

1 See Bengal Administrs.f,ion Report, 1933-4, p. xxxli; H.C. Paper 5 of 1933--4, 
ii, 391 ff. • ., • 
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the brahmans and other higher castes. In addition to safe
guards for minorities, it was necessary to provide safeguards to 
ensure India ag~inst external and internal instability. The most 
enthusiastic Indian politician in his moments of cool reflection 
was bound to admit that his country was not yet prepared to 
maintain itself against external attack, and that apart from 
danger from a great power, the masses of tribesmen on the 
north-west frontier and the possibility of Afghan co-operation 
rendered a powerful defence force essential. To make that 
force Indian would be a long business, and politicians could not 
overlook the danger that the force once created might use its 
strength to establish the control of those classes who belong to 
martial races and e]Jlist in and become officers of the Indian 
Army. There was also deep anxiety regarding the maintenance 
of internal order, for the time being secured by the use of 
British troops completely free from any racial or communal 
biM. But the maintenance of British forces must mean the 
reduction of the measure of responsibk Jl'overnmcnt, for the 
British G~vernment plainly could not surrender to an Indiao' 
legislature aod a ministry dependent upon it the control. over 

P .•. ill troops. This position involved at once financial 
consequences of the gravest kind, for the cost of the army' was 
bound to absorb lile major portion of the available revenue, 
and the necessity of providing funds to meet it must mean the 
direction along certain lines of both taxation and currency 
policies. Not less important was the question of security for 
loans. These had been regularly raised in England by the 
secretary of state in council, and nothing had been done, as 
was done in the case of Dominion loaos, 2 to make it clear to 
lenders that they must look to Indian revenues alone for reim
bursement. After all, in the days of the Company, lenders of 
money .had looked to reimbursement by the Company without 
thinking of the source of its revenues, and naturally it was 
assumed by lenders that the British Government must so order 
Indian policy that there could be no chance of default. More
over, apart frllm this strong moral argument, there was the 
fact that it would be disastrous to British credit in general if 

1 46·20 crores in 19'33-4 out of 77·91 croroa, tho revenue bcing 78·16. 
2 Keith, [.etters on lranperial RelalioM, 1916-3a, pp. 227, 228 . 

. . 
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any part of the Empire were allowed to default. It was 
remembered that pressure had been successfully brought to 
bear on the Commonwealth of Australia to ~do the damage 
done by the default of New South Wales, and this precedent 
was strengthened in 1934 by the terms given to Newfoundland 1 

rather than risk the effects of a default there. Plaiuly it would 
be necessary to control finance to such an extent as to secure 
payment of the army and of the interest on the public debt. 

Protection WIJS also necessary for British commercial 
interests, whether those of manufacturers who had found entry 
into India for their goods hampered by high tariffs and more 
gravely still by boycott, or those of the British mercantile 
community and financial interests. Th~y had reaped large 
profits from India, but they had also conferred upon it great 
benefits, and had inspired Indian firms to rivalry and the 
desire to make use of political power to make good their handi· 
caps in the competition for business. It w'¥' S€~~~lso to 
safeguard the position of civil servants. The lower postS had 
iilread.y"i:ll-gely pass~d infolildian hand~;-the edilcat,ion service 

. had beenindiai_iiz!!perhaps too £O~ple~elY. an(fhastily for its 
' own good, and there remain mainly the Indian Chal 6 · 'f"' . 
. the Indian Police; and -the- Civil side' of the Indian Medical 
Service, with irrigatiOn cngineeriiig as """' to systematic 
European recruitment side by side with Indian. The members 
of these services must' be protected in the enjoyment of their 
rights, but it was also necessary to secure the continuance 
of the British recruitment for the services for the period of 

./ transition. 
r, ,Hindu-Muslim rivalry added enormously to the difficulties 

of the situation, for the Muslims were not willing to contem· 
plate the creation of the strong central government desired by 
the Hindus, to exercise financial and general control over the 
provinces, since it was clear that in the centre there must be a 
Hindu majority. Moreover, the Muslims realized and freely 
used the tactical advantage to be derived from refusing to take 
any serious part in discussing the powers to b; accorded the 
central government until they had secured a decision in their 
favour on the question of the compositim• of the legislatures. 

1 Keith, Journ. Oomp. Leg., xvif25 ff. • 
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They had early seen the advantage which would accrue if they 
could have in as many proVinces as possible Muslim majorities, • 
so ·that in the other provinces anti-Muslim propaganda ,might 
be held in check by fear of. reprisals." It was a rather ingenious 
plan, and resulted in the steady pressure put on the government 
to concede the ·erection of the North-West Frontier ProVince 
into the status of a governor's province with the usual' legis
lature and dyarchy, a result achieved in 1982, and to create a 

. new' predominantly Muslim province by separating Sind from 
Bombay, a connexion admittedly historical and artificial, 
though it was defended on the score that Sind gained greatly 
from expenditure on it at 'the expense of Bombai 

' ' ' ' ·. 

• . ' 
(b) THE FIRST SESSION OF THE CONFERENCE 

The result of tl1e first session of the Conference' established 
the toxemption from ministerial control of the issues of external 
relations and defence. The latter issue necessarily evoked 
serious res<zrves from Indian delegates, and various plans were ' r 
mooted by which the governor-general might,be brought into 
elgse tonQll with· Indian opinion in ;his conduct of defence 
policy.. •It was suggeste(l, for instance, that his adviser for 
defence. should alw,.yS.~ J:!e an Indian chosell from the elected 
memJ>ers of the Asseinl\ly. It .1"as common groUlld that every 
effort must be made to interest Indian 'legislators in defence 
matters and to obtain helpful co-operation in the difficult task 
of preserving the security of India while training 'i:m Indian 
army. · It followed therefore that the governor-general must 
have a speCia} respimsibility1for financial stability, seeing that 
he was· responsible for defe!lce which colltrolled the financial 
position, but that the governors need not be required to act in 
this sense. It was 'also agreed . that governor-general and 
governors must co-operate in protecting minorities, and that 
the position of the civil service must be safeguarded. On 
commercial discrimination a way out seemed possible' on the 
basis of an agreement between India and the United Kingdom 
on a basis.of re~iprocity;' as the United Kingdom was wont to 

1 Part.' Po.pers, Cmd. '3178, 3972. ' .. 
2 For a draft .see Keith, "'tUers on Imperial RelatiO¥, 1916-35, pp. 234-44.• 
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accord complete equality of treatment to Indians, the same 
treatment might properly be granted in return. Further, it 
was agreed that the governor-general and g~vernor must be 
given the widest power of independent action in case of emer
gency and to prevent the breakdown of government. It was 
endeavoured on the part of the British delegates to make out 
that such safeguards were part of every British constitution, 
but this clearly was an over-statement and it had little effect 
beyond confusing the issue, and also commentators on it. 'The 
obvious truth was that India presented problems sui generis 
and that the safeguards were novel, because they were planned 
to meet new conditions and must stand or fall on their own merit. 

Burma, it was agreed, might well be severed from India, as 
advised on geographical, ethical, religion':,, and social grounds 
by the Simon Commission. 

The accord achieved, defective as it was, represented the 
consensus only of a minority of politically minded Indian,r, for 
Congress was hostile and derided the claims of the Indian 
delegates to bind fndia. Hence Lord Irwin decided to seek 
accommodation with Mr. Gandhi as the dominati~g figure in 
Congress. The civil disobedience movement was lJJirinz +hp 
trade of the towns, it pressed heavily on finance, and it strained 
the police organization and the jails to 'he utmost, besides 
adding gravely to the almost intolerable burden of civil adminis
tration. On the other hand, Mr. Gandhi probably felt that an 
opportunity was at last afforded to strike an effective blow for 
his side i,'; a positive effort at construction. At any rate, the 
accord of March 1931 put an end to civil disobedience, though 
it permitted peaceful picketing in support of a campaign in 
favour of purchase of Indian products, and released those 
political prisoners who had not been found guilty of violent 
crimes. The temporary ordinances most objected to were to be 
recalled, and in return Congress was to take part in the next 
session of the Conference. It must be admitted that the pact 
was a distinct triumph for the governor-general, though it 
might also be held to be a signal tribute to the power of an 
Indian leader to secure a formal agreement witt a government 
as to its political conduct. But the fatal mistake was made of 
sending Mr. Gandhi, as the solitary spoj)esman of Congress to 
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England, for he obviously represented only one of its many 
aspects and in social and economic views he differed very 
seriously r;:',m n~any of his ardent followers on political issues. 1 

Moreover, the Congress meeting at· Karachi was agitated by 
frutless efforts to save from execution the Sikh Bhagat Singh 
condemned to death for tlle murder of ~fr. Saunders, and the 
efforts of Congress volunteers to enforce a hartal on 1\fuslim 
sho~kecpers resulted in a disgraceful massacre at Cawnpore 2 

which was terminated only by military efforts. • 

(c) THE SECOND SESSION OF THE CONFERENCE 

The proceedings (S.eptember 7th-December 1st 1931) of the 
second session of the Conference were unhappily render~d from 
the start unfructuous hy the attitude adopted by Mr. Gandhi 
in claiming that he spoke for the people of India as a whole 
and "in denying the representative character of the spokesmen 
of the minorities. 3 In any case the Conference was held under 
conditions • w1favourable to dispassionate consideration of 
Indian issues. The financial and economic crisis of 1931 had 
dniz:en ti~Prime Minister to secure retention of office at the 
expense of a coalition which resulted in the definite repudiation 
of their leader by tlte vast majority of Labour politicians and 
most of the Labour electorate. Naturally it was widely 
thought that the change of government might induce a change 
of view on the part of the ministry. But Mr. MacDonald was 
able to secure from the rejection of his cherished tenets certain 
principles, including the continuation of his Indian policy 
without much change. An effort was made to suggest that it 
might be well to consider provincial autonomy apart from the 
creation of the federal structure, but this was unanimously 
repudiated by the Indian delegates and the suggestion was not 
pressed. There were hopes that it might be possible to secure 
through 1\fr. Gandhi accord on the vexed question of cmnmunal 
representation, but here again failure was recorded, for Mr. 
G~dhi probablj realized that his popularity was on the wane 

r·t Bose, The Indian Struggl-e, pp. 24:7-61. 2 Pari. Paper, Cmd. 3891. 
3 Pari. Paper, Cmd. 3997; British India bad sixty-five representatives, the states 

twenty-two, the British pa'rtios twenty. For Burma. n. separa,to Conference sat 
from No¥ember ~7th l!l31 tq.January 12th 1932, Cmd. 4004. 
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and that any concession made by him would be resented by 
his followers in India. On the other hand, the minority 
representatives got together and planned a scheme of safe-• . guards for themselves whtch went a good deal beyond any-
thing reasonably likely to be accepted. Ultimately it became 
patent that nothing could be expected from agreement in the 
way of the disposal of the communal issue, and that if progress 

I' was to be made the British Government must act. 
; The chief result of the change of government was probably 
the complete change of attitude on the part of the government 
of India under Lord Willingdon. The return of Mr. Gandhi 
found just cause for action afforded to the government by the 
action of Abdul Ghafur Khan and his followers in the North
West Frontier Province, and the decisio~ was taken to strike 
at the activities of Congress by declaring its operations illegal, 
while Mr. Gandhi was again imprisoned. The weapons of 
preventive arrest and sequestration of property of any illl!gal 
organization were resorted to, and met with much success. It 
was natural that the propaganda of Congress could ~ot be kept 
up indefinitely. The hartals ceased to be exciting and shop
keepers began to count the cost in loss of trade; ~ no-WJ>± 
campaigns among the peasantry ceased to satisfy when their 
political purpose was realized by the peas-.nts, who saw little 
prospect of gaining anything. Indian industrialists were not 
willing to risk further sums on an illegal organization, and the 
minorities could not forgive Mr. Gandhi for his effort to spettk 
for them in London. Moreover, within the party there were 
serious difficulties due in part to rivalries such as that of Mr. 
Subash Chandra Bose and Mr. Sen Gupta in Bengal, and in 
part to the growth within the pttrty of a wing which was 
decidedly communistic in outlook and had little sympathy with 
the Mahatma's muddled idealism. The result was that the 
restoration of the effective authority of the government was 
rapid. The fact that interned persons could safely be released 
was shown by the decline in the number of those detained for 
civil disobedience from 34,458 in April 1982 to 4,688 in July 
1988- The reassertion of governmental autho,!ity 1 was plainly 

1 For measures in Bengal against terrorism of. BoSe, The Indian Struggle, pp. 
334-40. 
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a necessary preliminary to any effective progress with the 
difficult work of reform. At the same time the ground for 
advauce was thoroughly e><:ploreq by a committee which 
investigated on the spot the crocial issue of the franchise, while 
another committee devoted its attention to the financial claims 
of the Indian states. The report of the franchise committee 
was followed by the announcement of the goven~ment's 

decjsion of the communal issue.' It was naturally based on the 
large measure of agreement already achieved, which explains 
why it proved difficult to induce general resistance to its terms. 
But Mr. Gandhi was deeply moved at the idea that the de
pressed classes should be treated as distinct for voting purposes 
instead of being included in _the general constituencies. The 
result was that he forced the hands of the leaders of these 
classes, Dr. Ambedkar in particular, and secured a pact 2 which 
was of manifest material advantage to the depressed classes, 
and doubtless of spiritual advantage to Mr. Gaudhi. The 
number of scats allocated to these classes was to be increased 
at the exp~nse of the general body of Hind;,s, but the depressed 
classes were to vote in general constituencies. But they were 
s...,.....,teljl. to select four times as many candidates as there 
were seats to be filled by re]Jresentatives of these classes, so 

/?that no person mitht be cho~en to fill one of these scats who 
( was not acceptable to the classes concerned. The net result 

-K,Iinquestionably has been to penalize the higher-caste Hindus, 
who had allowed themselves to be outmanreuvred and who had 
thrown overboard the principle of due regard to num hers in 
allocating seats by their support for tactical reasons of the 
demands of the Sikhs of the Punjab for recognition far beyond 
their numerical rights. The other point of chief interest in the 
franchise proposals of the committee was their failure to find 
any workable form of direct election which would enable 
villagers to have a say. The administrative difficulties were 
found to be too great, and eventually the committee had to be 
content with enfranchising as they judged about 27 per cent of the 
people for provircial elections, while for elections to the federal 
Assembly some seven or eight million voters might be provided. 3 

~ad. Papm·, Crud. 4147 (August 4th 1932). 
z Poona Pa.ct,.'September ~th 1932. 3 Pari. Paper, S:md. 4238, pp. 25, 26. 
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(d) THE TI!IRD SESSION OF TilE CO"FF.RENCE 

There followed a third s~ssion1 of the Confefl'nce (November 
17th-December 24th 1932), which was convened rather reluc
tantly by the British Government, for it had hoped that all 
that remained to be done in the way of consultation might be 
carried out in India. The character of this session was marked 
by the cessation of Labour co-operation in the Conference, thus 
introducing a definitely party element into the proceedings, 
and by the absence of any spokesman of Congress, a fact which 
helped to accelerate the proceedings. It now remained for the 
government to accept responsibility for definite proposals to 
effect the carrying into law of the measure of accord achieved 
by the Conference, together with such further issues as must 
be decided to complete the scheme. This took the form in 
March 19832 of a set of proposals for reform which were to 

• be submitted to a joint select committee of Parliament for 
examination and report. The White Paper was on the whole 
a very fair reproduction of the results achieved, but it is quite 
fair to say that it was rather definitely drawn up in order to 
placate the volume of Conservative criticism whiclo ha~ 
steadily growing ever since the conclusion of the firat session 
of the Conference. General approval of th~ policy then arrived 
at had been accorded by the Liberal and the Conservative 
parties, but on this head Mr. Churchill had separated himself 
in 1981 from the group of ex-ministers who formed Mr. Bald
win's shadow cabinet, and ever since then had led the revolt 
against concessions. 

(e) THE REPORT OF THE JOINT SELECT COMMITTEE 

The proceedings of the Joint Select Committee' suffered from 
the limitation of its membership. It was contended by the 
opponents of the scheme, with some degree of justification, that 
the constitution of the committee was too definitely marked by 

1 Parl. Po.per, Crud. 4238. • 
2 Parl. Paper, Cmd. 4268. Despite the indecisive result of t.he Burmese election 

of 1932 on the issue of separation, its advunta.ges clearJ.y outweighed the objections 
in t.he view of the government. 

3 H.C. Paper 6 of 1933--4; H.C. 112 of 1933. • 

• 
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approval of the governmental policy and that a more impartial 
body should have been set up. As a result Mr. Churchill and 
Lord Lloyd dctlined to serve upon it and thus allowed their 
chance of improving the proposais to go by default. The 
committee, however, had a measure of assistance from.a select 
body of Indian representatives, who took part in its proceedings 
somewhat in the attitude of assessors, and who presented to it 
an !'xpression of their views on the position. The most interest
ing feature of the proceedings was the attitude adopted on 
several points by the Labour members of the committee. They 
accepted as inevitable the main outlines of the scheme, and 
regretfully confessed that there was no real chance of the 
workers, agrarian qr industrial, controlling for a prolonged 
period the legislatures, though they would have widened the 
franchise substantially. But they objected to the proposal to 
constitute the federal legislature of two houses, on the ground 
inter alia that the legislature was in any ease too large for all 
the work it could have to do, and that there was much danger 
of its seekjng to interfere in issues which 'vere really provincial. 
Exception was also taken to the reservation of foreign affairs 
i::o.j;),e hapds of the governor-general. It was held to be only 
fair that India should be entitled to define her own attitude on 
external issues, especially as that attitude would largely deter
mine the cost of defence. Further, it was urged that lndianiza
tion of the forces should be arranged for at a definite date, on 
the ground that the military authorities if given this task would 
succeed in bringing it to a satisfactory conclusion, but that, if 
the matter were left undefined, there might be serious delay in 
its accomplislunent. It was also argued that control over 
finance should be left to the Indian government, which could 
not be free without such control; responsibility could be 
learned only by exercising it. Safeguards in general were 
deprecated with an exception for such only as Indians de
manded through distrust of one another. Commercial safe
guards in special were perfectly futile, for India was thoroughly 
conversant with the art of political boycott. Even in the ease 
of defence the;e should be a statutory committee of the legis
lature which from the first should be kept in touch with defence 
problems. 
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In essence the majority of the committee accepted the 
/ govermnental proposals, but emphasized still more the neces

sity of safeguards as a result of the evidence given to them on 
behalf of the civil service and the police, and pe~haps still more 
because of the facts laid before them by the government itself 
regarding the prevalence of anarchical conspiracy in Bengal 
which had distinguished itself by political assassination, young 
women being dragged into the contest. None the Jess the com
mittee rejected suggestions of reserving law and order, and 
accepted the contentions of the Simon Commission on this head. 
The fundamental argument was simply that the sense of 
responsibility must be destroyed by the functioning of govern
ment in watertight compartments separated under the consti
tution, and that friction between the part~ of a government so 
divided was inevitable. On a like ground the committee re
jected the view that there could be an irresponsible federal 
govermnent side by side with responsible ministries in 'the 
provinces. Provincial ministers would constantly be able to 
disclaim responsibili{y on the score that the eeonomic policy 
and /~he finance of the central government prechided their 
carrying out their programmes of social betterment. It~ 
naturally admitted that the reservation of foreign ,:ffairs and 
defence did create dyarcby within the centr&l government, but 
it was pointed out that these departments had normally few 
points of contact with other fields of central administratio11 
under the new constitution. It was necessarily admitted that 
control over the army involved a certain measure of control 
over railway and road communication, but the importance of 
that might be mininlized. Perhaps insufficient attention was 
paid to the fundamental fact that the demands of defence on 
revenue really must determine the economic and financial 
policy of any government in very large measure, and that to 
assert that a responsible government was possible when it must 
devote most of the revenue it raised to purposes over which it 
had no control was to treat responsible government in a rather 
curious manner. Nor was sufficient stress laid on the fact that 
the federal legislature must tend to devote its attention to 
seeuring control over issues which so deeply affected its powers 
as those of defence ll.Ijd external relations. The decisive factor, . . 
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however, was the absolute determination of the princes not to 
accept federation without responsibility. The difficulty caused 
by the inability of the princes to accept the full list of subjects . . 
which could be made central as federal raised much discussion. 
It was felt to be impossible to surrender the chance of legis

/ lating for all. the provinces in certain important issues, and ~he 
r · ,best conclusiOn that could be arnved at was that a conventwn 
r ihight suitably be developed under which the representatives of 

the "states would not vote on central questions, though the 
possibility of providing for th,is by any legal provision was 
ruled out . .,. j-· ?. C • R"f•v"t, lo-P f? . .r. Pe.;f:r.te.v""-· P-11-

(f) THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA BILL IN PARLIAMENT 

The passage of the Bill through the House of Commons 
resulted in certain changes of considerable, though not primary, 
impt>rtance. The position of the states raised serious objec
tions on the part of the princes, who were most anxious to 
maintain that their acceptance of federation must not be 
treated as if they were subject to the legislative authority of 
Pad,iament.' The sixth clause of the Bill as introduced pro
vided that a ruler must accept the Act as applicable to himself 
and his subjects, specifying in his instrument of accession the 
subjects on which the federation was to have power to legislate 
for the state and specifying any condition to which his accession 
was to be subject. The princes seem to have desired to estab
lish the point that the Act should be in force in each state solely 
by authority of the instrument of accession. Obviously, if 
there were any substance in the view of the princes, it was 
impossible to give effect to it, and the position was dealt with 
merely by verbal changes, and the clause as altered provides 
that a ruler 'accedes to the federation as established by this 
Act' instead of accepting the Act. It may be doubted if the 
position of the princes is in any way improved. by the change 
of phrase. In a number of other points of minor importance 
concessions were made as regards wording, and in one major 
provision. The• original proposal regarding the possibility of a 
breakdown of the constitution had provided for the indefinite 

• /, Pad.fapera, Cmd. 4843, 4903 (J935). 
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suspension of the constitution by the authority of the British 
Government. It was now made clear that any suspension 
could not last beyond three years without parqamentary legis
lation being undertaken. bn the other hand, the government 
declined to accept the suggestion that in the case of suspension 
any state should have the right to secede from the federation, 
and it equally declined to undertake to defme and limit its 
paramount powers as an inducement to the states to accept 
federation. Such inducements as are offered therefore· are 
chiefly financial, and the possible grant of full control over such 
civil stations as Bangalore in the case of Mysore. It was, 
however, made clear in the case of Tangasseri that no transfer to 
Travancore could be carried out against tht; wishes of the people. 

As regards the federal executive the chief change made was 
in respect of the special responsibilities of the government 
generally towards the services. These were, made to extend to 
persons who had been in the government service and to"the 
dependents of officials and ex-officials, thus placing beyond 
doubt the position or the governor-general in respect 1'f pensions 
and family pensions. For the purpose of further assurance of 
rights in these matters the obligation of the centr~ and ~o
vincial governments to provide the secretary of state with 
sufficient funds to meet liabilities due was O!xtended to inclutfe 
specifically pension liabilities. The responsibility of the 
secretary of state for the payment of pensions due outside 
India was explicitly recognized, and the right to sue the 
secretary of state in respect of pension liabilities was preserved. 
It was claimed on behalf of the pensioners that express power 
to pay out of British funds should be included in the Act, but 
this was refused, as was also the much more reasonable claim 
for a formal guarantee. The arguments of the government 
were far from happy; it was contended that a guarantee was 
unnecessary, but clearly if it removed anxieties it would have 
served a useful purpose. It was further urged that it was 
undesirable as it would enable an Indian government to use a 
refusal to pay pensions as a means of pressure on the British 
Government in the knowledge that the pensi~ners would not 
suffer. lt is ludicrous to suppose that Sllllh knowledge would 
affect in any way th~ action of an India'.' govern'\'ent, and the 
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doubts of pensioners were not wholly removed by the argument 
that it would be the duty of the secretary of state to instruct 
the governor-g~neral to raise necessary funds by taxation or to 
issue a loan in order to pay pensions.' The difficulty obviously 
is that Indian finance may be so disintegrated that pensions 
cannot be paid without taking away funds necessary for current 
business, and in such an event the fate of pensions is obvious. 
Clearly the new security is much inferior to the old, and 
attempts to hold that under the former regime the British 
Government was not ultimately bound to obtain funds from 
Parliament if need be to meet pensions were wholly un
convincing. 

The essential pr<;>visions regarding the federal legislature 
,/f passed without substantial change. The _Li~!_al_o.pposition 

,... ·contended strongly, in harmony with the views of the govern
ment of India' and of Indian politicians, in favour of the direct 
ele~tion of members by the Assembly by territorial constitu
encies. The chief arguments against this project were based on 
the impo§sibility of any real contact between the electorate 
and the member when constituencies must be so large, and the 
ad.vantag~ to be derived from securing close contact between 
those responsible for provincial legislation and the federal 
Parliament. • 

The provincial executive was accepted by the Commons 
without serious change. The chief anxiety expressed by the 
opposition turned on the control of terrorism, of communism, 
of the no-rent campaign, and of civil disobedience; but the 
government insisted that the provisions inserted in the Bill 
which added to the special responsibilities of the governor the 
duty of supervision of police regulations, and of com bating 
attempts to overthrow the government were adequate for the 
ends desired. One substantial change only was made and that 
affected the provincial legislatures. Assam was given a second 
chamber as a further concession to the conservative character 
of the whole scheme. The franchise for the lower chambers 
was definitely made part of the Bill by being embodied in a 
schedule, and rt is a sign of the care with which the Act was 

1 Lord Zctll~nd to Lord Rankcillour, July 16th 1935. 
2 Cf. Pn.rl. Paper, Cmd. 3700, pp. 114 ff,. 
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passed that the terms of the schedule were carefully scrutinized 
in committee. Efforts were made by the Labour party to 
extend the franchise, but _the government naturally enough 
resisted firmly this project, on the score that the report of the 
franchise committee showed the administrative impossibility 
of any wider franchise. Only minor amendments thus could 
be made, including the grant of the vote to retired officers and 
men of the Indian police on the same conditions as to officers 
and men of the army. The electorate was calculated· at 
35,000,000, I4 per cent of the population, 27 per cent of the 
male population, and 48 per cent of the adult male population. 
In the case of females the Commons adopted the changes pro
posed by the joint select committee. TJ;te proposals of the 
franchise committee were estimated to enfranchise women in 
the proportion of I : 4t to men. The White Paper reduced 
that to I : 7 by requirir1g women who were qualified in respect 
of their husbands' property holdings to claim registration .tnd 
by imposing a higher educational test. The select committee 
recommended that the necessity of application l"ight be 
removed in certain provinces and areas, and that in certain 
provinces the educational test should be lower, thus ~ncreasing 
the proportion to I : 5, subject to reduction if the requirement 
of application, where retained, proved too discourage enrol
ments. These views were given effect in the Commons, and the 
government there promised to provide facilities in the Bill for 
the removal before the second election of the application test 
in those cases where it was retained at first, except where social 
conditions would make such rapid progress dangerous. 

A further concession to women was made in the undertaking 
to reserve for them six seats on the Council of State, to which 
they might otherwise never attain entry, and in the declaration 
that a person shall not be disqualified by sex from being 
appointed by the Crown to any civil post under the Crovm in 
India, but with due power to the secretary of state, the 
governor-general, and the governors to make exceptions to this 
principle. 

The question of legislative power in the fede"ration and the 
provinces resulted in no serious change .. The provisions re
garding the preventiqn of discrinlination.against ~ritish trade 
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were much debated, but it was accepted that legislative dis
crimination must be directly prohibited in the constitution by 
enactment, thlll' accepting the plan which the British com
munity had proposed without acceptance to the Simon Commis
sion. But at the same time the compromise of the select 
committee was included, under which the restrictive clauses of 
the constitution may be held in abeyance by Order in Council 
if a. convention covering the issues is successfully negotiated 
with the new Indian government. The wording of the restric
tive clauses was made more extensive, but was not extended to 
executive discrimination, which was left a special responsibility 
of governor-general and governors. Moreover, the government 
definitely refused to,accept the proposal to forbid the imposi
tion of penal duties on United Kingdom exports, insisting that 
this would needlessly limit Indian authority. 

The government made further concessions in the matter of 
excruded and partially excluded areas, which it had proposed 
to define in a brief schedule. It was pointed out that the issue 
was one of great importance in the interests of the backward 
t~ibes. Excluded areas would be administered at the governor's 
discretion,. in partially excluded areas he would be responsible 
for protecting the interests of the aborigines, and it was there
fore desirable, especially as the Act had provision only for 
transforming an excluded into a partially excluded area and 
for merging a partially excluded area into a province, to mark 
out as many areas as possible for such protection. The weight 
of the contention was serious, and the governmental argument 
that it was difficult to delimit areas owing to the scattered 
condition of the aboriginal tribes, and that assimilation was to 
be aimed at, failed to carry much conviction. Finally it was 
decided to accept neither the government's brief schedule nor 
the longer one proposed in lieu, but to determine the areas by 
Order in Council based on a White Paper, giving the relevant 
facts, to be laid before the Houses. 

A rather bitter controversy was waged over the question of 
the desire of tlj,e Labour and Liberal parties to include in the 
Bill a definite reference to Dominion.status as the goal. of 
Indian government.· The government adopted a curious atti
tude. It de,finitely !J.Ceepted the pledge contained in the 
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preamble of the Act of 1919 of the gradual development of 
self-governing institutions with a view to the progressive 
realization of responsible sovernment in Britjsh India as an 
integral part of the Empire, and the interpretation put thereon 
by the governor-general in 1929 with the authority of the 
government of the day: 'The natural issue of India's progress 
as there contemplated is the attainment of Dominion status.' 
But it refused to put anything of this kind in a preamble, and 
instead insisted on preserving the preamble to the Act of 1919, 
when repealing that measure under the new Act. The preser
vation of the smile of the Cheshire eat after its disappearance 
was justly adduced by critics as the best parallel to this legis
lative monstrosity, and the omission \)f any reference to 
Dominion status, following on the complete silence of the joint 
committee, inevitably caused a painful feeling in India, and 
annoyance to those supporters of the ministry who realized 
that its action was certain to be interpreted in India as in ~me 
way seeking to evade frank acceptance of Dominion status as 
the final goal. • • 

In the House of Lords the reception accorded to the Bill was 
naturally even more conservative than in the .commons, 

.;-; though the principle of the measure was definitely homologated 
/ and any idea of serious change was ruled ~ut. But only one 

1 ;,ita! change was made with the assent of the government. The 
blection of the British Indian members of the Council of State 
was transferred from the upper chambers of the provinces, 
where these existed, and special electoral bodies to be created, 
to the direct election in electorates with a high franchise to be 
delimited subsequent to the passing of the Act and approved 
by Order in Council submitted to Parliament.' It was difficult 
to find any logical justification for the change, and in the 
Commons Sir A. Chamberlain justly criticized the plan by 
which an Upper House was given a direct connexion with the 
people denied to the Lower House, and made indissoluble. The 
only excuse that could be adduced for the change was that it in 
a faint manner served to conciliate the Liberal o\'position, which 
pressed for the adoption of direct election to the Assembly, and 
in fact it was accepted by that section of -opinion, presumably 

1 25 & 26 Gco. V, c. 42, s. 18 and.Sched. 1. • 
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because it must involve .at.no distant date direct election for 
the Assembly in order to remove an absurd anomaly. By an 
unkind fate tile under-secretary w.ho a short time before had 
proved unexceptionably that direct election for the Council 
was out of the question had to prove equally effectively that it 
was desirable. Unfortunately less than thirty private members 
took the trouble to attend the debate on this issue, perhaps 
be~ause it was felt difficult to defend the volte-face, and Lord 
Eustace Percy could only plead that anomalies were an 
inevjtable part of the new framework. 

Other amendments were of minor importance. The governor
general and the governors were specifically encouraged to send 
messages to the legislatures to indicate their views on pending 
Bills 1 affecting their responsibilities. The previous sanction of 
the governor-general was made necessary for the introduction 
of any Bill varying the Indian side of the arrangement regarding 
rel!ef from double income tax. The power of the Indian 
legislature was restricted by forbidding it to affect the right 
?f the Cr"wn in Council to grant special ieavc to hear appeals 
from the decision of courts in India except as specially 
authori~ in the Act, thus extending a clause originally 
referring to criminal appeals. The rights of the Anglo-Indian 
community in resl'tct of appointments in the post and tclcgraphs 
and railways departments were specifically recognized, and in 
the Commons the customs department was added to those 
specified. The necessity of the approval of the governor acting 
in his discretion or the governor-general to the leave of absence 
as well as the promotion of any officer appointed by the 
secretary of state was laid down. 

It was decided that the secretary of state, the governor
general, and the governors should be given complete itmnunity 
from the jurisdiction of Indian courts during their term of 
office, including any process such as summons as a witness. 
When no longer in office the same immw1ity will apply as 
regards official acts save by special permission of the King in 
Council. But proceedings in England are not affected. It was 
also provided that during the transitional period before federa
tion certain powers-of the governor-general should be available. 

• ' Sa. 20 (2), 63 (2). • 

• 
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On one point the government found the House of Lords 
especially anxious. The proposal to refuse power to the Indian 
legislature to penalize B>;itish imports was. renewed, and 
ultimately a clause was moved to secure for British imports 
most favoured nation treatment. A very strong case could 
be made out for this concession, Canada having just reaffirmed 
her belief in this principle by extending not only to the United 
Kingdom but to South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand 
the benefit of her latest concessions to foreign powers. But the 
government refused to alter its standpoint that compulsion 
was inadmissible and was sustained by a small majority. 
Lord Derby voting in the minority, despite a faithful support 
of the Bill, which had led to his using his ii1Jiuence to secure the 
withdrawal of certain evidence originally proposed to be placed 
before the joint committee on behalf of the cotton industry, 
a procedure ultimately producing a change of standing orders 
as to witnesses destined to prevent a repetition of sim,lar 
action. 1 

For convenience tl;e Act was directed by the Govermuent of 
India (Reprinting) Act, passed on December 2oth 1935 to be 
reissued as the Government of India Act, 1935,. and the 
Government of Burma Act, 1935. 

• 
1 H.C. Paper 84 of 1934--5, May 9th 1935. 
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FEDERALISM AND RESPONSffiLE GOVERNMENT 
UNDER THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ACT 1935 

./ 
'1. THE SALIENT CHARACTERISTICS.Ol<'-THE 

FEDERATION 

MucH learning was displayed in the course of the discussion of 
the federation in the adduction of suggestions for guidance 
from other federal constitutions, but the essential principles of 
the new federation were obviously derived from those in 
operation in Canada and Australia, both of which Dominions 
owed much to federalism in the United States. Continental 
models furnished little that could be adopted, for the problem 
wa~ new. None of the units to be federated had international 
status of any kind inter se, but on the one hand the provinces 
had been under the strict control of th~ central government 
and were. now to be accorded a wider autonomy, while on the 
other the states had definitely to accept the restrictions of a 
federal system in place of a vague and varying measure of 
control by- the Cro.wn. 

The federation exhibits all the normal characteristics of 
federal government. 1 There is a rigid constitution, with a 
very elaborate distinction of federal and local powers, and 
a federal court whose duty it is to secure the due observance of 
the limits placed on the centre and the local governments and 
legislatures. The constitution is written, and amendment is 
definitely and narrowly restricted. But the special circumstances 
of India result in many variations between the Indian 
constitution and those of Canada and Australia. On the other 
hand, it is truly federal, and therefore it differs essentially from 
the constitution of the Union of South Africa, which, under a 
semblance of federalism due to historical causes, is essentially 
unitary . 
. In Canada ~d in.Australia.feder<>tion was formed,by.the 

1 Keith, Re.rpo-nsible G"overnmenl in the DaminiQM (1928). Pt. IV; The Can.stitu
tional Law of 'lte Briti8h DpminioM (1933). 
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agreement of colonies, each self-governing, to unite for certain 
purposes of common interest, while retaining in Jess degree in 
Canada, in greater in Australia, their origina,J authority in 
matters not given to the federation. In India the provinces 
were not self-governing, and were already united under the 
control of a central govermncnt with plenary powers, the 
provinces thus being in law wholly subordinate divisions of a 
unitary state. The federation in tbeir case confers on them an 
autonomy which they never before possessed, and gives it " 
legal b<Lsis. The provinces at the same time suffer diminution 
of functions and power in certain respects, for federal matters 
are now separated from provincial questions and taken away 
from provincial authority, which was u~ecessary under the 
earlier regime when central control rendered provincial action 
with central approval legitimate in any field. A second element 
of the federation is afforded by the states, which do surrender 

_ definitely a considerable measure of their former authorrty, 
/ and thus conform closely to the normal federal type. This 

, combination of whOlly disparate elements gives J' unique 
character to the federation and produces certain abnormal 
features. Thus, while the provinces are subject to a single 
system applicable to all, the states are definitely exe"mpt from 
the application of a number of federal powers of legislation, 
unless they expressly accept them, which is not expected to 
be the case. In the same way the executive authority of the 
federation is uniform in regard to the provinces, but it may 
vary as regards the states. Moreover, both as regards federal 
legislative and executive authority, there may be variations 
between states, though naturally a certain uniformity is 
intended. The-states again differ from the provinces in the 
essential fact that in each .case_ adhesion is voluntary, while 
the provinces have federation imposed from above. 

The division of powers in Canada rests on the assignment to 
federation and provinces of defined spheres, the very limited 
grant of concurrent powers on agriculture and immigration to 
both, federal legislation being paramount, a"4 the grant of 
all residuary power to the federation. In course of legal 
interpretation the sphere of provincial power has been extended 
beyond the intention~ of the fathers of. federatic;n, and the 
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importance of the residuary power was until recently minimized 
by the courts. In Australia the federation has a few exclusive 
powers. and a large number of concurrent but paramount 
powers, while all power not expressly t>r by necessary implication 
made federal exclusively can be exercised by the states, subject 
to being overridden by federal legislation. In India the attempt 
has been made very elaborately to assign power to the federation 
and to the units by enumeration of subjects, while a wide 
sphete may be regulated by both. In the latter case the units 
are permitted with the assent of the governor-general to 
legislate in such a manner as to override prior federal Acts 
on the same topic, 1 and the governor-general has the 
un'Usual power' of assigning to federation or units at his 
discretion heads of legislation or finance not allocated by 
the Act. 

In Canada the heads of the provincial governments are 
appointed by the federal government and may be removed 
from office by that government, but this power has ceased to 
be used in any substantial manner to effetlt federal ends, the 
li<!btenant-governors having been iJLpractice assimilated in 
functions to constitutional soverei~. In Australia the 
appointmelft and removal of governors of the states rests with 
the British Govel"IlVlent, and the federal government has no 
influence whatever in the matter. In India the governors of the 
provinces are subject to the control of the governor-general, 
subject to the approval of the secretary of state, in all matters 
in which they are required to act at their discretion or in their 
individual judgment. 3 In Canada and Australia the governor
general is a constitutional monarch as regards his ministers; 
in India he is subject to the secretary of state' in matters of his 
discretion or individual judgment. 

In Canada provincial legislation may be disallowed by the 
federal government, but this power is now largt!ly if not 
entirely disused as a method of ·enforcing federal authority, 
Acts of dubious validity being left to the courts to declare 
invalid. In Australia no power of disallowance exists on the 
part of the Co~onwealth, and in practice the power of the 
British Government .to secure disallowance is almost obsolete; 

'25 & 26 Geo. ,V, c. 42. s. J,Q7.(2). 
2I 

's. 104. 3 s. 54. 4 s. 14. 
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in any event it would never be used to affect matters which 
could be determined by the courts in respect of state versus 
federal power. 

In both federations enjt>ying Dominion stafus the units and 
the federal government are in possession of full responsible 
government, which is denied in India, in greater measure in the 
federation, for defence and foreign relations are administered 
by the governor-general in his discretion, subject to the control 
of the Home Government. In the same way the constittttions 
of Canada and Australia can be amended only at the will of 
their governments, and Parliaments, with in the case of 
Australia a popular referendum. The Canadian constitution 
can be changed only by the British Parliament which would 
act only on a definite request from both Iiouses of the Dominion 
Parliament, and such a request would normally be based on 
agreement with the provinces. In the case of India the power 
to alter the constitution is entirely vested in the lkitish 
Government and Parliament.' 

The judicial control in Canada is exercised primarily by the 
provincial courts, which are organized by the pr1'>vinccs, hut 
whose judges are appointed by the federal government, and on 
appeal by the Supreme Court, with a final appeal to the Privy 
Council, or by the Privy Council. In Aust,alia the final control 
of constitutional issues respecting the relations inter se of the 
federation and state rests with the high court, which may, but 
in fact docs not, allow appeal to the Privy Council in such 
causes. In India constitutional issues will be dealt with partly 
by the high courts, partly by the federal court, but the final 
interpretation of the constitution will rest always with the 
Privy Council, from which appeals cannot be shut out by any 
Indian legislation. 2 

2. THE CROWN AND ITS REPRESENTATIVES 

The authority of the Crown over India, which was formerly 
exercised through the East India Company and which was 
declared directly exercisable by the Governm1nt of India Act, 
1858, is declared 3 to be exercisable by Hi~ 1\iajesty except in so 

1 s. 308. • /o s. 110 (b) (ill). • 3 s. 2 • 
• 
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far as may otherwise be provided by or under the Act, or as 
directed by His Majesty. This declaration extends to (1) the 
rights, authority, and jurisdiction of the King Emperor over 
the territories in India vested in him, and {2) those exercisable 
by him in or in relation to any other territories in India, and 
includes all powers hitherto exercised by the secretary of 
state with or without his council, the governor-general with or 
without his council, any governor or local government. 

The territories vested in the King are made up of the 
governors' provinces and the chief commissioners' provinces, 
which make up British India.' India includes British India, all 
territories of any Indian ruler under the suzerainty of His 
Majesty, all territories under the suzerainty of such a ruler, the 
tribal areas, and any other territories which His Majesty in 
Council, after ascertaining the views of the federal government 
and legislature, may declare to be part of India. The tribal 
area.. include the frontier lands of India and Baluchistan which 
are not parts of British India, or Burma, or any Indian or 
foreign state. The definition shows how• anomalous is their 
position, but internationally they must be recognized as part 
of India. The Crown has asserted protection over the areas 
without ne,essarily securing the assent to the tribes to such a 
position, and by t,eaty2 the intervention of Afghanistan in 
regard to these areas has been excluded. 

The difference between the relation of the Crown to these 
areas and territories is reflected in the form of its representation 
in India. 3 The governor-general of India is appointed by 
commission under the sign manual' to perform the powers and 
duties imposed on him by or under the Act, and such other 
powers, not being powers connected with the exercise of the 
functions of the Crown in its relations to the Indian states, as 
His Majesty may be pleased to assign to him. The excepted 
functions fall to the representative of the Crown as regards 
relations with Indian states in so far as they are assigned to him 
by His Majesty. Moreover, it is under his authority that powers 
in this regard can be exercised by any other officers. It was , 

1 S. 3ll (!); contrast 62 & 53 Viet., c. 63, s. 18. 
'Of. Par!. Paper, Cmd. 324 (1919), 4701 (February 3rd 1934). 'S. 3. 
'The Instructions under"the sign manual and signet require e.n oath on assump-

tion of office, so :inco 1918; qurzon, Briti8h Government in India., ii, 187. 
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suggested by the Round Table Conference' that this vital 
distinction of representation might be emphasized by styling 
the officer charged with relations with the st~tes Viceroy, but 
there were obvious objections to this plan which were duly 
recognized by the joint committee. The term could not well 
be denied to the governor-general in his position as head of the 
federation; it therefore will remain ceremonial, and the two 
aspects of the Crown will not thus formally be distinguished. 
But, though the two positions may be held by the same person, 
this is not necessarily the case, and they may be separated 
should in practice it prove difficult for the governor-general 
to exercise both sets of functions without inconvenience. 
Normally, it is suggested, the governor-~eneral, as responsible 
for the welfare of British India, may be inclined to exercise his 
functions with some measure of predisposition in favour of 
his main charge . 
. The Act clearly recognizes that its terms do not exhaust the 

powers of the Crown, which can exercise in respect of India all 
prerogative powers•in respect of oversea territories save in so 

• • far as they are regulated by the Act. 2 Thus the Act leaves 
untouched the vital prerogatives of the control of foreign 
affairs, including the right to cede territory, 3 and of~aking war 
or peace or declaring neutrality. It recognizes and saves the 
right of the Crown or by delegation the governor-general to 
grant pardons, reprieves, respites or remissions of punishment. • 
It recognizes again the supreme ownership of all land 6 in 
British India by the Crown, and the resulting doctrine of 
escheat, and the doctrine under which bona vacantia fall to the 
Crown, 6 but it regulates in both cases' the exercise of the 
prerogative by assigning the property in question to the Crown 
for the purposes of the province in which the property is 
situate. This distinction of the character of prerogative 

~ Cf. the Indian Government, Pari. Paper, Cmd. 3700, p. 192. 
t Att.-Gen. v. De Keyser'a Royal Hotel, [1920] A.C. 508. 
3 The legislature is forbidden to act by s. llO (b) (i). Sec§ 16, below. 
4 S. 295 (2). The prerogative was delog'ated for the first time in the Royal 

Warrant of Appointment in 1916. ' 
6 Of. Tranajer of Natura! Rea01tTCe8 to Provime of Sa~Jkatche-.van, [1932] A.C. 28. 
6 Cf. Att.-Gen. of Ontario v. Mercer (1883), 8 App. Cas. 767; Collector of Ma&UU

patam v. Cavaly Vencata Narrainapah (1860). 8 Moo. "Ind. App. 500. 
7 s. 174. 

• 
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authority is necessary since the unity of the authority of the 
Crown is necessarily broken by the creation of the federal 
system. In th~ same way, while under the existing regime it 
Jay with the Crown to allocate executive authority so far as it 
was not dealt with by statute between the governor-general 
and the governors or lieutenant-governors of the provinces, its 
freedom of action is limited by the distinction of federal and 
pro.vincial spheres. It may be assumed on the apalogy of 
Canadian law that the prerogative right over gold and silver 
mines 1 attaches to the Crown in re=~et_:~t. of the province where 
such mines are situated, and the waste lands in the provinces 
are duly vested in the Crown in right of the province, while 
those in any territo,ry under the federation directly would be 
federal. 

The Crown again enjoys apart from statute immunity from 
suit for itself, and its property, including its ships. 2 This 
inllimnity has been modified in the case of India, 3 as in the case 
of Canada ·and Australia in diverse ways by statute, and direct 
suit again,;;t the federation and provinces and in certain cases 
against the secretary <>f state is conceded. 

There 10,emain reserved to the Crown, free from statutory 
control, the grant of honours of all kinds• whether in British 
India or to rulers :!rid subjects of the states, and the regulation 
of precedence whether in British India • or as between the rulers. 
In the case of British India these are prerogative rights of the 
ordinary kind; in that of the states they flow from the special 
position of the Crown as demanding and receiving the allegiance 
of the rulers. Acceptance of foreign orders is also regulated by 
the Crown. 

The prerogative of annexation of territory remains unaffected. 
But to add territory to British India requires the inclusion of 
such territory in a province, and the inclusion must take place 
in a specified manner with the consultation of the government 
and legislatures of India and the province concerned. 6 But 
territory could be annexed and included in India with due 
consultation wjth the federal authorities only.' 

1 Hudson'B Bay Co. v. AU.-Gen. for Canada, [1929] A.C. 285. 
2 Young v. 8.8. Scotia, [1903] A.C. 501. 8...a,.).76. 
• Star of India {1861), Indian Empire {1877). 'Warrant, April9thl930 . 
• s. 290. • • ' s. 311 {i). 
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In general the Crown enjoys in British India all the privileges 
it has under the prerogative in the case of England save in so 
far as these axe limited by statute. Thus it i~ entitled to the 
benefit of the rule that no statute is deemed to bind the Crown 
unless this is specifically mentioned or is essentially implied by 
the measure. 1 It enjoys similaxly priority in respect of debts 2 

due to the Crown unless precluded by statute. 
Further, however, the rights of the Crown in India may 

exceed apart from statute those of the Crown in England; for 
it succeeds to all the rights of the East India Company, and that 
body had by virtue of the acquisition from earlier sovereignties 
of territory the same rights over these territories as their late 
sovereigns had. 3 This is of importance in c<;rtain cases regarding 
lands and minerals where the Crown has more extensive powers 
than under English common law. 

• 
3. THE UNITS OF THE FEDERATION 

The federation is• made up of governors' provinces, chief 
commissioners' provinces, and federatell states. • TT:te relatidh 
of the federal executive and legislature to these three elements 
differs in essentials. It is fax extending with regatd to chief 
commissioners' provinces, which are subje~t to the control of 
the governor-general in ~xecutive matters and for whicl1 the 
federal legislature can pass laws, but it is definitely restricted 
on federal principles for the governors' provinces and the 
federated states. 

The governors' provinces axe, under the powers of the Act, 
increased by the addition of Orissa, which is extended in area 
by joining to it areas in Madras and the Central Provinces 
occupied by Oriya people, and of Sind, separated from Bombay. • 
.They thus number eleven, Madras, Bombay, Bengal, the 
United Provinces, the Punjab, Bihax sepaxated from Orissa, 

1 Secretary of State for India v. Bombay Landing and Shipping Co. (1868), 5 Bom. 
H.C.R., O.C.J. 23; Ganpat Pataya v. Collector of Oanara, I.L.R. 1 Bom. 7, per 
West, J.; Swretary of State for India v. MaUhurabhai (1889), 14 Born. 213; Bell v. 
Munic·ipal Commi&Bi<mers for MadrM (1901), 25 Mad. 457. 

2 Ganpal. Pataya's caBe, u.s. ' 
3 Rana Ubhee Singh Raja v. Golluim of Broach (1821), 2 Barr. 44; Balaman v. 

Secretary of Stale for India in Council, (1906] 1 K.B. 61ft; Bapoojee RWJlwonath v. 
Sinwar Kana (1822), 2 Borr. 342 . 

• s. 311 (2). • 'S. 289 . 
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Central Provinces and Berar, Assam, North-West Frontier 
Province, Orissa, Sind, and such other provinces as may be 
crea.ted under the Act, which authorizes such creation by 
Order in Connell after consulto.tion Of the federal executive and 
legislature and the authorities of any province affected.' The 
boundaries of provinces can be varied in like manner. Bcrar, 2 

though still under the sovereignty of the Ni1.am is to be 
administered with the Central Provinces as one province, but, 
should the agreement for administration cease, the Crown in 
Council may make any necessary adjustments affecting the 
provisions of the Act dealing with the Central Provinces. For 
the purposes of the Act, therefore, British India includes 
Berar and save as re~ards any oath of allegiance Berari subjects 
rank as British subjects. 

The chief commissioners'.provinces' are British Baluchistan, 
Delhi, Ajmer-Merwara, Coorg, the Andantan and Nicobar 
lslllb.ds, and the area of Panth Piploda, now given that status, 
together with such other provinces as may be created under the 
Act. Ade'l, on the other hand, ceases to M a part of India, and 
is to be governed as .directed by Order in Council, without 
prejudice to the power of the Crown in Council to legislate for 
the territory. But appeal is to lie to an Indian Court, doubtless 

..,..the High Court ofoBombay, whence a further appeal may be 
" brought to the Crown in Council. 
1; Inclusion in. the federation-is .. for-the-provinces .of.. both 

kinds. automatic, but in the case of .. the,states.accession .is 
voluntary, and the date of the proclamation of federation 
is made to depend on action by the King when an address is 
presented by both houses of Parliament, and such action is 
conditional on the accession to the federation of rulers entitled 
to fill not less than half the 104 seats of the Council of State and 
having as subjects not less 89,490,956 persons.• Accession is 
effected by the King's acceptance of an instrument of accession 
executed by the ruler personally, whereby he for himself, his 
heirs and successors, declares that he accedes to the federation 
with the inte~t that the King, the governor-general, the 
federal legislature, the federal court, and any other federal 
authority shall by .virtue of his instrument of accession, but 

's. 290. • '.S.47. 4 s. 6 . 
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subject always to the terms thereof and for the purposes only 
of the federation, exercise in relation to his state such fnnctions 
as may be vested in them bl or nnder the Act, ~nd assumes the 
obligation that due effect 1s given within his state to the pro-

~ 

~- . visions of the Act, so far as applicable under the instrument. 
1 The terms, it wiJI be seen, are carefully chosen to make it cle&r 

that the Act asserts no authority over the state save such &S 

follows from his freely executed instrument, which will, of 
course, permanently and irrevocably limit his sovereignty. The 
accession, however, can be executed conditionally on the 
attainment of federation before a prescribed date, thus 
simplifying the difficult business of securing the necessary 
accessions by removing the possibility of long delay. 

The instrument' must specify the matters on which the 
federation is to have power to legislate for the state, and any 
limitations of that ;~gislative power and ofthc federal executive 
power. The extent of federal power may be enlarged, but" not 
diminished, by a subsequent instrument duly accepted. The 
federal legislature is •given no power over accessions Jor twenty 
years after federation is established. Thereafter any request for 
acceptance of accession must not only be sent through the .. 
governor-general, but no request may be transmitted unless 
both chambers of the legislature have addreS!;ed the King asking 
that the state may be admitted to the federation. The period is 
somewhat long, but no doubt any later accessions may be 
weighed by the Crown in the light of feeling in the legislature, 
though it has no formal loeus standi. Any instrument must be 
laid after acceptance before both Houses of Parliament, 
and it and the acceptance must be judicially noticed by all 
courts. 

Each instrument of accession must provide that a number of 
provisions of the Act in Schedule II may be amended without 
affecting the accession of the state, but no such amendment, 
unless accepted by a supplementary instrument, may extend 
the fnnctions exercisable by any authority in respect of the 
state. In view of the improbability of any ear~ amendment of 
the exempted portions by Parliament, the provision is probably 
of no immediate importance, but it may· well prove to raise 

1 Draft in ~arL Paper, Cmd. 4843, p,p. 43, 44. • 
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very difficult questions, should it later be desired to alter the 
provisions excepted from the general rule. Thus apparently 
any change as. regards the position of the governor-general 
towards the issues of external affairs and defence would not be 
consistent with the position of the states. The Act is silent as 
to the position in such an event; it would certainly be open to 
any state to argue that such action was equivalent to a breach 
of the instrument of accession but there is no legal means 
proVided under which the state could attain redress: On the 
other hand, from the point of view of British India it may seem 
that a complete bar to full responsibility is presented. 

The King is not obliged to accept any instrument, and his 
discretion is made aJ;>solute in this regard. Further, he may not 
accept any accession whose terms are inconsistent with the 
scheme of federation embodied in the Act. The latter provision 
binds the Crown in principle not to accept for the federation 
any' state which is unwilling to accept the greater portion of 
the subjects in the federal list. Exceptions or reservations to 
this list ovght in the opinion of the johit select committee, 1 

t~ be justified by any .ruler on the score of special conditions 
affecting ~s state. There are eases of existing treaty rights or 
usage in matters affecting the postal service, coinage and 
currency which m!fy justify exemption from the normal rule of 
federal control; but it is clear that no state could be allowed to 
claim entry on the score of being willing to accept a select list 
of topics. Further, the committee stressed the advantages of 
securing that instruments shall be as far as possible in common 
form as regards terminology. The interpretation of federal 
rights in a state may well turn on wording, and it would 
embarrass the courts if they had to construe instruments 
differing verbally. A draft form of instrument accordingly has 
been prepared. 

"7 .Apart from the control given to the federation by the 
'-instrument of accession, the rights and obligations of the Crown 

in respect of the Indian states remain unaffected by.,the.Act, 
and a state wh~ does not accede is in theory unaffected by the 
federation. Indirectly, of course, federation must affect deeply 
every state. The gro.nt of responsible government to adjacent 

• 1 Report, i, 87 . 
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provinces must stimulate ambitions in the states; the governor
general is the head of the federal goverru:nent, and, though 
directly ministers "~1! have no power over the state relations 
with the Crown, it is significant that in the c..;;e of the Union 
of South Africa it was felt desirable in 1930 to separate the 
offices of Governor-General of the Union and High Commissioner 
in control of Basutoland, the Bechuanaland Protectorate, and 
Swaziland.' There is therefore every motive for states to accept 
federation and thus exert authority from within the fed"eral 
structure, a position in entire harmony with accepted Indian 
ideals of polity. In specific cases there is added the possibility 
of remission of tribute' or like payments and in one or two that 
of retrocession of territory or control thereof, as in the case of 
the rendition of Bangalore to Mysore. • 

As the King's representative will not control any forces, if 
he needs the aid of such forces to carry out his duties towards 
the states he is to be entitled to requisition forces from•the 
governor-general, any extra expense involved being ranked as 
expenses of the Cro\\'n in relation to the states. In this respect, 
it is clear that special importance atta$es to the c;mbinatio'h 
of the offices of representative and governor-general, for, if 
the two posts were in different hands, there might be grave 
possibilities of friction, the governor-geneo-al doubting if his 
federal responsibilities were consistent with the proposed use of 
the forces. As it is, the combination of offices must be deemed 
sufficient to ensure that policies shall he made consistent with 
the double form of obligation on either side. It may be noted 
that the commander-in-chief is commander-in-chief in India, 
not in British India only.' 

The representative of the Crown is authorized to make 
arrangements with the governors of the provinces for the 
discharge by the latter and their officers of functions appertain
ing to the representative. This renders possible the continued 
employment of local governments for relations with states 
where this course is recommended by considerations of usage or 
convenience. .. 

The special case of the jurisdiction already enjoyed by the 

1 Cf. Keith, Letters on. Imperial Re14tiO'T1~, 1916-35, i_,. 203. 
11 Pari. Paper, Cmd. 4-103. The total may bo £750.,000 a ycru-.. a S. 4. 
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Crown in certain areas in the states, e.g. at Secunderabad and 
Bangalore, is provided for by the rule' that the Crown may in 
signifiying acceptance of any accession declare that the federal 
authority shall not apply, due notiCe of course being giv~n to 
the ruler that the acceptance will contain such a declaration. 
By agreement between the Crown and the ruler the federal 

.authority may later be extended on such terms as may be 
specified in a supplementary instrument of accession. But no 
notice can be given in respect of any area which is under the 
Crown's jurisdiction solely in connexion with a railway. 
Subject to the above rule, on federation any authority of the 
Crown under the Foreign Jurisdiction Act, 1890, 2 or otherwise, 
shall become exercisable by the federal authorities, including 
the railway authority, except in so far as any agreement may 
be made under Part VI of the Act for administration of federal 
legislation by the ruler. The law in the matters concerned in 
for~ in the state is to be deemed to be a federal law in so far as 
the federation under the instrument of accession could re-enact 
it, but shall cease to have effect after five y~ars if not so enacted, 

0 

or amended, or repeal~. In all other cases the powers of the 
Crown in a state shall remain unaffected, without prejudice to 
its power•to relinguish such authority, and the Order in 
Council of 1902 is r..affirmed as valid. It is also provided that an 
Order under the Act of 1890 may validly authorize judicial or 
administrative authorities to act in respect of a state though 
situated outside the state, and that appellate jurisdiction from 
British courts in Indian states may validly be conferred on the 
federal court. Moreover, nothing in the Act is to limit the power 
of the Crown to determine by what courts British subjects and 
subjects of foreign countries shall be tried in respect of offences 
committed in Indian states. 

4. DYARCHY IN THE FEDERATION 

Dyarchy,,rejected by_ the Simon Commission, is deliberately 
installed in the federation~ The go~crnor-generaJ3 is granted the 
executive powe;' of the King, no provision for personal exercise 
by His Majesty beiug contemplated. That power' extends to 

1 s. 294 .• 2 53.& 54 Viet., c. 37. ; s. 7. 4 s. 8, 
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all matters in respect of which the federal legislature can make 
laws, the raising of defence forces for the Crown in British India, 
and. the governance of the forces of the Cro'Wl borne on the 
Indian establishment, and the exercise of rights possessed by 
treaty, grant, usage, sufferance, or other lawful means in 
respect of the tribal areas. But in the federated states it extends 
only to matters over which the federation has legislative poweE 
in so far as such executive authority is not reserved in whole or 
part to the state, and state authority remains unless expressly 
excluded. 

For the admmistration of federal subjects there shall be a 
council of ministers 1 chosen and sworn by the governor-general 
who hold office at his pleasure and may pe dismissed by him, 
acting in his discretion, which means that he need not consult 
any one as to his action. He fixes their salaries, until settled by 
the legislature; they may not be varied while in office. Ministers 
cease to hold office if for any period of six consecutive mdhtbs 
they are not members of one of the chambers; this legislative 
enactment of what is better left a constitutional rule.follows the 
Act of 1919. In the same meticuloU~; spirit it is expressly 
provided that no court may inquire into the advice given by 
ministers, and it rests with the governor-general i; every case 
to decide whether or not he is required to aot in his discretion or 
to exercise his individual judgment. He is required to exercise 
his individual judgment in respect of matters in which he has a 
special responsibility;' his ministers will advise, but the decision 
rests with him. These issues are: (a) the prevention of any 
grave menace to the peace or tranquillity of India or any part 
thereof; (b) the safeguarding of the financial stability and credit 
of the federal government; (c) the safeguarding of the legitimate 
interests of minorities; (d) the securing to, and to the dependents 
of, persons who are or have been members of the public 
services of any rights provided or preserved for them by or 
under this Act and the safeguarding of their legitimate 
interests; (e) the securing in the sphere of executive action of 
the purposes which the provisions of Chapt,. III of Part V 
of the Act (dealing with prevention of commercial discrimina
tion) are designed to secure in relation to legislation; (f) the 

1 Ss. 9, ]J.I. • 2 s. 12. • 
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prevention of action which would subject goods of United 
Kingdom or Burmese origin imported into India to discrimina
tory or penal .treatment; (g) the protection of the rights of any 
Indian state and the rights and dignity of the ruler thereof; and 
(h) the securing that the due discharge of his functions with 
respect to matters with respect to which he is required to act 
in his discretion, or to exercise his individual judgment, is not 
prejudiced or impeded by any course of action taken with 
respect to any other matter. 

The wide terms of these responsibilities must, of course, be 
considered in relation to the discussions on which they are 
based. Minorities to be protected are not political or parliamen
tary minorities, bu,.t well-known classes of the population, and 
the rights to be protected must be legitimate; minorities cannot 
claim to block all social or economic progress. The rights of 
Indian states so far as they are subject to federal control need 
not be conserved by the governor-general; his responsibility 
refers to federal, not provincial, action inimical to a state or 
states, 8Jld to the rulers he owes the obligation of securing that 

·due regard be paid to the personal status which they have 
hitherto enjoyed in British India. He will be bound 1 to secure 
to the se;eral communities a due share in public appointments. 
He may not hampu the power of the government and legislature 
to develop a distinctive fiscal and economic policy, including the 
making of agreements with the United Kingdom and other 
countries, and his interference should be limited to prevent 
action intended to injure the interests of the United Kingdom 
rather t!Jan to further the economic interests of India. But he 
must oppose indirect as well as direct discrimination or 
penalization. The task set, of course, is very serious, for it must 
always be possible to argue that a measure is intended to further 
Indian economic interests even if it injures British interests. 
He is also bound to secure that no budgetary or borrowing 

,/l"'licy is adopted which would prejudice !ndian credit in ~he 
'world money markets, or affect the capaCity of the federatiOn 

L duly to perfOJ;lll its financial obligations. To aid him in his 
duty and to provide an officer capable of giving fmancial 
advice to t~e goverrunent if asked, h<; is, .. authorized to apiJ<:>int 

·1.Instrument..of Instructions in Pad. Po~Lper, Cmd. 4805. 
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a financial adviser' whose conditions of service and whose 
staff he shall determine. But before any appointment but the 
Jlrst .is made, ministers shall be consulted as to the person to 
be chosen. In safeguarding public officers he" is to prevent 
inequitable treatment, and in dealing with commercial 
discrimination he is to prevent action which though itself 
apparently not in conflict with any specific provision of the Act 
would in practice result in discrimination. To enable him to 
secure that none of his responsibilities are overlooked, he niay 
after consulting ministers make in his discretion rules as to the 
information to be given to him, and requiring not only ministers 
but secretaries to bring to his notice any matter likely to 
involve a responsibility. • The provision also derives from the 
Act of 1919, and involves the grave inconvenience of placing 
the secretaries of departments in the position of compelling 
ministers to submit to the governor-general issues which the 
minister may regard as within his sphere. • 

Too narrowly interpreted the responsibilities might destroy 
the possibility of responsibility. But the Instructions contem
plate as far as possible collective responsibility. The "governor' 
general is to select the council of ministers in the mode usual in 
ch<;>Osing a cabinet, that is in consultation with the pe"rson most 
likely to secure a stable majority in the legislature, and, though 
he is to endeavour to include representatives of the states 
and minorities, he is to remember the need of collective confi
dence in the legislature and the fostering of a sense of joint 
responsibility. Presumably it is accepted that the lower house 
must deterniine the tenure of office of the ministry. Ministers 
will differ in one respect from British ministers; their salaries 
fixed by the governor-general or the legislature shall not be 
diminished while in office, a device intended to secure that the 
government may not be forced to do without ministers through 
refusal to vote adequate salaries. The ad vice of ministers is to 
be followed unless in the governor-general's opinion a special 
responsibility or some function in which individual judgment 
is prescribed compels him to act otherwise; cm;,iously enough, 
no mention is made of the normal case of refusing advice, when 
the ministry no longer represents the will of.the majority of the 

• ~- 15.. • s .. l7 (4). 
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legislature or in some cases of the people.' It may be taken, 
therefore, that it is not expected that the governor-general 
shall feel it rigJlt to determine all matters of special responsibility 
in accordance with his personal preference; that would impose 
on him too great a burden, and interfere too seriously with 
ministerial authority. But the responsibilities mark out a 
sphere in which refusal to accept the ad vice of ministers and 
decision to order otherwise will be constitutional. 

lf in exercise of his rights in these matters the governor
general refuses advice, what is the position of ministers? The 
answer clearly is that, having accepted office under the 
constitution which gives such powers, they should remain in 
office, when the gzvernor-general acts according to his plain 
duty under the constitution. They have the safeguard against 
error on the part of the governor-general that in action under the 
Act in his discretion or individual judgment he is subject to 
the instructions of the secretary of state, 2 provided that he 
satisfies himself that any direction he may wish to give is not 
inconsistent with the Instructions. Rt!lief can therefore be 

'obtained; if the gov"lJlor-general is in error by an appeal, as 
in the classical case in 18923 in New Zealand when ministers 

, remained"in office on the refusal of the governor to add mem?ers 
~· to the Upper Chamber, until the governor was advised by the 
;[.Colonial Secretary to accept their advice. They can, of course, 

resign office, but it would be difficult to justify such action in i 
view of their having taken <?l~ce in full~owledge of/l;he ' 
restrictions on their powers. ( "Ji;~V _fr I t...L (f?~,_..ycz_ W .._.,...., 

In certain fields the governor- ne'lflfi~~e';, p& crtfn.fYPV<-.-. • Y" 
may act at his discretion. • T ese cover defence, ece esiastica!W ~....,.~ 
affairs-(rclating in effect to the provision of mil)istrations ta;L_ 'v·,;. 
British forces and servants), and external affairs except relations ht:.v~M·r,• 
between India and any part of the King's dominions. He/{. '"-J!r, ~ 
exercises also discretion in regard to the tribal areas. In these-0-'-, ._ 
issues he will be aided by three counsellors appointed by himself, 111-r/~~-' 
whose conditions of service are determined by the King in .,,0 
Council. But. it is not intended .that. ministers .should be I 3{ . 
ignored; joint consultation is recommended, especially,in the 1 

1 See Keith, Letters on. Imperial Relations, 1916-35, pp. 210, 347, 348. 
2 S. 14. 3 Keith, Bcspomible GQtlernment in the DominiaM, i, 219.ff. 1 
4 S. II. • • • 
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administration of the department of defence, and the views of 
ministers are to be obtained in matters affecting the appointment 
of Indian officers to Indian forces or the employment of such 
forces outside India. The m'inistry, and in special the minister 
of finance, are to be consulted before the defence estimates 
are settled and laid before the legislature. At the same time 
the commander-in-chief's views are to be obtained on any • 
question of defence and communicated to the secretary of 
state if he so desires. It will be seen that the way is open 
to relieve the commander-in-chief of the excessive burden of 
taking part in the work of the executive council. 

The Act leaves vague the delicate question of the use of 
Indian troops outside India. It provides, 1 however, that no 
burden shall be imposed on the revenue of the federation or the 
provinces except for the purposes of India, so that the governor
general could not provide Indian forces at Indian cost unless 
he was satisfied that their dispatch served the purposes- of 
India. Nor clearly could he provide forces unless he was 
satisfied that India could spare them. Clearly if he held that 
the dispatch of forces did not serve tpe purpose ~f Indian' 
defence, though troops were available, he could hardly act 
without the support of the federal ministry, and in l!l:tat event 
the necessary funds would have to be provideol by the legislature 
or the British Government. It is, however, no longer necessary 
for the British Parliament to approve payment by India for 
troops employed outside India; that restriction of the earlier 
regime is swept away. 

Control of defence inevitably must involve control in matters 
ancillary thereto of other departments under ministers and also 
of the provinces. For both 2 needs the Act makes full provision. 
The governor-general therefore may require the minister 
charged with communications and the railway board to afford 
facilities for movements of troops, and may order the governors 
to give the necessary directions in regard to the control of 
lands, buildings, and other requirements for the forces, 
facilities for manoouvres, the safeguarding of the health and 
security of defence units stationed in the provinces, and if 
necessary the guard~ of roads, bridges, .canals, etc. In all 

1 s. 160. ' Se. I~ (h), 126. , 
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these powers, of course, he is subject to the secretary of state, 
whose orders he must obey. Where responsibility does not rest 
with the Indi~n legislature, it must rest with the British 
Parliament acting through the 'secretary of state. This 
responsibility of Parliament is in the case of India formally 
expressed, for the Act' provides that the original Instrument 
.of Instructions and any later amendment or revocation shall 
be laid before Parliament and to have effect must receive the 
approval of both houses. But action may not be questioned on 
the score of disregard of the Instructions. Though approved by 
Parliament, the Instructions remain a prerogative instrument, 
and, if responsible government develops, it will do so under their 
terms. For instance, it would be possible to instruct the 
governor-general to' consult ministers before acting in his 
discretion in matters of defence and external relations. This, 
however, is as far as the power extends. It is clear that, if an 
attempt were made to require him to act in these matters on 
ministerial advice, it would contravene the spirit of the Act, 
which expressly imposes on the governor<general the duty of 
at:ting in his discretiop, and provides that that part of the 
measure may not he altered without affecting the adhesion of 
the states. • 

The duties of thi governor-general involve the appointment 
by him of an advocate-general, 2 to perform such functions of 
advising the federal government and other legal duties as may 
be assigned to him. He has audience in aU British Indian 
Courts and in federal issues in federated state courts. The 
governor-general decides his remuneration, and as to appoint
ment and dismissal acts in his individual judgment. 

The governor-general is required to make rules of business 
after consulting ministers,' and he is instructed to provide 
that the finance minister shall be consulted on proposals 
affecting finance, and also on re-appropriation of sums within 
grants; if there is difference of opinion in a matter of this 
kind, the council of ministers must decide. This involves 
assimilation of Indian practice to British Treasury control. 

The executiv: action of the federation is taken in the name of 
}~· 13. This is a. marked innovation on Dominion usage. . 

2 S. 16 .. He corresponds to the Attorney-General in England; 53 Geo. III, c. 150, 
s. lll; 21 & 22 Yict., c. 106,.s. 29. , 'S. 17 (3). 

22 
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the governor-general, and orders authenticated under rules 
made by him may not be questioned on the ground that they 
are not his acts. 1 

The difficulties of dy:trchy were clearly 'exposed .in the 
provinces under the Act of 1919, and there is no reason to 
suppose that they will not be repeated in the federation. As 
will be seen, the composition of the legislature is adapted t<;l 
render it very difficult to secure the basis of an effective 
ministry, and that may assist the governor-general to secure 
the assertion of the great authority vested in him. The position 
of the ministry is deeply affected by the exclusion from its 
control of the most important expenditure, that on defence, and 
it may well prove that through this limitation of power 
responsibility cannot be established effectively. 

5. THE FEDERAL LEGISLATURE • 
The legislature consists of the King, represented by the 

Governor-General, the Council of State, and the House of 
Assembly or Federal Assembly. 2 Th<o Council of" State is 'a 
permanent body, members retiring to the extent of a third 
every three years, the Assembly has a maximum ~uration of 
five years, the period now normal in Canada and the United 
Kingdom. Annual sessions are provided for, and the governor
general may in his discretion summon either chamber or both, 
prorogue the chambers, or dissolve the Assembly.' He may 
address either chamber and send messages on pending Bills 
or other matters. Ministers, counsellors, and the advocate
general may speak in either chamber, but may only vote if 
elected, or nominated a member. • Each chamber selects a 
President (Speaker) and deputy, who may be removed only by 
a vote of the majority of all the members passed on fourteen 
days' notice.' Approval by the governor-general is not requisite 
in either case. The speaker holds office on a dissolution until 
immediately before the meeting of the new Assembly. The 
presiding officer has a casting vote only. Proceedings in the 
legislature are to be valid, though later it appears that some 
unqualified person has sat and voted. • This resolves the doubt 

1 s. 17 (2). I 8. 18. • 3 8. 19. 'Sa. 20, 21 .• 's. 22. • 's. 23 (2) • 
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debated in Strickland v. Grima,' but not passed on by the 
Privy Council, whether an Act is invalid because it was passed 
by persons not duly elected. It is made the duty of the 
presiding officer to adjourn or suspend a sitting if less than 
one-sixth of the members are present; what the legal effect of 
omission to act would be is conjectural.' 

• The composition' of the Council of State is 156 members for 
British India and up to 104 for the states. The number in the 
case of the states depends on the number of states' acceding to 
the federation; so long as a tenth of the possible seats is vacant, 
the members appointed to the seats filled may choose up to half 
the number of seats unfilled, but this power shall not last for 
more than twenty years after federation. The provision is 
intended to secure that states may be induced to enter early, 
without undue fear of being swamped by British Indian 
representatives. It is obviously open to objection, and indeed 
the"Whole purpose of federation can be fulfilled only by general 
accession of the states. 

The British Indian members are to be' directly elected, for 
• feasons given above, ";i.th the exception of six, to be no:minated 

by the governor-general so as to secure due representation for 
the schedu'led classes, i.e. the depressed classes, and women and 
minority communities. There are 75 general seats, 6 for 
scheduled castes, 4 in the Punjab for Sikhs, 49 Muhammadans, 
and 6 for women. Seats for Europeans {7), Indian Christians 
(2), and for an Anglo-Indian arc to be filled indirectly by 
members of electoral colleges composed of such members of the 
chamber or chambers of the provincial legislatures. The 
territorial seats are allocated to the governors' provinces at the 
rate of 20 for Madras, Bengal, and the United Provinces, 16 for 
Bombay, Punjab, Bihar, 8 for Central Provinces, down to 
5 apiece for the four smallest provinces, with one each for 
Delhi, Ajmer-Merwara, Coorg, and British Baluchistan. Alloca
tion of seats among the states proved of the utmost difficulty, 
but finally, having regard to the dynastic salute, as opposed to 
personal salut<os and other factors, it was decided to _grant 
5 seats to Hyderabad, 3 each to Mysore, Kaslunir, Gwalior, and 
Baroda, and less numbers to smaller states, or groups of states, 

1 [193~] A.C. 285. • ' S. 23 (3). ~ S. 18 and Sched. I. 
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whose rulers would then choose jointly or in rotation. The rules 
are complex. Necessarily for the first Council it has to be 
arranged that certain members shall sit only for J:>rief periods, so 
that the system of the triennial retirement of one-third of the 
members may be worked. The state representatives are 
appointed by the rulers, and, though appointed for definite 
periods of time, the power of resignation could no doubt be. 
insisted on by any ruler who desired to change his nominee. The 
_result in any case is that the members- of. the-Council' are 
essentially of two kinds-members who speak for a limited 
electorate, and members for expressing the views of an 
autocratic prince. 1 

' In the. _Assembly there are 250 repres~ntatives of British 
India and 125 as a maximum for the •tates, with a limited 
power to fill vacancies due to non-accession of states as in the 
case of the Council. The joint committee decided on indirect 
election on the ground that contact between member hnd 
electorate was vital and could not be achieved under direct 
election except by" making the constituencies )lopelcssly 
unwieldy or increasing to absurd prop<ortions the size of the 
Assembly. Hence the Hindu, Sikh, and Muhammadan members 
of the provincial Assemblies are to select membe;s of these 
communities; in the case of the Hindu 8r general seats a 
certain number are allocated to the scheduled castes; for them 
the persons selected as eligible candidates at the primary 
elections for the provincial Assemblies choose four times the 
number of vacant seats, to be voted on by the general electorate. 
The system of proportional representation with the single 
transferable vote is adopted. Similar voting in electoral 
colleges made up of the members of each community in the 
Assemblies is to supply the European, Anglo-Indian, and Indian 
Christian members, and the seats reserved for women are to be 
filled by the women members of the Assemblies. Seats for 
commerce and industry fall to be filled by chambers of com
merce and like bodies, for landholders by landholders, for 
labour by labour organizations. There are four.non-provincial 
seats, filled by the Federated Chambers of Commerce, the 

1 S. 18 {2) and Sc.hed. l. Mo.dro.s, Bengal, United Provinees, 37 seats; Bombay, 
Punjab, Bihar, 30; Central Provinces, 15; Assam, 10; N.W,F.P., Orissa, Sind, 5; 
Delhi, 2; British :Ba.luchiata.n, Ajmer-Merwa.m, Coorg, i ca.ch. • 
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Associated Chambers of Commerce, commercial bodies in 
Northern India, and labour organizations respectively. 

In the case of; the states regard is had inter alia to population. 
Thus Hyderabad with 14,436,148 p;,pulation has sixteen seats, 
M:ysore with 6,557,302 has seven, Travancore with 5,095,973 five. 

No person may be a member of the legislature unless he is a 
.British subject or the ruler or subject of a federated state, and 
for the Council he must be thirty, for the Assembly twenty-five, 
yeai:s of age, but this restriction is waived in the case of an 
acting ruler. No member may sit without taking an oath or 
affirmation in lieu.' A British subject swears to be faithful and 
bear true allegiance, a ruler to do so in his capacity as member 
of the chamber, a. subject of a ruler saves his faith and 
allegiance to his ruler. A ruler, of course, owes general 
allegiance, but the specification of the capacity in which he 
swears derogates in no way from the direct obligation. 

Membership' may be resigned, and either chamber may 
declare vacant the scat of any member absent without 
permission,. for sixty days, while a seat is vacated on the occur
rence of any disqualification. Disqualifications include the 
holding of office under the Crown, not being ministerial office 
or member~hip of a service of the Crown retained while serving 
in a state; unsoul'ldness of mind declared by a competent 
court; insolvency not discharged; offences in connexion with 
elections declared by Order in Council or federal Act to 
disqualify; conviction in British India or a federated state of 
an offence, punished by transportation or imprisonment of not 
less than two years, unless five years have elapsed since release, 
or a less period fixed in his discretion by the governor-general; 
and failure in certain cases to return electoral expenses. No 
person serving a sentence of imprisonment may be chosen. 
The penalty for sitting or voting when disqualified is 500 
rupees a day recoverable as a debt to the federation. · 

The privileges' of members are specifically limited. Freedom 
of speech in the legislature is assured, subject to the limits of 
discussion whicQ.may be set by the governor-general, as described 
below, and to the standing orders, and there can be no proceed
ings in respect of papers published by order of either chamber. 

'S.~. 2 Sa. 25-7. 3 s. 28. 
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Other privileges' enjoyed by the former legislature are 
continued, and may be added to, but no Act may confer on 
either chamber or any officer the status of a COJlrt or any puni
tive power other than that" of removing persons infringing the 
rules or standing orders or otherwise behaving in a disorderly 
manner. The power of committing for contempt persons who 
refuse to give evidence or produce documents before committees. 
of the chamber is thus denied, and it was only under pressure in 
Parliament that the Act was amended to authorize legislation 
to inflict penalties on conviction by a court of persons refusing 
to give evidence or produce papers, and the governor-general 
in his individual judgment is to make rules safeguarding 
confidential matters from disclosure '}lld regulating the 
attendance of persons who are or have been civil servants. This 
power is doubtless necessary; it represents, of course, the 
limits observed in practice in these matters in the British 
Parliament. Freedom of speech, of course, does not include 
the right to publish a speech which is libellous, 2 apart from 
publication ordered by either chamber. • 

Members are to receive such salaries0 as the legislature may 
determine; pending action, they are to be paid on the same 
seale as in the Indian legislature. 3 • 

All proceedings in the federal legislatul'e shall be in the 
English lar>guage, but the rules of procedure must permit 
persons insufficiently or wholly unacquainted with English to 
use another language. • 

The rules of procedure• are to be made by either chamber, 
but the governor-general after consulting the president and 
speaker shall make rules regulating the procedure in matters 
affecting functions to be discharged at his discretion or individual 
judgment; securing the timely completion of financial business; 
forbidding the discussion of or questions on any matter 
connected with a state outside the federal sphere, unless he 
considers that it affects federal interests or a British subject 
and consents to discussion or questions thereon; prohibiting 
save with his permission discussion or questiqps in respect of 
(a) the relations of the Crown or the governor-general and any 

/ 1 See Act XXIII of 1925: freedom from service as }uror or IY!sessor, &Ud civil 
inprisonment or arrest during 808Mion. 

'11. v. Orur;ey (1813), 1M. & S. 273. • S. 29-. • S. 3Q. 'S. 38. 
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foreign prince or state, (b) matters connected with the tribal 
areas (save in relation to estimates of expenditure) or any 
excluded areas; (c) his action in his discretion in relation to 
provincial affairs; and (d) the persoflal conduct of the ruler of a 
state or of a member of his family. The last restriction imposes 
a serious limitation on the possibilities of exposing scandals, 

• but is part of the price paid for securing state accessions, the 
rulers being justly resentful of candid criticisms of their 
meaieval methods. The governor-general also makes rules for 
joint sittings of the chambers. A further grave responsibility' 
to prevent freedom of discussion is given to the governor· 
general. If he thinks that the discussion of any Bill or clause 
thereof or amendment would affect the discharge of his 
responsibility for prevention of any grave menace to the peace 
or tranquillity of India or any part thereof, he may negative 
further proceedings tl1ereon. Further, no discussion is permitted 
of 1!he conduct of a judge of the federal court or of any high 
court, including states courts of that status, in the discharge of 
his duties. 2 This drastic limitation of powcr is deemed necessary 
to preserve the indep10ndence of the judiciary; in fact, in the 
British Parliament criticism of judges is drastically limited by 
conventiort. Finally, the intervention of the courts is excluded 
in matters affecting regularity of procedure and the actions of 
officers in carrying out the procedure of the chambers. 8 This 
affirms a constitutional principle observed in regard to the 
Imperial Parliament, but whose application to the Dominions 
is less clearly established. 

Legislative procedure• requires that a J:!ill should normally 
require the assent of both chambers to become law, It may, 
save if it is concerned with finance, originate in either house. A 
dissolution of the Assembly causes the lapse of any Bill passed 
by it if pending in the Council of State, but does not affect a 
Council of State Bill. If a Bill is passed by one chamber and 
rejected by the other, or the chambers disagree as to amend
ments, or it is not presented for assent with six months after its 
reception by t_he other chamber (excluding any period of 

1 s. 40 (2). • s. 40 (!). 
3 S. 41. In 1924 the High Court of Calcutta waa prepared to forbid putting of 

• motion; 51 Cal. 874 (19~4). 
• Ss. 30, 31. · 

• 
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prorogation or adjournment over four days), the governor
general may notify his intention to call a joint sitting. Such 
action would normally be taken on ministerial. advice, but in 
his discretion he may summon a joint sitting if the measure 
relates to finance, or to a question affecting his duty of dis
cretion or exercise of judgment, and he need not wait for 
rejection or disagreement or the six-month period. The joint,. 
session in normal cases takes place in the next session of the 
legislature after the expiration of six months from the date of 
notification, but when he acts in his discretion it may take 
place in the same session. In any event the holding of a session 
is not affected by the dissolution of the Assembly. At the 
session questions arc determined by a majqrity of the members 
voting, and such amendments only may be made as are necessary 
by lapse of time or arise out of amendments, if any, proposed 
by one house but rejected by the other. 

When a Bill has been passed, it must be presented for as~nt, 
refusal of assent, or reservation in the discretion of the governor
general.' No delay in such presentation would be constitutional. 
The governor-general may return the !lill for consideration in 
whole or part and may suggest amendments and the chambers 
must take his suggestions into consideration. A r~erved Bill 
drops unless within twelve months front presentation the 
governor-general notifies the royal assent. A Bill may be 
disallowed within twelve months from assent, whereupon the 
governor-general must forthwith notify disallowance, the Act 
becoming void from the date of notification. Such disallowance, 
of course, does not invalidate action taken while the Act was 
in being. Assent to a reserved Bill and disallowance are 
expressed by Order in Council. . • 

In financial matters, 2 the governor-general is required to lay 
before the legislature a fmancial statement of estimated 
receipts and expenditure, showing the sums which are charged 
on the revenues of the federation and those which are required 
to meet other expenditure which it is desired to charge on the 
revenues. Sums on revenue account are to ~ distinguished 
from other expenditure and note must be made of thos,.e amoUn.ts 
which are included because they affect the special responsibilities 

1 s. 3'1, 's.. 33-7. 
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of the governor-general. There are charged on the federal 
revenues, and therefore exempt from the vote of the legislature, 
(a) the salary, allowances, etc., of the governor-general; 
(b) debt charges, including interest: sinking fund, redemption, 
and cost of raising loans; (c) salaries and allowances of ministers, 
counsellors, chief commissioners, the financial adviser and his 

tl'taff, and the advocate-general; (d) salaries, allowances, and 
pensions of judges of the federal court, and pensions of high 
court judges; (e) expenditure on defence and external affairs
so far as the governor-general is required to act in his discretion, 
tribal areas, and other territories, and up to forty-two lakhs, 
exclusive of pensions, on ecclesiastical affairs; (f) sums payable 
in respect of the fun~tions of the Crown in respect of the states; 
(g) grants for excluded provincial areas; (h) sums required to 
meet any judgment decree or award of any court or arbitral 
tribunal; and ( i) any other expenditure charged by the Act or 
any' federal Act on Indian revenues. The decision of the 
governor-general in his discretion determines the classification 
of any items. It is open to either chamber to discuss, though 
not to vote on, the €¥eluded items save those affecting the 
governor-general and expenditure in respect of the states. 
This mak~ it clear that discussion of defence expenditure will 
be allowable. • 

Other expenditure must be submitted in the form of demands 
for grants recommended by the governor-general, the govern
ment thus controlling the maximum sums desired, private 
members having no power to propose or increase expenditure, 
a legal assertion of the British principle. Either chamber may 
refuse or diminish a proposed grant, the Assembly being first 
consu,lted; if it refuses or diminishes a grant the governor-general 
may direct that the full grant or some other less amount may 
be submitted to the Council of State; otherwise the demand is 
dropped or the diminished sum asked from the Council. In 
case of disagreement on grants a joint sitting decides. 

Mter discussion the governor-general authenticates a 
schedule specif~ng the grants made by the chambers, to which 
he" may add sums not exceeding the amount originally asked 
for, when the chambers have refused or reduced a grant which 
he considers.necessary in respect of his special responsibilities, 
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and the sums charged on the revenues under the Act. The 
authenticated schedule must be laid before the chambers but 
may not be discussed by them, and it affords the sole authority 
for expenditure, unless st!pplementary gran~ become neces
sary, when a supplementary statement of expenditure must be 
laid and subjected to the same procedure as the original state
ment. Under this procedure the legislature controls expendi;, 
ture, unless it falls within the reserved heads or affects the 
special responsibilities of the governor-general. This affm'ds a 
certain amount of authority to the legislature, but its extent is 
greatly diminished by the comparatively limited amount of 
the revenue' which remains over after the fixed charges are 
defrayed. 

The initiative of the legislature is denied in the case of a Bill 
imposing or increasing taxation, regulating the borrowing of 
money, giving a guarantee or affecting financial obligations of 
the federation, or charging expenditure on federal reveaues; 
the governor-general must recommend any such Bill, and it 
may not be introdU<!ed in the Council of State. More generally 
no Bill may be considered which, if fnacted, would impMe 
expenditure, without the governor-general's recommendation. 
It is, however, as usual provided that a Bill is not t<fbe deemed 
to impose expenditure if it imposes fines or ~ecuniary penalties, 
or authorizes fees for licences or for services rendered. Similar 
exemptions are cormnon in Dominion constitutions and rest on 
the practice of the House of Commons as regards House of 
Lords Bills. 

As regards legislation certain emergency powers are given to 
the governor-general. • When the legislature is not in session 
ministers may advise that circumstances have arisen to require 
immediate action, and in that ease he may issue an ordinance. 
But he must exercise his judgment as to doing so if the measure 
is one which could only have been introduced into the legis
lature with his previous sanction, and he may not promulgate 
without the King's instructions any ordinance which he would 
have been bound to reserve, had it been a Bill; • this rule covers 
measures inconsistent with Acts of Parliament, derogating 

1 In 1933---4 debt took 15·86 crores, defew .. 'tl 46·20 croJ;eS, pensions 3·02, grant to 
North-West Frontier Province 1 crore, 66·08 crores out of 78·16 crores revenue . 

• Ss. 42-4. • 
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from the powers of high courts in a substantial degree, or likely 
to violate the rules against discrimination.' Such ordinances 
must forthwith.be laid before the le~islature when it meets and 
last only for six weeks unless sooner disapproved by resolutions 
of both chambers; they may be disallowed by the Crown and 
withdrawn at any time by the governor-general. 

• Where the exercise of discretion or individual judgment is 
involved, the governor-general may issue an ordinance, whose 
duration may not exceed six months but which may be ex
tended by a later ordinance for another six months. Any such 
ordinance may be withdrawn by him at any time or disallowed 
by the Crown, and any ordinance extending the period must be 
laid before both Houses of Parliament. 

In addition he may enact forthwith permanent legislation in 
such matters, explaining his action to the chambers by message, 
or he may send the chambers a draft of his proposed Act, 
enaeting it after a month's delay and after taking into con
sideration any resolution passed. Such an Act may be dis
allowed and must be laid before both Houses of Parliament . 

• Whether ordinance or .o\.ct is passed, it is, of course, void unless 
it is within the ambit of federal power. 

Further ~uthority2 is given to him in the case of failure of the 
constitutional ma.OOinery. If he is satisfied that the govern
ment of the federation cannot be carried on under the Act, he 
may issue a proclamation declaring that his functions to such 
extent as is mentioned shall be carried on at his discretion, and 
assuming any powers exercisable by any federal authority other 
than the federal court. He may modify the Act for this purpose 
so far as it affects any federal authority other than the court. 
Any proclamation may be modified or revoked by a subsequent 
proclamation; it must be laid before both Houses of Parliament 
and ceases to operate six months later, unless both Houses of 
Parliament approve its continuance, when it shall remain in 
force for a further twelve months. But, if the government of 
the federation has been carried on for three years under a 
proclamation (presumably a fresh proclamation issued after 
the expiry of an earlier proclamation is included) the govern
ment must be resumed under the terms of the Act subject to any 

1 Jnstructions, clause XXVII. 2 s. 45. 
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amendment made by Parliament, which must be subject to the 
restriction of schedule 2 as regards changes which may be 
made without aflecting the accession of the states. Any law 
made by the governor·gen'eral while a proclamation is in force 
shall last for two years after the expiry of the proclamation, 
unless sooner repealed or re-enacted by the Indian legislature, 
or, where the enactment belongs to the field open to th.., 
provinces as well as the federation, by a provincial legisla~ure. 

The terms of this power clearly place on the Imperial Parlia
ment the onus of determining how far it will permit suspension 
of the constitution to operate. The limit of three years was 
inserted to meet the objections of the states to indefinite sus
pension, while they are further safeguard>d by the restriction 
on Parliamentary amendment to matters consistent with the 
general scheme of federation. 

• 
6. RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT IN THE PROVINCES 

As in the case of the federation, the executive govS'rnment of 
the province is vested in the King ~d is exercised by hrs 
representative, in this case the governor appointed under the 
sign manual, his salary being fixed by the Act. 1 ltis position 
is largely modelled on that of the governor-gtmeral, from whom, 
however, he differs in the fact that there are no important 
departments of government which are reserved from the control 
of ministers. Moreover, he is relieved of any responsibility for 
the financial stability of his province, though the governor
general may require him to act so as to safeguard the stability 
of federal finance, and he is not concerned to prevent the 
discriminatory treatment of United Kingdom or Burmese 
imports, an issue which falls outside the provincial sphere 
proper. The executive power of the province extends to all 
matters on which it may legislate, and in its exercise the 
governor has the advice of the council of ministers, 2 appointed 
and dismissed by him in his discretion; he fixed their salaries 
until determined by the legislature, and these.salaries cannot 
be varied while minister? are in office. 

The governor's responsibilities• thus -extend to (a) the 
1 s.. 48, 49. 2 Ss. 50, 51. 3 s. &!. 
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prevention ofmenace to the 'peace or tranquillity of his province 
or any part thereof; (b) the safeguarding of the legitimate 
interests of minorities; (c) the safel:!larding of the rights of civil 
servants past and present and their dependants; (d) the 
securing in the executive sphere of protection against dis
crimination; (e) the securing of the peace and good government 

10f areas declared to be partially excluded areas; (f) the safe
guarding of the rights of states and the rights and dignity of 
any ruler; and (g) the securing of the execution of orders given 
to him under Part VI of the Act (dealing with administrative 
relations) by the governor-general in his discretion. The 
governor of the Central Provinces and Berar is required to see 
that a due proporti411 of revenue is spent on Berar; the gover
nors of provinces in which there are excluded areas are to 
secure that no action of theirs in respect of such an area is 
prejudiced by other action; any governor who is acting as 
age~t for the governor-general, as in the case of the tribal areas 
connected with the North-West Frontier Province, must see 
that no acJ;ion is taken inconsistent with 'his agency responsi
bilities, and the goverlilor of Sind is responsible for the Lloyd 
Barrage and Canals Scheme. In such cases he must after 
hearing mi~isters' advice act in his individual.judgment, and 
in so acting he is ""bject to the directions of the secretary of 
state.' His mode of exercise of his functions is further ex
plained in an instrument under the sign manual and signet, 2 

which explains his specific responsibilities much as in the case 
of the governor-general. He is to encourage all classes of the 
population to take their proper place in the public life and 
government of the province, to secure minorities a due share of 
appointments, to protect civil servants from inequitable treat
ment, to prevent measures which would discriminate though 
not in form discriminatory, and to avoid interference with 
rights of the states; in the event of doubt as to the existence of 
rights he is to refer to the governor-general, who as representa
tive of the Crown in relation to the states will determine the 
extent of such .alleged rights. The fi"'vernor of the Central 
Provinces is to have due regard in the administration of Berar 
to the commercial and economic interests of Hyderabad. Care 

1 s._ 64 . • 2 S. 53, a.nd draft in Pari. .Paper, Cmd. 4805. 
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is to be taken to keep the governor-general informed of the 
state of matters affecting irrigation in view of the power of 
the secretary of state to require the employ111ent of officers 
appointed by himself. Instructions require the approval of 
both Houses of Parliament. It is to be presumed that he has 
the right to change a ministry to keep it in touch with the 
Assembly. He must, it is clear, correspond with the governor-. 
general on all issues affecting the federation, but the Act does 
not exclude direct relations with the secretary of state as in the 
case of Australia. 

In matters of law and order' the governor has special powers. 
He appoints an advocate-general whose position in the province 
is similar to that of the advocate-general of the federation. He 
must exercise his judgment as to the making or amendment of 
any rules affecting police, civil or military, unless they do not 
affect organization or discipline. He may also, if he thinks that 
the peace or tranquillity of the province is menaced by pet!;ons 
meditating crimes of violence for the overthrow of the govern
ment, declare that any of his functions shall be exercised at 
his discretion; he may then authorize s,pme official to speak in 
the legislature on these issues. He may also in his discretion 
make rules providing that information in relatfon to the 
sources from which information has been _,btained regarding 
such criminal intentions shall not be divulged by any police 
force member to another member except with the authority of 
the Inspector-General or Commissioner of Police, or to any 
other person except on his direction, or by any other person 
in the service of the Crmm to any other person &ave on his 
direction. These clauses are intended to provide such security 
as is possible against any failure in the effort to stamp out 
terrorism, which in Bengal has prevailed for years, and in 1935 
was stated by the governor still to cailse grave danger. The 
necessity of giving authority to the governor is proved by 
the refusal of the Indian legislature in September 1935 to 
give permanent force to the legislation necessary to combat 
terroris1n. • 

The governor after consultation with ministers makes rules 
of business, 2 and his instructions require- him to secure due 

1 So- 51!-8- ' s. 59 (3). • 
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consultation of the finance minister on all financial matters, 
while reappropriation of sums within grants must be made 
with his consept or that of the council of ministers, as in the 
case of the federation. He is r~quired to encourage joint 
responsibility and to avoid any action which permits ministers 
to evade their own responsibilities by placing the onus on him. 

• In view of the wide sphere of ministerial action, from which 
practically only the excluded areas in any province are re
moved, there is every possibility of the development of true 
responsible government in those provinces where there is the 
possibility of a stable majority in the legislature, permitting 
the formation of effective governments. The same result may 
be possible also in cases where, as in the Punjab and Bengal, 
one community po~sesses a slight majority, which, however, 
will be united by communal feeling. 

The governors, like the governor-general, have the assistance 
of secretarial staffs, appointed at their discretion, whose emolu
ments they fix.• They enjoy also with the secretary of state 
immunity while in office from any procecd'ings in Indian courts, 
!md no process may jssue from such courts (e.g., to act as 
witnesses) against them, whether in a personal capacity or 
otherwise, •and except with the sanction of the King in Council 
no proceedings m~y be brought in any Indian court against 
any person who has filled these offices in respect of any official 
act or omission. The clause' is rather obscurely drafted, but 
it can be interpreted to mean that even in respect of personal 
actions, unconnected with official duties, e.g., a private debt or 
assault, these officers are exempt from liability to proceedings 
while in office. If so the exemption is probably greater than 
that enjoyed even by the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. These 
officials, however, remain liable to proceedings in English 
courts so far as these can be brought under English law, 3 

whether for private debts or for official misdemeanours. More
over, as the clauses of the Government of India Act dealing 
with misconduct of officials in India will disappear under the 
new constituti'l/1, t.llese officials may be punished for criminal 
action in. India by the Court of King's Bench under the 

1 S. 305. • 2 S. 30B. The Bill was clearer. 
s Cf . . Mostyn v. l'abrigas (i774), I Cowp. 161; Phillips v. Eyre (1870), L.R. 6 

Q.B. I; R. v. Evre (1868), L.R. 3 Q.B. 487. 
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Governors' Act, 1699, 1 as extended in 1802, or for murder or man
slaughter under the Offences against the Person Act, 1861. 
Though efforts have at times been made to pro,.eed in England 
against governors, there i~ no recent example of successful 
action. 

7. THE PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURES • 
The King represented hy the Governor is associated in each 

province with one or two chambers; in the Punjab, the Central 
Provinces, the North-West Frontier Province, Sind, and Orissa 
there is a single Legislative Assembly; Madras, Bombay, Bengal, 
the United Provinces, Bihar, and Assam have two chambers. 
The Legislative Councils represent a conce;sion to conservative 
feeling in India and the United Kingdom, and prime importance 
attaches to the Assemblies, there being no state interests as in 
the federation to confer a high importance on the UJ'per 
chamber. In the federation the states would gladly have seen 
the upper chamber 'made of full equality of powers even in 
finance with the lower, but in deferen~ to prcced~nt certain 
concessions, as seen above, had to be made in that regard, 
though otherwise equality of powers was establishe~ subject to 
the greater numerical strength of the low.cr chamber in the 
event of the decision of differences of view by a joint session. 

The Council is a permanent body, one-third of the members 
retiring each three years, the Assembly, unless sooner dissolved, 
lasts for five. The governor's powers, to summon, prorogue, 
and dissolve, to address and send messages, the right of minis
ters and the advocate-general to speak, the election of President 
and Speaker, the rules as to quorum and the non-effect of 
irregular membership on proceedings are as in the federation, 
except that in the ease of the councils ten members form the 
minimum permitted to act. 

The membership of the Assemblies was an issue bitterly con
tested, and as we have seen finally settled by the British 
Government's communal award of August 4th 1Jl82, as modified 
by the creation of Orissa as a distinct province, and the Poona 

1 11 & 12 Will. III, c. 12; 42 Geo. ill, c. 85; Keith, il.espomible Govern'IMnl in 
the Dominiom, i, 97 f. • 
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Pact of September. 25th 1932 regarding the treatment of 
general, i.e. Hindu, constituencies. Under the pact a sub
stantial proportion of the general seats are assigned to the 
depressed classes--officially the sc~cduled castes. The mem
bers of these bodies in the registered electorate meet in primary 
elections and choose four candidates for each vacancy reserved 
¥>r them, and the candidate who is given first place in voting 
by the general electorate is awarded the seat. This secures the 
unity of the Hindu community together with protection for the 
depressed classes. Seats are also provided for Muhammadans, 
Sikhs in the Punjab and the North-West Frontier Province, 
Europeans, Anglo-Indians, Indian Christians, representatives 
of commerce, industJ;y, mining and planting, landholders, and 
labour. Women have general seats in all save the North-\Vest 
Frontier Province; there arc Muhammadan seats in most 
provinces, an Anglo-Indian in Bengal, a Sikh in the Punjab, 
and !'!. Christian in Madras. Tlie size of the houses varies from 
250 for Bengal, 228 United Provinces, 215 Madras, 175 Bombay 
and Punja~ 152 Bihar, 112 Central Provinces and Berar, 108 
Assam, to 60 for Sind ~nd Orissa and 50 for the North-West 
Frontier Province. A small Muhannnadan majority is assured 
in Bengal, ~here Muhammadans have 117 seats assigned and 
will have a few otloers under different heads, in the Punjab 
where they have 84, and the Sikhs 31, the North-West Frontier 
Province and Sind with 36 and 33 seats respectively: in the 
others Hindus predominate, though not very markedly in 
Assam. 

The constitution of the Legislative Councils varies. In 
Bengal the maximum number is 65, the minimum 63; there are 
lO general, 17 Muhammadan, and 3 European seats, 27 selected 
by the Assembly by proportional representation with the single 
transferable vote, and from 6 to 8 nominated by the governor 
to secure due representation in special of the depressed classes 
and women. In Bihar the corresponding figures are 30, 9, 4, I, 
12, and 3 or 4. The other provinces have no members chosen 
by the Assembli,.s, but general, Muhammadan, and European 
seats, with 8 Indian Christian seats in Madras where the 
maximum is 56. Bombay has a maximum of 80, the United 
Provinces 60, .Assam 22. 

23 
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Members 1 must be British subjects or rulers or subjects of 
federated states or such other states as may be prescribed. 
They must take an oath before sitting, and tj1eir disqualifica
tions are as in the federatron. No persons may be a member of 
the federal and a provincial legislature; the provincial seat 
becomes vacant after a period prescribed by the governor if 
the seat in the federal legislature is not resigned. No persqp. 
may be a member of both chambers; members may resign or 
be removed for absence. Their privileges are precisely as in the 
federation; where not defined they are those of the former 
provincial councils, and their salaries until flXed by the legis
lature are as under the former regime. 

Proceedings 2 in the legislatures shall be in English 8 but with 
permission to persons insufficiently acquainted therewith to use 
another language. Rules of procedure may be made by either 
chamber, and the governor has siPlilar powers to those of the 
governor-general to mai<e rules regu ... _ing discussion, with the 
necessary exceptions arising from the limitation of his authority 
to his province. Olriously enough he may not deal with dis
cussions of, or questions on, matter~ in which he has he"'n 
instructed by the governor-general to act. He has power to -
prevent discussion of any Bill or clause or amen-'ment which 
is likely to affect his responsibility for t1111nquillity. The dis
cussion of the judicial conduct of any federal judge or high 
court judge is forbidden, and no irregularity of procedure nor 
action by officers of the legislature may be called in question 
in any court. 

Procedure in legislation is based on the federal model, but 
with some distinctions. Thus' where two chambers exist, the 
governor may call a joint sitting only if a Bill is not presented 
for assent within twelve months after it has been sent by one 
chamber to another, though the period may be shortened if 
the Bill relates to finance or a matter of special responsibility. 
When passed a Bill may be assented to, refused assent, or 
reserved for the consideration of the governor-general. The 
Instructions require that any Bill shall he. reserved if it is 
repugnant to an Imperial Act, seriously derogates from the 
position of the high court, affects the permanent settlement, or 

1 Sa. 67-71. • 1 Ss. 84-7. 3 s. 85. • 4 Ss. 73-7. 
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appears to provide for discrimination. In the case of the 
Central Provinces and Berar reference must be made in assent 
to the agreeme~t with the Nizam for legislation and administra
tion. The governor may send back a Bill for reconsideration 
with amendments, and the governor-general may assent to a 
reserved Bill-with similar reference in the case of a Bill 

.affecting Berar, or refuse assent, or reserve for the King's 
pleasure, or direct that the Bill be sent back for consideration 
with a message. A Bill reserved may be assented to and an 
Act assented to disallowed by the King in Council as in the 
case of the federation. 

In financial matters1 procedure is analogous to that in the 
federation. The sums charged on the revenues, and therefore 
not votable, are th.; governors' salary; debt charges; charges 
for salaries of ministers and the advocate-general, and judges; 
expenditure for excluded areas; sums to meet judgments or 
awaros of court; and any other sums charged by the Act or 
any provincial Act. The sums for the governor's salary is 

a e. xempt from discussion; other items •may be discussed . 
• ,... Expenditure not thu~ charged must be presented to the 
• A~sembly only in the form of demands for grants; it may 

refuse or ~duce. The governor authenticates a schedule of 
grants made, to wilich he may add grants refused or reduced 
where his responsibilities are concerned, and sums charged; 
this forms the authority for expenditure subject to his power 
to submit a supplementary estinlate. Financial bills fall under 
the same principles as in the federation, the councils being 
permitted a voice but no initiative. A special security is pro
vided for the expenditure on European and Anglo-Indian 
education. If provision for these purposes has been made in 
the last complete year before the new system comes into force, 
then, unless the Assembly by a majority of three-fourths at 
least of its members otherwise resolves, provision must be 
included to the extent of the average expenditure for the ten 
years ended March 31st 1933 unless the total educational 
expenditure is r~duced below that average, when a proportion
ate reduction is permitted. This legislative safeguard does not 
lessen the duty of the governor to safeguard minorities. 

1 Ss. 78-83. 
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The governor' may at the instance of ministers when the 
legislature is not in session issue ordinances, which must be laid 
before the legislature when it meets and fall under the same rules 
as governor-general's ordin\nces. In their case, however, the 
governor must use his judgment if the ordinance covers a matter 
which could have been dealt with by Bill only with his or the 
governor-general's prior sanction, and must not without the. 
governor-general's sanction promulgate an ordinance which 
could, if a BiU, only have been introduced with the latter's 
sanction or which must have been reserved. He may also in 
matter involving his discretion or individual judgment issue 
ordinance with six months' maximum duration, but capable of 
being extended for a further six months; tpis power is directly 
based on the similar federal power, and except in emergency 
must be used only with the concurrence of the governor
general; if issued without concurrence, the governor-general 
may direct withdrawal. An ordinance duly issued has -the 
effect of an Act reserved and assented to by the governor
general in that it ca" repeal or alter a federal Act o~erative in 
the sphere of legislation open to federaljon and provinces. • 

With the governor-general's concurrence the governor may 
also issue permanent Acts either forthwith or after" considera
tion of the views of the legislature. With like concurrence the 
governor may by proclamation' exercise in ease of a break
down of the constitution in the province like functions to those 
of the governor-general, subject to the same control by Parlia
ment and a maximum duration of three years. Laws made 
under the proclamation have a duration of two years after its 
expiry subject to repeal or re-enactment by the appropriate 
legislature. 

The governor' is given also a special position as regards 
excluded or partially excluded areas. These areas are defined 
by Order in Council, and thereafter the King in Council may 
direct that the whole or part of an excluded area shall become 
or be made part of a partially excluded area; that the whole 
or part of a partially excluded area shall ceaseJ;o be excluded; 
alter by way of rectification boundaries of any area; and on the 
creation of a new province or alteration of boundaries declare 

• Ss. 88-90. • • S. 93. 1 Ss. 91, 9i. 
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any area not previously included in the province to be excluded 
or partially excluded. It will be seen that original exclusion 
after the first j)rder in Council is prohibited. In regards to 
these areas no federal or provincial"Act may apply save under 
notification by the governor, who may provide for its modifica
tion or exceptions in its application. Moreover, with the 
c;ubsequent assent of the governor-general in his discretion, he 
may make regulations for the peace and good government of 
any- area and repeal or modify any federal provincial or other 
law applicable thereto. Such regulations may be disallowed by 
the Crown. 

The executive power of the province extends to such areas, 
but in the case of ,rxcluded areas must be exercised by the 
governor in his discretion . 

• s. THE FEDERAL AND PROVINCIAL FRANCHISES 

The arrangements for the franchise in India rest essentially 
on the fln2ings of the Franchise Committee' appointed after 
the second session of till' Round Table Conference, charged with 
the duty of recommending a franchise which would give the 
vote to no'lo less than 10 per cent of the total population as 
recommended by ~he Simon Commission, nor more than the 
25 per cent favoured by the Round Table Conference. Either 
figure meant a great advance on the 8, 7 44,000 voters-not 
more than 398,000 being women-under the Act of 1919. As 
originally indirect election was proposed for both federal houses, 
no special federal franchise was necessary, but the decision to 
provide direct election for the Council of State necessitated a 
special franchise for that chamber. It was decided to base 
that on the franchise for the old Council of State, broadening 
it to give about 100,000 voters, and bringing it into close 
connexion with the franchise for upper chambers in the 
provinces. 

For the provincial assemblies' provision was in part made in 

1 Report and 4 vo,s. of evidence, etc. (1932); Cmd. 4086. For the electorate for 
the Council of State, Provincial Councils, a.nd Chief Commissioners' Provinces 
for the federallogislature,..see Cmd. 4998. 

2 S. 291 gives a general power to delimit constituencies, decide fran('.hise qualifi
cations, and d~ with the conduct of elections to tha. King in Council. 
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the Act, in part left to be made by the King in Council, the 
provincial legislature, or the governor. As far as practicable 
territorial constituencies are provided for, c~rtain numbers 
being allocated as general "seats, Muhammadan, Anglo-Indian, 
European, and Indian Christian. An electoral roll is to be 
prepared for each constituency, and the persons belonging to 
the specified classes are to be enrolled in them and exclude<l, 
from the general constituency. A European is any person 
whose father or other male progenitor in the male line was a 
European and who is not a native of India; an Anglo-Indian is 
a European in this sense who is a native of India; and a native 
of India is any person born and domiciled within the dominions 
of His Majesty in India and Burma o~ parents habitually 
resident in India or Burma and not established there for 
temporary purposes only. No person may vote at a general 
election in more than one territorial constituency, but an 
exception is made in favour of women where special territ.,dal 
constituencies for them exist, as they may vote therein and in 
one other. Territorial constituencies on like bases are provided 
for the councils, but for general, Muh~madans, turopeans: 
and in Madras only Christians. 

Assignment to a territorial constituency is bas~d on resi
dence, but that varies. Madras demand~ 120 days in the 
previous financial year, but residence is not rigorous and may 
be maintained by occasional sleeping in a house, if there is 
the possibility of user. Bombay requires 180 days' residence in 
the constituency or a contiguous area, variously defined. In 
Bengal the requirements for a Calcutta constituency are ful
filled by residence in Calcutta and a place of business in the 
constituency, while a European may be enrolled in the Euro
pean constituency if employed anywhere in Bengal, though on 
leave of absence. 

Universal suffrage being utterly impossible, or indirect voting 
to give the lower classes representation being ruled out as 
impracticable on various grounds, the qualification for the 
franchise in territorial constituencies is neccsiarily based on 
property, which may be gauged by land revenue, by various 
conditions of agricultural tenancy, by as•essment to income 
tax, and in the case Qf the towns by the amount 9f rent paid. 

-
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These varied conditions, which have had to be adapted to each 
province so that as far as possible the same types of persons 
may be given the vote in each, are supplemented by qualifica
tion by an educational requirement, also varied, and, in 
addition, there are special qualifications intended to secure an 
adequate representation of women and the depressed classes, 

.of whom it is hoped to enfranchise 10 per cent. The task is 
necessarily one of great complexity. There are also to be 
prescribed the qualifications for tbe non-territorial constitu
encies, such as commerce, industry, landholders, and labour. 
Moreover, all officers, non-commissioned officers, and men of 
the Indian forces and the police forces are given the vote if on 
pension or retired .• In the case of labour constituencies there 
have to be disposed of the contending claims of trade unions 
and labour constituencies. 

In the case of women special provisions had necessarily to 
be made, because the Hindu social system in the great majority 
of cases does not permit a woman to possess in her own right 
property which would entitle her to the vote. Accordingly, in 
"general, ;,omen are • enfranchised who have the property 
qualification in their own right, or are wives or widows of men 
so qualifietl, or are wives of men with a service qualification, or 
are pensioned widows or mothers of members of the military 
or police forces, or who possess a literary qualification. It is, 
however, required that, where the qualification is not held in 
the woman's own right, she must make application for enrol
ment, a condition which may seriously reduce in some cases the 
numbers enrolled. But this application qualification is waived 
in the case of Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, the Central Provinces, and 
the urban areas of the United Provinces. It is hoped thereby 
to give the vote to more than 6 million women as opposed to 
28 or 29 million men, a striking improvement on the 815,000 
under the·Act of 1919. 1 

In the view of the joint committee the proposals accepted 
remedy in some degree the balance between town and country, 

1 A committee w~s a.ppointcd (August lst 1935) to delimit provincial and federal 
conatituonciea, one-member constituen,.,ies to be preferred, manageable in area. in 
number of voters, and ig physical characteristics; in two-member constituenC'ies 
tho single non-transferable vote may be adopted. Only when these preliminaries 
are over can r~s be prepared and the constitution UJ_augurated in the provinces. 
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and provide the vote for the majority of the small landholders, 
the small cultivators, urban ratepayers, and a substantial 
section of the poorer classes, beside providing :(pr women, the 
depressed classes, and industrial labour. No important section 
of the community should lack means of expressing its wishes, 
and the general mass of the people is represented fairly. 

9. THE CHffiF COMMISSIONERS' PROVINCES 

• 

The Chief Commissioners' Provinces, British Baluchistan, 
Delhi, Ajroer-Merwara, Coorg, the Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands, and Panth Piploda, fall directly under the adminis
tration of the governor-general acting thro11gh a chief commis
sioner appointed at his discretion.' Normally the federal legis· 
latures bas full legislative authority over them. 2 

For British Baluchistan the governor-general shall act at his 
discretion, but the executive authority of the federation app\ies 
to the territory and to the other provinces. No federal Act, 
however, applies to tiie territory unless applied with or without 
modifications by the governor-general, 'J'ho may als~, subject" 
to disallowo.nce by the Crown, make regulations for the territory 
which may supersede any federal Act or other law "applicable 
thereto. 3 He possesses like authority to make regulations for 
the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. • In the case of Coorg the 
existing legislature and financial arrangements stand until 
altered.• 

The rules applicable in the provinces to police regulations, 
the prevention of crimes of violence, and the restrictions on 
disclosure of documents are applied to the relation of the 
governor-general to the federal chambers. 6 

Otherwise the rules in force as to these territories remain 
unaltered. Power exists under the Act to confer on them 
provincial status. 7 

Aden ceases to be part of British India, and its government 
may be regulated by Order in Council. In accordance with 
colonial usage such Order may delegate legisl~tive power to 
any person or persons in Aden, but without impairing the power 

1 s. 94. • s. 110 (4). 's. 95. • s. 96 . 
• s. 97. • 1:1. 98. 7 ~· 290. 

• 
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of the Crown in Council to legislate. The Order must provide 
for appeal from the Aden court to an Indian court (no doubt 
Bombay), and :;uch expenses for this service as the King in 
Council may determine shall be paid; it shall also regulate the 
appeal to the Privy Council from the Indian court in Aden 
appeals. Moreover, the government of Aden is to be made 
ijable to suit in cases where it would have lain against the 
secretary of state in council, and property held for the govern
ment of Aden is vested in the Crown for the purposes of that 
territory. 1 

10. THE DIVISION OF LEGISLATIVE POWER 
• 

As is inevitable in a federation there is distinction of legis-
lative authority both as regards ambit and subject-matter. 
The power' of the federal legislature extends to making laws 
for >fny part of British India and any federated state, that of 
the provincial legislatures to making laws for the province or 
any part thereof. Federal Acts may have extra-territorial 
operation i;, regard too(!) British subjects or servants of the 
Crown in any part of India; (2) to British subjects domiciled 
in any part tf India wherever they may be; (3) to, or to persons 
on, ships and aircralt registered in any part of British India or 
a federated state wherever they may be; ( 4) in the case of 
matters on which the federation may legislate for a state to 
state subjects wherever thay may be; and (5) in the case of a 
law for the regulation or discipline of any naval, military, or 
air force raised in British India, to members of and persons 
attached to the force wherever they may be. The definition 
of power is important and valuable; the failure in Dominion 
legislation to define the precise extent of authority claimed is 
e:>:tremely confusing. The province, on the other hand, is 
given no extension of power; it resembles the provinces of 
Canada which are restricted deliberately to legislation in the 
province. 

As regards sul>ject-matter, as already noted, the constitution 
provides three lists, 3 the federal legislative list, the provincial 

1 S. 289. Transfer was protested against by the Assembly, September 16th 1933. 
t S. 99. Cf. Ktith, Journ. Oomp. Leg., 1935, p. 278. 8 S. 100 and Sched.7. 
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legislative list, and the concurrent legislative list. A rigid dis
tinction of power thus first appears in Indian legislation, for 
under even the constitution of 1919 a provinc._ might for that 
area vary central legislation if the governor-general gave 
previous sanction, and even if sanction were not obtained, a 
provincial Act assented to by the governor-general could repettl 
a prior central Act. But the inconvenience of this principle. 
which renders void any law passed by a legislature outside its 
sphere, is minimized by the existence of the list of concurreut 
subjects, which includes most of the matters on which fcderttl 
legislation may be desirable for international conventions or to 
preserve uniformity, to give a lead to the provinces as in the 
case of labour legislation, or to rcgulat~ matters extending 
beyond one province as in the case of diseases of animals. In 
the concurrent sphere the doctrine1 that a federal Act super
sedes a provincial Act, which is in force in Canada and Aus
tralia, cannot be given effect in full, for there would be d:111ger 
of the federation unduly tying the hands of the provinces and 
preventing for instance the variation of legislation on crime 
necessary to meet a provincial need . .Hence, whiTe normal1'y 
a federal Act or a central Act on a concurrent subject overrides 
a provincial Act, if such an Act has been assented to after 
reservation by the governor-general, it f>revails over prior 
legislation. 2 The federal legislature may vary such an Act, 
but the prior sanction at discretion of the governor-general is 
required for the introduction of such a Bill into the legislature. 

The federal legislature may also regulate any provincial 
subject for two or more provinces at the request ofthc chambers 
of these provinces, but any such Act may be varied or repealed 
by the provincial legislatures. 3 

The governor-general in his discretion may also assign to the 
federation or the province power to make a Jaw or impose a tax 
on any subject-matter not included in either list, and the 
executive power of the federation or province shall also apply.' 
Before making such an assignment, the governor-general neces
sarily must satisfy himself that there is no prO>vision assigniug 
the matter to one side or the other; in doing so he would 
presumably P-onsult the federal court. 

's. 107 (I). - ' s. 107 (2). ll s. 103. : s. 104. 

-
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The Instructions1 in accordance with the view of the joint 
committee recognize that in regard to concurrent topic.• there 
is real risk of difficulty. The governor-general should take into 
consideration the question of the burden to be placed on 
provincial resources, and in cases where his previous sanction 
to proposed legislation in the concurrent sphere is requisite, 

.,because it proposed to give directions for execution of such a 
law to the province, he is bound to satisfy himself that the 
proVjnces have been consulted. In the same way, while he is 
to consider seriously provincial desires to vary the main codes, 
he must also bear in mind the advantages of uniformity in such 
matters. 

In regard to the .implementing of treaties and agreements 
with other countries federal power is limited, for it extends only 
when the governor of the province affected and the ruler of any 
state affected has given prior assent.' An Act so passed may 
be tepealed by the federation, and if the treaty ceases to be 
operative by the province or state. This limitation, of course, 
applies on!,Y where the subject-matter is not otherwise within 
federal authority par~ount as sole or concurrent, but the 
limitation may prove inconvenient. In Canada' the extent of 
power to l~gislate on provincial topics on this ground is still 
disputed. In Austooalia it has never been decided that under 
the authority as to external affairs the federation may invade 
the field reserved to the states. 

The federal legislature may apply the Naval Discipline Act 
to Indian naval forces, subject to such modifications as may be 
made by Indian Act to adapt the requirements of the Act to 
Indian circumstances, and to such changes as may be made by 
the King in Council to regulate the relations of the British 
forces and ships to those of India. If, however, the Indian 
forces and ships are placed at the disposal of the Admiralty, the 
Naval Discipline Act shall apply without modification. • 

Invasion of the provincial sphere by the federal legislature 
may be authorized in his discretion by the governor-general if 

1 Cln.uso XXV, X~VI. 
2 S. 106; Keith, Jo-urn. Comp. Leg .• 1935, p. 277. 
3 Keith, Constitutional Law of the British Dominions, pp. 324, 332, 333. 
4 S. 105. This corresponds with the position of the Dominions under the Naval 

Discipline (Dominion Naval Forces) Act, 1911 (Keith, Resp~ble Government in 
the Domini01l8, ii,l009 ff.) • 
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in his opinion a grave emergency exists, whereby the security 
of India is threatened whether by war or internal disturbance. 
The governor-general's previous sanction of the.proposed legis
lation is necessary, and he• must satisfy himself that the pro
vision proposed is proper. Such legislation during its operation 
is paramount over provincial legislation, prior or subsequent. 
But the proclamation of emergency which is the prelude t._ 
legislation by the federation may be revoked by the governor
general. It must also be laid before the two Houses of Pa~lia
ment, and it falls to the ground unless within six months both 
Houses by resolution approve it. Any federal law thus made 
expires six months after the expiry of the proclamation of 
emergency.' For this power there is no JlilXallel in Canada or 
Australia, save to the very limited extent that grave emergency, 
such as war conditions, has been held sufficient in both 
Dominions to justify the passing of legislation controlling domes
tic issues, which in peace the federation could not deal with. • 

As regards the states the federation may legislate only in 
respect of matters a~cepted by the instrument of Accession of 
the state concerned. The state may legil;late, but its. legislation 
is void in so far as it conflicts with a valid federal Act. 3 • 

The federation has unfettered power of legislation as regards 
matters in the provincial list except in th~ case of a province 
or the parts thereof. • This means that it may legislate for any 
territory not included in the governors' provinces, and may, 
unlike Canada, legislate, under its extra-territorial power, on 
provincial matters. 

The federation, of course, retains the legislative powers con
ferred on India by such Acts as the Extradition Act, 1870, the 
Slave Trade Act, 1876, the Fugitive Offenders Act, 1881, the 
Colonial Courts of Admiralty Act, 1890, the Merchant Shipping 
Act, 1894, and other general empowering Acts, but its specific 
powers render these unimportant in the main. Imperial legis
lation for India is rare: the Official Secrets Acts are suspended 
while the Indian Act XIX of 1928 is operative. The provision 
in the Whaling Industry (Regulation) Act, 19~,' giving extra
territorial validity to Indian legislation, is motived by doubts 

1 S. 102. t Keith, op. cit., p. 327 . 
• 24 & 25 Goo. v, c. 49 • •. 15 (I). 

• s. 107 (3). • s. 100 (4). 

• 
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of the extent of Indian power prior to the new Act of 1935. It 
is to be noted that nearly all British Acts which apply to India 
may now be vatied or repealed by the Indian legislatures, sub
ject to the prior sanction of the gove'rnor-general. 1 This matter 
might be of substantial importance in the case of merchant 
shipping, as the present system of control rests on the supre
JUacy of British legislation. It must be remembered that India 
was proposed as a signatory to the agreement of 1931 regarding 
merehant shipping.' Safeguards on this head, however, are 
provided in the spirit of that agreement in the present Act. 3 

The Legislative Lists are as follows:• 

• LIST.l 

Federal Legislative List 

1
0 

His Majesty's naval, military and air forces borne on the 
Indian establishment and any other armed force raised in 
India by the Crown, not being forces rais<:li for employment in 
lndian St,.tes or military or armed police maintained by Pro-

- vincial Governments; !tny armed forces which are not forces of 
His 1\lajest¥, but are attached to or operating with any of His 
Majesty's naval, military or air forces borne on the Indian 
establishment; ce~tral intelligence bureau; preventive deten
tion in British India for reasons of State connected with 
defence, external affairs, or the discharge of the functions of the 
Crown in its relations with Indian States. 

2. Naval, military and air force works; local self-government· 
in cantonment areas (not being cantonment areas of Indian 
State troops), 6 the regulation of house accommodation in such 
areas, and, within British India, the delimitation of such areas. 

3. External affairs; the implementing of treaties and agree
ments with other countries; extradition, including the surren
der of criminals and accused persons to parts of His Majesty's 
dominions outside India. 

4. Ecclesiastical affairs, including European cemeteries. 
5. Currency, 'boinage and legal tender. 

1 See § 11 below. . 
2 Keith, SpeecheBand Documentaon t'M. Britiak Dominions,1918-1931, pp. 222-30. 
s S. 115. See.§ 11 below. ' Sched. 5. 6 These :W.U under the state's control. 
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6. Public debt of the Federation. 
7. Posts and telegraphs, including telephones, wireless, 

broadcasting and other like forms of commqnication; Post 
Office Savings Bank. • 

8. Federal Public Services and Federal Public Service 
Commission. 

9. Federal pensions, that is to say, pensions payable by th,. 
Federation or out of Federal revenues. 

10. Works, lands and buildings vested in, or in the possession 
of His Majesty for the purposes of the Federation (not being 
naval, military or air force works), but, as regards property 
situate in a Province, subject always to Provincial legislation, 
save in so far as Federal law otherwise provides, and, as regards 
property in a Federated Stat!! held by virtue of any lease or 
agreement with that State, subject to the terms of that lease 
or agreement. 

11. The Imperia.! Library, the Indian Museum, the Imperial 
War Museum, the Victoria Memm:hl, and any similar institu
tion controlled or fintmced by the Federation. 

12. Federal agencies and institutes (or the following pur! 
poses, that is to say, for research, for professional or technical • 
training, or for the promotion of special studies. • 

13. The Benarcs Hindu University and lbe Aligarh Muslim 
University. 

14. The Survey of India, the Geological, Botanical and 
Zoological Surveys of India; Federal meteorological organiza
tions. 

15. Ancient and historical monuments; archaeological sites 
and remains. 

16. Census. 
17. Admission into, and emigration and expulsion from, 

India, including in relation thereto the regulation of the move
ments in India of persons who are not British subjects domiciled 
in India, subjects of any Federated State, or British subjects 
domiciled in the United Kingdom; 1 pilgrimages to places 
beyond India. • 

18. Port quarantine; seamen's and marine hospitals, and 
hospitals connected with port qu;u-antine. . 

1 This leaves immigratiol\ of Dominion British subjects to fod;ral control. 
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19. Import and export across customs frontiers as defined by 
the Federal Government. 

20. Federal. railways; the regulation of all railways other 
than minor railways in respect of ·safety, maximum and mini
mum rates and fares, station and service terminal charges, 
interchange of traffic and the responsibility of railway adminis-

• trations as carriers of goods and passengers; the regulation of 
mipor railways in respect of safety and the responsibility of the 
administrations of such railways as carriers of goods and 
passengers. 

21. Maritime shipping and navigation, including shipping 
and navigation on tidal waters; Admiralty jurisdiction. 

22. Major ports~ that is to say the declaration and delimita
tion of such ports, and the constitution and powers of Port 
Authorities therein. 

28. Fishing and fisheries beyond territorial waters. 
~4. Aircraft and air navigation; the provision of aero

dromes; regulation and organization of air traffic and of 
aerodrollles. • 

25. Lighthouses, including lightships, beacons and other pro
visions for the safety of shipping and aircraft. 

26. Cahiage of passengers and goods by sea or by 
air. • 

27. Copyright, inventions, designs, trademarks and' mer
chandise marks. 

28. Cheques, bills of exchange, promissory notes and other 
like instruments. 

29. Arms; firearms; ammunition. 
80. Explosives. 
81. Opium, so far as regards cultivation and manufacture, or 

sale for export. 
82. Petroleum and other liquids and substances declared by 

Federal law to be dangerously inflammable, so far as regards 
possession, storage and transport. 

88. Corporations, that is to say, the incorporation, regulation 
and winding-•p of trading corporations, including banking, 
insurance and financial corporations, but not including corpora
tions owned or controlled by a Federated State and carrying 
on busines,. only within that State or co-pperative societies, and 
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of corporations, whether trading or not, with objects not 
confined to one unit. 1 

34. Development of industries, where devejppment under 
Federal control is declared by Federal law to be expedient in 
the public interest. 

85. Regulation of labour and safety in mines and oil
fields. 

86. Regulation of mines and oilfields and mineral develop-
ment to the extent to which such regulation and development 
under Federal control is declared by Federal law to be expedient 
in the public interest. 

37. The law of insurance, except as respects insurance under
taken by a Federated State, and the regulation of the conduct 
of insurance business, except as respects business undertaken 
by a Federated State; Government insurance, except so far as 
undertaken by a Federated State, or, by virtue of any entry in 
the Provincial Legislative List or the Concurrent Legislarlve 
List, by a Province. 

• 

38. Banking, that is to say, the conduct of bankin~ business 
by corporations other than corporatioll!i owned or controlled • 
by a Federated State and carrying on business only within that • 
State. • 

39. Extension of the powers ar:.d juri~diction.of.members of 
a police force belonging to any_part of British India t~y area 
in another Governor's Province or Chief Commissioner's -Pro~ 
vince, but not so as to enable the police of one part to exercise 
powers and jurisdiction elsewhere without the consent of the 
Government of the Province or the Chief Commissioner, as the 
case may be; extension of the powers and jurisdiction of mem· 
hers of a police force belonging to any unit to railway areas 
outside that unit. 

40. Elections to the Federal Legislature, subject to the 
provisions of this Act and of any Order in Council made 
thereunder. 

41. The salaries of the Federal Ministers, of the President 
and Vice-President of the Council of State and {Jf the Speaker 
and Deputy Speaker of the Federal Assembly; the salaries, 

1 Thil$ provision is so vague that tho confusion of power seon in Canada. is likely 
to be repeated, Keith, R~pO'J1..8ible Government in the Dcnninit:m8, i, 647-9. Soo 

~~-- . . 
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allowances and privileges of the members of the Federal Legis
lature; and, to such extent as is expressly authorized by Part II 
of this Act, tlle punishment of P!'rsons who refuse to give 
evidence or produce documents tefore Committees of the 
Legislature. 

42. Offences against laws with respect to any of the matters 
.;n this list. 

4~. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any of the 
matters in this list. 

44. Duties of customs, including export duties. 
45. Duties of excise •on tobacco and other goods manu

factured or produced in India except-
( a) alcoholic liquors for human consumption; 
(b) opium, Indian hemp and other narcotic drugs and 

narcotics; non-narcotic drugs; 
(c) medicinal and toilet preparations containing alcohol, 

• or any substance included in sub-paragraph (b) of this 
entry. 

46. Cor)i>oration tax. 
• 47. Salt. • 

48. State lotteries. 
49. Natl!ralization. 
50. Migration ~thin India from or into a Governor's Pro-

vince or a Chief Commissioner's Province. 1 

51. Establishment of standards of weight. 
52. Ranchi European Mental Hospital. 
58. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts, except the Federal 

Court, with respect to any of the matters in this list and, to 
such extent as is expressly authorized by Part IX of this Act, 
the enlargement of the appellate jurisdiction of the Federal 
Court, and the conferring thereon of supplemental powers. 

54. Taxes on income other than agricultural income. 
55. Taxes on the capital value of the assets, exclusive of 

agricultural land, of individuals and companies; taxes on the 
capital of companies. 

56. Duties i1t respect of succession to property other than 
agricultural land. 

57. The rates of stamp duty in respect of bills of exchange, 
1 ContJB.St the freedom of migration in Canada. and Australia. 
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cheques, promissory notes, bills of lading, letters of credit, 
policies of insurance, proxies and receipts. 

58. Terminal taxes on goods or passengers ca.vied by railway 
or air; taxes on railway fa.i-es and freights. 

59. Fees in respect of any of-the matters in this list, but not 
including fees taken in any Court. 

LIST II 

Provincial Legislative List 

• 

1. Public order (but not including the use of His Majesty's 
naval, military or air forces in aid of the civil power); the 
administration of justice; constitution and organization of all 
courts, except the Federal Court, and fees taken therein; 
preventive detention for reasons connected with the mainten
ance of public order; persons subjected to such detention .• 

2. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts' except the Federal 
Court, with respect t1> any of the matters in this list; procedure 
in Rent and Revenue Courts. • 

3. Police, .including raihvay. and. villa~e police. -
4. Prisons, reformatories, Borst:i.I- institutions .and other 

institutions of a like nature, and persons detained therein; 
arrangements with other units for the use ot prisons and other 
institutions. 

5. Public debt of the Province. 
6. Provincial Public Services and Provincial Public Service 

Commissions. 
7. Provincial pensions, that is to say, pensions payable by 

the Province or out of Provincial revenues. 
8. Works, lands and buildings vested in or in the possession 

of His Majesty for the purposes of the Province. 
9. Compulsory acquisition of land. 
10. Lib•'aries, museums and other similar institutions con

trolled or financed by the Province. 
11. Elections to the Provincial Legislature, subject to the 

provisions of this Act and of any Order in" Council made 
thereunder. 

1 This will obviate constant legislation by the Indian iegiala.ture to allow iippe-.al 
to the High Courts under prpvi.ncia.l Acts, e.g. Aot XXIV of 1932• 
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12. The salaries of the Provincial Ministers, of the Speaker 
and Deputy Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, and, if there 
is a Legislative ~unci!, of the President and Deputy President 
thereof; the salaries, allowances and' privileges of the members 
of the Provincial Legislature; and, to such extent as is expressly 
authorized by Part III of this Act, the punishment of persons 
"ij'ho refuse to give evidence or produce documents before 
Committees of the Provincial Legislature. 

Ul. Local government, that is to say, the constitution and 
powers of municipal corporations, improvement trusts, district 
boards, mining settlement authorities and other local authori· 
ties for the purpose of local self-government or village adminis· 
tration. 

14. Public health ;,nd sanitati<fn; hospitals and dispensaries; 
registration of births and deaths. 

15. Pilgrimages, other than pilgrimages to places beyond 
lndifl.. 

16. Burial and burial-grounds. 
17. Education. 

• 18. Communications. that is to say, roads, bridges, ferries, 
• and other means of communication not specified in List I; 

minor raihv1lys subject to the provisions of List I with respect 
to such railways; • municipal tramways; ropcways; inland 
waterways and traffic thereon subject to the provisions of 
List III with regard to such waterways; ports, subject to the 
provisions in List I with regard to major ports; vehicles other 
than mechanically propelled vehicles. 

19. Water, that is to say, water-supplies, irrigation and 
canals, drainage and embankments, water-storage and water
power. 

20. Agriculture, including agricultural education and re
search, protection against pests and prevention of plant 
diseases; improvement of stock and prevention of animal 
diseases; veterinary training and practice; pounds and the 
prevention of cattle trespass. 

21. Land, that is to say, rights in or over land, land tenures, 
including the relation of landlord and tenant, and the. collec· 
tion of rents; transfer, alienation and devolution of agricultural 
land; land iipprovement and agricultural. loans; colonization; 
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Courts of Wards; encumbered and attached estates; treasure 
trove. 1 

22. Forests. • 
23. Regulation of mines and oilfields and mineral develop

ment subject to the Provisions of List I with respect to regula
tion and development under Federal control. 

24. Fisheries. • 
25. Protection of wild birds and wild animals. 
26. Gas and gasworks. 
27. Trade and commerce within the Province; markets and 

fairs; money-lending and money-Jen~rs. 
28. Inns and innkeepers. 
29. Production, supply and distributim~ of goods; develop

ment of industries, subject to the provisions in List I with 
respect to the development of certain industries under Federal 
control. 

30. Adulteration of foodstuffs and other goods; weighW and 
measures. 

31. Intoxicating liquors and narcotic drugs, that is to say, 
the production, manufacture, possessiQil, transport, purchas·e • 
and sale of intoxicating liquors, opium and other narcotic 
drugs, but subject, as respects opium, to the pfovisions of 
List I and, as respects poisons and dan~rous drugs, to the 
provisions of List III. 

32. Relief of the poor; unemployment. 
38. The incorporation, regulation, and winding-up of cor

porations, other than corporations specified in List I; unin
corporated trading, literary, scientific, religious and other 
societies and associations; co-operative societies. 

34. Charities and charitable institutions; charitable and 
religious endowments. 

35. Theatres, dramatic performances and cinemas, but not 
including the sanction of cinematograph films for exhibition. 

36. Betting and gambling. • 
37. Offences against laws with respect of any of the matters 

in this list. • 
38. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any of the 

matters in this list. 
1 Cf. 8.174. • 
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39. Land revenue, including tl:ie assessment and collection 
of revenue, the maintenance of land records, survey for revenue 
purposes and records of rights, and alienation of revenue. 

40. Duties of excise on the folloWing goods manufactured or 
produced in the Province and countervailing duties at the 
same or lower rates on similar goods manufactured or produced 
.,Isewhere in India-

( a) alcoholic liquors for human consumption; 
' (b) opium, Indian hemp and other narcotic drugs and 

narcotics; non-narcotic drugs. 
(c) medicinal and ~oilet preparations containing alcohol 

or any substance included in sub-paragraph (b) of this 
entry.· • 

41. Taxes on agricultural income. 
42. Taxes on lands and buildings, hearths and windows. 
48. Duties in respect of succession to agricultural land. 
44. Taxes on mineral rights, subject to any limitations im

posed by any Act of the Federal Legislature relating to mineral 
development. • 
• 45. Caprtation taxe~ 

46. Taxes on professions, trades, callings and employments. 
47. Tax<l!i on animals and boats. 
48. Taxes on th .. sale of goods and on advertisements. 
49. Cesses on the entry of goods into a local area for con

suinption, use or sale therein. 
50. Taxes on luxuries, including taxes on entertainments, 

amusements, betting and gambling. 
51. The rates of stamp duty in respect of documents other 

than those specified in the provisions of List I with regard to 
rates of stamp duty. 

52. Dues on passengers and goods carried on inland water
ways. 

53. Tolls. 
54. Fees in respect of any of the matters in this list, but not 

including fees taken in any Court . 

• 

• 
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LIST III 

Concurrent Legislative L;s~ 
• 

PART I 

• 

I. Criminal law, including all matters included in the Indian 
Penal Code at the date of the passing of this Act, but excluding. 
offences against laws with respect to any of the matters specified 
in List I or List II and excluding the use of His Majesty's na'val, 
military and air forces in aid of the civil power. 

2. Criminal Procedure, including aU. matters included in the 
Code of Criminal Procedure at the date of the passing of this 
Act. 

8. Removal of prisoners an!l. accused persons from one unit 
to another unit. 

4. Civil Procedure, including the law of Limitation and all 
matters included in the Code of Civil Procedure at the dat!e of 
the passing of this Act; the recovery in a Governor's Province 
or a Chief Commissioher's Province of claims in respect of taxes 
and other public demands, including avears of land revenul! 
and sums recoverable as such, arising outside that Province. • 

5. Evidence and oaths; recognition of laws, publoic acts and 
records and judicial proceedings. • 

6. Marriage and divorce; infants and minors; adoption. 
7. Wills, intestacy, and succession, save as regards agri

cultural land. 
8. Transfer of property other than agricultural land; regis· 

tration of deeds and documents. 
9. Trusts and trustees. 
10. Contracts, including partnership, agency, contracts of 

carriage, and other special forms of contract, but not including 
contracts relating to agricultural land. 

11. Arbitration. 
12. Bankruptcy and insolvency; administrators-general and 

official trustees. 
18. Stamp duties other than duties or fe~s collected by 

means of judicial stamps, but not including rates of stamp duty. 
14. Actionable wrongs, save in so far as included in laws 

with respect to any of the matters specified in List I or List II. . . 
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15. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts, except the Federal 
Court, with respect to any of the matters in this list. 

16. Legal, mepical and other professions. 
17. Newspapers, books and printidg presses. 
18. Lunacy and mental deficiency, including places for the 

reception or treatment of lunatics and mental deficients. 
• 19. Poisons and dangerous drugs. 

20. Mechanically propelled vehicles. 
21: Boilers. 
22. Prevention of cruelty to animals. 
28. European vagrancy, criminal tribes. 
24. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any of the 

matters in this Part of this List. 
25. Fees in respect of any of th" matters in this Part of this 

List, but not including fees taken in any Court . 

• 
PART n 1 

.26. FactQries. 
• 27. Welfare of labo,.r; conditions of labour; provident 

funds; em~loyers' liability and workmen's compensation; 
health insurance, including invalidity pensions; old age 
pensions. • 

28. Unemployment insurance. 
29. Trade unions; industrial and labour disputes. 
80. The prevention of the extension from one unit to another 

of infectious or contagious diseases or pests affecting men, 
animals or plants. 

81. Electricity. 
82. Shipping and navigation on inland waterways as regards 

mechanically propelled vessels, and the rule of the road on 
such waterways; carriage of passengers and goods on inland 
waterways. 

88. The sanctioning of cinematograph fihns for exhibition. 
84. Persons subjected to preventive detention under Federal 

authority. • 

1 This list includes matters on which a Federal Act, with prior consent of the 
governor-general, may confer the power to give directions to a province; s. 126 (2). 
Soo § 12 below. • 
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85. Inquiries and statistics for the purpose of any of the 
matters in this Part of this List. 

86. Fees in respect of any of the matters in.this Part of this 
List, but not including fees taken in any Court. 

ll. THE RESTRICTIONS ON LEGISLATIVE POWER 

In the Dominions the powers of those Dominions which are 
bound by the provisions of the Statute of Westminster, a:s are 
Canada, the Union of South Africa, and the Irish Free State, 
are free from any restriction, save s~h as are due in the ease 
of Canada to the federal character of her constitution. Aus
tralia and New Zealand remain still, unless and until they adopt 
the Statute, subject to the •restriction oi the Colonial Laws 
Validity Act, 1865, under which their Acts, if repugnant to 
imperial legislation applying to them are to that extent void, 
and to the much more vague restriction of territorial limitation 
so that, for instar ~e, it was necessary for express power to 
legislate with extra-territorial force to be given for the enforce
ment of the whaling convention of 1981. 1 In the c!se of lndm 
there are certain further limitations of an absolute character, • 
and in certain other cases, in complete deviation ffQill Dominion 
practice but in accord with Indian prec&dent, legislation is 
forbidden without the previous sanction given in the discretion 
of the governor-general or governor. 

The supremacy of Parliament over British India and its 
power to legislate therefor or any part thereof are reasserted 
in the Act, 2 in accordance with precedent, and it is expressly 
provided that no legislature, provincial or federal, may make 
any Jaw affecting the sovereign or the royal family, or the 
succession to the Crown, or the sovereignty, dominion, or 
suzerainty of the Crown in any part of India, or the law of 
British nationality, or the Army Act, the Air Force Act, or the 
Naval Discipline Act, or the law of prize or prize courts. All 
these matters are issues definitely connected with sovereignty, 
which naturally may not be altered by a legi~lature definitely 
subordinate. In the same way the legislatures may not alter, 
except as specifically provided, the Act itself, or any Order in 

1 Whaling Indnotry_(Regule.tion) Act, 1934. • 'S. 110. 
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Council under it, or any rules made under it by the secretary 
of state, the governor-general, or a governor in his discretion 
or in his indiv;dual judgment. Further, except as provided in 
the Act no legislature may derogate from the prerogative right 
of His Majesty to grant special leave to appeal from any Court. 

Any Act which may be passed repugnant to these rules is, 
• of course, pro tanio invalid. In other cases Acts may be passed, 

prqvided prior sanction is given by the governor-general in his 
discretion. These include any Bill or amendment which 
{a) repeals, amends, or is repugnant to any provisions of any 
Act of Parliament whi<ft extends to British India; (b) repeals, 
amends, or is repugnant to any governor-general's or governor's 
Act, or any ordin.,nce promulgated in his discretion by the 
governor-general or a governor;' {c) affects matters as respects 
which the governor-general is required to exercise his dis
cretion; (d) repeals, affects, or amends any Act relating to any 
police force; (e) affects the procedure for criminal proceedings 
in which European British subjects are concerned; (f) subjects 

.persons 'lot resident in British India to greater taxation than 
• persons resident in lilritish India, or subjects companies not 

wholly controlled or managed in British India to greater 
taxation 'than companies wholly controlled and managed 
therein; or {g) afiects the grant of relief from any federal tax 
on income in respect of income taxed or taxable in the United 

• Kingdom. Further, the governor-general's sanction i~!_"quisite 
for the_ int~ct19n into a provincial legislature of legislation 
Ol'"tbeJillid indicated in sections~, (c), and (e) above, and of 
legiSlation affecting .!!}y of -liisActs or ordinances. wl:li).~- the 

~~rnor's assent)s ~-e_guisite for legislation affecting.his Acts 
r 'e.dmances or the,.P.olice force.' In addition to these general 

provisions in certain other cases prior sanction is requisite. 
Thus the governor-general or the governor must sanction the 
introduction of financial Bills; 2 the former must sanction the 
introduction of any Bill in the concurrent sphere which pro
vides for the giving of directions to the provincial govern
ments, 8 or anyoBill which affects taxation in which the provinces 
are interested. • 

/ 
/' S.I08._ 1 Ss. 37, 82. 'S. 126 (2). 
~141.. See also ss.l63, 166 (3), 182 (2), 226 \2), 267 (a), 271, 299 (3). 
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These restrictions, it will be seen, are in paxt directed at 
preventing the passing of legislation which is intended to or 
would discriminate against British commercial interests in 
India. These are reinforced oby the special responsibility above 
noted of the governor-general to prevent action subjecting to 
discriminatory action goods of British or Burmese origin 
imported into India which is intended not to enable him to 
dictate Indian fiscal policy, but to interfere in matters where • 
injury to British, not gain to Indian trade, is the chief ahn. 
Further protection is accorded in a series of elaborate clauses 
against discrimination.' A British suj>ject domiciled in the 
United Kingdom is exempt from the operation of any federal 
or provincial law' which (a) imposes any restriction on the 
right of entry into British India; or (b) im'poses by reference 
to place of birth, race, descent, language, religion, domicile, 
residence or duration of residence, any disability, liability, 
restriction, or condition in regard to travel, residence, \he 
acquisition, holding, or disposal of property, the holding of 
public office, or the •carrying on of any occupation, trade, 
business, or profession. But the exemption is condil!ioned by • 
its suspension in so far as a British subjlct of Indian domicile • 
is subject to any disability in regaxd to the same matt'il' imposed 
on the same ground under the law of the pnited Kingdom. 
But the imposition of quarantine regulations and the exclusion 
or deportation of persons deemed undesirable is not to be 
deemed a restriction on entry. This provision is so widely 
worded that it might be misused to provide for the exclusion 
of almost any person; thus Canada and the Union regard 
Indians as undesirable citizens on economic grounds. But the 
governor-general or governor in his discretion in view of grave 
menace to tranquillity or to combat crimes of violence may 
suspend the operation of the law for such time as he thinks 
fit. This, of course, would enable entry to be barred to British 
communists who might seek to enter India to stir up communal 
strife. 

Discrimination in taxation against British subiects domiciled 
in the United Kingdom or Burma and against companies 
incorporated under the laws of the United Kingdom or Burma 

1 Ss. 111-16. 2 Including by-laws, etc., issued after the Act. . . 
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is forbidden, and it constitutes discrimination if the law would 
result in heavier payments by persons or companies than if they 
had been domicjled or incorporated in British India. Registra
tion in Burma under Indian legisla"ion prior to federation is 
to be deemed incorporation under Burmese law. Companies 
incorporated in the United Kingdom, their directors, members, 
ihareholders, officers, etc., are to be deemed to eomply with 
any federal or provincial requirements as to place of in
corporation, situation of its registered office, or the currency 
in which its capital is expressed or place of birth, etc., of 
directors, shareholders, afficers, etc. Similarly they are to be 
entitled to preferential treatment in respect of taxation, but 
in every case the r!,ght is lost if reciprocity is not given in 
the United Kingdom. Again a British subject domiciled in the 
United Kingdom is deemed to comply with any conditions as to 
place of birth, etc., in respect of companies incorporated in 
Inditt so as to be eligible as director, shareholder, officer, etc., 
again on condition of reciprocity. British companies are to be 
entitled to equality of treatment, on the basis of reciprocity, in 
fespect of ·any grants ~r subsidies provided by the federation 

• or provinces, but there is an important exception in the case 
of compani"'s which are not engaged in a branch of trade in 
India when the system of assistance is started. In these cases 
the legislature may require that the company be incorporated 
in British India or a federated state, that not exceeding one-half 
of the directors are British subjects domiciled in British India 
or a federated state, and that reasonable facilities are given for 
the training of British subject~ domiciled in India or a federated 
state. 

It is further provided that British ships registered in the 
United Kingdom shall not be subjected to any discrimina
tory treatment in respect of the ship, master, officers, crew, 
passengers, or cargo as compared with ships registered in 
British India, unless there is like discrimination in any matter 
against ships registered in British India under the law of the 
United Kingdo!JI. The same rule applies to aircraft. 

These provisions, it will be seen, are complex, 1 and are 
1 Yet obviously imperfe(!t. They do not forbid discrimination by caste or colour; 

duration of residence is provided for. but not continuity. Cf. Keith, Letters on 
Imperial R.Jali"", 1916-1935, pp. 219 ff. , 
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certainly liable to be regaJ"ded as oppressive and nnfair 
restrictions. That it would have been much wiser to regulate 
the matter by convention was recognized by tlote Round Table 
Conference at its first ses~ion, and Plll"liament admitted the 
force of this view by providing that the operations of the law 
may be suspended by Order in Council if a convention on a 
basis of reciprocity is achieved and legislation passed in th<t 
United Kingdom and India to give effect to it. • 

The difficult issue of professional qualifications is dealt with 
by the rule of the necessity of prior sanction of the governor
general or governor to federal or provillciallegislation providing 
for the laying down of professional or technical qualifications 
for the exercise of any profession, occupatiQn, trade, or business 
or the holding of any office in"British India. Sanction may not 
be given nnless provision is made to save the rights of any 
person lawfully engaged in any profession, etc., at the time, 
unless it is necessary in the public interest to prevent t!on· 
tinuance on his part. Moreover, all regulations made under 
federal or provincial"legislation must be published f~ur month; 
before they take effect; representations. against them may be • 
made by persons affected within two months, and the governor
general or governor in his individual judgment m!>.y disallow 
the regulations in whole or part. The go.,.ernor-general may 
apply this principle to regulations made under any Indian law 
existing before the new Act takes effect. 1 

The position of medical practitioners required careful 
regulation, because it was essential that the European com
mnnity should have access to European practitioners if they so 
desired, and the latter therefore must be assured fair treatment. 
The British system provides that British subjects of Indian 
domicile may be registered as qualified practitioners if they hold 
diplomas granted in India after examination, unless the 
diploma does not furnish sufficient guaJ"antee of knowledge of 
and skill for the practice of medicine, surgery, and midwifery, 
and it is left to the Privy Council to decide any issue as to the 
value of the diploma. It is therefore provided that, so long 
as this is the state of affairs in the United Kingdom, British 
practitioners duly qualified in the United J.Gngdom shall not be 

1 s. 119. • 
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excluded from practice or registration in British India except on 
the ground that the diploma held is not adequate proof of 
knowledge and capacity. Exclusion on such a ground can only 
be effected if twelve months' noti~e is given to the governor
general and the authority issuing the diploma, and the Privy 
Council, if appealed to, holds that the diploma is insufficient 

.evidence. Persons entitled to practise in either country under 
rcc~gnized diplomas must not be differentially treated; this 
is an enactment for the United Kingdom as well as for India. 
Provision is made for safeguarding persons domiciled in Burma 
and entitled to practise-in the United Kingdom under British 
or Burmese qualifications.' Finally, any officer on the active 
list of the Indian ~edical Service or any other branch of the 
forces is ipso facto entitled to practise in British India, thus 
securing their right to attend the civil population. 

The legal safeguards are added to by the special responsibility 
of the governor-general and the governors to prevent in the 
executive sphere discrimination and by the instructions given 
to them iu case of doubt to reserve Bills w1lich may be discrimi-

• 'natory, though not so.in form. 
With reference to all these matters of prior sanction it must 

be noted t!Jat the grant of such sanction in no wise fetters the 
freedom of the go-..ernor-general or governor to refuse assent or 
reserve any Bill, and on the other hand the omission of sanction 
does not invalidate the Bill if it has duly received the assent, 
in the case where the governor's sanction was necessary, of the 
governor, the governor-general, or the Crown, and in the case 
where the governor-general's sanction was requisite it has 
received his assent or that of the Crown. The provision is of 
great importance, since it is clear that it would be vexatious if 
a measure which had been deliberately assented to were to be 
ruled invalid on the ground of a technical omission. 2 

Finally, there must be noted certain miscellaneous restrictions 
on legislative and executive power. No provincial legislature or 
government may by reason of its power as to trade and com
merce within the province and the production, supply and 
distribution of commodities prohibit or restrict the entry into 

1 S. 12(). See Indian Medical Council Act, 1933, Joint Committee Report. 
i, 212 ff. • 2 s. 109. 
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or export from the province of goods of any description.' 
This is a very far-reaching prohibition and may be compared 
with the requirement of free trade hetween the states in the 
Commonwealth constitution, which has given rise to difficult 
issues, still unsettled; for instance, how far may the entry of 
diseased or suspect cattle from another state be checked? Nor 
may there he discrimination by toll, cess, tax, or due between. 
goods manufactured in or the produce of the province and other 
goods or between goods manufactured or produced outside the 
province according to locality. 

Further,' no subject of His Majcsty~omiciled in India shall 
on grounds only of religion, place of birth, descent, colour or any 
of them be ineligible for office under the Cr!Jwn in India, or be 
prohibited on any such grounds from acquiring, holding, or 
disposing of property or carrying on any occupation, trade, 
business or profession in British India. But this prohibition 
is not to exclude legislation restricting the transfer of agri~ul
tural land from a member of an agricultural class to a non
member, or to interfere with rights of members of a c<;:mmunity 
due to personal law, nor does it diminisiJ.the obligations of the• 
governor-general or governors with regard to the protection of 
minorities. • 

No person3 may be deprived of his property in British India 
save by authority of law. Laws providing for the acquisition 
for public purpose of land or any commercial or industrial 
undertaking or interest therein must specify the compensation 
or the mode in which it is to be assessed. Prior sanction of the 
governor-general or governor is requisite to any federal or 
provincial Bill transferring to public ownership land or modify
ing rights therein, including revenue rights. In the same spirit' 
privileges in respect of land granted before January lst 1870 or 
for services thereafter and pensions may be taken away or 
varied only with the assent of the governor-general or governor 
in his individual judgment. This provision, of course, docs not 
affect the right to forfeit any grant for breach of its conditions, 
but it is intended to safeguard holders of goverrwnent grants or 
pensions against any possibility of vindictive treatment based 

1 8.297. 
2 The grounds are limited as compared with s. Ill. Sees. 298. 
3 s. 299. • • s. 300. 

• 
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on their former services to government. No doubt it is justified 
ex majore cautela. The series of prohibitions take the place of the 
declaration of fJJndamental rights for which many Indians asked 
and which was discussed at the Round Table Conference. 

12. THE ADMINISTRATIVE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE 
• FEDERATION AND THE UNITS 

The introduction of federation replaces the complete control 
of the centre over the provinces by a division of authority, 
and introduces into th& federated states the operation of 
federal executive authority. It is, therefore, expressly provided 
that the executive authority of the provinces and states and 
that of the federati'on shall be exercised so as to secure due 
respect for the laws of the federation and the interests of the 
province or state respectively. 1 

The governor-general may direct any governor to act as his . . ~ . . ... ....., ... ... ··~ ·-· ._.,. ___ P'' O"A"•'•'""' ··, 

ecclesiastical affairs or of the tribal areas, .and in so acting the 
governor :tbts in his discretion subject to his instructions. 2 

• Generally' the gove/nor-general may agree with a provincial 
governmen\ or the ruler of a federated state for the carrying out 
conditionally or 10nconditionally of any federal executive 
function. Moreover, an Act of the federation may impose duties 
and confer powers on a province or its officers or authorities 
whether in federal or concurrent subjects, and may similarly 
impose duties and confer rights on a ruler or officers designated 
by him in respect of federal matters. In such cases the costs of 
administration must be paid 'by the federation, the sum being 
fixed in default of agreement by an arbitrator named by the 
Chief Justice of India. 

An agreement' may also be made with any state, and must 
be made if the Instrument of Accession so stipulates, for the 
administration of a federal law by the ruler, but the governor
general must be empowered, by inspection or otherwise, to 
satisfy himself • that the administration conforms with the 
federal policy and to give directions to the ruler in case of 
dissatisfaction. Such agreements must receive judicial notice. 

1 S. 122, P~ VI. ' S. 123. ' f!· 124. • S. 125. 
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Provincial executive authority must be so used as not to 
interfere with federal authority, and federal authority extends 
to giving directions to a P!ovince to ensure th~~ot end.' This is 
a very striking derogation from provincial autonomy, and as 
the judge of the necessity of directions is the federation, 
conflict may result. It is more reasonable that the federation 
should be authorized to give instructions on matters of th11 
execution of federal laws on certain concurrent issues; as noted 
above, the previous sanction of the governor-general i~ his 
discretion is necessary for legislation to authorize the federation 
to give such directions. In such ~s consultation with the 
province is obviously desirable, and also in deciding issues as 
to which legislature should handle concwrent subjects. The 
federation may also give directions to the province for the 
construction and maintenance of means of communication of 
military importance, though it may, of course, itself construct 
and maintain such communications under its defence powet. If 
the province fails to carry out federal directions a means of 
compulsion is provided, for the governor-general in hi~ discretion 
may issue instructions to the governor,. who under his speciai • 
responsibility must then give effect to his orders even against 
ministers' wishes. But the governor-general, of ~urse, need 
not give exactly the same directions as the ft.deration proposed, 
and may use his influence to secure modification. Finally, he 
has unfettered discretion to give the governor any orders in 
regard to the maintenance of peace and tranquillity, a power 
which might be so exercised as to have far-reaching effects on 
provincial autonomy. 

The federation, if it requires land for federal purposes may 
require the province to acquire the land at federal expense or to 
transfer government land, the value being fixed in default of 
agreement by arbitration. 2 

In the case of the states, 3 the executive authority of the 
state must be so exercised as not to inlpede the exercise of 
federal authority under any law, the question of the existence 
of such authority to be settled on the motion <Jf the federation 
or the ruler by the federal court. The governor-general after 
hearing the views of the ruler may issue an)' directions he thinks 

l S. 126. See§ 10 above. I 8. 127. i' s. 128. 
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fit in his discretion, if not 'satisfied with the executive action 
.of the state. In this case· also he is not bound by advice of 
ministers, but ,.s in the case of directions to the provinces is 
bound to act on his unbiased opinion. Fortunately the earlier 
proposal 'under which in such cases the authority of the 
representative of the Crown in relation to the states would have 
~een invoked has been dropped in favour of direct action by the 
governor-general. 

The case of broadcasting' requires special treatment. Federal 
control would have been, as in Canada, 2 desirable, but it was 
felt that it could not beoinsisted upon, and the federation may 
not unreasonably refuse to allow a province or state to construct 
or use transmitters\ or impose fees for their use or the use of 
receiving apparatus, but it does not concede any power to 
regulate use of apparatus provided or authorized by the federal 
government. Functions may be conferred conditionally, 
inclbding tern1s of finance, but the matter broadcast by a 
province or state government may not be subjected to conditions 
save in so far as they appear to be necessary to enable the 
• • I r1' . .._ "'."' . • . • . -· governor-genera to "1sc1 ... ...., ....... · .. . , ..... w ... ~.:.;..:...o..;..;..;. v1 

• individual judgment, or in ·respect of peace and tranquillity. 
Moreover, '11ny issue as to the grant of functions or conditions 
imposed falls to bo decided in his discretion by the governor
general and not by the courts. 

In connexion with water-supplies• the governor-general is 
given new functions. Under the Act of 1919 water-supplies 
fell to the province, but the centre had authority in respect of 
matters affecting the relations of the provinces or of a province 
and other territory, and any disputes between units on water
supplies were ultimately determined by the secretary of state. 
Now, if a province or state complains that it is prejudiced by the 
executive or legislative action or inaction of another unit, it 
may complain to the governor-general who, if he regards the 
complaint as serious, shall appoint a commission of experts in 
irrigation, engineering, administration, finance, and law which 
shall report. a'he governor-general then shall decide, unless 
the province or the state asks for a decision by the King in 

1 S. 129. 2 Radic Communication in Canada. In re, [1932] A. C. 304. 
3 Ss. 130-4, Joint Committee's Report, i. 124, 12ij. 

25 
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Council. The decision of either authority shall override any 
federal, provincial, or state Act. Such a decision may be varied 
on further application in like manner, and no jntervention by 
the courts is permitted. llie governor-general may act similarly 
in the case of a difficulty affecting a chief commissioner's 
province. This authority of the government generally may 
specifically be excluded by any state on accession. • 

It is contemplated 1 that apart from the federation there may 
be advantages in inter-provincial and even state co-operation, 
just as in Canada and Australia alike the provinces and states 
confer together on issues of common non-federal concern. 
Power, therefore, is given to the King in Council to set up an 
Inter-Provincial Council charged with the duty of inquiring into • and advising as to inter-provincial disputes; investigating 
subjects interesting one or more provinces and the federation 
and one or more provinces, and making recommendations in 
particular for the better co-ordination of policy and a<!tion 
on any such subject. Representatives of the states may be 
associated in such a 'Council. 

• 
• 

13. FEDERAL AND PROVINCIAL FINANCJAL 
RELATIONS 

• 
(a) FI"ANCE 

• 

The problem of finance was found of special difficulty by the 
framers of federation. The government announced that the 
new system must depend for the period of its inauguration on 
the fulfilment of conditions making for financial stability, the 
creation and operation of a Reserve Bank, the balancing of the 
budget, the provision of reserves, and the attainment of a trade 
balance. 2 The joint committee• was impressed by the difficulty 
of assigning revenues. It felt that certain provinces were so 
situated that the sources of revenue available were never likely 

1 S. 135. The governor-general is to be instructed to further federal, state, and 
proviJ;lcia.l co-operation, and the support by the provinces a.fd states of fdderal 
age news. 

2 Cf. Pari. Paper, Cmd, 4268, p. 17. 
3 Report, i, 160--72. Sec also Report ofFcdera.l J<'ina.nae Committee, Ma.rch 28th 

1932, Cmd. 4069. A commissioner was appointed after the passing of the Act 
t-o r~'port on the initiation qf federation. • 

• 
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to suffice for a proper scale of expenditure, while the centre was 
in possession of those sources of revenue which were most apt 
to expand with the improvement of economic conditions . • Inevitably industrialized provinces, Bengal in special, pressed 
for a further share in the proceeds of income tax. The states 
raised further difficulties; they had pressed for a share in the 
_.teady increase of receipts from customs duties which their 
subjects had to pay; this could be met by federation which 
would give them a constitutional voice in fixing charges. But 
it raised the issue of equality of sacrifice as regards direct 
taxation, since the state!; would be opposed to any imposition 
of such a tax by the federation. They argued that they ought 
to be exempt froJli bearing much of the expenditure of the 
federation-for instance, all that Incurred in respect of subsidies 
to such provinces as might be in deficit. They contended 
further that the service of the pre-federation debt should be 
borl'le by British India, a contention later invalidated by the 
discovery that the federation would have assets more than 
equal to iJ:s liabilities.1 They also pointed out that they had 

• special defence burde.,.s in certain cases which the provinces 
did not share, and that many subjects paid income tax on 
government securities or as shareholders in companies duly 
taxed. But, on th~ther hand, in many cases the states were to 
continue to draw sums of considerable amount from internal 
customs duties, levied at the frontier on goods imported from 
other parts of India, such duties being somewhat akin in many 
cases to octroi or terminal duties. These were in principle 
opposed to inter-state free trade as was desirable in a federation, 
but it was impossible, until new sources of revenue could be 
found, to deprive the states of this source. There were also in 
several eases minor sources of revenue which the states intended 
to retain but which offended against the federal principle. 

From the point of view of expenditure, it was argued before 
the committee that there was much exaggeration in the asser· 
tions that federation would greatly add to cost. It was instead 
estimated that•the actual increase would be about one and a 
half crores attributable in equal proportions to the establishment 
of provincial autonomy and the federation, in respect of the 

1 Cmd. 4069, p. 20. • 
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increased size of the legislatures and elaboration of machinery 
of government. This optimistic view was, however, qualified by 
other considerations. The centre would hav~ to grant sub
stantial subventions to deil.cit provinces to give them a fair 
start in autonomy, Burma was to be separated at a loss which 
might equal three crores minus such duties as might be levied 
on imports into India thence. When to these duties were adde~ 
the necessity of increasing the elasticity of provincial finan<;e, it 
was clear that central resources would be seriously affected. 
The net result is that the constitution (Part VII) leaves much 
for later adjustment, but draws the •main outlines of a very 
complex scheme. 

I. Duties in respect of succession to uroperty other than 
agricultural land; stamp duties included in the federal 
legislative list (on bills of exchange, cheques, promissory notes, 
bills of lading, letters of credit, insurance POlicies, proxies and 
receipts); terminal taxes on goods or passengers carried' by 
railway or air, and taxes on railway fares and freights are 
levied and collected •by the federation. But the ne~ proceeds 
(except those attributable to chief Collj.Illissioners' provinces1 
are distributable among the provinces and federated states in 
such manner as federal Act prescribes. The federati9'!J, however, 
may impose and retain the proceeds of a S\trcharge for federal 
purposes.' 

II. Income tax' (not including in this term corporation 
tax) is levied and collected by the federation. But a proportion 
of the net yield (exclusive of sums attributable to chief com
missioners' provinces or paid on federal emoluments) fixed by 
the King in Council is payable to the provinces and states, if 
any, in which the tax is leviable in manner prescribed by the 
King in Council. But the federation is safeguarded by the rule 
that the original proportion cannot be increased. Further, the 
federation may impose and retain the whole of the proceeds of 
a surcharge. Moreover, as the financial state is unlikely to 
permit of the effective operation of this system forthwith, the 
federation may retain each year for a presocibed period a 
prescribed amount of the sums payable to the provinces and 
states; and for a further prescribed period a sum less than that 

1 s. l;l7. 2 s. 138. • 
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retained in the preceding year by an amount so calculated that 
the sums to be retained in the last year of the period should be 
equal to the 11mount annually d'>ducted. It is forbidden to 
shorten either of the prescribed periods, and the governor
general in any year of the second period may maintain the sum 
deducted at the same rate as in the year before, lengthening the 

•period accordingly, but must consult the federation, provinces, 
ancj states before action, which is only justified if necessary for 
financial stability. When a surcharge is contemplated, the 
governor-general is bound before giving sanction to the intro
duction of the Bill to•satisfy himself that it is imperative, 
having regard to possible economies and othersources of revenue, 
including retention.of sums normally payable to the provinces. 

The duration of the periods a."nd the amount primarily to be 
assigned to the provinces and states was much discussed. The 
White Paper contemplated the initial fixing of from 50 to 75 
per cent and three years and seven years as the periods 
prescribed; the joint committee recognized that 50 per cent 

• would be. the maximum probable, and that it should be left 
open to decide the pariods and amount later, as is provided in 
the Act. 

When l surcharge is imposed, the Act must impose on 
federated states "'bich do not pay income tax a charge of such 
amount as may be prescribed so as to represent as nearly as 
po . .sible the net proceeds of such surcharge if it were levied. 
The risk of a surcharge inevitably will make state representatives 
in the legislature use their full influence to secure that funds 
shall be found in other ways. 

III. The federation levies and retains corporation tax, 1 

which is a tax on such part of the income of companies (not 
being agricultural income) which is not subject to the appli
cation of legislation authorizing deduction of the tax from 
payments of interest or dividends or representing a distribution 
of profits. But it may not be levied in a state until ten years 
from federation, and a ruler rna y demand that instead of 
levying the ta'l< a contribution shall be payable equivalent to 
the net proceeds which such a tax would yield. The auditor
general must be supplied with information neces•ary for him to 

• 1 s. 139 . 
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calculate the tax, and the federal court is given final authority, 
without appeal, to detennine in any year claims by rulers that 
the sum fixed is excessive. 

0 

IV. Salt duties, federal excise duties, and export duties 
fall to be levied and collected by the federation. But the whole 
or part of the proceeds may be distributed to the provinces 
and states under federal Act. In the case, however, of export. 
duties on jute half of the net proceeds, or a larger propor1}on 
as directed by the King in Council, is assigned to the provinces 
exporting jute in proportion to the amounts grown therein.' 

To safeguard the provinces and staa,s the prior sanction of 
the governor-general in his discretion is required for the 
introduction of all Bills varying any tax m; duty in which the 
provinces are interested, or the meaning of agricultural income 
as defined in the income tax Acts, or affecting the principle on 
which moneys are distributed to the provinces or states, or 
imposing federal surcharges.' ' 

V. As regards other sources of taxation no conditions are 
imposed by law. The· federation can impose, in additjon to the 
taxes above mentioned, customs duties,. taxes on the capital' • 
value of the assets, exclusive of agricultural land, of individuals 
and companies, and taxes on the capital of compani~. 

The provincial sources of revenue' in addi!ion to grants from 
federal taxation include taxes raised by them on land, as land 
revenue; taxes on land and buildings, hearths and windows; 
taxes on agricultural income and duties in respect of succession 
to agricultural land, duties of excise on goods manufactured or 
produced in the province and countervailing duties on goods 
produced or manufactured elsewhere in India, being alcoholic 
liquors for human consumption; opium, Indian hemp, and 
other narcotic drugs and narcotics; non-narcotic drugs; 
medicinal and toilet preparations, containing alcohol or any 
of the above substances, other excises being federal; taxes on 
mineral rights subject to any federal restrictions imposed in 
respect of mineral development; capitation taxes; taxes on 
professions, trades, callings, and employmettts; taxes on 
animals, boats, the sale of goods, advertisements, on luxuries 
including entertainments, amusements, betting and gambling; 

1 s. 140. . is. 141. 3 Sched. 7. liist 2. 
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cesses on the entry of goods into a local area; dues on passengers 
and goods carried on inland waterways; tolls; stamp duties in 
respect of do.,uments not includGd in the federal list, as 
enumerated above. 

In addition, grants shall be made as determined by the King 
in Council to such provinces as may be held to be in need of 
oBSsistance, but such grants cannot, save in the case of the 
No~h-West Frontier Province, be increased unless increase is 
asked for by addresses from both chambers of the legislature. 
Moreover, 1 any taxes, duties, cesses or fees levied by a province 
or local authority on .Jtlnuary 1st 1935, though included in 
the federal list, remain to the levying authority until provision 
to the contrary is made by fede;al Act. 

In the case of the states, in order to secure adhesion to the 
federation rather generous provision is made. The federation' 
will receive all payments, whether cash contributions or in 
respect of loans or otherwise, due from the states, and will 
provide the representative of the Crowi' with any sums he 
deems ne~essary for the performance of his duties towards the 

• ~tates.' For states t.hat accept federation' the Crown may 
remit over a period not exceeding twenty years cash contri
butions pa~able, and may direct the payment to any state of 
such sums as it tllinks fit if the state has in the past ceded 
territory in return for the discharge of the state from obligation 
to render specified military assistance, or for specific military 
guarantees, provided that the state waives these guarantees. 
But neither remission nor payment may begin before the 
provinces have begun to receive payments out of federal 
income-tax receipts, and the remission shall be complete before 
the expiration of twenty years from the state's accession to 
the federation, or the expiry of the second prescribed period 
in regard to income tax, whichever first occurs. 1\loreover, 
account must be taken in fixing the amount to be remitted or 
paid of any privilege or immunity enjoyed by the state. Where 
the state has compounded for contributions, the capital sum 
shall be repaid' in instalments as may be directed. The cash 
contributions to be remitted are (a) periodical contributions in 
recognition of the suzerainty of the Crown, including payments 

1 s. 143. e2 S. 146. 's. 145. 'S. 147r Parl. Paper, Cmd. 4103. 
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for aid from the Crown, or in commutation of the obligation to 
provide military assistance, or in respect of the maintenance 
by the Crown of a special fprce for service in connexion with a 
state, or in connexion with the maintenance of local military 
forces or police, or in respect of the expenses of an agent; 
(b) periodical contributions on the creation or re-grant of a state 
or on a re-grant or increase ofterritory; and (c) periodical contri• 
butions formerly payable to another state but now payabl~ to 
the Crown by conquest, assignment or lapse. The privileges and 
immunities to be reckoned on the other side include (a) those 
in respect of the levying of sea custorlls or the production and 
sale of untaxed salt; (b) sums payable in respect of the surrender 
of the right to levy internal cvstoms dutie~;, or produce salt or 
tax salt or other com1nodities or goods in transit, or sums 
receivable in lieu of grants of untaxed salt; (c) the annual value 
of any privilege or territory granted in respect of the abandon
ment of such rights; (d) privileges in respect of free ser~ice 
stamps or free carri"i(e of government mails; (e) the privilege of 
entry free from customs duties of goods imported 4y sea and 
transported in bond to the state concern~d; and (f) the right t.; • 
issue currency notes. But no regard is to be had to such privi
leges or immunities if they are to be surrendered on a'!!cession, or 
in the opinion of the Crown should not be regarded. Every 
Instrument of Accession must contain the necessary particulars 
to enable the Crown to determine such issues. Any payments to 
be made under these provisions or any payments hitherto made 
by the centre or a province are to be charged to the federation 
or the corresponding province, which in case of doubt is fixed 
by the governor-general. 

The property of the federation is exempted from any 
provincial or state taxation, except in so far as it is subject 
thereto on federation, when it remains subject until otherwise 
provided by the federation, which may also subject other of 
its property to taxation.' Provincial governments and rulers 
of states shall not be liable to federal taxation in respect of 
lands or buildings in British India or income acctbing or received 
there, but the exemption does not apply to the personal 
property or income of a ruler nor to any business carried on by 

1 S.tM. • 
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a ruler in British India or by a provincial government outside 
the province. 1 

Both federation and · provinces must keep the secretary of 
state in funds to meet any payments due to be made in respect 
of federation or province, and in special the secretary of state 
and the High Commissioner must be enabled to pay pensions. 2 

• Neither federation nor province may place burdens on their 
revenues except for the purposes of India or some part thereof, 3 

but ~either is restricted to grants in respect only of such matters 
as fall within their legislative competence. 

In order to maintain financial stability it was from the first 
recognized that provision must be made to ensure that the 
control of currency ~nd credit, including the issue of bank-notes 
and the maintenance of reserves, must be entrusted to a 
non-political authority. There were objections to this in India, 
but in 1934 the Reserve Bank of India Act was duly passed, 
and•the bank started operations in 1935. The capital of the 
bank is fixed at five crores of rupees in a hundred rupee shares 
with regiiters at Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi, Madras, and 
ltangoon. The Centr'lo) Board of Directors is composed of the 

• governor and two deputy governors appointed by the governor
general in • council, four directors nominated by the same 
authority, eight elected directors and a government official 
nominated by the government. Under the constitution • the 
governor-general is to exercise in his discretion the appointment 
and removal of the governor and deputy governors, the fixing 
of their salaries and terms of office; the appointment of an 
officiating governor or deputy; the supersession of the Central 
Board and action consequent thereon; and the liquidation of 
the bank. In nominating directors he is to act in his individual 
judgment. Moreover,' no Bill affecting currency or coinage or 
the constitution or functions of the Reserve Bank may be 
introduced save with his sanction in his discretion. 

The separation of Burma necessitated the grant of power to 
the Crown • in Council to make arrangements to regulate the 
monetary syst8m as a result of separation, to give relief on 
federal taxation in respect of income taxable in Burma, and 

l s. 156. lil s. 157. 3 s. 160. 's. 152. • s. 153. 
8 Ss. 158, Ui9; Pari. Pn.pers, Cmd. 4901, 4902. 
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to regulate in the period immediately following separation the 
duties to be placed on goods imported into or exported from 
India or Burma.' To these powers by agreement between the 
government> effeet will in il.ue course be given. 

Borrowing' is permissible both by the federation and the 
provinces, the amounts to be fixed by Aet. The federatio:a 
may make loans to the provinces or guarantee their loans. 
Moreover, no province may borrow outside India without 
federal assent, and such assent is also requisite for borrowing 
if there is outstanding any part of a ~entral or federal loan or 
loan guaranteed by the centre or federation, and assent may be 
made on conditions. But the refusal of as'\ent to borrowing, or 
to make a loan or guarantee' a loan or the reasonableness of 
conditions imposed in any of these cases falls in case of dispute 
to be determined by the governor-general in his discretion. His 
Instructions' require him to bear in mind the general fina~cial 
policy of the federation, but also the importance of arranging 
a temporary loan in case of emergency. Federal sto<>k:' is given 
the advantage of the terms of the ColoQ,jal Stock Acts and thr, • 
Treasury conditions under that of 1900 for admission to 
trustee status are to be deemed to be satisfied unti!•Parliament 
otherwise directs. These provisions assure-the federation and 
the provinces of reasonable security against disturbance of the 
money market or injury to the federation from uncontrolled 
appeals to the market by provinces . 

. 
(b) ACCOUNT AND AUDIT 

The governor-general and the governors are' given power to 
make rules in their individual judgment to secure the due 
payment to the federal or provincial accounts of all receipts, 
their custody and withdrawal, thus securing the power of 
personal intervention to assure regularity of accounting. The 
King' is authorized to appoint an auditor-general, whose status 
is that of a federal judge as regards security" of tenure, and 
whose conditions of appointment may no~ be varied while he 

1 S. 160; Pari. Paper, Cmd. 4985. 
3 Clause XXIV. • 'S. 165. 

'Ss. 162, 163, 164. 
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is in office; he is debarred from further office under the Crown 
in India, so as to secure impartiality. His duties are prescribed 
by Order in Council or Act, but the previous sanction of the 

• governor-general in his discretion is requisite for the introduction 
of such an Act. He may act for the provinces, but a provincial 
legislature not earlier than two years from federation may 
I¥"ovide for the appointment on analogous terms of a provincial 
audi!<Jr-general, but the post must not be filled for at least three 
years after the date of the Act. The auditor-general may give 
directions as to the mode of keeping accounts; his reports shall 
be laid before the federal ~nd provincial legislatures as the case 
may be. 1 For the home accounts' of the federation, the railway 
authority or any prpvince there shall be appointed with like 
security of tenure an auditor of home accounts, who shall report 
to the auditor-general or provincial auditor-general if there is 
one. The auditor of home accounts may be required to act for 
Bunha, in which case Burma will contribute to his sal{try which, 
like that of the auditor-general, is charged on the federal 
revenue, w)lence also will be paid the cost of his staff . 

• • Payments in respec~ of the relations of the Crown and the 
states will be audited by the auditor-general and the auditor 
of home ac<!ounts, the report being made to the secretary of 
state. 3 

• 

(c) PROPERTY 

Provision • is made for the vesting in the Crown for the 
purposes of a province of property therein used for provincial 
purposes, and in the Crown. for federal purposes or for the 
exercise of its functions in relation to the states of property 
which was used--<>therwise than under a tenancy agreement 
with the province for these purposes respectively, while 
property outside India vests in the Crown for the federation or 
in His Majesty's government if used by the secretary of state 
in council. The latter properly falls under the control of the 
Commissioners of Works, but their disposal is subject to the 
assent of the ogovernor·general. All other property shall 
similarly vest according to its use in the Crown for the 
federation, in respe<!t of state relations, or for the provinces, 

1 Ss. 16i, 169. 2 s. -170. 3 s. lil. . 4 Ss. 172, 173. 
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while arrears of taxes may be recovered by the authority to 
which the tax is assigned. Property which escheats or lapses or 
is bona vacantia in a prov~ce will fall to the province, otherwise 
to the federation, but property in possession of government will 
go according to its use at the time it accrued. 1 

The executive authority' of federation and province extends 
to the sale, grant, disposition or mortgage of property and i_, 
acquisition and the making of contracts, which are ma~e in 
the name of the heads of the governments, but no personal 
liability attaches to them or to the secretary of state in respect 
thereof nor to any officer exccutingoinstruments on behalf of 
any of them. 

• 
(d) SUITS BY AND AGAINST THE CROWN 

The federation or province may sue eo nomine, 8 and be sued in 
the same cases in which suit was possible against the secrHary 
of state in council, and where claims rise in the United Kingdom 
service may be effected on the High Commissiollfr or other 
representative of the federation, railw,.,- board, or province !'.s. 
may be provided by rules of court. Existing contracts arc to 
be deemed made with the federation or province ~the subject
matter may be. Liabilities of the secreta~ of state in council 
in respect of loans, guarantees, and other financial obligations 
may be enforced against the secretary of state; they become 
liabilities of the federation and arc charged on the revenues of 
the federation and provinces alike. Existing or contingent 
liabilities before federation may be enforced against federation 
or province as the case may be as well as against the secretary 
of state; if the latter contracts for federation or province after 
federation, he may agree that any proceedings may be brought 
against him. In any case he decides whether federation or 
province pays, and no imperial liability is accepted. The 
secretary of state becomes responsible in the same way in 
respect of contracts in respect of the relations of the Crown with 
the states, and any sums payable or due fall toobe credited to or 
defrayed by the federation. • 

Liability to suit therefore depends in 'essence in eases not 
1 8.174. ! i), 175. 8 Ss. 176-9. \S. lSO. 
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in contract on the previous liability of the secretary of state 
in council, and that again is determined by that of the East 
India Company. 1 Liability in their case rested either on the 
liability which would have falle.; on trading corporations 
generally or under statute, and did not lie in respect of acts of 
sovereign authority. Thus it has repeatedly been ruled that 
~cts of state involved in the seizure of territory and of property 
as matters of sovereign authority could not be dealt with by 
the· courts. 

14. THE FED~AL RAILWAY AUTHORITY 

The joint committee 2 recommended that. the work. of . the 
federal government should not•include the direct control of 
railways. The grounds for this view are obvious. Recent 
experience in Canada had shown the appalling dangers to 
gov.ernmental finance, apart from the ·risk of corruption, 
involved in direct governmental authority, and in the Union 
of South Africa an effort had been made to relieve the govern
ment of illimediate control. The Act 3 accordingly gives the 

• duty of regulation, c~nstruction, maintenance and operation 
of railwa)OS, including the organization of . undertakings 
ancillary thereto, J;o the federal railway authority. But the 
federation remains responsible for securing the safety of 
members of the public and the operatives, including the holding 
of inquiries into the causes of accidents to such extent as it 
thinks it desirable that these functions should be performed 
by persons independent of th.e authority. 

The tribunal• as to at least three-sevenths of its members and 
its President is appointed by the governor-general in his 
discretion. Its members hold office normally for five years, and 
may be reappointed for like periods, and the governor-general 
controls their conditions of service and tenure of office. No 
Bill to vary the provisions of Schedule 8 of the Act in this 
regard may be introduced without the prior sanction in his 
discretion of tbe governor-general. The authority• must act 
mi. business principles, with due regard to the interests of 

1 Sec § 19 below. 
4 s. 182 . • 

2 Report, i, 280-5. s s. ISI. Part vm. 
5 S. lA3. 
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agriculture, industry, commerce, and the public, and must 
take care to meet out of revenue the expenditure charged 
thereon. Directions on policy may be given by the federation; 
if there is dispute as to what is policy, the governor-general in 
his discretion decides. He personally has the right to give 
directions to the authority on matters affecting his special re
sponsibilities, or matters in which he has to act in his discretioQ, 
or individual judgment. He may make rules respecting 
relations between the government and the authority so i.s to 
secure that any matter affecting his responsibilities is bronght 
to his notice. 1 • 

The authority may not acqnire or dispose of land except in 
accordance with federal regulations, and iand to be acquired 
compulsorily shall be acquired by the government. 2 It is a 
body corporate and can sue and be sued as such in lieu of the 
government in respect of its contracts and can enter into 
agreements with state or other owners of railways in or witftout 
India as to terms of operation. Provision is made for a railway 
fund 3 to which rece!pts are to be paid, and for th.e meeting 
thence of expenditure of various kin~, any surplus to b~ 
shared with the government on the existing basis, or according • 
to a scheme to be prepared. The authority is to be-debited on 
capital account with the total of capital OO<penditure and to 
pay interest thereon as well as to repay capital. Its accounts 
shall be audited by the auditor-general of India. 

A railway rates committee• may be appointed to advise the 
governor-general in case of complaint by users against the 
rates fixed by the authority, and his recommendation is 
necessary for any Bill regarding rates which it is desired to 
propose. 

The federation and federated states are bound to afford 
reasonable facilities for through traffic on the railways for 
which they are responsible, and no system is to receive unfair 
discrimination by undue preference or otherwise, and unfair 
or uneconomic competition is forbidden. • Complaints by the 
authority or a state fall to be decided by the railway tribunal. 
To it also shall be referred any complaint by a state against 
a direction by the authority under federal authority as to 

1 s. 184. 2 S. 185 .• s Ss. 186-90. 4 Sl'l. 191. 192. •5 Ss. 193-6. 
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interchange of traffic, rates, or terminal charges, on the ground 
that it involves discrimination or imposes an undue burden, and 
any dispute regarding the desire of the authority or a state to 
construct a new railway where it is alleged that unfair or 
uneconomic competition will result. The tribunal is presided 
over by a judge of the federal court chosen after consulting the 
chief justice, and holding office for five years, and is completed 
by two members, chosen by the governor-general. in each case 
from a panel of eight appointed by him being persons of 
administrative railway or business experience. The tribunal 
alone has jurisdiction i~ such cases, and is subject on a point 
of law only to appeal to the federal court, whence no appeal 
lies. 

Railway companies1 which • have agreements with the 
secretary of state in council under which arbitration may be 
claimed will be entitled to be allowed such arbitration as 
aga;nst the secretary of state. Any award will be payable by 
the federation and due to it by the authority. The authority 
also may be required to act for the Crown in relation to railway 
Pnatters ili non-federated states, and the powers of the secretary 

' of state in council to ';,ppoint directors and deputy directors of 
companies owill vest in the governor-general acting in his 
discretion after co~ultation with the authority. 

15. DEFENCE 

The Act makes no substantial change in matters affecting 
the vital issue of defence, ai}d most of its provisions affecting 
that question have already been noted in other connexions. It 
is a reserved issue, full control over it is given to the governor
general; subject to the secretary of state and the Home 
Government; and subject to the existence of the commander-in
chief, whose position and emoluments are regulated by the 
King in Council. The costs of defence, including pay, allow
ances, pensions, etc., of personnel are charged on the revenues of 
India, and conqolled by the governor-general in his discretion, 
though he is desired to associate as far as possible the legislature 
and ministers with .him in dealing with defence requirements, 

1 Ss. 197-9 . 
• 
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and the legislature may discuss, though not vote on, his esti
mates for defence. Reference has also heen made above to the 
powers which the governor-general may exercise in civil matters 
ancillary to defence, whe~her as regards the federation or 
through the governors the provinces. There exists, therefore, 
the necessary legal power to secure aid in movements of troops 
in any contingency and their maintenance at any place.' • 

The use of military forces for civil needs is controlled by the 
governor-general in the ultimate resort. The authority in 'this 
regard is purely federal, the subject being excluded specifically 
from provincial authority. It rests "<ith the governor-general 
also to secure through the commander-in-chief the due 
maintenance of the forces' obligations under the civil law and 
the bringing before civil collrts, as in &'eptember 1935, for 
punishment of men guilty of attacks, whether provoked or 
not, on civilians, a duty stressed by Lord Curzon, who incurred 
unfair criticism. 2 • 

It rests as noted above with the governor-general to decide 
as to the use of India'h troops outside India, when their employ
ment is desired by the British Government. Payment therefore 
from Indian revenues can be justified• only if the work on • 
which they are employed is for the service of India; otherwise 
payment must be made by the United Kingdom or other part 
of the Empire which needs their services. A difficult problem 
arises as to the validity of the employment of such forces 
outside India without express parliamentary sanction. But 
outside the United Kingdom no difficulty would seem to exist 
regarding their employment as in the past, while it is improbable 
that their employment within the United Kingdom should 
occur in such a form as to raise any constitutional issue. The 
presence of small bodies on ceremonial occasions has raised 
no discussion. As the commander-in-chief explained on Sep
tember 17th 1935, it would normally be possible in case of a 
request for aid from Britain to consult the Assembly before 
proceeding, since it was desired to carry India with Britain 

1 Sec § 4 above. • 
z }'or the Rangoon episode (1899), soo Ronuldshay, ii, 71-3, and that of 1902, 

247-9. Under modern conditionR 1:-f communicat.i.um• the commander-in-chief is 
far l~t!S subordinate to the go'\'cmor-genernl than in Dalhousie's time, when obedi
ence was enforced strictly; se~ British Government in 111dia, ii, 205-8; Lee-Warner, 
i, 193 ff., 211 ff., 328 ff. • 
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in any action, but it might be, necessary to act rapidly to 
safeguard Aden or the oil reserves in Persia. The occasion of 
this declaration was the dispatch of a small force for the 
protection of the legation at Addis Ababa in view of the 
strained relations between Ethiopia and Italy. 

The executive authority of the federation extends to the 
raising of forces naval, military, and air, and the governance of •• those of His Majesty's forces borne on the Indian establishment.1 
Buf no person may be enlisted in forces raised in India unless 
he is a British subject, a native of India, or a native of the 
territories thereto adja"&nt, including naturally the vital case 
of Nepal. Commissions in these forces shall be granted by the 
Crown except in so far as the power may be delegated to some 
other person; such commissions may be granted to any person 
who might be or has been lawfully enrolled therein. 2 In 
addition to the post of commander-in-chief, the Crown in 
Coll!lcil may require the reservation to himself or some other 
authority of appointments in the defence forces. 3 

The secretary of state, with the concunence of his advisers, 
may decide what rules affecting the Indian forces as regards 

• conditions of service •shall be made only with his approval.' 
He is bound to hear any appeal which prior to the Act lay to 
the secretary of ~ate or the secretary of state in council. 
These provisions apply also to persons not members of the 
forces but connected with their equipment, administration or 
otherwise. There is preserved also the rule that in appointments 
to the British Army regard shall be had as formerly to the selec
tion of sons of military or civiJ servants of the Crown in India. 

Indianization is not mentioned in the Act, but the joint 
committee and the Instructions • on their advice recognize that 
the defence of India must to an increasing extent be the concern 
of the Indian people, and require the governor-general to have 
regard to this consideration in his administration of defence, and 
to ascertain the views of ministers on the question of appointing 
Indian officers to the army and its employment outside India, 
while in finance the finance minister is to be kept in touch with 
the control of defence expenditure. The commander-in-chief 

1 S. 8 (1) (b) and proviios (iii) and (iv). 2 S. 234. 3 S. 233. 4 Ss. 235-9, 
"Clause XV~I; Report, i, 100--2. 

26 
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on February 25th 1935 expressly denied that the strength of 
the forces in India, the purpose for which it was maintained, or 
the scale of equipment were dictated by the British Government 
in imperial interests. Conaitions both as regards internal and 
external dangers were not comparable with those of any 
Dominion. To reduce as suggested the British element by half, 
or to regard its number as reducible in view of the increas!',g 
air strength, was undesirable; other powers found it necessary 
to maintain ground troops in the same strength as before the 
war. The successes of Indian troops had been achieved under 
British officers, and the proportion oJ; troops-three to one in 
brigades in war conditions-had recently been determined by 
the British and Indian governments in accord. Indianization 
had been extended under hint from five to fifteen units; when 
the young Indian officers had had fourteen years' service it 
would be time to decide if the speed of Indianization could be 
increased. Defence expenditure had fallen from 55 c">res 
when he took office in four years to 46 crores. In the United 
Kingdom defence c<1st 30 rupees per head, in the Dominions 
from B! rupees to 8 rupees, in the United States IS! rupee~ 
in Japan 6! rupees, in India I! rupe~s. Later, the Army • 
Secretary pointed out that lndianization of a division would 
be complete by 1952; that the forces did not ii>clude any imperial 
reserve, and in case of foreign aggression by a great power help 
would be necessary from England. It was intended gradually 
to replace British by Indian units, but undue acceleration 
would involve internal and external danger. The total cost 
had fallen to 26 per cent of Indian revenues as opposed to 
34 per cent before the war. Nevertheless the legislative 
Assembly by 79 votes to 48 declined to approve the grant under 
Army Department, which is submitted in order to afford a 
convenient opportunity of discussion of the cost of defence. 

The position of the cadets who come from the Indian Military 
Academy at Dehra Dun 1 and of entrants to the Indian Air 
Force' was laid down by the Indian Army (Amendment) 

• 1 Admission to the British Colleges was at the same time closed in order to 
secure the best material for Indian service. But good candidates a.re still hard to 
find; Sir P. Chetwode, Council of State, September 24th -l935. 

a Indian Air Force Act, 1932; the force was COUBtitutcd on October 8th 1932. 
Ca.deta were trained at Cra.n\Vcll from 1928, • 
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Act 1934. The determination • was taken to differentiate 
between these officers and the British officers serving in the 
Indian forces by giving the former commissions based on the 
Canadian model. It was pointed o~t that only thus would it 
be possible to create an Indian force subject to an Indian Army 
Act which could be altered at will by an Indian legislature. !_t 
lfU.S objected' that the Indian commissioned officers would be 
in. a. position of inferiority to British officers, since they would 
not be entitled to take automatically command over units of 
the British Army in India. But it was pointed out that rules 
would be made givin~ the commander-in-chief power to 
arrange for command in cases of mixed formations and that in 
the case of the Dom,inions their commissions gave no automatic 
right to command British units; the forces being separate and 
distinct. Some regret was also expressed at the intention that 
the new Indian offic~rs should supersede for their units the 
Vic~roy's commissioned officers under the old system. But it 
was pointed out that these officers belonged essentially to the 
order of tpings in which no Indian could" attain commissioned 

• lank in the British s~se, and that when this was possible the 
maintenance of the Viceroy's commission became illogical. 

The age'l:lf entry to the Indian Military Academy at Dehra 
Dun, which was OJ"'n~d in 1932, as the result of the recommen
dation of the Round Table Conference of 1931 is eighteen to 
twenty years; the course of instruction is two and a half years. 
Sixty vacancies are offered each year; of the thirty available 
each ha.lf-yea.r fifteen are given by open competition, while 
fifteen are awarded to aspirants from the ranks of the Indian 
army; ten vacancies are also open to the Indian State Forces 
for the training of officers for these bodies, a plan devised to 
secure that there shall be uniformity as far as possible in the 
training of the state and the regular forces. 

The strength of the Indian army in 1935 was relatively small, 
60,000 British troops, 150,000 Indian army, with 42,500 
reserve, enlistment being for five years at least with the colours, 
and fifteen y~rs combined colours and reserve service; the 
Indian Territorial Force, of about 19,000 to serve as a second 

t Debates in Assembly: August 14th-28th; Council of State, September 4th-8th 
1934. 
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line to, and a source of reinforcement of, the regular army; the 
Auxiliary Force, some 33,000 intended to assist in home defence, 
and consisting of Europeans; and the Indian State Forces, 
about 44,000 when these "are placed at the disposal of the 
Indian government.' It is organized in three groups; internal 
security troops to ensure tranquillity within India during the 
absence of the field army; covering troops to secure that t!Jlo 
concentration and mobilization of the field army is carried out 
undisturbed, and the field army whose size is limited· for 
financial reasons by the number of troops required for security 
services. In order to render mobiliaation possible at short 
notice and to facilitate the maintenance of the field force, 
the army service corps has been reorganized, and mechanical 
transport introduced as widNy as possiGie. Moreover, the 
manufacture of munitions of war has been encouraged in order 
to make India self·supporting. That these forces are far from 
excessive seems conclusively shown by the fact that in Septen1ber 
1935 the hostility of the frontier tribes rendered it necessary 
to concentrate on tlfe frontier no less than 30,000 men; the 

• necessity of securing the lines of communication in suclf . . . 
operatwns precludes the use of smaller numbers, and the 
employment of air forces in these cases, however valotable as an 
auxiliary, is insufficient to secure lasting reS»Its. 

The position of the Indian navy is not altered in substance 
by the Act. Its present position was due to the Government of 
India (Indian Navy) Act, 1927, 2 which enabled the legislature 
to place the Indian Marine if it so desired on the same footing 
towards the British Navy as is a. Dominion navy, subject to 
the power of the governor-general in council, if the former 
declared that a state of emergency existed, to place at the 
disposal of the Admiralty any Indian naval forces. It was, 
however, made clear that, if any forces were placed under 
Admiralty control, the revenues of India should not, without 
the consent of both Houses of Parliament, be applicable to 
defraying the cost, if and so long as they were not employed in 

1 Now organized as Class A troops trained on post-war X.dian lines, B on 
pre-war lines. C a mi1itia.. The Territorial Force consists of provincial battalions 
affiliated to regular regiments., liable for general service in emergency, even outside 
the frontier, urban batta.lions liable for service in the province, and University 
training corpa. 

2 17 & 18 Gco. V, c. 8. 
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• Indian naval defence. It was only in 1934 that the necessary 
action was taken by the legislature in the Indian Navy 
Discipline Act to apply the Naval Discipline Act to the Indian 
naval forces; action had been delayed by the mistaken 
supposition 1 that an effort was being made to augment the 
British force at the cost of India and that the terms of the 
~ ashington or London treaties on naval limitation might be 
ev3:.ded. The latter supposition ignored the fact that in these 
compacts, as in the naval accord with Germany of 1985, 2 the 
ratio fixed affects the naval forces of the British Commonwealth. 
In fact the scheme merely enhances the status of the small 
naval force' and ranks it with those of the Dominions. The 
Act of 1927 is repealed by that of 1935, but its essential 
provision of legislative power to India is, as has been seen, • 
retained, and the limitation on the use of Indian revenues 
remains.' On the other hand, the governor-general may at 
his discretion 6 transfer the force to the control of the Admiralty 
as was done with the Indian Marine in 1914;7 in this event 
Indian flJ.llds can be used only if the defence of India is in-

• \>olved, and normallJO no doubt if time permits the legislature 
will be consulted as in the case of use of the army or air force. 

The prefogative· to declare war rests witb the Crown, though 
of course the governor-general may be used as the instrument 
for the expression of the royal prerogative as contemplated in 
the Act. 8 It rests with the Crown on the outbreak of war to 
regulate trading with the enemy and to permit to such extent 
as it thinks fit acts of trade. Thus by proclamation of 
December 14th 1914 certain- transactions which were contrary 
to the royal proclamation of September 9th 1914, republished 

1 Legisla.tive Assembly. August 7th 1934-. 2 June 18th; Cmd. 4953. 
3 Reorganized in 1928; it ca.rriea the white ensign; ita strength is five eloops, two 

patrol boats, a survey ship, commanded by an admiral of the Royal Navy; there 
are sixty-nine executive, forty-nine engineer officers; one Indian to two British 
officers was the proportion proposed in 1927-8. 

• See § 10 above. 
5 S. 150 (1). But the absence of British Parliamentary control is unfortunato . 
• s. 11 (I). 
7 Under 47 & 4S.Vict., c. 38, s. 6; S.R. & 0. 1914, i, 676-81; 1917, p. 384. 
8 S. 3 (1) (b). For the states he would act under s. 3 (2). The Government of 

India. Act, s. 15, required notification of orders for hostilities to Parliament, and 
s. ~4 rcstri~ted the govl!rnor-genernl in council to purely defensive operations 
agMnst Indtan.ste.tes (as in the Act of 1784). Lord Curzon was repeatedly warned 
not to take military action unsanctioned; Rona.ldshaoy, ii, 196, 267, 268. 
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in India on October 8ist, replacing the proclamation of 
August 5th 1914, republished in India on August 7th, were 
notified. Power to make SljCh exceptions had been delegated 
to the governor-general by proclamation of October 8th. 
Such action was supplemented by Indian legislation by ordin
ance' and Acts, including the Defence of India (Criminal Law 
Amendment) Act, 1915. All action taken in India was validateJ. 
by the Imperial Indemnity Act, 1920, 2 which incidentjtlly 
overrode the provision of the Government of India Act, 1915, • 
authorizing suit against the secretary of state in council in 
such cases as it would have lain agai!f.;t the Company. 

The regulation of prize law and prize courts is one of the 
few matters which is removed from the &ompetence of the 

• legislatures in India. • 

The United Kingdom accepts full responsibility for the 
security of India from foreign aggression by land or sea. 
India pays £100,000 a year as a slight token of appreciation 
of naval defence. As regards the army and air fo~ce a plea 
was raised by India before the tribtlilal appointed to in!' • 
vestigate the sums payable from Indian revenues in respect 
of home charges for British troops in India in• favour of 
a large contribution based on the theory" that the army in 
India was maintained in the interests of the whole Empire 
and should be paid for in part by the United Kingdom and 
the Dominions. The tribunal rejected this contention, but 
on its advice the British Government agreed to pay 
£1,500,000 a year as a contribution, based on the facts that 
the army in India was kept ready for war and that it was 
a source whence forces could be detached for foreign employ
ment (e.g. China and Ethiopia) on short notice, and that 
India was a training-ground for active service such as could 
not be found elsewhere in the Empire. The decision was 

1 01·dinanoo 6 of 1914; Acts land XIV of 1915, XVI of 1916. 
2 10 & 11 Geo. V, c. 48. 
8 S. 32 (2). Such action presumably would uot have lain for sovereign Acts (see 

§ 19 (e) below). • 
4 S. 110 (b) (i). Any Colonial Court of Admiralty (a term which covers certain 

Indian courts) may be given authority to sit as a prize court, as wn.s done in the 
war of 1914-19. See tho Prize Courts Act, 1894; the Naval Prize Act, 1864; the 
Prize Courts (Procedure) Act, 1915, and amendments; The Chile, [1914] P. 212. 
The governor-general is ex otficio •Vice-Admiral'. • 
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regarded as wholly unsatisfactory by Indian opinion, and 
criticized by l\Ir. Churchill as an unjustifiable sacrifice of 
British interests to conciliate In<jian politicians.' 

16. EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 

_The control of external affairs rests, as has been seen, 2 with 
the governor-general 11cting in his discretion, but from this 
field is excluded the relations of the feder11tion and the 
Dominions. The exclusion was necessary, for the treatment of 
Indian subjects of the <:rown in the Dominions had aroused 
strong feeling in India and the British Government was 
presented with the alternative of contending with the Dominions 
on bebillf of India, ~hich had involved it in difficulties with the 
Dominions without much good accruing to India, or allowing 
India to stand out as an autonomous unit of the Commonwealth 
in this regard. The fa-ct that by direct negotiation with the 
Union of South Africa some advantages had been secured for 
India was.an encouragement to adopt this principle. Nevcrthe-

• ress it was proposcd.in the White Paper' to preclude India 
from differential treatment of Dominion British subjects, except 
in the m~ter of inm1igration. This negation of authority 
fortunately disapf"'ared in the passage of the scheme through 
Parliament. It is therefore open to India to deal as an equal 
with the Dominions. In the case of the colonies not enjoying 
Dominion status the ~tttitude of India is also unfettered by 
claim of British control. But the British Government as the 
authority responsible for the colonies and other parts of the 
Empire has to decide its attitude towards Indian demands, and 
the Indian government had in 1935 to criticize action taken 
in Zanzibar with British approval which was regarded as 
prejudicing the position of Indian merchants therein, and the 
position in Kenya has not satisfied the Indian government. 

In external affairs connected with foreign countries, other 
than those in immediate proximity to India, the governor
general is subj~t to the necessity of acting under the directions 
of the British Government and through its agencies, and Indian 

1 Honse of Commons, Marclt 6th 1934. 2 See§ 4 above. 
8 Parl. Paper, Cmd. 4268, p. 70. Cf. Keith, LeU-er8 on Imperial Relations, 1916-35 

pp. 179, 226. • • 
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policy is necessarily but a part of the wider British policy.' 
But in the case of territories in immediate proximity to India, 
though relations are form11lly in the hands of the Foreign 
Office, as is now the case with Afghanistan and Nepal, and 
India has no power to appoint diplomatic agents to them, the 
interests of India are naturally of high importance and British 
policy is largely based on Indian advice. So the representativ!Oio 
of the British Crown in Afghanistan, in Nepal and Tibet .and 
the consuls in Afghanistan, Persia, Arabia, and Kashgar are 
normally chosen from the Indian foreign and political depart
ment. In general communications e?en with the League of 
Nations and the International Labour Organization pass 
through the India Office, except those on ro.utine matter.s or re
lating to the supply of information. Communications regarding 
the signature or ratification of or adhesion to international 
conventions are not sent direct. But the governor-general haP. 
authority over the British representatives in the Persian Gulf.' 

The Crown retains control of the highest prerogatives 
regarding external affairs, though it may delegate the,ir exercise 
under the Act • to the governor-general. '!;bus the proclamatio~ 
of neutrality in the case of war emanates from the Crown, as 
when neutrality was declared in 1911 in the war between 
Turkey and Italy and in 1912 in the war baween Turkey and 
Greece. The rules observed in India were those prescribed by 
His Majesty's orders, issued through the Secretary of State 
for Foreign Affairs to the Secretary of State for India.' 

The power to annex territory or to cede territory rests with 
the Crown subject to any imperial legislation, for it appears 
that the Act of 1985 perpetuates the restriction of earlier 
legislation regarding laws affecting the sovereignty of the Crown 
over any part of British India; the Privy Council seems to have 
held that the cession of territory by an Act of the Indian 
legislature would be invalid. • 

1 This appears ciearly in the Ruasinn accord of 1907, the abortive Persian treaty 
of 1919, disapproved by Mr. Montagu, and the Turkish issues of 1922, which led 
to his disappearance from the Cabinet; Ronaldshay, Lord Cu~. iii, 215-17, 285. 

2 e.g., Kuwait Order in Council, 1935. 
8 S. 3 ( 1) {b). l!,or the states he acts as representative of the Crown under s. 3 (2). 
'Government of India. Notification 1884 G, October 6th 1911; 18, October 26th 

1912. 
'Dnmodlwr Gordhan v. D,_,-am Kanji (1876), 1 App. Ca.. 332. Jloo s. llO (b) (i). 

• 
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The power to make peace similarly is a prerogative power, 
which, in the case of the settlement of the war of 1914-19, 
was accompanied by imperial legislation 1 in 1919-24 giving 

• • power to the Crown to enforce the terms of the treaties. An 
Order in Council was duly issued for India in respect of each 
treaty, and local legislation to give effect to the requirements 
It, the treaties regarding ex-enemy property was also passed. 2 

In the case of a frontier war the Indian government may be 
aut11orized to act, as in its various Afghanistan settlements. 3 

Since the admission of India to the League of Nations she 
has been treated in r .. pect of all the great international 
conventions on the same basis as Canada and the other 
Dominions and all general treaties therefore are signed separately 
for India. • India fs subject to • the same rules as the other 
Dominions of communication of its purpose of carrying on 
negotiations of any kind with foreign states. 5 When the United 
States Government proposed to the British Government the 
conclusion of the pact for the renunciation of war as an 
instrument of international policy, the •British Government 
hlsisted that India s~ould be connected with the pact in the 

• same manner as the Dominions, 6 and it was signed duly for 
India by IJord Cushendun, who was also a British plenipoten
tiary. India thereiore has been regarded for formal purposes 
as in the same position. as the Dominions, and it is noteworthy 
that in the Locarno Pact, 1925, India was exempted like the 
Dominions from liability unless expressly accepted by the 
government.' The grant of responsibility to the government as 
opposed to Parliament in the abortive treaty with the United 
States and France of 1919 for the protection of France was 

1 9 & lOGco. V,c.33; 10& 11 Geo. V, c. 6; 11 & 12Geo. V, o.ll; 14 & 15 Geo. V, 
c. 7. 

1 Ordinances 1 and 4 of 1920; 1 of 1921. See, e.g., India. Treaty of Peo.ee Order, 
1920. 

3 Pari. Paper, Cmd. 324 (1019). 
4 e.g., the London treaty of 1930 for naval limitation. Tho agreement of June 

18th 1935 with Germany applies to India and the other Dominions, which o.asented 
to signature by the Foreign Secretary. India shared the conference of 1935-6. 

~ Keith, Sperxkeynd Documents on the Briti6h Daminicm.a, 1918-1931, p. 427. 
6 Ibid., p. 406. It was separately ratified for India.. 
7 Keith, op. cit., pp. xxiv, 356, 366; Constitutional Law of the British Dominions, 

pp. 406, 409. India in the treaties for naval disarmament is trea.ted like tho 
Dominions; Keith, SpeecheJJ and Documents on the British Dominions, pp. 67 ff., 
418 ff. It legisli.tcs similtl.rly, Acta VII of 192::l, VIU.of 1931. 
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doubtless due to the desire to avoid the necessity of obtaining 
the approval of the Indian legislature, and a proposal therein 
to discuss the agreement, and its acceptance by India was 
negatived by the governor-general. 

The representation of India at the League of Nations 
Assembly has regularly been carried out by members chosen 
by the Crown 1 to represent both British India and the lnd~ 
states. 

As regards treaty negotiation, the existing practice' is that 
while the treaty may be negotiated in India between represen· 
tatives of the Indian government and othose of a foreign power, 
signature is effected by representatives of His Majesty's 
government and not by the governor-gene,al, as in the case of 
the Commercial Agreement ~ith Japan of July 12th 1934.' 
The joint committee• contemplates that on the analogy of the 
procedure in the United Kingdom, where agreements are 
negotiated through the l!'oreign Office which consults • the 
Board of Trade, agreements in India should be made by the 
governor-general, even though as regards the merits of any 
commercial issue he acts on the advic~ of a minister. Thi!; , 
suggests that it is contemplated that the governor-general 
should be given power to enter into agreements >fith foreign 
countries. Presumably he would act under full powers granted 
by the King and of course under the complete control in all 
matters of procedure of the Foreign and India Offices. 

As noted above, treaties made on behalf of the federation 
are subject to limitation by the fact that the federation has no 
power to legislate on subjects included in the provincial list 
without the prior assent of the governor of the province, or in 

1 Council of State, March 8th 1929; the final control is British, though as often 
as possible the specific Indian point of view is presented, a.a on September 13th 1935 
by the Aga. Khan aa regards the failures of the League. 

2 Sir J. Bhore (Legislative ABsembly, January 25th 1934) insisted that India 
could not enter into a treaty with a foreign power and a treaty could not be signed 
in India. This is clcnrly unsound in legal theory: o.ll treaties are enterOO into by 
the Crown, which can act through tho governor-general, as well aa through the 
Foreign and J.ndian Secretaries of State. The trea.ty includes the states so far 
as desired by the Crown. • 

3 Pa.rl. Paper, Cmd. 4735. The Burma-Yunnan agreement, April 9th 1935, is 
made for His Majesty's (}1.)vernment in the United Kingdom and the Government 
of India. • 

4 Report, i, 102. Legislation, of course, is necessary for all treaties affecting the 
existing Jaw, giving tariff oonCCBsions, etc. • 
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like matters for the states without the assent of their rulers. 
It is of course clear that the Crown can give to the governor
general full power to make any treaty whatever, but no doubt . . 
by constitutional practice the exercise of that power will be 
restricted to cases within federal power or cases in which the 
provinces or states are either willing to extend federal legis
l~ve authority or are themselves prepared to pass any 
nece~sary legislation. 

In respect of conventions arrived at under the procedure of 
the International Labour Conference it was explained by the 
secretary of state to the Labour Office on September 28th 
19271 that it was impracticable to ratify conventions if they 
were to be regarded, as binding the Indian states. Tlte Indian 
legislature had no power to legislate for Indian states, and it 
would be impracticable to follow the form of procedure laid 
down in Article 405 in the treaty of Versailles, 1919. This 
posifion has been acquiesced in by the International Labour 
Conference, but the power of India to apply such conventions 
more widelY will of course arise from the' operation of federa
tron. As in the case.of the Dominions ratifications of such 

'conventions are expressed by the governor-general in council 
and not by 'the Crown. 2 

While it is app&rently not contemplated that the states 
should be pressed to keep abreast of India in such matters as 
factory legislation, 3 in some matters the necessity of common 
action is rendered necessary by international considerations. 
Thus the Convention on the Regulation of Aerial Navigation 
of October 13th 1919 was signed for the whole of India. To 
implement it required state action, and the Standing Com
mittee of the Chamber of Princes discussed the issue from 1923 
to 1931, when agreement was reached. The sovereignty of the 
states over the air is admitted, but they agreed to the govern
ment of India registering aircraft and pilots, investigating 
accidents, and inspecting aerodromes and factories. The states 
may declare prohibited areas after consulting the government 

1 Lab~r Office Oj}tciaJ.. Gazette, November 15th 1927. 
2 Mnny proposals have been rejected by Government and legiBlature as impossible 

ialndiHn conditJans, e.g., a.ge of employmea.t of <!hildren, invalidity, old age, s.nd 
widows' a..nd orphans' insUrance. 

8 The ll'actories Act, 1934, is fo.r in advance of the states; cf. Assembly debates, 
July 19th 1934. • • 
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of India, and establish customs aerodromes, and reserve local 
traffic to national aircraft.' Hence it has been possible to pass 
the Indian Aircraft Act, 1934, and to legislate to enable British 
India to accede to the C~nvention of October 19th 1929 for 
the unification of certain rules relating to carriage by air. 

India, like the Dominions, 2 has the power to conclude 
governmental accords, not in the name of the King, which iP' 
not treaties proper. Such accords deal normally with com
mercial matters or finance, and this form of agre~ment may be 
used for matters affecting the French or Portuguese territories 
in India, 3 and of course with other pants of the Commonwealth. • 

The relations of the federation with the United Kingdom are 
in part controlled by the British Govermn:'nt directly through 
the governor-general by reason of his special responsibilities. 
In matters of fiscal concern they rest on the other hand nor
mally on the free agreement of the legislature with the execu
tive government. Thus the Ottawa agreement of 1932" was 
accepted by the decision of the legislature, but that of 19356 • 

was rejected by the "assembly. • 
The governor-general is aided in t~ performance of Ms 

duties by the foreign and political department, which is com- • 
posed of officers partly selected from the Indian Clivi! Service, 
partly from the military forces, and which also advises and aids 
him in his functions towards the states. This department 
remains unaltered under the reform scheme. 6 

Since 1927 the Indian government has maintained at Durban 
an agent-general accredited to t)le government of the Union 
of South Africa. He serves to secure co-operation with that · 
government in the policy agreed upon in 1932 in seeking to 
promote the settlement in some country outside the Union, 
other than India, of those Indians who desire to leave the 
Union in deference to the anxiety of the Union to rid herself 
of any Indians who do not aim at attaining Western standards 
of life--indeed of all Indians. Moreover, his presence is 

1 Assembly debates, August 7th 1934. • 
2 Imperial Conference, 1923; Keith .. Speechu and Documents on the British 

Dominion4,191R-1931, pp. 320 ff. 
3 e.g., as to Balasore, L. N. RCc. Trait.Bs, xxv (1924),•pp. 382 f. 
'e.g., with the Union of South Africa., 1927 and 1932. 
s Par]. Paper, Cmd. 4779. • 8 s. 257 • 
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valuable as enabling Indians to secure his legitimate support 
in any representations which they may desire to offer to the 
Union government. The position i~ of special interest, because 
it forms a precedent for admitting that the government of one 
unit of the Commonwealth may properly be represented in 
another unit for the purpose of defending the interests of those 
QCially connected with it, though they may be born in the 
Union. Agents are maintained also in Ceylon and Malaya, 
whither Indi!lll emigration is allowed. 

17. ECCt!>SIASTICAL AFFAIRS 

The position of the Church of England in India was vitally 
changetl by the paSsing of the 'Indian Church Act, 1927, 1 in 
order to permit of the separation of the Church of England in 
India from the English Church of which it had so far been an 
int"'JTal unit. This was supplemented by the Indian Church 
Measure, 1927, and the Indian Church Statutory Rules, 1929, 
made by the governor-general in council"with the sanction of 
1lhe secret7.ry of state in council and the concurrence of the 

• bishop of Calcutta. 'rhe two churches became distinct from 
March 1st i980. Arrangements were made by these measures 
for the taking ove10 by the new church of property held by the 
old, and for the possibility of action by the governor-general 
in the eventuality of the churches ceasing to be in communion. 
But it is sufficient to note that in all these matters the new Act 
leaves the governor-general in full authority, in view of his 
special responsibility for ecclesiastical affairs. 

The Act' contemplates the continuance of the system by 
which a staff of chaplains is maintained for ministrations to 
Christians of the Churches of England and Scotland in India_ 
Under the new regime chaplains of the former communion must 
obtain a licence from the bishop of the diocese in which they 
are to be employed, and must make the declarations required 
by the Canons and Rules of the Church of India, Burma, and 
Ceylon. Nomhoations are made by the secretary of state on 
the advice of an Indian Chaplaincies Board of the Church of 

1 17 & 18 Gco. V, e. 4<1. There are S.C\'Cn bishoprics. See Chatterton, !Iistory 
of tM Ckurch of England in lt1dia (1924). 

:! Govcrnment'\'lf India Act. 1935, a. 269. 
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England. In the case of Scotland the Act provides that, so 
long as establishments arc maintained in Bengal, Madras, and 
Bombay, two chaplains al least must be appointed of the 
Church of Scotland. They are nominated by the secretary of 
state on the recommendation of the General Assembly's Com
mittee on Indian Churches, and must be inducted by the 
Presbytery of Edinburgh, to whose control they remain sull. 
jcct, subject to the usual appeal to the Provincial Syno<j of 
Lothian and Teviotdale and to the General Assctnbly. 

Expenditure on ecclesiastical services is subject to a limit 
of forty-tw~ lakhs a year, exclusive oi'>pensions. 1 

/ 
/ 

l(a) THE 

• 
18. THE SERVICES OF THE CROWN 

===~=""-=----....- -
RECRUITMENT AND TENURE OF OFFICE OF THE 

CIVIL SERVICES • 
The Act provides elaborate safeguards to secure in part that · 

existing civil servants shall not suffer through th~ political 
changes more than is inevitable, and in paj;l: that future servan~ 

• shall be recruited under conditions which will as far as possible 
maintain sound traditions. I_!.P.rovide~f£!.!:~g~p!!!fciplc 
that servants hold at th<:..Pl.~!':'ur~_Qf.t4~:..():q_"Cfi,!_but_it safe
gnarasHic application of that principle, and it specifically 
permits for new entrants the inclusion in their contracts of 
service of provision for compensation in the event of premature 
abolition of office or retirement not due to misconduct, if the 
governor-genera) or governor thinks such a clause necessary 
to secure a person with special qualifications. It is therefore 
clear that Parliament has approved the view that relations 
with civil servants in India can be governed by contract. 

A second principle' enunciated is that no person may be 
dismissed or reduced in rank unless he is given an opportunity 
of showing cause against the action proposed, unless he has 
been convicted of a criminal offence or it is not reasonably 
practicable to afford such an opportunity. Mo~over, dismissal 

1 Legislation on these issues is federa.l; List I, no. 4; for finance seas. 33 (3) (e). 
2 S. 240 (1), Part. X; Denning v. Secretary of Srote (1920), 37 T.L.R. 139, proves 

that a. contract cannot override tbe rule . 
• s. 210 (2) (3). • 
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is forbidden by an authority inferior to the appointing 
authority. 

In general1 the governor-general. or some person authorized 
by him appoints and makes rules for the conduct of servants 
in the federal sphere, the governors or persons authorized by 
the,m in the case of provincial posts. The legislatures may also 
~ate conditions of service. But, apart from special safe
guards for officers serving before the commencement of Part III 
of the Act, cQnferring provincial autonomy, the principle is laid 
down that from any order of punishment or formal censure, 
interpreting to his detrionent any rule of the service, or termi
nating prematurely his service, an officer must have at least 
one apr.eal unless tpe order be that of the head of the govern
ment. Moreover, no rule or Ac! may deprive the head of the 
government of the right to deal in the manner which seems to 
him just and equitable with the case of any person serving in 
a ci';il capacity. In the case of the railway services' the federal 
railway authority is given the powers of the governor-general. 
In recruitptent of higher personnel it must consult the public 
Sl)rvice commission ~ to the rules to govern its action, but 

• otherwise it is unfettered save that it is bound to bear in mind 
the claims ~f the Anglo-Indian community and to obey direc
tions of the goverJO.or-general as to proportionate recruitment 
from the several communities. The claims of Anglo-Indians 
are also to be considered in framing regulations for the customs, 
postal, and telegraph services. 3 The conditions of the police 
services are to be reg]!lated b:~: sEeciaLActs. . -

~ --rhe secretary of state• is ta conti_n.:>e to ~uit _!o the !ndian 
' ~vii Service, the Indian Medical Service (Civil), and the 

Iiiihan f'olice,~.to.,J<EY service which he thi~t necessary 
t6 establish to aid in carrying out the functions to be performed 
in his discretion by the governor-general. Particulars of 
appointment must be laid annually beforc~:eNlli>mmt._The 
numbers are determined bY. the secrebgy_Qf_state. The 
governor-general must report on the operatiop of the system 
and may suggest modification. The secretary of state may also 
fill posts connected with irrigation if he thinks it necessary. 

1 s. 24-l. 0 2 s. 242. 
3 Government of India Notification, July 6th 1934, indicate.~ the proportions 

proposed. • • 6 Ss. 244, 245. 
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He1 must make rules determining what posts arc to be filled 
by persons so appointed, and appointments to these reserved 
posts are to be made in his judgment by the governor-general 
or governor as the case ma'y be. The conditions' of service of 
such persons are regulated by the secretary of state so far as he 
thinks fit; promotions, leave, and suspension require the action 
of the head of the government in his individual judgment; 
pay and pensions are charged on the revenues of India, and t~ 
secretary of state and the head of the government are given 
full discretion to deal equitably with any offic~r. They are 
permitted to address complaints to thr.head of the government, 
and to appeal to the secretary of state against any order of 
punishment, censure or alteration of conditions of service. The 
secretary of state may also aw1J.rd compensation to any '!>ersons 
appointed by him whose position is unfavourably affected by 
the new regime or fo.r any other cause, without prejudice to 
the right of the head of the government to award compensa!tion 
in any other cases. These privileges are extended or continued 
to officers appointed' before the new system by the secretary 
of state in council. 3 There are also special provisions "protecting 
from abolition of office members of Central Services I and II, • 
Railway Services I and II, and Provincial Servi•es without 
assent of the head of the government in his iqdividual judgment, 
and these officers alone can affect pay or pensions of officers of 
Central Service I, Railway Service I, or a Provincial Service 
serving before the Act began. • 

Normally only a British subject may serve the Crown in 
India save temporarily in the individual judgment of the head 
of the government, but the head of the government may open 
specified posts to rulers or subjects of states or natives of tribal 
areas or territories adjacent to India, the secretary of state 
may open posts in his gift to named natives of such areas or 
territories or subjects of states. Moreover, a ruler or a subject 
of a federated state is eligible for federal office. • Women are 
generally eligible, but subject to exclusion of offices by the 
governor-general, governor, or secretary of stat,. • 

As a safeguard 7 the powers of the secretary of state in these 

•l s. 246. 
5 s. 262. 

2 Sa. 247-9. 
0.8. 275. 

's. 250. ~ s. 258. 
~s. 261. 
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matters are to be exercised with the concurrence of his advisers. 
Though the services of the staff of the High Commissioner 
for India and of auditor of Indian home accounts are rendered in 
England, they are to be deemed services rendered in India, and 
full protection is given to existing members. 1 

.... (b) THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONS 

Provision! is made for the establishment of a federal public 
service commission and for provincial commissions, but two 
or more provinces mayeagree that one commission shall serve 
a group or that all the provinces shall use one commission. 
By agreement of the governor and the governor-general the 
federal commissio~ may act for a province. The members are 
appointed by the head of the government in his discretion, and 
he determines their tenure of office, and conditions of service 
and provides for their staff, the cost being charged on the federal 
or provincial revenues. To ensure impartiality the chairman 
of the fe~ral commission is debarred from further appointment 

• 1n India, the chair'11an of a provincial commission may only 
act in a like capacity or as head of the federal commission, and 
any other"Jnember can only be appointed to another post with 
the assent of the kead of the government. 

The commissions• shall conduct examinations for appoint
ments to the services, and if asked by two or more provinces 
the federal commission must aid in the choosing of candidates 
with special qualifications as for the forest service. Normally 
they must be consulted on all matters relating to methods 
of recruitment; on the methods to be followed in making 
appointments, promotions, and transfers, and on the suitability 
of applicants; on disciplinary matters affecting any person in a 
civil capacity; on claims by such a person for payment of costs 
incurred in defending legal proceedings and for compensation 
for injuries incurred on duty and the amount of such pension. 
Exception1"may be made in their discretion by the secretary of 
state and the ~overnor-general and governors, and no reference 
need be made on the issue of the award of numbers of posts to 
different communities, or on questions affecting subordinate 

1 Sa. atil, 252, 2 Sa. 264, 265, 26!\. 8 S. 2fl6. 
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police officers other than claims for payment of costs or 
pensions for injuries. 

Further functions 1 may be assigned to a commission by Act 
with the prior sanction of tile head of the govermnent, but such 
powers may not be exercised as regards officers appointed by the 
secretary of state, military officers, or officers in reserved pqsts 
without the consent of the secretary of state, and in the case of 
a provincial Act affecting persons not members of the provincil':f 
services without the assent of the governor-generaJ. • 

(c) THE PROTECTION OF
0
0FFICERS 

In order to prevent unfair pressure on officers, especially 
those engaged in anti-terrorittt work, the permission 'in his 
discretion of the head of the government is required before 
civil or criminal proceedings are taken against any officer in 
respect of official acts done before the co•1rmencement• o£ 
federation or provincial autonomy as the case may be. More
over, any case instittlted must be dismissed unless the court 
is satisfied that the acts were not done in good faith, and i10 
that case the federation or province mu,:'t pay any costs not ' 
recovered from the plaintiff. 2 • 

In general, officers are to continue to enjojl the protection o£ 
s. 197 of the Code of Criminal Procedure and ss. 80-2 of the 
Code of Civil Procedure, and any authority for prosecutions 
under the former must be given by the head of the relevant 
government in his individual judgment. Any Bill to vary the 
protection given requires the prior sanction of the head of 
the government. In the case of civil proceedings the head 
of the government may order that any costs incurred or 
damages or costs awarded against an officer shall be charged 
on the relevant revenues. 3 

(d) PENSIONS 

Pensions are secured by being charged on I.Wian revenues, 
and, as mentioned above, the governor-general has not only 
the responsibility but the power to secure pa-yment, if necessary 

1 s. 267. 'jl. 270. Sec§ 19 (e) below. ~ s. 271. 
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by borrowing in the United Kingdom on the security of Indian 
revenues. Moreover, in addition to persons already in the 
service of India under the governor-general in council, tho>e 
who serve in appointments made by the Crown or the secretary 
of state or serve in reserved posts or in military posts are 
assured freedom from Indian taxation on pensions if perman
ently resident out•ide India.' 
~The case of the Indian Military Widows and Orphans Fund, 
the Superior Services (India) Family Pension Fund, and funds 
to be formed out of contributions under the Indian Military 
Service Family· Pensiqn Regulations and the Indian Civil 
Service Family Pension Rules is dealt with by authorizing 
the King in Council to appoint commissioners to hold and 
administer these ftmds. 2 Pensitms thereafter will be payable 
by the commissioners, to whom the sums to the credit of the 
funds will be transferred, normally in three years. But any 
cor.tributor or beneficiary can object, in which case his interest 
will fall to be treated as part of the revenues of India, and such 
pensions shall be paid therefrom as the secretary of state 
tlirects. 1-<o death duty will be payable in respect of any 

• pension derived fro~ the fund . 

• 
• 19. THE JUDICATURE 

(a) THE FEDERAL COURT 

The system of federation clearly demanded the creation of 
a federal court which would have jurisdiction over the states 
as well as the provinces. h was natural to suggest that the 
opportunity should be taken to create at the same time a court 
of appeal from all the provinces, whose sole point of unity of 
control was the distant Privy Council. "But there were serious 
objections to combining the two functions, and the White 
Paper3 suggested that there should be a Supreme Court to 
hear appeals beside the federal court. The objections to this 
proposal were felt by the joint committee, • which pointed out 
that there J}light well arise disputes between two distinct 
courts owing to the difficulty in determining in particular case 

I 8. 272. 
3 1)md. 4268, pp. 33, 77-80. 

's. 273. 
" Repf'rt, i, 1~5. 196. 
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whether a constitutional point was involved or not. It 
recommended therefore that power should be taken to confer 
such jurisdiction on the federal court, which would no doubt 

• be divided into two divisions to hear federal issues and appeals. 
This plan was followed in the Act. 

The Act, therefore, provides for the constitution of a federal 
court to consist of a chief justice of India and such puis~ 
judges as His Majesty thinks necessary, the number not to 
exceed six until an address is presented by the legislature asking 
for an increase.• Judges arc appointed by the Crown and hold 
office until age sixty·five. A judge may .. esign or be removed on 
the ground of misbehaviour or of mental or bodily infirmity 
if the Privy Council on reference by the Crown so recommends. 
No power is given of suspensio•n by the gm;ernor-genera"J. or of 
removal on the address of the chambers, and tf>e discussion 
of a judge's judicial conduct by the chambers is forbidden. A 
judge must have been for at least five years a judge of a h'lgh 
court in British India or a federated state; a barrister or 
advocate of ten yearS' standing, or a pleader in a loigh court 
or courts of like standing. The chief just~ce must have fifteen 
instead of ten years' qualification and must be a barrister, 
advocate, or pleader or have been one when first af>pointed a 
judge. These provisions are intended to eJ~Ciude members of 
the Indian Civil Service normally from the highest post, but 
any judge of the court may be appointed to act during a vacancy 
of any kind in the office. .Judges must take the judicial oath, 
and their salaries, allowances, leave, and pensions are determined 
by the King in Council, and ( ex.cept as regards allowances) 
may not be varied after appointment to their disadvantage. The 
court shall sit at Delhi or at such other places as the chief 
justice with the appro4.1 of the governor-general may appoint. 

The jurisdiction of the federal court is original and appellate. 
I. The court has exclusive original jurisdiction in any 

dispute between any of the federation, the provinces, and the 
federated states which involves any question of law or fact on 
which the existence or extent of a legal right depepds. But if a 
st>~>te is a party, the rlispute must concern the interpretation of 
the Act or Order in Council thereunder ot the extent of the 

1 Ss. 200-3. • 

• 
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legislative or executive authority vested in the federation by 
the Instrument of Accession; or arise under an agreement under 
Part VI of the Act for the administration of a federal law in the 
state, or otherwise concern some matter in which the federal 
legislature has power to legislate for the state; or arise under 
an .agreement made after federation with the approval of the 
representative of the Crown between the state and the 
~eration or a province, and including provision for such 
jurisdiction. Moreover, no dispute is justiciable if it arises under 
an agreemeni expressly excluding such jurisdiction. 

In any such ease the0court shall deliver only a declaratory 
judgment. But it is, of course, the duty of the parties to 
conform themselves to such judgment.' 

II. "In proeeedif1gs in any ltigh court in British India it 
shall be the duty of the court to give of its own motion a 
certificate that the ease involves a substantial question of law as 
to tiw interpretation of the Act or Order in Council thereunder. 
If this is done, then any party may appeal to the federal court 
on the ground that the point was "TOng!)' decided, and on any 
<Other poi1;t on which appeal would have lain without special 

• leave to the Privy ~unci!, and with the leave of the federal 
court on a!iy other point: In such cases no appeal lies direct to 
the Privy Council j\':ith or without special leave. 2 The meaning 
of 'substantial' is presumably that the matter is of considerable 
public interest or private importance.' 

With the previous sanction of the governor-general in his 
discretion the legislature may provide for appeals from high 
courts without certificate, !:jut the amount at issue must lie 
50,000 rupees or such sum not under 15,000 rupees as the Act 
specifies or the decree must concern property of like value, 
unless the federal court gives special d,eave to appeal. It is 
unfortunate that the high court is not permitted to give such 
leave. If such provision is made, provision may also be made to 
cut off di>;,ct appeals from high courts to the Privy Council 
with or without special leave. 4 

III. In ·the. case of state courts, appeal may be brought on 
the question of the interpretation of the Act or Order in Council 

1 s. 204. 2 8.205. 
3 Cf. Hanuman Prasad v. Bhagwati Prasad (1902), I.L.R. 24 All. 236. 
's. 206.. • 
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thereunder or the extent of the legislative or executive authority 
of the federation, or on a question which arises under an agree
ment under Part VI of the Act relating to administration by the 
state of federal laws. In stlch eases the mode of procedure is 
by case stated either by the high court or required to be stated 
by the federal court.' 

Appeal' lies to the King in Council from the federal court 
without leave from any decision of the federal court in Irs 
original jurisdiction dealing with the interpretation of the" Act 
or Order in Council thereunder, or the extent of 1egislative or 
executive jurisdiction of the fedcrat~on in any state or an 
agreement made under Part VI of the Act; in any other case 
leave of the court or the Privy Council is requisite. 

It may be assumed that in granting spe<!ial leave th~ Privy 
Council will act on its usual principle and grant leave mainly 
where some important question of law or matter of public 
interest is involved, 3 and that it will adhere to its prinoiple 
that it does not act as a normal court of criminal appeal but 
intervenes only to vindicate the law where there has been a 
miscarriage of justice by neglect of essential legal p"rinciples.J 

The federal court in allowing an app<lltl shall indicate the • 
judgment to be substituted and the court below.shall give 
effect to it; it shall also, where it orders <oosts, transmit the 
order for payment of the sum ascertained to be due to the court 
for execution. It may stay execution pending hearing of an 
appeal on such terms as it thinks fit. • All authorities, civil and 
judicial, throughout the federation must act in aid of the 
court, which can make orders ~or attendance of witnesses, 
production of documents, and punish contempts which shall 
be given effect in British India, and any federated state. In 
the case of the states, the court shall act through letters of 
request to the ruler who shall secure their effect. 6 

The law declared by the court or the Privy Council shall 
1 s. 207. 's. 208. 
3 Prince v. Gagnon (1882), 8 App. Ca.a. 103; Olergue v. Murray, [1903] A.C. 521; 

cf. Raghunath Prruad Singh v. PartabgWJh Deptdy OommrB. (1927), L.R. 54 Ind. 
App. 126; Jivangiri Guru Ohamdgiri, v. Gajanan Narayan Pat.lizr (1926), 50 Bom. 
673. 

'DilW., In re (1887),12 App. Cas. 459; Arnold v. King Empe:ror, [19141 A.C.644; 
Mohindar Singh v. King Emperor (1932), L.R. 59 Ind. AlP· 233; RM Behari Lal v. 
Ki11j/ Emperor (1934), 60 Ind. App. 364. 

6 s. 209. • 15 s. 210 . 
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bind all courts in British India and state courts in respect to 
the interpretation of the Act or Order in Council thereunder or 
any matter with respect to which the federal legislature can 
bind the state.' The governor-gen'!!ral may in his discretion 
obtain opinions of the court on matters of law of public im
portance, but it is not stated that. such opinions, though 
deli;,ered in open court, shall have binding effect.' 
~he court in making pronouncement on such references will 

follow the analogy of the Privy Council itself, and of the 
+ Supreme Court of Canada, as contrasted with the High Court 

of Australia, which hollis ·that this does not fall within the 
judicial function. In the case of Northern Ireland advisory 
opinions of the Privy Council are given binding forcC. 

The eourt with tbc approval of the governor-general in his 
discretion may make rules of court, to determine the rights of 
practitioners, times of appeal, costs, fees, etc., and may provide 
for -the summary disposal of appeals deemed frivolous or 
vexatious or dilatory. If its appellate jurisdiction is enlarged 
by the federal legislature, rules must provide for the constitution 
oi a speci~l division to hear causes which would have been 

• within its jurisdiction• without such addition. 3 

Three ju~ges are made a minimum to decide any cause, and 
those to sit shall beJietermined by the chief justice. Judgments 
are to be delivered in open court with the concurrence of 
the majority present at the hearing, but minority judgments 
may be delivered. Apparently it is not intended that members 
of the majority should express differing views, thus giving the 
majority view greater weight. But it may be doubted if this 
compromise between the Privy Council system of a single 
judgment and the system of the final courts in Canada, Australia, 
and the United Kingdom of the views of all the judges is 
specially wise. Proceedings must be in English. 

The administrative expenses of the court are charged on the 
federal revenues, to which fees of court accrue. The governor
general decides in his individual judgment the amount to be 
included in his financial statement for such expenses. • 

The state courts to be deemed high courts for the purposes 
1 s. 212. • 
ll S. 213. Cf. Keith, Oonstitulional Law of the British Dominions, p. 309. 
8 s. 214. • 4 s. 216 . 

.y. ~e Spvf;.,. ·1<£~v_,f.~ ~ ~,'~ 
·o t- /5" ,J,:;Q ~ .. 1{ . . 
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of appeals are decided by the Crown and the ruler concerned.' 
The federal court is not given any jurisdiction to hear appeal 
from high courts when these exercise jurisdiction usually under 
the Foreign Jurisdiction A~t. 1890, to hear appeals from courts 
outside India, and nothing in the Act affects any right of appeals 
with or without special leave to the Privy Council in ~uch 
causes. 2 

The arrangements for the jurisdiction of the federal corlrt 
assure as a rule that any question of the interpretation of the 
constitution or Orders in Council thereunder shall be finally 
decided for the provinces by the cour1;. subject to appeal to the 
Privy Council. There is left unprovided for the case where the 
high court refuses a certificate that such an issue is involved, 
in which case reference woultl have to b~ had to th~ l'rivy 
Council under the existing rules of appeal thither from the high 
court in question. It might have been desirable to confer on 
the federal court jurisdiction in all cases affecting the il'lter
pretation of federal laws, instead of leaving them to be dealt 
with by the high ct:mrts on the ground that uniformity of 
interpretation of such laws was desirable. But • of cou~ 
appellate jurisdiction in such eases can be granted by the • 
federal legislature, and if the federal court had .been given 
original jurisdiction in all such eases, it mi!!Pt have been given 
too much work. There is, however, the obvious difficulty that 
as matters stand it may have too little work to do. Moreover, 
there is given no power to the federal court to correct mis
interpretations of federal laws in the state courts, except 
indirectly to the extent that, if the federal court decides the 
interpretation of such a law in a provincial cause, its judgment 
ought in future to guide the state court. It may be doubted if 
this is at all an effective assurance for uniformity. 

(b) THE HIGH COURTS 

The status of high court is conferred on the existing courts at 
Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, Allahabad, Lahooe, and Patna, 

1 s. 217. 
1 S. 218. High Courts hcar appeals from the Court of the Consul-General 

(Political Resident) for the Persian Gulf, coast a.nd islands (Bombay), and the 
Kashgar Consular Court (J:Wore). 

• 
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the chief court in Oudh, the judicial commissioners' courts in 
the Central Provinces and Berar, the North-,'Vcst Frontier 
Province and Sind, any other court constituted or reconstituted 
as a high court, and any comparable court which may be 
declared a high court for purposes of the Act by the Crown in 
Co.uncil. 1 Each court consists of a chief justice and such number 
of judges as may be deemed necessary by the Crown, subject 
~ their not exceeding with additional judges appointed by the 
governor-general in case of pressure of business the maximum 
fixed by the• Crown in Council, a provision which excludes any 
possibility of increasiqg the numbers of the court unduly. 
Tenure of office is until age sixty, but in other respects as is the 
case of federal judges. To be qualified as member a person 
must be a barristd or advocate• of at least ten years' standing, 
or if a member of the Indian Civil Service of that standing have 
served for at least three years as district judge, have held for at 
Jea.•t five years judicial office not inferior to that of subordinate 
judge or small causes court judge, or have been for at least ten 
years a ~leader of a high court or cot!rts. But to be chief 
;ustice of a high court created by Letters Patent any person who 
was not a barrister, advocate, or pleader when first appointed to 
judicial oJflce must have served for three years as judge or' a 
high court. 2 Judg&s are required to take the judicial oath; their 
salaries, pensions, and leave are regulated by Order in Council 
as in the case of federal judges. 3 Vacancies pending new appoint
ments or resumption of duties are filled temporarily by the 
governor-general in his discretion.' 

The Act abandons the r1.1le that at least one-third of the 
judges of a high court should be barristers or advocates and at 
least a third members of the Indian Civil Service, but the joint 
committee while approving absence of rigidity asserted the 
importance of maintaining the Indian Civil Service element as 
source of strength to the courts. • The former provision that 
such a judge could not be permanent chief justice of a high 
court has been abandoned for a Jess drastic exclusion. The 
joint committee insisted on the importance of securing re
cruitment of barristers and advocates for the courts. The high 

1 s. 219. 2 s. 220. s s. 221. 4 s. 222. 
6 Report. i. 197, 198. 
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court at Calcutta, formerly under the control of the central 
government, is placed by the Act on the same footing as other 
high courts. The issue was disputed. 

The jurisdiction of high f!ourts is continued as before, 1 but 
it is expressly provided 2 that every high court shall have 
superintendence over every court subject to its appellate 
jurisdiction, and may call for returns, issues general rules" of 
practice and proceedings in such comts, prescribe books arln 
forms to be used, and settle fees for sheriff, attorneys, clerks, 
and officers. But 'this power is subject to existing"law and the 
approval of the governor. 

0 

An important provision exists to facilitate issues of invalidity 
of any federal or provincial Act being decided. Where the high 
court has power to order a tra'!lsfer of a ca§e from an iflferior 
court, the advocate-general of the federation or the province, as 
the case may be, may apply for such transfer if the issue of 
invalidity will arise, and the conrt shall then order it. 3 • 

As before, the high courts have no jurisdiction in matters 
affecting the revenue or acts done in the collection thereof 
in accordance with custom or Jaw for the time being in force, 
until otherwise provided by the federal or provincial legislature, • 
with the previous sanction of the governor-general or governor 
in his discretion." • 

Proceedings of the high courts are in English; 5 their expenses 
are charged on provincial revenues and fixed in the individual 
discretion of the governor. 6 

On an address from a provincial legislature the Crown may 
constitute a high court, or reconstitute such a court or join two 
high courts. On agreement' of the governments concerned the 
Crown in Council may extend the jurisdiction of a high court 
to an area in British India outside the province. Existing 
arrangements under which a high court serves two provinces or 
one province and an area outside remain unaffected. The 
legislature of a province wherein is the chief seat of the court is 
not empowered to alter its jurisdiction outside the province, 
but the power to do so rests with the legisJature having 
authority over the area in question. Similarly the power to 

1 s. 223. 
.;. s. 226. 

2 s. 224. 
li ~- 227 . • s. 228. 

3 s. 225. 
7.S. 229. 
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approve rules made by the high court for the area rests with the 
head of the executive thereovcr. 1 

An interesting survival is the power now given to the governor 
of Bengal to appoint the sheriff of C.tlcutta from a panel of three 
nominated by the high court; he shall hold office at the pleasure 
of the governor, who in his discretion fixes his remuneration. 2 

In the case of death sentences in provincial courts, the 
g"'-'ernor-general is given the powers of the governor-general 
in c6uncil as regards suspension or remission of sentence, and 
the general power of the Crown or by delegation of the governor
general to grant pardon\ is expressly reaffirmed. 3 

The law to be administered in the courts remains unaltered 
save that the King in Council may make such adaptations as 
may be" desirable to'hleet the changed conditions consequent on 
territorial redistributions on the creation of new provinces. • 

(c) DISTRICT JUDGES AND THE SUBORDINATE JUDICIAL 

SERVICE 

.• The importance of securing judicial impartiality is recognized 
• by giving to the g~vernor of a province in his individual 

judgment ijle appointment, promotion, and posting of district 
judges, a term which includes additional, joint, and assistant 
judges, the chief judge of a sman causes court, the chief 
presidency magistrate, and sessions judge, additional and 
assistant sessions judges. He must consult, before making 
appointments, the high court, and any person not already in 
the service of the Crown must have been a barrister, advocate, 
or pleader for five years an"d be recommended by the high 
court. 6 

The joint committee' was emphatic in favour of securing the 
independence of the subordinate judicial service in view of its 
close contact with the people, and rules are enacted for that 
end. The service is defined as consisting exclusively of persons 
intended to fil~ civil judicial posts inferior to that of district 
judge. Rules for entry thereto are to be made by the governor 

1 s •. 230, 231. • ' s. 303. 
s S. 295. Cf. Life of Maine, pp. 301-5. 4 Ss. 292, 293. 
6 S. 254. • o Report, i, 202, 203. 
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after consulting the Public Service Commission and the high 
court. The Commission is to hold such examinations as the 
governor thinks fit and to prepare lists of qualified persons 
whence the governor will make appointments, based on such 
rules as he may lay down regarding the number of posts to be 
awarded to the several communities. The promotion, posting, 
and grant of leave to officers shall rest with the high court, but 
without prejudice to such rights of appeal as officers enj~y 
under the general principles affecting servants of the Crown as 
provided in the Act, and mentioned above.' The communal 
character of appointments is inevital>le, and the governor's 
action in this regard will be in his exercise of responsibility for 
minorities, and in accord with his Instructions . 

• • 
In the case of criminal proceedings some security is provided 

by the rule that no recommendation is to be made-presumably 
by the government to the governor, for the grant of magist•rial 
powers or increase or withdrawal of such powers except after 
consultation with th<!' district magistrate or the chief presidency 
magistrate in whose area the person concerned is to work (Jl" 

is working. 2 • • 

• 
(d) REVENUE COURTS o 

It is expressly provided that no member of a legislature may 
be a member of a tribunal which deals with revenue appeals. 
Where prior to provincial autonomy the governor in council 
acted in such matters as a court of appeal, the governor-general 
in council is empowered in his discretion to constitute the court 
otherwise pending provincial legislation on the matter. 3 

(e) JUDICIAL CONTROL OF THE EXECUTIVE AND THE 

RULE OF LAW 

Despite the inevitable tendency of government under Indian 
conditions, having regard to the origin of Britijh power, to be 
dictatorial, the Courts have definitely asserted their control 
over the executive. It must, of course, he remembered that 

1 s. 255. • s. 256. • s. 298. 

.. 
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control merely means assertion of legal rights; if the existing 
law derived from the practice in Indian states before the 
attainment of sovereignty by the ~rown permits high-handed 
action, 1 that is no breach of the rule of law in the strict sense. 
But in Dhackjee Dadajee v. East India Co. 2 it was definitely 
poi)lted out by the Chief Justice of Bombay that the governor 
in.council had no power to lay aside the ordinary law; offlce 
carri.ed with it necessary powers or such as were in practice 
regularly use<i, but actions contrary to these principles must be 
indemnified to be legal. A statutory exception, of course, 
exists under the Goverl¥Ilent of India Act, 3 which prevents 
a high court in its original jurisdiction refusing to accept a 
written order of the governor-general in council as justification 
of any act done ag.:inst any person except a European British 
subject, but this limited exclusion disappears in the new Act. 
In Ameer Khan's case• in 1870 the right to investigate the case 
of .trrest under order of the governor-general in council was 
denied on the score that it was an act of state, but this plea was 
rejected, otnd the arrest found valid siinply because of its 

• ;'alidity under BengaJ Regulation III of 1818, whose existence, 
providing as it does for detention for reasons of state arising 
from inter!lal commotions or external causes, negated any 
general executive 1tuthority to imprison without judicial pro
cess. Any action of the government under a municipal statute 
may be investigated in the courts. 5 

Offlcers of the government therefore are unable to excuse 
action which is contrary to law by any appeal to the orders of 
superiors, save in so far as by existing statutes and the new 
Act the heads of governments are exempt from the jurisdiction 
of Indian courts. 6 The liability is personal; the company was 
never held liable for negligence of police offlcers or their 
trespasses, 1 nor is the secretary of state in council. 8 No claim 
can be sustained if a man be arrested and convicted for 

1 Regina'\'. Sha-ik Boodin (1846), Perry's Or. Cas. 435, 459. 
2 (1843) Morley's Digest, ii, 307, 311. 
3 S. 111, ro-enncting provisions dating from 1781. 
4 6 Ben. L.R. 39!. 
6 Vijaya llagava v. Secretary of State for India in Council (1884), 7 Mnd. 466. 
~ Government of India. Act, s. IIO; Act of 1935, a. 306. 
7 Dhackjee Dadajce's caHe, u.s. 
8 Shioobhajan Durgaprasad v. Ser:reta.ry of State (1904), I.L.R. 28 Bomb. 314; 

Ross v. Secretary of State (1913), 37 Mad. 55. 
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embezzlement, for such action is a matter of judicial procedure.' 
Where, however, an official may be liable, he is afforded a 
considerable measure of protection by statute• for acts done in 
good faith, and no gazett1,d officer can be proceeded against 
without the sanction of the relevant government, 3 an important 
immunity preserved in the Act of 1935. , 

In certain cases of tortious action by its officers the company 
and now the government is liable to suit, where no actltn 
would lie in England. This is due in some cases to stalute, 
in others to the distinction between the governmei.tal functions 
of the Crown and its carrying on p.on-sovereign activities; 
thus in the case of the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation 
Co. v. Se(:l'etary of State for India;• it was ruled that damages 
could be claimed for injury •done by tM negligence' of the 
dockyard officiaL• at Kidderpore. On the other hand, it has 
been held that the making of roads is a governmental function, 
so that no action lies for the negligence of public works officers 
in such construction.' The difference between the two kinds of 
case is a narrow one. • 

In matters of contract, officers who contract are 'not liable, 
since they are acting for the government7 not for themselves. 6 ' 

In India direct suit lies against the secretary of stat£ in council 
in the courts, and will continue to lie agai,..t the government 
concern._ and in certain cases the secretary of state may be 
sued in England.' Such cases include contracts dealing with 
land, for though the title to land may rest on sovereignty, that 
does not affect the attitude of the Crown in contracting in 
regard to it. 8 An action may a]sQ be brought to recover sums 
which have reached the hands of the government because 
improperly levied by a collector of revenue. 9 There is an 

1 Mata Prasad v. Secretary <If State (1930), 5 Luck. 157. 
2 Eggn.r, Government of India, p. 47. 3 Criminal Procedure Code, s. 197, 
c {1861), 6 Born. H.C.R. App. A; Jehangir M. Our6etji v. SecreJ.ary of State (1902), 

27 Bom. 189. 
6 Wallis, C. J. (1914), 39 Mad. 301. There is much conflict of views. For liability 

of individuals as a normal rule cf. 46 All. 884 (1924); 01 Bont. 749 (1926); 6 Ran. 
263 (1928). 

0 Macbeath v. llaldimmuJ, (1786), 1 T.R. 172: Gidley v. Lo~Palmerston (182!::l), 
3 Drod. v. Bing. 275. 

, Sec § 13 a.bove. 
8 Kish.en Chand v. Secreta-ry of State (1881), 3 AU. 829; Forester v. Secretary of 

StaJe (1872), L.R. Ind. App. Supp. Vol. JO. 
$ Ilari. Bhanji. v. 8eereta'1l of State (1882), 5 Mad. 273. 
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analogy to cases in which a petition of right may be brought 
in England for sums which have reached the treasury without 
due cause. 

A part from these cases, the action of the courts is excluded 
in respect of those state proceedings which are technically 
call~d Acts of State, matters arising out of political relations 
with foreign states such as treaties or annexations. In 1793 
th~ case of theN abob of the Carnatic v. East India Co.• established 
that 'no English court would deal with a claim based not on a 
business cont;act but on a trC~>ty with a sovereign state, which 
fell outside municipal jwisdiction. It has equally been held 
that there is no jurisdiction in respect of claims against the 
Crown as the successor to a state annexed 2 or on the score of 
the annexation.' When the Pu~ab was annexed the promise 
of a pension by the company to the deposed ruler and the 
taking possession of his property both lay outside the sphe~c of 
juri~iction of the English courts. 4 On the same principle 
political.. dealings with Indian states have been held to lie 
outside the sphere of the courts, and it h~ been ruled that the 

• ceurt will not intervene against the action of the Indian 
• government in removing from office the Maharaja of Panna. 5 

In the sam..,waythe Privy Council has ruled that the jurisdiction 
exercised by poli~eal officers in the Kathiawar states is 
political and not judicial. 6 i<;. 

Doubt, it must be admitted, still exists as to the extent to 
which actions of the Company can be made the subject of 
legal proceedings. The matter was formerly of greater impor
tance than it now is, for it was laid down in the Secretary of 
State v. Moment' that Indian legislation could not override 
the right to sue the secretary of state in council in eases in 

1 1 Ves. Jr. 371; 2 Vcs. Jr. 06. 
2 EMt India Co. v. Syed Ally (1827), 7 Moo. Ind. App. 555; Doss v. S~retary of 

State (1870), L.R. 19 Eq. 509; Raja Salig Ram v. Secretary of State (1872), L.R. 
Ind. App. Supp. Vol. 119. 

a Elphinst<me v. Bedreechund (1830), 1 Knapp P.C. 316; Secretary of State v. 
Kamaclu>,e Boye Sahaha (1859), 13 Moo. P.C. 22; Raja of Coorg v. East India Go. 
(1860), 29 Beav. 300• Sirdar Bhagwan Si·ngh v. Secretary of State (1874), L.R. 2 Ind. 
AP}'· 38. 

Salaman v. Sec,ektry of State, [19061 I K.B. 613. 
15 Maharajah Madhava Singh v. Secretary of State (1904), L.R. 31 Ind. App. 239. 
15 He:mchand Devchand v. Azam Sakadal iJhhota'l'nlal, [1906} A.C. 212. 
7 (1912), 40 Ind. App. 48. Cf. Egga.r, GotJemment of f?UUa (2nd ed.), pp. 17 ff. 
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which the Company was liable to suit. The matter is now, 
however, open to regulation by Indian legislation. 

It has already been not;d that matters affecting the revenue 
are in such circumstances excluded from the consideration 
of the ordinary courts and these cases arc dealt with uvder 
special statutory provisions in the various parts of India. 

In general the rule of law is applicable in India subje,c{ to 
those exceptions which have been noted above. ,While martial 
law has not seldom been applied in India, in accordance with 
Indian practice which tends to reduce to writing all general 
powers, action has usually been authorized by express regu
lations with legislative authority. Thus Bengal Hegulation X 
of 18041 authorized the governor-general i;, council to ;uspend 
the operation of the criminal courts and to establish martil<l 
law during the existence of open rebellion. Similar provisions 
existed in Madras. 2 The proceedings taken in the rebelli"n in 
the Punjab in 1919 were based on the regulation of 1804, 
martial law being est"ablished and trial by court martjal directed 
in the case of the offences against the jtate specified in tl'l.c, 
regulation. By Ordinance I of 1919 trial by commissioners 
was substituted, but procedure by court martial pewers under 
the Indian Army Act, 1911, was ordered. I10. Bugga v. The King 
Emperor• it was held that it was perfectly legal by ordinance 
thus to deprive a subject of trial by the ordinary courts. By 
Ordinance 2 the regime was extended to Gujranwala, by 
Ordinance 8 the death penalty of the regulations was modified, 
and by 6 continuation of trials. after withdrawal of martial 
law was provided for. An Indemnity Act, 1919, indemnified 
officers civil and military for acts done in good faith, and 
provided for payment of compensation for property taken by 
them. In 1921 an ordinance provided for the proclamation of 
martial law in Malabar, and authorized the military com
mander to make regulations for the restoration of order and to 
establish summary courts; the Madras high court' construed 
the powers given strictly, held that the previsions of the 
Criminal Procedure Code as to police oft1cers were not 

1 Repealed by Act IV of 1922. 2 _Regulation VII bf 1808; Aot XI of 1857. 
'(1920), 47 Ind. App. 128. 
• 45 Mad. 14 a.nd (1922) 4:5 Mad. 922. 
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ovenidden, that the new courts could sit only in the martial 
law area to try crimes conunitted therein, and that the power 
to issue habeas corpus remained. In !930 again it was necessary 
to provide for the exercise of martial law in Peshawar and 
Sholapur. 

I,. view of tenorism it has been necessary to provide by 
sp~cial legislation for the grant of extraordinary powers of 
arrest, detention, and trial to supplement the right of detention 
and deportatil:m which is given by Bengal Regulation III 
of 1818. This was effected by a large number of ordinances 
especially from 1930 om.,..rds directed at the non-co-operation 
movement and the terrorism and oppression of public servants 
attending it. Part of the substance of these measures was 
enacted" for three years by the • central legislature in 1932, 1 

but in 1935 the Assembly declined to renew the measure, and 
it had to be certified by the governor-general. The Press was 
dealt with by the Indian Press (Emergency Powers) Act, 1931, 
reinforced by later legislation. The Bengal legislature also 
passed sev<OI"al Acts without certification, 2 as the revolutionary 

• a<ltivities of terrorists.had there excited general dissatisfaction_ 
The measures taken included extended powers of detention 
without tri~, of summary trial, of taking possession of property 
of associations de<Olared illegal, etc. Severe penalties were 
imposed for boycotting of recruitment to the services, tamper
ing with the loyalty of the police, spreading false rumours, 
and on Press publications bringing the administration into 
contempt, preaching nonpayment of rent or taxes, and 
similar misdemeanours, for which the security furnished by the 
printing press responsible may be forfeited. It was found 
necessary also to legislate in 1930 to defeat the attempts of 
those accused in the Meerut trial indefinitely to prolong the 
proceedings, though the measures taken to that end did not 
secure the result desired. It is clear that the fundamental 
rights of the liberty of the subject, of freedom of speech, of 
freedom of assembly and of the Press were subjected to drastic 

1 XXIII of 1932. •Of. Ordinance 10 of 1932. 
2 Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1925, extended for five yeo.rs by Act III of 

1930 and Act VI. Soo also Acts XII, XIX, XXII of 1932. Power to detain 
without triaJ. terrorists outside Bengal is given by the Bengal Criminal Law ~upple
mcntary (Extending) Act, 1934, of the lndian legislature, as it ia impo~iblo in 
Bengal to prevent detenus inciting fre8h conspiracies. • 

23 
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restriction, for which the only, though sufficient, defence lies 
in the existence of organized terrorism which at Chittagong in 
1980 (April) and 1932 (S'iPtember) passed over into deliberate 
rebellious onslaughts on the government, supplementing 
assassination in perpetrating which women were pressed into 
service. It is fair to note that efforts have been consistently 
made to safeguard persons dealt with under these emergency 
measures, for example, under Ordinance 1 of 1981 aga'1nst 
revolutionary crime in Burma in connexion wilJ> the rebellion 
there, special tribunals were set up and the local government 
was authorized to issue orders in re~d to suspects restricting 
their movements, or committing them to custody. But such 
orders had to be submitted for the scrutiny of two judges. 
Some of the measures were necessary for the protection of 
Indian states, thus Ordinance io of 1981 was issued to prevent 
assemblies of men intending to proceed from the Punjab into 
Kashmir in order to create disorder in that state. • 

'fhe power of the courts to compel the performance of 
executive functions is limited. By this Specific IJ.elief Act of 
1877 the High Courts at Fort William, Jl'ladras, Bombay, lind 
Rangoon 1 may require any specific act to be done or forborne 
by any person holding a public office where stJCh doing or 
forbearing is under any law for the time lteing in force clearly 
incumbent on such person in his public character and the order 
is applied for by a person whose property, franchise, or personal 
right is in danger and no other remedy is available. The court 
will not compel the performance in a particular manner of an 
act left to the discretion of an <>fficer, but it may compel such 
discretion to be exercised fairly and in a proper manner. 2 But 
no such order can be made' against the secretary of state in 
council or any local government. This procedure takes the 
place of action by mandamus. 

It must be noted that under the constitution of 1919 the 
courts claimed the right to make orders binding the presidents 
of the legislative councils. • This view was contrary to the 

• 1 Added by Burma. Act XI of 1922. The other courts seem not to have this 
power; cf. 4 Pat. 224, 229 (1924). 

'(1901), 26 Bom. 396; (1903), 28 Bom. 253. 'S. 45. 
4 (1924), 51 Cal. 874. An injunction was d~~ired to prevent the submission of a 

supplementary demand fQr ministerial salaries. 
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practice both of the United Kingdom and the Dominions and 
the Act of 1935 negatives the interference of the conrts. 1 

• 

• 

20. THE HOME GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 

(a) THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

J:he authority of the secretary of state in council over India. 
is vested under the Act in the Crown, and is exercised under ' 
responsible government on the advice of the secretary of state, 
who is controlled by constitutional convention by the Cabinet, 
while the Prime Ministet has the right to select the governor
general, and to be consulted as regards other high appointments. 

The 'lecretary of ,.tate, howevq, is to be aided by advisers, 2 

with special duties in certain cases. They are to be not less than 
three or more than six, of whom one half at least must have 
served for ten years in India and must be appointed within 
two "years of ceasing to work in India. The maximum duration 
of office is five years, and to prevent stale~ss reappointment is • 
forbidden, .and the secretary of state may remove any member 

.on the score of inlirlmty of mind or body, a power given for the 
first time. Payment is due at the rate of £1,350 with £600 a year 
extra for tlft:>se of Indian domicile. The secretary of state is at 
liberty to consult tll.em individually or collectively or to ignore 
them, and he may act or refuse to act as they advise, except 
in cert.ain specif1ed matters, namely, those duties conferred as 
regard the services of the Crown by Part X of the Act as set 
out above. The advisers may not be members of either House 
of Parliament, thus reproducing a provision which prevented 
the employment of Lord Cromer as at one time contemplated 
by Lord Morley, and ended the services of Lord Inchcape. 

The secretary of state's staff is now brought into the normal 
position of British civil servants, with due saving of existing 
rights and provision for charging on Indian revenues a part 
of costs incurred before transfer.' 

The stock and money of the secretary of state in council at 
the Bank of Elfgland is transferred to the secretary of state. • 
Note has already bee? made' as to the provisions as to contracts 

lSs. 41, 87. 
s Sa. 280-4. 

2 Ss. 278, 279. Cf. my view in 1919, Cmd. 207, pp. 37 ff. 
' S. 279. • 6 Soo § 13 above. 
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of the secretary of state in council, and property formerly 
vested in him. Under these arrangements the India Office 
falls under the control of tpe British Government, and arrange
ments may be made to give the secretary of state full power 
over its contents, including its valuable library and other 
possessions. 1 

Mention has already been made of the legal liability to which 
the secretary of state shall continue to be subject' contr'lry to 
the otherwise regular exemption of any secretary of state from 
liability in the courts. 

• 
(b) THE KING IN COUNCIL 

Mention has already been inade of the ;,any cases in which 
authority is given to the King in Council to regulate matters 
under the constitution, and in the next section will be noted his 
constituent power. Moreover, 8 a very important pow~r is 
conferred to cover the period of transition to the new system, 
including that which must elapse between the operation of 
provincial autonomy and federation wh<;p the central govel'h
ment must operate under new conditions. It is then lawful to • 
provide for modifications in the Act and in the pro~sions of the 
Government of India Act still in force; to p.-ovide for a limited 
period that sufficient funds shall be available to all the govern
ments in India and Burma; and to make other temporary 
provisions to remove difficulties which emerge. But the power 
cannot be exercised in respect of the transition from the 
central government to federatio:>t more than six months after 
federation or in other matters more than six months after 
provincial autonomy. 

As regards all Orders in Council, save those referring to 
appeals to the King in Council or sanctioning proceedings 
against the governor-general, the representative of the Crown 
in relation to the states, the governors and the secretary of 
state, it is provided that a draft must be laid before both 
Houses of Parliament and an Order ean only iss1.1e after approval 
by both Houses with or without amendment. In emergency, if 
Parliament is dissolved or prorogued br both Houses are 

's. 172 (4). .a See §§ 13 (d), 19 (e) above. 3 s. 310. 
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adjourned for more tha.n fourteen days, the secretary of state 
may secure the inunediate issue of an Order, but it falls unless 
approved by both Houses with twenty-eight days after the next 
meeting of the Commons. The c~ntrol of Parliament is thus 
ensured, and the House of Lords receives full recognition as of 
equal concern in this regard with the Commons.' 

.. 
(c) THE HIGH COM111ISSIONER FOR INDIA 

The office of Hi h Commissioner was rovided for in the 
Ac o 1919 and established by r er m ounc1 o ugust 
18th 1920. The functi~ns a'8i ned to him were to act as ~ent 
of the centra overnment and of the rovincial governments 
and t1> perform mty functions kit erto carrie out m t c o ce 
of the secretary of state which might be assigned to him by 
that officer. The work undertaken is essentially non-political. 
N8rmally all political issues are conducted through the India 
Office, and the chief use of the High Commissioner in this 
regard has been in connexion with int.,rnational conferences 

•where he has been deputed to act as representative of India. 
In the case of the"Ottawa Conference in 1932, however, the 
exceptioQill step was taken of making the office of the High 
Commissioner th; centre of the activities of the Indian dele
gation, which negotiated with the British Government. This 
exceptional step was based on the desire to emphasize the 
independence of India in fiscal policy. 

In addition to the duty of procuring stores f6r Indian govern
ments, furnishing trade _information and promoting the 
welfare of Indian trade, the High Commissioner deals with the 
education in this country of Indian students, and supplies 
information on India to inquirers. 

Under the new regime he will be controlled by the governor
general in his individual judgment, and may be authorized to 
act for a province, a federated state, or Burma. 2 

Mention has been made above of the auditor of Indian home 
accounts 3 w~ is likewise under the control of the governor
general, and by whom the accounts of the High Commissioner 
are audited. 

1 s. 3()9. 's. 302. • s. 170 (2), (3). 
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21. THE AIIIENDMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION 

As was inevitable in the circumstances, the Act confers on 
the federation no general c&nstituent power, nor does it give 
any authority to the provinces, such as is enjoyed by the 
provinces of Canada and the states of the Commonwealth, 
to mould their own constitutions in detail, within the federal 
framework. 'l'he only power of change is vested in the lmperi1'!1 
Parliament with the exception that in a numher of mihor 
points change by the Crown in Council is perrni'tted. These 
are: (a) Any amendment relating to the size or composition of 
the chambers of the federal lcgislaturl, or to the methods of 
choosing or to the qualifications of members of that legislature, 
not being an amendment which would VBirY the proportion 
between the number of seats in the Council of State and the 
number of seats in the Federal Assembly, or would vary, either 
as regards the Council of State or the Federal Assembly, \he 
proportion between the number of seats allotted to British 
India and the number.of seats allotted to lndi3n states; (b) any 
amendment relating to the number of chambers in a ~rovincia~ 
legislature, or the size or composition of the chambers, or of • 
either chamber, of a provincial legislature, or to the IOilethod of 
choosing or the qualifications of members of a provincial • legislature; (c) any amendment providing that in the case of 
women literacy shall be substituted for any higher educational 
qualification standard for the time being required as a quali
fication for the· franchise, or providing that women if duly 
qualified shall be entered on electoral rolls without any applica· 
tion being made for the purpose by them or on their hehalf; 
and (d) any other amendment of the provisions relating to the 
qualifications enabling persons to be registered as voters for the 
purpose of elections. 

'l'he procedure is elaborate. Addresses must be passed by the 
federal or provincial legislature on motions moved in either 
chamber by a minister on beh3lf of the Council of Ministers, 
recommending such amendment; then an address must be 
passed in like manner 3Sking for the communication of any 
such resolution to Parliament, and within six months after 
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such communication the secretary of state must Jay before the 
Houses a statement of the action which it is proposed to take. 
The governor-general or governor is required to send with the 
address a statement of his opinion ~n the proposed amendment, 
its effect on any minority, the view of that minority, and a 
statement of the attitude of the majority of that minority's 
representatives in the legislature, and this must be laid before 
~rliament. Moreover, no amendment other than one of type 
(c) 'from a province may be suggested sooner than ten years 
from federat:on or provincial autonomy as the case may be. 

The King in Council
0
may make any of the specified amend

ments at any time and even without any address. But if no 
address is presented before the draft is laid before Parliament, 
the s<!cretary of sllitc must tak~ such steps as His Majesty may 
direct for ascertaining the views of the governments and 
legislatures affected, of any minority, and the attitude of the 
m31jority of the representatives of the minority in the legis
lature affected. In any case, the provisions of Part II of the 
first schedule of the Act dealing with •the representation of 
.,he state~ is not to be affected without the consent of any ruler 
affected. 1 • 

The e""lanation of the powers given, offered on July 3rd 
1935, by the go"ernment, was the impossiblity of foreseeing 
points of detail as to the franchise or constitution which 
required amendment, and the undesirability of having to 
secure an Act for matters of that type; further, any agreement 
between communities as to the communal award might have to 
be given effect, without th<: delay of an Act. It was realized 
that the Muhammadan community in particular feared any 
interference with the communal settlement, and it was 
explained that it was not intended to deal with it save by 
agreement. It must, however, be admitted that the power to 
affect it is now given, and that in view of the expressed 
intention of the government it should have been easy to 
safeguard from change without consent that part of the 
constitution . • 

1 s. 308. 
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22. THE TRANSITION TO THE FEDERATION 

It is clear that there cannot be immediate provincial 
autonomy and federation, add accordingly the Act contemplates 
that after provincial autonomy has been established-perhaps 
in 1936-7-there shall be a period when the federation will 
be non-existent.• During this time the Indian legislature; as 
constituted under the Act of 1919, shall exercise the functi~s 
of the federal legislature so far as British India is concerned, and 
executive power such as the federation will pos;ess will vest 
in the governor-general in council, or in matters under the 
federation placed in his discretion, in the governor-general, in 
respect of British India. The governor-general will have 
special responsibilities similai> to those which are prtlVided 
under federation, but the provisions as to action in his individual 
judgment will naturally not apply, since responsible govern
ment does not exist. But the rules as to prior sanctio,. of 
legislation, as to broadcasting, as to directions to and principles 
to be observed by the federal railway authority, and the 
services recruited by the secretary of state shall hav~ effect ill 
regard to defence, external affairs, eccle~iastical affairs and • 
tribal areas as they have effect in relation to matte~ in which 
the governor-general is required by the Aft to exercise his 
discretion.' In all matters the governor-general and the 
governor-general in council remains subject to the secretary of 
state, who in questions of the grant or appropriation of revenue 
of the governor-general in council must have the concurrence of 
a majority of his advisers who are !<J number between eight and 
twelve.• 

While this part of the Act is in force, no sterling loans shall 
be raised by the governor-general in council, but under the 
authority of Parliament a loan may be raised by the secretary 
of state, with the concurrence of a majority of his advisers; 
such loans shall be free from Indian taxation, rank as trustee 
stocks, and claims in respect of them may be brought against 
the secretary of state, but without imposing avy liability on 
the British Exchequer. • The Indian legislatu~e is forbidden 

1 Act, Part XIII a.nd Sched. 9. 
8 8. 314. • 

IS. 313. 
4 s. 316. 
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to limit the borrowing powers of the governor-general in 
council. 

The federal court, the public service commission, and federal 
railway authority may be brough1: into being for purposes 
connected with British India before federation, either together 
with or later than provincial autonomy.' 

s"ubject to these important changes the whole structure of 
tht!' central government shall remain unaltered pending 
federation.' 

• 

I 23. THE POSITION OF THE STATES 

Reference has already' been made to the position of the 
states tn regard to•federation. But states need not federate, 
and apart from that there will remain many matters in which 
the states are not concerned with the federation but have 
relations with the Crown through his representative. 

Under the advice of the Montagu-Chelmsford Report• the 
relations of the states, formerly often collducted through the 
local gove~nments, have been in the great majority of cases 

• rendered direct witn the governor-general. But the control 
of the Cro'fll is exercised in most cases through an agent. In 
immediate politicaJ relations with the government of India 
are Hyderabad, Mysore, Baroda, Jammu and Kashmir, . 
Gwalior, as well as Bhutan and Sikkim, whose eonnexion is 
slightly different from that of the ordinary state. The agent of 
the governor-general in Baluchistan is concerned with relations 
with Kalat and Las Bela. 1:he Central Indian Agency whose 
agent resides at Indore with political agents in Bhopal, 
Bundelkhand, and Malwa, includes twenty-eight major states, 
marked by the possession of salutes by their rulers, and 
sixty-nine non-salute states. The Deccan States Agency was 
formed in 1933 by detaching the states controlled by Bombay; 
the agent is resident at Kolhapur; there are sixteen other states, 
mostly small. The Eastern States Agency was created in 1933 
by detaching till' states in connexion with the Central Provinces, 

1 8. iUS. • 2 S. 317 n.nd Sched. 9, 
3 See § 3 above. In th~ :Muslim stntes, nll told, there ·are only some 3,000,000 

Muslims, with 8,000,000 in other states. 
4 J>arl. Paper, Cd. 9109, pp. 247, 248. 
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Bihar and Orissa. Of the forty states Mayurabhanj, Patna, 
Bastar, and Kalahandi are the most important; the agent 
resides at Ranchi with a secretary and political agent at 
Sambalpur. In the same jear the Gujarat States Agency, with 
eleven greater and seventy non-salute states and estates, was 
created at the expense of Bombay, the resident at Baroda 

• being made agent; the leading state is Rajpipla, and subordinate 
to the agency is the Rewa Kantha Agency. In 1923 the stl!tcs 
in communication with Madras were detached and formed into 
the Madras States Agency, including Travancore, where the 
agent resides, and Cochin. The governor of the North-West 
Frontier Province is agent for five ;tates, including Chitral. 
The Punjab States Agency was formed in 1921; it includes 
fourteen states, the Muslim :Sahawalpur !tnd the Sikh"l'atiala 
being the more important; in 1933 Khairpur was added. The 
Rajputana States Agency has its headquarters at Mount Abu, 
where the agent, the chief commissioner of Ajmer-Merwara, 
resides; Bikaner and Sirohi are directly under him; the twenty
two others fall under the resident at Jaipur, the resident in 
Jliewar and political agent Southern Rajputana States, U>e 
political agent Eastern Rajputana States, and the resident • 
Western Rajputana States. Tonk and Palanpwo are under 
Muslim, Bharatpur and Dholpur under J'\t rulers; the others 
include Udaipur, the premier Rajput State, Jaipur, Jodhpur, 
and Bikaner. The Western India States Agency was created 
in 1924, when the states of the Kathiawar, Cutch, and Palanpur 
Agencies under the Bombay government were placed under the 
governor-general, Mahi Kantha .Agency being added in 1933. 
The agent resides at Rajkot; under him are political agents for 
the Sabar Kantha, Western and Eastern Kathiawar Agencies. 
There are sixteen salute states, including Cutch, Junagadh, 
Nawanagar, and Bhavnagar, and 236 non-salute states and 
estates. 

There remain in direct relations with local governments a 
small number of states. Assam is connected with Manipur and 
sixteen small states of the Khasi and Jaintia ~ills; Bengal has 
the states of Cooch Behar and Tripura, whq;;e population is 
largely mongoloid; the Punjab is connected with eighteen 
Simla hill states of which Bashahr is the largest and three other . -
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small states. The United Provinces deals with R&mpur, 
Benares, created afresh in 191~ and the Himalayan 'l'ehri
Garhwal. 

The governor-general in dealing With the states is aided by 
the political department, already referred to, which in its 
work in this respect is subordinate to the governor-general in 
his ~apacity as representative of the Crown in its relations with 
th~ates. The extent of the authority of the Crown, as we have 
seen, 'varies very greatly fr<lln state to state. 

In these states constitutional government has made very 
Kslight progress. Since 1907 there has existed in Mysore a legis
t la\ive council no~c'Snsistiiig.lfiifty members w1th an elective 

aJor1ty, m add1tlon to the d1wan and the other members of 
al'iaruja'S"Co'iitJ.Cii. Tliis liedy has wide legislative and 

'manm powers l:l'Ut-has *no autlionty over the executive 
government.' More importance appears in popular opinion to 
atta•h to the representative assembly created in 1881 consist-
ing of between 250 and 275 members, though its functions, 
modelled on the traditional Indian usage, are mainly con
su<tative .tnd interpellative. In Baroda administration is 

"conducted on modern"lines by the diwan, who presides over the 
executive ""unci! subject to the control of the Maharaja; for 
legislation there i'\ a legislative council partly nominated, 
partly elected. A similar council was established in Kashmir 
as part of the reforms undertaken in 1933-4. There are 
councils also in the states of Bhopal, Travancorc, and Coehin, 
and similar institutions in twenty-five other states. On the 
other pand, it was only Ul)der pressure from the British 
Government that in 1919 Hyderabad set up an executive 
council of eight members with a view to diminishing the im
mediate intervention of the Nizam in the affairs of state.' 
The legislative council established in 1893 contains twenty 
members in addition to the president, and of these eleven are 
officials. 

In no case is there a state constitution which is binding on 
the rulers. T""re axe still many instances in which no dis
tinction is made. between the privy purse of the rulers and the 

1 Matters affecting the p~nccly family and rela.tioru with the Crown, and certain 
financial issues are reserved. ,.m 

2 Cf. Barton, Princes of india, pp.'109 f., 209 f. 
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state revenues, with the result that insufficient consideration 
has been shown in many sta~s for the needs of the people, but 
56 of the 109 princes who are directly represented in the 
Chamber of Princes hav~ fixed privy purses. In the great 
majority of states executive and judicial functions are not 
separated, but thirty-four of these states have made. this 
distinction. In many states the judiciary remains under the 
complete control of the ruler, but in forty states high c~s 
more or less on British models hi\.e come into. being, and in 
some of them no doubt justice is administered with due regard 
to law. But it must be remembered .hat the ruler of a state is 
not subject to law, and that officials acting on his instructions 
are not normally amenable to the jurisdiction of the courts. 
There is no system of law aefinitcly laia down in the great 
majority of the states, a fact which leaves too wide discretion 
to the executive and the judiciary. There is nothing corre
sponding to the rule of law as it prevails in British India: and 
when the Government of India Act was drafted 1 it was found 
impossible to provide for a statement of fundam~ntal rights 
since these could not be accepted by the states. Moreo~r, 
it must be pointed out that only in forty-six states has there" 
been started a regular graded civil list of officials, though 
a larger number have established pension.funds or provident 

I funds. 
• With the advance of political rights in British India it is 

inevitable that the autocracy of the states should become more 
and more anomalous. The paramount power, having decided 
that it is proper that the people of British India should be 
encouraged to exercise political power, cannot logically maintain 
the view that the Indian states should deny their subjects the 
right to advance in political status. It seems clear, therefore, 
that the Crown should endeavour by the use of its authority 
to secure the gradual extension of political rights to the people. 

The states are represented in accordance with the Montagu
Chelmsford scheme in the Chamber of Princes. 2 Under its 
constitution 3 it is a consultative body, to be <Jonsulted freely 
by the Viceroy in matters relating to the terr.itories of Indian 

!-;)·oint Committee Roport, i, 216. • 
2 Pari. Paper, Crod. 3568, pa(.~S---91. 
8 Notificatio~ 262 R, :FebruatY 8th 1921, as amended, 
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states and in matters affecting these territories jointly with 
British India or with the rest df the Empire. It has no concern 
with the internal affairs of individual states or their rulers, or 
the relations with the Crown, and' it interferes in no way with 
the existing rights of states or their freedom of action. Its 
CQ!lstitution is of some interest as marking the distinctions 
between the classes of states. There are (1) those with full 
l~g,islative and jurisdictional power; (2) those "'hich have such 
power parti;tlly subject lo superintendence, such as the right 
of intervention in internal affairs, supervision of criminal 
jurisdiction, in some "iSes limitation of judicial authority and 
restriction of the right of legislation or even, as in the case of 
the Simla hill states, the reservation of residuary rights to the 
British Government; (3) state'!;; with very limited authority, 
now usually called estates and jagirs. The Chamber consists 
of 109 princes represented separately, and 12 chosen to 
ref>resent 127 states of the second class. It must be added that, 
perhaps naturally, the greater states have shown dislike of 
thus beiv.g ranked with states of minor" importance and have 

"not sent representatives to the Chamber. That body, however, • has taken advantage of its position to press for preservation and 
extensior. of the rights of the states. It has served to enable 
them to express. views on tariff and defence issues, though 
British Indian legislators have not had a like right to discuss 
state issues, and it was by it that claims were put forward for 
the recognition of state rights as regards wireless telegraphy and 
air transport. 

The Chamber took up the proposal for the reduction to regular 
rules of political practice in issues concerning the states, which 
had been mooted earlier and had led in September 1919 to 
the meeting of a codification committee to consider some 
twenty-three points on which difficulties had arisen, according 
to replies to an invitation for criticisms addressed to the states. 
Certain matters had already been taken up and adjusted before 
it became the business of the standing committee of the 
Chamber to investigate. Thus by a resolution of August 27th 
1917 it was admitted that the government of India was the 
trustee and custodian of the rights, interests, and traditions of 
the state during a minJrity, and th.at therefore in future 
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instead of entrusting control to a political officer-who in the 
past had often effected important changes during his tenure of 
office-a council of regency should be established: old traditions 
should be respected, rad~eal changes avoided, local men 
employed, treaty rights respected; no jagirs should be granted, 
no state territories exchanged or sold, and no long-te~;m 

commercial concessions or monopolies should be given to 
individuals or companies. In the same way it has been agr.!'~d 
that, where the succession to a ruler rs regular, the.governmcnt 
does not sanction as formerly the accession, but merely accords 
it recognition. But the government ~mains admittedly the 
necessary arbitrator where the succession is not regular or its 
regularity is disputed; thus it declined (1925) to permit the late 
Maharaja of Kashmir to pass o~er the heir in descent in favour 
of his adopted son. Accord has also been reached on such issues 
as the rules affecting the employment of Europeans by the 
states; the settlement of boundary disputes, and the paymt!nt 
of compensation to the states for land taken for irrigation, 
navigation, and other'l:mrposes. • 

The right, however, of the Crown in the exercise of paramount' 
power to determine the extent of its sovereignty, asserted at • 
Bahawalpur by Lord Curzon, 1 was reasserted in othe most 
conclusive terms in 1926 by Lord Reading' vohen he closed the 
controversy over Berar with the Nizam and stands unaltered; 
the way for the rulers to acquire authority is through 
federation. It has remained necessary to intervene with 
decisive authority in state affairs. The Nizam was reminded 
of the desirability of orderly adruinistration and pressed to 
employ British officers to bring order into the administration 
of the state under the executive council system. 3 The Maharana 
of Udaipur was required after a rising against his government 
in 1921 to rectify causes of complaint and to delegate power to 
his son. 4 It has been necessary to secure the absence from his 
state of the ruler of Alwar and to place a British officer in charge 
temporarily (1933). In 1926 the murder of a British Indian 

1 Cu~. in I JUlia, p. 226; cf. p. 228. • 
2 Pari. Paper, Cmd. 3302, pp. 56-8, reaffirmed by the Indian.Statca Committee 

(ibid., pp. 18, 19). 
a Barton, 'l'he Primu of India, p. 210. 
4 Barton, p. 94. Ja.ipur aJso was in nood of a British administrator (p. 96). 
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merchant in Bombay was alleged to have been instigated by 
the ruler of Indore, who wa~ therefore offered an impartial 
commission of inquiry ori the line~ suggested by the Montagu
Chelmsford Report as the best means of deciding issues of this 
kind through effective investigation.' Declining to face such 
in,vestigation, he resigned in favour of his son. In 1922 the 
nawab of Nabha was found by the investigation of a special 
ooQUilissioner to have used the judicial machinery of his state 
to secure ilJegal convictions against subjects and officials of 
Patiala, with the deliberate intention of injuring a neighbouring 
state; he was permittjd, with some hesitation, to abdicate, 2 

but in 1928 on charges of disloyalty and seditious associations 
he was removed to Kodaikanal and placed under restraint. 
Prolo"nged absence from the sthte has occasioned the necessity 
of relieving the ruler of Dewas (senior) from the administration 
of his territory. 

•The position of the states in matters of titles has been 
recently made more clear. The government has no objection 
in principle to rulers of the states bestowing on their subjects 

"titles which the Jlritish Government does not bestow, but it 
objects to their grant to British subjects, though in some 
cases it ~ppears that recognition has not been wholly refused. 
The rulers of Baoroda, Gwalior, Mysore, and other states have 
orders of chivalry, which may be worn after those conferred 
by the Crown. On the other hand, rulers receive membership 
of the British Orders of the Star of India or the Indian Empire, 
the omission of the ruler of N abha being regarded as a signal 
mark of royal displeasur~. They may not accept without 
permission any foreign title. They may not assume any new 
Indian title without recognition. The style of the heir-apparent 
is normally adopted from Indian usage; permission has been 
given for the adoption of new styles in certain cases. The 
Crown confines the term 'Highness' to the reigning head of the 
state and his wife; only in exceptional cases is it accorded to the 
heir-apparent as in Mysore. The term 'Prince' is recognized only 
of the rulers~ and of the Prince of Arcot and the son of the last 
King of Oudh. The Indian princes are not royalty, nor their 

1 Parl. Paper, Cmd. 9109, a. 309. 
2 Panikka.t:Jndian Statu, pp. 6o-3. 
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families royal, but ruling families. Their salutes and precedence 
are determined by the Crown. • 

Apart from these vital q'lestions of status, the princes have 
largely by assent been brought into economic relations of a 
close kind with the British Crown. The attainment of direct 
rule in 1858 was the prelude to the systematic bringing of the 
states into the railway planning of the period. The states were 
induced to provide land, and sometimes materials, to surreq,.fer 
jurisdiction, and transit duties, in some eases even tq,lend money, 
to further construction of lines which remained under British 
control; they gained no doubt from fa~lities for trade though 
the routes followed and rates imposed may have been chosen 
for reasons of military convenience and the interests of British 
India. The right to construct ·new railway; in the stat~s has 
naturally been subject to British intervention 2 in order to 
prevent competition with the established lines, a fact which 
explains the terms of the railway section of the new constituW'm. 

Certain rights with regard to railways are granted to Jodhpur, 
Bikaner, and Hydcrabad, and Kashmir and Cutch, are not 
included in the general railway system. MilLtary consideration1 • 
are of course sufficient to justify this claim of control. 

Telegraph lines, telephone system, and postal arrangements 
have been established by the government of ktdia. Telegraphs 
being essential for military purposes are under the government 
of India in all cases, though certain privileges are accorded to 
states where offices are established. Kashmir alone has a 
separate system, but the h.:~ish Indian system also operates 
in this state. It has been agreed in-1924 as a result of negotia
tions that states may construct internal telegraph lines, but 
special arrangements are requisite for connexion with the 
Indian system. The same principle has been applied to 
telephones. • 

In most states the Indian government has introduced its 
postal system. In Gwalior, Patiala, Jind; and Nabha there is a 
system based on a postal convention under which letters posted 
in the state post offices are carried throughout llftlia. In other 
states the Indian post office has exclusive right~ in respect of 

1 Pa.nikkar, Indian States, pp. 68-72. 
2 Agreement on principles w~ t88.{)hod in 1923. 
:~ Pa.rJ. Paperr Cmd. 3302, p. 40, 
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All-India mail services, and only ten states, of which Hyderabad, 
Travancorc, and Cochin are the nost important, have the right 
of internal services. The•states are also required to pay 
compensation in respect of robbely of mails within state 
territory, 1 a subject which has raised protests when the 
rob~eries have not been caused by lack of care in the 
state. · 

A! regards customs duty British authority has extended 
mainiy to seaborne trade, the states' being permitted to levy 
land customs "and transit duties. Special arrangements have 
been made with the mariiime states of Travancore and Cochin, 
under which Indian import duties are enforced in the port of 
Cochin and proceeds are shared. Certain minor states 3 levy 
import unties on se:tborne goods: but the government of India 
claims a refund of duties in respect of such goods consumed in 
British territory, but it has not conceded the claims of states 
to b~ paid sums in respect of imports consumed in the states. 
Here again federation is proposed to meet the difficulty. 
Kashmir, however, not• only levies its owrl' customs duties but 
lmder a treaty of 1870 receives duties collected at British Indian 

"ports on goods impohed into the state in bond. The duties 
charged by ,;Hyderabad are controlled by treaty. 

In currency ma~rs the British rupee has become everywhere 
legal tender, the process being assisted by the work of the· 
Presidency Banks and the Imperial Bank of India. Hydcrabad 
has its own rupee and has issued since the war currency notes. 
Travancore keeps accounts in its own rupee and coins half and 
quarter silver rupees. In R'l,jputana each state has its own 

. rupee, a most inconvenient position, which justifies the action 
taken during minorities in the states of Alwar (1905) and 
Bikaner (1893) to introduce British coins. The government 
discourages the state mints, restricting them as far as possible 
to the state capital and to the production of sufficient coinage 
only to meet the needs of the state. 

In the vital matter of salt British policy has succeeded in 
securing control of the production even in the states and the 

t Rules of 1866, re"Yised in 1886; condemned by the States Committee (p. 50). 
2 Mysore is the chief exooption. 
3 Bhavnngat' is a free port and keeps customs evon on goods passed into British 

Indio.. .... • 
29 
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fixing of a regular price, determined by the government, which 
depends on the duty chargedo 1 

In a similar manner considerable success was attained in 
establishing monopoly in• opium. In 1907 a convention with 
China provided for the closing of that market to Indian opium, 
and the states, though they were not consulted regardin~ the 
treaty, are of course bound by its terms. 

In all these matters the Indian States Committee of 19!1!-9 2 

found that the state had no serious grievances to he remedied, 
insisting that the states could not expect British India which 
suffered severely from the opium policy, to recompense them 
for a common sacrifice in internatio~al moral interests, while 
uniform currency was a boon to all concerned, and only 
confusion could arise from re<>pening the dl.d treaties regulating 
salt production. But federation no doubt renders it fair to 
consider the claims of states which pay tr:bute or have ceded 
lands for protection and which would in federation be paying 
twice over for security. 3 Hyderabad, however, prefers to insist 
on her treaty right!; for the maintenance in her borders of a 
British force. • • 

The states have been brought into in~xtricable relations of' 
'Jil,ii3-,,Wtll.:.a[jtj~h 1!;\~~J:>y the establishment, thJ;ough roads, 
railways, posts, telegraphs, telephone, arvi wireless systems, 
of through communications. They have interests in British 
Indian currency and banking, and are vitally affected by the 
development of Indian industrialism and by the growth of 
oversea commerce. Tariff policy affects them deeply. All 
these factors operate in much tpe same way on all the states 
and help to create in their rulers the sense of common interests 
which rendered possible the creation and partial operation of 
the Chamber of Princes. In like manner their subjects have 
ceased to feel so intense a personal loyalty and have begun to 
conceive of themselves as Indian citizens, an idea which the 
Round Table Conference mooted but without reaching agree
ment on its practicability. The influence of the Press and the 

1 Tra.va.ncore and Kathia.war do not pay salt duty. Tho. value of immunities 
now is forty-six lllokhs. 

:.. Cmd. 3302, pp. 48, 60. Cmd. 4103 is morcft::.vourable t.o~t.nJ.a claims, no doubt 
in tho desire to promote fedemtion, tho concoaaiow deemed just being made 
conditional on federation. a position naturally criticized n.s illogical 

3 e.g., Mysorc, Baroda, pwalior; Barton, The Princes of India, pp. 301, 302. 
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tmiversities has propagated demands for a minimum of rights. 
The Indian National Congress h.., recognized the unity of India 
by permitting. Congress m:gani,,ation .in the states; those con· 
nccted with l\Iadras and l\Iysore. !rave such organizations to 
send representatives to Congress. The States' Peoples' Confer
ence' represents the doctrine of the common.interests of the 
peoples of the states as against their rulers, and it is in vain that 
th~ l\Iaharaja of Bikaner contends that the Conference is in 
principle unconstitutional and illegal, and that at most the 
people of each state may organize to make suggestions to 
the ruler. But the essential,fact,of,~'X ~ms,tEr..,--;@.,,:m~ the 
demands put forward by the spokesmen of the people, though 
doubtless in advance of the great majority of those concerned, 
are aWof an easily•defended nature. They demand a share in 
legislation and taxation; the fixing at a reasonable sum of the 
privy purse of the ruler; the enactment of a code of law with 
sccttrities for person • and property, administered by a judiciary 
independent of the executive; the declaration of fundamental 
rights of freedom of speech, of the Press; and of the right to 
oogagc in political agitation; they ask that the state representa• 
tives to any federar legislature should be elected; they desire 
to see the iivil services placed on a definite footing with proper 
security of tenure,_and their subjection to independent judicial 
control.' Some urge that the states should co-operate with 
British India in dealing with the appalling evils of child 
marriage, instead of affording facilities for evasion of the 
Sarda Act. 

' /, · h i " · · • _, ' . P I .For ot or orgaruzatiOns, etc., see D. V. Gund.a.ppa, The State& am..t lt~r tope 
in the lndia.n Ccmqi,itution (Hl31). 

2 Domestic slavery still lingers; Barton, Phe. p,.inces of India, p. 69. See also 
the case of a subject of the ruler of Sirohi imprisoned in a. bungalow; Bombay 
High Court, Jw1e 22nd 1935. 

3 Protection against the organization of activities in British India directed 
against atato authority or mass movomonta int-O a state is given by the Indian 
States (Protection) Act, 1934, which also imposes penalties on Press statements 
exciting hatred, contempt, or disaffection for state administrations, though state. 
menta of fact are allowed. The Act dangerously limits criticism of ma.la.d.ministra.. 
tion. It must be a.dmitted thnt the very necessary reforms in Kashmir were 
compeJled by notiott in British India. Unfortunately there has been blackma~g 
of states. 
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24. BRITISH BURMA 
• The separation of Burma from India involves the creation of a 

distinctive constitution, 1 *hich is based on combining in the 
hands of the governor the powers of the governor-general and 
of the governors of the provinces, so far as is practicable, and 
in all matters of legislative concern giving the full authority 
of the federal and provincial legislatures to the Blll"ll'lese 
legislature. There is, of course, as a result a constitution· of a 
very remaxkable type, presenting the possibility• of the rise of 
effective responsible government in a manner without parallel 
in India. The provinces there are of re~tricted power, while the 
federation is shut out from many vital activities deeply 
affecting the life of the peopl!l\ and the untty of its legtslature 
is seriously lessened by the fact that it represents the nominees 
of autocratic rulers who disbelieve in democracy and the 
elected representatives of British India. In Burma the majority 
of the legislature is Burmese, so that, if it is desired, there is the 
possibility of a stron~ and united party;which is the necessaxy 
presupposition of responsible government. Moreove"r, there •s 
nothing parallel to the weight of conse!vatism lent to the • 
federal legislature by the states, though the po~er of the 
governor to nominate half the second chaq;tber will doubtless 
be used to secure som<' measure of conservative support to a 
government which may tend to fall under the control of the 
majority in the lower house in an inconvenient degree. 

In the main the constitution is a transcript from that of the 
federation and provinces, hut the.governor, who is normally to 
act on the advice of his council of ministers not exceeding ten 
in number, 2 is to act in his discretion with the aid of three 
counsellors in matters of defence, external affairs, other than 
relations with other parts of the dominions of the Crown, 
ecclesiastical affairs, the control of monetary policy, currency 
and coinage, certain areas including the Shan states, and 
areas in Burma which are not British territory, 8 Burma 
denoting those parts of India east of Bengal,. Manipur, and 
areas attached to Assam. His special responsib,ilities' included 

1 Act, Part XIV, reprinted as Government. of Burma Act, l!J35. Soo Joint 
Committee Hepurt, i, 245 if., 381 ff.; ii, 1 ff. 

2 8.6. 3 8.7. •s.s. 
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prevention of grave menace to peace or tranquillity; the 
safeguarding of the financial s}ability and credit of Burma; 
the safeguarding of the legitimate interests of minorities; the 
securing to and to the dependants" of members of the public 
services of the rights accorded by the Act and the safeguarding 
of .their legitimate interests; the securing in the executive 
sphere of the prevention of discrimination; the preventing of 
di.ll!riminatory treatment or penalization of goods imported 
from the United Kingdom and India; the securing of the peace 
and government of certain areas specified in the Act, 1 and the 
securing that the due diij,charge of functions in respect of which 
he is to act in discretion or individual judgment is not prejudiced 
by action taken in other matters. He has to aid him a financial 
adviser and an ad~ocate-gener:tl, and is required to exercise 
the same powers as in India in respect of police rules, the 
prevention of crimes of violence, and the safeguarding of 
infmmation, and to make rules securing that ministers and 
secretaries give him information where any special responsibility 
rna y be involved. • • 
• The legislature in which the governor represents the King is 

• composed of a Sena'l:e, half of whose members are nominated 
by the go'-iernor, half elected by the House of Representatives 
on the system of .proportional representation. • Senators are 
qualified by a high property qualification or by ministerial or 
official serVice or other public service. Its duration is seven 
years, but it may be dissolved either with the lower house or 
by itself. The House of Representatives, which lasts for five 
years, COnsists of 182 men1bers; there are fH general non
communal seats, 12 Karen seats; 8 Indian, • 2 Anglo-Burman, 
and 3 European seats; 11 for representatives of commerce and 
industry, one for the university, and two each for Indian and 
non-Indian labour. The franchise is given at age eighteen, and· 
is based on property, taxation, rent payment, and other 
qualifications wider than those in India, resulting it is 
anticipated in a wide representation . 

• 
The powers "f the governor, the organization of the houses, 

1 Sched. 2, Part U. a S. 17 and Schad. 3. 
3 i.e., porsons born or domiciled in India, or whose fathers or grandfathers were 

so born or domiciled. • 
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privileges, pay, and so forth follow the lines indieated; there is 
close similarity in the disqu~fications of members, and the 
general rules of procedure. The legislature is given extra· 
territorial authority in respect of British subjects and subjects 
of the Crown in any part of Burma; of British subjects domiciled 
in Burma wherever they are; of ships and aircraft and persons 
on them, if registered in Burma; and of the personnel of na~al, 
military, and air forces raised in Burma and their follow~.1 

The rules of legislative procedure follow the Indian model; the 
governor's prior assent is required in like cases, differences of 
view are solved after twelve months normally by joint sittings; 
Bills may be assented to, reserved, ~r refused assent. The 
governor• may promulgate ordinances at the instance of 
n1inisters, or in certain caseS" on his own• motion, anC:l may 
enact permanent Acts; moreover, for the scheduled areas he 
may make regulations, 3 and no Act applies save in so far as he 
makes it effective with or without modifications. He may also, 
if the constitutional machinery breaks down, take over the 
administration, subj"ct to approval by Parlian1ent, but the 
period shall not exceed three years. • • • 

The financial provisions follow the India~ model. 6 Grants are 
the concern of the House of Repr~sentatives onlJI, and the 
governor has the same power of restoring ~ts that exists in 
India, while similar exceptions from the necessity of voting 
grants are provided. Audit is entrusted to an auditor-general, 
but home accounts may be audited by the auditor of Indian 
home accounts. 

Provision is made for a Burm~ railway board, and a rates 
committee may be appointed, but there is no provision for a 
tribunal, as the issues involved in India do not arise for 
Burma.• 

The provisions regarding the high court arc as in India. A 
new appeal is accorded to the Privy Council on the interpret&· 
tion of the Act or any Order in Council under it.' 

The services of the Crown are protected as in India. The 
secretary of state shall recruit for the Burtn01 civil service 
(Class I), the Burma police (Class I), any Burma lfiedical service, 

's. 33 
6 Sa. 55-67. 

2 Ss. 41-.'1. 
8 Ss. 69-80. 

• 8. 40. 
's.. 81-90. 

• s. 139 . 
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and if necessary for irrigation. The security of the subordinate 
judiciary is provided for, and thi governor is given full discretion 
to appoint a Burma frontier service, which is normally exempt 
from control by the legislature. A public service commission 
is provided for, and security against unfair prosecutions, and as 
to pensions and other matters are regulated as in India. The 
appointment of chaplains is authorized. Only British subjects 
a~ normally eligible to serve the Crown, but the governor may 
ext~nd eligibility to areas in Burma, and to natives of specified 
Indian stath or territories adjacent to India. Sex is not 
generally to disqualify.' 

Lands and buildings "held in Burma for the purposes of the 
government of India now fall to the Crown in Burma, as does 
other"property, eJteluding property held for the Indian forces 
stationed in Burma, not being raised in Burma. Contracts pass 
to the government of Burma which is made able to sue and be 
Suid, while liabilities of the secretary of state in council may 
be enforced against the secretary of state. 2 The secretary of 
state is to be advised by not more toon three advisers on 
"onditioJts similar to those in respect of India, but only one 
adviser need have !lad ten years' service in Burma. 3 

As in t~e case of India, there are restrictions• on the power of 
the legislature, iniluding restrictions 5 to prevent discrimination 
against the United Kingdom; there is a prohibition of dis· 
crimination on grounds of religion, etc.;' property if taken must 
be paid for, and pensions and grants are safeguarded. 7 The 
existing law is to continue subject to adjustments by Order in 
Council. 8 The governor is to be immune from legal process 
while in office, and a like immunity is accorded to the secretary 
of state, and after leaving office only by permission of the King 
in Council may proceedings be taken for official actions. • 
A High Commissioner for Burma may be appointed if desired. 10 

There is no general power to amend the constitution. On a 
procedure" similar to that in India after ten years amendments 
may be asked for by the legislature as regards the composition 
of the legislat'Jl'e, or the method of choosing or the qualification 
of members, o:r; the franchise, and at any time amendments may 

1 Ss. 91-129. . 2 Ss. 130-3. aS. 140. 'S. 34:. 
6 Ss. 44-54. 6 S. 144. 1 Sa. 145, 146. 8 Ss. 149, 157. 
9 s. 102. lQ s. 160. 11 s. 154. 
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be made by Order in Council after due consultation of the 
government, the legislature, any~ority, and after ascertaining 
the views of the majority of the representatives of the minority 
in the legislature. • • 

The procedure by Order in Council is subject to the control 
of Parliament, 1 and there is power to make adjustments by 
Order in Council within six months after the coming into force 
of the constitution. 2 -

As in India, there is power to remove partially exempted 
areas from that category and to place exempted ~cas into the 
category of partially exempted areas. 8 

The problem presented by the states" in India is unlmown in 
effect in Burma, for the only substantial non-British area is 
presented by the Karenni staltes, and the:t are of negiigible 
proportions. One further area is non-British, the Namwan 
Assigned Area, which is held on perpetual lease from China in 
order to facilitate border transit. It is sufficient in their casO> to 
treat them on the model of excluded areas, but as they are not 
British territory, they have to be dealt with on the procedure of 
the Foreign Jurisdiction Act, 1890. • • 

An exceptional position is occupied by \he federated Shan 
states which are British territory but which are go¥erned by 
their own chiefs with full powers. The go¥ernor acts in his 
discretion in relation to these states, and until otherwise 
provided by the King in Council he will continue to control the 
Federal Fund of this state. The King by Order in Council may 
require contributions to be made to the fund by the states; 
may require payments representing the share of the receipts of 
the Burmese govermnent accruing on account of the states to 
be made from Burmese funds to the Federal Fund; may require 
payments to be made to Burmese revenues from the fund, 
representing the proper share of the states in the general 
expenses of Burma, and may make such other provisions as he 
thinks fit in respect of the fund. • Only the payments from and 
to Burmese revenue shall be brought before the Burma legisla
ture. The accounts of the fund shall be kept as directed by the 
auditor-general of Burma, by whom they are auqited. 

The separation of Burma involves the allocation as between 
1 s. 157. • .s. 166. 3 S. Ui5. • s. 68. 
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India and Burma of responsibility for Indian debt. An 
advisory tribunal recommended ~hat as a general principle the 
proper ratio in which Burma should contribute in respect of the 
liabilities outstanding at the date" of separation should be 
7·5 per cent.l The King in Council is authorized to require 
payments from Burmese revenues of such sums as he may 
judge fit.' 

'l'he question of currency falls to be regulated by Order in 
Courlcil, 3 but it has been agreed between the two governments 
that for a period of at least three years after separation the 
currency and exchange shall continue to be managed by the 
Reserve Bank of India •and the currency system of the two 
countries will remain unified. Provision, however, is made for 
the iss\ie of distiitctive bank-notes for Burma in order to 
facilitate the adjustments consequent on the joint use of the 
Reserve Bank, and a local coinage of different design from the 
lndi<m may, if desired, be introduced in Burma. 4 

Power also is given to regulate by Order in Council the 
customs duties to be levied on trade between India and Burma. 5 

b has been agreed' that in general Indian goods shall enter 
• Burma duty free anTi without restriction, subject to the power 

to levy copntervailing duties corresponding to excise duties. 
Special arrangeme~ts are provided as to similarity of treatment 
of goods imported from other countries. The agreement is to 
operate for three years after separation subject to termination 
by notice of twelve months. Immigration 7 likewise is to be 
continued for three years on the existing basis and is not 
subject to any restrictions ot)ler than those of general applica
tion in the interests of public health and safety or necessary for 
the exclusion of undesirable individuals, or considered necessary 
by the head of either government in the exercise of his special 
responsibility for the prevention of any grave menace to the 
peace or tranquillity of the territory under his government. 
Provision is made for India states to be placed in the same 
position as British India on a basis of reciprocity . 

• 
1 Parl. Paper, Cmd. 4902, p. 20. 2 S. 134:. 3 S. 137. 
• Pari. Papor, Omd. 4901. 5 S. 135. 0 Pari. Paper, Cmd. 4985. 
7 Ibid. and s. 138, · 
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25. NATIONALITY AND ALIENAGE 

The rules of nationality tn force in India need not be 
discussed at length becal!sc they are ti10se enacted by the 
British Parliament and they cannot be varied by the Indian 
legislature.• It is sufficient to note that under the statutes of 
1914-332 British nationality is acquired by birth on British 
territory and by marriage to a British subject, and in ce•in 
cases by descent from a person of British nationality. Further, 
nationality can be acquired by naturalizatidn under the 
scheme of the Act of 1914, which provides for the creation of 
naturalization which produces the st~tus of a British subject 
throughout the Empire. In India this provision is operative, 
but there is also provision by .Act VII of lil26, for the grant of 
naturalization to certain persons not being subjects of any 
state in Europe or America nor of any state of which an Indian 
British subject is prevented by law from becoming a nat~mal 
by naturalization; such nationality is valid in British India 
and the states and .British protection is accorded in foreign 
countries. • • 

Aliens in India owe temporary allegian~e to the Crown and • 
are entitled to the protection of Indian laws;' they: are triable 
in the same manner as natural-born subjects. Th~y are sub
jected to certain minor discriminations in respect of membership 
of local authorities, but the common law provision forbidding 
the ownership of real property was never introduced into 
India.• 

Power was given by the Foreil(ners Act of 1864<, 6 which was 
amended in 1915, to prevent aliens from residing in British 
India. The central and local governments have power to order 
any foreigner to remove himself from British India, and a 
foreigner who refuses to remove himself or returns after removal 
may be apprehended and detained. Power is also given to bring 

1 Government of India. Act, 1935, s. llO (b) (i). 
2 British Nationality n.nd Status of Aliens Acts, 1914-33. Soo Dicey and Keith, 

Oonjlict of Laws (ed. 6), pp. 141-89; British l\'atiomtlity and Status of Aliens 
Regulations (India), 1934. • 

3 Cf. JoltMtone v. Pedlar, [1921] 2 A.C. 262; De Jager v .• AU.-Ge:n. for Natal, 
[1907] A.C. 326. 

'Mayor of Lyon8 v. Ead India Go. (1836), I Moo. Ina. App. 175. 
' Act ill of 1864; ill of 1915. 
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into effect when desired for any area provisions requiring aliens 
to report their arrival, to obtainolicenecs for travel, etc.' 

The position of the people of Burma is exactly similar to 
that of Indians. Only those born ;ithin the limits of British 
Burma as determined from time to time by the Crown in Council' 
are. ipso facto British subjects, and the Burmese legislature will 
be able to modify the Indian legislation as to naturalization 
witf1in the same limits as that can be done in India. But it will 
equ~lly be 'lllable to affect the general principles of that 
legislation. 3 Persons born in Karenni states and other non
British possessions will ~e aliens. 

The question has, indeed, been raised whether the subjects 
of rulers of the Indian states may not be deemed to be British 
subjecls. 4 The position is anom~lous, for the rulers themselves 
unquestionably owe allegiance, and have accepted that position. 
Allegiance, of course, normally means subjecthood, and it is 
true that the subjects of the states have for all foreign purposes 
to be treated as British subjects. • So high an authority as 
Sir C. IIbert has expressed himself in" rather inconsistent 

• \l"ays• as to the national status of states subjects in respect of 
• their capacity for n~turali7.ation under the Indian legislation. 

But it mv,.t be taken that they are not British subjects, seeing 
that their territory is not strictly speaking British. This view 
has been acted on in India where they have been deemed 
eligible for naturalization, and in several recent cases decided 
in the courts. 7 It accords with the treatment of Indian rulers 
as exempt from the jurisdiction of municipal courts in England, 8 

though not in Scotland, 9 and while the position is anomalous, 
for no such complete exemption is given in India itself, the 
result must be accepted, despite its anomalous character. 
The status of the subjects of the states, therefore, is in some 
degree similar to that of the subjects of the Malay states and 
those of Zanzibar. 

1 Power exista to regulate entry and residence of British subjects domiciled in 
other British possossions on the basis of reciprocity; Act ill of 1924. 

3 Act of 1935, a. 142. 2 S. 44 (b) (i). 
4 Cf. D. K. Sen, ~he Indian States, pp. 129 ff. 
5 Cf. 53 & 54 Viet., c. 37, a. 15. 
G The GO'Vern:ment of India {3rd ed.), p. 292, compared with p. 422 . 
., Cited by Sen, op. cit:, p. 130. 
s Statham v. Statham and Gaekwar of Baroda, [1912] P. 92. 
Q Ross v. H.H. Sir Bhagvat Sinhjee (1891), 19 R. :n. 
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CH!<PTER XI 

DOMINION STATUS: THE PLACE OF Th'DIA IN THE 
COMMONWEALTH • 

1. THE MEANING OF DOMINION STATUS • 

THE ~enn Domiruon status has only become fami~ar within the 
., period from 1919, but its justification lies in the decision of the 

Coloma! Conference of 1907 to confq on the self-governing 
colonies the style of Dominions in order to mark them out 
from the other parts of the Empire_ India was excluded from 
the Imperial Conference whos~ constitution was then decided 
upon; that body was to be the formal bond of connexion 
between His Majesty's government~ in the United Kingdom and 
the Dominions, and was to consist of the Prime Ministers ofothe 
Domiruons and of the United Kingdom, the latter ofwl10m was 
to preside. The marli:ing out of the position of the J?omiruons 
was continued by the Imperial Conference itself in 1911 when 
it insisted on the principle that not only s~ould the Dominions • 
continue to be consulted on all matters of for~gn policy 
affecting them, but should also be given tlte opportunity of 
associating themselves with the United Kingdom in determining 
the broad lines of British foreign policy. At that date, however, 
it was recognhed that the final voice in war and peace and 
alliances must rest with the British Government, whose army, 
fleet, and diplomatic service affe>rded the essential basis for 
active participation in world politics.' 

The further development of the status thus acquired was 
greatly furthered by the part played by the Dominions in the 
Great War, and by the determination of the Prime Minister of 
Canada that the sacrifices of his people should be rewarded by 
the recognition of the birth of a new nation worthy to rank in 
power and place with all save the great powers of Europe and 
the United States of America. 2 The Britisk Government 
readily cmwerlerl the justice of Sir Robert Borden's cla.im 

1 Keith, Re.sponsible Government in the Dominions, Part V, ch. v. 
2 Keith, War Govern~ of the British DominiO'TUJ, ch. vii. 
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supported as it was by all the Dominions except Newfoundland 
whose inadequate resources p,.,cluded any attempt to assert 
individuality in external relations. The hesitation of foreign 
powers yielded to the earnest reqtJ.est of the British Govern
ment and the Peace Conference saw the Dominions granted 
distinct representation as on the footing of the minor allies in 
th~ war, while they still participated in the British Peace 
D~egation, the successor of the Imperial War Cabinet of 
191 'l' -18 in whicli Dominion representatives had sat to determine 
the conduct of the war and the terms on which the allies might 
accept peace. Moreove~, the League of Nations Covenant was 
framed to admit as separate members besides the United 
Kingdom each of the great Dominions, and it was expressly 
recogitir.ed that tlte Dominion"' would be entitled to election 
to membership of the J"eagne Council despite the fact that to 
the British Empire was allotted a permanent seat in the Council. 
Asoearly as 1927 this claim was given effect and the Dominions 
have ahuost established the right to having one representative 
on the Council. Finally the Peace trcati~s were not merely, as 
l>anada demanded, signed separately for the Dominions, but 

• ratification was defayed until each Dominion Parliament had 
had the opportunity to give its approval to ratification. 

Achieved amid0 the turmoil of the post-war settlement, the 
solution left much still to he done to establish on a clear footing 
the position of the Dominions. But the principle was definitely 
asserted that the Dominions had attained the right to the same 
measure of autonomy in external affairs as they had long 
enjoyed in internal matters, and that it was the duty of the 
British Government to give effect in due course to the doctrine 
accepted. 

Canada took the lead in further advance. In 1920 it seemed 
from the British Government the vital concession that it 
might be separately represented at Washington, if the United 
States would agree, by a minister plenipotentiary, who should 
be under the direct instructions and control of the Dominion 
.government, .though in close relations with the British 
Ambassador, whose place he was to take in the absence of the 
latter on leave. The arrangement was not to infringe the 
diplomatic unity of the Empire. Thou((h this concession was 
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not acted on at the time, it was followed by the insistence by 
Canada on two doctrines. In the first place in the matter of 
the treaty with the United States regarding the halibut 
fisheries in the Pacific of 1~23 Canada successfully enunciated 
the doctrine that a treaty which affected one Dominion only 
should be signed for the King by a Dominion representative 
alone; and secondly, in connexion with the treaty of Lausa;,_e 
of 1923 Canada asserted that, without denying the powe,..of 
the King on the advice of British ministers to conclude a 
treaty of peace binding the whole of the Empire, ~anada would 
accept no moral obligation to participate in any measures 
necessary to vindicate the terms of any" treaty which it had not 
assisted in framing. Virtually, therefore, Canada asserted the 
principle that, if a treaty were to be of an)' effect as rl,gards 
Canada, Canada must be responsible for making it. The 
position adopted by Canada was accepted in substance as 
correct by the Imperial Conferences of 1923 and 1926. 1 • 

The efforts of Canada were ably seconded by those of the 
Irish Free State and •the Union of South Mrica. The former 
rested its Dominion statns not on a British grant but on .,. 
treaty extorted by armed rebellion, and thus claimed to be • 
absolutely autonomous except in so far as it had 'J)luntarily 
limited its powers by convention. The lat~er under General 
Hertwg developed as essential the doctrines of the divisibility 
of the British Empire or Commonwealth which it asserted was 
a mere name for a number of distinct sovereignties, and the 
rights of neutrality and secession. These claims were not 
formally conceded by the British Government; it eschewed any 
discussion of the theory of the Union, which was not accepted 
by the Imperial Conferences of 1926 and 1930 attended by 
General Hertzog, while it consistently insisted, as against the 
Irish Free State, that its relation to that body was not governed 
by international law, and that by the treaty itself the Free 
State was absolutely bound to accept the status of a Dominion 
on the same footing as Canada, which, it must be noted, has 
never asserted the doctrines of the divisibility o" the Crown, or 
of the rights of neutrality and secession. • 

1 Keith, Ot>Mtitutional Law of the Briti4h Dominions, ~h. xvi; The Governments 
of tM BrUiah Empire, Pa.rt I,. ch. ill and iv. 

• 
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On the other hand, the British Government was most willing 
to assure the Dominions of all •he autonomy which was possible 

r· within the free association of the Commonwealth. The de-
l 'claration of Dominron status by the Conference of 1926 was of 

British draftmanship: it declared of Great Britain and the 
Ilominions that 'they are autonomous communities within 
the British Empire,· equal in status, in no way subordinate one 
tl! another in any aspect of their domestic or external affairs, 
though uni~d by a common allegiance to the Crown, and freely 
associated as members of the British Commonwealth of 
Nations'. This asscrQon was gradually made more explicit, 
and forms devised to give it full force. 

In external affairs legislation was not requisite on the part 
of the British Parliament to gtve full effect to the principle of 
equality and autonomy. All that was necessary was to agree 
that each part of the Commonwealth might make such treaties 
a;• it pleased, and that it might make its treaties in the form it 
pleased. Thus the Irish Free State since 1981 and the Union 
of South. Africa since 1934, the former whhout local legislation, 
~he latter under the Royal Executive Functions and Seals 

• Act, 1934, have m~de treaties and accredited ministers directly 
through iheir right of access to the King, who issues full powers 
to sign and ratify .treaties on the advice ofthe ministry concerned 
and signs letters of credence in like manner. In other cases the 
formal procedure of acting through the British Foreign Office 
and the Dominions Office is maintained as a matter of 
convenience, but these departments are ready to act on the 
wishes of the Dominion concerned. The only rcstrictio,? on 
freedom of action are those derived from the fact that the 
King, while he acts constitutionally on the advice of ministers, 
is yet entitled to place before ministers his own views, and that, 
as the head of sister states, he might have to urge considerations 
affecting such states on the government of any one of them, 
should it meditate action inconsistent with the maintenance 
of the Commonwealth, and that the Dominions by agreements 
at the Impertal Conferences from 1923 to 1930 are pledged to 
full communications with one another in matters of external 
relations, so that each part may be aware of the actions of the 
others and may express its views on co.ntemplated action. 
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The issue of neutrality in a British war on the part of a 
Dominion remains unsolved. ,It has never been formally 
conceded by the Imperial Conference, and it is not claimed by 
Canada, Australia, or New 'Zealand. The' Prime Minister of 
the Union asserts the right, but the Union is bound under the 
accord of 1921, under which the British Admiralty transferr~d 
to it valuable properties for defence purposes to aid in the 
defence of Simonstown, the British naval base in the Uni&.. 
Despite the assertions of the Prime Minister, it is incredible 
that such a duty if performed would be compatible with 
neutrality under international law; th~ authorities on which 
he relies are wholly antiquated.' Mr. de Valera, who would 
desire to claim for the Free State the right of neutrality, has 
admitted that the obligations ~f the state to afford fac'ilities 
to the British forces in war are incompatible with any inter
national claim to have neutrality, even if proclaimed, respected 
by any foreign power. • 

In internal affairs it was found necessary by the Statute of 
Westminster 1981 to• sweep away the formal remnants of 
imperial paramount power. 2 The statute therefore abolishe<l 
for those Dominions who desire to accept • the grant--so far 
Canada, the Free State, and the Union only-the.principle 
that legislation contrary to imperial legisl~ion applying to 
the Dominion is invalid, and has recognized their power to 
legislate with extra-territorial effect, and to render their 
freedom more indisputable has declared that no Imperial Act 
shall extend to any Dominion after December 11th 1981 unless 
it is declared therein that the Dominion in question has 
requested and assented to the enactment. It is perfectly true 
as the Privy Council said in deciding the case of British Coal 
Corporation v. The K ing3 that the Imperial Padiament in 
theory, being incapable of parting with its sovereignty, could 
repeal the provision of the statute itself, but such action may 
be ruled out of the bounds of possibility. 

The extent of the powers given has recently been stated by 
the Privy Council in reference to the question of tli.e right of the 

1 Keith, Journ. Oomp. Leg., xvii (1935), 273, 274. • 
1 22 Goo. V, c. 4; Keith, Speeckes and Document& on. tM British Dominion&, 

1918-1931, pp. 231-307. 
h 51 T.L.R. 504; (1935] A.C, 500. 
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1· Canadian Parliament to abolish the appeal from the Supreme 
Court of Canada and other court~ in criminal matters and of the 
Irish Free State Parliament to eliminate the appeal, Civil and 
criminal alike, from the Free State c"onstitution.1 It ruled that 
both legislative enactments were valid in Jaw, and it thus 
negi'ted the view that the legislature of a Dominion is unable 
to effect vital royal prerogatives applicable to that Dominion. 

Trtere are in the case of Canada limits on the authority 
conferred hy the statute, for it is clear that the constitution of 
a federation cannot be changed lightly, and the framers of the 
Canadian constitution intended that in all vital matters it 
should remain unalterel The new powers, therefore, do not 
permit the alteration at the pleasure of the federation of the 
CanadiAn constitutilm, and the ptnver to change remains vested 
in the Imperial Parliament, whicl! could only act if the desire 
for change were supported by the provinces as well as the 
fede.-ation. 2 

The Commonwealth of Australia and New Zealand have not 
adopted the operative clauses of the Statute of Westminster; 
if <they do," they will still remain bound by existing restrictions 

• on constitutional chhge. 
There rep>ains to be considered the power of disallowance of 

Dominion Acts, wliich is provided for in their constitutions. 
Under the new powers which they enjoy this power has been 
eliminated from the constitution of the Union, while disallow
ance never was included in the Free State constitution. But 
that Dominion has, like the Union, removed the power of 
reservation of Bills, with the. one exception in the Union that 
Bills to affect the prerogative right of the Crown to grant 
leave to appeal from 'the Appellate Division of the Supreme 
Cotirt of the Union must be reserved. The power to remove 
even this restriction, of course, exists and may be exercised. 

The plenitude of power· thus accorded has raised in the 
Union the question of the right of secession by unilateral 
action. The Union by the Statns of the Union Act, 1934, has 
adopted the Statute of Westminster as part of her constitution 

1 Moore v . .Att.-Gan. for the Irish Jr'ree State, .01 T.L.R. 508; [1935] A.C. 484. 
1 2 Cf. the refusal of Parl.i.ament even to receive the Western Australian petition 

for secession from the Commonwealth; May 22nd 193G; H.C. 88 of 1935; Keith, 
Jou.rn. Oomp. Leg., X\'ii, 269. 
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and claims to be a sovereign and independent state as explained 
by the Conference of 1926. It is also asserted that under the 
Royal Executive Functions and Seals Act, 1984, the governor
general might legally ass;nt to an Act 'terminating the con
nexion of the Union with the British Crown or establishing a 
new dynasty. This speculation is of minor importance, becquse 
whatever the Union may decree it cannot deprive persons bom 
therein of their status as British subjects while outside•the 
Union, even should it repeal its own legislation, the British 
Nationality in the Union, Naturalization and Status of Aliens 
Act, 1926, and also the imperial lejislation of 1914 which 
declares for the whole Empire the status of British subjects. 
It is therefore clear that secession could be effectively accom
plished only by bilateral action, and in tlfe light of tliis fact 
the theoretic right of secession assumes little importance. 

At the same time it should be noted that none of the 
Dominions could possibly stand alone in present world conditions, 
without running grave risks. Canada, indeed, by reliance on 
the Monroe doctrine•and American protection migh,t preserve 
independence, but rather as a client of the United States thsn 
as a state of full authority in the sph~re of international " 
politics. Her position vis-a-vis the United States lias always 
been greatly strengthened by the fact that she is part of a 
great Empire. Australia and New Zealand have avoided any 
defiant assertion of personality which might deprive them of 
British protection against the growth of Japanese power and 
the possible revival of Chinese authority in the Pacific. The 
Union is dependent on British s~a-power for the security of 
her exports, especially of those of gold, and the Irish l!'ree 
State is so geographically situated that Jrer defence will always • be assured by British interests. 

2. Tlill POSITION OF INDIA IN Tlill COMMONWEALTH 

Viewed historically, it is clear that the action,pf the Colonial 
Conference of 1907 in excluding India from ,representation 
thereat as an equal member denied to India the status of a 
Dominion. It is true that in fact the interests of India were 

• 
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adequately conserved by the representations of the secretary 
of state at the bnperial Confero:nce of 1911, but it was not 
until the services of India in the Great War were realized and 
the necessity of meeting Indian ;,pirations was recognized 
that the necessary steps were taken to undo a serious blunder. 
On.April 13th 19171 the bnperial War Conference resolved 
that the resolution of the Conference of 1907 regarding the 
conttitution of the Conference should be modified so that India 
could be fullY. represented at all future Conferences, and that 
arrangements • with the members of the Conference should be 
made to permit this be,jng done. This resolution was early 
given effect. India de facto had been represented at that 
Conference and took her full place at the hnperial War Cabinet 
of that" year and at• the Cabinet•and Conference of 1918. The 
Conference of 1917 further recognized the desirability of the 
readjustment of the constitutional relations of the parts of 
the Empire 'based upon a full recognition of the Dominions as 
autonomous nations of an hnperial Commonwealth and of 
india as a~ important portion of the same• and the recognition 
of-the right of the Dominions and India to an adequate voice 

• in foreign policy. lltoreover, it gave effect to its views on the 
position of. India by accepting the principle of reciprocity of 
treatment between.lndia and the Dominions. It was accord
ingly entirely in harmony with this doctrine that the British 
Government in the announcement of August 20th 1917 spoke 
of the progressive realization of responsible government in 
India as the goal of its policy. India, it·is clear, wasjn .1917 
recognized as potentially. a Ds:>minion. 

The decision to confer Dominion status on India, however, 
was finally confirmed i:l'y the events of 1919. It was open to the 
British Government to insist on treating India as an integral 
part of the Empire for for9ign policy. Instead, without any 

. coercion, and rather to the surprise of those immediately 
concerned with Indian affairs, it was decided to treat India as 
a Dominion, to give India a distinct place in the negotiation 
of the treaty and its signature, and to secure for India separate 
membership of ;the League of Nations. Until that was done it 
might perfectly well have been argued that all that was promised 

I 

} 'Keith, Speeches and Documents on I~n Policy, ii, 132 . 
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to India as the ultimate goal of its endeavours was responsible 
govermnent of the type under,.t;ood in 1917, at a time when the 
developments of Dominion autonomy in external affairs were 
only slowly being realized, and were q.rite unknown to the 
vast mass of British and Dominion opinion. But by securing 
admission of India to the League, the British GoverllllJ.ent 
virtually, though not technically, bound itself to the task of 
creating a self-governing India which would be entitled O!l•the 
same basis as the Dominions to vote freely in the "t>usiness ofthe 
League. In the long run an India which was merely a duplicate 
of the British Government would b,_ an anomaly in League 
proceedings. 

The implications of the position were naturally enough 
recognized in India, and it \tas no accident or inadv~rtence 
which led the Labour Government of 1929 to sanction the 
announcement by Lord Irwin of their view that it was implicit 
in the declaration of 1917 that the natural issue of In.tia's 
constitutional progress as there contemplated was the attain- -
ment of Dominion "status. The phraseology was. probably 
unfortunate, because in 1917 the term 'Dominion status' ~ 
yet to attain currency, and it is quite certain that no one in • 
1917 foresaw the complete change in reference to iuiernational 
affairs which was achieved in 1919. It wooild have no doubt 
been wiser to adopt a more simple form of declaration, and it 
was no doubt unwise to make the statement at all at a time 
when the Statutory Commission had not reported, and when 
neither of the other two great political parties was prepared to 
approve the terms of the declaration. Moreover, as was natural, 
the interpretation put on Dominion status by many Indians 
was the widest possible; Srinivasa Slstri was reporte4., as 
holding that it connoted the right of secession and 'that 
accordingly it could be accepted a~ the goal by those Indian 
politicians whose ideal was full self-government as an indepen
dent state. Nevertheless, it must be admitted that it did not 
lie with the government which secured the admission of India 
to the League of Nations to deny that the goal of India was 
Dominion status. • 

In the acrimonious discussion in the Honse of Commons 1 on 
1 Dereml}er 18th 1929; also Novem hAr 7t,h. 
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the declaration stress was laid by the secretary of state on the 
steps taken towards giving lnqia the realities of such status. 
He pointed to the ri~ht of India under the fiscal convention to 
fix her fiscal policy as desired by the Indian government and 
legislature free from British control; to the decision permitted 
in J-921 to purchase stores without regard to British interests; 
to the presence of an Indian High Commissioner in London; to 
the• distinct representation of India on the Labour Organization 
of the League, to its independent voice in labour questions; 
to the fact that the Indian delegation to the League Assembly 
had been headed in 1~9 by an Indian and that India was 
represented with the Dominions on the Imperial Conference 
summoned to discuss the legislation to secure the status of 
the Dominions. For the Liberai Party Lord Reading made it 
clear that there was willingness to accept Dominion status 
as the ultimate goal, but that it was essential to bear in 
mi11.d the limitations in the declaration of 1917'1 and the pre
amble to the Act of 1919. Mr. Lloyd George shared the same 
view, poiJlting out that the declaration had already produced 
rJtisunderstandings, a view verified by the insistence of Mr. 
Fenner Brockway 1ohat the conference which was to meet to 
discuss t~ constitution must embody the principle of Dominion 
status in its repqrt. The least favourable view was that of 
Lord Salisbury, who insisted that Dominion status was not a 
goal to which they were pledged, but a conditional purpose, 
and that it depended on the fulfihnent of the conditions. 

In the debate of December 2nd and 8rd 1931, after the 
formation of the National Government, Mr. Churchill, who had 
earlier expressed himself incautiously as looking forward to 
the, addition of India rto the Dominions, explained his position. 
hldia during the Great War had attained Dominion status as 
far as rank, honour, and "!'remony were concerned, but he did 
not foresee any reasonable time within which India could have 
the same constitutional freedom as Canada. The sense in which 
Dominion status was used ten or fifteen years ago did not 
imply, in his oview, Dominion structure or Dominion rights. 
The Statutory .Commission had deliberately excluded Dominion 

1 Keith, Speeches and Documents on Indian Policy, ii, 1332 134; House of Lords, 
November 6th 1929 . 
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status from its epoch-making report. Moreover, the character 
and definition of Dominion &tatus had been fundamentally 
altered by the Imperial Conference of 1926 and the Statute 
of Westminster, and he the;efore urged the House to agree that 
nothing in the Indian policy of the government should commit 
the House to the establishment of a Dominion constitution,. as 
defined by the Statute of Westminster. His amendment was 
defeated in favour of the governmental policy, but the gov:'!rn
ment was careful not to reiterate the doctrine of Domi~ion 
status as the ultimate goal. Its silence was not ~atural, as 
the passing of the Statute of Westrninfter, 1931, had rendered 
it very difficult to say what bounds could be set to that 
autonomy which it furthered. It was, however, made amply 
clear that the governmental pt>licy insisted• on the doctfine of 
1917 and 1919 that the aim was progressive realization of ' 
responsible government as an integral part of the British 
Empire. At no time since has the government deviated from 
that attitude. 

In March 1933, ~hen the White Paper proposals were 
commended for the acceptance of the House of Common!!, 
Mr. Attlee objected that Dominion stat;s had disappeared 
even as a goal, but Sir H. Samuel contended that tilt measure 
would bring Dominion status very close, a .view as optimistic 
as the ot:1er was pessimistic. The government then and later, 
despite a rather informal reaffirmation of Dominion status as 
the gon.l by Lord Willingdon, maintained a remarkable silence, 
doubtless in view of the claims as to Dominion status urged and 
acted on by the government of Ml;. de Valera in the Irish Free 
State, and by the action of the Union Parliament in 1934 in 
passing the Status of the Union Act which its Prime Minister 
asserted was intended to establish the doctrines of the divisi
bility of the Crown and the rights pf neutrality and secession 
by unilateral action. It was not until the Government of 
India Bill was actually before the Commons that the government 
explained its attitude, when asked to insert in a preamble a 
declaration of Dominion status as the ultimat@ goal. It had 
naturally aroused doubts in India of the inumtions of the 
government when it was realized that the joint eonunittee 
had sedulously and rather absurdly avoided a vital issue. 
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The ministerial explanation was that no preamble was 
required as no new policy was .contemplated; the preamble of 
1.919, as the committee had said, had set out definitely and 
fma.lly the aims of J'lritish rnle in India. It was not proposed 
to repeal the preamble, but the government reiterated its 
agreement with the interpretation of the preamble given by 
Lord Irwin in 1929 on the authority of the government of the 
daj'. The obstacles to Dominion status were not created by the 
British Government: they depended on the differences in 
India of race, caste, religion, and on the inability of India to 
undertake the burden of her own defence. These difficulties 
could not be removed 'by any British Parliament or Govem
ment, but sympathetic help and co-operation would be available 
to enltble India t" overcome tkese difficulties and ultimately 
to take her place among the fully self-governing members of 
the British Commonwealth of Nations.' Mr. Attlee 2 in reply 
mewed an amendment for the rejection of the Bill on the ground 
that it did not explicitly recognize the right of India to 
Dominion status, and that it did not by its provisions as to 
f¥anchise" and representation assure to the workers and peas-

• ants of India the p"ssibility of securing by constitutional means 
their soeitl and economic emancipation. The government, 
however, refused .both in the Commons and the Lords to do 
more than to retain the preamble of the Act of 1919 while 

·, wiping out all else. The Attorney-General deprecated inserting 
the words Dominion status because they. were open to varying 
interpretation and their insertion would raise the issue, 'Vas 
the status of 1935 referred to or that of some subsequent 
period? He himself, howe{.er, deprived this rather unsatis
factory apologia of some of its sting by asserting that he looked 
forward to India taking her place in full and free association 
with the other members of the British Commonwealth of 
Nations. In the Lords, Lord Crewe insisted on the fact that 
India already enjoyed Dominion status, though she did not 
yet exercise Dominion functions, but the contention is hardly 
of much weig)ot, for by Dominion status men understood the 
exercise of f~etions; the effort of Lord Balfour in 1926 'to 

1 Cf. the Committee's Report, i, 100, 101. 
2 Similarly Mr. Morgan Jones moved rejection at t~e third reading in June 1936. 
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induce the Dominions to accept equality of status as opposed 
to function, though expressed ill the comment on the Conference 
definition, had never received any effect. It must be held a 

i· mistake to refrain from inCluding the words in the preamble. 
Inserted there, they would, as Sir T. lnskip insisted, have just 
the same weight as a formal declaration in Parliament of the· 
govermnental intention. Neither preamble nor declaration ~an 
bind a succeeding government, and it was inevitable that 
omission from the preamble would be resented in India,· nor 
was the attitude of the government approved by many of its 
own convinced supporters. 

The omission of reference to Domrnion status was one of 
the many reasons urged against the acceptance of the joint 
committee's scheme in Februl!ry 1935 in the Indian fegisla
ture. Even a supporter of the scheme like Mr. H. P. Mody, a 
spokesman of Indian commerce, condemned the omission, and 
the Assembly finally resolved that the scheme of provineia[ 
govermncnt was unsatisfactory inasmuch as it included various 
objectionable princij\les, particularly the establishment of 
second chambers, the extraordinary and special powers ef 
the governors, provisions relating to police ~les, secret service • 
and intelligence departments, which rendered the ~a! control 
and responsibility of the legislature and ex10cutive ineffective. 
But All-India federation it held to be totally bad and totally 
unacceptable to the people of British India, and recommended 
instead the grant of responsible government in British India 
alone. These resolutions, carried by seventy-four to fifty-eight 
votes, were followed by intimatisms of the intention of the 
Congress party, when provincial autonomy was established, to 
use entry into the legislatures as a means to prevent the 
functioning of the constitution in the mode intended by its 
framers. 

It is easy to see that on the whole the conception of Dominion 
status has worked harm in Indian politics. The fundan1ental 
mistake was that of 1919, when India was given a place in the 
League of Nations at a tin1e when her policy internal and 
external was wholly dominated by the Britisj,} Government. 
The justification for League membership· was autonomy; it 
could fairly be predi~ted of the great Dominions; of India it 

• 
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had no present truth, and it could hardly be said that its early 
fulfilment was possible. In th"ie circumstances it would have 
been wiser candidly to admit that India could not be given 
then a place in the :League, while l~aving it open for her when 
autonomous to be accorded distinct membership. It would 
have been just to assure India membership of the Labour 
Organization, for it was possible to permit India self-det.er
mhfation in that regard. As it is, in the Leagne India's position 
is frankly anomalous, for her policy is determined and is to 
remain determined indefinitely by the British Government. 

As regards internal issues the expectation of Dominion status 
at an early date, foster~d unquestionably by the action of the 
Labour Government in 1929, has worked unhappily, encouraging 
in India hopes whic!h the British-Government of 1929 must have 
known were premature, and which certainly were not shared 
by the National Government of 1931. It is quite legitimate to 
hold that the action of 1917 was based on the failure to realize 
that responsible government of the British type was not a wise 
promise to make to India. The essence "f responsible govern
Il'lent, it may be held, is the existence of a people sufficiently 

• homogeneous to b~ governed by majority rule; where caste, 
race, religjon intervene, majority government becomes difficult 
or impracticable, 

0
and it is perfectly arguable that what was 

due to India was the chance of government by Indians on such 
lines as might be found appropriate to Indian conditions. At 
any rate, all British constitution-building for India has been 
carried on under grave difficulties. It has been realized that 
majority rule is impossibl,, but with the safeguarding of 
minorities the essence of responsible government is seriously 
if not fatally compromised. If the governors of the provinces 
were seriously to act on their special responsibilities, it is 
certain that responsible government would never emerge; but 
if they do not, much injustice may be done to those classes too 
little adv:mced politically to make usc of the franchise, or 
too poor to enjoy it. It is difficult to resist the impression 
that either reaponsible government should have been frank}y 
declared impo,..ible or the reality conceded; it is not surprising 
that neither gratitude nor co-operation is readily forthcoming 
for a hybrid product such as is the prov!ncial system of special 
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responsibilities and acts to be done according to individual 
judgment. It is easy to see ~ow the present proposals have 
developed themselves from the announcement of 1917 and the 
Act of 1919; but, if the source was tah:ited, it cannot be a 
matter of surprise that the stream is poisoned. It is, of course, 
to be hoped that the plan will develop into true responsible 
government through the wise disuse of the theoretical po,;ers 
of the governor; it might do so if Congress gave co-opera,ion 
in the sense of working the scheme in order to demonstrate 
that it was only by accepting ministerial advice tliat the wheels 
of government conld be made to revolve smoothly. 

For the federal scheme it is difficult" to feel any satisfaction. 
1 The units of which it is composed are too disparate to be joined 
suitably together, and it is to~ obvious tha~on the Britllih side 
the scheme is favoured in order to provide an element of pure 
conservatism in order to combat any dangerous elements of 
democracy contributed by British India. On the side of <the 
rulers it is patent that their essential preoccupation is with the 
effort to secure immtmity from pressure in regard to the im
provement of the internal administration of their statoo. 
Particularly unsatisfactory is the effort 'made to obtain a • 
definition of paramountcy which would acknowledge the right 
of the ruler to misgovern his state, assured 

0
of British support 

to put down any resistance to his regime. It is difficult to deny 
the justice of the contention in India that federation was 
largely evoked by the desire to evade the issue of extending 
responsible government to the central government of British 
India. Moreover, the withholdil).g of defence and external 
affairs from federal control, inevitable as the course is, renders 
the alleged concession of responsibility all but meaningless. 
Further, it is impossible to ignore the fact that, if the state 
representatives intervene in discussions of issues in which the 
provinces axe alone concerned, their action will be justly 
resented by the representatives of British India, while, if they 
do not, there may arise the spectacle of a government which 
when the states intervene has a majority, only to fall into a 
niibority when they abstain. Whether a fedetation built on 
incoherent lines can operate successfully is ·wholly conjectural; 
if it does, it will prob~bly be due to the virtual disappearance 
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of responsibility and the assertion of the controlling power of 
the governor-general backed b~ the conservative elements of 
the states and of British India. 

One essential requisite, n1oreOver, for the 'vorking of 
responsible government is the existence of effective political 
pa';ties. These, however, have not yet fully developed even 
in British India. The Indian National Congress, now freed 
by 'l:he collapse of non-co-operation from the governmental 
ban," which possesses organization of a widespread character 
and considerable financial resources, won 44 out of 106 
seats at the Assembly election of 1984, but it is disabled from • constructive operation by its determined refusal to accept the 
reform scheme. In itself it contains very disparate elements 
which work togetMr only becau.re of their negative policy. The 
Hindu Mahasabha, though it has eo-operated with Congress in 
the ideal of S>varaj, is opposed to it in so far as its aims are 
ess<mtially communal. There has also developed a strong left 
wing element in the Congress, which is definitely Socialist' and 
which stresses the necessity of winning •social and economic 
f"'edom {or the masses, in opposition to Mr. Gandhi's policy 
which has endeavoTired to secure the co-operation of landlord 
and peasapt, capitalist and workers, rich and poor. Much more 
in harmony with ~ongrcss is the Congress Nationalist party, 
whose chief difference with the main body lies in its opposition 
to the communal award of 1982. 

The depressed classes-some forty to forty-five million 
strong-have their own separate interests and the Justice, or 
non-Brahman, party in M:;dras, Bombay, and the Central 
Provinces is prepared for constructive work in the political 
sphere. The Indian Liberal federation, representing the revolt 
in 1918 of the moderate elements from Congress, is strong in the 
ability of its leaders, but. has little popular appeal; its chief 
divergence from Congress is due not to lack of Nationalist 
feeling but to belief that Indian self-government can best be 
achieved within the British Commonwealth. The Muham
madans for th., main accept the conununal award and desire 
to work the constitution, but a section favours co-operation 

1 S.C. Bose, Tl~ /ndia'li Struggle, pp. 344 ff., stands for a. synthesis of communism 
and fascism, anti-democratic, authoritarian, and under strict party discipline. 
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with Congress. Europeans in India have recently improved 
their organization in order to0 defend their interests, and the 
Anglo-Indians and the Indian Christians1 have also found 
organization essential, whrle provincial associations of land
holders have been fonncd to safeguard their interests. 
Nationalist sentiment and communal feeling still dominate .the 
situation, and the rise of true political parties cannot be 
expected until the emergence of more general issues of div!ion 
to which religious and social differences may be subordinated. 
It may be noted that the Justice party is open to include all 
those who wish to join it on the basis

0
of a policy of social and 

economic reform, and accepts Brahmans, Europeans, Muslims, 
and Anglo-Indians, though it is still partly a communal party 
inside the Hindu community.• There is cle!trly better Hope in 
the provinces than in the federation for the evolution of effective 
parties. An essential part of such evolution must be the fonning 
of real bonds between electorate and member, a matter yet to 
be accomplished, as the Simon Commission showed. 2 

There remains to 'be considered the position of India with 
regard to the Dominions and colonies. It seems rmpossible 
for the Dominions to permit immigration7 and this bars any • 
intimate association between an autonomous Ind~ and the 
Dominions; it may ultimately preclude j)ven co-operation 
within the Commonwealth. In the case of the colonies India 
now controls absolutely emigration and permits it only under 
fair conditions, approved not only by the govermnent but also 
by the central legislature;3 such emigration is pennitted to 
Ceylon and Malaya. Some feeling pas been raised by the refusal 
of the franchise in Ceylon to immigrants save after five years' 
residence and proof of intention to settle. 4 The Kenya issue 
has abated in seriousness in view of the prospect of the 
maintenance of British control for ~ considerable period under 

1 On August 9th 1934 the Assembly supported the claim of the community
ra~idly growing and literate in unusual degree, to a fair share of appointments. 

Parl. Paper. Cmd. 3568, pp. 199-202. The party supports rather than selects 
the cMdidates. Only political responsibility will produce contact of members a.nd 
electors. The Communist movement, now illegal, is bent oa destruction of all 
government; Logisla.tive Assembly Debates, August 14th 1934. 

3 Act VTI of 1922. The numbers abroad were, about 193ol, Ceylon, 800,000; 
Malaya., 628,000; Mauritius, 281,000; West Indies, 279,0QO; South Africa, 165,000; 
Fiji, 73,000; East Africtt, 69,000. • 

4 Ceylon (Stato Council El;ctions) Order in Council, 1931, as. 7, 9. 
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the decision of the British Government in 1932,1 but the refusal 
to place Indians there and in. Fiji 2 on a footing of electoral 
equality remains a serious practical as well as theoretical 

• • grievance which the British Government can hardly be excused 
for failing to remedy. Federation, it may be hoped, may secure 
at, least the removal of tbis injustice, against which all elements 
in India have united in protest, 3 but which was initiated by 
Lo~d Elgin, an ex-Viceroy.• 

1 Pari. Pa.pcr,-Cmd. 4141; H. of C. Paper, 156 of 1931. 
a Emigration thither WtlS stopped in 1916. Representa-tion is communal under 

the Letters Patent, February 1;Jth 1929 (amended March 24th 1932). 
3 Assembly debate, March ~th 1935; Viceroy's speech, September 16th 1935. 

In 1934-.5 marketing legislation in Uganda, Tanganyika, Kenya and Zanziba.r 
evoked protests, and a. mission by J\.fr. Menon to m ... ·estigate the issue. 

4 LoJitl Elgin was nlS{tl responsible for tlle completo surrender of Indian interests 
in South Africa. in 1906-8. But the blame for ignoring Indian .rigllt.a must bo 
ahared by tho Cabinet . 

• 

• • • 

• 
• 

• • 
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of 1919, 253; effect of, 254; under 
Act of 1935, 354, 35fi; validtttes ,. 
lel!'-slation on concurrent topics, 362 

Attlee, Major, M.P., proposes rejection 
of Bill of 1935, 470, 471 

Attorneys 8Jld advocates, adrnissioP of, 
in hands of Supreme Court, Calcutta, 
73 

Auckland, Lord, governor - general 
(1836--42), a~xes Knrnul, 121; 
deposes raja ofSata.ra.,121; pe~ua.des 
council to accept his proposals, 158; 
treaty (1837) with King of Oodh 
made by, 123; selected over head of 
Company, 136 • 

Auditor, of home accounts, under A~t of. 
1935, 39~ 417; may act for Burma, 
39G 

Auditor-general of Buena. under Act 
of 1935, 4D6 

Auditor-gen~al, of federation, 994, 
395; may act for provinces, 395; 
duties of, in relation to corporation 
tax, '¥J'9 

Aungier, Gerald, governor of Bombay 
(1670--7), 35, 36 

Aurangzib, Emperor (1658-1707), con
quers Golconda (1687) and becomes 
overlord of Madras, 24; defeats 
company's forces, 12, 25; grtJ.nts 
firman for trade in Bengal, 26; is 
hostile to Bombay, 31; refuses to 
make treaty with Company, 26 

4ustralia. See Commonwealth of 
Australia 

Authority of Pttrlia.ment. not subjec~ 
to IndiA.n legislation, under Act or 
1833, 134; under At>t of 1861, 174; 
under Act of 1935, 376 

Auxiliary force, fhnctions of Europeans 
and Anglo-Indians in, 281, 404 

Auxilia:ry j udg~s. with jurisdicti~n 
over Europcans.and Americana, m 
Ma.drns, 149 
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Backwarrl tracts, special rCgime for, 
1mdcr Act of 1919, 265, 266. See 
al.so Excluded and partially excluded • 
areas 

Ba.hadur Shnh II, last Em{leror, King of 
Delhi {1837-58),124, 125; proclnimed 
by mutineers in 1857, 164 

Bahawalpur, stato, 442, 446; refusal of 
,l)alhousie to interfere in internal 
affairs of (1852-3), 123 

1hlll·cin, Indian relations with, 197 
Baji_ Rao II, Peshwa (1796-1818, died 

1851), concludes treaty of Bassein, 
113, 114 • 

Baksar, battle of ( 1764), secures Bengal, 
53 

Baldwin, Rt. Hon. Stanlcyt Indian 
policy of, 308 

Balfour, Rt. B:on. A. J., Earl, erroneous 
poli.y of, as regards 1p.ilitary mom ber 
of Cmrncil. 1 i2 n. 2 • 

Bangabasi, prosecution of editor for 
sedition, 226 

Banga1ore, Bri&h jurisdiction over 
~ritonncnt at, 222 n. 4, 331; pro
.posed rendition of, to Mysorc, 
330 

Rank of England, creation of, serves ns 
model fdt English Compnny, I 5 

T~tmking, central sublect, 264; now 
federal subject, 308 

Bank-notes, special issue of, for uae in 
Burma, t:,7; Rcaen·e Bank controls 
issue of. 393 

Ba.nkot, acquired in f755, 14!l, 1.'50 
Bannu, settled· area of North-West 

Frontier Province, 195 
Bankruptcy and insolvency, con

current legislation list, 374 
Bankruptcy in India, British statute 

(1828) as to, 130 
B1.mta.m, Cotnpany's fn.ctory at, 5, .28; 

surrendered (1682), 23 
Banyans, native agents, malpracticcR 

of, 64 
Baramahal, acquired by Company, 

104; administration of, 118 
Barlow, Sir George H., gov~rnor

general (180!)-7), recalled by Xing, 
99; refuses to aid Rajput states, I Hi 

Baroda, state (1802, 1805, 1817, 1820), 
under Gackwa.r, 82, liS; in ditcct 
ro1t1tions with Viocroy, 441; claim 
for allowo..nce • on federation, 450 
n. 3; legislative council in, 443; order 
of chivalry in~ ~7; representation of 
in Council of.State, :139 

Bar.rackpur, outbreak at, in 1824, 157 

Barristers and advocates, appoint
ments of, as judges, 204, 425 

Bal:'well, Richard, member of connell, 
:h"ort William (1974-79), 71; reeires 

• with enormous fortuna improperly 
acquired, 76; views on land owner. 
ship, 91 

BB.Shahr, largest Simla hill state, 442 
Ba-SSein, Portuguese cOurt of appeal a.t,31 
Bll.flsein, treaty (1802) of, with Pcshwa, 

113, 114 
Ba-atar, state, 442 
Dca.cons, formerly central subject, 264; 

now federal, 367 
Bcgams of Oudh, unjust treatment of, 

by Hustings, 78, 83, 84 
Bcnares, acquired by Company from 

Oudh and Chait Singh, 83; state 
recreated in 1911, 443 

Benares Hindu University, central 
subject under Act of 1919, 253; now 
federal subject, 366 

Bencoolen in Sumatm, occupied in 
1686, 23; surrendered in 1824, 23 

Benefit of clergy, allowed in India, 47 
Benfield, !>aul, criminal activities of, 

79, 80 
Bengal, &cquisition of teiTitory in, 25, 

26, 27; jurisdiction and legislation 
in, during eighteenth century, 49-52; 
the Diwani of, 52-5; dyarchy in, 55--8; 
reforms of Warren Hastings, 59-68; 
of the Act of 1773, 68-76; aystom 
of internal govcmment, 84--92; au~, 
premacy over Madras and Bombay, 
7~H; under Act of 1784, 96, 97; 
under Cornwallis's regime, 105-10; 
under Act of 1797, 125, 126; under 
Act of 1853, becomes lieutenant
governorship, 137, 180; administra
tion up to 1858, 143-7; Ullder Crown 
from lS5S, lSO; partition of, lSO, 
182, 237; legislature of, 182, 183; 
governor's province under reforms 
of 1911-12, 231, 235; executive 
council of, 231; legislative council of, 
231; undor Montngu-Chclmsford re
forms, executivE) council of, 24.7; 
ministry of, 249; legislature of, 
249-59; under Act of 1935, gov
ernor's province, 326; represented in 
Council of State, 339; in ~"'edoral 
Assembly, 340; executive govern
ment of, 346--52; legislature of, 
352-7; franchiso of, 358-60; legis
lative powers of, 361-83; relations 
of, in administrative matters, to 
federation, 383--6; in finance, 386-97 
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Bengal army, 1.'55-7, 188, 189; others 
merged therewith, 189. See Indian 
AJ-my 

Bengal Criminal Law, Supplementary 
(Extending) Act, 1934, 433 n. 2 • 

Bengal Regu1A.ti.on X1~I cf 17163, l~G; 
X of 1804, martial law under, 432; 
III of 1818, detention of revolu
tionaric.<J under, 178, 227, 433 

Bengal regulations, 1793-1834, 133; 
Cornwallis's doubts as to power to 
make, 107, 125, 126; legal authority 
for making, as derived from diwani, 
65, 66, 90; regulated by Parliament 
(1781), tlQ, 91; (1797), 125, l2G; 
merged in general power (1833), 133 

Bentham, J., influences J. Mill, 1:n 
Dentinck, Lord William Cavendish, 

governor of Madras (1803-7), ap
proves Munro's ryotwari system, 
148; govcmor.-gencral (1828-:~5), 
nnnexea Coorg (1834), 120; attitude 
of, towards states, 120; su11presses 
auttoo, 161 

Bcrar, W. Hastings' relations ~'ith, 67, 
83; administration of, transferred by 
Hydern.ba.d, 124; jurisdiction of 
Crown in, 222; recognition of'N'izam'a 
sovereignty despite government aa 
part of Central Provinces, 349, 358; 
ruling by Lord Reading as to con
trol of, 296, 446 

Bcsa.nt, "Mrs. A., starts a Home Rule 
League, 239 

Botting and gambling, provincial sub
ject, 255, 372; taxes on, also pro
vincial, 259, 373, 390 

Bhaga.t Singh, execution of (IO:U,, 
305 

Bha.vnngar, atnte (1807), 442; free 
port, 449 n. 3 

Bhonale, rajtt., defeated by Arthur We1-
1csley (1803), 114. See Nagpur 

Bhopal, state (1818), II 7, 118, 441; 
legislative council in, 44-3; not per· 
mitt.cd to exercise jurisdiction over 
Europeans (1863), 222 n. 1 

Bhuj, cantonment under British juris
diction, 222 n. 4 

Bhutan, stato ( 1774), in direct rola.· 
tiona with Viceroy, 441 

Bihar, diwa.ni over, acquired (1765) 
with Bengal, 52-6; separated with 
Western Bengal from Eastern Ben
gal (190&), 181; separated from 
Bengal, with Chota. Nagpur n.nd 
Orissa (1912), 234; executive and 
legislative councils of, 236;. under 

'M:ontugu-Chelmsford reforms, gov
ernor's province, 24:7; executive 

• council of, 247; ministers of, 249; 
legislative council of, 249-59; under 
Act of 19195, governor's prov-ince, 
326; rcprescntOO in Council of State, 
339; in Federal Assembly, 340; 
executive government of, 346-52; 
legislature of, 362-7; franchise ef, 
358-60; legislative powers of, 361-83; 
relations of, to federation i1l adm~lis
trative matters, 383-6; in finn.11ce, 
38S-97; separated from Orissv., viii, 
u • 

BihM' states, 223, 442 
Biknncr, state (1818), 442; British 

India ~oinnge in, 449; post office of, 
44G 

Bill of Rights, 1689, provisions against 
• standing army, 100 • 

Bills of exchange, Act of 1881 on, 210; 
federal subject, 367 

Bills under Act of 1935, assent to, 
rcscrvs.tion, and dllilttlowance of, 344, 
354, 454 • 

Birkenhea.d, J<::arl of, Secretary of State 
for Indio., 286 

Bishop of Bombay, 160; subject to 
Bishop of Calcutta as metropolitan11 
136; transfe~d to Church of India, 
Burma, and Ceylon, 413 

Bishop of Calcutta., appointed under 
Act of 1813, 129; given ~tropolitan 
status, 136; :p<UVcr to ordu.in persons 
for service in t1mt diocese only, 130; 
transferred to Church of India, 
Burmo., and Ceylon, 413 . 

Bishop of London, empowered to admit 
to orders for service in India, 130 

Bishop of :Madras, 160; subject to 
Hishop of Calcutta as metropolitan, 
1~6; tcausfcrrcd to Church of India, 
Burma, and Ceylon, 413 

Board of Control, created first undet 
Act of 1784, 95, 96, 100, 127, 128, 
131, 134~ 135, 137, 139, 141, 160; 
abolished under Act of 1858, 165 

:SoarQ. or Committee, of R-evenue, 
Bengal, ru:~ reorganized from 1786, 
91, 106, 144, 147; mn.nda.mus lies to, 
205. See also Committee of Revenue 

Boards, or Councils, of Revenue t\t 

Mnrshidabad and Pa.tna, 58, 60 
Board of Revenue, :r..ladras, 148 
Board of Trade, Ben~l. controls (1774) 

commercial J:>ranch of Company's 
lmsiness, reformed .by Cornwallis, 
105, lOG 
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Board of Trade, British, consulted by ~ 
ForQign Office on trade accords, 410 

Boilers, concurrent legislati'•o subject, 
374 

Bckh::::.!'~, R'.l!!~hn f'ontrOl •f. 192 
Bolts, Williall1, describes the Zamin

dari Court of Calcutta, .50; on 
execution ofl\fuhammadans, 50 

B01pbay; acquisition of, in territorial 
sovereignty, 9, 10, 24; chn.rtcr ofl726 
ort-Lnizes municipality at, 18; exccn
tiv~ go,~emmcnt of, in eighteont.h 
century, 28'-30; jurisdiction in, 31-
45; legislation "in, 39, 43; subordina
tion of, to governor-general and 
council of Bengal, 81, 82, 96, 97; 
under Act of 1833, 131, 13!; with
drawal of legislative powers, ] B2, 
133; administration and jurisdiction 
of, 14»-51; under Cro'if} (1858-1909), 
c.xl!cutive government of, 180; re
stored legislature of, 182, 183; under 
Minto-Morley reforms, executive 
council, 232; lc~islative council, 229, 
230; under Montagu-Chelmsford re
form!'., governor's provi.ncc, 247, 
executive council, 247; ministers, 
249; legislative couuejl, 249-S9; 
under Adt of 1935, governor's pro

•vinco, 326; represented in Council of 
State, a39; in Fcd,ral ARSembly, 
340; executive government of, 346-
52; lcgisla~-of, 352-7; franchise of, 
358-60; legislative ~owers of, 361-
83; relations of, in administrative 
matters, to federat.ion, 383-6; in 
finance, 386-97; separated from 
Sirid, viti, ix 

Bombay army, 10, 155--7, 188, 189; 
merged in Indian army, 189 

Borobay-Bnrllla Trading Corporation, 
grievanceR of, against .Burmooe 
government, 195 

Bombay Fuailicrs, origin of, 10 
Bomba.y High Court, 203, 204, 236; 

under Act of, 1935, 424-7 
Bombay ~Iarine, 159; renamed Indian 

11-'Iarine (1877), 191; now ~yal 
Indian Navy, 404 

Bombn.y Marine Act, 1828, 129 
Bombay Recorder's Court, 126, 150, 

161 
Bombay regulations, 1799-1834, 133; 

legal authority f3r making, 126, 150, 
151; power lost under Act of 1833, 
133 • 

Bornbay SuprelllJ) Court;l26, 150, 151; 
superseded by High Court, 203 

Bona tlacantia, fall to Crown, 324 
Boone, Cha-rles, governor of Bombay, 

restores judicature in 1716, 41, 42 
Booty, division of, between Company's 

tmd royal forces, 20; charter (1758) 
dealing wit.h ctll:>~iul~ of tcl":'i~:-::;·, 20, 
55 

Borden, Rt. Han.· Sir Robert, Prime 
Minister of Canada, 460, 461 

Borrowing by provinces, under Act of 
1919, 258; by federation and pro
vinces, under Act of 1935, 394: 

Borstn.l Institutions, provincial sub
ject, 370 

Bose, S. C., Indian politician, favours 
communism, 475 n. I; promotes 
youth movement, 288 

Botanical survey, central subject, 264; 
now federal, 366 

Boundaries of provinces, power to 
alter, 140 . 

Boycott of British goods, as mode of 
securing reforms, 227, 295 

Boycotting of public servants penal
ized, 295 n. l, 433 

Bradlaugh, Charles, 1LP., introduces 
Indian Home Rulo Bill, 177 

Brahman,-use of, to assist courts, 63 
Brahmall8, reservation of scats for 

non-, in Madras, 250 
Brandis, Dr. D., inspector-general of 

forests, 200 
Breakdown of constitutional machin

ery, 312; provisions in case of federal, 
34 7; provincial, 356; British Burma, 
454 

Brevet commissions in British .Army 
given to company's officers to enable 
them to exercise power over British 
troops, 157 

British Daluchista.n, acquisition of, 196; 
chief commissioner's province, 181; 
under Act of 1935, 327, 360; represen
tation of, in Council of State, 339; in 
Federal Assembly, 340 

British Burma, meaning of, 452. See 
Burma. 

British Columbia, unfair treatment of 
Indians in, 238 

British commercial community, favour 
federation, 297, 298 

British commercial interests, necessity 
of avoiding discrimination against, 
303, 304, 309, 314, 315; provisions 
for, 378-81; in Burmn, 455; special 
responsibilities of governor-genern.l, 
332, 333; of governors, 349; of 
governor of Burma., 453 
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British Commonwealth J...abour Con
ference, 291 

British Commonwealth Merchant Ship· 
ping Agrcemcnt,I931, India and, :~65 

BritiRh Commonwealth of Natio?Js, 
Dominion status within, 460--6; place 
of India io, 466--77 

British companies, protection for, 
against discrimination, in India, 378, 
395; in Burmn, 455; by go,•crnor
genoral, 332, 333; by governors, 349; 
by governor of Burma, 453 

British forces, maintenance of, forbitls 
full responsible government in India, 
viii, 301, 302, 474 

British India, meaning of term, 323 
British Indian currency in states, 449 
British Nationality and Stutus of 

Aliens Acts, 1014-33, 450, 459. See 
Allegiance 

British :Nationality and Status of 
Aliens Regulations (India), 1934, 
45Sn.2 • 

BritiHh Nationality in the Union, 
Naturalization and Status of Aliens 
Act, 1926, Union ofSouthMrica, 466 

British Peace Delegation at Paris, 461 
British responsibility for- external 

Indian defence to be distinguished 
from locnl responsibility for order, 
suggestion of Simon Commission as 
to, 294 

British shipping, protection for, in 
J.ndia, 379; in Burma, 4.% 

British subjects, limited conception of, 
in Act of 1773, 85, 86. See European 
British subjects 

British subjects, made justiciable 
(1784) in .British Indian courts for 
offences in native states, 97; exercise 
of jurisdiction over, 99,204,205, 221, 
222; subject to Indian legislation 
while in st.n.tcs, 175, 361; alone nor
mally eligiiJlo for servico in India, 
416; in Burma, 455; subject to extra
territorial legislation of Indio.n fed
eral legislature, if of Indian domicile, 
361, 376; of Burman legislature if 
domiciled in Burma, 454 

Broach, London Company's factory nt, 
22; East India Company's n.cquisition 
of, 114 

Broadcasting, control of, under Act of 
1935, 385 

Brockway, Fenner, on Dominion status 
for India, 469 

Bryce, Rev. A., libels J. S. Bucking
ham, 163 

Buckingham, James Silk, editor of 
Calcutta Journal, sent home, 163 

Buddhist church in Burma, offer of, to 
co-operate with government rejected 
(1887), 100. 

Buddhist law, in Burma, 212 
Budget. See Financial Stntcment 
Bundulkhand acquired from Peshwa 

(1802), 151; politic:tl agent,. 441. 
Bundi, treaty with (1818), 117 
Burdwan, Company receives ~760) 

gmnt of, 27; division of Bengal. 234; 
Btatus of inhabitants of, in 1773--80, 
86 • 

Burgoyne, General John, M.P., on 
acquisition of territory in India, 70 

Burgo1'te, General Sir John, arrested 
by Macartney, 81 

Burial and burial grounds, provincial 
subject, 371. • 

Burke, E., opposes interference• with 
Company, 70; speech on India Bill, 
1783, 94, 95 

Bu.rmn, Arakan, atM Tenasserim ac
quired (1826), 119; Lower Blfrma 
acquired (1852), 124; placed under 
a chief commissioner (1862), 181; 
Upper Burma added (1886), 181; 
made a lieutenant-~overnora~p 
(1897), 181-legislaturo created for, 
182; increased in size, 229, 230; under 
Montagn-Chelmsford reforms, gover
nor's province, 247; cxw:utive coun
cil of, 247; JPiniatera of, 249; legis
lative councn of, 249-59; proposals 
for reforms in, B05 n. 3, 308 n. 2; 
under Act of 193(), unitary govern
ment of, 452; governor's d.iscrction
a.ry action and special responsibilities, 
452, 453; legislature of, 453, 454; 
financial provisions, 454; High Court 

•of, 454; services of Crown in, 454, 
455; states of, 456; sharing of Indian 
debt with India, 457; relations with 
India afl to currency immigration, 
duties, 457; loss to India on separa
tion, 388 

Bur;na Civil Servioo (Class 1), 454 
Burma Frontier Service, 455 
Burma Medical Service, 454 
Burma Police, 454 
Burma .Public Service Commission, 455 
Burma Railway Board, 454 
Burma rebellion (1'31), 295, 434 
Burma Round Table Conference, l 932, 

305 n. 3 • 
Burma-Yunnan agre€Pllont, April 9th 

1935, 410 n. 3 

• 

• 

• 
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Burmese goods, governor-general to 
prevent discrimination or pona.liza-
tion of, 332, 333 • 

By-laws, temporary, power of President 
and Council in Mallras to make, 
39 n. 2; in Surat, 39, 42 

Cabinet, British, relation to Indian 
ausiness, 99, 140, 169, 435; persuades 
Edward VII to permit Indian mem
b.. of governor-general's council, 
231; resignation of ministers on 
disapproval of, 165, 241 

Cabinet systc~ in lndiBn central 
go ... ~ernmcnt under Act of 1858, 171, 
172; under Act of 1935, 332-5; in 
provinoes, 249, 348-51 • 

Cachar, acquisition of, 119, 120 
Ca:illaud, Colonel John, concludes 

treat,- (1766) with N~am, 78 
Calcdtta, u.cquiaition of, 25; charter of 

1726 confers municipal constitution, 
18; jurisdiction and legislation in, 
49-52; treasuPy removed to, 60; 
ceases to bo capital of India, 233, 
234. /)p,e also Bengal 

Calcutta College for servants of Com
pa.ny, 128, 140 n. 2 

~lcutta ~h Ccmrt, constituted, 203, 
204, 236, 343 n. 2; unier Act of 1935, 
424-7 

Gakutta Journal, 163 
Calcutta S\l['rilme Court, 73-f:i, 84-7, 

146; converted to High Court, 203 
Cam bay stato (1771), mtervontion in, 

aftnr disturbanoos of 1890, 220 n. 2 
Canada, claims fo:r Dominion status, 

461, 462, 464, 465, 466; comparison 
of constitution with that of India, 
319-22, 325, 361, 362, 363, 364, 
368 n. I, 369 n. 1, 385, 386; provinces 
of, have certain powers of constitu"'nt 
change, 438; treatment oflodians in, 
238 

Canni~g, Lord, governor-general (1856--
62), desires to n.bolish his council, 
171; diRlikca criticism in legislature, 
173; pla.ccs powers of justicf in 
collector, 145; reluctant to inter
fere with Press, 163; sovereignty of 
Crown over states asserted by, 213, 
214 

Cantonments, British jurisdiction in, 
222, 331; land mr, to bo granted by 
states, 220; wifh exemption from 
customs dues, 2 7 

Capital of Indiu.,fixcd at Dolhi (HH1), 
233--6 

Capital sentences, to be confirmed by 
uazim or his delegate (1774), 65. See 
also Pardon 

Capitation taxes, provincial subject, 
•373, 390 

Capitulations, granted by Soltan of 
'l'urkey, 121; vainly sought from 
Indian authorities, 22, 26 

Captain-general, of Company at Surat, 
etc., 28, 29 

Carmichael, Lord, first governor of 
Bengal, under Act of 1912, recom
tnends direct responsibility of govor· 
·nor for legislat.ion, 248 

Carnatic, 24, 67, 79, 80, 81, 93, 103, 112, 
113, 124 

Carriage of goods by air, convention 
of 1929 as to, acceded to by British 
India, 412; fedora.! legislative subject, 
367 

Carriage of passengers and goods, 
federal subject, 367 

Can·i~gc of passengers and goods on 
inland waterways, concurrent legis
lative subject, 375 

Cart.ier, John, governor of Bengal from 
1769, 59 

Cash contributions, may be remitted 
by Crown to states, 391, 392 

Caste, rescrration of ma.tters alfecting, 
in criminal law (1781), abolished by 
Act of 1935, 89; questions affecting, 
referred to experts, 44, 45, 48 

Ca.stlereagh, Lord, on control of 
directors by Board of Control, 140 

Ca.wnpore, Hindu-Muslim riots (1931), 
299 

Census, central subject, 264; now 
federal subject, 366 

Central and provincial relations from 
1858 to 1921, 183-5 

Central agencies and institutions for 
tcaearch, etc., control subject, 264 

Central Board of Directors of Reserve 
Dank, under control of governor
general, . 393 

Central executive in India under Act of 
1868, 171-3; under Act ofl935, 331-8 

Ccntrallndia.n Agency, 441 
Central intelligence bureau, federal 

subject, 365 
Central police organization, central 

au bject, 264 
Contml Provinces, created in 1861 as 

chief commissionership, 181; given a 
legiala.tivc council (HH3), 235; undor 
Montagu.Chelmsford reforms, a. gov
ernor's province, 247; exocut.ive 
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council of, 247; ministers of, 249; 
legislative council of, 249-59; under 
Act of 1935, governor's province, 
327; represented in Council of State, 
339; in Federal Aasombly, 340; C1te· 

cutivo government of, 346--62; legis
lature of, 352-7; francbise of, 35S-60; 
legislative powers of, 361-83; rela
tions of, to federation, in administra
tive matters, 383-6; in finance, 386-9 

Central Provinces' judicial commis
sioner's court, 425 

Central subjects, under Act of 1919, 
263-5; now federal, 365-70 

Ceremonial titles, orders, precedence, 
and civil uniforms, central subject 
under Act of 1919 {not o.asigned by 
Act of 1935), 265 

Certification of Bills by governor
general under Act of 1919, 262; for 
protection of Indian princes (1922), 
280; to increase salt taxa.~ion, 280; 
to pass Criminal Lnw Amendment 
Ad, 1!}:{5 (Cmd. 50ll), 433. 

Cortifica.tion of Bills by governors, 
under Act of 1919, 249 

Cosscs on entry of goods into local areas, 
provincial subject, 373, 391 

Cession of territory, by }i;ast India 
Company, 20; India not permitted 
to legislate for, 179, 324, :176; power 
of Crown as to, 179, 324 

Ceylon, discrimination against India.JJ.S 
in, 476; maintenance of Indian 
government agent in, 413 

Ceylon (State Council Elections) Order 
in Council, 1931, 476 n. 4 

Chait Singh, of :Scnares, unjustly 
treated by Hastings, 78, 83, 84 

Cha.kda.rm, held by regular forces, 196 
Chamber of Princes, under Act of 1919, 

272, 273, 411, 444--6 
Ohamberlain, Sir Austen, criticizes 

modo of formation of Council of 
State, 316; resigns secretaryship of 
stato for India over Mesopotamian 
fiasco, 241 

Chamberlain, Rt. Han. Joseph, on 
status of Indians in Transvaal, 2:w 

Chandemagore, capturo of, 159; reforti· 
fication of, })Crmitted by Company 
contrary to treaty of Paris, 79 n. 1 

Chaplains, of Church of ]1~nglu.nd, 129, 
136, 136, 160, 413; of Church of 
S('otland, 136, 414; in Burma, 455 

Charges on centml revenues under Act 
of 1919, 261, 262; on provincial 
revenues, 252 

Charges on federal revenues under Aot 
of 1935, 344, 345; on provinciit..l 
revenues, ::156 

Charities nnd charitable endowments 
and instittttfons, provincia-l subject, 
253, 372 

Charles I, fails to support I~ondon 
Company, 7; grants licence to 
Conrtoen's As.sociatiou, 7 • 

Charlea II, grants charter (1661) to 
London Company, 8, 9; increasla its 
authority (1683), 10, 11, 38, 39; 
transfers Bombay to Company by 
charter (1668), 9, 1" 

Cha.rles VI, Emperor, attempts to 
secure trade with India, 16 

Charnolk, Job (d. 1693), settles a.t 
Sutanat~ 49 

Charter ( 1600) to mcrchn.nts of London 
trading witQ. East Indies, 2....3; com· 
pared with !tlassachusetts chart:.!r, 66 

Charter of 1609, 6 
Charter of 1661, 8, 9 
Charter of 1668, 9, 18' 
Charter of 1676 (not 1677), 10 • 
Charter of 1683, 10, 11, 38, 39 
Charter of 1686, II, 12 
Charter of 1693 (October 7th), 13 
Charter of 1693 (Novembefl' 11th), lJ• 

14 
Charter of 16l1'1 (September 28th), 14 
Charter of 1698 (Aprill3tb), 13 
Charter of 1726 (SeptcmQe.r 24th), 18, 

19, 44, 45, ~ 49, 51, 5!?, 134 
Charter of 172qNovcmbcr 17th), 44 
Charter of 1753 (January 8th), 19, 44, 

4f.i, 48, 49, 51, 52, 134 
Charter of 1757, regarding booty, 20 
Charter of 1758, regarding booty and 

oossion of territory, 20, 55 
Charter of 1774-, of Supreme Court, 

Ji'ort William, 73 
Charter of 1801, of Mudra.s Supreme 

Court, 149 
Charter of 1823, of Bombay Suprewe 

Court, 160 
Charter of 1865, of High Courts, 203 
Chaukidars, police, 147 
Chatiri Chaunt, murder in 1922 of 

police at, 283 
Chelmsford, Lord, governor-general 

(1916-21), 239, 244; joint author of 
reform scheme: 247-73 

Cheques, billii of c~hange, promissory 
notes, Act of 1881 regarding, 210; 
federal subject, ~7 

Chetwodc, Sii- P ., Qll difficulty of 
recruiting Indian officers, 402 n. 1 
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• 

Chief Commissioner, Ajmcr·Merwara, 
office held since 1871 by governor
general's agent, Ra.jputana, 181; 
under Act of I!.t~O. 827, 360 

Chief Commissioner, .A.tld«.man and 
Nicobar Isla-nds, office created(l872), 
lSI; retn.ined undet Act of 1935, 
327, 360 

Chief&, Commissioner, British Baluchi
stJm, office created (1887), 181; 
uncWr Act of 1935, 327, 360 

Chief Commissioner, Central Provit1cos, 
office created (1861), 181 

Chief Commission~. Coorg, resident at 
:M:ysoro acts as, 181, 265; office 
retained under Act of 1935, 327, 361 

Chief Commissioner, Delhi, und~ Act 
of 1912, 236; under Act of 1935, 327, 
360 

Chief Cr.nmissionor, L~'ver Burma 
(186!-86), Burma (1886-97), 181; 
as High Court, 209 

Chief Commissioner, North-West Fron· 
tier P1·ovince, @'rea.ted 1901, 181, 
19?tn. 1 

Chief Commissioner, Oudh, 154 
Chief Commissioner, Punjab, 154 
Chief CommiBsioners, in control of 
~fined nr&.s, 139; salaries of, not 

• votable under Act of 1919, 262; 
under Act ()f 1935, 34~ 

Chief Court, Lahore, for Punjab, 206 
Chief Court, Qudh, 425 
Chief Court, .~ngoon, 206, 209 
Child, Sir Josiah, influm,cc of, on for

tunes of London Company, 8, 12, 13, 
25; proposes to govern India by 
martial and civil law and the orders 
of directors, ~9, 4-0; refuses to recom
mend u. municipa.1 government for 
Bombay, 42 

Child, Sir John (d. 1690), captain. 
general of the Company, president 
nt Surat, 28, 37, 38, 41 

China, trade with, continued as mono
poly under charter of 1813, 127; 
disappears under charter of 1833, 
131; interests of, in Tibet, 194; opi~m 
convention with, binds states, 4o0; 

• use of Indian forces in, 406 
Chinl\ Trade Act, 1833, 136 
Chitml, policy of retention of (1895-7), 

196 • 
Chittngong, grant oT, to Company in 

1760, 27; now dhriopon ofl3enga.l, 234; 
rebellious outbren.lw at (1930 and 
1932), 434; sto.\Jls of inhabitants of 
(1773-80), 86 

Chittagong hill tmcts, special rCgime 
for, 266 

• Choultry Qourt of Madras, 47, 48, 49 
Cltowghulas, used in judicial procecd

Utgs in Bomba.y, 44, 45 
Christian Briti~>h subjects, jurisdiction 

of High Courts over, 205, 206 
Christianity in India., 160, 161 
Christians. army virtul\lly closed to, 

160 n. 1; loss of properly on con
version abolished, I 60 

Church of England, in India, 129, 130. 
135, 136, 160, 413, 414 

Church of India., Burma, and Ceylon, 
413 

Church of Scotlaitd, in India, 136, 413, 
414 

Churchill, Lord Randolph, view of, as 
to Council of India, 169 

Churchill, Rt. Ron. W. S., declines to 
• serve on J"oint Select Committee on 

Government of India. Bill, 309; leads 
attack~· on Indian policy of the 
government., 308; opposes British 
subsidy for Indian defence, 407 

Cinematograph filma, control of, pro
vincial, 255, 372; but exhibition 
subject M concuiTent ccntrv.l, 255; or 
federal power, :~76 

Circuit courts, created by Cornwallis, 
107, 108. See Courts. of Circuit 

Cis-Sa.tlej states, under BritiRh pro
tection (1809), 116, 151 

City and zill_o.h courts, replace Diwa!li 
Adala.t.s, m Bengal, 107, 108; m 
lJena.rcs, 145 

Civil and Sessions judges, in Bengal, 
144; in 1\fadras, 149 

Civil code, 1855, Punjab, 154 
Civil procedure, formerly central sub

ject, 264; now concurrent Jegislative 
subject, 374. See Code of Civil 
Procedure 

Civil servants, Compa,ny's control of, 
4, 6, 17; po!'lition of, under W. 
Hastings, 91, 92; under Cornwallis, 
109, 110; revision of salaries of, 142; 
under Crown, 198-203; under Mon· 
tagu-C.belmsford reforms, 265, 256, 
270-2; salaries, etc., non-\Tota.ble, 
252, 262; under recommendations of 
Loe Commission; 284, 302; under Act 
of 1935, 414-19; executive safe
guards for, 332, 349; in BUl'ma, 454, 
455; legal control of, 429-31; punish· 
meat of offences by, 72, 86, 87, 89. 
Su aUo Indian Civil Service Indiani
zation 
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Civil Service Cowmissioners nid India 
Office in selecting (>f'ficials, J 98 

Civil Service CoUlm.i.ssions, in India. • 
See Public Service Commissions 

Civil veterinary matter~:~, pmvillcial 
subject, 253, 371 

Claims against Company, in Mayor's 
Court, 72; in Supreme Court, 7 4; in 
England, 17, 18. See also Suite 
against the Crown 

Clavering, Genera.} Sir John, member 
of council, Fort Willia.m (1774--7), 
71, 76, 77 

Clergy Act, 1819, 130 
Clive~ Robert~ later I..ard) founder of 

British territorial supremacy in 
India, 20, 27, 29, 30; greed of, for 
money, 83; secures grant of t.be 
Diwani, 53-5; exemption of nawab 
from control of Nizam, 78; supports 
dyarchy, 85; Suppresses JJ).Utiny of• 
officers, 56, 57, 157 

Clive, Lord, controlled by Wellesley 
during governorship of MadraR, 
142 n. 1 

Cochin, state (1791, 1809), 442; legis
lative council of, 443; customs duties 
in, 44-9; post office of, 418; railways 
in, 448 

Code of Civil Procedure, 210, 225, 418 
Code of Criminal Procedure, 206, 208, 

210, 224 n. 3, 225, 418 
Codification of law, provisions for 

(lil33), 135; (1853), 138, 210 
Coinage of money, at Bomb~J..y (1676), 

10; at Calcutta, 27; at M9--draa, 10, 
24; Oudh proposes to effect in King's 
name, 67; use of Mogul ~;mperor's 
name on Company's issue ceases, 
120; in states, 449; under Act of 1935, 
federal subject, 365; special, for 
Burma., 457 

Coinage offences, Imperial legffilation 
as to, 129 

Collective responsibility, of federal 
ministry, 334; of provincia! ministry, 
351; difficulties as to, 473, 474 

Collector, position of, in Bengal, 60, 61, 
66, 88, 106, 107, 109, 144; in Bombay, 
160, 151; in Madras, 148, 149; in 
North-Western Provinces, 152, 208 

Collector's Cutchel"'"J'• at Calcutta., 51, 
52 

Coll~ge, Wellesley's, a.t Ca.lcutte., 128, 
140 n. 2 

Colleges. See Addiscombe, Haileybury 
Colonia.l Courts of Admiralty Act, 1890, 

204, 364, 406 tl. 4 

Colonial Uourta of Admiralty, as prize 
courts, 406 n. 4. See Admiralty 
Courts 

Colonial Laws Validity Act, 1865, still 
applicable •to Australia and New 
Zealand, 3i6 

Colonization, provincial subject, 371 
Colonization Act in Punjab (1907), 

causes unrest, 227 • 
Command over royal antl Company's 

forces, questions as to, 81, 167; of 
Indian officers over British forces, 
403 

Commander-in-chief, position of, as 
member of Beuga.l Coun_cU.. 96, lO l; 
as member of Indian Council from • 
188t, 132, 172, 189, 281; under Act 
of 1935, 330, 336, 399, 400 

Commanders-in-chief in Madras and 
Bombay, ¥ members of caatncil, 9(}; 
posts of, abolished, 189 • 

Commercial business of Company, 
Warren lla.sti.ngs' arrangements for, 
66, 67; roorganited by Cornwullis, 
105, 106; reduced by Act of •1813, 
127; taken away by Act of 1833, 131 

Commission of inquiry proposed for 
certain matters affecting the states, 
272, 273; refused by nlier of Indore, 
447 • 

Commission '\nder sign manual, of • 
governor-general, 323; of governors, 

348 ' Commissioners, in Sind, 51 
Commissioner!. See Chief Commis

sioners and Judicial Com missioner 
Commissioners, in Burma, function as 

judicial officers, 209; in regulation 
areas, in North-Western Provinces, 
152; in non-regulation aroos and 
Punjab, 153, 208, 209 

Commissioners of revenue and circuit, 
nengal, 144 

Commissioners for the Affairs of India, 
or Board of Control, created (1784), 
95, 96; cost of staff and members (if 
paid) placed on Compt:tny, 100; under 
Jl.-ct of 1813, 127, 128; under Act of 
1833, 134, 136, 160; under Act of 
1853, 137; under Act of 1854, 139 

Commissions in Indian Army, King's, • 
gra.ntcd to Indians, 241, 401, 402, 
403; Viceroy"'3, 156, 157, 188, 403 

Commissions in nlval, mHita.ry, and ai..r 
forces, grant of, under Act of 1935, 
401, 402, 103 

Commissions of otfic.crs of lndian 
armies, under Company, 157 
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Committoo for Trade and Plantations, 
Privy Council, recognizes court at 
Bombay, 3i • 

Committee of Circuit: Bengal (1772), 
60 • 

CommiU.ce of House of Commons, 1812, 
on Indio.n government, 127 

Committee of Revenue, Bcngctl, vnrioua 
.forms of, (1) 1771, 58, 60 n. 1; 

(2) 1772, governor-general and coun
fl.l, 60, 61, 91; (3) 1773, two members 
of council a.nd three servants of 
Company, 61, 62; (4) 1781, four 
servants arm diwan, 91; (fi) 1786, 
Board under member of council, 91. 
See Board of Revenue 

Committee of Secrecy of Dltectors of 
East India Company, 9S 

Committees, i.e. Directors, of London 
CoJ11pany, 2 • • 

Cofnmonwealth, the, tho Company and, 
7, 8 

Commonwealth Merchant Shipping 
Agreement, ,931, relation of India 

-to, 365 
Commonwealth of Australin, federation 

compared with Indian, 319-22, 325, 
362, 363, 364, 382, 386; status of, 

.. 465, 46~; constituent powers of states 
of, 438 

Communal award, .fugust 4th 1932, 
352, 353 

Commun/ll representation begun in 
1909, ~9. 237; apQfoved by Congress 
and the Muslim l..caguo (1916), 243; 
deemed necessary by Montagu
Chclmsford report, 245; perpetuutcd 
in 1919, 250, 260, 261; in 1935, 340, 
353, 358; in Burma, 453; to be 
safeguarded, 439 

Communications, in limited degree, 
provincial subject, 263, 371 • 

Communist propagfl.nda, 289, 475 n. 1 
Communities, governor-general bound 

to secure due share of appointments 
for, 333; so also gQvernors, 349 

Companies, legislative power over, 
central rmbjcct (1919), 264; ~.ivided 
between federation and units, 367, 
36R, 372; taxation of capital of, 369, 
390. See also Corporation tax 

Competition for entry to Company's 
service, propos£ ( 1833), 135; de
layed (18B4), 135; principle adopted 
(1853), 166;. under Crown, 201, 
202 • 

Comptroller- ll-nd auditor-general, 200. 
See also Auditor-genern.l 

Compulsory acquisition of land, pro
vincial subject, 2fi5, 370; for federal 
railway" authority, 398 

Confirmation of ?tln"rriages in Jndin. 
• Act, 1818, 130 
Conservative opposition to federation 

scheme, 299, 300 
Constitution and organization of all 

courts save federal court, and fees, 
provincial subject, 371 

Constitutional change, power rests with 
Parliament, 438; minor points may 
be dealt with by Order in Council, 
438, 439 ; in Burma, 455, 456. 

Constitutional government in states, 
slow development of, 443, 444 

Consuls, King's, New Company's repre
sentatives appointed, 26 

Contract Act, 1872, Indian, 210 
Contracts (other than contracta relating 

to agricultural land), concurrent 
legislative subject, 374; by govern
menta and secretary of eta to, 395,396 

Contribution by India to cost of naval 
defence, 406 

Contribution by United Kingdom to 
Indian defence expenditure, 406, 
407 • 

Contributions from provinces to centre 
under Act of 1919, 256; from states 
in lieu of corporat-ion tax, 389; other 
forms of, may bo remitted under 
federation, 391 

Cont-rol. See BoW of Control 
Control of government of Bengal over 

Madras and Bombay, provided for 
in Act of 1773, 71, 72; in practice, 
78-82, 94; made effective in 1784, 
96, 97; and extended in 1793, 101; 
Ol)eration of, 142 

Convention on commercial matters 
between United Kingdom and India, 
advantages of, recognized, 315, 379, 
380; draft of projected, 303 

Conversion to Christianity, abolition of 
rnle of loss of property entailed by, 
160 

Coach Beha.r, state (1773), 442 
Cooke, Humphrey, provisional governor 

of Bombay (1665~). 31 
Co-operative societies, provincial subw 

joct, 253, 368, :372 
Cooper's Hil1 College established in· 

1871, 200; abolished in 1906, 203 
Coorg, acquisition of (1834), 120; by 

war declared against, 216; chief 
commissioner of, 265; legislature of, 
266j chief commissione-r's province 
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under Act of 1935, 327, 360; repre
sentative of, in Council of State, 339; 
in Federal Assembly, 340; law affect
ing native Christin.ns of, 211 

Coote, Sir Eyre, commander-in-chief~ 
77, 78; serves in Madras, 80 

Copyrights, inventions, designs, trade 
and merchandise marks, centro.! 
subject, 264; now federal subject, 367 

Cornwallis, Lord, governor-genera.! 
(1786--93 and 1805), attitude of, to 
Impey, 88; cont.Qmpla.tes amalgama
tion of royaltmd Company's forces, 
100, 105; dissD.tisficd with doubtful 
position as to sovereignty, 102; policy 
of, towards Emperor, 103; nawab of 
Ca.rnatic, 103, 104; nawab of Oudh, 
103; Nizam of Hyderaba.d and 
Marathas, 104; Tipu Sultan, 104; 
reforms of, in commercial matters, 
105, 106; in judicial and revenue 
matters, 106-9; in overhaul of ad. 
ministration, 109, IIO; returns to 
India to carry out policy of non. 
intervention, 115; system of, altera
tionsin,I43, 144, 145; extension of, to 
regulation districts, 152 

Corporation tax, federal anbjt:lltt, 369, 
389; contribution from states in lieu, 
369 

Corporations, in ~~ngland, required by 
English law to have by.Jaws ex. 
amined by judges, 75 n. 2 

Corporations, in some degree federal 
subject, 367; in some matters, 
provincial, 372 

Correspondence, between governors of 
M'Mha'l!. \\.n.d. 'B~m.b'l:\.y 'Q.n.d. illd.i'l:\. 
Office direct permitted, 180; not 
provided for in Act of 1935, but not 
excluded, 350 

Cost of defence department not to be 
voted by Indian legislature, 262, 345, 
399 

Costa in civil proceedings against 
officers, may be paid from public 
funds, 418 

Cotton, duties on, central subject, 264; 
countervailing excise on, 170 

Cotton manufacturers of western India, 
a.nti.British policy of, 2SS 

Council, system of g\lvernment by 
president and, 29, 30 

Council of governor.general under Act 
of 1858, 171-3; Indian placed ou 
(1909), 231; disappears under Act of 
1935, 332, 334, 335 

Council of India, created in 1858, 165, 

166; relations to secretary of state, 
168-70; altered in 1909, 232; pro· 

• posal to abolish in 1919, 267; 
abolished under Act of 1935, 435; 
provisional .c~ndition of, during 
transition, 440 

Council of India. Act, 1907, 232 n. 1 
Council of India (Reduction) Act, 

1889, 169 
Council of ministers, federal, 332-§; 

provincial, 348-51 • 
Council of Stute, undor Moutagu. 

Chelmsford scheme, 261, 262, 263; 
under Act of 1935, 339t 340; franchise 
for, 357; president of, 338 

Council secretaries, under Act of 1919, 
249 • 

Councils of Madras and Bombay, 
abolition of, suggested, 131, 132; 
members of, reduced after .1813, 

• 132 • • 
Councils of revenue at Murshidabad 

and Paton., 58, 60 
Counsellors of govern!111'~genera1, :l35, 

336; ma.y spea.k in either chambw, 
338; salaries of, not votable, 345; of 
governor of Burma, 452 

Countervailing excise on Indian cotton 
(1894), 170 • 

Court of Admiralty, Supreme Court,• 
Calcutta ns, 72!' See Admiralty Court 

Court of Committees, of London Com
pany, 2; given power to l~islatc for 
Bombay, 9; qualifica.tions-'of mcm· 
hers of, 13, 14 • 

Court of Consul-General on Persian 
Gulf, appeal thence to Bombay High 
Court., 4,24, 

Court of Cutcherry, at Madras, 49 
Court of Directors of East India Com· 

pany, 16, 17; under Act of 1773, 71; 
uq,der Act of 1784·, 95, 96; under Act 
of 1853, 137; power of, 13G, 137; 
abolished (1868), 165 

Court of Judicature, under charters of 
1683-6, 11, 38-9; of 1698, 17; of 
1726, 18; of 1753, 19; in Bombay, 
1718-28, 44 

Court ~f Proprietors, East India Com~ 
pany, under Regulating Act, 1773, 
71; tbwart.s will of government, 94; 
loses power under Act of 1784, 96; 
disappears under-Act of 1858, 165 

Court of Requests, tfttder charters of 
1726 and 1753, in Bombay, 44; in 
Calcutta., 51, 75; m•Madrn.s, 49, 51 

Courteen (CourtCn), Sir William, char
ter granted to (1635), "1 

• 
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Courts, other than federal court, con. 
stitution ami organization of, pro
vincial subject, 370; jurisdiction and • 
powers of, in rcspoct of proYincial 
subjects, provinciall~g~lation as to, 
370; in respect of concurrent subjects, 
concurrent legislative powers n.s to, 
376; in respect of federa.l subjects, 
~deral powers as to, 369 

Courts (Colonial) Jurisdiction Act, 
li1Ji4, 204 

Courts martial, legislation by Indian 
legislatures a.s to, 134. See also 
Articles of ~r. Martia-l law 

Courts of Circuit, in Bengal, 107, 143, 
144; in Bombay, 151; in Madms, 148 

Courts of Wards, provincial~ubject, 
372 

Covenanted Civil Service, posts re
servtd for, 198, l9i!. See Indian 
Cl\ril Service 

Co,·enants with ser,•ants of Company, 
55 . 

Cranwcll, Royal' Air Force, entry of 
kl.dians to, 281; stopped, 402 n. l 

Creditors, forbidden to exercise juris
diction over debtors, 65 

Crewe, Marquess of, Committee under, 
on Homt: Administration of Indian 

• Affairs, viii, 267, 268; on Dominion 
status for India, 47"!' 

Crimean war, result on Indian feeling, 
164 

Criminal ffl.uses, appeals to Privy 
Council in, 422; oJny by leave of 
Supreme Court under Act of 17i3, 
74 

Criminal code, 1827, Bombay, 150. See 
Penal Code 

Criminal jurisdiction, Bengal, develop
ment of, 64, 65, 90, 106, 107, 108, 
109, 206; in Bombay, 150, 151;. in 
Madras, 148, 149; in other a.ren.s, 152, 
163; under Code of Crim:innl Pro
cedure, 206, 207 

Criminal .r urisdiction Act, 1802, 352 
Criminal law, in the main subject to 

concurrent legislation, 374; clintral 
subject under Act of 1919, 264 

Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1935, 
433 

Criminal Law (India) Act, 1828, 130 
Criminal procedure~ central subject, 

264; now concu,rent legislative sub-
ject, 374 • 

Criminal Procedure Code, 1861, 210; 
second cilitio~. 210; niles of, 206, 207, 
208, 224 n. 3, 225. 418 

Criminal proceedings against Euro
peans, need of previous sanction for 
alteration of Ia.w as t-o, 377 

Criminal tribes, concurrent legislative 
~ubjcct, 255, 375 

Cromer, Lord, on Lord SaliRbury's 
attitude to subordinates, 169; pro. 
posal to place on Council of India, 435 

Cromwell, Oliver, grants charter for 
Indian trade (1657), 7, 8; secures 
satisfaction for massacre of Amboyna. 
from Dutch, 7 

Crown, appoints audit-or-general, 394; 
commander-in-chief, by warrant, 
399; governor-general and represen
tative as regards relations with 
Indian states, 323; governors of 
provinces, 348; governor of Burma, 
452; judges of Federal Court, 420; of 
High Courts, 425 

Crown, aBBumption of government of 
India by, 164-8; representation of, 
under Act of 1935, 322-6; £mggestion 
of taking over authority by, 79; titlo 
of, 167, 168. See also Disallowanco 
of Indian Acts, King in Council, 
Prerogative 

Crown dt!bts, priority of, 326 
Cum berland, Earl of, receiver of charter 

of 1600 from }Jlizabeth, 2 
Currency, control of, under Act of 1935, 

393; arrangements as regards Burma, 
457 

CD1Tency, coinage and legal tender, 
central subject, 264; now federal 
subject, 365 

Currency, coinage, and monetary 
policy, controlled by governor of 
Burma, 452"' 

CWTcncy ,.Commission, 280 
Currency difficulties after 18i3, 186, 

187 
Cufzon.,_.Ma.!..9.uess, governor-B,£_~cral ~ 

/ \TS1!9--1.!lQ5),.....,app.fOves C18cla:r:ation 
oi1"'9f 7, 243 n. 2; at'mua:e ·towards 
Indian princes, 218; controversy over 
militarymemberof council, 172,190; 
dropped at King's request; 168; 
encourages buren.ucracy, 202; fron. 
tier policy of, 196; as regards 
Mghanistu.n, 193 n. 1; Tibet, 196; 
Persian Gulf,~~197; organization of 
army, 189, 190; partition of Bengal 
decided on by, 226, 227; punishes 
attacks on natives, 400; superiority 
of attitude to India.ns, 227 n. 2; views 
on Council of India, J 70; goYernor
gcncral's council, 174: on sovereignty 
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over states, 446; warned not to take 
military action unsa.nctioncd, 405 n. 8 

Customary law, sometimes prevails 
over Hindu and Muhammadan law, 
211 • 

Customs duties, 186; central subject, 
264; now federal subject, 369, 390; 
levied by Indian stat-es, 449; may be 
surrendered for compensation on 
accession to federation, 392 

Cutch, state (1809, 1816, 1819), 442; 
jurisdiction in, 223; :railway rights 
of, 440 

Cutch Agency, 442 
Cutta.ck, surrendered by Bhonsle raja, 

ll4; zillah judges of, 145; opened to 
entry of British subjects, Dl5 

Dacca division of Bengal, 234 
Dacoits, Hastings' measures against, 

65; legislation against (184:-J-51), 147 
Daln.i Lama, relations of, with Dorjicff, 

194 
Dn.Ihousic, Marquess of, governor

general (1848-56), 122; annexes 
Jnitpur, Jhanai, Nagpur, Sambal
pur, and Satara, 122, 123; Lower 
Burma, 124; Oudh, 123, ,24; de
clines to intervene in Bahawa.lpur, 
123; punishes crime of suttee, 
123; regards international law as 
applicable to relations with states, 
123, 126; secures surrender of llcrar 
from Nizam, 124; terminates titles 
of nawab of Carnatic and rnja of 
Tanjore and pension of Peshwa, 124; 
but not of Emperor, 124; approves 
activity of Legislative Connell of 

..._ 1853, 173; insists on subordination of 
military authority, 158; on settle
ment of Oudh revenue with holders, 
not ta.lukdars, I M 

Danish missionaries, encouraged, 160 
Darjoeling, obtained in 1835, 139 
Daroga in charge of police districts, 107 
Darogo Adalat, presides over Nizamat 

Sadr Adalat, 65 
Daa, C. R., reformer, 283; untimely 

death (1925) of, 286 
Deadlock provisions, under Act of 1919, 

261; in federation, under Act of 1935, 
343, 344; in provinces, 354; in 
Burma, 464 

Death duties, not payable in respect 
of pensions derived from certain 
funds, 419 

Death sentences, control of nazim at 
Murshidabad over, 02, 63; delegated 

to darogo, 65; under Act of 1935, in 
provincial courts, powers of governor• 

• general, 427 
Death sentences on }juropean 'British 

subjects, limi\.s on courts to impose1 

134 
Debt, public, charges for, non-votable 

under Act of 1919, 252, 262; under 
Act of 1935, 345, 355. See Loans. 

Debts of nawab of Carnatic, scandal of1 

103, 104 • 
Deccan Agticulturists' Relief Act, 1870, 

208 
Deccan States Agency,•441 
Declaration of fortunes by officers, 

required by Act of 1784, 98; repealed 
in 17Be, 99 ' 

Declaration of war, by Crown, preroga· 
tive right, 324, 40il 

Defence, a cc$al subject uncitr Act 
• of 1919, 263; expenditure on, •not 

votable, 262 
Defence, as reserved head under Act 

of 1936, 300, 399~07; legislative 
power of federation, 365; oxpondi~re 
on, not votable, 345; relations of 
governor-general and ministers aa to, 
336, 337, 399, 401; as responsibility 
of governor of Burma, 4~, 455 • 

Defence of Indi\.Act, 1915, 239 
Defence of India (Criminal Law 

Amendment) Act, 1915, 406 
Dohra Dun, courts for, 145'-
Dclhi, acquired and brought under 

British contro'. 114; transferred to 
Punjab (1858), 152; to direct control 
of government as capital of India in 
1!)12, 23&; chief commissionor~s pro· 
vince, under Act of 1935, 327, 360; 
representative of, in Council of State, 
339; in Federal Assembly, 340 

De.lbi Durbar, 233-0 
Delhi Laws Act, HH2, India, 236 
Denmark, cedes Sorampur (184!)), 139 
Deognon, treaty (1803) of, with Bhonsle 

raja, 114 
Departure from India, of officer with

out.pennission equivalent to resigna
tion, 101; in case of governor-geneml 
and governors cntailB loss of office 
until Act of 1924, 173 

Dopressed classos, question of safe
guards of, 290, "907, 358, 3HO; pro
tection of, amonl minorities, 332, 
333, 349 • 

Deputy collecto.rs, Bengal, 144 
Deputy commisaionors,.in non-regula

tion areas, 153; in Burma., 209 
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Deputy dlwa.ns in Bengal, 59, 60 
Deputy governor of Bengn.l, post of, 

132, 137 n. 2 • 
Deputy governor of Company of 

Merchants of London~ i, 4-, 13, 14 
Deputy magistrntes, in Bengal, 144; 

in North.\Vestcrn Provinces, 152 
Deputy (naib) diwans, of Bengal and 

:Qihar, unjust accusations against 
(1772), 59 

Derdl' Ismail Khan, settled area of 
North-West Frontier Province, 197 

Derby, Earl of, asks for most-fll.voured 
nation treatment for British imports 
into India, 318 

Do Valera, E., President of Executive 
Council, Irish ]"reo State, t!:I right 
of neutra'lity, 464 

Development of industries, in part 
centr4\l, now fed.eral s~bject, 264-, 368 

Dc\·e1opment of industries, in part 
provincia.! subject, 253, 372 

Development of political unrest in 
India (1886-1908), 226-8; later, 
2Y7-43, 274-87 

Dewas, states (1818), 118 
Dewas (Senior), ruler relieved of 

administration, 447 
:Qllar, stato•(l819), 118 
JTh.olpur, state (1779 a.nd 1806), 442 
Differential taxation o! basis of resi-

dence, biU for, requfres previous 
sanction, j77 

Differential treatment of Dominion 
British suhjccts, perrt.itted to India, 
366 n. 1, 407 

Dindigul, acquired by Company, 104; 
administration of, 148 

Dioceses, in India, 129, 135, 136, 160, 
413 

Directors of East India Company, 16, 
17. See Court of Directors "' 

Disallowcmce of Dominion Acts, now 
obsolete, 465 

Disallowance of Indian Acts, by direc
tors under Act of 1833, 135; by 
Crown under Act of 1861, 174; Act 
of 1919, 253, 262; under Act of lj)35, 
344, 355; of Burma Acts, 454 

Disallowance of provincial Acts in 
Canada, 321 

Disallowance of regulations of gover
nor-general and c"tlncil under Act 
of 1773, 75; undtr Act of 1781, 90; 
of governorA of~dras and Bombay, 
by governor-general, 1~3 n. 1 · 

Discretion of go¥ernor-gcneral, mean
ing of, 332; matters fulling within 

32 

his, 335, 336, 360, 397, 308; ordi
nances n.nd legislation in, 347; of 
governors, 348, 356; of governor of 
Burmn., 452 

Dtscriminn.tion against British Indians 
in territories controlled by British 
Government, 476, 477 

Discrimination against British subjects 
of United Kingdom domicile, for 4 

bidden by Act of Hl35, 332, 349, 
377-81. See Safeguards 

Discrimination on ground of birth, 
colour, descent, place of birth, or 
religion, forbidden ( 1833), 135; under 
Act of 1858, 167; under Act of 1935, 
382 

DiscuRsion, in legislature of 18.53, dis
liked by Canning and Wood, 173 

Discussion and interpellation, limita
tion on freedom of, in lcgishturos 
under Act of 1935, federal, 342, 343; 
provinces, 354 

Discussion of budget, by legislatures, 
first allowed by Act of 18!}2, 177 • 
extended power under Act of 1909, 
231 

Discussion of judicial conduct forbid
den un!!ler Act of 1935, in federal 
legislature, 343; in provincial legia
Iaturos, 354 

Dis.patchcs, public and secret, rules as 
to, 96, 165, 166 

Disqualifications for membership of 
legislatures under Act of 1935, 341, 
354, 454. 

Disra.eli, Benjamin, Primo J..Unister 
(1858), India Jlroposals of, 165 

District and sessions judges, 206, 208 
District boards, provincial subject, 371 
District judges and subordinato 

judicial service, safeguards for, under 
Act of 1935, 427, 428 

Dividends on East India. Company's 
Stock. legal limitation of, 57 • 70, 127; 
final adjustment of, 131 

Division of legislative power, between 
centre and provinces under Act of 
1919, 253-9, 263-5; between federa
tion and units, under Act of 1935, 
361-76 

Division of powers between governor 
in council and ministers in provinces, 
under Act of 1919, 253-6 

Divisional commissioners, Punjab, hand 
over judicinl business to divisional 
judges, 208, 209 

Divorco, in India, now based on 
domicile, 179, 180, 212; but with 
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power to divorce pcraons domiciJed 
in England or Scotland, 180 

Divorce Act, 1869, India, altered in 
1926, 180, 212 

Diwan of the treasury, aids Sdtlr 
Ada!at, 64 

Diwani of Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa, 
granted to Company, 63-5; exercise 
of authority by Company's officers, 
59-67 

Diwani Adalt:tts, Bengal, 64-, 66, 87, 
106 

Diwani Sadr Adalat, in Bengal, 64, 65; 
See So.dr Diwani Adalat 

Diwans, provincial, in Bengal, assist 
collectors, 60; replace collectors in 
1773, 62; in judicial functions, 66; 
replaced by covenanted civilians, 87 

Dockyards, construction of, 159 
Domestic sls. very in Indian states, 

451 n. 2 
Domicile, as bMiS of divorce jurisdic

tion, 179, 180, 212; as basis of legis
lative competence with extra-terri
torial effect, in respect of India, 361; 
of Burma, 454 

Dominion, in India, Parliamentary 
objection to extension o£11784), 97, 
Ill. See also Sovereignty 

Dominion comi:Oisaions, Indian com
missions for forces to be a.e.l!.imilated 
to, 40~ 

Dominion democracy, not available in 
Indian conditions, 300 

Dominion }o(lJls, security for, 301, 302 
Dominion status, meaning of, 460~6; 

as goal of Indian government, 315, 
316, 466-77 

Dominions and India, entry nnd 
residence into India subject to 
Indian legislation, 366 n. 1, 459 n. 1; 
o bstaclea to permanent connc:xion 
between, 476; relations of, 237, 238, 
282, 283, 284, 285, 407 

])orjieff, inftucnce.s Dalai Ln.ma, 194 
])oat Muhammad, Amir of Mghanistan 

(1842-63), 192 
))ouble income tax, prior sanction of 

governor-generul necessary for intro
duction of Dills varying arrange
ments for rclieffrom, 317 

Double source of authority in India, 
53-5, l3B, 134 

Dramatic performances, control of, 
provincial subject, 254, 255, 372 

Dua.b, subjected to Bengal system, 14G 
Duo.! source of authority of Crown in 

states, 325 

Dues on passengers and goods on iD· 
land waten.1rays, provincial RUbject, 
373, 391 

Dufferin, Mar<}.uis of, governor-genorttl 
(1884-S), ~ntemplatcs election for 
some members of legislature, 177 

Duncan, Jonathan, adviser of Corn· 
wallis, 105 

Dundas, Henry, later Viscount Vel
ville, affirms impeachment of Hast
ings, 84; bill suggested bt,t for 
government of India, 94; decides on 
permanent settlement of Bengal, 
109; responsible fer Act of 1793, 
100 

Dunda.s, Robert. See :Melville 
Dunga~ur, state (1818), crime of suttee 

at, 123 
Durand, Sir :Mortimer, Afghan mission 

to secure Qpundary nccord•(1893), 
193 • 

Duration, of Council of State, under 
Act of 1919, 261; under Act of 1935, 
338; ofLegisla.-t-.h·e•Assembly, 261; of 
Federal Assembly, :~38; of provltlcial 
councils, 251; of provincial legis· 
Jatures, 352 

Dutch, rivalry with English in }la.at 
Indies, 2, 3, 7, 22; facto ties in In<ijp., 
63, 80; rcco!Wizc British sovereignty, 
117; wat wit1\ {1781), 80 

Dutch East Indies Company, rivalry 
with London Company~, 7 

Dutch posscssi~ns in lndia, exchanged 
by treaty oll824, 130 

Duties in respect of succession to agri
culturalland, provincial subject, 373, 
390 

Duties in respect of succession to 
property other them a.griculturn.l 
land, federal subject, 369, 390 

Duties of customs, central, now federal 
subject, 264, 369, 390 

Duties of excise, central subject, 264; 
now federal and provincial au bje<Jt, 
369, 373, 390 

Duties, etc., India Act, 1814, 129 
Dyg.rchy • in government of :Bengal 

(1765-72), 54-8 
Dyarchy, in provinces under Montagu

Chclmsford scheme, 245; repudiated 
by Simon Commission, 293, 294; 
but introduct!lli•in federal govern
ment (not provmoos), under Act of 
1935, 331-8 • 

Dyer, Briga_.dJ~r-fl-Aneral R. B., action 
of, at Jv.llianwa.UB.,J3agh (1919). 275, 
2?0 
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Easements Act, 1882, India, 210 
East India Act, 1791, 99 
EaRt lndin. Act, 1797, 125, 126 
EMt India. Act, 1828, J.30 
East India Company, ntfme given in 

1833, 131; loses pa.rt of tra.de rights 
(181:~), 127; and roma.inder (1833), 
131 

Eaet India Company Act, 1780 (paS.'led 
17~1, 0. 70), 89, 90 

Ea.st India Company Act, 1780 (passed 
1781, 0. 65), .93, 99 

East India Com~any Act, 1784, 95-9 
East India Company Act, 1786 (c. 16), 

99 
East India Company Act, 1786 (c. 67), 

99 • 
Enflt India Company Act, 1788, 100 
Enst India Company .Act, 1793, 100, 

101 • • 
East India Company Act, 1813, 116 

n. 2, 127 
East lndia Comwny Act, 1820, 129 
East India Company Act, 1834, 135 
East India Company's Service Act, 

1823, 129 
Eastern Bengal -and Assam, as a dis-

tinct PIOvinoo (1905-12), 181; 
.sepn.ratod, 2M, 235 

En.atern Kathia.war Agancy, 442 
En.stern Rajpntana States Agency, 44-2 
Eastern States Agency, 441 
EcclesiastitJl a.ffairs, central subject, 

264; now federal logi,~lative subject, 
365; reserved department of central 
government under Act of 1935, 335, 
4.13~ 4.14.; c.b.at:ges. t'ac, nat votable~ 
262, 345, 414. See Church of Eng
land 

Ecclcsiastica.l jurisdiction of Supreme 
Court, Cnlcutta, 73; flimilnrly given to 
Supremo Courts of Madras atl.d 
Bombay, 126, 149, 150 

Eden, \'Villiam, claims for Britain 
sovereignty in India (1787), 102 

Education, English, clllSsirol and 
vernacular, 162; under Act of 1919, 
provincial subject, 253; under.Act 
of 1935, provincial subject, 3"71; 
special provisions to secure European 
and Anglo-Indian, 355 

Education d\;partments, 201; ro.pid 
Indianization of,ji/rJ2 

Edward VII, durbn.r (January 1st 1903) 
for proclamatio~of, 167, 218; enters 
into direct corrcspgndenoe with 
,governor-genet"al, 168; yields to 
Cabinet over issue of appointment 

..... 
of Indian to governor- general's 
council, 231, 232 

Edward VIII, See Prince of Wales 
EiE:ht-unit plan of lndia.niza.tion of 

'-rmy, 281 
Elections. federal, federal au bj ect, 

368; provincial, provincial subject, 
370 

Elections, indirectly introduced into 
Indian legislatures under Act of 
1892, 177 

Electorate, number of, 261, 307, 357 
Electricity, concurrent legislative sub

ject, 255, 3i5 
Elgin, Lord, Secretary of St.atc for the 

Colonies (1905-8), fails to secure 
Indian interests overseas, 477 

Elizabeth, Queen, grants charter to 
Company, I 

Ellcnborough, Lord, governor-general 
of India (1842-4), annexes Sind, 121; 
corresponds with Queen, 168; in
structs commanders M to evacua
tion of Afghanistan, HIS; intervenes 
in Gwalior, 121; recalled by directors, 
136, 140; resigns from government of, 
1858, J 75; suggests transfer of 
imperial title to Crown, 167 

Elphinstono, Mountstua.rt, code of regu
lations of, 133; desires maintenance 
of sta.tes, 122; disapproves of free
dom of Press, 163; receives governor
ship of Bombay, 141; urges wider 
employment of Indians, 135 

Emergency legislation by federation 
overriding proYincial legislation pro 
tP.mpore~ 363, 364 

Emigration nnd immigration, central, 
now federal subject, 264, 366 

Emperor. See Mogul :Emporor 
Empire of India, assured by treaty of 

Ba.ssci.n (1802), 114; formally de· 
clared by Crown a-ssuming title of 
Empress, 167 

Employment of Indian forces outside 
lndia, under Act of 1858, 167; under 
Aot of 1935, 336, 4()0, 401 

Employers' liability and workmen's 
compensation, concurrent legisln
tive subject, 375 

Encumbered and attached estates, 
provincial subject, 372 

:Hjngincering service, recruitment for, 
200, 203. See also Irrigation 

English, as official language in federal 
court, 4.23; in High Courts, 4.26; in 
legislatures, 342, 354; encourage
ment ~f, by Macaulay, 162 
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English Company trading to the East 
Indie-S, created in 1698, 15; merged 
in United Company of Merchants of 
:England, 15, 16 

English law, introduced into Bombly, 
32; operation of, denied by Sir Josiah 
Child, 39, 40; in Supreme Court, 150; 
in Calcutta, 32, 72, 77, 85, 86, 146, 
147; in Madras, 46, 48, 148; extent 
of application of, 210 

English law, rule that legislation in 
India shou1d not bo repub'llant to, 
u, 6, 17,18, 32 

Entrance of British subject.s into parts 
of India, without licence, permitted 
(1833), 135; with licence (1813), 127, 
128 

Equality of status between India a.nd 
Dominions, 282, 283, 407 

Escheats of land, to Company in 13om. 
bay, 38; now fall to Crown, :i24 

Esher Committee on Army in India, 
report (1920) of, 280 

Ethiopia, Indian detachments may be 
sent to, 406 

Eurasians, in civil service, 198. See 
Anglo-Indians 

European army, merged fn Crown 
forces (1860), 188 

European British subjects, answerable 
to provincial courts, 108, 128; lia.. 
hility extended, 183; jurisdiction of 
.Indian judicial Otfif...>cts over, 207; 
limitation of courts empowered to 
sentence to death, 134; political 
organization of, 476; political out
look of, 297, 298; position of, in 
services, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202; 
under Lee Commission, 284; pre
servation of rights in crimin&.} pro. 
ceedings, 377; soats in legislatures 
reserved for, under Act of 1919, 
250, 260, 261; under Act of 1935, 
340, 353, :358; in Burma, 453; 
defined for these purposes, 358 

European cemeteries, central subject, 
264; now federal subject, 365 

European education, special pro
visions regarding, under Act of 1935, 
355; central subject under Act of 
19l!J, 253 

European Forces (India) Act, 1860, 
188 

European v~tgmncy, concurrent legis
lative );Ubject, 255, 376 

Europeanizing of civil scrvioo under 
Cornwallis, 110 

Europeans, non-British fiubjccta, 

jurisdiction over, 109, 149; source 
of authority over, 134-

Evidcnce, to be adduced on behalf of 
cotton indqptry, to Joint Select 
Committe~, improperly altered, 318 

Evidence Act, 1872, Indian, 210 
Evidence and oaths, concurrent legis

lation subject, 374 
Evidence of Indians, form of, • at 

Bombay, 44 • 
Exchange compensation allowance, 

granted to civil services, 202 
Excifle re"Vonue, 186; under Act. of 1919, 

central an bjcct, 261; of 1936, 369, 
370,390 

Ex~lnd~ and partially excluded areas, 
139, !'75; under Act of 1919, 265, 266; 
under Act of 1936, 315; governor's 
responsibilitios for, 349, 356, 357; 
non-votable• expenditure oft, .345, 
355; in Burma, 4-i52, 454, 456 

Executive authority of Government 
of India., 331, 3:W; of provincial 
government, 348 

Executive Council of gove~or-
gcncral, Bengfll, under Act of 1773, 
71; under Act of, 1784, 96; under 
Act of 1833, 132; of ~dia, from 
1858, 171-3, 231, 232; under Act IIi 
HH9, 263; 1¥Lder Act of 1935 re
placed by COWisellors, 335; and 
council of ministers, 332 

Executive Council of iengal, as 
presidency (ljl2), 234 

J13xecutivo Council of Rihnr and 
OriSila (1012), 235 

Executive CoWicil of Bombay, 141, 
180 

Executive Council of Madras, 141, 180 
Executive Council of United Pro

vinces, refused, 233 
E~cutive Councils of provinces under 

Act of l919, 247; under Act of 1935 
replacerl by Council of Ministers, 348 

Executive government of Burma, by 
counsellors and ministers, under Act 
of 1035, 452, 453 

ExerMitive government of MadraR, 
Bombay, and Calcutta, in eighteenth 
cent.ury,27-30,56,!)7 

Exemption of cotton goods from 
customs duty U879), 170 

Exemption of g~rnor-general and 
council from jurisdiction of Supreme 
Court, Calcutta,. SS; applied t.o 
governors lWld councils of Madras 
and Bombay in rel!Aion to Supreme 
Courts, 149, 150 
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ExDmpt.jon of gvvernor-gvnernJ nnd 
governors from suit in India under 
Act of 1935, 351; but not in England, 
351, 352; of governor pf Burma., 4!)5 

Expenditure on defence, ~mparativc 
figures of, 402 

Explosives, central subject, 264, now 
federal subject, 367 

Export duties, central, now federal 
suWect, 264, 369, 390 

Exptnsioh from India, federal subject, 
366 

External n.ffaira, central subject, 263; 
now federal s3hjcct, 309, 363, 407-. 
13; special responsibility of governor 
ofBunna, 452; prior sanction required 
for legislation on, 377; non!'v-otablo 
expenditure on, 345; relation of 
fe.dNllt3on and Dominion~ not 
in<>Jue.oo in, 407 • 

Extortioll., specia.l tribunal to try cases 
of (never used in practice), 98, 99 

Extradition, from India, central, now 
federa.l subject~ 263, 365 

Ext'h.dition Act, 1870, powers given 
to Indio.n legislature by, 364 

Extradition Act, 1903, Indian, 224 
Extraditio~ to a-nd from Indian sttl.tes, 
.224, 225. 

Extra-tecritorial crimc,Jlow far punish
in England, 9; in India, 202, 205. 
See the following 

Extra.-terrii;:lrial operntion of federal 
Ac_t.s, 36'f, 376; of ~rma Acts, 454; 
of Indian Acts, 134,1.75 

Extra-territorial powers of governor
genera], nnde.r Foreign J"urjsdjction 
Act, 1890, exercised in states, 223, 224 

Factoricfi, concurrent legislative sub
ject, 255, 37J:3 

Fa.ctoric13 of Company, trial .oby 
governors of, 8 

:Factors, of Company, 29 
~~aizulla Khan, of Rampur, unjust 

treatment of, by Warren Hastings,83 
~'akr-ud·din, heir-apparent to Emperor, 

death (1856) of, 124 • 
:Family ~ustoms to be respected under 

Act of 1781, 89; rule abolished (1935), 
89 n.l 

Famine ln Bengal in 1770, effect of, 58 
Famine insurnncoJII6nd, contributions 
req~d to, under Act of 1919, 256, 
257 -

Faridkot, Cis-S~ttlej sta.W (1809), 116 
Farrukh~;iyar,EIIl.peror(1713-19),John 

Surman's mission to, 24, 26 

Faujdar of Hugli, CaJcuttfl. tw.a.das 
jurisdiction of, 25 

Faujdari Adalats, in Bengal, 64-, 65; 
crilllinals committed for trial to, lJy 
,)iwani Adalat judges, 90 

ll'ederal agencies and institutes for 
research, for professional or technical 
training or for the promotion of 
special studies, federal subject, 366 

:Federal and provincial rcl1ttions in 
finance under Act of 1935, 386--94 

Federa.l Assembly, under Act of 1935, 
338-48; franchise for, 357-60 

]l'ede"ta} Court, under Act of 1935, 
constitution of, 420; jurisdiction of, 
420-2; subject to a}lpc~tl to Privy 
C01mcil, 422, 423; references by 
governor-general to, 423 

Fedc.ra} government of Jndja, under 
Act of 1935, characteristics of, 
319-22; federal executive, 331-8; 
legislature, 338-48; provincial execu. 
tiv()s, 348-52; legislatures, 352-7; 
federal and provincia] franchises, 
357-60; legislative powers, 361-83; 
relations as to administrative mat
ters, 3~3-6; finance, 386-97; rail
ways, 397-9; representatives of 
Crown, 322-6; services of the Crown, 
414.--19; special federal powers as to 
defence, 399-407; ecclesiastical af
fairs, 413, 41.4; external affairs, 
407-13; states and, 326-31, 441-61; 
trahaition to federation, 440, 441; 
units of, 326-31 

Fcde.~;al meteorological organizations, 
federaJ subject, 366 

Federal Railway Autllority, 397-9 
Fodetal Railway Tribunal, 397, 398 
}"'ecs, partly a federal, partly a pro-

vincial subject, 370, 373 
Fiji, discrimination by British govern

ment against lndians in, 477 
Finance, central and provincial rela

tiolls in, 1858-1921, 185-7; under 
Act of 1919, 257-9; under Act of 
1935, 386-97 

Finance department, government of 
India., 200, 203 

Finance departments, set up in pro
vinces Wldcr Act of 1919, 257; 
2.0~ 

Finance minister, in federation, to be 
oonsulted on defence estimates, 336 

Finn.rwe miniater.s,. in provinces, to be 
consulted in certain cases, 351 

:Financial adviser of governor of 
Burll!a, 463 
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Financial a.dvisor of govenwr-genoral, 
333, 334; salary of, and staff, not 
votable, 345 

Financial eon:nniRBioner, Punjab, 154 
Financial powera and procedure ~n 

fedarallegislu.t.ure under Act; of 1935, 
344-6: in provincinllegislatures, 355; 
in British Burma, 454 

Financial powers nnd procedure of 
Indian legislature under Act of 1909, 
230; under Act of 1919, 261, 262 

Financial powers and procedure of 
legislatures in provinces, under Act 
of 1909, 230, 231; under Act of 1919, 
252, 250-9 

}i'intmcial stability of Burma, responsi
bility of governor, 453 

Financial titability of India, responsi
bility of governor-general, 303, 332; 
not of governors, 348 

:Financial statement, to be submitted 
under Act of 1935, by governor
general, 344, 3Mj; by governors, 355 

l<'incB, granted by Crown ( 1727) to 
Company, 44; upper chamber mu.y 
provide for imposition of, 346 

Firearms, federal subject, 367 
Fisca1 convention, permittfog inde

pendence in tariff matters to India, 
268, 269, 469 

Fisheries, provincial subject, 253, 372 
Fishing and fisheries beyond territorial 

waters, federal Rubject, 366 
Five years' tenure of high office in 

India, normal period, 71 n. 1; of 
members of Federal Railways Tri· 
bunal, 397 

Fixing of prices by Bombay Court, 37 
Flag, of Indian marino, 159; of Royal 

Indian Xavy, 405 
Flogging to death of Muhammadans 

nt CaJcntta., 50 
Forces of East India Company Act, 

1799, 126 
Foreign affairs, in 1858-1907, 192-5; 

legislatUJ:es can legislate for, only 
with prior sanction, 174, 251, 262, 
377; discussion of, may be prevented, 
342, 343. See also External affairs 

Foreign a.nd political department, 
governor-general controls, 174; under 
Act of 1935, 412; follows general prin· 
ciples in denlingwith states,217, 218 

Foreign Enlistment Act, 1819, 129 
Foreign Jurisdiction Act, 1890, a.ppli· 

cation of, in respect of Indian 
territories, 175, 331, 424; in respect 
of Burmese territories, 456 

Foreign Jurisdiction and Extradition 
Act, 1879, India, 223 

Foreign orders and titles, Crown coil· 
trois acceptance and use of, in Britieh 
India, 32~ fn states, 447 

Foreigners Acts, 1864 and 1915, 458. 
See Alieru 

Forests, provincial subject, under Act 
of 1919, in Bombay and Burma, 853; 
in other provinces, 255; unde4 Act 
of 1935, 372 

Forests department, 200 
Forestry service, 200 
Forgery, death penalty for, 52 n. l, 

76, 77; punishment for, 129 
Fort St. George, 23. See Madras 
Fort \~am (name given 1699). See 

Bengal and Calcutta. 
Fort William in Bengal Act, 1786, 99 
Fortresrsea, Loadon Company's fi~ht to 

have, 8, 17; exercised at Arma.gaoo, 
23; under East India Company, 18, 
20 

lt'ourth, Jaw, mcmbc,. of council of 
governor-general, added by Act: of 
1833, 132, 137 

Fox, Charles James, his India Bill, 94:, 
9G 

Franchise, under Act of 1019, centra. 
200; provinci~, 250 

l"'ranchise, federal and provincial, 
India., 357-60; in Burma, 453 

l!"'rancis, Philip, mom ber Qf council, 
]1'ort William•(1774-t:!O), ~1, 76 

Freedom ofrcligwus belief, in Bombay, 
34; asserted in Bengal, 160; in respect 
of official tenure, 135; under Act of 
1935, 382 

Freedom of speech in legisL'l,tnrcs, 342, 
354 

Freedom of tho Press, 162, 163. See 
;>r.., 

Freedom of tho subject. See Rulo of 
law 

French, relations of, with Company, 
24, 63, 104, 117 

French territories in India, 412 
1~rerfl. Sir Bartle, on necessity for a 

legislative council, 173, 174 
lf'rontier Crime£~ Regulation, of 1901 1 

197 
Frontier relations, from 1858 to 1905, 

195-7 ' 
.Fugitive Offenders Act, 1881, powers 

given to Indian legislature under, 364 
Funds to be su-pplied hy federation and 

provinces for paym~ts by secretary 
of state and High Commissioner, 393 
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Gnekvrad of Baroda, deposition of 
{1875), 216; opposition of present 
ruler to democracy, 297 

Gandama.k, treaty (1879) with Mghn.n-
istan of, 1 93 • 

Gandhi, Mahatma 'Mohandas Karam
chand, Indian politician, 238, 274, 
283, 291, 304, 305, 306, 307, 475 

Ga;hwal, ceded by Nepal (1816), 119 
Gary, Henry, governor of Bombay 

(!1!137), 31 
Gas and gasworks, provincial subject, 

2n5, 372 
Gayer, Sir John,.lieutenant-general and 

governor of Bombay (1693-1702), 29 
General, of Company's shiJlS, 6. See 

Captain-general • 
Genera-l Assembly of Church of Scot

land, control of, over cl1aplains in 
lndi~t, 414; Commitjce on Indian 
Clfurches, 414 

General Court of East India Compn.ny, 
16, 17. See Court of PJ•oprietors 

General Court Of London Company, 
pbwers of, 4, 5; in respect of Bombay, 
9 

General Society, for Indian trade, 
created ll698), 14, 15 

~ologicaJ:;ur>ey, central subject, 264; 
now federal subject-366 

George I, grants municipal R.nd judicial 
charter (1726) to East India Com
pany, 1~ 19, 44, 45, 48, 49, 51, 52; 
charter "ii 727), 44 

George ll, grants ch!rter {1753), HJ, 
44, 45, 48, 49, 51, 52; charter (1757), 
20; charter (1758), 20, 55 

George III, dismisses Fox and North 
(1783), 95 

George V, Delhi durbat of, 233, 234; 
proclaimed as Emperor, 167; direct 
relations with governor-general~ J68 

Gentus. See 1-lindu 
German missionaries, 160 
Germany, accord of June 18th 1935 a-s 

to naval limitation between British 
Commonwealth of Nations and, 405, 
499 • 

Ghadr movement among SHills, 238 
Ghulam Kadir, Rohilla, blinds Shnh 

Alam (1788), 103 
Gilbert, Sir Humphrey, receives grant 

of Newfowldla.njt2 
Gilgit, garrison for, formerly provided 

by Kashmir, sJncc 1935 in British 
control, 196 

Gladstone, Rt..,Hon. Witliam Ewart, 
on use of Council of India, 169 

Goddard, General William, captures 
Bassein (1788), 82 

Godolphin, Lord, seclll'6S merger (1709) 
of Old and New Companies, 15, 16 

Gekhale, G. K., moderatQ reformor, 
227, 228 

Golconda, kingdom of, relations of, 
with Madras, 23, 24 

GDld standard adopted, 187 
QQldsborough, Sir ,John, captain

general, at }ladros (1693-4), 28 
Government insurance, legislative con-

trol of, 368 / 
Government of Burma Act, 1935, x~ 

3!8, 452-7 
Government of India, under Crmm 

from 1858, executive government of, 
173-5; legislature of, 17 5-80; under 
Minto-Morley reforms, executive 
council, 231, 232; legislative council, 
229, 230, 232; under Monta.gu
Chelmsford reforms, 260-5; under 
Act of 1935, executive government, 
331-8; lcgisln.ture, 338-48 

Government of India Act, 1800, 126 
Government of India Act, 1807, 101 

n. 3, 126 ...-' 
Governmtcnt of India Act, 1833, 16, 

97 nn. 1, 2, 131-6, 147 
(}Qvcrnment of India Act, 1853, 132, 

139, 235 
Government of India Act, 1854, 139, 236 
Government of India Act, 1858, 165-7 
Government of India Act, 1865, 2:18 
Go>ernment of India Act, 1870, 176, 

199 
Government of India Act., 1912, 235, 

236 
~vernment of India Act (HH5), ix, x, 

351, 405 n. 8, 406, 429 
Government of India Act, 1919, 

247-73, 332, 334 
Government of India Act, 1935, x, 

89 n. I, 322410 
Government . of India (.Amendment) 

Act, 1933, 251 n. 1 
Government of India (Civil Services) 

Act, 1925, 262 n. 1 
Government of India (Indian Navy) 

Act, 1927, 404 
Government" of India. (Leave of Ab

sence) Act, 1924, 173 
Government of India. (Reprinting) Act, 

1935, x, 318 
Government of India (Statutory Com

mission) Act, 1927, 288 
Governmental accords, may bo made 

by ~dia.n government, 412 
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Governor and Cornpany of Merchants 
of London trading into the East 
Indies, l-16; merged in United (East 
India.) Company, 15, 16 

Governor and council at Calcutta, '!..S 
court of appea-l, 51; as criminal 
court, 51, 52 n. I. See Bengal 

Governor and council of Bombay, as 
conrt of appeal, 35, 36, 37; as 
criminal court, 43; legislative powers 
of, 18, 43, 126; cancelled, 133 

Governor and council of Madrae, as 
court of appeal, 47; as criminal court, 
51; as legislature, 18, 126; cancelled, 
133; jurisdiction of, extended to 
British subjects in adjacent areas 
(1786), 99 

Govcrnor.genoral and council of Fort 
William, 71, 72; as Saar DiwB-ni 
Adala.t, 00; cease to function, 143; 
legislative authority of, 75, 90, 91 

Governor-general of India, unrlcr 
Crown, executive council of, 171-3; 
legislative council of~ 173-6; under 
Act of 1919, powers as to superin· 
t,endcnce, direction, a.nd control of 
provincial government, 254, 255; 
Indian legislature, 260-3 • 

Governor-general under Act of 1935, 
pow ora as to assignment of sub· 
jects of legislation and taxation as 
between federation and provinces, 
362, 363; breakdown of constitut.ion, 
347, 348; broadcasting, 385; Chief 
Commissioner's provinces, 360, 361; 
defence, 303, 335, 336, 337, 399-407; 
discretionary action, :-!30, 336; eccle
siastical affairs, 335, 413, 414; 
external affairs, 303, 335, 407-13; 
finance, 333, 344-6, 392, 394; legis. 
lative powers, assent, etc., 344; by 
ordinance, 346, 34 7; by permanent 
Act, :-!47, 348; matters in individual 
discretion, 332, 333; public services, 
414-17; railway matters, 397-9; rcla.· 
tions with ministers, a:H-8; reserve 
bank, 393; special responsibilities, 
332, 333; water supplies, 386, 386 

Governor Of Bengal, title dissociated 
from governor-general (1854), 140 

Governor of Company of Merchants of 
London, 2, 4-, 13, 14 

Governor of Reserve Bank of India, 393 
Governor of United Company of Mer· 

chants of Englnnd, 16 
Governors' Aot, 1699, stili applies to 

governor-general and governors, 351, 
352 

Governors of provinces, under Mon
ta.gu-Chelmsford reforms, duties of, 
247-60; under Act of 1935, 348-!52; 
functions in respect of judicia-l 
officers, 4~7 ,• 428 

Governorships of Madraa and Bombay, 
appointment of non-officin]s to, 141; 

.executive councils of, 141, 180; 
legislative councils of, 182, 183 . .S~ 
Go~crnors of provinces 

Govindpur, part of Calcutta., 2.5 • 
Grand jucy, in Bombay, 43, 45, 73; in 

Calcutta, 73; in Madms, 45; abol
ished (1865), 207~ non-Christians 
admitted to, 130; presents facts 
generally to governor and counci1, 45 

Grant, ~harles, adviser of Cornwa.Jlis 
on commercial policy, 105 

Grant, James, advisor of Cornwallis, 
105, 109 • • 

Grants of expenditure, procedure rts to, 
under Act of 1919, central, 261, 262; 
provincial, 252; under Act of 1936, 
federal, 345, 346; Jftovincial, 355; in 
Burma, 454 • 

Grey, Sir George, report of, on legal 
position in 1830, 133, 134 

Guardians nnd Wards Act, 1890, lndill., 
210 • 

Gujara.t, English trs.do i;, 22, 2g; 
acquisition ~ld administration of, 
150 

Gujarat Sta.tes Agency, 442 
Gujranwala, martial law '-pplicd to 

(1919), 432 • 
Guntoor, controversy with Niza.m over, 

79, BO 
Gwalior, state (1803, 1804, 1805, 1817, 

1844), liS, 120; in direct relations 
with Viceroy, 441; claims of, for 
pecuniary consideration on fedora· 
t.ion, 450 n. 3; order of chivalry in, 
44 7; post office of, 448; representa
tion of, in Council of State, 339 

Habib-ullah, .Aroir of Afghanistan 
(1901-19), accession of, 193; rejects 
Rqssian t.rcaty of 1907, 193 

Haicfar Ali. See Hyder Ali 
Haidaraba.d. See Hydorabad 
Hu.iley bUry Collogo, for education of 

Cilndidatea for civil service (closod 
,January 3lat 11.1_8), J28, 135 

Haji, S. N ., Bill "?.o exclude· British 
shipping from coa,ting trade, 290 

Halibut Fisbczies Treaty, Pacific, 1923, 
signed for Canada,. by Canadian 
delegate only, 462 
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Hamilton, Lord George, f~wours Coun· 
cil of India, 169 

Hardinge, Sir Henry, Lieut.-Gcneral, • 
governor-general (1844-8), crea.tca 
Kashmir state, 121; }1\'oparcs annexa
tion of Punjab, 121; promises prefer
ence in employment to English
speaking Indians, 162; scnres under 
fil)mmander-in-chief, 158 

Ha.rdingc, Lord, governor -general 
( I!I0-16), attempt to assassinate, 
237; ignores his council, 241 n. 1.: 
protests against treatment of Indianfl 
in South Afri!a, 236 

'H'f\Yi\\'n.YpUT, la~t~ry c;rt;ab11?~h~. at, )n 
1633, 24, 25 

Ha.rJand, Sir Robert, represcn!ative of 
Crown, friction between Madraa 
Council and, 68 

Harris, Lord, govcrnor,~>f Bombay, on 
aid given to native prince against 
rebellion, 220 

Hartal, day of fasting, m;e of, as means 
of pressure on•t.hc government, 275, 
~6 

Hastings, 1\.fa.rquess of (Lord Moira), 
asserts British sovereignty, 116-19; 
plans Maratha campn.ign, 158; re· 

• signatio"'of, 119; urges maintenance 
of state rule, 122 

Hastings, Warren, t's governor of 
Bengal ( 1772-4), 69; his jurlieia.l 
reform, 64-6; his relations with 
Empero, and Oudh, 67, 68; his 
revenue policy, 60-~; as governor· 
general (1774--84), conflicts of, with 
colleagues, 76:8; external policy of, 
a.s regards Bomba.y, 81, 82; Chait 
Singh, 83; Faizulla Khan, 83; 
Madras, 78-81; Oudh begams, 83; 
relations witJl Emperor, 83, 84; in
ternal policy of, as regards Ca,m. 
pany's ffcrvices, 91, 92; Supremo 
Court, 84-91; trial of, 84; warnings 
by, of danger of unregulated admis
sion Of Europeans to India, 127 

Hawkins, 'V\lillil1m, negotiates wit.h 
Jahangir, 22 . · 

H~:~.zarn., settled area of North-,Vest 
Frontier Province, 105 

Heads of five provinces, prop·Osals for 
alternative to Montagu~Cbelmsford 
scheme, 245, 246..f. 

Hearths and windOws, tn.xes on, 
provincial subjo¥t, 373 

Heber, Bishop Regina14, favours em-
ployment of bdians, 135 • 

Hertzog, Genera1 J. B. M.., attitudo of, 

towards Commonwealth, 462, 465; 
hostility of, to Indians in Union of 
South Africa, 285 

High Commissioner for Basutoland, 
• Hcchuanalu.nd Protectorate, and 

Swaziland, separated from governor
general of Union of South Africa, :{30 

High Commissioner for I:ndin, under 
:Act of 191g, 254, 270; under Act of 
1935, 437 

High Commissioners for Dominions, 
270 

High Court, Allah11bad, created (1866), 
204,.236, 424-7 

Ri~'h <fi>.,..rt,, ~mbolt;y, ~"~'C.Wd, '1/J'!., 2<\4-, 
236, 424-7 

High Court, Burma (Rn·ngoon), created 
(1922), 236 n. 2, 424-7; special 
appeal from, 454 

High Court, Calcutta, created, 203, 204, 
236; placed under Bengal govern
ment by Act of 1935, 424-7 

High Court, Lahore, created (1919), 
236 n. 1, 424-7 

High Court, Madras, created, 203, 204, 
2:16, 424-7 

High Court, Patoa (1916), ix, 236 n. 1, 
424-7 • 

High Court-s, under Indian High Courts 
Act, 1861, 203-6; under Act of 1935, 
424-7; appeals from, to ]<'ederal 
Court, 4-21, 42:l; legislative vower as 
to, concurrent under Act of 1919, 
2M; under Act of 1935, 369, :no 

Highness, as style of Indian rulers, 447; 
Exalted Highness, style given in 1918 
to Niznm of Hyderaba.d, 214 

Highways, controlled by Comt at 
Bombay, 37 

Hindu law, application of, to English 
difficult, lending to virtual exemp
tion, 21; at first not adminiStered in 
Company's courts under charters, 
48, 49, 52; but in part in Bombay, 44; 
in Zamindari courts of Bengal, 52; 
extended by W. Hastings, 65, 66; 
must be applied in certain cases by 
Supreme Court, Ca.lcutta., 89; in 
Mndras, 149; in Bomba)r, 150; in 
Company's court in North-\\rcstern 
Provinces, 153; in general, 210, 211 

Hindu 1\fahnsabha, Conservative Hindu 
party, 475 

Hindu-M:uslim tension, 237, 238, 287, 
288, 299, 302, 476 

Hindu Wills Act, 1870, 211 
Hindus, general electorates provided 

for, 260, 260, 261, 340, 353, 358 
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Hiring of Ships by East India Company 
Act, 1818, 130 

Hobart, Lord, go¥ernor of Madras, 
quarrels with Sir John Shore, 142 

Hodeida, Bombay marino aids Tu&s 
at (1856), !59 

Rolkar, of Indore, relations of, with 
Company, 114, 115, 117 

Holland. SeB Dutch 
Holland, John, represents Madras 

government and later Hastings with 
Nizam, 80 

Holwell, .John Zephaniah, collector of 
Calcutta, and judge, 50 

Homo government of India., under tho 
Crown, 168-70; under Act of 1919, 
267-70; under Act of 1935, 435-7 

Home Rule Bill for India, Bradlo.ugh's, 
177 

Hornby, WiDiam, governor of Bombay, 
recall voted for, by llouse of 
Commons (1782}, 94 

Hospitals and dispensnries, provincial 
au bject, 253, 371 

Hospitals connected with port quaran
tine, central, now federal subject, 
264, 366. See also Seamen's and 
marino hospitals • 

House of Assembly, fcdeml, 340, 341; 
rules of procedure, 343, 344; in 
finance, 344-6; speaker of, 338 

House of Commons, attitude of, as to 
Indian trade, 13; passes resolution 
for freedom of trade unless regulated 
by Parliament, 14; privilege of, in 
finance aga-inst House of Lords, 346. 
See Houses of Parliament, Pa.rlia
mcnt 

House of J_.ords, control over Indian 
government, 437; money bills in, 346; 
refuses executive council to United 
Provinces, 23:i; views of, on Govem
mentoflndiallill, 11:135,316,317. See 
Houses of Parliament, Parliament 

House of Hepresent.atives, Burma, 
composition of, 453; powe111 of, 454 

Houses of Parliament, under Act of 
1919, Acts made by governor-general 
to be laid before, 262; under Act of 
1035, governor-general'!:! ordinances 
in special cases and all permanent 
Acts to be laid before, H4 7; proclama
tions in case of breakdown to be laid 
beforo and approved by, 347, 348; 
in case of governor, 356; proposals 
for amendment of constl.tutl.on to be 
laid boforc, 438, 439; to carry out 
details of constitution, 436, 437 

Hug}4 settlement effected at, in 165Q-1, 
25 

• Human sa.crifico, in Jaintia, 120; in 
Orissa, 162 

Hundreds, s~tt•up at Bombay, 36 
Hunter, Lord, Committee under, on 

disturbances in Punjab {1919), 275, 
276 

Hyder Ali (d. 1782), of !\fysore, tella
tions with, 68, 78, 82 

Hydera.bad, state (1759, 1766, llt768, 
1798, 1800, 1853), under Nizam, 78, 
104, 111, 1] 2, 113, 114, 120, 124; 
direct relations of, ~th Viceroy, 441; 
customs duties of, limited, 449; 
executive council of, 443; legislative 
counen of, 443; post office of, 449; 
railways of, 448; representation of, 
in Council of State, 339; in :Federal 
Assembly, j,41; retains cklims on 
Crown for protection, 351; f~rmal 
sovereignty of Berar, 349, 358; but 
not exercise thereof, 296, 446. See 
also Berar • 

Hyderabad contingent, rnergcCP in 
ordinary Indian army, 189 

Ilbert, Sir Courtenay, law member of 
governor-general's comJil, Bill f.o 
increase pow,:rs of lndum judicial 
officers, 169, 207; views of, on 
national character of subjects of 
states, 459 

Illicit correspoildonce wit~ foreign or 
n.'l.-tive state'§:, power of arrest in 
connerion with, 98 

Immigration, between India and Bor
ma, regulation of, 45i; into India·, 
federal subject, 366 

Impeo.cbrnent of Warren Hastings, 84; 
proposed, of lmpey, 88 

Imperial Conference, 1911, 460 
Imperiul Conference, 1921, 282 
Imperial Conference, 1923, 282, 462, 

463 
Imperial Conference, 1926, 462, 463 
Imperial Conference, on Dominion 

lEjgiBlation and Merchant Shipping, 
1929, 469 

Imperial Conference, 1930, 462 
Impcri:ll Library, Tndia.n Museum. 

Imperial War Museum, Victoria 
Memorial, fcd~l subjects, 366 

Imperial Munitions Board, war services 
of, 240 • 

Imperial preference, lnclian govern
ment and legislat~ indifferent to, 
269, 279 
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Imperial Service troops, of Indian Indian Army (Amendment) Act, 1934:, 
states (now Indian Sta.te Forces), 190, 402, 403 
191; war services of, 240; of Kashmir, • Indian Association, founded 1876, 176 
garrison Gilgit (up t~ 1935), 196 Indian Bishops and Courts Act, 1823, 

Imperial War Cabinet, 1917-18, 461; •129, 130 
India represented at, 467 Indian British f!Ubjccts, subject to 

Imperial \Va-r Conference, 1917, 467 Indian legisla.tion wherever they are, 
Imperial War Conference, 1918, 467 115; now applied under Act of 1935 
IJTI!ley, Sir Elijah, judicial murder of to subjects domiciled in India, 361 

Nljldakumar due to, 77; placed in Indian Christian l\Iarriage Act, 1872, 
control of provincial courtfl, 87, 88; India, 212 
ruled Hastings' resignation ineffcc- Indian Christians, reservation of scats 
tive, 77; withdrawn from India, 88 m legislatures for, under Act of 1919, 

Implementing or treaties, powers a.s to, 250;-1.'l'ilder Act of 1935, 340, 353, 358; 
363, 365 ,....poiitical organiza.twn of, 476 

Import and export across Mustoms /Indtan Ctvtl Service, recrmtment and 
frontiers, federal subjects, 36'7 / -t>~irniiAt1o~f,-mm~-ct5wn;-I98, 

Improvement of stock, provincial sub- 199, 255, 270-2, 284, 287, 302, 
ject, 371 414-17; eligibility for High Courts, 

ImprJ)"Oment trusts, provincial sub- 204-; ,...ttn~m-~~_.425;. for 
ject, 371 F,edcri[:._C_ow:t,-...11-20.-;-iQ_.r_gQvernor-

lncome tax, on non-agricultural in- ,...-t:ihips, ix, :x 
come, impositifln of, by federation, ,./Indian Civil Service Act, 1861, 198 
under federation, 369, 388, 389; on ,- I~l""S~MtiilYPCn'SlOns 
air'icultural income, by provinces, Rules, 419 
373 Indian Contract& Act, 1872, 210 

Incroa.Red cost of federation and Indian Cqpncils Act, 1861, 171, 235 
pro·O"inci~ autonomy, 387, 388 Indian Councils Act, 1869, 175 

I.demnific&ion in certain cases of Indian Councils Act, 1874, 171 
officers for acts dorw before federo- Indian Councils Act, 1892, 183 
tion, 418 Indian Councils Act, 1904-, 171 

Indemnity Act, 1919, India, 432 Indian Councils Act, 1909, 229-31 
Indemnity J,.ct, 1920, 406 Indian Divorce Act, 1865, 179, 180, 
Indenture &ipo.rtite (1102), for merger 212 

of Old and New Companies, 15 Indian Empire, Order of (1877), 325; 
Independence demanded for India, 227. conferred on Indian rulers, 447 

See also S(}oo'>S.i.Qn lndi.a.u. engi.noo:ring coUeg~. 2.00, 2.03 
India (North-,Vcst) Provinces Act, Indian Evidence Act, 1872, 210 

1835, 132, 136 Indian Extradition Act, 1903, 224 
India Office staff, 166; salaries charged Indian federation. See Contents, Chap-

on Indian revenues, 166; assimilated tor X 
to British practice, 435 Indian (Foreign Jurisdiction) Order in 

India Treaty of Peace Order, Hl20, Council, 1902, 223, 224, 331 
409 n. 2 Indian hemp, excise on, provincial 

Indian Air Force, 402; subject to subject, 369, 373, 390 
Indian Air Force Act, XIV of 1932, Indian High Courts Act, 1861, 203-6 
402; federal legislative authority Indian High Courts Act, 1865, 205, 206 
over, 361, 365 • Indian High Courts Act, 1911, 236 

Indian and Colonial Divorce Juris- Indian Law COmmission, under Act of 
diction Act, 1926, ISO 1833, 135; work to be completed by 

lndiQ.n Army, under Company's tegime, commissioners in England, 138 
beginnings of, at- Bombay, 9, 10; at Indian legislature, aB constituted by 
Madras, 10; later ~"elopments, 104, Act of 1833, 132-5 
105, 155-8; under Crown, 166, 167, Indian Liberal Federn.tion, 475 
188-90, 399-406c legislative power Indian Limitation Act, 210 
of federation over, 361, 365, 377 Indian Majority Act, 1875, 2ll 

Indian Army A~. 1911, Indian troops Indian ~ia.rine Sorvice Act, 1884, 175; 
subject to, 188, 403 191 
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Indian Medical Council Act, 1933, 
India, 381 

Indian Medical Service (Civil}, organi
zation of, 200, 201; under Act l>f 
1919, 2.'56; under Act of 1935, 3(f2, 
381, 414,-16 

/Indian Military .Aca.~~ .Debra Dun, 
1 403-

ln~diB.n Military Service Family Pen
sions Regulations, 419 

Indian Military Widows and Orphans 
Fund, 410 

Indian Mutiny Act, 1754, 19; subse
quent legislation, 127, 129, 157 

Indian National Congress, founded, 
177; session of 1905, 227, 228; of 
1906, 227; of 1913, 242; of 1916, 242; 
of 1920, 283; of 1921, 283; of 1928, 
289; of 1929, 292; policies of, 281; 
position of, in 1935, 475, 476; repre
sented in states, 449; supported by 
commcrcia.l interests, 288 

Indian navy, transferred to Crown, 
191; subsequent vicissitudes of, 191; 
1mdor Act of 1935, 405, 406; subject 
to legislative control of federation, 
361, 365, 377 • 

Indian Ponal Code 135 n. 2. See Penal 
COde 

Ihdia:q ,pol.i.CQ1~_SQ2, _4lfl._....§.;e Police 
/-Indian Presidency TOWns :ACt, 1815, 

129 
Indian Press (Emergency Powers) Act, 

... 1931, 433 
.o Indian princes, legal advice taken by, 

292, 293; lndittn States Committee 
on position of, 293, 450; protected 
from discussion, 343, 354. See States 

Indian representntion in legislatures, 
refused in 1853, 138; but conceded 
in 1861, 174-; in Burma, 453 

Indian State Forces, 404; officers may 
be trained at Military Academy, 403; 

./See Imperial Service troops 
llndian States Committee, 1928-9, 

293, 449 n. 1, 450 
Indian states peoples, claims of, 444, 

451 
Indian States (Protection) Act, 1934, 

India, 451 n, 3 
Indian Stntes (Protection against Dis. 

affection) Act, 1922, 280 
Indirm Succes~:~ion Act, 1865, 210, 211 
Indian taxation, not to be levied on 

fcnsions of persons resident outside 
ndia, 419 

Indian Territorial Force, 281, 403, 104 
Inrli~~;.t! tc.."Titm·lal waters, exte1~t of, 205 

Indian Trusts Act, 1882, 210 
Indinnization of nrmy in India, 281. 

• 309; ministers to be consulted as to, 
401; princip~s affecting, 402, 403 

Indians, as j11dgeR, 51, 62; Cornwallis 
opposed to free use of, 106, IIO; bu.t 
use extended, 144, 148, 14Sl, 150,152, 
153; in High Courts, 204, 425; in 
Federal Court, 420; as memberlf of 
Indian Civil Service, 201, 20~ Lee 
Commission on, 284 

Indians, early exercise of jurisdiction 
over, in Bombay, 31-45; in Calcutt~t, 
49, 52, 65, 66; in M:dras, 45, 46, 47 

Individual judgment, of governofR 
undce Act of 1935, 348-50: of 
governor-general, 332---4, M7 

Indore, state (1805, ISIS), 118; resign~
tion of ruler, 447. See Holkar 

Indoreresidcn~, jurisdiction in,~.?J' n. 3 
Industrial and labour disputes, coil

current legislative subject, 255, 37ll 
Industrialists supporj Congress, 288, 

290 • 
Infanticide, suppression of, 162 
Infanta and minors, concurrent legiS· 

Iative subject, 374 
Infectious or contagious 4:liseascs or 

pests, prevention of eJitcnsion ~. 
from one uniWo another, concurrorlt 
legislative subject, 376 

Information as to crimes, control (If 
communication of, to .police and 
other person~ by govcrni!-s, 350; by 
governor of Burma, 453 

Inheritance, laws of, 210, 2ll 
Inland waterways and traffic thcreotl, 

mainly provincial, 371; in part also 
federal subject, 376 

Inns and innkoepers, provincial sub· 
jcct, 372 

Intj_uiries and statistics, legislatioo, 
federal, and provincial, according to 
subject-matter, 369, 372 

Inskip, Rt. Hon. Sir Thomas, Attorney
General, on Dominion status for 
India, 471, 472 

Ins~vency, law of, 130, 210 
Insolvent Debtora (East Indies) Act, 

1828, 130 
Instrument of Accc::;sivn of stlLte to 

federation, 327-30, 383, 392 
Instrument oflns~ctions to govomo:r· 

general under Act of 1935, 323, 333, 
334, 337. 363 • 

Instrument o.- L~st:-,lC;Lions to gover· 
nors, under Act oti.l935, 323, 349, 
350, 354 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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Insuro:nce, centrnl subject,, 264; now 
federal subject, !-J6S 

Insumnce corporationa, federal subject, 
367 • 

Interlopers, penalization ot, 11, 16, 30, 
46 n. 2 

International Labour Conference, In
dia's position as to treaties under, 
4tl 

IntcTtionalla.w, usually not accepted 
as· governing inter se relations of 
Indian powers, lll, 112 n. 1; view to 
the contrary of Bentinck and Dal
housie, 120, I2!J; rejected after 1858, 
215, 216; arguments from, in courta, 
147 • 

Interpretation of constitution, author
ity for, 322; by Federal Court, 
4-19-24; under final COl1t.ro1 of :Privy 
CoWJ.~Il, 424; in case of Burma, High 
Court and Pri')' Council, 454 

Inter-provincial Council, 386 
Intervention of ,fOUrts in legislative 

praceedings under Act of 1919, 4.34 
n. 4_: not permitted Wlder Act of 
1935, 435 

Intimidation by pickets, alleged, 295, 
433 • 

Iatoxicatin81liquor nnd na.rcotic drugs, 
provincial subject, a.;2; tasn.tion of, 
373; as regards opium in part fcdoml, 
367; as regards poisons and danger
ous drug~;. concurrent., 374 

Irish Fre,Stn.te, ela~s of, as to 
Dominion status, 462, 463, 464, 465, 
466; possesses absolute power of 
oon.stitutionM ~hange, \1% 

Irregular forces, use of, 157 
Irrigation, provincial subject, 254, 371; 

specin.l responsibilities as to officers 
of service, 284,. 350; of secretary of 
state, 416 • 

Irwin, Lord, governor-generl)l (1926-
31), discussions of, with Gandhi, 
291; on Dominion status for India, 
468; reaches accord (March 1931) 
with Gandhi, 304; seeks to appoaso 
Hindu-Muslim strife, 288 

Italy and 'l'urkcy, war between, 
Muslim apprehensions rnirmd by, 237; 
declaration of neutrality in war 
between, 408 

II 
Ja.hangir, Emperor (1605-29), Haw

kins' mlssion to, .22 
Jo.intia, cession of claims over, by 

Burma, ll9; a#inexcd, 120 
Jaintia hill states, 442 

Jaipur, state {lBlB}, 117, 120, 442; 
needs British a.dministru.tor, 446 n. 4 

Jalnndha.r Duab, acquired (1846), 151 
JaLaun, lapses in 1840, 121 
JaDianwalla Bagh, incident of (1919), 

275 
Jn..mn.ica, English law introduced in 

1662-3 inw, 32 -
James I, charter (1609) of, to Mer

chants of London, 6; grants power 
to execute martial law on land, 7; 
and on sen, 6 

.James II, charter (1686) of, 11; en
courages claims by London Company 
to sovereignty in India, 39; grants 
authority to Company to create 
municipality at Madras (1687), 11, 
12; mn.rtial law in England under, · 
33 

• Jammu and Kashmir, st.atc, created, 
121, 441; legislative council in, 443; 
levies own custom duties, 449; 
reforms in, 451 n. 3; representation 
in Council of State, 339; resident 
installed at, 214, 215; telegraph sys
tem of, 448; succession controlled by 
Crown, 4-46 

Jaora, state created (1818), 118 
Japan, commercial agreement of 

July 12th 1934 with, 410; effect of 
political development of, on opinion 
in India, 227; on fl,ttltude of Australia 
and New Zealand to United King
dom, 466 

Jt~ova, Dutch expeditions to, 2 
Jeffreys, L.C .• J., on monopoly of trade, 

\2 
Jews in India, Jaw affecting, 211 
Jhabua, state (1821), punishment of 

ruler of (186S), 216 
Jhansi, state (1818), lapses to Com

pany, 122, 123; included in North
Western Prov-inces, 161 

Jjrga, triba.I, as judici11l body in North
West li'rontier Province, 197, 209-

Jodhpur, sto.to (1818), ll5, 442; rail
ways of, 448 

,Johnstone, Go-vernor George, on lands 
acquired by conquest, 6B . 

Joint Committee of Parliament, sug
gested by Sir H. Maine, 170 · 

Joint electomtes with reservation of 
ae~tts, demand for, 289 

Joint magistrates, Bengal, 144 
Joint Select Committee on Government 

of India Bill, 1919, 246 
Joint Select Committee on Government 

of In_cijo. Bill, 1935, 308-11, 386 
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Joint sittings of both houses, under 
Act of 1919, 262; under Act of 1930, 
of federal legislature, on disputod 
legislation, 343, 344; on grants, 345; 
of provincial legislatures, on legitla
tion, 354; of Burma, 454 

Joint Stock Company, as contrasted 
with regulated Company, 3; J.,ondon 
Company becomes a, S; legislative 
power in respect of, under Act of 
1919, 264; under Act of 1935, 367, 
368, 372 

Jones, Sir William, chief justice, Cal
cutta, advises Cornwallis, 105; de
velops case law, 109 

Judge, in one's own case, rule that one 
should not be, 40 n. 3 

Judge-a-dvocates, appointed. See Biggs 
and St. John 

Judges of Federal Court, qualificationR • 
of, 420; of High Courts, 425, 426; 
salaries of, charged on revenues of 
federation and provinces respec
tively, 345, 355; tenure of, 420, 425 

Judicial arrangements, prior to Act of 
19!l5, Bengal, 49-.'52, 64-6, 143-7, 
20:l-8, 236; Bombay, !H-4Q, 150, 151, 
203-8, 236; Bunna., 209, 236; Central 
Provinces, 208; :Madras, 45-9, 148, 
149, 203-8, 236; North-Western 
Provinces, 152, 163, 203-8, 236; 
Patna for Bihar and Orissa, 236; 
Punjab, 154-, 208, 236; Sind, 208; 
under Act of 1935, :Federal Court, 
419-24; High Courts, 424-7; subordi
nate courts, 427, 428 

J udicinl authority of London Company, 
undor charter of 1600, 4, 5; of 1661, 
8, 9; of 1668, 9, IO; of 1683, 11; of 
1686, ll; of united Company (East 
India. Company), 17 

Judicial Committoo of Privy Council, 
appeal from Indian Courts to, 150; 
See Appeals from Indian Courts to 
King in Council; powers of, aE~ regards 
removal of judges undor Act of 1935, 
420, 425 

Judicial Commissioner, Burma, 209; 
Upper Burma, 209 

Judicial Commissioner, Central Pro
vinces and Berar, 208, 425 

Judicial Commissioner, North-West 
Frontier Province, 425 

Judicial Commissioner, Punjab, 154, 
208 

Judicial Commissioner, Sind, 208, 425 
Judicial control of tho executive, 

428-32 

Judicial indepondenco, first n.sscrtod, 
48; protected by exemption from 
criticism by federal legislature, 342; 
by provinClial legislatures, 354; by 
security df tenure, 420, 425 

Judicial tenure for judges of High 
Court, under Act of 1861, at pleasure, 
204; under Act of 1935, during good 
behaviour with age limit, for Fcciernl 
Court, 4-20; for ll igh Courts, ~5; for 
Burma, 451 · 

,Junagadh, state (1807), 442 
.Juries, in Bomba.y, 18, 34, 35, 37, o:H, 

43, 73, 74; in Caltutta, 18, 73; in 
Madras, 18, 45, 46, 47, 149; opened 
to 11-on-Christians, 130; generally • 
undt!r Criminal Procedure Code, 207, 
208 

Jurisdiction of courts, logisla.tion as to, 
federal and-.provincial subjett~ 369, 
370 

Jurisdiction of courts outside own 
areas, 426, 427 

Jurisdiction of CrowJ! in Indian states, 
221-5; under Act of HJ35, 331 • 

Justice in Bengal under native rule, 
62-4. See Judicial arrangement!:! 

J usticc party, political chaJlocter of, 476 
Justices of the peace, Wld~ charters "f 

1726 and ~53, 43, 44, 46, 50; • 
appointment of, by governor-genetal 
and council, Bengal, 101; power 
extended to governors i.nd eolllloils 
of Madras ~Ji.d Bomba}'tl! 101; non
covenanted servants eligible, 130; 
powers ovor European British au b
jocts given to, 128, 207 

Juto, export duty on, part payablo to 
provinces, :i90 

Kabul, German and Turkish missi()n 
... (1915), 239 

Ka.di, used to assist in deciding Cll~s, 
63, 64, 68, 107, 108. See also Kazi 

Kala.ha.ndi, state, 442 
Ka.lat, khan of, relations of, with ln<Ua. 

(1854 and 18i6), 196; deposition ()f, 
2>6 

Kanungos, hereditary functions of, 61; 
misuse of authority in land matters • 
by, 91; serve a.s a..'lsessors to Sadr 
Adalat, 64 

Karachi District,Court, decla.rod a 
Cou..--t of Admiralty, 204 

Karachi riots (193511, 299 
Karauli, Ra.j~ut principality (1817), 

proposed annoxatio<i. of, 123 
Karen seats in Burman legisla.turo, 4lS3 
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Karenni, states of Burma, 195, 456, 459 
Karnul, annexed, l 21 
Ka.sbgar, Consular Court, appeal from, 

to Labore High Court, 424 n. 2; 
selection of British reJ1\"~cntat.ivo at, 
from Indian service, 408 

Kashmir. See. Jammu and Kashmir 
Kasimbazar, settlement at, 2.5 
Kn.~iawnr, acquisition of influence in 

1807 over, 118; jurisdiction in states 
of, !:22, 431; political B.gents for 442; 
salt duty not paid by states of, 
450 n. 1 

Kaufmann, Gcn&-aJ, relations of, with 
Sher Ali, 192 

Kazi, used in judicial proceedings in 
Bombay, 4t), See also Kadi • 

Kcigwin, Captain Ric.bard, rebellion of 
(1683-7), 38, 40 

Kenya,• unjust disciimination by 
Brl\.i.sh Government against Indians 
in, 285, 476, 477 

K esari, revolutionary outlook of, 226 • 
Khairpur, state ('\832), 442 
KhaMa., office abolished (1924) by 

.Angora. Assembly, 277 
Kharda (Kardla}, defeat of Nizam at 

(1795), lll 
}ihasi hill ;:,aw, 442 
I:\hilafat movement, as factor in 

Indian unrest, 239 • 
KhUITam, Prince, gra..nts permission to 

trade to Sir Thomas Roe, 22 
Khyber ptliltical agcn.v, 195 
Khyber Rifles, 196 
King, title of, assumed by nawab of 

Oudh, ·un 
King, of Delhi. See Mogul Emperor 
King in Council, under charters of 

1726 and 1753, appeal to, by alder
men if removed, 43; in judicial cases, 
18, 43; under Act of 1773, 74; under 
Act of 1781, 89, 154, 165 

King in Council, powers under Act of 
1935, ns to adaptation of Nnvul Dis
cipline Act, 363; of law under Act of 
1935, 427; Aden government, 327, 
361; appeals to. See Appeals; a,ppor
tionmcnt of debt between India and 
Burma, 456, 457; commercial dis
criminat.ion proviAions, 380; defining 
teiTitories, 323, 452; disallowance of 
Acts, 344, 35i>;,'of Burma, 454; 
excluded n,nd partially excluded 
areas, :n9; gr1nts to deficiency 
provinces, 391; mcom.c tax arrn.nge
ments, 388; i.Qter-provincial council, 
386; proportion of export duties on 

jute payable to province, 390; pro~ 
portions of revenue and expendituro 
of Shan states, 4:66, 457; regulation 
of currency, immigration, and trade 
ljth Burma, 453; re'\-r:ision of conati
tution of India, 438-40; of Burma, 
455, 456; sanctioning proceedings 
against governor-general, etc,, in 
India, 351, 455; service conditions 
of counsellors, 335; of commander
in-chief, 399; transitional provisions, 
436; water supply decisions, 385, 386; 
procedure affecting such Orders, 
securing Parliamentary control, 436, 
437 

King's Bench, tries offenders in India, 
75, 79, 98, 351, 362; can issue man
damus to Company on motion of 
Board of Control, 140 

Kitchener, Earl, commander-in-chief, 
Indil\, controversy with Lord Curzon 
over military member of council, 172, 
190; reorganizes army, 189, 1!10 

Koha.t, settled area of North-West 
Frontier Province, l 97 

Kolhapur, staW, jurisdiction of, 223; 
agent for Deccan states residetlt at, 
441 • 

Konko.n ceded by Peshwa (1817), 118 
K.ora, granted to Emperor, 54; t-rans

ferred to Oudh, 67 
K orn.n, doctrine of, followed in courts, 

65 
Kotn.h, treaty (1817) with, 117 
Kuch. See Cooch :Behar 
Kumaun, ceded by Nepal (1816), 119; 

brought under Bengal legal system. 
145 

Kurrom Militia, 196 
Kurram political agency, 195 
Kut, ill-treatment offorces captured at, 

241 
Kutch. See Cutch 
Kuwait, Indian reln.tions with, 197 
Kuwait Order in Council, 1935,408 n. 2 

Labour constituencies, trade unions, 
and local constituencies to provide 
for, 359; in Burma, 453 

Labour conditions, concurrent fe"gia
lative subject, 255, 375 

Labour Government of United Kinga 
dom, 1929-31, Indian policy of, 290 

Labour Organization, International, 
India's position in, 411, 469, 473 

Labour party, supports federation, 
298, 299; on Bill of 1935, 305; on 
wider. franchise, 314 
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LA.ccadive Islands and Minicoy, ex-
cluded n.rea, Madras, 266, 356, 35 7 

Ln.haul, excluded area, 266 
LR-hore, army division, 190 
Lahore High Court, created (1919), 136, 

424-7 
Lajpat Rai, deporta.t.ion of (1007), 227 
Lake, General Lord, reduces Sindhia 

to pence (1803), 114; ta.kes titlo and 
dress of honour from Emperor, 115, 
116 

Lalku.ka, Dr., murdered (1909), 227 
Lancaster, Captain .Tames, obtains 

treaty with Achin, 21, 22 
Land, matters affecting, provincial 

subject, 254, 251), 371 
Land, relation of government to, in 

Bengal, 91, 109 
Land grants, security for holders of, 

382 
Landlord and tenant, relations of, 

provincial subject, 371 
Land revenue, provincial subject, 255, 

371 
Lansdowne, Marquess of, accepts 

compromioo scheme for Member for 
. Mmtary Supply, 190 
I.as Bela, state, 441 
Laacars Act, 1823, 130 

• 
Law, administered in eighteenth cen

tury to Indians, at Bombay, 44, 45; 
at Calcutta, 50-2; at rt!adrns, 48, 49; 
by Company's courts, Benga-l, 147; 
by Suprerne Court, Calcutta, 146, 
147; by courts, Bombay, 150, 151; 
Ma..drns, 149. See English law, 
Hindu law, Muhammadan law 

Law and order, matters affecting, not 
transferred under Act of 1919 to 
ministers, 254, 255 

Law code enacted by Company for 
Bombay in 1669, 34, 35; out of use, 
39 

Law Commiasion, Inclian, under Act of 
1833, 135; in London, 138 

Law member of governor-general's 
council, 132, 137 

Law officers of Crown, opinion as to 
territorial BO\'ereignty by conquest, 
20, 69 

Lawronco, Sir John Laird, governor
general (1864-9}, chief commissioner, 
Punjab, 154; asks for intervention in 
Bahawalpur (1852-3), 123; objects 
to legislative council of Bengal,I82; 
policy of, ns regards Afghanistan, 
192; resents control of council, 171, 
172; takes council to Simlu., 173 

Lawrence, Major Stringer, in 1748, 
commands Company'~ forces, 19 

Laws, Indian, cases in which inva.lid 
for repugnancy, under Act of 1833, 
134; under- Act of 1861, 174, 178, 
179; under Act of 1935, 376, 377; 
as between federation and units, 
361, 362 

League of Nations, Jndia as or.i.iinal 
member of, 282, 467, 468, 473 

League. of Nations Assembly, •ndia.n 
del~ation to, 469 

LeM'ue of N a. tiona Covenant, 461; 
/india. under, 467 • 

/Leo ..Qo.wmission on Services in India 
I \l92• ),__284 . , 

Legal,entediCal; ind other professions, 
concurrent legislative subject, 255, 
375 

Legal system., of India, 210-«2. See 
• Law • 

Legal tender, federal subject, 365 
Legislation necessary to implement 

treaties, fedeml s1lbject, 363, 865, 
410 • 

Legislath·o Assembly, Indian, under 
Act. of 1919, 260, 261; financial 
powers, 261, 262; does not conttol 
executive, 263; subject£ of legisla
tion bv, 263-5. See also Fede~) 
Assembly • 

Legislative Assembly, of provinces, 
under Act of Hl35, 352-5 

Legislative Council, India• definitely 
distinguishe~ from excctitive, under 
Act of 1853, 137; under Act of 1861, 
173, 174; under Act of 1892, 177; 
under Act of 1909, 229-32. See 
Legi.sla~ive Assembly, Federal As
sembly, and Council of State 

Legislative Councils, of governors' 
.provinces and lieutenant-governors' 
provinces, under .Act of 1861, 182, 
183; changes under Act of 1909, 
230-2; of governors' provinces under 
Act of 1919, 249-59; under Act of 
1935, 352-5; of chief commissioners' 
provinces, 235 

l..cgfsJntivo power, granted to Com
pany of Mercha.uta of London tra.d- • 
ing into East lndiP.s, 4, 5; contrasted 
with those of Mo.ssuchuaetts Bay 
Company, 6, 6; ii; respect of Rom bay, 
9, 34, 35; claima of Sir Josiah Child, 
39, 4.0; of Nflw Company, 17; of 
United Coll}panl (East India Com
pany) nnder charter of 1698, 17; of 
1726, 18, 19 • 
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Legislative powers in India, of gover
nor-general and council, Cu.lcntta, 
75; further dofined, 101; in respect 
of provincial affairs,,. 90, 91; of 
governors of Madras ana Bombay, 
for capitals and provinces, 126; lost 
(1833), 133. See Legislative Council 

Legislative powers of governors and 
C',OII.ncils of Bombay, Ca.lcut,ta, a.nd 
M~as, under chartors of 1726 and 
175:r. 18, 43 

Legislative powers under Act of 1935 
of Burman legialature, 454 

Lending money to Indians, rules as 
to, 75, 119 

• Letters of administration, power to 
grant, 37, 44, 73; now regulated by 
Indian Act, 210, 211 

• 

Letters of service, used to authorize 
royliJ ~fficers W exercifw thelr rnnk 
while in service of Company, 81; 
issued to Hardinge but not used, 158 

Leva.nt Company, interested in Indian 
traie, 2; reccivOO charier from Queen 
EliZabeth, 1 

Liabilities of governments in India., 
enforoemcnt of, 396, 397; extent of, 
439-32; in,.Burma., 455; in Aden, 361 

LWei of peblication of spoooh in 
lcgisln.ture, 342 ,. 

Liberal and Conservative Govern
ments, difference of policy as to 
Chitral, 1\W 

Liberal pa~, United ~gdom, wishes 
(1935) direct election for Fede:ra.l 
Assembly, 313 

L:ibrm:i~ .m!.Uienm.s,. e.tc...- prov.incfuJ 
subjects, 254, 370 

Licences to traders or missionaries to 
enter India, required (1813), 128, 
160; removed (1833), 135 

Lieutenant-governor, of Bengal ( 185f1, 
137, 145, 180; of Bihar and Orissa 
(1912), 235; of Burma (1897), 181; of 
Eastern Bengal and Assam (1905), 
181; of North- Western Provinces 
(1836), 132, 181; of Punjab (1859), 
137, 181; of United Provinces (19Q2), 
181 ;of Western Bengal, Bihar, and 
OrU..a (1905), 181 

Lieutemmt-govornors of provinces (not 
provided for in Act of 1935), ap
pointed by governer-general subject 
to Crown approval, under Act of 
1858,164; legislatip·o councils of,182, 
183 

Lighthousea and. lightships, federal 
subject, 367 

33 

Limitation Act, Indian, 210 
Lindsay, Sir .John, commiR!!iOned as 

Crown envoy to India, 68, 79 
J...iguor taxation, Madras, 149; pro

V1ncial powers, 369, 3i3, 390 
Lloyd, Lord, formerly go\•ernor of 

Bombay anrl High Commissioner in 
Egypt, declines to serve on Joint 
Select Committeo on Government of 
India Bill, 309 

Lloyd Ba:rragc a-nd Canal!l Scheme, 
special responsibility of governor 
of Sind, 349 

Lloyd George, Rt. Ron. David, on 
Dominion status, 469 

Loans of British Government to East 
India Company, 70 

Local government, provincial subject, 
253, 371 

.LoMJgovernmcntaccollllts, audit of, 200 
Local self-government in cantonment 

areas (not being cantonment areas 
of Indian state troops}, federal 
subject, 365 

London, tn:aty (1930) of, a.s to naval 
limitn .. tion, India's position undur~ 
405, 409;_r,onferonce of 1935-6, 409 

London Company, subject to jurisdic
tion of courl'.s in Domhay, 34 

Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, excep
tional exemptior:. of, from control of 
courts, 351 

Low, Colonel Sir John, deprecates 
annexation of Nagpur, 122; on 
position ofKarauli, 123 

Lower Burma.., annexed (1852), 124; 
jndjc.iJJJ cDmmi8.9.ion for~ 209~ .See 
Burma 

Loyalty to Crown a.s condition of 
maintenance of Indian stu.tcs1 214, 
215, 216; deposition of princes for 
failure in, 216; of King of Delhi, 125 

Lucas, Sir Gervase, governor of 
Bombay until 1667, 31, 32 

Lucknow, division of army, I90j W. 
Hastings' visit to (1784), 83 

Lunacy and mental deficiency and 
institutions, concurrent legislative 
Fmbject, 375 

Lyall, Sir Alfred, view of. aa to Council 
of India, 169 

Lytton, Earl of, governor-general 
(1876-80), exempts cotton goods 
from duties, 176; insists on Afghnnis
tn.n expedition, 193; sets aside 
appointments for Indians, 199; 
wiahos to establish an Indian Privy 
Councill219, 232 
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M.ae.a.:rtney, LoN, govemo1: Q{ M.witM 
(1780-4), wise policy of, 80, 81 

:Macaulay, Thomas B., Lord, Secretary 
to the Board of Trade, defends 
Company, 131; chairman of c!>m
mittee on civil service, 138; law 
member of Council of India, 135 

McCo.rdie, l\lr. Justice, judgment of, 
in O'Dwyer v. Nair (O'Dwyer, 
India M I Knew It, pp. 350--7), 
276 

1\IaeDonald, Rt. Bon. Ramsay, views 
of, on Indi&n government, 291, 
305 

Macpherson, Sir John, member of 
council, Fort William, 78; mis
manages Oudh, 103 

Madras, acquisition of territorial 
authority ~ 23, 24.; coinage in, 10; 
municipal government under charter. 
of 1689, 11; of 1726, 18, 19; execu
tive government of, in eighteenth 
century, 28-30; jurisdiction and 
legislature of, 45-9; subordination 
to governor-general and council of 
Bengal, 78---81; under Act of 1784-, 
96, 97; under Act of 1807.126; under 
Act of 1833, proposed change of 
executive, 131, 132; loss of legislative 
power, 132, 133; administration and 
jurisdiction of, 149, 151; under 
Crown from 18fi8, executive council 
of, 180; legislature revived in, 
182, 183; nuder Morley-Minto re· 
forms, 235; executh•e council of, 
231; legislative council of, 231; under 
Montagu-Chelmsford reforms, exec
utive council of, 247; ministers of, 
249; legislation of, 249-59; under 
Act of 1935, governor's province, 
326; represented il1 Council of State; 
:~39; in Federal Assembly, 340, 
executive government of, 346-52, 
legislature of, 352-7; franchise of; 
358-60; lcgisla.tivo powers of, 361-83; 
relations of, to federation, in ad• 
ministrativc matters, 383-6; in 
finance, 386-97 

Madras and Bombay Armies Act, 1893, 
189 

Madras army, under company,l9, 155-
7; under Crown, 188, 189; merged ill 
Indian Army, 189 

Madras High Court, under Act of,1861, 
203, 204, 236; under Act of 1935t 
424-7 

Madras mint, first established, 10 
Madras Recorder's Court, 1f6, 149 

Madras tegula.tian.s, 1802-34_, 133; 
legal power for making, 126; lost 
under Act of 1833, 133 

Madras State~ Agency, 442 
Madras Su}7reme Court, 126, 149 
Madura., poligars of, placed under 

British control, 104 
Magisterial powers, given to judges of 

city and zillah courts, 108 • 
Magistrates, various classes qf, 144-, 

145, 148, 150, 152; under C'rimina.l 
Procedure Code, 206; protection of 
position of, under Act of 1935, 427, 
428 • 

Mahadaji Sindbia., Maratha leader, 82, 
84; aims at establishing HW.du • 
control of Empire, 103; refused 
tribute by Cornwallis, 104 

Maharaja of Bikaner~ 01_1poses co
operation .r Indian states \o.bjects, 
451; takes part in Round 'l'a.blo 
Conference, 296 

Maharaja of Jam:ruu and Kashmir, 
deposition of (188ll), 215; succession 
to, in 1925, 446 • 

Maharaja. of Panna, deposed, 431 
Mn.ha.rana. of Udaipur, required to 

remedy abuses, 446 • 
Mahe, seizure of, by Co01pany, catlies 

displeasure ~ Hyder Ali, SO • 
Mahi Kantha Agency, 44-2 
.Mahsuda, efforts to controL 276 
Maine, Sir Henry, membll' of Council 

of India., ~68; disap~vcs Ilbort 
Bill, 169; favours establishment of 
joint committee of Parliament on 
Indian affairs, 170 

Maintenance, law of, in rega.rd to 
India, 147 n. 1 

Maiwand, disaster at (1881), lends to 
army changes, 189 

Major porta, central subject, 264; now 
federal subject, 317 

Majority Act, 1875, Indian, 211 
MalAdalatsfrom 1790to 1793,106,107 
Malabar, martial law applied to, 277, 

283, 432, 433 
Malacca., becomes British, 23 
MalnJra.nd, political agency, 195 
Malcolm, Sir John, settles .Ma.lwa, 118; • 

supports wider employment of 
Indiana, 135 

Malta, use of Indll.n forces at (1878), 100 
~fandamUB proceedings in Supremo 

Court, Calcutt"' 73; under legisla
tion of 1S77, 205, 434 -

Mandasor, trcu.ty(!Sl8) of, with Holkar, 
117 
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Mn.niktolla,.h conspiracy case, 228 
Manipur, ncquiRition of suzerainty 

over (1762 nnd 1833), 119; outbreak 
at, o.nd punishment of rebels, 215 

Manor of East Green~~h, Bombay 
held as of the, 9 

Mansfield, Lord, on law applicable to 
conquered and ceded colonies {1774), 
311 

:Manuiye ])hn.mmathat, authority on 
law in Burma, 212 

Marathas, company's relations with, 
82, 104, lll 117, 118; marine 
conflicts with, ~59. See alBo Bhonsle, 
Holkar, Sindhia, Pcshwa 

• Marino forces, of Company, 15~, 159; 
under Mutiny Act, 129. See~dia.n 
Navy 

Maritime nnd mercantHc causos. court 
for~ tfbdcr charters of lG83 a.nd 1686, 
continued in 1698, 11, 17; operation 
of, in Bombay, 46, 47; in Madras, 
38-4:1; never o,.perative at Calcuttu., 
49 

Ma.ritime shipping and navigation, 
central subject, 263; now federal 
subject, 367 

Markets a.llJ1 fairs, provincia.! subject, 
.372 • 

Markham, William, p{itege of Warren 
Hastings, resident at Bcnares, worth. 
less testimony of, in favour of his 
patron, llO n. 1 

Marriage .. nd divor~, concurrent 
lcgisla.tive subject, 3'14: 

Marria.go treaty (1661) with Portugal, 
9, 22,23 

Ma.rria~os in India by Scottish clergy, 
validated in 1818, 130 

Martial ln.w, Crown grants power to 
execute on voyages and on land 
(1615, 1623), 6, 7; (1683 and 1686), 
10, 11; (1698), 18; in Bombay, 31, 
32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38; to be applied 
generally in India., 39, 40; provision 
for, as regards soldiers, made by 
Mutiny Act, 1754, 19; and other 
Acts, 126, 127, 128, 129, 157;.use 
of,. agaiUBt insurrection, generally 
under Statute, 275, 276, 432, 433 

Martial law regulations, in Bombay, 
31, 32; Ox:endcn's views us to, 33, 34; 
proviBions ofBomeay laws (1669), as 
to, 35; in force in Punjab (1919), 275, 
276; in Malabar Jl92!), 432, 433 

Maskat, lndian relatiollB with, 197; 
Order in Co~Jneil for, deals with 
subjects of Indian states, 220 

• 

1t!aRsn.chnsctts Bay charter (1629), 5, 6 
Master, Strcynsham, governor of 

Madras (1678), 45, 46 
1\Iasulipatam, factory at, 23 
Mlthews, Commodore, at attack on 

Alibag, 159 
Maulana Shaukat .Ali, attacks All 

Parties' Conference scheme, 289 
Maulvis, use of, to assist courts, 64, 65 
:Mayo, Lord, governor·general ( 1869-

72), discusses extent of authority of 
legislative council, 17(1; enters into 
relations with Shor Ali, 192 

Mayor's Court at Calcutlia, under 
chartora of 1726 and 1753, .1, 18, 51, 
52; !;uporseded by Supreme Court, 74 

~layer's Court at Bombay, under 
chM:ters of 1726 and 1753, 18, 19, 
43, 44-, 45; superseded by Rocorder's 
Court, 126 

Mayor's Court at Madras, under 
charter of 1687, 46, 47; under charters 
of 1726 and 1753, 18, 48, 49; super
seded by Recorder's Court, 126 

Mayurabhanj, state, 442 
Mechanically propelled vehicles, con

current Jegislativo subject, 255, 375 
Medical practitioners, security for 

right to practise, 380, 381 
Medical profession, concurrent legis

lative subject, 255, 375 
Medicinal and toilet preparations con

taining alcohol, provincial subject, 
369, 373, 390 

Mecr11t trial (1929-..14), 4:{3 
Melville, Robert Dundas, second Vis

count, on admission to Inclia (1811), 
127 

Member of governor·general'a council 
for commerce and industry (1904), 
171 

Membera of East India Company, 16; 
voting power revised (1773), 71; lose 
power o'•er directors (1784), 96 

Membership of Company ofMerchn.nta 
of London trnding into East Indies, 
4; aa modified by Charles II, 8; by 
William Ill, 14 • 

Membership of legislatures under Act 
of 1935, 341, 354; salaries attached 
to, 342, 354-; of Bunna, 453 

:Merchandiso marks, federal subject, 
367 

Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, Indian 
courtallnve power to punish oifenccs 
under, 205; Indian legislatures havo 
powers under, 364 

Merv, oc,:::upied by Russia (1884), 192 
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Mesopotamia, fiasco in, due to undue 
conccntn1.tion of authority, 173,240, 
241 

Mesopotamian Royal Commjssion, con
demns excessive usc of privdte 
correspondence, 170 n. 1 

Messages f-rom governor-general and 
governors, to lC'gislatures, under 
Act of 193.'5, importance of, 317 

Meaton Committoe, contributions from 
provinces laid down by, 278 

Metcalfe, Sir C'h.al'lcs, la.ter J.ord, asks 
Ranjit Singh to accept British pro
tection of Cis-Satlej states, 116; dis
approves of interference with the 
Press, 163; view of, as to native rule, 
117, 122; as to int.cn•ention at 
Bharatpur, 120; passed over for 
governor-generalsllip, 136 

Meteorology, central, now in part, 
federal subject, 264, 366 

Mct.ropolita.n status of bishop of 
Calcutta, 136 

Mewasi chiefs, collector of West 
Khandesh as court for, 208 

Mhow, cantonment under British 
jurisdiction, 222 n. 4; division of 
army at, 190 • 

Midnapur, Compo-ny receives in 1760 
grant of, 27; ·status of inhabitants of 
(1773-80), 86 

Migra-tion, inter-provincial, central 
~>Ubject under Act of 1919, 264 

Migration within India from or into a. 
governor's or chief commissioner's 
province, 369. See also Movements 
in India 

Military cadetships, in Company's 
service, 15G; under Crown govern
ment, 166 

Military commissions. See Commis
Eliana 

Military forces of Company, authority 
to raise in 1661, 8; in 1668, 10, 11; 
continued to United Company(1698), 
17, control of, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 
38, 39; Mutiny Act, 19, 157; em
ployment of, subject of constitu
tional difficulties, 100; provision 
for raising and control in England, 
126, 127; use of, in India, 155---8; 
transferred to Crown (1858), 166, 
167. See Indian Army; under Act 
of 1935, federal eubjeot, 361, 365; not 
subject to provincia11egislation, 370 

Military member of governor-general's 
council, controversy over, 172, 173, 
190 

Military officers, detached for civil 
work, 156 

• Military Supply Member, governor
general's council, usele!'.S post of, 190 

Mindon, Kin~ ~f Upper Burma. (1853-
78), relations of, witb India, 194, 195 

Mineral!'!, (..'rown rights over, 324, 326; 
development of, a provincial subject, 
255,372 • 

Miniooy, exempted area., 266 
111ining settlement aut.horities, • pro

vindt\l subject, 371 
Ministers, under Act of 1919, 247, 249; 

under Act of 193~ in federation, 
332-8; in provinces, 348-52; in 
Burma, 452; salaries of, not votable, 
345, !55 

Minister of finance, fedoral, 336; pro
vincial, 350, 351 

Minor railways.partially undcrlfederal 
control, 367; in the m!Un prov~cia.l, 
371 

Minorities, question of protection of, 
under Act of 19:rti, 303; special 
responsibility of go'i'emor-ge~ra.-1 
for, 332, 333; of governors, 349; of 
governor of Burma, 453; must be 
consulted if amendments of con
stitution are proposed, ~9 • 

Minto, Earl of, g~ernor-general (1807-
13) enforces c15'ntrol of Press, 163; 
policy of, towa.rds Indian st&tes, 116 

Minto, Earl of, governor-general (1905-
10), 220--31; isents Marl-'s choice 
of councillors, 166 n. 2; responsible 
for adoption of communal elector
ates, 229, 243; uses to excess 
private correspondence with Morley, 
170 n. 1; very critical of his sub· 
ordinates, 185 

Minto-Morley reform scheme, 1907-9, 
OiKecutive conn<:ils to be reformed, 
231; increase of representative 
clement in legislatures, 228, 229, 230; 
principle of communal electorates 
adopted, 229, 243; provides for exten~ 
sion of powers of discussion of 
fin!ince, 230, 231; and of pa.al:iing 
resolutions, 231; representation of 
Indians on governor-general's coun
cil and Council of India, 231, 232; 
responsible government not aimed 
at, 232 • 

Mir Jafar, Nawab of Bengal (1757-60, 
1764-5); relations ljlf. with compnny, 
27, 30 • 

Mir Kasim, Na.wab of.Bengal (1760) 
grants territories to Company. 21; 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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receives unfair treatment from Com
pany, 30 

Mirza Ismail, Sir, represents Mysoro at • 
Round 'l'able Conference, 296 

Missionaries, enterprise ~Jll 160; licences 
to enter India required (1813}, 128; 
requirement waived (1833), 135 

Mody, H. P., on Dominion status for 
lodia, 472 

Mogl!l Emperor (King of Delhi), ma.kea 
gr~ta of trading rights in respect 
of Sumt, 22; Madra.s, 24; Calcutta, 
25; of diwani of Bengal, Bihar, and 
Orissa, .53-5;" of Clive's jagir, 27; 
relations with, of Wa.rron Hastings, 
67, 83, 84: Cornwallis, 102, 103; 
Shore, 115; Wclloslcy, ll5, IP6; Lord 
Hastings, 117; Amherst, 120; Dal
housie, 124, 125; sovereignty of, 111, 
113,• 115; passes "til Crown, 212, 
21~ 

Mohan Prasad, accuses Nandakumar 
(1775), 76 

Monetary systefn, regulation of, as 
c&.ccnlS India n.nd Burma, 393, 457 

Moneylenlling and 1ende1'8, provincial 
subject, 372 

Money maitcrs, Clive and W. Hnstings 
dishono~ablo in, 83 

~lonmouth s rcbclliall, martial law 
during, 33 

Monopolies, Act of 1624 ns to, 12 
Monopoly of China trade and tea. trade 

continUfJ.l from 181j to 1833, 127; 
disappears (1833-4), 131, 136 

Monopoly of trade, granted by prero
gative to London Company) 3, 5, 14, 
15; legality of, 12; Parliamentary 
grant of, to ga,.at India Company, 
15, 16; renewed (1793), 100, 101; in 
parl (1813), 127; te<mmated (1833), 
131 

Monroe doctrine, protects Canada, 466 
Mouson, CoL George, member of 

council, lt,ort William (1774-6), 71, 
76 

Monson, Col. ''7illiam, defeated by 
Hol.kar (1804), 114 • 

Montagu, Chancellor oftbe Exchequer, 
arranges creation of general sociuty 
for Indian trade, 14, 15 

Montagu, Rt. Ron. Edwin, Secretary 
of State for Ind~, his proposals for 
Indian government, 241, 243-7; the 
Act of 1919, 24J-73; resignation of, 
277 • 

Montagu-Cbelty.ford scheme,embodied 
ill Government of India Act, 1919, 

243-73; on Indian states, 441, 444, 
447 

Moplahs, robellion of (1921-2), 277, 
283; martial la.w ttgn.inat, 432, 433; 
~ldiera recruited from, for Madras 
army, 189 

Mora] and Material Progress Report, 
to Parliament, 170 

:Morley, Viscount, Secretary of State 
for India (1Q05-10), contemplates 
adding Cromer to his Council, 435; 
criticizes governors of provinces:, 185; 
reforms of Indian government under, 
228--32; selection of counsellors by, 
166 n. 2; uses e};:ccssively privat-e 
correspondence, 170 n. 1 

Mornington, Lord. See Wellesley 
1\Iost favoured na.tion treatment by 

statute, refused to British goods, 318 
Movements within India, of certain 

classes of persons, federal subject, 
366 

Muddiman, Sir A., committee under, 
report.a on reform scheme operation, 
286 

lt1nfti, use of, to aasist courts, 64:, e.5, 
107, 108 

Muhamm~ Ali, recognized as na.wab 
of Carnatic (1763), 67; asks for 
Company's recognition of his here
ditary rulership, 113 

!'Iuhnmmad Heza Khan, as naib no. wa b, 
86; removed from control of the Sadr 
Nizamat Adalat ( 1790), 106 

Muhammadan law, ttpplication of, to 
English difficult, resulting in their 
exemption, 21; at fint not applied 
in Company's chartered courts, 48, 
49, .'52; except in Born bay in fJarl, 44; 

1 followedinZamindariCourts, .Bengal, 
52; use extended by • W. Hastings, 
65, 66; must be applied in certain 
cases in Supreme Court, Calcutta, 89; 
in Madras, 149; in Bombay, 150; in 
Company's courts, 105, 109; in 
North-\Vestern Provinces, 153; in 
general, 210, 211 

Muhammadans, seats reserved for, in 
legislatures, under Act of 1919, 250, 
260, 261; under Act of 1935, 340, 353, 
358 

Municipal charter (1687) of Madraa, 
11, 12. See also Municipality 

Municipal corporations, provincial sub· 
ject, 253, 371 

Municipal law, rela.tion of sta.te rulers 
to, 225, 469 

Municip!" magistrate, Calcutta, 206 
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Municipal tra.mways, provincial sub
ject, 263, 311 

Municipality of Madras, in 1687-8, 11, 
12, 46, 4-7; under chnrters of 1726 
and 175:1, 48; of Bombay, 43; 8f 
Calcutta, 51 

Munni Begam, a;ppointcd a.a guardian 
of Nawab of Bengal, 60 

Munro, Sir Hector, victor ofBaksar, 53; 
puts down sepoy rebellion (1764), 167 

Munro, Sir Thomna, disa.pprovcs of 
freedom of the Press, 163; favoun; 
preservation of native states, vii, 
122; pregseg for ryotwari settlement 
in MadraA, .148; receives governorship 
of Madras, 141; urges employment of 
Indians, 136 

Munsiffs, in Bengal, 144; in Madras, 148 
Muslim state, project of a, 287 
Mutilation, punishment by, permitted 

by Hastings, 66; forbidden under 
Cornwallis, 108 n. 2; and by Wel
lesley at Delhi, 115 

Mutinies in armies, 156, 157; in 1857, 
164 

Mutiny Act, British; annual, as affected 
by existence of Indian forces, 100 

Mutiny Act, 1717, articles •of WM 
under, applied in part to Bombay, 
33, 34; to Madras, 34 

Mutiny Acts, lmperia.l, for India. (East 
Indies), 34, 56, 127, 134, 136, 157 

Mntiny (East :Indies) Act, 1840, 136 
/1t!.2'tj~~u~_l,_lrf}e~~Jltglies at (I~),_~ 

Mysot:e, state,_ recreated,_ 120; repre
s-eD:tB.tiOil"Of, ill Coill:tCil of State; 339; 
in direct relations ·witb governor
general, 441; le_gislative council in, jf-1443; order _of chi-iU-Jiy}__tl,)~7;-Claims 
fo. r ~conam .. 6rii.ti0i! on federation, 
450-n. 3; forbidd~to-~l:aise land 
custOms. 449-n-:-2 

Mysoie _princes, discussion in 1860 in 
- legislature of ·grant·to, 138 

Nabha, state (1809), 116; hostility of, 
towards Pat-iala, 447; post office of, 
448 

Nagpur, Company's relatione with, 
ending in la.pse (1853), 114, 124; 
becomes part of Central Provinces, 
154 

Na.jm-ud-daulo., titular na.wa.b of Bon
gal ( 1765 ), 53; reduction of revenues 
of, 60 

Na.w.wan As~igued Area, Burma, 
&ovornmcnt of, 456 

Na.na. Phadnavis (Farns.vis), minister 
of the Peshwa, 82; disasters following 

• on his death in 1800, 113 
Na.na Sahib, adopted son of Baji Rao .• 

refused pelll!li~n. 124 
Nandakumar, chief minister- of Mit 

,J afar, 53; -prefers charges agains'l> 
W. Hastings, but is illegally con• 
demncd and executed, 76, 77; lJ_it1 
accusation of conspiracy revealecl 
against his oath to Impey• by 
Hastings, 85 

Nankana. Saheb, Pathan massacre of 
Sikhs at (1921), 287 • 

Napier, Sir Charles, secures annexation 
of Sind (1843), 121; undcrDalhousic'EI 
contr"-, 158 

Narcotic drugf!, excise on, provinciuJ 
aubject, 369, 373, 390 

• No.sir-nl-mulk, .accession (1798) a.e 
nawa.b of" Bengal, recognized witft.out 
imperial intervention by ·the Com~ 
pany, 103 

Nasr-ullah, asks vainly,1895) for direct 
relations between Amir of Afghlni~ 
stan and Crown, 193 

Natal, unfa-ir treatment of Indians in, 
238 

National Debt Commissioicrs, pay_:, 
ment of £2,000.,000 to, to pay otf 
capital of East~dia. Company, 131 

National Volunteers, of Gandhi, 283 
Nationality in British India and 

Burma, 458, 4Q9 ' 
Native commiss:l!.ners, judicial powere 

of, under Cornwallis, 108, See alM 
Munsiffs, Sadr Amins 

Naturalization, central, now federal, 
subject, 263, 369; legislation on, 458 

Naval, military, and air forces, etc., 
central subjects, 263; now federal 
S\lbjects, 361, 365; not subject to 
provincial control, 370 

Naval and military forces transferred 
from Company to Crown, 166, 167 

Naval Defence Squadron, set up i.U-
1871, abolished 1903, 191 

NavaL Discipline Act, British, cannot 
be varied by Indian legislation, 376; 
may be applied to Indian Navy by 
federal legislature, 363, 405 

Naval Discipline (Dominion Naval 
Forces) Act, 19ll. 363 n. 4 

Naval force, power to mise, in lnd.i!lo 
granted in 1686, 11; made subject 
to Mutiny A~t, 12!T; later history of, 
15B, 159. 8ee lndia11 Navy 

Naval Prize Act, 1864-, 406 
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Navji Nasarvanji Wadia, shipbuilding 
by, 159 

Nawab of Carnatic, relations with, 24. 
78, 79, 103, 104; Wellesley secures 
transfer of govcrnnftl•t, 112; title of, 
lapses, 124. See also Muhammad All 

Nawab of Oudh (later King), relations 
of Clive with, 53, 54; ofW. Haating8, 

• 67, 83; of Cornwallis, 103; of Wel· 
lesley, 112; of HastingR, 11 9; of 
:Bentinck, 120; of Auckland, 120, 123; 
of Rardinge, 123; of Dalhousie, 123, 
124 

Nawanagar, s~tc (1807, 1812), 442 
Nazim at M.urshldabnd, Ca1cut't.a iT'f:)~ 

of control by, 25 
Negotiable instruments, ce:dtra1, now 

federal subject, 264, 367 
Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881, 

l.nllia, 210 
Nehru, Pundit Motila-1 (d. 1931), Indian • 

reformer, 283 
Nepal, now sovereign independent 

state, wn:r ~1814-16) with, 119; in 
~oct relations with Crown, 408; 
lends aid in 1857-8, 165; use of 
Gurkha troops in India, 401 

Neutra~~· Dominions' position as to, 
462, 4W' 

• New Company, i.e. English Company, 
15, 16 -

Newfoundland, granted to Sir }:1. 
Gilbert, 2; default in debt paymetlt 
by, 3j2; does not obtain representtl· 
tion m ]...ea.gue o~Nations, 461 

Now South Wales, default of, in pay
tllCnt of interest on debt, 302 

New Zealand, overriding of governor 
as to addition of mem bora to Legis
lative Council (1891-2), 330; statute 
of ~1estminster, I931, not adopted 
by,464 • 

Newspapers, books, and printing· 
presses, concurrent lcgislatiYe sub· 
jed, 255, 375. See also Press 
legislation 

Niccolls, Captain Thomas, judge 
(1670-7), at Bomba.y, 38 

Nizam of Hyderabad, relatrons of 
Company with, 78, 104, Ill, 112, 
Il3, 114, 124; of Crown with, 296, 
443, 446. See Hyderabad 

'No bombs, no Qoons,' .Muhammada-n 
protest, 234 

Non-intervention in politics of lndia.n 
states, policy• of, q1, 112, 115 

Non-narcotic drugs, excise on, pro
vincial subject, 369, 373, 390 

Non-regulation a.reas and provinces, 
152-4, 265-7. See al8o Excluded 
arena; uncovenanted service in, 199 

Norris, Sir William, fruitless mission 
• of (1698-1701), to Aurn.ngzib, 26 
Northern and Sout.hern Waziristan 

Militia, 196 
Northern Sarknrs, granted by Mogul 

Emperor to Company, 78; held from 
Nizam, 78, 79, 80; raided by Pin
daris, 117; transferred to control of 
Madras, I30 

North: West ]frontier Province, separ
ated from Punjab in 1901, 197; 
t>d'\'l&nt:td to BtatnB oi guvt .. rnNa 
province, 267; under Act of 1935, 
governor's province, 327; represented 
in Council of State, 339; in Federal 
Assembly, 340; executive govern
mentor, 346-52; legislature of, 352-7; 
franchise of, 358~0; legislative 
powers of, 361-83; relations of, to 
federation, in administrative mat
ters, 383-6; in fina.ncc, 386-97 

Nortb.,Veatern Provinces, a district 
Sadr Diwa.ni Adalat and Sadr 

'Nizamat Adalat created for" (1831), 
145; lnade a lieutenant-governorship, 
I32; administration and jurisdiction 
in, 1&2-4; merged with Oudh, 181. 
See United Provinces 

Northbrook, Lord, governor-general 
(1872-e), insists on rights of his 
Council, 119, 172; resigns office on 
issue of Afghanistan, I92; wishes to 
place resident in Kashmir, 2I4 

Oath, evidence of Christians on, 44; 
concurrent legislative subject, 374 

Oath of allegiance, from members of 
legi.slu.turcs, under Act of 1935, 341, 
354; judicia], t.o be taken by judges 
of Federal Court, 420; of High Court, 
425; of office, to be tn.ken by gm·ernor
genel'al, 323 n. I 

Offences ngn.inst the Person Act, 1861, 
punlshmcnt of officers for acta dono 
in India under, 352 

Offences of officials, punishment of, in 
Englund (not under Act of 1935), 19, 
20, 75, 87, 88, 89, 351; of governors 
and governor-genera], under Act of 
1935, 351, 352; of governor of Burma., 
455 

Officers, control of matters affecting, 
by governors, under Act of 1919, 
255, 256; under Act of 1935, 4:14--17 
See Civil servants 
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Official bloc, solidity of, enforced, 237; 
effect of, on responsible government, 
278, 279 

Official Seercts Acts, 1911 and 1920, 
suspended in India, 364 • 

Old Company, i.e. Company of Mer
chants of London, 15, 16 

Old age and invalidity pensions, 
concurrent legislative subject, 375 

Opening of India to entry of British 
subjects, 127, 128, 135 

Operation of :M:ontagu-Chelmsford rc
formA, 27 4-88 

Operations beyonrl frontiora, cost of, 
paid by India, 167; positlon M to, 
under Act of 1935, 326 

Opium, cultivation, rntmufacture, or 
sale for export, central, now federal 
subject, 264-, 367; duties of excise on, 
provincial subject, 369, 373 

Opium convention (1907) with China, 
binds Indian states, 450 

Orders of chivalry oflndian states, 447 
Ordinance, power of governor-general 

to issue, under Act of 1861, 174; 
extent of effect. of, 179; use of, to 
combat rebellion, 432, 433 

Ordinance powers, under Act ~f 1935, 
of governors of provinces, on advice 
of ministers or on own responsibility, 
356; of governor of Burma, 454; of 
governor-general, 346, 347 

Organization of Indian forces, prin
ciples of,· 281, 402, 404-

0rissa, diwani of, acquired by Clive, 
along '\\'ith that of Bengal and Bihn.r, 
54; administered from 1905 with 
Western Bengaln.nd "Bihar, 181; from 
1912 with Bihar, 234, 236; as gover
nor's province, under Act of 1919,1247; 
executive council of, 247; ministers 
of, 249; legislative council of, 249-59; 
under Act of 1935, governor's pro
vince, :{27; represented in Council of 
State, 339; in _Federol Assembly, 340; 
executive government of, 346-52; 
legislature of, 352-7, franchise, 358-
60; legislative powers of, 361-83; rela
tions of, to federation, in administra
tive matters, 383-6; in finance, 
386-97; traneitional provisions, viii, 
ix 

Orissa states, 222, 442 
Ostend Company, efforts to establish, 

defeated by East India Company, 
16 

Ottawa Agreement, 1932, Great .Rrit.ain 
and India, 412 

Oudh, 63, 54, 67, 83; defects of adminis
tration in, 103, 112, 119, 120, 123, 

• 124; annexed, 123, 124, 151; united 
with North-Western Provinces, 181. 
See United i'rtJvinces 

Oudh districts, zillah judge-magistrates 
in, 145 

Outram, Sir James, report of, on Oud.h, 
123 • 

Overriding of council by governor· 
general, rule as to, 99, 101, 17€'. by 
governors, 101 " 

Ownership of soil within three-mile 
limit, V'ested in CrowA, 205 n. 2 

Oxendcn, Sir George, preaidont of 
Suro.t, visits Bombay (1669), :-l2-4 

Oyer antf'Terminor and Gaol Delivery, 
powers of Commissioners of, given 
under charters of 1726 and 1753, 
43, 72; under ~ct of 1773, 73 • 

• • 
Pagoda, Madras gold coin, 43 n. 1 
Pagoda oath, insisted on, at Madras, 48 
Palr:mpur, state (1817),•442 
Palmer & Co., scandal of their lo!tns 

to Nizam, 119 
Palmorston, Lord, proposals of, for 

Indian government, 165 
Panchayats, use of, as furts, in • 

Bombay, 44, 45· in Madra-a, 148 
Panipat, :M:arath6 overthrown at, in 

1761, 67 
Panjdeh, ejection of Afghan forces 

from (1885), 193 " . , 
Panth Piploda, ~hief commissiOner s 

province, 327, 360 
Papillon, Thomas, concerned in draft. 

ing laws for )3ombay, 34 
Paramountcy, of Crown in st.ntos, 

charncter of, 212---21, 296, 446, 447; 
states desire definition of, 474 

Par@n, powor to, of govcrnor-gencrtd, 
427; of Crown may be delegated to 
governor-general, 324 

Parganas, twenty-four, Company's 
rights over, 27; status of subjects in, 
86 

Paris, treaty {1763) of, no recognition 
of lfriti.sh sovereignty in India in, 67 

Paris, trea.ty (1814) of, recognizes 
British sovereignty in India, 117 

Parliament, British, Act of 1708, for 
Company, 16; of 1;54, for mutiny of 
loca,l forces, 19; of 1766-9, for 
contribution by Company, 57; of 
1773 (North's.Act),.68-76; establish
ment of control of, OYer Company, 
93-101; legislation • of 1813-68, 
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125--40; trn-rud'ers power to Crown, 
165-7; alters constitution o.nd powers 
of legislature (1861), 173-5, (1892), 
177, 182, 183; (1909), 228-32; (1912), 
~5, 236; (1919), 2~>o-72; (1935), 
3ll-18, 322-441; retains control for 
both Housoa of Orders in Council to 
give effect to Act of 1935, 436, 437; 
s~tes subject indirectly to authority 
of, 224; troops may be employed 
out!ide India without appro,·al of, 
336 • 

Pa-raee community, rules of succession 
in (XXI of lfl65), 211; represented 
on Bombay Court of Judicature, 41 

t Partially excluded areas, special respon. 
sibility of governor for, un~r Act 
of 1919, 265, 266; under Act of 1935, 
315, 349, 356, 357; in Burma, 452, 
454, <0!56 

Pnrti!:.ion of Bengal, 170 n. l, 226, 227, 
237 

Partnership, Indian legislation on, 210 
Patel, V. J., Prtsident of Legislative 

Ahtembly, 286, 291 n. 1 
Patents, centra.!, now fedora.}, subject,. 

264, 367 
Patiala, .stnte (1809), 116, 287, 442; 
• JwstilityjfNn'Lha towards, 447; post 

office of, 448 
Patna, settlement at~5 
Patna, state, 442 
Patna case, 87, 89 
Patna Hil;h Court, ~reatcd (1916), 

236 n. 2", 424-7 
Peace and war, power to make, con

ferred on London Company, 8, 9; on 
United Company (East India Com
pany), 17, 18, 20. See al8o War and 
Prerogative 

Peace or tranquillity of India or any 
part thereof, special responsibilit~ of 
governor-general a.s to, 342 

Peace or tranquillity of province, 
special powers of governor as to, 349, 
350; of governor-general in chief 
commissioners' provinces, 360; of 
governor of Burma, 453 

Peasantry, Mr. Montagu's desi!e to 
interrupt placid contentment of, 
244 

Peel, Lord, Secretary of State for 
India., appoints J4e Commission, 284 

Pegu, acquired by Da.lhousic (1852), 
124; exempted from regulations, 139. 
See al6o Burma • • 

Penal Code, Indian, 135 n. 2, 161, 210, 
224 n. 3, 225 •n. 1 · 

Penalization of British imports, ques
tion of, 315, 318; powers of governor
general as to, 332, 333, 378; of 
governor of Burma, 455 

Pe~~;ions, federal and provincial, legis
lative u.uthority as to, 366, 370; of 
government officers, safeguards for, 
418, 419; of other grantees~ 382; in 
Burma, 454, 455 

Pentateuch, succession Jaw adopted by 
Jews of Aden, 212 

Percy, Lord Eustace, 317 
Perma.nent settlement of la.nd revenue 

in Jiengal, 109 
Peraia, Company's factories in, 22, 28 
Persian GuJf, establishment of British 

control in, 197; naval construction 
in India to patrol, 158 

Persian war, 1857, deplet-es Indian 
forces, 164 

• Personal law in India, extent of 
application of, 210, 2ll, 212, 382. 
See Hindu law, Muhammadan law, 
Buddhist law 

Persons subjected to preventive de ten· 
t.ion under federal authority, con· 
current legislati\'C subject, 375 

l'esha.war: border districts under com
missioner of, 195; mn.rtiallaw applied 
to (1930), 433; stationing of army 
division at, 190 

Peshawar, Kohat, Hazara, Bannu, and 
Dera. Ismail Khan, settled parts of 
North-West Frontier Province, 197 

Peshwa, head of Maratha confedera
tion, Company's relations with, 81, 
82, Ill, 113, 114, ll8, 150 

Peterborough, Lord, issues martial law 
regulations for Tangier, 31 

Petition of Right, 1628, 33 
Petition of Right, in England, proce

dure in India or equivalent to, 431 
Petroleum, etc., central subject, 264; 

now federal subject, 367 
Petty juries, introduced by charter of 

1726, 43. See Juries 
PherozeshahMehta,Inoderate reformer, 

227 
Pigot, Lord, governor of Madras, 

arrested (1776), 79 
Pilgrimages, in India, provincial sub

ject, 265._ 371; to places beyond 
India, central subject, 265; now 
federal subject. 366 

Pindaris, overthrow of (1817-18), 117 
Piracy Act, 1699, 46 
Pirote Coast, trucial chiefs, relations 

of, wi~h India, 197, 198 
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Pirates. punishment of, in India., 41, 
46 n. 2; marine struggles with, 158, 
159 

Pishin, acquired (1879), 193 
Pitt, Thoma-s, governor of Madras 

(1698-1709), 29; obtains- oxl.ra. vil
lages, 24 

Pitt, William, Earl of Chatham, refuses 
to assume sovereignty of India, 54 

Pitt, William, approves impeachment 
of \V. Hastings, 84; passes .Act of 
1784, 95-9; responsible for perma
nent settlement of BengB.l, 109 

Place, Lionel, in Baramaha.l, 148 
Plassey, battle of (1757), 20 
Plunder of India by servants of Com

pany prior to Cornwallis, 56, 66, 83, 
92 

Poisons and dangerous drugs, con
curiCnt legislative subject, 255, 375 

Police, civil and crimina-l, Punjab, 154 • 
'Police, including railwa~ _and village 

/ ~Ce! pr_o~~_!l~l ~~je.§!~~xten-
BI~~ow~~s ~r, .!;11 ce~om:SJrcum
&ances, rederal,!!~"{)JQ.CC$_~; pr~vious 

/sanctiOn _of legislation a,s Jo. '377 
/Police, arrangements to usc z.amindars, 

90, 107; other plans for: 199, 200, 
202, 203; position of, uo_dQr Act of 
193(>, .414, .:41~416;.)w:gp0..ris in 
scrVi~. ~ 2~ ~ 3Q2; __ aafe,gJW.W,ing of 
information, 350; Ul.chicf oommis
siOiijfiSj: pioViD.Ces: , 360;~iu:Burmn, 
453 

Pollco~rulea.,special. duties. of governor 
R:s _to,_ 350_;_in Bur:rua,., ... 453;.in.chicf 

commis5i.oners'-provinces, 360 
Political parties, necessity of develop

ment of, for responsible government, 
475, 476; impossible under Act of 
1919, 278, 279 

FoOna, army division at, 100 
ftooz:ta. .... P~, Ssp..tcmber .25t.b..l932, on 

communal-roprc::~entatiou, .. 307. 35B 
Popham, Captain, captures Gwa.lior 

(1780), 82 
Port quarantine, sca.men's and marine 

hospitals, etc., central subject, 264; 
now fede;ra.l sub)ccta, 366. See al.<lo 
Major ports 

Portuguese, Papal a. ward of India. to, l; 
relations with Company, 22; with 
Crown, cession of Bombay, 9; marine 
conflicts with, 159; on Bombay Court 
of Judica.turc, 41 

Portugueae law, maintained untill6i2 
in Bombay, 31, 32, 36; officials under, 
44, 45 

Postal services in relation to states, 
448, 449 

Posts and telegraphs, and Post Office 
Savings Bank, centro} subject, 264-; 
now fede~.rsubjcct, 366 

Pounds and prevention of cattle 'tres
pass, provincial subject, 254, 255, 
371 

Powers of Indian logialature, jucij.o.ia.l 
interpretation of, 177-80 

Preamble of Act of 1919, prescA•OO in 
Act of 1935, 316 • 

Precedence, determined by Crown for 
British India, 323:' and for States, 
221, 448; under Act of 1919, cent.ral 
legislative subject, 265 • 

Pre-fcll'cra.tion debt, question of bear
ing burden of, 387 

Prerogative, royal, as to government 
of subject"\, trn.ding overl!lhaa, 2; 
commissions nnder, to exercist! mar
tial law on shipboard and on land, 
6, 7, 10, 11; coinage, 10; government 
of ceded colonies, fJ; j udicia.l grants, 
8, 9, 11; martial law for conttol of 
troops, 19, 33; for general purposes, 
39, 40; municipal government of 
Madras, 11, 12; governments and 
courts (1726 and 1763), ~. 19; pow.r 
of Indian legislature to affect dcniOO. • 
(1833), 134; gftntcd (1861) to ccntml 
legislature, 182; not to presidencies, 
183 

Prerogative of Crown in f~eration of 
1935, anne:xltion of terntory, 325, 
408; appointing representatives to 
foreign states, 407, 408; cession of 
territory, 179, 324, 376, 408; declar
ing neutrality, :~24, 408; declaring 
war or peace, 324, 408, 409; grant of 
honours, 325; to stnt-ea, 447; im
munity from jurisdiction, 327; not 
bound by statute unless so provided, 
326; not to be limited by statute as 
regards appeals, 377; ownership of 
land, minerals, 324, 325, 326; par
dons, 324, 427; priority of debts, 326; 
t~ading with enemy, 405, 406; treaty 
power of, 40S, 41{}--12 

Presbytery of Edinburgh, controls • 
chaplains in India-, 414 

Presents, rulea forbidding, 5, 75, 97 
Presidencies, prinjipally Bombay, Cal· 

cutta, and Madras, propowl to add 
another (Agta), 132, 137; Bungal 
added (191~), 23/; under Act of 1919, 
247; now provinces under Act of 
1935, 326, 327 • 
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Presidency magistrates, security for 
position of, under Act of 1935, 427 

Presidency of Agra., creation of, pro. 
posed in 1833, 132; postponed in 
~35, 132 •• 

P«*iidency Towns Insolvency Act, 
1909, 210 

President and Council, of Madras, 
nf!Wer to make by-laws given by 
cbnrter of 1687, 39 n. 1 

Presi~nt and Council o.t Sura.t, 22, 23; 
relations witf.t Bombay, 33, 37 

President and governor of Bombay, 
office created em 1715, 29 

President of the Board of Control, 
office created, 95; power of, 98, 99; 
salary of, 137; replaced by s~retar~y 
of state (1858), 165 

President of tho Council ofSta.te, under 
Act •f 1919, 261; under Act of 1935., 
33e; of legislative ~ouncils, under 
Act of 1935, 352 

Prc!:!ident of the Legislative Assembly, 
under Act of PJ19, 260 

Prcsttlent of the Federal Railway 
Tribunal, 397 

Press Act, 1910, Indian, 228, 239 
Preas legislation, 157, 162, 163, 176, 

226, 22~ 228, 239, 295 n. 1, 433; 
• concurrent legislative subiect, 255, 

:n5 • 
Prevention of crimes of violence, special 

powers of governors in respect of, 
350; of. governor-general in chief 
commia~ioners' profinces, 360; of 
governor of Burmo., 453 

Pre"9"ention of animal diseases, and 
cattle trespass, provincial subjects, 
371 

Prevention of plant diseases, provincial 
subject, 371 

Preventive detention for purpose\, of 
public order, provincial subject, 370 

Preventive detention in British India, 
federal subject, 365 

Previous sanction of governor-general 
required for legislation under Act of 
1861, 174, 182; under Act of 1919, 
251, 252; under Act of 1935,362:364, 
365. 376, 377, 381, 382, 390, 393, 
418, 421 

Previous sanction of governors of 
provinces reqniT4jid for legislation, 
376, 377, 381, 382 

Prince, title of, restricted, 44-7 
Prince of Arcot (title giv.en in 1867 with 

exemption from jurisdiction), 447 
Prince of Walta, now Edwo.rd VIII 

(Sanuary 21st 1936), visit of, to 
India., 283 

Principal sadr a.mina, established by 
Bentinck, 145 

Pnlor f!anction of governor-general. 
See Previous sanction 

Prisons, reformatories, Borstal institu
tion~. etc., provincial subject, 255, 
370 

Privato correspondence, excessive Ufle 

of, between secretary of state nod 
governor-ge11era.I, 170 

Private trade of servants of Compa.ny, 
55 

Priviloges of 1cgislailll'e80 under Act of 
1935, 341, 342, 454; legislation in 
respect of, 369, 371 

Privy Council. See Appeal from Indian 
Courts; decides issues as to medical 
qualifications a.s ground of ca.pacity 
to practise, 380; function of, a.s 
regards removal of judges of Federal 
Court, 420; of IIigh Courts, 425 

Prize Court, at Calcutta, 49 
Prize Courts Act, 1894, 406 
Prize law and prize courts, not within 

competence of Indian legislatures, 
406 • 

Probate, power to grant, 17. 37, 44-, 73 
Probate and Administration Act, 

India, 1881, 211 
Procedure in revenue and rout courts, 

provincia.! subject, 370 
Proceedings in England against persons 

guilty of offences in India., 19, 20, 75, 
88, 97, 98, 99; restricted, under Act 
of 1935, 351, 352 

Proclamation by governor-general in 
case of constitutional breakdown, 
347, 34-8; by governor, 356 

Proclamation of emergency, by gover
nor-general, legislation by federation 
under, may supersede provincial 
legislation, 364 

Production, supply and distribution of 
goods, provincial subject, 372 

Property, public, federal, and provin· 
eial, legislation as to, 366, 370 

Property. private, security of, in India, 
382; in Burma, 455 

Property of federation, exempted from 
provincial or state taxation, 392, 393; 
of provinces, in some degreo ex
empted from federal taxa.tion, 392 

Property of government, assignment 
of, to various authorities, under Act 
of 1935, 395, 396; as regards Burma, 
455 
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Proposals (1916) of Muslim League and 
Congress, 242, 243 

Prosecutions of officers require per
mission of head of government, 418 

Protection against pests, provincill,l 
subject, 371 

Protection of minorities, 303; special 
responsibility of governor-general, 
332, 333; of governors, 34-9 

Protection of wild birda and animals, 
provincial subject, 254, 255, 372 

Provincial auditor-gencra1, may be 
appointed, 395 

Provincial councils, under Act of 1919, 
constitution of, 249, 250; franchise 
for, 250, 251; powers of, 251, 252; 
subjects under control of, reserved, 
254, 255; transferred, 253, 254 

Provincial councils of revenue, in 
Bengal, 61, 62; relation to adminis
tration of justice (1773), 66; unsatis
factory action of, in Nadera Begam's 
case, 87, 89; disappear (1781), 91 

Provincial courts in Bengal, reorgan
ized by lmpey, 64---6, 87, 88; system 
altered by Cornwallis, l 07 

l?rovincial courts of appeal, 13engal, 
under Cornwallis, 107, 108,<1!!43, 144; 
in Benares, 145; in Oudh, 145; in 
Madras, 148, 149 

Provincial Insolvency Act, 1908 (now 
V of 1920), 210 

Provincial services, 201, 202; safo
gua.rding of officers of, under Act of 
1935, 416 

Provincial settlements of revenue and 
expenditure, 187 

Provincial Synod of Lothian and 
Teviotdale, control of, over ch.&p
lains, 414 

:Public Accounts Committees, under 
Act of 1919, 258 

Public debt, central subject, 264; now 
federal and provincial subject, 
366, 370; cha-rges for, non-votable, 
252, 262, 345, 355 

Public health and sanitation, hospitals 
and dispensaries, registration of 
births and deaths, prorincial subject, 
253, 371 

Public order, in general, provincial 
subject, 255, 370; use of naval, mili
tary, or air forces to assist in 
maintaining, excluded from provin
cial legislative power, 370; rests on 
discretion of governor-general. 400 

Public eervicc commissions, Ullder Act 
of 1935, 417, 418 

• 

Public Ser,;ices, federal and provinci% 
legislative control over, 366, 370. 
See Civil servants, Indian Civil 
Scrvico 

Public worke. "rtovindal subject, 2Q.;I 
Public 'Vorks Department, India., ~. 

203; member of governor-general's 
council, 171 

Pulo Run, in the Bandas, finally cc~cd 
(1667) to Holland, 7 

Punch-houses, licensed by Bolbba.y 
Court, 37 • 

Punishment in England of offences 
committed in lnclia,.under common 
law, 9; under statute (1754), 19, 20; 
under Act of 1773, 75, 88; undor Aot 
of 17~, 97, 98; special court for, 98, 
99; restricted under .Act of 1D35, 
351, 352 

Punishment of ~rsons refusing 1o give 
evidence or produce docun1ants 
before committees of legislature, 
federal subject, 369; provincial sub-
ject, 371 • 

Punjab, annexation of(l849),121,4.51; 
becomes a. lieutenant-governorship 
(1859), 137, 181; administration and 
jurisdiction in, 153, 104; legislative 
council of (1897), 182; ~er Act of 
1909, 229, 231; under Montagu-• 
Chelmsford rcf8Pma, governor's pro
vince, 247; executive council, 247; 
ministers, 249; legislative council, 
249-59; under Act of 1 9~, gov-l!r
nor's provincif, 326; rcpre!ented in 
Council of State, 339; in .Federnl 
Assembly, 340; e~ecutive govern
ment, 346--52; legislature of, 352-7; 
franchise, 358-60; legislative powers 
of, 361-83; relations of, to federation, 
in administrative matters, 383-6; in 
timmcc, 386--97 

Punjab Laws .Act, 211 
Punja-b States Agency, 442 
Pnnja.bi Mussnlmans, great se:rvicos i.n 

war, 240 
Punjabis, service of, in mutiny, 165 
Purandhar, treaty (1776) of, 81 
Purcl:&se of seats in Commons by 

returned servants of Company, irri
tates public opinion, 56 

Quarter Sossiona, un,.or charters of 1726 
a.nd 1753, at Bombay, 43; at Cal
cutta., 61; at Madths, 48, 51; onder 
North's Regiilating Act, 1773, at 
Calcutta, 74, 75 • 

• 

• 

• 
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Questions, right to ask, conceded to 
legislatures under Act of 1892, 177, 
183; supplementary questions al- • 
lowed under Act of 1009, 231; 

.J.j_mitations on asking", •.1nder Act of 
!fl35, 342, 343, 364 

Quettn., occupation of, under treaty 
(1876) with Khan of Kalat, 169; 
siationing of army division at, 190 

Qutt rent, of Bombay, paid to Crown 
un-.I 1730, 9; of l\1adras, paid from 
1639 to 175!', 23, 24 

Race, discrimilmtion based on, for
bidden by Rtatuto, 135, 382 

Racial discrimination in trials, 207; 
largely removed in 1923, 20• n. 3 

Raghunath Rao, uncle of Pcshwa, 
alliance with, of Born bay government 
(1774), 81 

Rai fai[l,Jl, functions of. 60; limited in 
1781, 91 

Railway board, federal, 397-9; for 
Burma, 456 • 

Rai~ay companies, can claim arbitra
tion against secretary of state, 399 

Rn.ilway construction, financing of, 186, 
187 

Railway f~d, created, 398 
ftailwo.y jurisdiction panted by states 

to Crown, extent dr,' 222; position of, 
under federation, 331 

Railway rates committee, 398; for 
Burma 456 

RailwaY ~rvicos, contfol of, 415, 416 
Railway tribunal. under Act of 1935, 

397, 398 
Railways, various iRsucs aa to, central, 

now federal subjects, 263, 367, 397-9 
Railways in relation to states, 448; 

jurisdiction in respect of, 222; as 
affected by federation, 331 • 

Rajah, :M. C., representative of interests 
of depressed classes, 290 

Rajpipla, state, 442 
Rnjput states, claim protection of 

Company as successor of Emperor, 
115; Malcolm's settlement of rela
tions between Maratha ove~ords 
and, 118 

Rajputana. States Agency, 442 
Rajshahi division of Bengal, 234 
Ra.m :Moha.n Roy, Oi suttee, 161 
Rampur, state (1794), 83, 443 
Ranchi European Mental Hospital, 

federal subject, •J69 • 
Ranjit Singh, Maharaja of the Punjab 

(d. 1839), !HI' 

Rates of stamp duty, in certain cases 
federal subject, 369, 378; in genera.], 
provincial subject, 259, 373 

Ratification of treaties by governor
tgeneral in council, in case of labour 
con'<'cntions, 405 

Rawalpindi, army division at, 190 
Rawlinson, Lord, commander-in-chief, 

on essentiA.l funct.iona of army, 281 
Rending, Marquess of, governor-general 

(1921-6), declaration by, of para
mount power, 296, 446; rea.dy to 
accept Dominion status, 469 

Rebl estate of certain debtors ma.do 
subject to debts (1828), 130 

Recall of officers from India by the 
King, 96; exercised in Barlow's Cllse, 
99; by }~ast India Company, . 96; 
exercised in case of Lord Ellen
borough, 136, 140; of Wellesley, 115 

Recognition of laws, public acts and 
records, and judicial proceedings. 
concurrent legislative subject, 374 

Recorder's Courts at Madras and 
Bombay, 126; superseded by Su
premo Courts, 149, 150 

Recorders, Rangoon (1864-1900) and 
Moulmtin (1864-72), 209 

Recovery in provinces of claims in 
respect of public dema.nds (taxes, 
land revenue, etc.), arising outside, 
concurrent legisla.tive subject, 374 

'Red-shirt' mo-vement in Muhammadan 
circles in North-West Frontier Pro· 
vince, from 1930, 295 

Reference of questions of In w to 
federal court by governor-general, 
423 

Registers, lndia.n, judicial funct-ions of, 
106 

Registration of bills of sale, in Bombay, 
37 

Registration of births and deaths, 
provincial subject, 253, 371 

Registration of deeds affecting im
movables in Bombay Court, 37 

Regulating Act, 1773, events leading 
to, 68-70; provisions of, 70-6; diffi
culties arising out of, 85-7; altored 
by Act of 1781, 88-91; and by Pitt's 
Act of 1784, 95-9 

Regulation of Aerial Navigation, Con
vention on (1919), 411 

Regulation of house accommodation, in 
cantonments, federal subject, 363 

Regulation of labour and safety in 
mines and oiliiclde, federal subjoct. 
368 
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Regulation of mines and oilfields, otc., 
provincial subject, 372 

Regulations for Bengal, Bombay, and 
Madras. Bee Bengal regulations, 
Bombay regulations, Madras regulfl--
tions • 

Regulations for non-regulation pro
vinces, validated in 1861, 175; 
enacted for excluded and partially 
excluded a.rca.s, 265, 266, 356, 357 

Relief from income tax, bills affecting, 
require. p1'evious sanction, 377 

Relief of the poor, and tmemployment, 
provincial subject, 372 1 

Roligion, previous sanction of governor
general to introduction of Billa 
affecting, 174; differentiation baaed 
on, forbidden, 135, 382 

Religious toleration, 160, _ _161, 167 
Romarriaje of Hindu widows (1856), 

160; plays part in inducing mutiny, 
164 

Removal of prisoners and accused 
persons from one unit to another, 
concurrent legislative subject, 374 

Rent, suits as to, arrangements 88 to, 
64, 144, 148, 149, 153; procedure in 
rent and revenue courts, }A-ovincia.l 
subject, 370 

Report on moral and material progress 
in India, laid yearly, before Parlia
ment, 170 

Representative of the Crown as regards 
relations with the Indian states, 323; 
right of, to demand military assist
ance from governor-general, 330 

Repugnancy of provincial and fodeml 
legislation, 361, 362 

Repugnancy- of state and federal 
legisla.tion, 364 

Repugnancy to Imperial legislation, 
under Act of 1833, 134, 135; under 
Act of 1861, 174; under Act of 1935, 
37ij, 377 

Reservation of Bills by governors, 
under Act of 1919, 252, 253; under 
Act of 1935, 354, 355; by governor
general, under Act of 1919, 253; of 
1935, 344, 355 

Reserve bank, controls currency, 393; 
in respect of Burma, 457 

Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934, 
India, 393 

Reserved matters, under Act of 1919, 
254, 255; expenditure on, control of, 
258, 259; lcgisla.tion au, 249; pro
vision of funds for, 249, 262; under 
Act of 1935, in federal govo~mcnt, 

335, 336; defence, 399-407; ecclesi<~.s
tical affairs, 413, 414; external 

• affairs, 407-13; non-votable by 
legislature, 345 

Residuary pC»Vtlrs to legislate or t», 
gove-rnor-general may allocate, 3U2 

Resignation of high officials to bo in 
writing (1784), 96 

Resignation of President of Board. of 
Control (Lord Ellenborough) owing 
to disapproval of action IJy Ca'Mnet, 
175 • 

.Resignation of secretary of state, in 
view of Cabinet "isapproval of 
action, in case of E . .Montagu, 277; 
in oonsequence of failure of Indian • 
goverl.ment in regard to Mesopo
tamia, in A. Chamberlain's case, 
241 

Hesignation of lV arren Hasting~ held 
(1777) in'9"alid, 77, 96 • 

Resolutions, power to move, under Act 
\:If 1909, 251; value of, 232, 233 

Responsible govcrnm&t, as goal of 
India, declared on August 20th l'!H 7, 
243; under Act of 1919, 287-60, 
277-9; under Act of 1935, in pro
vinces, 348--52; difficulties as to, in 
federation, 310, 332-8; ~tlook as 
to, vii, viii, 473 474 • 

Responsi!Jle govo~cnt in Dominions, 
present position of, 460--6 

Restriction of financial grants to 
Indian purposes, 393; bui. not to . 
federal or pro,.incial purpo'les only, 
393 

Restrictions on legislative powers, 
under Act of 1833, 134, 135; under 
Act of 1861, 174,182, 183; under Act 
of 1935, 376-~m 

Revenue administration, Bengal, 6Q-2, 
6'\, 65, 66, 91, 107, 108, 109, 143-5; 
Bombay, 151; :Madras, 149; North
Western-Provinees, etc., 153 

Revenue cases, mode of dealing with, 
under Ct::.rnwa.llis, 106, 101; non· 
subjection to control of Supreme 
Courts (B:igh Courts), 88, 89, 149, 
rw: 205; continued by Act of 1935, 
406 

Revenue courts, procedure in. pro
vincial subject, 370 

Revenue Courts ~ Appeal to be 
reconstructed under Act of 1935, 428 

Revival and imprownnent of litera
ture, gmnt Qf Jal&. of rupees for 
(1813), 129 

Rewa Kantha. Agency, l42 
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Rights of fathers and masters of 
families by Hindu or Muhammadan 
la.w to be reRpected, 89 • 

Rigid distinction of Iee;islative powers, 
....Urst introduced by •Act of 1935, 

362 
Ripon, Marquess of, governor-general 

(1880--4), defends value of his 
.council, 172; difficulties of, with 
C11;nncil of India, 169; extends 
IKfwcrs of Jndiu.n magistrates, 207; 
restores fretdom of Press, 176, 226 

Roberts, Earl, approves system of 
Military Meftlber for Supply, 190 

Roo, Sir Thomas, secures trade 
privHeges for English traders, 1616-
10, 22 • 

Rohilkhand, nawab of Oudh's claims 
over (1772-4), 68 

Ro~i!l.a wa.r, W. H~~tings' improper,. 
conduct as ro, 68 

Roman Catholic church, Madras, 160 
Ropeways, pN2,vincinl Rubject, 371 
Ro.Jind Table Conference, demanded in 

I925, 286; arranged, 291; interests of 
parties to, 294-303; fir-st session, 
303-.'>; second session, 305-7; third 
sessioq. 308 

• Rowlntt,i1r. Justice, committee under, 
on revolutionat"Wlropaganda, 275 

Royal Executive Functions and Seals 
Act, 1934, Union of Sout.h Mrica, 
463, 466 

Royal .{jlrces, sent ~ India, payment 
for, 9""9, 100, 128 

Royal Indian Marine, 191. See Indian 
M~trine 

Royn.l lndia.n Navy under Acts of 1927 
and 1935,404,405. SeelndianNavy 

Royn.l Titles Act, 1876, 167, 168 
Rule oflaw, in India, 432-5 
Rules of Court, in Bombay, 44; llt Ben

gal under Act of 1871, 89 
Rules of procedure of provincial coun

cils under Act of 1919, 252 
Rumbold, Sir Thomas, governor of 

Madras (1778), 79, 80; Bill of paina 
and penalties against, 93 • 

Rupee, value of, stabilized, 288 
Russia, treaty (1907) of, with, 193, 194, 

408 n. 1 
Russian aggression, risk of, after 1885, 

results in incr.a.se of Indian army, 
189; in offers of aid from stat-es, 219 

Russian strate~ic railwaYs, cause in
crease of fieJJ arm)', 190 

Russo-Afghap boundary decided upon, 
193 

Ryan, Sir Edward, report of, on legal 
position in 1830, 133, 134 

Ryots, land rights of, neglected, 91; 
efforts to remedy, 109, 144,148, 153; 

• jurisdiction of moneylenders over, 65 
RyotWari tenure of land, in Bombay, 

151; in :Madras, 148, 149; in Punjab, 
153 

Sabar Kantha. agency, 442 
Sadr Adala.t, Guja.rat, 150 
Sadr Adalat, :Madras, 149 
Sadr nmins, in Madras, 149; in Bom

'bay, 150 
Sadr DiwaniAdala.t, Bengal, reorganized 

by W a.rrcn Hastings, 64-, 65; later 
hlstory, 85, 87, 89, 106, 108, 143, 144, 
145, 147 ,152; rnerged in High Court, 
203 

Sadr Diwani Ada.lat, Bombay, ll)O; 
merged in High Court, 203 

Sadr Diwani Adalat, created for North
Western Provinces, 145; merged in 
High Court, 204: 

Sn.dr Faujdari Ada.Iat, Bombay, 150; 
merged in High Court, 203 

Sn.dr }faujdari AdaJat, Madras, 149; 
merg~d in High Court, 203 

Sadr Nizamat Adalat, Bengal, 106, 107, 
108, 152; merged in High Court, 203 

Sadr Nizama.t Adalat, created at Alla
habad, 145; merged in High Court, 
204 

Safeguards, doctrine of, 300, 301, 303, 
309, 314, 315; afforded as regards 
legislation, 377 -83; in special re
sponsibilities of governor-general, 
332-5; in special responsibilities of 
governors, 348-51; for servants of 
Crown, 312, 313, 414-19; in Burma, 
453, 455 -

Sagar and Narba.da territories, acquiai
tion of, 117; administration of, 139, 
145, 151, 153 

Sagar island, sacrifice of children at, 
Wellesley prohibits, 162 

St. Helena, originally under London 
Company, mnrtiallaw at, 39; trans• 
ferred to Crown, 131 

St. John, Dr. John, judge at Bombay, 
38,40 

Snlabat Jang, rooognized as suba.dar of 
the Deccan, by treaty of Paris, 67 

Sularies of advocate-general n.nd coun
sellors, not votable, 345 

Salaries of ministers, federal,, not.,. 
vota blc, 334, 345; ·provincial, -not 
vo~ab~c, 355 
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Sn.lbai, treaty (1782) of, 82 
Sale of goods, Act regarding, 210 n. 4 
Salient characteristics of federation in 

India., 319-22 
Salisbury, Lord, on Council of !ndil, 

169 
·salsettc, seized by Bombay, 81 
Salt, na souroo of revenue, 186; re· 

ta.incd by centre, 187, 264; under 
Act of 1935, federal subject, 369, 390 

Salt monopoly, Dengal, 147; Bombay, 
151; :Madras, 149 

Salt policy in regard to states, 449, 4ti0 
Salute states, and non-salute stat&, 

441, 44-2 
Salutes, of kings of Delhi and Oudh, 

119 n. I; regulated by Crown, 221, 
325, 448 

Sambalpur, lapses (1849), 123; ad. 
ministration of, 266 

Samuel, Rt. Hon. Sir Herbert, M.P., 
on Dominion status for India, 470 

Sanads, of adoption and recognition of 
succession rules, granted to Hindu 
and Muhammadan rulers, mark 
supremacy of Crown, 213, 214 

Sanctioning of cinematograph films for 
exhibition, concurrent Ieiislative 
subject, 255, 375 

Sandhurst, entry of Indians to, 281; 
stopped, 402 n. 1 

Sandhurst, Lord, governor of Bombay, 
Curzon's criticism of, 180 n. 3 

Sanitary rate, power to levy in presi
dency towns under Act of 1793, 101 

Sanitation, provincial subject, 253, 371 
Santal Parganas, special administra

tion rCgime for, 266 
Sapru, Sir Tej Bahadur, moderate re· 

former, 285, 286, 287 
'Sardo.' Act, 1929, on age of marriage, 

211; wholesale cvaaion of, with aid 
of Iudian states, 451 

Satam, state restored by Lord Hast
ings, 118; deposition of raja, 121; 
lapsed to company, 122 

Saunders, :Mr., murder of (Dec. 1928), 
305 

Scheduled castes, representation of, 
under Act of 1935, 353 

Scheduled District Act, 1874, India, 
areas placed under system of, 175, 
209, 265 

Scottish church, chaplains of, 136, 414 
Scottish law, rulers of Indian states, 

subject to jurisdiction Wider, 459 
Seamen's and marine hospitals, central 

subject, 264; now federal subje~t, 366 

• 

Secession, Dominions' claim of right of, 
462, 465, 466; impossible under 

• restrictions on J ndian legislative 
power, 376; but claimed by Srinivastt 
Saatri as !n~crent in Domin
status, 468 

Secession from federation by states, 
329 

Secret committoo on war in t«o 
Camatic, 93 

Secret orders of the Boaid of Con4lrol, 
96 . 

Secret orders of secretary of state, 166; 
involving oxponditur~ 167 

Secretarial staff, of governor-general 
and governors, under their control, 
351 • 

Secretaries of departments, have acCess 
to governor-general, 173; under Act 
of 1935, 3M; ~ governor of B~a, 
453 

Secretary of State for India, 166, 166; 
position of, under Mgntagu-Chelms
ford scheme, 1919, 257, 267-70; 
position under Act of 1935, ~fi, 
348, 399, 401, 407, 413, 435, 436, 
438, 439; in regard to the services, 
415, 416, 418, 4-19; suit against, 166; 
under Act of 1935, 396, 3f1:7, 430-2, • 
436. See Horw Government of 
India. 

Sccunderabad, British jurisdiction over 
cantonment at, 222 n. 4, 331; army 
divitrion at, 19~ ' 

Security for India.n loans, 301 
Security for payment of pensions, 312, 

313, 418, 419 
Seditious meetings, legal measures 

against, 228, 433 
Select Committee of Bengal Council, 

act up in 1756, 29; remodelled, 56; 
of •tadras Council, 80 

Select committee on administration of 
justice in India., 88, 93 

Senate. Burma, composition of, 453; 
powers of, 454 

Seniority as principle of promotion, in 
civiJ..service, 142; in army, leads to 
inefficiency in mutiny, 156 

Separate \·oyages of Company, 3, 4 
Separation of revenue and adminis

tration of justice Uy Cornwallis, 
107-9; diilicultiesedue to, 145; not 
adopted in non-regulation provinces, 
153, 154-; nnr generctiy in force since 
1858, 206, 207. 

Sepoys, raieod at Madjae in 1748~ 
19. See Indin.n Army 

• 

• 

• 
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ServQllts of Company of Merchants of 
J...ondon, a.uthority of Company over, 
4, 8; of ]i;ast India Company, li; • 
grades of, 29; removal of, 30; exces
~re payment of, by •·'IJ.r arren Hast
ings, 91, 92; reforms of Cornwallis, 
109, llO, 142. See Indian CiviL 
Service, Civil Sen-ante 

Ser4o•ants of Company within nati\·c 
states, legislation for, 134; power 
ap~cd to servants of the Crown,' 
174, 175; rot!.ned in Act ofl93i)~ H6l 

Sessions courts, Bengal, 144; under 
Code of Crit!inal Procedure, 206; 
judges, protection for, under Act of 
1935, 427 

sevros, treaty (1921) of, rescd\ed by 
Muslims in India; 277 

Shah,. Alam, Emperor (King of Delhi) 
(17b'B-1806), grants diwani of Bengal, 
Bil!ar, and Orissa to Company, 53-5; 
jagir to Clive, 27; relations of, with 
\\'arren Hastings, 67, 83, 84; with 
Cornwa.llis, 1t12, 103; with Shore, 
11~; with WcJles]ey, ll5, 116 

Shah Shujo., governor of Bengal, grants 
certain exemptions for trade in 
Bengal (1656), 25 

/ihahin-sha\ Padsho.h, title applied to 
Queen by Sindhia U.877), 214 

Shan States, native ia"w in, 209; special 
provisions for, under Act of 1935, 456 

Sher Ali, Amir of Mghanistan (1869-
79), reftions of, ~th India, 192, 
193 . 

Sheriff of Calcutta, to he appointed 
by governor under Act of 1935_. 427; 
formerly by governor-general, 73; 
of Madras and Bombay under 
charters of 1726 and 1753, 43 · 

Sheriff's Court, attempt to create. at 
Madra.s (1727), 47 • 

Shipjling and navigation on inland 
wat.erways, etc., concurrcntlegislative 
subject, 375; on tidal waters, central 
subject, 367. See Maritime sWpping 

Sholapur, martial law in 1930 applied 
to, 295 n. 2, 433 • 

Shore, Sir John, advises Cornwallis on 
revenue issues, 105, 109; governor
general (1793-8), fails to extirpate 
suttee, 161; follows policy of non
intervention, Ill•shows homage to 
Mogul princes, 115 

Shyamaji Kiishnava.rma. Indian revo
lutionary, estabtshes. India House, 
London,227 

Shuja-ud-daula: nawah of Oudh (d. 
34 

1775), rela.tions wit-h Company, 64, 
67, 68 

Sialkot, cantonment under British 
jurisdiction, 222 n. 4 

Si~i. acquired (1879), 193 
Sidi (}fogul admiral), of Janjira, con

flicts of, with Compa.ny, 159 
· Sign manual, u~d for oommis!lions of 

govefrior-genoral and iepresentative 
of His }lajesty for functions in con
hexion ~ with the ·states, • 32:{; of 
go\"Elrnora, t348; for warrants of 
appointment of commander-in-chief, 
~-)9; of s.'ppointments and removal of 
j.fldges of Federal Court, 420, and 
High Courts, 425 ~ 

'Sign manual and signet used fu1' in. 
structions to governor-general and 
governors, :-l28 n. 1 

• ~:~s~'Aka~8,!~!~~::i!!·2~~~ ghadr 
propaganda. among, 238;·Iaw applic
able to, 147 n. I; reservation of seats 
in legislatures for, under Act of 1919, 
250,260, 261; under Act of 1935, 340, 
353, 358; dissatiafaction of, with 
n.mount of representation, 307 

Sikkim, state (1817), parts of, obtained 
(1835 and 1850), 139 

Simla, Indian government n.t, 173 
Simla. hill states, 442, 445; restrictions 

on judicial powers of, 223 
Simon, Sir John, statutory commission 

under, 288-94, 300, 315 
Simonst.ovm, British position at, in con· 

sistent 'With neutrality of Union of 
South Africa. in war~ 464 

Simultaneous examinations for I.C.S., 
refusal of, 170, 202; equivalent pro
vided for, 284: 

Sind, annexation of (1843), 121; ad
ministration of, as pa.rt of Bombay, 
151; separated from Bombay, 326; 
under Act of 1935, governor's pro
vince, 327; represented in Council of 
State, 329; in Fedeml Assembly, 340; 
executive government of, 346-52; 
legislation of, 352-7; franchise of. 
3fi8-60; legislative powers of, 361-
83; relations of, to federation, in 
administrative matters, 383-6; in 
finance, 386-97; provincial constitu· 
tion for, vili, ix 

Sindhia., ruling l10use, of Gwalior, 114, 
115,117,150,219 

Singapore, annexed (transferred to 
control of Colonial Office, 1867, unde~; 
29 o,.n~ 30 Viet. o. 115), 130 
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Sinha, Sir S. P ., later Lord Sinha., asks 
for annowcement of goal of British 
governmcttt in India, 242; given 
governorsb.ip of Bihar and Orissa 
(1920), 279 • 

Siraj.ud-daula, na.wab of -:Bengal 
(d. 1757)~ accepUI treaty ·with Com
pany,27 

Sirhind, Cia.Satlcj state (1809), alliance 
of, 116 

Sirohi, sta.te {1823), 442, 451 n. 2 
Skeen, Sir Andrew, committee on 

Indian Sandhurst, 281 n. 2 
Slave Trade Act, 1811 and 1824, 136 
Slave Trade Act, 1876, jurisdiction 

over Indi&n stato subjects on high 
fleas under, 220 n. 1; powers of Indian 
legislat.ion under, 364 

Slavery, legal status of, abolished 
(1843), 161 

Slavery Abolition Act, 1833, not 
n.pplied to India, 136 

Sleeman, Sil:' William, report of, on 
Oudh, 123; urges wider employment 
of Indiana, 135 

Small Cau!leS Court, Bombay, 150 
Smuta, Lieu.t.-Genera-1 J. C., shows 

hostility to Indians in Unf'on, 285 
Southcm Ra.jputana States Agency, 

442 
Sovereign or royal family, no Indian 

legislation as to, 376 
Sovereignty, acquisition of, by con

quest, only for Crown, 11, 20; 
approved by House of Commons, 
70; first acquired in Madras, 23, 24; 
Bombay, 9, 24; Calcutta., 25-7; 
reserved by Charles II, 17; gra.dua.l 
development of, by conquest or 
cession, 133; vagueness n.s to extent 
of (1784), 95, 101, 102; for inter
national purposes removed in 1813-
14, 116, 117; for domestic purposes 
by Act of 1833, 133, 134 

Sovereignty or dominion of Crown in 
India, not to be affected by Indian 
legislation, 134, 174; rule extended 
to suzerainty, 376 

Spain, papal gmnt of territory to, 1, 2 
Speaker of tb.e Fedora} Assembly, 338; 

of provincial asaemblie.s, 352 
Special court for trial of extortion in 

India, eet 11p in 1784, 98; remodelled 
in 1786, 99 

Specialleavo to appea1toPrivy Council, 
154, 421, 422, 424; may not be ta.ken 
away without specific authority, 377; 
such authority given, 421 • 

Special Marriage Act, 1872, India, 2!2 
Specific Relief Act, 1877, India, powers 

• under, 210, 434 
Spice Islands, English Company e~-

cluded frolll hade with, ;{, 7 #llllfll.: 
Spiti, Punjab, administration of, 2l36 
Srinagnr~ residant's juris.dictirm st~ 

222 n. 3 
Srinivasa Sastri, asserts Domi.WOn 

status involves right of secession, 468 
Stables, John, member of ccftl.ncil, 

Fort \Villinm, from I'182, 78 
Staff corps, renamed Indian Army, 

189 • 
Stamp duties, partly central, partly 

provincial, 259; partly federvJ, • 
pa~ provincial, 369, 370, 373; pro
ceeds provincial, 388 

Standing Committee of Chamber of 
Princes, 411,.412 • 

Stanley, Lord, carries GovernmEftlt of 
India Bill, 18ti8, 165 

Star of India, order instituted (1861), 
325; given to Indiafl princep, 44 7 

State lotteries, federal subject, 36!f 
States, Burman, government of, 456 
States, Native or Indian, Company's 

relations with, under We.rren HMt
ings, 76-84; underCornwJllis, 101-56 
eRtahlishmcnt Jjf supremacy over, 
111-25; under Crown, administre.· 
tive and political relations, 212-21; 
judicial relations, 221-5; under 
1\!ontagu-Chelmsford reforQl scheme, 
272, 273; vtftue of war s~vices of, 
240; under indirect control of Parlia
mentary legislation, 224; under the 
constitution of l 9:15, 296, 297; acces· 
sian to federation, 311, 327-30; 
federal executive in relation to, 
331-8; legislative representation of, 
ia Council of State, 339, 340; in 
.Federal Aasem bly, 340, 341; power 
of federal legislation to legislate for, 
361-70; relation of, to federation, in 
administrative matters, 383-6; in 
finance, 386-97; in railway matters, 
397-9; questions as to, not justici
ab,c, 431; special responsibilities of 
governor-general to snfoguard inter
ests of, 332, 333; of governors, 3tH; 
payments in respect of, non-votable. 
342; audit of, 3165 

State subjects and rulers, eligihle for 
scata in CouncU of State, 341; in 
Federal A~mblf, 354; for office, 
416; trade relations with Burma, 457 

States' Peoples' Confclence, 451 
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Sta.tus of the Union Act, 1934, Unibn 
of South Africn., 465, 466 

SWtut.c of Westminster? 1931, effect of, • 
178, 464, 465 

~tory civil service, ~rd Lytton's, 
199 

St:rength of Indian Army in 1856-7, 
164; after Mutiny, 188, 189; during 
war of 1914-19, 240; later reduced, 
28\j in 1935, 403, 404 

Stipendiary mjlgistmtea, Calcutta, 206 
Stores, India'l' freedom to purchase, 

469 
Suba.da.r of the Deccan, Company's 

relations with, 24. See Niza.m of 
• Hydera.bad 

Subordinate alliance, imposed oft Oudh, 
112; on NiM.m, 113; on Peshwn., 113, 
114 

Subo~nato nivil serv,ico, mainly In
di:n, 199, 200, 201 

Su bordinatc judges, Bombay, 208; 
Madras, 208 , 

Subw-dinafu judicin.l service, protection 
for, under Act of 1935, 427, 428 

Sucl.'eSBion Act, 1865, Indian, 210, 21 I 
Succession to na..tive states, must be 

recogni71d by paramount power, 217 
~uicide, Ji4-gJish lu.w as to, not appli.c

a.ble in Jnilia., 14'Wl. 1 
Suits against the Crown, 320, 396, 397, 

432, 433; in respect of Aden, :~61 
Suits between natives of India in 18th 

centurl: court.s dealijg with, in :Bom
bay, 4a; in Calcutta, 4:9-62, 74-, 88, 
89; in MfldtllR, 4-8, 49 

SuJjvan, Lnurcnce, support of, pur
chased hy Ha.flt,inga, 110 

Superintendents of police, csta.bli&hed 
(1791), 107, 202 

Supervision of police regulations, gov
ernors' duties as to, 313, :~5tl, in 
Burma, 453 

Supervisors (supravisors) U.}lpointed by 
V crclst in 1769, 57, 64 

Supervisors, of Indian government, 
proposal to send to India, negatived 
by Parliam(}nt, 59 • 

Supremacy of civil , authority ewer 
military asaerted in 1769, 56; 'b:xer· 
ciaed by Dalhousie, 158 

Supremacy of Parliament asserted, in 
Act of 1833, 134; lin Act of 1861, 174; 
in Act of 1935, 376 

Supreme Court, Ctlcutta, created 1785, 
73-5; controversy • with council, 
85-7; limitaj.ion of powerS in 1781, 
88-90; extent of jurisdiction, 145-7; 

transformed into High Court (1865}, 
203, 204 

Supreme Court n.t Bombay, 126; ox
tent of jurisdiction, 150; transformed 
to Hjgh Court ( 1865 ), 203, 204 

Supreme Court at )lndras, 126; extent 
of jurisdiction, 149; transformed to 
High Court ( 1865), 203, 204 

Supreme ownership of land, falls to 
Crown, 324, 326 

Surat, made chief station of London 
Company, 5, 22, 28; makes by-laws 
for Bombay, 39 

Su~t state, nawab recognized by Corn
l-ams, 103; power of government 
taken over by Wellesley, 113; title 
lapses, 121 

Surcharges on income t.a.x, right of 
federation to impose, 389 

Surcharges on various duties, federa
tion mny impose, proceeds to go to 
provinces, 388 

Surendra.nath Ba.nerjea, Sir, moderate 
Bengali reformer, 227 

Surji Arjungaon, victory (1803) of, over 
Sindhia, 114 

Surman, John, successful mission of, to 
Far.ruk'hsiyar, 24, 26 

Survey of India, Geological, Bota.nical 
and Zoological Surveys, central, now 
federal subjects, 264, 306 

Sutanati, settlement at, in 1690, 2fi 
Suttee (Sati), widow-buming, pro

hibition of, 161 
Suzerainty of Crown over stntes, 212-

25, 323, 441-51; cannot be impaired 
IJy lndian ll'.gis1u.tion, 376; or Burman 
legislation, 455 

Swat, state, 197 n. 1 
Swamj, doctrine of, adopted by Indian 

National Congress (1906), 227 
Swaraj party, walks out from logis

laturo (192!i), 284 

Talukdars, Oudh, cauSes of resentment 
during Mutiny. 154. 

Tanganyika, discrimination against 
Indians iu, 4 77 n. 3 

Tangier, municipality of, servos as 
model for M'adras,ll; Peterborough's 
martial law regulations for, followed 
at Bombay, 31 

Ta.njore, raja of, defea.ted, 79; transfers 
governing power to company (1799), 
112 

Tariff Commission, prccurs()r of Tariff 
Boar~, 279 
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Taxation, powers of provincia.! councils 
to impose fresh, under Act of 1919, 
259; of federation under Act of 1935, 
369, 370, 388-00; of provinces, ;{73, 
390, 391 • 

Ta.xation in which provinces art inter
ested, previous Ranction to introduc
tion of Bills a.lfecting, 377 

Taxation of persons tmbject to juris
diction of ~upremc Courts, author
ized in 1813, 128 

Taxation of provincial governments in 
respect of business carried on outside 
a province, 393 J 

Taxation of ruler's property (privAte) 
in British India., 225 n. 2, 392, 393; 
of public property used for tmdc, 
225 n. 2, 392, 393 

Taxes on agricultural income, pro
vincial subject, 373, 390 

Taxes on animals and boats, , pro
vincial .subject, 259, 37::J, 390 

Taxes on capital value of assets (ex
clusive of agricultural land) of indi
viduals and companies, federal sub
ject, 369, 390 

'!'axes on income other than agri
cultural incomes, centro.f subject, 
369; part of revenue payable to 
provinces, 388, :{89 

'!'axes on lands and buildings, hearths 
and windows, provincial subject, 259, 
373, 390 

Taxes on luxurieR, including amuse
ments, entertainments, betting and 
gambling, provinciuJ subject, 259, 
373, 390 

Tuxea on mineral rights, in general 
provincial Ru,bjcct, but partly federal, 
373, 390 

Taxes on professions, trades, ca.llings, 
and employments, provincial sub
ject, 259, 373, 390 

Taxes on rnilway fares and rates, 
federal subject, 3i0; proceeds to go 
to provinces, 388 

'!'axes on the sale of goods and ad
vertisements, provincial subject., 3i3, 
390 

Tea, trade in, continued to Company 
under Act of 1813, 127; terminated 
by Act of 1833, 131 

Tea Duties Act, 1833, 136 
Tehri-GarhwaJ, state (1820 and 1859), 

443 
Telegraphs, telephones, wireless, cen

tral, now federal subjects, 264, 
266 

1'~ingas, cease to be recruited for 
·Mudras army, 189 

.. Tcmmts, coercive powers over, granted 
to zamindars, 143; efforts to safe
guard inte!'!'s\a of, 148, 150, 153, J.Ji'; 
under~ older system without legal 
redreRs, 63 

Tenasserim, acquisition of, 119; ad· 
ministration of, 139 • • 

Tenure at pleasure of servants of 
Crown, 414; of judges of High &urt, 
204; altered under A!t of 192\l, 420, 
425 

Terminal taxes, under ~ct of 1910, pro
vincial subject, 259; under Act of 
1935, federal subject, 370; proceeds • 
to g~to provinces, 388 

Territorial acquisitions of CompatlY 
recognized in 1767, 57. See Sove-
reignty , • 

Territorial force, 281, 403, 404 • 
Territorial law, in India inapplicable to 

J!~nglish, 21 
Territorial sovereigntY in India.,. ac

quired at Bombay, 9; at Madrali, 2:3, 
24; at Calcutta., 25, 26, 27 

Territorial waters, of India, 205 
Territorial Waters Jurisdiition Act, 

1878, 205 • • 
Territories in l~dia. vested in t.bc 

Crown, i.e, governors' and chief corn
miaaioners' proYinces, :l23 

Terrorism, control of, 313, 433; gover
nors' duties a.s to, 350; W Burmu., 
453 • " 

Testamentary jurisdiction, conferred 
by charters of 1726 and 1753, 18; by 
charter of 1774 on Supreme Court of 
Calcutta, 73 

Thagi. See Thugs 
Thakurdas, Sir Purshotamdas, sup· 

PQrte Congress, 288 
Thnml, Portuguese judge at., hears 

Bombay cases, 31 
Theatres and dramatic performances 

and cinemas, provincial au bjects, 
254, 255, 372; sanction of cinemato
graph films for exhibition, con
curtent subject, 264, 255, 375 

Theft, death penalty for, disapproved 
by Company, 35, 37; imperial legis
lation for India, 129 

'rhibaw, king of Upper Burma (1878-
1885), overthrow of, 185 

Through traffic by railways in federa· 
tion and fedtlratecP atatcs, 398, 399 

'!'hugs, suppressed by Sleeman, 147, 
162; in native states~ 120 
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Tibet, relations of India with, tl4; 
sympathy of, in war, 240 

Tilo.k, Bal Gangadhar, agitator, 22&,. 
228 

~evelly, poligars ol',• pla~d under 
British control, 104 

Tipu Sultan, of Mysore (1782~99) 
clu.ims to bo Padshah, 102; defeated 

tl:):l' Cornwallis (1792), 104; and by 
\\:Gllesley (1799), ll3 

Tit!«!! of honqur, regulated by Crown, 
325; atatclf right to award, 447; 
regulation of ceremonial, central sub. 
ject under At:t of l!H9, 265 

Tobacco monopoly, Madras, abolished 
(1852), 149 • 

Tochi political agency, 195 
Tolls, provincial subject, 259, 373 
Tonk state (1817), 117, 442 
Tort~ law of, English,Jn practico, 211 
Tr~e and commerce within the • 

province, provincial subject, 372 
Trade Disputci nnd Trade Unions Act, 

1.1127, in part a.doptcd in India, 
~0 

'Trade-marks, federal subject, 367 
Trade relations between lndin and 

Bunncw regulation of, 393, .:194, 457 
• Tmde uW,ons, industrial and labour 

disputes, canc~nt legislative sub
jcct, 255, ·375 

'l'rading rights, of East India. Company, 
3, 8, 11, 13, 14, 16, 30, 46; continued 
(1793,1, 100, 101; ;'Opart (1813), 127; 
tennliated (1833), 131; of its ser
vants curtailed, 75 

Trnding with the enemy, regulated by 
Crown, 405, 406 

Transfer, alienation, und devolution of 
agricultural land, provirlcial subject, 
371 

Trn.nsfer of Property .Act, 1882, ~din, 
210 

Transfer of prop~rty,, other than ngri· 
cultural land, nnd registration of 
deeds and documents, concurrent 
legislative list, 374 

Transferred subjects, und~r MQntagu
Chelmsford scheme, 245, 253, 254: 

Transit dues, 1\ladras, a.bolis~~cj t1844), 
149 

Transition from Act of 1919 to that of 
1935, 440, 441 • 

Tra. van core state, direct relations of, t.o 
Viceroy, 441; headquarters of Mad
ras States Alency,•442; jurisdiction 
over Euro~e~ns in, 222 n. 2; legis
lative council of, 443; positiQn of, in 

respect of curre~cy. 44~; of custoiil~. 
449; representation of, in Federal 
Assembly, 341; ~alt dues 1~ot paid 
by, 450 n. 1 

11eas~, Indian princes and subjects 
may be guilty of, 215; governor
general, council~ and judges subject 
to Supreme Court in respect of, 
74 

Treasure trove, provincial subject, 255, 
372 

Treasury of Benga], removed to Cal· 
cutta, 60 

~ties under Act of 1935, enforce
/ment of, 363, 365; negotiation of, 

407, 410, 411; states and, 219, 220, 
410, 411, 4!)0 . 

Treaties with Indian states, principles 
of interpretation of, 213, 214 

Treaty (1748) with France, restoration 
oi Madraa under, 24; {1763), 79 
n.l 

Treaty-ma-king by Irish }'rce State a.nd 
Union of South Africa, 463 

Tribal lreas, discretionary powers of 
govemor-general over, 332, 335, 440; 
of go.ornor of Nort-h. West Frontier 
Province as agent, 349; natives of, 
may be enlisted in army, 401; 
discussions or questions on, need 
govcrnor-genoral's permission, 342; 
expenditure on, non·votable, 343 

Tribute to Emperor from Company, 54; 
with~eld by Hastings, 57; refused by 
Cornwa.ll.is, 103 

Tripura., state, 442 
Trustee status of federal stocks, 394, 

440, 441 
Trusts Act, 1882, 210 
Trusts and trustees, concurrent legis

lative list, 374 
Turlrey, Sulta.n ·of, grants conr..cs.Won.s 

for Levant trade, l, 21, 26; British 
neutrality· in wars of, wit-h Greece 
and Italy, 408 

Udaipur, state (18.18), 117, 120, 442; 
rising in, loads to intervention (1921), 
446 

Ugn:nda, discrimination against lm)ja.n.s 
in, 477 n. 3 

Unemployment, provincia.] ~object, 
372 

Un"employment i~sura.nco, concun·ent 
legislat.ive su~ject, 375 

Un~fica.t.ion of q.rmies of presidc_noie_s in 
Indja, 189 
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Unification of Company's and royal 
forcee desired by Cornwallis, 100, 
104, 105; accomplished after 1858, 
188, 189 • 

Unification of Supreme Court and pro
vincial courts, proposed by Hastings, 
85, 87; rejeet.W in 1781, 90; c.a.rried 
out under Crown, 203, 204 

Unincorporated trading, literary, scien
tific, religious, and other societies and 
associations, provincial subject, 372 

Union of South Africa, claims of, as 
regards Dominion status, 462, 4$l, 
464-, 465, 466; governor-goner 's 
office dissociated from High Co -
missionetship for Bu.sutoland, etc., 
330; relations with India, 238, 407, 
412; secures in 1931 full power to 
alter constitution, 178; withdrawal 
of railway matters from control of 
Parliament, 397 I 

United Company of Merchants of 
England trading to thu East Indies, 
formation of (170~). 15, lU;. n:1.1uerl 
EMt India Company (1833), 16. See 
East India Company 

United Kingdom, accepts .-::sporllli
bility for defence of India from 
external aggression, 406, 407 

United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, 
lieutenant-governor'~; province from 
1002, 181; executive government of, 
181; legislative couneil of, 182, 183; 
under Minto-Morley reforms, execu
tive of, 231; legislative council of, 
232; under Montagu-Chelmsford re
forms, go~emor's province, 247; 
executive government of, 247; minis
ters of, 249; legislative council of, 
24-9-59; under Act of 1935, gover
nor's province, 326; represented in 
Council of State, 339; in Federal 
Assembly, 340; executive govern
ment of, 346-52; legislature of, 
352-7 ; franchise of, 368-60; lcgis
lu.tivo powers of, 361-83; relations 
of, to federation, in administrative 
matters, 383-6; in finance, 386-97 

Universities, founded aa examining 
bodies, 162; share responsibility for 
higher education, 201; constitu
encies fo£ Prorincial Councils under 
Act of 1919, 250 

Upton, Col. John, negotiates treaty of 
Purandha.r (1776), 81 

Usc of naval, military. and air forces in 
aid of the civil power, not within 
provincial legislative power, 374 

• 

Vafcouvor, attempt of Sikhs in Koma
&atu M aru to force entry into Canada 

-at, 238 
Vansittart, He~, governor of Bepgal 

from Jl4.60, dtiggests accord with »rP 
Kasim (1762), 30, 53, 54 

Va.ux, John, judge in Bombay (l6S5-
90), 40, 41 

Velloro mutiny, 1806, 157, 160 • • 
V erelst, Harry, governor of B~gal 

(1767-fJ), n.ppointa sqpervisors, 57, 
5S; criticizes court system of Bengal 
under native rule, 62 

Verno.cular Press, con,rolled during 
· Mutiny by Canning, 163. See Press 

regulUWion 
Versailles, treaty (1783) of, guarded 

treatment of sovereignty in, 102 
Versailles, treaty (1919) of, prov,iions 

as to !abo~ con..-entions urijicr, 
411 

Vice-Admiral governor-general is ·ex 
officio, 400 n. 4 • 

Viceroy, style of, 324 • 
Viceroy'~:~ commission, to disappear in 

due course, 403 
Victoria, Queen, becomes Empress of 

India, 167; corresponds d¥-ect with 
governors-general from li42, 168; • 
disapproves of l~nborough's recall, 
136; of execution of~Ianipur rebels, 
215 

Victoria :Memorial (Calcutta), federal 
subject, 366 • ta. 

Village civil courts, )ladrns, 208 
Village munsiffs in Occcan, 208 
Village police, provincial subject, 370 
Village settlements, experiments with, 

in Madras, 14B; in Bombay, 151; in 
North-Western Provinces, 103; in 
Punjab, 153, 154 

• 
Wadgaon, convention (1779) of, 82 
Waite, Sir Nicholas, governor of Born~ 

bay (1704-8), 41 
Wakil-i-mutlak, title of Peshwa con· 

ferrod by Emperor, 102 
Wana.politica.l agency, 195 
WanQ.iwash, chief of, grants in 1639, 
Madru~ 23 

War, not to be carried on by Company 
without authority of Crown (1784), 
U7; Parliamtlnt a.tftl, 166. 167; prero
gative of Crown, 324; its exercise by 
government of Indit, 405 

War of London Oompany against Mogul 
Empire (1686-!l6), 12; 4iiaastrous end 
of, 25 
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Wnr of 1914-19, India's oontribufton 
tu aUicd cause in, 240, 241 • 

':rar:;hington, treaty (1922) of, a.s tg.. 
naval diso.rmnment, 405, 409 

_4.Vater supplies, contrd'l.of, U,l!der Act 
O't 1935, 385, 386; provit«!Jal legis
lative control of, 371 

Watson, Admiral Charles, commanding 
.JO]~l navy (1756-7), .'~0 

V\'azms, openmg of country of, 2·76; 
Nlrthcm and Southern Waziristan 
Militia, 196• ~ 

Weights and measures, provincial Bub
ject, 253, 25,, 372; establishment of 
Htanda:tds of 'Weight, iedecnl ffilb}uct,• 
369 

Wellesley, Colonel Arthur, -...ctor at 
Assa.ye {1803), 114 

Wellesley, Marquess, governor-general 
( 14108-1805), u.nnexes Carna.tic (1801 ), 
lt2; Surat (1799-fsOO), ll3; Tan
jore (1799), ll2; controls 11-fadras, 
142; disputes with directors,140 n. 2, 
142, n. 1; e~forcea control of Press, 
1'83; fails to suppress suttee, 161; 
})lana campaigns, 14, 158; prohibits 
infanticide, 162; secures part of 
Oudh (1801), 112; of Tipu's territory 
(1799)~113; recalled by directors, 

• 115; Rut:lordinato alliances imposed 
by, on Bhonslc, !l'olkar, and Sindhia, 
114; on Niznm, 113; on Pc.shwa, 
113, 114; treatment of Emperor by, 
115, 116 

lV cstorl Austra.lian ~tition for seces
sion from tho Commonwealth of 
Australia., 465 n. 2 

Western Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa. 
(Hl05-l2), 181; sepa.rated in 1912, 
234, 235 

'Western India States Agency, 442 
'Vestern Kathiawar .Agency, 4.4~ 
'Western Rajputana States Agency, 

442 
Westminster, Sta:tutc of. See Statute 

of Westminster 
Westminster, treaty of (1654) a.ccord!l 

reparation for massacre of Amboyna, 
7 • 

Whaling Industry (Regulatio~"Act, 
1934, 364, 376 .r 

'Wheler, Edward, member"of council, 
Fort William ~ 777), 77; condoneS! 
Hastings' treatment of begams of 
Oudh and Chait Singh, 78 

''Vhipping, by ~pre!Qc Court judges, 
authorized punishment, 75 n. 1 

White Pape~ containing proposals of 

British Government {March 1933), 
308, 389, 407 

Whitehill, John, governor of Madras, 
suspended from office (1780), 80; Bill 

eof pains and pena-lties prepared 
a.ga.thst, 93 

Wilberforce, William, urges (179:~) 
missionary enterprise in India, 160 

William III, authorizes (1694--8) grn.nt 
of charters to Old and New Com
panics, 13-15; maintains New Com
pany in powers of Old, 17 

Willingdon, }~arl of, governor-general 

~ 
India (1931--6), 277; rest.ores 

d-ct1y gt:.o">'~mm\'>n.t in IMia, ?.% 
1lls, intestacy, and succession, con
ClUTent legislative list, 374_; legis-
lation on, 211 

Wilson, James, financo member of 
counci1, reforms (1859-60) Indin.n 
fit;~.ance, 185 

Vi1ire'ress. See Broadcasting, Telegraphs 
Witchcraft, punishment of, at Bombay, 

37 
'\Volverl&\mpton, Lord, Secretary of 

:;ltate for India (1894-5), on position 
of lndin.n government~ 176 

Women~ franchise for, under Act of 
1919, 250; under Act of 1935, 314, 
367, 359, 438; in Uurma., 453; scats 
reserved for, in federation, Council of 
Sta.te, 339, 340; ]federal Assembly, 
353; ae~ices open to, 416 

\Vood, Sir Charles, considers Cotmcil of 
India valuable, 168; dislikes dis
cusAion of executive business by 
legislature, 173; lays down prin
ciples of educational policy, 162 

Woolwich, entry of Indin.n.s to, 281; 
stopped, 402 n. 1 

Works, lands, and "buildings, federal 
and provincial, legislative power as 
to, 366, 3'i0 

Wybornc, Sir .Tohn, deputy governor 
of Bombay (1687-8), 39, 40 

Wyllie, Sit W. Curzon, murdered (1909). 
227 

Yaku b Khan, son of Sher Ali of 
Afghanistan, Amir of Ka.bul, cedes 
Sibi and Piehin (1879), 191? 

Yuvaraja of Mn.nipur, execution of 
(1891), 215 

Zamindari Court at Calcutta, 49-62; 
superseded, 64 n. 1 . 
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Za.mindari settlements, it1 North-Wes
tern Provinces, 152; in MadfM, 148, 
149; in Punjab, 153 

Za.mindars, in Bengal, 51, 52~- ~,-61; 
judicinl powers of, 62, 63; .Junsd.it:
tion of Supreme Court over,· a'6, 89; 
police powers of, 90; taken away 
(1792), 107; powers over tenants 
given to, 143; restriction cf rights 
over tenants ~ttempted, lO{J; settle-

.ent of land revenue permanently 
avith, 109, 147; results in objection 

.. to pay ccsses for roads, etc., 147 
Zanzibar, discrimination against In-
dians~, 40f,-477 n. 3 • 

Zanzibar~rdcrs in Council, rlenl :ith · 
subjects of Indian states, 220 

Zoological Survey of India, central, 
now federal subject, 264, 366 • 

Zulfilmr, retained by Afghanistan; 193 

• 
jar-rOld &-SonS, f-!miled, The Empiys Press, Norwicf" 


